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THE PONTIFICAL DIPLOMATIC SEEVICE.

HUMANLY speaking, the growth and development of the

Church depends in no small degree on the attitude of

the civil authorities toward her doctrines and ministers. Un-

friendly or hostile rulers can hamper the efforts of the Church

by a hundred odious restrictions. On the other hand, when

the relations of Church and State are cordial and friendly,

the former can freely fulfill her divine commission of preach-

ing the Gospel to every creature, and gains rapidly in numbers

and influence. Hence during the long centuries of her exist-

ence the Church has made every effort and every sacrifice,

consistent with her divine constitution, to secure and maintain

amicable and harmonious relations with the secular powers.

At first she adopted the practice of sending a temporary legate

to remove the causes of discord and reestablish friendly

relations with the civil authorities, but, since the closing years

of the fifteenth century, a permanent representative of the

Pope has been stationed at the capitals of the various Catholic

nations.

The supreme head and guiding spirit of the entire pontifical

.diplomatic service is the Sovereign Pontiff. He marks out the

policy to be adopted and the course to be pursued by the sub-

altern personnel, and no important transaction can be arranged

or concluded without his knowledge and approval. The prac-

tical supervision and management of these matters is entrusted

to the Secretary of State, who is aided and advised, on all im-
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portant occasions, by the Congregation for Extraordinary-

Ecclesiastical Affairs. The diplomatic corps consists of

legates of various ranks accredited to some twenty nations of

Europe and South America.

The Papal Secretary of State.

Papal, or apostolic, secretaries were first employed by In-

nocent VI during the sojourn of the pontifical court at Avig-

non. The custom was retained by his successors, though the

number of these officials fluctuated considerably during the

various pontificates. Callistus III (1458) fixed their number

at six; Innocent VIII (1492) employed twenty-three; Inno-

cent XI (1678) retained only two. In the beginning of the

reign of Leo XIII there were five secretaries attached to the

papal court, but that pontiff suppressed the office of Secretary

of Memorials, whose duty it was to take charge of the mul-

titudinous petitions forwarded to the Pope from all parts of

the Catholic world. The present Pope, in the Constitution

Sapienti consilio, has consolidated the hitherto distinct offices

of Secretary of Briefs to Princes and Secretary of Latin Let-

ters, and, in addition, has assigned to one of the departments

of the Secretariate of State the functions which formerly

occupied a Secretary of Briefs. Hence, at the present time,

there are but two papal secretaries, namely, the Secretary of

State, and the Secretary of Briefs to Princes and of Latin

Letters.

The title of Papal Secretary of State in its modern accep-

tation was first borne by the great St. Charles Borromeo. He
was appointed to this high office in 1560, at the early age of

twenty-two years, by his uncle. Pope Pius IV, and retained

the dignity, until the accession of that pontiff's successor six

years later. For over one hundred and thirty years this office

was administered by a nephew, real or adopted, of the reign-

ing pontiff. This practice of nepotism, which was coun-

tenanced and practised even by saintly popes, finds some pal-

liation in the difficulties of the times, which seemed to render

it inadvisable or imprudent for the rulers of the Church to
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seek a trusted confidant and adviser, in the conduct of the tem-

poral affairs of the papacy, outside the circle of their own im-

mediate kindred. Innocent XII (1691) was the first to depart

from this time-honored custom, and since his day the practice

has been for the newly-elected pope to select one of the cardi-

nals for this important office.

In accordance with the recent reguUtions of Pius X, the

Secretariate of State is now divided into three departments.

The first is concerned with business of an extraordinary, or

unusually important, character, which is to be submitted for

consideration to the Congregation for Extraordinary Eccle-

siastical Affairs, or to one of the other Congregations. The

second section has charge of all ordinary or routine matters.

With some few exceptions, it has the right of granting all

marks of honor, both ecclesiastical and civil, to those who

"have given some notable and valuable service to the Church

and Religion. The last section arranges for the sending of

the Apostolic Briefs committed to it by the various Congre-

gations. Each of these sections has a president, who is sub-

ject directly to the Secretary of State. The Secretary of the

Congregation for* Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs pre-

sides over the first section; the substitute Secretary of State,

who has charge of the cipher code used in sending important

despatches to and from the nunciatures, directs the second

section; the Chancellor of Apostolic Briefs is the superior of

the third section. A number of minor officials, e. g., clerks,

writers, archivists, accountants, are attached to each depart-

ment.

Before the loss of the Temporal Power of the Popes the

Secretary of State had a number of duties which have fallen

into abeyance. Thus, for instance, he negotiated commercial

.treaties with foreign states, looked after the defence of the

papal frontiers, provided for the naturalization o£ foreigners,

and protected the rights of papal subjects in other countries.

The administration of the pontifical diplomatic service is,

practically speaking, in the hands of the Secretary of State.

With the consent of the Pope he selects the nuncios and other
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representatives to the different governments which maintain

diplomatic relations with the papal court. He furnishes these

ambassadors with credential letters and instructions regarding

the aim and objects of their mission and the methods they are

to follow in their legations. He receives their reports on the

state of religion in their districts and on the conduct of

affairs in their embassies, and in turn keeps the nuncios in

touch with the condition of the relations of Church and State

throughout the world. He is the trusted counselor and

mouthpiece of the Pope in devising and carrying into execu-

tion the politico-religious policy of the Holy See, and con-

cludes, in the name of the Pope, all important conventions

and concordats with the nations of the world. He must keep

a vigilant eye on the course of events in all the great capitals

of the world in order to give the Sovereign Pontiff timely in-

formation of any contemplated legislation which might mili-

tate against the interests of religion. On Tuesdays and Fri-

days he receives the diplomatists accredited to the Holy See,

and returns the visits of ceremony of the royal personages

who have had audience with the Pope.

In addition to these strictly diplomatic functions, the Sec-

retary of State has many other important duties. He receives

and examines the petitions for the erection and dismember-

ment of dioceses, and the reports on the character and fitness

of those proposed for vacant episcopal sees in all countries of

the world which are under the common law of the Church,

except Italy, and presents his opinion and recommendation,

based on these reports, to the Consistorial Congregation for

final action. The newly-created Cardinals receive their assign-

ments to one or more of the Roman Congregations through

the Secretary of State, who also appoints, with the knowledge

and consent of the Pope, the Consultors of these Congrega-

tions. He replies to the numerous telegrams and letters of

greeting and homage which are sent to the Holy Father on

the occasion of notable gatherings of Catholics throughout

the world. On behalf of the Pope he sends letters of com-

mendation and congratulation and bestows marks of distinc*
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tion on those who have performed some signal service to re-

ligion by their writings or works of beneficence. Frequently

he sounds a note of warning to the bishops of different dio-

ceses, calling their attention to dangerous tendencies in their

respective flocks, and pointing out the harm which may result

if these tendencies are not repressed and counteracted. Again,

as president of the commission of Cardinals for the adminis-

tration of the property of the Holy See, it is his duty to make
up the annual budget of receipts and expenses and provide for

the maintenance of the apostolic palaces. The present Sec-

retary of State is a member of the following important Con-

gregations: Consistorial, Holy Office, Council, Sacred Rites,

and Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs. Until its recent

annexation to the Congregation of the Council, he was prefect

of the Congregation which had charge of the Holy House of

Loretto. He is also a member of the Commissions for Biblical

Studies and for the Preservation of the Faith in the city of

Rome, and acts as Cardinal Protector for some nine religious

orders and confraternities.

From, the foregoifag remarks it is abundantly evident that

the duties of the Papal Secretary of State are both numerous

and important and frequently of extreme delicacy. Hence it

is absolutely necessary that the incumbent of this office should

be dowered with talents of no Ordinary calibre. He must

have a profound acquaintance with canon and international

law, as well as with the laws of the different nations with

which the Papacy holds diplomatic relations. He must be

fully conversant with all the important politico-religious con-

troversies of bygone days, and the various concordats and

conventions which link the Church and State in many lands.

Likewise he should be well versed in ecclesiastical history, the

scope and extent of the jurisdiction of the Church, and the

acts and decisions of the popes. Hand in hand with all this

knowledge should be found an exquisite tact and prudence,

an indispensable requisite for a successful diplomatist.

Immediately after the death of the Pope the Secretary of

State informs the Cardinal Camerlengo, who takes possession
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of the Apostolic palace. The Secretary of State notifies the

diplomatic corps accredited to the Vatican and also the papal

representatives abroad of the demise of the Pope, and sur-

renders his office, which is administered during the inter-

regnum by the Secretary of the Sacred College.

The CpNGREGATION FOR EXTRAORDINARY ECCLESIASTICAL

Affairs.

Before acting in any matter of more than ordinary import-

ance the Secretary of State submits the facts to the Congre-

gation for Extraordinary Affairs for their consideration and

advice. This is particularly the case when the matter in hand

has " some connexion with civil laws and relates to the pacts

entered into with different states." Practically speaking^, this

Congregation may be considered as an advisory board for the

Secretary of State in weighty affairs of a diplomatic charac-

ter, since it takes cognizance only of those matters which are

submitted to it by the Supreme Pontiff through that official.

It is popularly known as " the Grand Council of the Church "

on account of the important business which is discussed in its

sessions.

Before the closing years of the eighteenth century questions

concerning the relations of Church and State were discussed

by the Pope and Cardinals assembled in Consistory, or, if the

matter was of a specially delicate nature, it was referred to a

select number of the Cardinals who formed a temporary " Con-

gregation of State."

The French Revolution destroyed the ancient relations be-

tween Church and State in France, and, as a consequence,

many delicate and intricate questions arose which frequently

demanded immediate action and decision. On account of their

mode of procedure the existing Congregations, within whose

competency these matters Wv-^uld naturally fall, were unable

to consider them with the requisite celerity. To provide for

such emergencies Pius VI, in 1793, established a new Congre-

gation " for the Ecclesiastical Affairs of the Kingdom of

France ". This Congregation was suppressed in 1809 when
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Pius VII was carried a prisoner into France at the orders of

Napoleon I. Five years later, on his return to the Eternal

City, the Pope reestablished this commission on a new basis,

and gave it authority to deal with urgent matters throughout

the world. Until 1823 it was styled " The Extraordinary

Congregation for the Ecclesiastical Affairs of the Catholic

World."

Previous to 3 November, 1908, this Congregation had com-

plete charge and control of all ecclesiastical business relating

to the dioceses of South America, Russia, and the Portugese

possessions in Asia and Africa. This unusual condition of

affairs was occasioned by the revolt of the South American

provinces from the Spanish Crown in 1820. Before that time

all petitions from these countries were submitted to the Holy

See through the Spanish Agenda de Preces. Until Spain had

formally acknowledged the independence of the colonies the

Pope did not wish to deal with them directly, and so placed

them under the protection of this extraordinary Congrega-

tion. This temporary, or provisional arrangement became

after 1850 the perWnent way of conducting ecclesiastical

affairs in those regions. The recent Constitution of Pius X
transferred all Vicariates, Prefectures, and Missions hitherto

subject to this Congregation to the jurisdiction of the Congre-

gation de Propaganda Fide.

. As was noted above, the competency of this Congregation

is not restricted to any special class of affairs, but it is author-

ized to consider any matter which the Pope may submit to it

through the Secretary of State. Its chief work, however, is

to examine the provisions of all proposed conventions and

concordats between the Holy See and secular powers, and to

solve any doubts or difficulties which may arise concerning

'the extension or interpretation of the terms of these agree-

ments. .

This Congregation consists of sixteen Cardinals, a secre-

tary (who is ex officio a consultor of the Consistorial Congre-

gation), and a sub-secretary. The routine and office work is

performed by the officials of the first section of the Secre-
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tariate of State, which is presided over by the Secretary of

this Congregation. In addition to the salaried personnel there

are several aspirants, or apprentices, in the office of the Sec-

retary of this Congregation. These aspirants receive a thor-

ough practical training in diplomacy, and, after a successful

test, are appointed to the positions of auditor or secretary of

one of the papal legations, or are attached to the staff of offi-

cials in the office of the Secretary of State. The Congrega-

tion meets on Thursdays, but a plenary session of the Cardi-

nals is rather infrequent. The ordinary practice is to submit

the business in hand to a sub-committee composed of those

Cardinals whose special knowledge and experience point them

out as best qualified to give an opinion on the matter.

Joseph J. Murphy.
Philadelphia, Pa.

THE SITE or THE MULTIPLICATION OF THE LOAVES AND
FISHES.

SOME time ago a discussion on the above subject took place

in the London Tablet. A good deal of confusion was
exhibited among the writers who took part in the controversy,

owing to a want of an exact knowledge of the locality.

I think a clear understanding on this point would do much
toward removing some of the obscurities which surround the

subject, and toward unraveling the apparent contradictions

in the accounts of the four Evangelists.

The Rev. Gerald Stack, one of the above-mentioned cor-

respondents, seems to labor under considerable difficulty,^

owing to a want of knowledge of the locality.

It may therefore be well to give, in a few words, a clear

description of the locus in quo of this chapter, and to fill in,

from the other Evangelists, the lacunas left by St. John. It

will then be seen how neatly all the four accounts can be

pieced together and reconciled.

1 See Tablet, February, 1908.
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^

The Sea of Galilee.

otherwise, the Lake of Genezareth, or the Sea of Tiberias, is

really a fresh-water lake, being nothing more than an expan-

N/
CAPHARNAUMi

UjBJETHSAm^ ofGAUUE
MABDALA

TIBERIAS

^

sion of the River Jordan, and not a " sea " in our sense of the

word; and the "ships" spoken of constantly in the Gospels

were merely row-boats, or sail-boats.

The Sea or Lake of Galilee is about thirteen miles in length
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from north to south, and in its broadest part, from east to

west, seven miles in width. It is somewhat in the shape of a

pear, the narrowest part corresponding to that where the

stalk is attached to the fruit, being at the south end of the lake,

where the River Jordan flows out toward the Dead Sea. The
broadest part is toward the north, or more correctly north-

west. The River Jordan, coming down from the " waters of

Merom", flows into the lake at the northeast corner. The
lake may also be compared to an irregular (scalene) triangle,

the angles being slightly rounded, and the sides somewhat

bulgy. These sides may be roughly called the east, west, and

north sides. At about the middle of the west side is situated

the town of Tiberias, from which the lake sometimes takes its

name, as mentioned above. In going northward along the

west shore of the lake from Tiberias we pass the ruins of

Magdala {El Medjdel) situated at the northwest angle of the

lake. From this place the shore begins to trend gradually

toward the north-east and forms what we may call the base of

the triangle.

About three miles further on we come to the ruins of the

Khan Minieh the site of the

Ancient Bethsaida.

This is Bethsaida of Galilee (in contradistinction to Bethsaida

of Gaulonitis of which I will speak further on), the City of

Peter, and Andrew, and Philip. The distance from this Beth-

saida to the north-east angle, where the Jordan enters the

lake, and where was the site of the multiplication of the

loaves and fishes, is a little over four miles. About half-way

'between these points, that is to say about two miles north-

east of Bethsaida, and two miles west of the field of the Miracle

was situated the town of Capharnaum, now marked by a heap

of ruins known as Tell-Houm.

Let us now come to the consideration of

Chapter VI. St. John.

The Chapter begins abruptly
—

" After these things." This

phrase is frequently used by St. John, especially when he has
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left out some episode, or other portion which has been fully

narrated by the other Evangelists. The object of John, writ-

ing so many years after the other Evangelists, was to fill in

certain events or facts omitted or only cursorily alluded to by

them. Hence in reading St. John's Gospel, we must take it

in connexion with the others, and supply from them what is

necessary to complete the narrative. In the chapter imme-

diately preceding this (V.) St. John is relating a discourse

of our Lord at Jerusalem. Now without any intermediate

explanation he commences to relate what took place in Galilee.

We must turn to the other Gospels to fill in the events which

happened in the meantime. When Jesus heard of the capture

of St. 'John the Baptist, he retired from Jerusalem and re-

turned to Galilee (Matth. 4: 12). The preaching and mir-

aculous cures, raising of the dead to life, etc., are then nar-

rated by the other Evangelists, covering a period of about

five months, from November to March. St. John passes all

this time over in silence, and suddenly breaks in at the miracle

of the multiplication of the loaves and fishes.

The words " After these things ", then, may be taken to

mean, after all these things related by the other Evangelists.

The Apostles whom Jesus had sent out on their first mission,

returned to Capharnaurri, and related all they had done and

said (Luke 9: 10). They also related all the particulars of

the cruel martyrdom of John the Baptist, which they had

learnt from his disciples. Then Jesus, being so pressed and

surrounded by the crowd at Capharnaum that He and His

Apostles could get no time even to eat or rest, told the Apostles

to get a boat; for they would go apart unto a lonely place

that they might remain unmolested at least for a short time.

So " they went over the sea into a desert place apart " (John

6: i). "Which is that of Bethsaida " (Luke 9: 10). This

is the first and only time in the Gospels, in which this Beth-

saida (which was not Bethsaida of Galilee but Bethsaida

Julias) is mentioned, and it has caused much rnisunderstand-

ing among commentators. This Bethsaida was in the Pro-

vince of Gaulonitis on the east side of the Jordan, and about
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a mile or so to the north of the lake of Genezareth. It was
founded by Philip, son of Herod the Great, Tetrarch of Gaul-

onitis. He gave it the name of Julias in honor of Julia, the

daughter of the Emperor Augustus. This name superseded

the older name of Bethsaida; but the former name, as often

happens, was still retained by the common people, who resent

such changes, and hence it is mentioned by St. Luke as stated

above. This is another proof of the reliability of the Gospels,

even in the minutest matters. In the text quoted above (John

6 : I ) it is stated that " they went over, or across, the sea
"

trans mare: n-epav t^c daUaar/g. This expression is frequently

used in the Gospel, not only in the sense of going across the

middle of the lake from one side to the other; but also for

going from one point to another along the coast or shore, as

for instance from Tiberias to Magdala, along the west shore.

The Greek arreWeiu ivepav, to go foFward, expresses the idea

better than the Latin transfretare, which conveys the idea of

crossing. " A great multitude " (verse 2) watched Jesus and

the Apostles leaving the shore in the boat, at Capharnaum, and

when they saw them turning eastward they followed them

along the shore. St. John says simply " they followed Him,

sequebantur eum "—vKo?MWei 6e avT(;i oxM voXv^. Xhe Rev. Fr.

Stack (in the Tablet, 1 February, 1908) here adds: "across

the lake ". But there is no such thing in the Gospel, and it

shows how careful we should be not to add to or substract

from the sacred text one single iota. The crowd did not go
" across the lake " in boats. They went across the shore on

land, as is expressly stated by both St. Matthew and St. Mark.

St. Matthew (14:13) says vKo^ovdvaav avTcp vei;^, that is "they

followed him on foot" (pedestres, in the Vulgate), and St.

Mark (6:33) enlarges on this part of the narrative. When
they saw whither Jesus was going, " they ran flocking thither

on foot": ire^ij avvidpafiw, " pedestres . . . cuciirrerunt" We
have seen that the distance was only two miles, and there was

at that time a good road along the shore between Capharnaum

and Julias, and most probably a bridge over the Jordan. At

all events the Jordan at this point is but a very small brook;
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and whether by bridge or ford, the people got across, even

before Jesus and the Apostles had arrived there by boat.

" They were there before them," praevenerunt eos (ib.). The
water at this part of the lake is rather shoal, and the disciples

were obliged to make a considerable detour out into the lake.

This might indeed have induced the necessity of tacking. The
weather was also very squally. All these causes would have

delayed somewhat the boat's passage. When Jesus and His

party had arrived at the shore (on the east side of the Jor-

dan), the people had already collected to the number of five

thousand (John 6: 10). The crowd from Capharnaum had

been swelled by contingents from all the neighboring cities

(Mark 6:33). The plain stretches on all sides for over a

mile, and even to this day is a splendid grazing ground {erat

autem foenum multum in loco—John 6: 10). When I visited

it in 1896, large numbers of cattle were grazing there.

Jesus first " went up into a mountain and there sat with

His disciples " (v. 3). There are hills surrounding this plain.

Then He began " to teach them many things " (Mark 6: 34)

"concerning the Kingdom of God" (Luke 9:11). Then

evening came on, "the day began to decline" (John 6: 12).

Then follows the miracle of the multiplication of the loaves and

fishes. The people, after they had been fed and satisfied, in

their gratitude wanted to make Jesus King; but He, knowing

their thoughts, first " obliged His disciples to go up into the

ship that they might go before Him back again to Bethsaida
"

(of Galilee [Mark 6: 45] ), or "to Capharnaum" (John 6: 17).

The Douay version here has: "to go before him over the

water to Bethsaida ". The words " over the water " are in-

tended for a translation of the Vulgate words " ut praece-

,derent eum trans fretum". The correct translation would be

" across the strait" or "arm" of the lake formed by the

mouth of the river. But these words are not at all in the

Greek, nor anything equivalent to them. It simply has

npodyeiv eig rd nipav, " to go on before." The Authorized Ver-

sion has " to go before Him unto the other side ", but that is

also gratuitous and misleading. They put out to sea. Jesus
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remained ashore ; and, having dismissed the crowd, he " fled

again to the mountain Himself alone " to avoid their impor-

tunities about making Him King; " it was now dark " (v. 17).

At about the fourth watch of the night (Mark 6: 48), i. e.,

the antelucanum or vigilia matutina (which in that latitude

and at that season of the year [March] would be about twelve

minutes past three a. m. ) , they had made about twenty-five or

thirty stadia or furlongs (v. 19)—that is, a little over three

miles on their voyage.

We do not know exactly when they set out, but it was

about twilight, probably half or three-quarters of an hour

after sunset, or about half-past six or seven o'clock p. m.

They would then have been eight hours out by the commence-

ment of the fourth watch. They had therefore made but very

poor headway. That however is well accounted for. " The

sea rose by reason of a great wind that blew " (v. 18) ;
" the

wind was against them" (Mark 6:48); "the boat in the

midst of the sea was tossed with the waves " (Matth. 14 : 24).

It is to be noted that they had proceeded about three and a

half miles, so that they had actually passed beyond Caphar-

naum, and were about half way between that place and Beth-

saida (of Galilee). Now the supernatural comes in. "Jesus

being alone on the shore, seeing them laboring in rowing,

cometh to them walking on the sea" (Mark 6:47). As
soon as Jesus came into the ship, the wind ceased, " and pres-

ently the ship was at the land to which they were going
"

(v. 21). This place is said (Mark 6: 53) to be "the land of

Genezareth "
; but that is the name of the whole district on

this west side of the lake, "the land of Genezar " (Matth.

14: 34), and only means that they were not any longer in the

land or province of the Gaulonitis. The exact spot of their

landing however is not indicated. When Jesus, on the even-

ing before, had told them to get into the ship. He commanded

them, according to St. Mark (6:45), to go to Bethsaida.

But St. John says (6:17) that they went to Capharnaum.

These places are quite near each other, and both may have

been mentioned. They may have been told to go to one or
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the other according as the wind suited. From the distance

made, as mentioned above, it seems most probable that they

landed at Bethsaida, or at all events somewhere beyond (i. e.

to the westward of) Capharnaum. If they did not actually

make land at Capharnaum, they certainly came there early in

the morning, for we learn (v. 24) that the multitude, who-

had slept on the ground on the site of the miracle, awaking

in the morning could not find Jesus anywhere. They had

seen the disciples going away in the boat that had left that

evening, and knew that Jesus had not gone with them. Now
they went aboard some boats (v. 24) which had come during

the night across the lake from Tiberias, and returned by

them to 'Capharnaum. Many no doubt returned, as they had

come, by land; and many remained on the eastern side of the

-River Jordan (not the western, as the Rev. Fr, Stack says).

Those who came to Capharnaum found Jesus there, " on:

the other side of the sea" (Douay) ; trans mare (Vulgate);.

ntpav Tfjq QaUaov^ (Greek) ; that is to say on this side, or on the

other side from that wliere they had seen Him the evening

before, and where they thought they had left Him. They

were astonished and asked Him how and when He had come-

here (v. 25) to Capharnaum.

Then Jesus went to the synagogue (v. 60) and delivered

the sublime discourse on the Eucharist. There can be no

doubt then that it was in the synagogue at Capharnaum that

Jesus spoke that wonderful discourse containing the promise

of the Eucharist, which St. John relates in the concluding

portion of this chapter.

The foregoing explanation, apparently unreasonably minute

in details, is nevertheless necessary to enable us to reconcile

the apparent inconsistencies and contradictions which have-

proved a stumbling-block to so many writers, in considering

this chapter. It will, I think, also prove a help toward the

understanding of the sublime subject of the promise of the

Divine Institution of the Eucharist which immediately follows-

in St. John's Gospel.

M. F. HowLEY, Abp. St. John's, Newfoundland.
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PADRE FILIFFO'S ZEAL.

DON RAFFAELLO, although inhabiting an airy, cool

house where the walls were nearly a yard in thickness, in

an old and most picturesque part of Florence, felt the heat very

much, and wondered if his sixty-six years made him more
susceptible to it, or whether—as so many were saying—the
" San Giovanni " was really hotter than usual. As he packed

his little canvas-covered valise in preparation for the morrow's

journey he smiled to himself often, with pleasurable antici-

pation of seeing Pippo, and of the fresh air he would have on

the lovely Umbrian heights, and of the rest which he began

to realize he much needed, for it was long since his last holi-

day. He was going on a visit to the Pievano of Santa Maria

delle Grazie, a church in one of the brown hill-cities of Verde

Umbria, and, as he had not seen him since the day of the young

man's ordination, it thrilled the old priest's heart to think of

doing so, for in Filippo Bagliardo he took a deep and fatherly

interest.

Don Raffaello came of humble parents who kept a tiny gen-

eral-store shop in a quiet, gray, Tuscan village, where the

women plaited straw and reared chickens, whilst the men
worked in the fields and vineyards where great bullocks, with

limpid eyes and slow steps, drew laden wagons which creaked

and strained, up and down the straggling hillside roads. As

a barefooted child, running errands for his parents between

school hours, he had always looked forward to the day when

he^ should go to the Seminary to prepare for the priesthood to

which he had been dedicated before his birth; for Assunta

had prayed with so much fervor and frequency to Maria

Santissima, requesting her to send her a son, that, had her

prayer this time not have been answered, she would, it is to

be feared, have treated the Madonna Santa to some very frank

reproaches, if not a downright scolding in the vernacular with

its strong Tuscan accent. As Assunta remarked, if, after

all the novenas and pilgrimages she had made for some years,

she were to be rewarded by the appearance of four feminine,'^

1 Females.
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and Our Lady had not sent a son this time, it would have been

indeed " un po' troppo "
I

With perfect simplicity Don Raffaello made his studies, re-

sponding with sincerity to the solemn query as to being called

to the life, firmly believing that, since it was the wish of his

mother and there being nothing in his heart inimical to it, he

might enter the priesthood. Until his first curacy, all went on

in a characteristically tepid way. Glad to be settled for life,

he accepted as part of his lot the poverty and struggle for ex-

istence common to so many of his native clergy, taking it all

and his sacerdotal duties as a matter of course, meanwhile

never becoming " acquainted with his own soul ".

However, one day as he knelt making his thanksgiving

after saying Mass, he was conscious of a great search-light in

-the deepest depths of his being, the lumen cordium revealing

to him for the first time in his life that which he had under-

taken in becoming a priest. The irrevocableness of the fact

that there was no escape from the Office, overwhelmed him

;

he was—as others have been before him, as they will be to

all time—panic-stricken. Terror possessed him, the dread of

not fulfilling his vocation worthily, the fear, ah—he shivered as

the thought obsessed him—that he had really had no vocation

at all. Apprehensiveness per se took his whole being by storm,

and he learnt all that is meant by words of inspired writ:

"Fear is nothing else but a yielding up of the succors from

thought." Bereft of this support, viewing only the abyss of

his own nothingness, what wonder that he trembled, suffered,

until the One, greater than he had ever realized Him to be,

whose justice and pity never fail, came to his aid.

The young priest emerged from this time of deep spiritual

experience stronger, abler, wiser; and, believing firmly that

the gift of vocation could come to him now, his faith was re-

warded, for—it came. It had been the work not of a day or

a week, but a slow and gradual change, and his inner life of

which hitherto he had made but little account, became to him

a veritable paradise—the vita mistica with all its wondrously

entrancing supernatural ethics.
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It was in beautiful Florence at a church to which he was

attached as one of the clergy, that he came to know Filippo

Bagliardo, the son of a rich tradesman whose shop was in the

Via Strozzi. The bright, excitable boy who used so often to

serve his Mass, was greatly attached to the slow, quiet, self-

contained priest who was always so kind to him and so good a

listener to all his confidences, and who helped him with wise

counsel when he had to face his anti-clerical father's opposi-

tion to his own intense desire for the priesthood.

One autumn afternoon when Don Raffaello sat in his con-

fessional, several women waiting near, the next in turn had

to give way to Filippo, who, coming up rapidly and opening

the doors, knelt as men often do in Italy, at the priest's knees.

He made his confession, and took a resolution. The boy

kissed the priest's hand, and left ; the doors were again closed,

and the waiting women went to confession as before, so that

Don Rafifaello could not find time then to think over the good

news Filippo had brought him and to give himself up to the

luxury of its joy. The Signora Arroni, Filippo's aunt at

Lucca, having heard of her brother-in-law's threat to disin-

herit her nephew if he went to a Seminary, out of love for her

dead sister, the boy's mother, offered to pay for his studies

and give him enough to live on when he became a priest.

But this was all long ago, much having happened since then.

Don Raffaello's parents died one summer within a short time

of each other, and now lay in the little church-yard on the hill-

side, whence on a clear day you could see the brown dome of

the Florence Cathedral and Giotto's lily tower. Over Assunta

and Pietro's graves were head-stones on which their portraits

were painted in oils under glass. Their children were glad

to have been able to afford this, to them, pleasing mark of

respect to their parents' memory, especially on All Souls' day,

when the graves looked their best and they came to pray be-

side them. Little lamps which they had filled with oil the day

before, would be burning brightly ; they would bring a couple

of egg-shaped wreaths of artificial flowers, and Don Raf-

faello who would have come from Florence to see his sisters
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and visit the cemetery with them, would return to the little

shop and have some chianti and bread, and talk over old days,

while the villagers looked in and wished him a ben tornata,

and shared in the pride the hard-working women took in hav-

ing their one brother a priest—and in a town parish too. On
the great day of Filippo's ordination, he was calm, tense, and

gravely happy, the only drawback being that as the ceremony

took place at Lucca where he had made his studies, Don Raf-

faello was obliged to leave just after breakfast. Neither of

them being fond of letter writing they seldom corresponded;

and by some repeated mischances had not met since that mem-
orable day.

The valise contained a pair of new boots which Don Raf-

faello, who was noticeably careless in his attire, had bought

the day before, in honor of his visit. As he put them in he re-

flected that he had been in too great a hucry, for he had not

made a good bargain, and if he had only stayed and argued

the question out at greateR.length he would no doubt have got

twenty-five centesimi ^ off the price, and that to the soul of

an Italian was a matter of regret which would have been felt

by those much better off than our friend.

With a pleased expression he put in a little packet of choco-

late biscuits, for which he remembered Pippo had a fondness,

and also some pan forte, a Siena specialty, which had been

sent him from there, and which he thought the young priest

might like as much as he had done in his boyhood days.

Next morning Don Raffaello, after saying a very early

Mass, made a hasty breakfast of coffee and bread and de-

parted for the station, his valise being carried for him by a

small boy for whom that twenty-five centesimi would have

4pne nicely had he taken more time about the purchase of the

boots.

How delightful that early morning journey was, and how
the old priest's eyes glistened as the train steamed through the

exquisite vale of Umbria, from which Perugino took so many

2 Five cents.
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of his wonderful hues, finding in the faces of the women and

girls inspirations and studies for his Madonnas or saints. The
classic lake of Trasimene with olive groves rising above its

borders and its little islands, were hidden from view as he

passed it, for the morning mists were heavy, but the plain of

Umbria was but lightly veiled by them, and the names of

places he noted and looked for thrilled him through and

through. Those winding streams among the cypresses and

willows, all tributaries of the Tiber, sounded a note of the

memory of Rome. There on the hill slopes was Assisi, pearl

and queen of Umbria as she is called by those who love her,

the Jerusalem of Italy, with its holy places, lost in a dream of

the treasures and the traditions of the enchanting vale and its

cities. Don Raffaello nearly passed his station. But an eager

sun-burnt face looked in at a window; the door was opened

quickly, and before he quite realized that he had arrived he

was being kissed on both cheeks by the young Pievano, his

dear Pippo.

Don Raffaello's valise was soon in the strong hands of his

young friend, who slackened his pace to suit that of the elder

man, as together they mounted the dusty white winding road

to the old brown, irregularly built town, almost enclosed in

walls centuries old and behind which were dark woods, while

to the right was the bluish outline of the Apennines.

The Pievano's church just at the end of the town was ugly

outside, while the faded glories of old frescoes which arrested

a color-loving eye were discoverable in the dim interior with

its many gaudily decorated altars and smoke-darkened images,

all pathetically poor.

The sanctuary walls were stenciled in hideous designs; but

the altar, with Carrara marble pillars, had above it a very

good picture of Our Lady. There were paper flowers galore,

and the carpet was liberally spotted with wax. On the top of

one of the sanctuary choir-stalls was a feather duster, oil can,

and oily rags, left there by Nazzareno, who was sacristan,

servant, gardener, cook, and general helper at the presbytery.

Don Raffaello knelt for some time at the altar-rails in his
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young friend Pippo's church until startled by the whispered

request of the latter that he should come indoors as the mid-

day meal was ready, or would be so when his guest had

washed off the dust of travel in the bare, brick-floored guest

chamber opposite Pippo's own. The floor had been well

sprinkled with cooling water, and the green outside shutters

and windows had been closed early to keep in the refreshing

night air; all felt clean and sweet and wholesome. There

was a painted iron bedstead, a triangular wash-stand, also in

iron, with a small white jug and basin, over which hung thin

wispy towels on a hook, a chest of drawers, two chairs, and a

red damask armchair, while a crucifix and picture of Our Lady

hung over the oak praying-desk.

The dining and general sitting-room looked on the garden,

the wall of which was on ground shelving down to a narrow

road.

Don Raffaello's visit was a festa for his young host, and

in consequence he had had an exceptionally good meal ar-

ranged, after consultation with Nazzareno, who was rather

proud of his talents in the direction of cookery. A nice risotto

alia Milanese followed the excellent minestra; poached eggs

on mashed potatoes with cheese grated on them; tomatoes

stewed in garlic, and two dishes of meat. Excepting on the

tables of the wealthy, a sweet dish seldom appears in Italy,

unless it be on Sundays and Thursdays; but this day, zab-

baione ' was served in coffee cups before the dessert, consist-

ing of biscuits—late cherries. They enjoyed the simple feast

and the good znno nostrale, a rush-covered flask of which

stood on the table. Nazzareno's gentle smile deepened as he

saw how his cookery was appreciated and heard the visitor's

commendations. The fare, served on thick white plates, so

much better than that to which both men were accustomed, was

also eaten with the Salsa di San Bernardo, the recipe for

which need not be looked for in any cookery-book, as it

merely means hunger, which the Saint used to say answered

to him as sauce for the humblest fare.

« Egg-noc.
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The Pievano carried out the traditions of his country by

often pressing his guest to eat and drink more, until at last

the latter's emphatic but deprecatory assurance that with the

l)est intentions he could not possibly do so, brought the happy

little feast to a close,

"You will go and have your siesta now. Padre?" asked

the Pievano after grace had been said : his guest assented and

was soon leaning back in the red chair in his bedroom. The
sounds of Nazzareno washing up—singing as he did so—and

•of the men playing morra in the road below, the shriek of an

engine, the hoarse voices of two women quarreling over the

price of a feebly clucking fowl—all became fainter, and he

fell asleep.

The Pievano's brown eyes, however, did not close for long;

he was excited over the event of Don Raffaello's visit, and

soon he went and sat down under a big fig-tree which made an

oasis of shade in the garden. Emerald-colored lizards shot

in and out of the crevices in the stone walls, the woodeny

note of the cicale—so dear to all lovers of the Solith—struck

monotonously and unceasingly on the hot air, and under the

lapislazuli-hued sky the whole country lay in the golden

dazzle of the summer afternoon. Not a cloud was to be seen,

but rain, much needed for land, for vines and olives, for all

vegetation, would, it was hoped, come " between the madon-

nas," i. e. July the second and the Assumption.

He thought over endless things he wished to discuss with

his old friend, but the opportunity did not occur until the third

day, when in the afternoon they sat together after dinner on

a rickety bench in the garden with its sun-parched earth and

its tangle of weeds, its flowers and a little podere in the

furthest part of it. A silence in which the thoughts of both

were busy was broken by Don Raffaello

:

" Now, Hglio mio, what is the matter?"

^' Did I say there was anything?"
"" Che, che—trying to pretend

—

"

** There are things which worry me—I have a battle to

fight, a work to do, and I do not see my way," said the Pie-

vano.
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" Dawero?" Don Raffaello was full of interest.

Don Raffaello, who had been very observant since his ar-

rival, had feared that his Pippo was unhappy in his life, and

the few words reassured him—everyone Dio mio ! had worries,

but he spoke of a work to do—^that was good—he need not

fear!

" I see all there is to be done—a stupendous work, and if

no one takes it in hand, how is it ever to be effected? On all

sides, one sees superstition—yes, Padre mio, superstition, in-

stead of a pure and clear faith in the great mysteries of our

holy religion,"—for the elder priest had started at his vehe-

mence. " Look at all the foolish devotions, the stress which

the poof people, and not only they, lay on pictures and medals

and sciochezse of every sort and kind to which they pin their

faith ! I have thought of it all for so long, our magnificently

grand religion is so hidden by rubbish that the beauty of it is

lost. If these people thought more of the great sacrifice of the

Mass, of Our Lady, St^ Joseph, and other great saints, it

would be better for them."
" Where did you pick up these ideas ?" asked Don Raf-

faello calmly.

" I have some friends at Perugia—we talk—^besides, I had

thought it all out before. What good does it do them, all

this de.votion to SS. A—B—C?" said he, naming popular

saints little known out of Umbria. Let the people read the

Gospels."

" They cannot read—at least, the older ones cannot. You

demand miracles, my son."

" S\ SI lo so, but the younger ones will learn and do learn.

Anyway, it is the word of God and should be in their hands."

"Yes—good if they can read and if they go to sermons
' which will explain it to them, but Italians are not a reading

people, even in the alta sfera; * and you must remember that

there will always be those to whom reading, even the sacred

Scriptures, is dangerous, for they try to interpret it in their

own fanciful ways. I know a foresHere in Florence, and he

* Higher classes.
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has told me that in England there are three hundred sects

which have all come into existence from this private inter-

pretation,"

" So I have heard," said the Pievano, " but the fact that it

has been abused is no real reason for denying its use in the

right way. However, the superstition is sad—like people liv-

ing on dry bread and water when they might feast like kings."

" They can exist, however, Pippo, on bread and water, and

I cannot agree with you about medals, images, and all the

helps to devotion which the Church gives her children. They

are not rubbish, not unimportant, for they are as a little link

between the seen and the unseen, and in themselves often re-

mind people of what is good—the blessings they bring are

great. They are not de fede as you know—"
" Of course," hastily assented the Pievano.

" Well, let those use them who perhaps cannot attain to

more; it keeps the light of faith in their souls; it helps their

souls to live, for there is an element of faith in the very fact

that they use them. To the poor and ignorant they mean a

great deal, and Gesii accepts what they can give and does not

look for what they cannot. The good God who made them

regards these people as we do not, as we cannot. He judges

with other eyes than ours, allows for the conditions under

which they -live, the various nations with their different modes

and ways of life, iiglio mio. He understands all languages,

and things that we hastily condemn as weak and foolish, may
have in them that sign of belief which is pleasing in His

sight."

For a minute there was silence.

" I am a distruttore—a demolisher—that—that is the work

I should like to do—to sweep away all these poor petty things,

and train the minds of the people to use the Sacraments more,

to have their minds filled with the word of God and not the

foolish legends the
—

"

"Come? how foolish legends?" asked Don Raffaello.

" Yes, many of them are," said the Pievano. " I don't

mean the lives of the saints, of course."
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" I thought you did," said Don Raffaello. " In them of

course, much has entered in the way of poetical stories, of

racconti built on tradition, and it would be an impossible task

to sift out the absolutely true from the fanciful poetry, the

fables and stories which Italians love. What can it matter?"
" Matter, Padre mio, why Truth is at stake."

" Che, che, people are not such fools. When you can do so

by preaching, by personal instruction, turn their thoughts to

higher things, only do so gently. Chi va piano, va sano, is a

truth that especially applies in your dealings with the poor and

ignorant. Build up, build up—don't be always thinking of

demolishing, lest with the work of destruction you should de-

stroy mere than you intend and—

"

" Scusi lor Signori" It was Nazzareno who had come out

of the kitchen. He was a small, stunted man, with high

shoulders, very expressive eyes, and a mustache of the same
brown color.

As Nazzareno's partial deformity had prevented his attain-

ing to the wish of his heart, to study for the priesthood, he

did what he next desired, and that was to serve a priest; this

he had done now for many years faithfully and well. He was

of Umbria; his old mother Loretta lived at the foot of the

hill in the midst of a very poor quarter, just able by hard work

to earn her living, washing and ironing and doing many a

good turn for her poorer neighbors.

" Could the Signor Pievano speak to Mamma?" asked Naz-

zareno, and the young priest, making a hasty excuse to Don
Raffaello, found Loretta in the kitchen and there listened to

a long story about some cattiva gente who lived in the same

house as she did. She was certain the woman had robbed her

neighbor of some food and clothes; the man dying of con-

sumption had refused to see a priest ;
" would the Pievano

pray for him."

The Pievano assented, but knew he could not go to him

unless the dying man or his people desired it, for in Italy it is

often the case that the priest enters the house of his parish-

ioners only to give the Easter blessing, or administer the last

rites.
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" I am going to pray to Our Lady," said Loretta.

"Bene—the church is open."

" Ah, no, Signor Priore, there is a miraculous picture at

San Francisco's, I am going there—it is a long way—but che

vuole, when she can work miracles, she may obtain a good

death for Pio."

The Pievano remembered the picture, surrounded by votive

offerings. Before it candles burned and people seemed so

often to be praying there whenever he had entered the church

So he wished Loretta a huona preghiera, told her son to give

her a sciamhella ^ and some wine, and returned to his guest to

recount what he had just heard, adding

—

" That's a thing I have little patience with. What can it

matter where one prays to Our Lady? There's Loretta this

hot day, climbing that long hill, when she could have gone into

the church here and prayed just as well."

"Piano, piano!" said Don Raffaello, "you are striking at

the root of pilgrimages to shrines, to holy places, to
—

"

" No, no, I do not mean that at all. I was only thinking

of miraculous pictures and images."

"Well?"
" They puzzle me. One wonders why," said the Pievano,

" one picture should be miraculous and another not." He
spoke excitedly.

" The answer is very simple, liglio mio; it is because it is

the will of God."
" I should like to understand

—

"

Don Raffaello shook his head.

" Useless, useless. God requires our faith." And his

hearer in the depths of his heart knew the simple " it is the

will of God " was based on what was immutable and unas-

sailable.

" I wish I could view all those things as you do," said the

Pievano, speaking his thoughts aloud.

To both men these were days of great happiness. Don

^ Circular bread cake.
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Raffaello had come from the city where he had worked and

overworked, to rest himself thoroughly in the society of the

Pievano, and to let the whole enchantment of the beautiful

Umbrian country enthral him. He enjoyed every moment of

it, feeling himself in deep sympathy with the loveliness around

him, for it ever had an attraction for his beauty-loving nature.

As he threw open his shutters one morning at sun-rise—the

great heat having kept him long awake—he looked on the

beautiful vale and recalled the words of the Hymn of Creation

penned by Fra Leonardo at the dictation of the great Saint

of Umbria. Yes, God was to be praised for all creation!

How many times must the eyes of St. Francis have rested on

this scene; how often must he have watched the birth of the

day ; what wonder that he, to whom all nature was a mani-

festation of the Creator, saw this vale touched by rays from

the Sun of justice, should have burst forth into this—a song

of praise!

As the sun lit up the valley, rising in glorious pomp and

majesty, a great clanging came from various bells, ringing

out for the first Mass of the Visitation. Last evening he had,

in the sun-setting, seen bonfires appearing one by one on the

hills in honor of the morrow's feast. Like St. Francis and

many holy people, Don Raffaello " saw God everywhere,"

and more especially did this perception apply to everything

.connected with the Catholic Faith. The multitudinous prac-

tices of piety, the numberless forms in which devotion tries to

express itself, the almost foolish and childish ways of the poor

and ignorant, their clumsy, apparently aimless actions, were

to him all touched with the grace with which things Catholic

are more or less impregnated. The little child blowing a

kiss to the Queen Mother, or the images or medals pressed to

the lips of the Gesii Bambino, the value placed on flowers

trampled under foot by those carrying the Most Holy, the

dipping of work-worn fingers into the oil of some lamp before

a shrine, the asperging with holy water, the wearing of blessed

objects, all were to him precious in themselves as belonging

to the commerce between earth and heaven, a link small as
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it might be connecting the natural and the supernatural. It

had never before entered into his head to analyze these

matters, which he had taken as part and parcel of his religion

;

but now that Pievano called his attention to them his belief

on the subject rose clearly defined before his mind. Of super-

stition as such he had a great horror, and the substitution of

some easy practice of the work of battling with sin, the belief

that a material object itself had power to save, to protect, or

ensure salvation, were errors which he strove against in his

personal and general dealings with souls. But he recognized

sentiment as a great factor in the supernatural life, that it is

a strand " in the cords of Adam " drawing men to devotion

and to the faith in " Him that is invisible "
; and he also be-

lieved that those to whom little intelligence had been given,

who by circumstances were ignorant and superstitious, were

safe to be judged mercifully by Him who permitted such

things to be. To Don Raflfaello solitude with its seeming

monotony, the ever-returning sameness of Catholic rites

—

which wear upon some priests as well as religious—had never

been anything but a source of joy. His life so deeply charged

with mysticism was ever ready to respond to fast or feast, to

find in the recurring seasons something fresh, some new aspect

—or else to love the repetition because of the familiarity. In

those esoteric regions wherein his life was essentially lived

he found perfect and entire satisfaction, even in the sufferings

inseparable from that state. Not at all a clever or intellectual

man, having learnt much of the science of the saints, he could

come down from the heights in which his soul habitually dwelt

to the level of a very different character and life, such as that

of the Pievano. The latter was excellent, matter of fact,

zealous in his work as a priest, but at present much affected

with the ideas of which he had spoken to his old friend. He
loved excitement, had a fighting spirit, and was totally out of

sympathy—from inherent narrowness of mind—with the

poor, and often seemingly foolish practices which obtain in

his and other countries.

In many conversations since the initial one on the subject,
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Don Raffaello entered into his difficulty with comprehension

and that breadth of understanding- which great souls are able

to experience, and the elder priest had his friend's difficulties

in his mind as he said his Mass for the feast that morning, a

somewhat large congregation assisting at it.

The Pievano had said his Mass at a side-altar, and was

afterwards occupied in the sacristy, seeing people who came

in and out to speak to him.

Loretta's brown, weather-beaten face was very grave.

"Ah lor Signore" she remarked, after wishing Pievano

buon' festa! " Pio is dead and buried. Ah guai! without the

holy oils, without the santo viatico—niente, niente. He would

not let 4ne go for you ; he left word he was to be buried any

way, no church service. Ah guai, la madonna did not answer

my prayer

—

povera me."
" He is in the hands of the great God ; we must leave him

there," said the Pievano, turning to an old man who wanted a

medal blessed, and a girl who said her sister wished her baby

baptized that day; it had been born the day before and was

delicate. Then came a miserable cripple asking for alms; a

young fellow whose cow had died—and what could he do to

get money to buy another; and Leo, a sickly-looking boy, to

ask how his mother could be got into the hospital. And so in

successive duties the day passed while Don Raffaello rested a

great deal, slept not a little, said his Office, and thought of

many things.

The last evening had come of Don Raffaello's visit: he

was to leave by an early train the next morning, and he sat

alone in the garden, for the Pievano had been called to ad-

minister the last rites to a parishioner who lived a great dis-

ta,nce off—at the extreme end of his very scattered parish. A
boy had come for him, looking frightened and white, not only

caused by the heat of the day, but by his own terror, for the

Italians have an ineradicable fear of death. Their alarm at

its possible approach often defers the asking for Extreme

Unction, until that Sacrament, ordained by the Church as a
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means of " raising up " the sick, is used only as part of the

last Sacraments. Don Raffaello was sorry not to have the

Pievano with him on that last evening, but yet glad that the

young priest should be employed on some priestly work. It

was a pity he had so little of it, for really there was not much
to do, a niente in comparison to the elder priest's labors in

Florence, where he .would gladly have had more time for those

hours of contemplation he so intensely valued.

The day was ending and the sunset viewed from the little

garden was very beautiful. And now the sky was purpling

quickly, whilst the stars so brilliant, as they ever seem in the

South, made night exquisite. The swallows had circled home
to the eaves, the swifts, going to rest, broke the night's still-

ness with their creaking cry ; luminous fire-flies were winging

their way through the velvet softness of the air, and in the

borders of the garden points of light showed glow-worms.

In the sudden falling of the twilight into night bats flew across

the garden, beyond the wall of which lay the little town, be-

yond which again was the vale of blessed memories. The

sounds from below came up softened into a pleasant touch of

human life. Then came the return of Pievano who ate his

supper quickly and came out to Don Raffaello.

" Do you remember, Padre mio, my blessing a medal for ah

old man on the Festa of the Visitation?
"

Don Raffaello shook his head.

" He was very old—I paid very little attention, I am afraid,

to him. But he had come from where I have just been. His

daughter, a widow, had returned to him after an absence of

some years. She had not been to her duties for ten years

—

he told me to-day, poor old man, that he thought a medal

might remind her of good things, for she would not listen to

any of his pleading. It was all he could think of, and she was

dying." \
Beyond that the Pievano could say no more. The great

seal of the confessional had fastened his lips, never to be

opened excepting to God. He had listened to a tale of sin and

misery, of a late,' but genuine—so far as he could say—r,e-

perUance; and with repentance, great grace had come.
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"Is she dying?"
" No, Padre mio, she is dead, and she died a good death,"^

said the Pievano simply. " She kissed the medal many times

;

it was one of Our Lady's."

" Refugium peccatorum" said Don Raffaello.

" He comes all this distance to Mass," said the Pievano.

" I suppose it is true—when away from church and the San-

tissimo, the homely things such as little santinos and pictures

which they have in their home are some good. This man

—

his name is Paolo Trevcano, showed me his scapular of Our

Lady, and a couple of medals. He can't read or write—he is

very old, very ignorant, but he knew more than I could have

expected*"

" Perhaps Gesu taught him Himself," said Don Raffaello

quietly. He knew intuitively that his Pippo had learnt a lesson

that night.

" You did not wish to take away those things," he continued

gently.

" No, I will in future endeavor to build ; and to demolish

only what is bad—with the help of God."

And he did so, finding that in the doing of it those things

which he had despised came in as little stones of the temple of

the eternal truth. They had their place.

L. E. DOBRfeE.

SISTERS AND TEACHERS.

THE educational movement always active in Catholic

circles, is now most prominently noticeable. There is

evidenced a widespread determination to have schools, and

to have them of the best, from the highest to the lowest.

Views may differ with regard to methods and means, because

the objects intended are really different. The direct, as well

as final, aim of Catholic education must be the saving of

Faith's seed of Eternal Life, and its effective propagation

;

but there is also urgently advanced the furthering of the tem-

poral interests of the Catholic body in this country. Some
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may wish to confound the two aims, on the supposition that

the Church progresses where her children are prosperous.

Confusion, however, of the earthly with the heavenly can

seldom be less than disastrous. The safe combining of gen-

uine Christianity with temporal well-being promises to be a

crucial test of the American apostolate.

Now, to speak of school education otherwise than enthu-

siastically is unfashionable, perhaps even clerically unpopular.

And nevertheless, if truth's reserves and distinctions are not

maintained, courses as devious as they are unpractical may
l)e the consequence. Secular instruction can be one of the

things after which " the heathens do seek." St. Augustine

was a great educator, in days not very unlike our own. He
saw his people struggling for a social recognition which,

naturally, they needed after the harsh Julian repressions. Yet

his analysis of their eager educational ambitions was so

severe ^ that the marginal comment runs :
" Discere litteras

spe commodi temporalis quam solemne et quam vanum." His

school principle that our learning is to be how to live well

that we may live forever, may be too robustly supernatural

for general modern acceptance; still some echo of it can help

to warn off the sandbanks. It might be shown that to canon-

ize common schooling is not to enhance divine religion. But

the thoughts suggesting this paper run less on the education

to be given than on the means of giving it.

Parochial schools must, incontestably, be depended on to

lay the foundations of Catholic education. In nine cases out

of ten they may also be said to complete the structure; for,

modest as its proportions may be, they afterwards rise higher

for only a very small percentage of pupils. On parochial

schools, then, must general interest centre; and so it does, as

is manifest from the frequent proposals made to utilize and

improve them. To throw light on some sweeping measures

advocated, it is well to recall two facts : first, hardly one-third

of our Catholic children are yet in parochial schools; and,

1 De Disc. Chr., 12. •
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secondly, the majority of our existing schools have an average

attendance of less than two hundred. What these conditions

indicate is that the time of necessary struggle and sacrifice is

not nearly passed. The places without Catholic schools are

mostly those in which either rural or mixed-marriage ignor-

ance renders faith precarious. Similarly, the schools of low

attendance are often the ones most needed. Such places and

such schools should not be put out of sight by the loftiest edu-

cational projects. Fine theories of pedagogy, coordination,

hygiene, etc., can have an excellent meaning; but they would

be sadly inept if they made it impossible to bring the scattered

children of benighted districts under the influence of a Cath-

olic teacher. Nor is the impecunious pastor—who has some-

times to make himself janitor, as well as sexton and sacristan

—to be overlooked in school proposals. Without his crusade

of endless collecting, there would usually be no school ; to kill,

by superintendent and convention impracticabilities, his inter-

est in the one he may be keeping open, is not a wise proceeding.

The struggle and sacrifice character of the work yet to be

done, leads to the main point in all this school question. It is

fairly beyond controversy that parish schools are, and must

long remain. Sisters' schools. The proportion is overwhelm-

ing; and as it depends on reasons more imperative than even

those which have placed female teachers in so great a majority

in the ward schools, it is not at all likely to diminish. So our

primary teachers are and will be for the most part Sisters.

No wonder, therefore, that so much is spoken and written

about them in connexion with Catholic education, about their

life, their training, their vocation, their recruitment. To hear

or read the delegates to our school conventions, one might

suppose that the main business was a propaganda of the

teaching Sisterhoods. The zeal is certainly creditable; that

it can be said to be always according to knowledge, is not so

sure. Though " recruit the Teaching Orders," " preach vo-

cations to the Teaching Orders," may be well-meant slogans,

yet " consecrate many virgins to Christ," " safeguard all di-

vine vocations," would be cries of surer leading and devices

more insoiritinir.
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School teaching can be so noble a profession that it is occa-

sionally taken for things incomparably higher. To put it, in

general, on the same plane as the Gospel's " go teach all

nations " is hurtful exaggeration ; worse still are such pre-

tences as that going into a Normal school is like our Lord's

going into the Desert!

When we are complacently informed that teaching is a vo-

cation, we do well to recognize that such expressions cannot

be both clear and sincere. Teaching a vocation? Yes, as

similarly are cooking, and tailoring, and house-building.

Whatever ministers to steady universal human wants, may
perhaps be called a calling; and the race certainly continues

to ask for food and clothing, with some shelter and some
training. Indeed it pleases certain writers to say that every

man has a vocation, and hence that all useful trades and pro-

fessions can bear that name. As long as the meaning is

manifest, there may be no great harm in the designation:

though the word " vocation " is one to be highly respected.

Outward circumstances and natural fitness will sometimes in-

dicate the occupation which a man or woman is likely to pur-

sue most successfully, perhaps even to pursue with compara-

tively little hindrance to religious duties. That, then, people

will reasonably say, is his or her calling.

But teaching is extolled as something different, something

immensely higher. High, of course, it ought to be, as it

concerns the mind and heart; yet it seems less distinctively a

calling than are many lower avocations. It can be bad as

easily as good, often with more striking efficacy; and, plainly,

there can be no call to do evil. When the best souls in the

Church are urged to regard teaching as the one aim and end

of their life, there may be need of recalling the fact that very

ugly "heathens and publicans," as well as ordinary "heretics

and infidels," have been and are quite expert and successful

teachers. It is not school work in itself, therefore, that is of

such surpassing excellence. No doubt our extollers of teach-

ing mean good teaching, or rather the teaching of what is-

good, and so bring it near the art of arts, the juvenum unimos-

fingere of St. John Chrysostom.
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Now, taken at its best, is teaching a vocation? It is not a

Religious Vocation—the vocation most properly so-named

—

and the one, in Catholic educational language, often as vaguely

meant as it is inadequately expressed. To avoid obscuring

vocation we have to take the words of Scripture, with the

Church's corresponding theology, " If thou wilt be perfect,

go sell what thou hast and give to the poor and thou shalt

have treasure in Heaven : and come follow Me "—is the divine

statement of the matter. The call is to perfection, individual

personal perfection, through that close following of the In-

carnate God which removal of all hindrance makes possible;

and nothing less than treasure in Heaven can be the fully-

earned , recompense. A very practical Religious, St. Peter,

summed up the call and its consequence when he said :
" We

have left all and have followed Thee; what shall we have?"

And then there came the strong unfailing assurance of the

hundred-fold, with life everlasting superadded.

No lower expression of the import of Religious Vocation

is adequate, nor will the X^hurch allow us to represent it dif-

ferently. In doctrine and practice she maintains that the pur-

suit of perfection through the three vows, which are ren-

dered more or less permanent by her acceptance, constitutes

the essence of the religious state. Theology insists on the

same truth, and, in analyzing its reasons, draws out conclu-

sions that may surprise the cursory observer. Lehmkuhl, in

his searching inquiry into the constituent elements of the re-

ligious life (I. 496), makes abundantly clear that the very

choice of the Order, not to mention its works and external

circumstances, is strictly accidental—the essential being always

found in the authorized pursuit of evangelical perfection by

the practice of the Lord's counsels. Saints and doctors have

all along held and demonstrated the same conclusion. They

never supposed that the Fathers of the Desert were called to

basket-weaving, though many a hermit and many a monk

spent long years at that- humbly useful occupation. Neither

did the Benedictine think his call was to be a copyist, nor the

Trappist his to be a farmer. They all were and are delivered
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Up to the will of God, ready to do for Him any and every

appointed work.

As the things advanced here are but commonplaces of Chris-

tianity, the presumption of offering a reader of the Review
any enlightenment on them is most simply disclaimed. What
is aimed at is the signalizing of certain false views of voca-

tion, views -recently diffused in otherwise most commendable

zeal and yet, of course, with no fruitful result. It should be

a truism to say that false views are unserviceable. Little

theology is required to show that a false view can never be

supernaturalized, hence can never be Christianized, hence can

never be fertilized. The Lord's reiteration that His Holy

Spirit is the Spirit of Truth, forms a bridge of light from our

dogma to our moral. And a false view is, because of its in-

utility, of its positive harmfulness, always, religiously, detest-

able—the more detestable the more sacred the subject into

which it is intruded.

Now, it must be a false view of religious vocations that

bases them first on our convenience and only after on God's

loving choice. Does there not seem a huge impertinence in

our saying that such or such persons ought to enter Religion

because we want their work, ought, that is, to be consecrated

body and soul to their Maker because we happen to need

their school service? Yet this is what, in substance, must be

meant when the bald cry is raised to recruit the teaching

orders, to foster vocations to the teaching orders. If the true

religious call is heard and followed, good work will be forth-

coming. Who, indeed, ever knew thorough religious that did

not accomplish more than could naturally be expected of them ?

Yet they are more than their work, in God's sight and in

themselves.

"The Sisters have done good teaching; they are the only

good primary teachers we can afford; so let us have more of

them "—is the sensible drift of many views proposed. But

there are made other suggestions which either mean nothing

or mean: The Sisters have been such valuable teachers that

we must make them all altogether teachers-—a project exem-
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plifying most closely old ^SOp's bpvidd ng elxev ua xpvf^o. TiKTovaav.

It is as Sisters that these devoted ladies have been doing the

golden teaching: better, even for the teaching's sake, allow

them to remain Sisters. What has been incisively styled "the

tendency to make our Religious Teaching Institutes mere peda-

gogical factories " is not of good omen. It is a tendency to

be resisted, firmly if genially. Off-hand proposals about ra-

tional recruitment, normal-school Novitiates, class-difficulty

Retreats, academic Chapters, might to a Religious appear

amusing—if only they were sure to prove innocuous.

But is there harm to fear from such kindly outside sugges-

tion? On Sisters extraordinarily assembled for school par-

liamentary debate, under the peculiar excitement of a sojourn

in the world, the momentary influence is doubtful. The touch

of unskilled hands may leave vibrations strange enough to

jar the home harmonies. Experience hints that a Religious

who would be but a teacher can cause as much convent as

parish discordance. On Sifters well established in their con-

gregation, filled with affection for community life, and

shielded by their strong religio-ecclesiastical government, the

effect may be inconsiderable. They are not easily moved,

even by plausible pretexts. They have frequently before their

eyes the warning of the holy doctor to whom most of them

attribute their rule, not to regard things as useful just because

they are pleasurable (Epis. 211, 13).

An intrusion of school affairs into canonical Novitiates

would be a surprise, considering recent Roman legislation.

The new Normae stringently prescribe that at least one un-

broken year be dedicated exclusively to formationi spiritus,

studio Constitutionum, orationi, institutioni circa vota et vir-

tutes, and not given at all to studiis litterarum aut artiiim, nee

ext^rioribus operibus Instituti (Art. 73). So Religion's no-

vices can be safeguarded by the enforcement of canonical regu-

lations.

Greater danger may threaten those who are but postulants

or still far-off aspirants. The first tender buds of vocation,

even its seedlings hidden in the soil of the Church, risk blight-
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ing and decay. It seems strangely forgotten, in the secular

demand for the recruitment of certain Orders, that aspirants

.

neither can nor should determine what their future work will

be. If most of the professed members of a given Order are

engaged in the same work, the candidates naturally look for-

ward to a share in that occupation. However, they may not

get it. One entirely exclusive work is characteristic of but

few Orders, nor are they commonly of wide extension or long

duration. In any case, nothing like contract labor is recog-

nized at the admission. The postulants offer themselves to

be used for the service of God, as the superiors, subject to the

Church, may judge most fitting. Those who have had to do

with houses of religious probation and formation will recall

no candidates more decisively and categorically rejected than

the mistaken ones who wished to dictate conditions about their

later employment. Superiors and novice-masters or mis-

tresses should be in peculiarly crippled circumstances to con-

sent to tie up the hands of reserveless Religion. Consider-

ateness is a great virtue of theirs, but bargaining is entirely

out of their line. Even the common faithful are aware that

in this vocation there is question of simple giving. " We are

glad," they say—when their disposition is good enough^-
" that she gave herself to God;" or, " let us give him to God."

In the hearts of parents there may be the clinging that made
Samuel's mother say she was but lending her boy to the Lord;

yet, with her, they too will say that it is to the Lord they are

lending theirs, and that they are lending them for all the days

of their life. So the lending is giving after all.

This rule inspires and secures real religious vocations.

That they are rare and growing rarer, is a loudly expressed

opinion. Some try to show that their rarity is only relative,

being now more felt because; of the great increase of calls for

religious teachers. Others rioaintain that they are rare com-

paratively, that is that they ai^e fewer at present in many dis-

tricts than they were in earlier years. That they are few

absolutely, proportioned on the number of Catholics in the

country, seems generally admitted ; though it has been asserted
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that they are there, that they must be there—considering that

we want them—if only they were cultivated.

For their absence or non-cultivation various reasons have

recently been assigned, various responsibilities have been ar-

raigned. Though not often mentioned, ill-tutored lowering

_ or falsifying of the idea of the Religious state is probably

the most noxious impediment to vocations. Being worldly

it kills them radically, for they are unworldly. No matter

how good, superficially, be the appeal to young people to make
them.selves Religious, the least note of falsity in the reasons

given cuts off the divine whisper which may have been be-

ginning to be heard. Earth's raucousness cannot mingle with

Heaven's music. It is not that the attractions to religious life

may not be manifold and diverse: they really are most var-

ious. A chant, a bell, a distant tower; a chaste garb, a coun-

tenance of content, a tone of detachment, a close acquaintance

with the distressed, with their worst needs and their best re-

lievers—all these and many more sources of impression may
outwardly dispose to listen, but the call is interior. As in

other divine drawings, the " cords of Adam " are of many

kinds, while the power that draws is one: God must be the

motive as He is the reward. The " come follow Me " and

the " treasure in Heaven " are the finally efficient reasons

;

and, sooth to say, no other reasons would be sufficient for such

a. sacrifice.

It sounds fine to proclaim to fervent young maidens that

they should haste to the training novitiates of the teaching

Orders, because our supply of teachers is running short; that

they should quit the world for the cloister, lest our parochial

school classes should be too large or should not be at all

That such an appeal will be supernaturally effective is cer-

tai;ily unlikely.

The people of the country have lately been amused at some

high lecturing dispensed in southern schools. Whether they

were to be edified they hardly knew. Single blessedness was

extolled before the girls of the normal colleges by no less a

' personage than our new President. Apparently it was taken
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for granted that young ladies who meant to be teachers meant

not to marry, and so the compensations of cehbacy were pro-

posed for their timely consideration. The result is prob-

lematical, for the matter was serious and the treatment seemed

jocose.

No less jocose—except that the solemnity lends it grimness
—^will some think the large educational invitation to Catholic

girls to become Religious for the ampler maintenance of

our teaching staffs. They will become Religious, as they

always did, for two reasons—the two on which a harvester

of vocations like St. Alphonsus Liguori would lay supreme

stress : because Christ, the Magnet of Souls, claims them as

Spouses ; and because " many women are lost in the world,

few in Religious life." And when they are Religious, they

will spend themselves and be spent for any work as dear to

their Lord as is the training of His little ones. But for the

life's decision and the great irrevocable step they need their

personal, fundamentally divine, motives. Ambition to be

teachers will not suffice, nor will the prospect of being credited

with a " career nobly devoted to the furtherance of edtication."

Not much better founded or more promising is the pro-

posal to raise vocations for what is now called social service.

That even one soul entirely given to God is a blessed treasure

in any society, may go without saying; but that the secret

blushing recognition of the Divine Lover's call includes a con-

sciousness of social aims, is not Religion's experience. Neither

does the Church hint, in her clothings and professions, at any

such characteristic service. There all is death to the world, in

order to the life in Christ. Nevertheless, a reverend doctor,

who sympathizes with the Sisterhoods, even whose hobby is

" the glory of the vocation to the religious life ", was lately

put forth to perorate as follows :
" Nowhere does the Church's

genius for organization shoV to better advantage than in her

dealings with women. She first separates those who by nature

and inclination are peculiarly adapted to social service from

those who are constitutionally and temperamentally fitted to

become wives and mothers; and then from among those wljo
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are eager to devote themselves to the public service, she selectS

one band who devote themselves exclusively to the care of

neglected old age, and another to the care of helpless infancy;

one band to the care of the sick and the wounded in body, and

another to the rescue and preservation of those who are weak
morally. ... In the life and organization of the Church

the principle of selection, call it divine selection or vocation,

if you will, finds fullest and freest play." That the passage

is deliberate and meant to be comprehensive is shown by the

context. For, a university lady retorting :
" Do you mean to

tell us that the young man who believes himself called to the

priesthood or the young woman who talks about her vocation

to the si^erhood is merely responding to the social claim ?
"

the zealous doctor rejoins: " Why, yes; that is precisely what

I mean." ^

Now, if this fanciful piece of semi-Darwinian ecclesiasticism

were at all a statement of the Sisterhood case, a great many
true vocations might not be found fit enough to survive. The

millions of Christian virgii\s who just murmured in their

heart of hearts—May be He would take poor me! and who
thought but of dedication to Him, as well as the countless

nuns who consumed their life in Adoration and Office, and

in fact not a few of the great female Saints, like the Scho-

lasticas and Clares and Catharines and Teresas, should, on

sociological principles, have been relegated to the wife-and-

mother department.

There is a vagueness about the social-service idea—with

some haze of slum or settlement work which may be subtle

worldliness—that renders it entirely unlike the inspiration of

Catholic charity. Love of the poor of Christ for Christ's sake

is definite and urgent ; and yet He is to be served before even

them, up to the very breaking of the costly vase and the spill-

ing of the precious ointment. Nor need any one fear that

lovers of the Divine Head will readily forget the needy mem-
bers, least of all His chosen" spouses who pulse with the pulses

2 Education of Our Girls, p. 183.
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of His most generously compassionate Heart. But social

aims may be emptily professed without the remotest reference

to Him. Of this we had a peculiar example last summer.

The Allegheny County Teachers' Institute convened in

great numbers at Pittsburg and drew up elaborate resolu-

tions. These touch on all that the members recognize as " ed-

ucational tendencies and practices." A set omission is of

horrid prognostic. Of course we could expect no reference

to our Lord and His Church; but there is not the slightest

hint at the existence of God or of a soul; nor is there any

mention of religion, conscience, morality, virtue, vice, or hu-

manity. What the Teachers' Institute puts forward as its

purpose, indeed " the purpose of an education," is " to so de-

velop the child that he may best live a life of service and appre-

ciation." That some of the framers of these resolutions meant

something by a " life of service and appreciation " is to be

courteously supposed; but that the phrase enlightened the

public or helped to recruit the schoolmaster fraternity is hardly

credible. Anyhow, to put things proportionally, it might be

fairly said that, as is this " service and appreciation " purpose

to the teacher's profession, so is the " social service " aim to

the Religious Vocation. Something may be squeezed out of

both relations, but neither of them seems to the point or gives

promise of being effective.

Perhaps it has to be admitted and remembered that many
of the new half-and-half representations of our ends and

means, not alone in education but also in religion, are not in-

tended for Catholic consumption. Like homeopathic drugs,

they are moderately poisoned with the disease they aim at

remedying, and have been here and there advertised as a

sovereign emollient for Protestant prejudice. There is danger

in their being indiscreetly absorbed by the children of the

household. From certain precincts they should be rigorously

excluded, one of these being the enclosed garden of Religious

Vocations. For it is evident that what is so absolutely un-

worldly cannot be expressed by the world's tongue nor re-

flected by the world's mind. The virgin daughters of the
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virgin Church will go on desiring divine espousals, exulting

with Agnes in Christ's inestimable margarites and diadems,

or with Catharine with the marriage ring slipped on her finger

by the bridegroom's own Mother, and with Lucy, and Agatha,

and all the brave spotless ones in Him whom they each saw
and loved and believed and chose: Quern vidi, quern amavi,

in quern credidi, quern dilexi. The aspiration to be Brides of

the Lamb is perennial: it needs but the removal of obstacles

to take its course and fulfil itself most fruitfully.

Vocation being delicate as well as sacred, any flippancy in

reference to it is likely to be injurious, while pretended carnal

sense in its treatment is altogether deadly. Of this an ex-

ample may be signalized—not for its own importance, but for

its casual indication of tendencies. A periodical, much recom-

mended for Catholic family reading, has in a late issue a short

story concerning a young lady, a " sweet, unselfish little soul
"

who " arranges the'flowers in the church every Saturday, and

then goes to confession." It is stated that she turns back to

her early childhood for " suMcient matter " so that her Father

confessor may not be embarrassed about giving her absolu-

tion ; and then it is smoothly added :
" She once confided to

him her desire to be a nun ; but he wisely bade her pray that

she might learn God's holy will. Her petition—she is as

obedient and trustful as of yore—has been answered. She is

now engaged to a chum of [her brother's] and a class-fellow

of his own. Every day, he asks in his * Memento ' at Mass

that her future husband may be very, very good to her." '

The story tells not why the incipient vocation of this child

of God should not be a true one; nor why, by obedience and

trust and prayer, she should lose it. The conclusion just sug-

gests how much tiicer and wiser it was to become engaged;

and how much more satisfactory for the priest of God, instead

of taking his penitent from society and sending her to a novi-

tiate, to be able to make a memento in his daily Sacrifice for

the great, great happiness of her life with a husband. There

8 Bens. Magaz., Nov. 1908.
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can be little doubt that greasy worldliness of this kind is cap-

able of clogging and smothering very real vocations. The
writer of the story takes a tone of cleverness and uses theo-

logical terms freely; but he—or she?—shows no trace of hav-

ing ever read that there is mortal sin, with varied intensities

of gravity, in the wanton act of turning any Christian soul

away from the religious state.

When it is affirmed that the religious vocation is delicate,

it should not be understood that there is about it anything

effeminate. Taken all in all it implies more sustained heroism

than does any other course in human life, and that because

of its radical rejection of the three great human concupis-

cences. Even in frail individual cases, when not hoodwinked

or baited, it is commonly most brave, often radically invin-

cible. The way in which a timid girl can bear up against

frowns and threats and blows, once she has been caught by

the charm of the divine invitation, is a reminder of the early

maiden victories over all pagan persecution. Indeed virginity,

in the mind of the Church, seems quite closely allied to mar-

tyrdom, so much so that the liturgical Office of a Virgin has

to be abruptly turned off from celebrating her also as a martyr.

There would, then, appear but little danger of true vocations

being lost through fear of the poverty and hardships really

incidental to convent life. Nor is any such grievance raised

here—though the aridity consequent on some of the officious

intrusions referred to might render the life unbearable. That

Sisters' houses are incommodious^should it so happen, that

their work is fatiguing, may give pause for thought^ but will

seldom prove a deterrent. The image of Him, who, though

Lord of all, had not where to lay His head, and who, though

the self-sufficing Almighty, was tired and thirsty, will throw

difficulties and privations far in the background. Call pro-

fession a crucifixion, as you justly may, and the Catholic girl

who has ears to hear the voice of the Bridegroom will still

ambition her sacrifice. She may naturally incline to easy

ways, yet she has acquired the persuasion that her way is the

way of the Cross. If it be said that she, like others, is pur-
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suing her pleasure in obeying the call, it is right to remark

that the pleasure is of very specific flavor. The duke lignum,

dukes clavos, expresses a truth, but—with a difference.

Hence it is neither necessary nor very expedient to make
convent life undertake to be comfortable. The peace of soui

promised to all voluntary Cross-bearers is there most fully

assured, and also the freedom which is always arising from

the truth put in practice. But comfort and consolation are

securely found mainly in the joy of sacrifice. Well is it for

the good works in which Religious exercise themselves that

it should be so, for they are usually works of sacrifice; most

particularly does our Catholic educational work retain that

character. Happily the apprehension of discouraging or di-

minishing vocations by proclaiming that they lead to the

Cross, may be here disregarded. For, if the prospect of meri-

torious suffering has ever been one of the strongest Christian

attractions, why should it daunt American vocations? They

must be supposed as brave as any others. When heralds of

the Crucified Son of the Virgin, like Ambrose and Patrick

and Bernard, go boldly forth to preach the perfect worship

of Him by consecrated virginity, families may again have to

lock in some of their members lest all run away to be girdled

and veiled.

G. Lee, C.S.P.

.Pittsburg, Pa.
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THE BLINDNESS OF THE REVEEEND DR. GRAY:''

OB

THE FINAL LAW.

CHAPTER XXIV.

The " Ghost " in Hamlet.

THE Easter week of that year was a happy week for at least

three of our actors in this little drama. Annie had come

up to Athboy, to spend the Easter holidays with her friend,

Mary Liston. They were recent acquaintances ; but a few inter-

changes of opinion on dress and such like subjects had ripened,

as if with a torrid sun, the acquaintance into a fast friendship.

After a few days, they could open out the recesses of their most

hidden thoughts to each other, and revel in that spontaneous con-

fidence that belongs only to the young.

They had visited Rohira again by special request of Dr.

Wycherly; they had seen the gardens. They had been over-

whelmed at first by the sight of nearly two acres' of garden,

literally covered with spring flowers, although large quantities

had been shipped away to the London markets by steamers that

called and hung out in the offing, and sent their boats ashore, or

availed of the services of Pete, the Gipsy, who was quite indif-

ferent whether he carried lobsters or orchids, so long as he was

well paid.

Then, after such a surfeit of beauty and perfume, these young

souls fell back on the narrower pleasure of the simple bouquets

that Dr. Wycherly forced upon them. For to some souls a

single rose speaks more eloquently than a tangled forest of rose-

trees; just as we watch a single planet in the heavens, and are

blind to the infinite suns.

Edward Wycherly, the returned one, and the unwelcome, was

particularly assiduous in his attention to the two young ladies;

and, whilst Henry was being entertained by the Doctor with all

* This novel is copyrighted exclusively for the Ecclesiastical Review,

and will not appear in any other magazine in America, Great Britain, or

Australia.
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manner of strange information about Hindus and their arts, and

modern diseases and modern science, his son was wrapping the

senses and imagination of the two young girls in an aromatic

cloud of incense from garden and hothouse, and a poetical cloud

of Oriental poetry and legend, which he had gathered in his

travels.

Yet, the verdict passed upon him there during the Easter holi-

days by these two guileless girls was not altogether favorable.

Mary Liston declared him handsome ; but the beauty, she thought,

was of a sinister kind. Annie was silent. When she spoke, she

declared her intention, with all her usual positiveness, not to

meet him again, if it were at all possible. And so he was dis-

missed.

During these beautiful, sunny days, and in the long evenings, it

was quite inevitable that those three young people gathered

around the fireplace should discuss many things of interest to

themselves and others. Henry Liston hardly knew which of the

three pleasures he preferred—reading in a listless way there by

the fireside, whilst his sister and her young friend were at the

piano; or, listening in a dreamy way to some old Irish melody,

quaint and weird and lonely as the winds that were sighing

around the house, or some modern study, fantasie, or nocturne

from some foreign master; or debating with those keen young

intellects the eternal question. What is to be done for Ireland?

For there is the question that is ever uppermost in the minds and

hearts of the young. The old have despaired of the solution

and are now spectators. But the young are forever dreaming,

and the things that people their dreams seem to be ever flying,

like flocks of birds, down the long vistas of hope.

On one point there seemed to be absolute and perfect agree-

ment—the necessity of infusing some brightness into the homes

of the people, of turning a little sunshine and music into the

dreary and silent monotony of their lives.

And so the Easter holidays melted into May ; and the May
blqssoms fell, and the burning suns of June and July turned

everything into gray gold. And August and September came on

with their russet mantles and the rich fruitage of the year.

And the days closed in, as the leaves fell in mellow October.

But the idea was always haunting the mind of Henry "Liston that

he was bound to brighten the sombre lives that fretted away
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into the grave in a still and gray monotony of labor and anxiety

;

and he determined that during the winter he would not only

establish the Gaelic League in his parish, in spite of the melan-

choly forebodings of his pastor; but he would further enliven

things in general with a series of concerts, plays, etc., that would

be instructive and amusing to his people.

During these months, however, a few things, of some moment
to our chief actors, did occur. Edward Wycherly, the defeated

one, did persuade his father to remove the boys from the dan-

gerous atmosphere of the priest's house; and, spun and plucked

at his own examination, he nevertheless succeeded in getting his

brother through his matriculation in the autumn. Jack kicked

against the arrangement at first ; but was obliged to yield on the

compromise that Miss Annie O'Farrell was to be asked occa-

sionally to visit Rohira. In this he was ably and enthusiastically

seconded by Dion. The heir-apparent of Rohira seemed to ob-

ject; but, somehow, he managed to be always present when
Annie O'Farrell called.

The emergency-men were withdrawn from Kerins's farm ; and

Kerins entered into an offensive and defensive alliance with Pete

the Gipsy.

Judith seemed to be gaining greater power over the minds of

the people ; for now, eggs were found in greater abundance in the

furrows of the gardens,—eggs that would not break, if cast into

the flames, but glowed like heated iron ; and on the door-posts of

dairies a strange kind of grease, like that which is used in rail-

way-wagons, was often found smeared, and frequently a mys-

terious and unwholesome meat was discovered in the field. All

these were ancient charms and spells, under the name pishogues

well-known to the people. But now they seemed to be every-

where; and, as a result the milk would not yield an ounce of

cream;, the calves perished in the fields, or were born dead; and

the people whispered amongst themselves in low accents of fear

and appyehension. Some, the more religious and godly, feared

the angek" of God had descended on the parish for their insubor-

dination Itoward their pastor. Some thought it was the diabolic

influence of Judith that was working ruin. But no one, not

even the bravest, would approach that grey old keep down there

by the sea-breakers. Its inhabitants were as safe from, observa-

tion, as if they lived far out from the mainland. Only one
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seemed to watch, and ponder, infidel as he was, on these nocturnal

apparitions of the Castle Spectre ; and he soon made up his mind
as to what they portended. Jack and Dion Wycherly were in-

credulous, but inquisitive; but Edward Wycherly took a closer

interest in the denizens of the Castle ; and his increasing interest

was viewed by them with apprehension and hate.

At Athboy, Mary Liston came and went on her angel visits

from her home in the town, brightening her brother's soHtary Hfe

with her sweet presence, for brother and sister loved each other

dearly. And hence, when one evening, after a protracted ab-

sence, Mary Liston came up from town, and asked her brother

to walk with her over the cliffs, Henry felt that there was some-

thing coming. And there was. For when his sister had ex-

plained that she had made all arrangements in the early summer
to enter at the beginning of the approaching autumn the con-

vent where she had studied, Henry felt that half his life was

cut away, although he dared not oppose his sister's resolution.

He came home, and took his tea in silence. That was all.

Down at Doonvarragh, the old pastor, whilst giving full time

to his parochial duties, seemed more absorbed then ever in his

theological studies. He had become somewhat sceptical about

human things ; and was looking steadily toward the divine. He
had mounted the declivities of life ; and, looking back, had seen

its utter barrenness and waste. His eyes were turned toward

the west, where the sun of his life was sinking under shining

seas. It was no little relief to him when those evening tuitions

were at an end. He knew he had made a mistake, but he could

not correct it. Circumstances and the slow progress of events

settled the problem for him ; and now he could revel in his studies

without the uneasy consciousness that under his roof was a prac-

tical problem that perplexed him. But, day by day and every

day his sight seemed to grow dimmer and dimmer. Again and

again his oculist changed his glasses. This gave relief; but

again they began to fail him, and he had to procure yet stronger

lenses. One day he asked the man, was this cataract? The an-

swer was, I wish it were ! which implied that it was something

worse, and probably incurable. Hence he began to lean more

and more On the help of his young niece, who had now grown

into his heart. The feeling of irksomeness, which her presence
' had brought into his solitary life in the beginning, had now
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given way to a feeling of dependence upon her, so that he almost

resented her absence during the visits she paid to her young

friends at Athboy. As for Annie herself, there was creeping

into her life an undefined sense of loneliness ; and, except on the

few occasions when she visited the Listons, her young years were

sinking into a drear monotony; and she was beginning to be a

young dreamer, which means discontent and unhappiness at one's

own surroundings. And a few times she found the tears gath-

ering in her eyes, and she had to wipe them gently away

!

As the days narrowed, and the nights lengthened in October,

Henry Liston decided that the time had come to commence his

cherished project of throwing a little light and music into the

hearts of his people. He wrote to a valued confrere in the

neighboring town and asked advice and assistance, both of

which were promptly given. This experienced purveyor of in-

struction and amusement recommended that the academical ses-

sion at Athboy or Lackagh should commence with something
" stunning ", in order to stimulate the flagging energies of the

people. Hence he pooh-poohed a mere concert, and rather hum-
bled Henry Liston by throwing scorn on a gramophone enter-

tainment which Henry had humbly suggested. Instead of such

juvenile things, " fit only for school children," he said, he pro-

posed to send up his own Dramatic Corps of the Young Men's

Society, all picked men, and capable of every kind of histrionic

engagement. These young Keans and Kembles had advanced,

by leaps and bounds, from " Pizarro ; or the Conquest of Peru "

to the "Lady of Lyons;" and, lately, spurning everything dra-

matic that did not come from the highest genius, they had given

with marvelous success, and for three nights running, " Hamlet,

Prince of Denmark," of which, he hinted, Henry had perhaps

heard. He could send the whole troupe, except the " Ghost ".

This being a minor part, it could be supplied by a local artist.

The properties, dresses, scenery, he recommended, should be pro-

cured from the Theatre Royal; but he would manage all that.

The expenses would be trifling. A few little items for car-hire,

refreshments, etc. The balance of profits could be expended in

local charities. He was disinterested and sublime.

It seemed to the inexperienced mind of Henry Liston a pretty

program. It would be a magnificent launch for his new

ideas on the seas of experience. He was quite sure of a good
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house. The thing was a novelty. The people were willing to be

amused; and they thought nothing of the shillings they had to

pay. A few wary spirits, on reading over the spirited pro-

gram, fumbled in their pockets, and expressed a doubt whether

"it would be valine for their money." But the young people, who
happily had not yet begun to calculate the money value of every-

thing, overruled these sceptics ; and long before the eventful even-

ing arrived, every seat, amongst the reserved benches, was

engaged.

Henry Liston had a small dinner party, consisting of his sister

and Annie O'Farrell, and the good confrere who had suggested

this happy idea; and they drove together to the Lackagh school,

where the entertainment was to be held. The school-room was

very large .and spacious, having been built for the accomodation

of two hundred children on the separate system. The two

schools were now thrown into one, and there was a class-room

at the end which served admirably as a dressing-room for the

performers.

There was not even standing-room in the hall when the priests

arrived ; but their places and th^ seats for the ladies who accom-

panied them were kept carefully with that mute sense of rever-

ence which is universally shown to the priesthood in Ireland.

Right in front of where they sat, Henry Liston recognized the

local Protestant rector, who was also Archdeacon of the Diocese,

and with him were his wife and sister.

The stage was prettily arranged, and a magnificent drop-scene,

representing the River Lee and Blackrock Castle by moonlight,,

was just sufficiently raised to afford a peep at the splendor of

back scenes and side-wings. There was a murmur of eager ap-

plause when the actors in the first scene appeared; but this was

rapidly changed into fright when the " Ghost " came forth with

dreadful solemnity from the side-wings, and Horatio challenged

it. " It " was impersonated by a local artist, named Tim Finu-

cane or Finigan, who, in the ordinary stage of life, helped his

neighbors by putting slates on the roofs of outhouses and barns,

when the fierce storms that beat along this unprotected coast had

laid angry hands on them. He was rather small of stature, and

it happened that his ghostly raiment was unusually long ; so that

he was obliged to raise it in front, as a lady raises her dress when

crossing a muddy street. His face was covered with chalk, and
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his hair was powdered with flour. Altogether, he was a ghastly

sight, and there was a panic amongst the children at his first

appearance. In the first scene he had nothing to say, as the

" Ghost " was to refuse the invitation of Horatio, probably be-

cause that young man called " it " angry names, such as " il-

lusion," etc. ; and hinted rather broadly that the ghost was a thief.

But Tim made up for the enforced silence, by rolling his eyes

dreadfully, taking in the full orbit of the audience; and then

he retired, gracefully holding up his garment in front. It was

only then it began to dawn on the people, and particularly on

the " gods " at the rear of the hall, that the " Ghost " was verily

and indeed no other than their own Timothy Finigan. Hence

there was terrible disappointment and much remorse, for they

thought Tim would not appear again.

This, however, passed away for the moment when " the melan-

choly Dane ", clad in a velvet doublet slashed with silver, and

in gorgeous nether habiliments, stepped forward and commenced

his dialogue with the King. It was then that Henry Liston re-

cognized in the graceful and handsome figure his friend Delane.

With a gasp of surprise, he turned to his brother-cleric and said

:

" Why that's Delane that's doing ' Hamlet '

!"

"Of course!" said his friend calmly. "Do you know him?

A born artist! Irving couldn't hold a candle to him, if he got

a fair chance. But those London fellows found out that he was

Irish ; and, that was enough ! He was hunted from the stage."

" But," said Henry Liston—here he was compelled to stop in

the midst of his hostile criticism, through sheer admiration of

the magnificent contempt and hidden hatred which Delane poured

into his words to the King and Queen. Of course there was

some Celtic exaggeration, but the fellow, in sorrie mysterious

manner, seemed to have caught the spirit of the immortal author

;

and Henry, carried away by his enthusiasm, could not help

saying

:

" There's no good talking. If we had just a trace of educa-

tion, we'd sweep the whole world before us."

A sentiment with which most observers will cordially agree.

" But," continued Henry, " doesn't our friend find it necessary

to float his powerful mind in something besides tea ?"

"Of course!" repHed his clerical brother. " That is part of

the program. Every genius drinks, or goes mad."
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" The fellow told me, when he was working at my house, that

he was crossed in love," said Henry.
" He tells the same story every night in some public house in

M ," was the reply. " Sometimes 'tis a duchess ; sometimes

an actress; and so on. He told them all about you. But he

said you lacked imagination; that you had never heard of the

'Ancient Mariner '."

'' The ruffian !" said Henry Liston. " But here comes the
' Ghost ' again

!"

This time the " Ghost " appeared more lugubrious than be-

fore, possibly because now he had to make certain revelations to

Hamlet, the burden of which, even with the aid of a prompter,,

was too much for Tim Finigan's brain. He seemed paralysed at

first, rolling his eyes over his audience, and letting them rest with

apprehension on the " gods " at the end of the hall. It was irre-

sistible—the temptation that now seized them. Tim's ghostly

aspect suggested the immortal song: Tim Finigan's Wake] and

no sooner was it suggested than a young fellow commenced to

Tim's apparent horror

:

One morning Tim felt rather dull.

His head it ached, which made him shake,

He fell from the ladder, and broke his skull;

They carried him home his corpse to wake:

They rouled him up in a nate, clane sheet,

And laid him out upon the bed;

With six mould candles at his fe-:t;

And i. bottle of whiskey at his head.

Whack- fal-la; your sowl to glory!

Welt the fiure ! your trotters shake

!

Wasn't it all the truth I told ye

—

Lots of fun at Finigan's wake

!

All this time the " Ghost " stood paralysed with anger—hatred

and more than histrionic rage passing over his whitened face. A
few times he stretched forth his hand threateningly toward the

" boys ", which action, of course, increased the merriment ; and

when the first was ended, Tim's deep voice was heard echoing

down the hall

:

"Yebla^gards!"
There was a roar of laughter, which made Tim repeat, despite

the dignified remonstrances of Hamlet, who stood by in an atti-

tude of offended dignity

:
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" Ye Lackagh bla—^gards ! Wait till I'm don wid de

pla—ay!"

He then turned around, and attempted to address the dignified

Hamlet, who was gracefully pulling his moustache; but the

moment Tim opened his mouth, the boys struck up again

:

Micky Mulvany raised his head,

VV^hin a bottle of whiskey flew at him,

It missed him, and striking agin the bed,

The sperrits spattered over Tim.

Bedad, he revived, see how he rises,

Timothy jumping from the bed,

Swears while he wallops them all, like blazes,

T'ainim an Dhiaoul! Do ye think I'm dead?

Whack-fal-la-fal-la-fal-lady

Welt the floor ! Your trotters shake

!

' Wasn't it all the truth I told ye

Lots of fun at Finigan's wake!

Here the angry " Ghost ", threatening fire and brimstone, was

pulled in; and the young priest, who had sent his troupe up

from M , rose solemnly; and, in a few, politely sarcastic

words about the intellectual backwardness of the people of that

parish, their utter want of appreciation of a great drama, and

the intense vulgarity of that rowdy song, he had them all soon

reduced into humiliated silence. He then sorrowfully and with

tears in his voice, expressed his regret that in an assembly of

Irishmen such a rowdy song reflecting upon the Irish character

should be tolerated for a moment. Englishmen might laugh at

such revolting caricatures of the Irish character, but surely in'

the new awakening of the nation, when Irishmen were beginning

to exercise, as well as to feel, that self-respect which belongs to

every free people, and the absence of which only characterizes

enslaved nationalities, surely such songs of the nation's slavery

as that which they had just listened to, should not for a moment
be tolerated by a people awakening to a sense of their dignity

and importance. He had only yielded to the importunities of

his friend, Father Liston, in order that new light might be

thrown into the lives of the people. If he had for a moment an-

ticipated this gross and unseemly interruption to the progress of

the play, he would not have dreamed of bringing his dramatic

troupe into their village. In conclusion, he begged of them
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not to interrupt further by such unseemly demonstrations. Other-

wise, he should be reluctantly obliged to suspend the perform-

ance; and this would not only be a personal loss to themselves,

but would reflect unending discredit on the people of that parish.

This discourse was received in respectful silence; the only

comment was made at its termination:

" Begor, we couldn't help it, yer reverence. The timptation

was too great!"

Meanwhile, Henry Liston was occupied by another reflection,

which not only made him quite insensible to the honor, or dis-

honor, of his parish ; but completely spoiled all his interest in the

play to the end. He had noticed, that, on the last appearance of

the " Ghost," the archdeacon, who sat right in front, leaned over

to his wife, and, pointing to the " Ghost," seemed to make some

excited comments on his appearance. And a dreadful thought

then and there took hold of Henry Liston's imagination. It so

preoccupied him that he did not exchange a word, except a

brief " Yes " and " No " with his confrere, who had an uneasy

consciousness that perhaps he had gone too far in his remarks,

and that his good friend, Heory Liston, was offended for his

severe strictures on the conduct of the people.

The play seemed to drag on interminably; but all things have

an end ; and the moment the people began to rise up and file out

of the hall, Henry Liston whispered to his sister, " Wait for me
outside!" and he leaped up the rude steps that led to the stage,

and thence to the dressing-room. The lamp that flared on the

wall revealed the performers, more or less in deshabille, as they

put off the dramatic costumes, and assumed the garments of or-

dinary civilization. Hamlet, however, was still in his slashed

velvet doublet and silk stockings, and was leaning in a dignified

and melancholy manner against the side scenes. The " Ghost

"

was seated on a trunk which had contained some of the stage

" properties ;
" and his head was bent down between his legs in an

attitude of mournful and despairing resignation.

*' I say," said Henry Liston, in an excited manner, "did all

these costumes come from the Theatre ?"

" Yes, sir !" said Hamlet. " They belong to the lessees of the

Temple of Thespis in Cork."
" They— do— not I" said the " Ghost " in an emphatic, but

mournful manner.
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" So I thought !" said Henry. " In the name of God, Finigan,

what possessed you to take this thing?"

He pointed to the white Hnen garment, with the very volumin-

ous sleeves, which the " Ghost " was wearing.
" Why the mischief," he continued in an angry and excited

manner, " didn't you come to me. I'd have lent you a surplice."

" Yarra, what good 'ud be your surplus ?" said the Ghost.
" Shure, you're surplus wouldn't rache to a man's hips. And,

besides, wor we goin' to commit a sacrilege by wearin' a priesht's

vestments ?''

"All I know is/' said the young priest, " you have committed

one in the eyes of the law now, if you cannot get back that

—article, before the thing is discovered
!"

" Yarra, make your mind aisy, yer reverence," said Tim.
" You're too narvous intirely. Them that took tha ould min-

ister's shirt can put it back again."

" I hope they will, and quickly," said Henry Liston. " You
wouldn't be so easy in your mind, if you saw the way he was

watching you during the play
!"

" He may go to the divil," quoth Tim. And Henry Liston

left him in peace.

He hastened out to find his sister alone, standing near the side-

car, awaiting him.
" Where's Annie?" he said.

" Gone home," was the reply.

" Gone home ? I understood she was coming back with us ?"

" She changed her mind. I heard Mr. Wycherly say that it

would be a pleasure if she allowed him drive her to her uncle's

gate. And she consented. The Wycherlys are gone a quarter

of an hour."

So they were. They drove along the moon-lit road, passing

groups of passengers here and there, who gave way as the car

passed; and then closed in, making uncomplimentary remarks on

car and passengers. The two young boys. Jack and Dion, were

on one wing of the car, Annie and Ned Wycherly on the

other. The drive was short, barely two miles. But when she

alighted, she passed into her uncle's house without a word of

thanks or farewell ; and that night a weary head pressed her

pillow, and bitter tears bedewed it. So powerful is the utter-

ance of a word in the ears of the innocent. It was only one word
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from the play they had just witnessed ; but it revealed the beast

that is in man.

But he was unconcerned. For just as they left the priest's

gate, a pyramid of flame shot up into the sky from the summit

of the hill, on which their father's house was built.

" Duggan's rick is on fire !" said Jack.

" No ! 'tis Kerins's house and out-offices," said his brother.

" It may be our own !" said Edward, as he pushed the horse

forward along the road, and breasted the hill toward the sea.

A month or so later, Henry Liston, who had quite forgotten

all about the play, other more serious things engrossing him,

strolled in on business to the local shoemaker, named Cox, who
also filled* the office of sexton and bell-ringer to the Protestant

church.

After the interchange of a few words, and the transaction of

a little business. Cox, looking up from his work, said slyly

:

" That was a grand play ye had up at the school a few weeks

ago, sir!"

" It was !" said Henry, carelessly.

" It must have cost a power and all of money to bring down
all them grand clothes and wigs and swords from Cork," said

Cox, hammering away at the boot in his lap.

" So it did," said Henry. " There was little left for charity,

I promise you !"

Cox hammered away furiously for a few seconds. Then sud-

denly stopping, he looked up, and said:

"A quare thing happened the next morning, your reverence;

but I haven't tould a mother's sowl about it."

He stopped for dramatic effect, and then continued

:

" Whin I opened the vesthry window that morning, the fust

thing I see was the diamond panes of glass broken; and a jack-

daw lying dead on the floor."

A light was breaking in on Henry's mind, but he said nothing.

" 'Now, in all honesty, yer reverence," asked the cobbler, " do

you believe that a jackdaw could, or would, dash himself against

a leaded window, and break through it, killing himself?"

" Well, I suppose, that would depend on the force with which

he flew," said Henry.

The cobbler beat round the soles of the boot rapidly. Then,

he said jerkily:
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"Another quare thing I found that morning, yer reverence.

The Archdaykon's surplice, which was as clane as a pin on

Sunday morning, was that morning as dirty as if a tramp had

slept in it. Wasn't that quare now, your reverence ?"

And he looked up at the priest with a meaning smile.

" It was ; very strange, indeed !" quoth Henry.

And the cobbler seemed now to beat in the wooden rivets and

iron tacks as furiously as if he were in a passion. But no! he

was only dramatizing a little. Then he suddenly stopped; and

looking up again, he said :

"And the quarest thing of all is this, yer reverence. I don't

know what the Archdayken drinks at home. It may be cham-

pagne, or it may be soda-water. But this I can take my Bible

oath upon—that, at least, whin he's conducting divine service,

he's not in the habit of spilling bottled porter over his clothes."

" I should say not, indeed," said Henry Liston, with a gaiety

he didn't feel. He didn't know what this church official, with

the knowledge he certainly possessed of the midnight raid upon

the vestry, was going to do. The latter, however, explained.

" But, 'mum's the word," yer reverence. " I don't want to see

thim poor fools sent to gaol for six months. But it was fortunate

for them the thing occurred in the beginning of the week; and

not of a Saturday night. I had the whole thing spick and span

by Sunday morning. 'I'm afraid. Cox,' said the Archdayken,
* that you get my surplice washed too often.' He was rubbing his

chin and smiling. I knew what he meant. ' The claner and

whiter they are, sir,' sez I, ' the more they'll frighten the ghosts

away. An' I'm towld that a ghost has been seen around here

lately.' ' So I heard, Cox,' sez he. And there'll be no more

about it!"
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BOOK II.

CHAPTER XXV.

Partings.

YEARS had rolled by over the heads of our actors in this

little drama—years, leaden-footed to the young, swift to

the old. And they brought with them many changes, for good

or ill, for the years are impartial, and they drop snowflakes or

fireflakes at will on the heads over which they pass in their flight

to eternity.

All our younger friends had left the parish, and changed the

venue of Hfe elsewhere. The old had struck their roots too

deeply to bear transplanting.

Mary Liston had entered, not the Convent of the teaching

order, where she had been educated, but one of the strictest and

most austere observance in the Church—that of the Poor Clares,

or Collettines. Ihe reason f-Qr the change originated in a casual

conversation which she had, a few days before she left her

brother's house, with Nance, the poor girl who earned her liveli-

hood by washing in the diamond-paned cottage at the corner of

the road which led from Lackagh to the parish priest's house.

A slight acquaintance had sprung up between them; and Mary

Liston had visited the cottage a few times, attracted thither by

the strange supernatural atmosphere of the place—the realization

and bringing down into daily life of the Unseen Powers, that

from their hidden habitation amongst us seem to hold their hands

on the pulse of all things that breathe and move. This sense of

the supernatural breathed from every object in the humble

cabin; and it was so intimate that the girl expressed her sur-

prise that Miss Liston should suppose it unusual.

" Lonesome, Miss ? Yerra, no ! I'm never lonesome here.

I keeps the best of company. Whin I'm pounding and washing

and beetling and mangling these clothes, I do be thinking all the

time of how the Blessed Virgin did the same for Jesus and

Joseph. An' I imagines her to be here near me., both of us

working together; and I do be talkin' to her; and she to me.

And sometimes I axes her all about her Divine Son ; and she ups
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and tells me everything—what He wears, and what He eats and

drinks; and where she gets things for the house; an' how she

manages the poor wages St. Joseph aims. And thin, whin she

goes away, I talks to the Lord over there on His Cross, and I

tells Him all I thinks and feels about His sufferings and death,

until the big lump comes into me throat, and I haves to shtop.

And thin, I takes to singing ould tunes and hymns my grand-

mother taught me—wild ould Irish songs, in which the Blessed

Trinity and the Incarnation, and everythin' is mixed up to-

gether, ontil I gets so happy an' joyful, that I do be jumpin' out

of me skin."

" Then," said Mary Liston, " you're never sad, nor sorrow-

ful, nor wishing to be something else than what you are?"
" Yerra, God bless you, no. Miss !" said the girl. " I don't

know what it is to be sorrowful. I was a bit lonesome whin me
ould grandmother wint away from me; but that's all passed and

gone. I know she's in heaven, altho' I still get Masses and pray-

ers said for her. But, I'm not a bit sad nor sorrowful now.

How could I be, when I have Jesus, Mary, and Joseph, wid me?
And look. Miss ! all them Saints comes out of their pictures and

talks to me ; and sometimes, whin I go to bed at wan or two in

the mornin', I can't sleep I'm so full of joy, and me heart is

big enough to break in bits."

" But, you have a hard life," said Miss Liston. " Up in the

dark of the morning, working all day in soap-suds and a steamy

atmosphere, and all nearly for nothing, for I have heard you are

poorly paid."

"As to gettin' up in the mornin'," said the poor girl, " that's

aisy enough, whin you want to get back amongst all that's holy

and good ; and as for workin' all day, I don't mind it. It would

be much harder to be sittin' down on that sugan chair, idle and

lazy. And as for the pay, sure I haves enough; an I sez to

meself that I am richer than the Blessed Virgin, for I have only

wan mouth to feed; and she had three, blessed be their holy

names !"

" But, then, you must be sometimes fagged out and tired,"^

persisted Miss Liston, who was struck by this picture of trans-

cendent piety in such a place, " and you must long to lie down
and be at rest, and give up work altogether?"

" Yerra, God bless you, no, Miss !" was the reply. " Whin* I
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am tired, I just thinks of our Lord carrying His cross to Calvary

;

and it gives me new strinth. Whin I wants to lie down, I

sez to meself, Ha! if you had the hard bed of the cross to lie

upon, you wouldn't be in such a hurry, me lady! Or, if your

two hands and feet were gripped in the cowld, hard nails, that

were rusting with your blood, you wouldn't mind the hot wather

and the soda that blisthers 'em now. Ah, no, Miss, whin we
think of all that was done and suffered for us, it's aisy to bear

our own little thrials—av coorse, with the help of Him who
sinds them."

Now, all this made Mary Liston reflect; and some holy books

that ever lay on her dressing-table seemed to repeat in better

language the words of this poor girl. And then Mary Liston

began to' pray—that is, to pray in earnest

—

not to say her pray-

ers only. And gradually a new light began to creep into her

life, and a strange, weird sense of a world beyond the world of

time and sense began to dawn on her startled mind. She now
became afraid. She was at the parting of the ways. She had

gone too far to go back; and yet she feared to go forward, for

there she knew were desolation and trial, before she could

emerge into the peace and joy that surpasseth understanding.

It was the ordeal through which every select soul must pass

that is called to the higher life—the skirting of the valleys of

howling desolation before emerging into the sunlight of the beck-

oning hills. But she persevered ; and in silence. Never a word
did she speak to her mother or even to her brother about the

call and the consequences. Only they noticed that she had

grown paler and thinner, and more reserved, though not less

cheerful. Some said it was the exercise of cycling which was

settling her features in such lines of hardness and strength.

Some said it was the sea-air. But she went her way in a silence

broken only by her conferences with Nance. Then, one day,

she got permission to attend a retreat for ladies at a certain

city convent. There she decided that her vocation was not for

•a life of teaching or nursing or visiting; but to a life of con-

templation and prayer, broken only by the austerities of the

severest Order in the Church.

Strange to say she received no opposition epccept in one

quarter, and that the least expected. Her home friends as-

sented in unquestioning silence. They knew nothing about
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such things. They only knew that her Director had bidden her

thither, and she should obey the call. Her brother offered no

opposition. His heart sank somewhat when he thought of his

little sister walking the flagged or tiled corridors of the convent

in bare feet ; or rising at midnight with the sleep still heavy on her

eyelids to go down to the cold dark choir for two or three hours

;

or ringing the alms-bell, when she and her religious sisters were

actually hungry. But he had too deep a sense of the super-

natural to oppose the manifest will of God. He only questioned

his sister as to whether she quite understood and realized the

austerities she was about to face. And when she had answered

that she had measured and weighed them all and her own strength

and endurance, he said :
" God's will be done !" But the very

day she entered religion, he quietly sold all his silver, and ever-

more tried to imitate her although far off.

But Annie O'Farrell was furious. That is the only word, I

think, that will express her indignation and grief at her young

friend's resolution. Somehow, probably in the absence of other

friends, and in the soft heat of youthful enthusiasm, she had

grown into a singular unity of thought and purpose with Mary
Liston. Their ideas, sentiments, longings seemed to harmonize

in such completeness that no room was left for doubt or distrust.

And Annie O'Farrell, though of a strong nature, still felt a new
zest in life, because she had a friend, not so much to lean upon,

as to share her inmost thoughts, and become the partner of all

her future hopes and ambitions. And now, here is the friend

ruthlessly torn from her side by a fanatical idea; and so unex-

pectedly that Annie refused to believe it until she heard it from

her own lips. It was at Father Liston's house.

" This is not true, Mary Liston," she said in an aggrieved

tone. " Father Liston has told me that you are about to be-

come a Collettine, or something else of that kind; but although

he is a priest, I refuse to believe it. Say it is not true!"

" But it is, Annie," said Miss Liston. "I shall wait for a

few weeks longer to make some preparations ; and then I depart.

Ah, if you could only come also
!"

" Me ?" said Annie, shocked and angry. " God forbid, that I

should bury myself in a tomb for the rest of my life."

" Sometimes flowers grow even in tombs," said her friend

laughing, yet with a certain sadness in her voice.
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" It is sheer nonsense—sheer, downright, stark madness," said

Annie. " I'm amazed that Father Liston could tolerate the idea

for a moment. I knew always you'd be a nun. Something told

me of it. But then I hoped you would join a high-class teach-

ing order, where you would have all the refinements and ad-

vantages of life and yet do good—real, positive good in educat-

ing young girls decently. But to bury yourself in a hole, where

you will be half-starved and perished with cold and hunger, and

where you can never be of any use to man or mortal—I say,

Mary, you'll never stand it—not for a week, mark my words.

And then out you'll come; and the whole world will be laugh-

ing at you."

Here Henry Liston entered. Annie turned to him.
" Father Liston," she said, " how can you entertain for a

moment the idea of allowing Mary to enter that horrible hole of

a convent? Don't you know, as well as I do, that she won't

stand it for a week? For God's sake, stop it now, before it be-

comes too late. You know, if Mary enters, her pride will keep

her from returning, even thotrgh she knows her life will be

a purgatory. I can't understand why you should allow it. And
I can't understand why the Church should tolerate such useless

and cruel institutions here in the end of the nineteenth century."

So she argued, reasoned, pleaded with all the eloquence of a

love that was being broken into pieces by such severance. But

it was of no use. Mary Liston smiled at her friend's extra-

vagance. Father Liston said nothing. He went about, sad and

resigned to the inevitable.

Annie broached the matter to her uncle. She argued, pleaded,

expostulated, in the hope that he would interfere. But here

she was met by a wall of adamant.
" It is the Law !" he said.

" What Law ?" she cried. " What Law can bind a young girl,

in all the freshness and sweetness of her youth, to bury herself

in a hole, to wear coarse flannels, to eat coarse food which she

begs, to get up in the middle of the night and go down into a

cold chapel—ugh! And, worse than all, to lead a lazy, useless

life, neither good for king nor country?"

"A lazy, useless life?" he muttered severely. "A lazy, useless

life? What are you speaking of, Annie? Or, do you quite

understand what you mean?"
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" Perfectly," she replied, although she was afraid she had gone

too far. " It is a lazy, useless life to do nothing but meditate

and pray, and—fast."

" What would you, in your great wisdom, substitute for

prayer?" he asked.

" Why, work—work of some kind, teaching, tending the sick,

making girls useful,- and so on."

" But prayer is work !" he said, so gently now that Annie did

not see how she was betraying herself.

" Prayer—work ? Surely, uncle, you're mistaken. Prayer

—

work ? Who ever heard the like ?"

" Try it for one hour," he said, " for one half-hour ; and you'll

be glad to get back to your needle."

The experiment was not needed. She admitted the fact.

" But, then it is useless—I mean, one cannot see the utility

of it, like teaching, or nursing?"
" Of course," he replied. " These are the stock arguments of

modern irreligion. Everything now must show itself in order

to be recognized. Men will believe only what they see. And
yet," he continued, in a musing manner, " they might see the

magnificent, the unspeakable power of prayer, if they would but

open their fooHsh eyes to see. But no, the animal sees but the

fodder beneath its mouth; and the world will persist in looking

at things in a bovine manner forever. But to the eyes of faith,

what daily, hourly miracles are wrought by prayer ! But there,

I'm speaking to a nineteenth-century, up-to-date, fin-de-siecle

young Yank; and she cannot understand."
" No ! indeed," said Annie, taking courage from the kindly

bantering. "AH I can tell you, uncle, is this. America is to be

the right-hand of the Church in the immediate future. That's

settled. When all your old, outworn, old Churches are gone

to pieces, America will be the young athlete of Catholicity. But,

we won't stand any nonsense, mind you, over there! No old

Middle-Age institutions, with their hair-cloths, and chains, and

fastings; but useful, educational institutions for the young and

brave Americans—

"

" Oh, for God's sake, stop that, Annie," he cried in dismay.

She burst out laughing.

"Ah ! there it is," she said. " No use trying to open up your

old world to see what the future is bringing. But say, "uncle.
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You said, in speaking of Mary, that she had to go. It is the

Law ! What law ? Where is the law that can bind a young girl

to give up her youth, and loveliness, and hope, to bury herself

in a living tomb? I don't believe God ever made such a law as

that."

" Go and say your prayers, child," he said. " Learn to pray

!

All the eloquence of the world wouldn't make it clear to you

now. It is speaking of color to a blind person. Pity that Miss

Liston is going so soon. She would teach you a good deal,

Annie."

He paused, as if thinking. Then he went on

:

" Yes ! she would teach you a good deal—a good deal that

cannot be learned now except by the way of tears."

At which Annie marveled a little; but only a little.

Only a little ! Because she had already experienced what it is

to pass under the hands of the taskmaster who demands his fees

in tears. That word, that quotation of four lines from "Hamlet,"

which Edward Wycherly had whispered to her on the side-car

the night she drove with him from the school-house had smitten

her with terror and shame such as she had never known before.

A sudden blow on the face to a strong man is not more of a

surprise and insult than an indelicate word uttered in the ear of

a pure-minded girl. And when Annie O'Farrell, hastily descend-

ing from the sidecar, abruptly, too, without a word of thanks or

farewell, sought her room, it was with a sense of insult and

shame, that made her eyes dilate and one hot blush after another

mount to her neck and face. She felt, as she afterwards described

it, as if some loathsome and fetid fluid had been flung upon her,

and had saturated her garments, and could not be removed by

any manner of chemical. It was a hot head that pressed the

pillow that night ; and the pillow was wet with tears.

When the morning came, however, it was not a girl, gentle

and joyful, that arose to face the labors of the day; but a

woman, strong and determined and angry with herself and the

world. There was a sense of shame surrounding her that gave

her unusual fortitude. She had tasted of the bitter tree of knowl-

edge of good and evil; and, although she felt and knew that her

conscience could not upbraid her, and that she was as innocent

as on the morning of her First Communion, she also felt that

she had been initiated into the mystery of mysteries—the iniquity
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that covers and encompasses the earth. And a grave, solemn

silence seemed to come down upon her Hfe; and when she spoke,

it was with the assurance of womanhood, and not the timidity of

a girl. Her whole character was stricken into precocity by one

word, just as one word sometimes reveals vice or genius.

Her uncle supposed that it was a sense of loneliness and sor-

row after her companion that weighed on her spirits; and he

strove to reason with her. Then one day she revealed her in-

tention of going away, and preparing for life in some indepen-

dent fashion. He was alarmed and angry. He then felt how
much she had grown into his life. He then pleaded his grow-

ing infirmity.

" I had hoped," he said, " that you would stay with me unto

the end. Annie, you know what I anticipate, partial if not utter

blindness. That will be dreadful if you abandon me. I shall go

mad if I have no one to read to me ; to speak to me."

But he did not know that the strength and stubbornness of his

own character was reflected in that of his niece. She shook her

head. He then decided that she was cold and selfish.

" Of course, it is your American training," he said, with

bitterness. "Everyone for herself there! Very good! I can-

not prevent yoj!"
" But, uncle," she said, " you don't, you cannot understand.

Oh ! It is so hard to explain. Believe me, I am not ungrateful

nor mdifferent to you. But—

"

He was silent.

" I must go. Indeed, I must. I am not tired of Doonvarragh

;

and I don't want to see the world ; and I am not ungrateful. Oh,

uncle dear, don't think so ! Perhaps, one day, I'll explain. But

I must go
!"

" Very well !" he said, coldly.

" But I'll come back on all my holidays, and this will always be

my home—that is, if you allow me. Say, you will, dear uncle.

Say, ' Come back, whenever you like. This will always be your

home, Annie.'
"

" Well," he said, " you're an ungrateful hussy. But, I sup-

pose, I can't turn you out, if you care to come."'

" Oh, oh ! That won't do at all, at all ! Say, 'Annie, you go

with my blessing, and with my full free will and consent. And
you're always to come back.here when you are disposed, or I need
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you. And when I'm very old, you shall come back altogether

to nurse me ; and— '

"

So there were pleadings and counterpleadings between two

strong spirits for many months, nature and habit struggling with

the strong man to retain the companionship of his niece ; instinct

and an undefinable desire to flee from danger prevailing with his

niece. Then, one day, wearied by her importunity, he said

to her:

" There now, there now ! Go, child, in God's name ! I'm not

going to set my face against Providence. And perhaps, after

all, you are right, and it is for the best. When we are nearing

eternity, it is foolish to entangle ourselves in human ties."

It was not very soothing ; but Annie had her way. And hence,

some years have elapsed, and Mary Liston, long since prcH

fessed, is treading the flagged corridors of her convent with bare

or sandalled feet ; and her little friend, Annie, is a qualified sur-

gical nurse in the wards of a city hospital.

CHAPTER XXVI.

And Prophecies,

ONE evening in the October of this year, Judith sat on a

hillock, clothed with the beautiful sea-thistle far down on

the yellow sands of the little bay inside the fiord that ran up

into the land beneath Dunkerrin Castle. She swept the sea-

horizon from time to time with her keen eye; but neither ship,

nor boat, nor yacht was visible. She muttered some expressions

of impatience ; and began to croon some old Romany song, and

mark some figures on the sands, as if she were weaving spells

for an enemy. It was a lovely, calm evening with a hush upon

all things, except where the tide washed up and broke upon

the sands, and troubled here and there a tiny shell or pebble.

The solemn gray of October hung over sky and rock and sea;

and made all things grave and sedate, even the gulls and sea-

larks, that ceased their cries as they poised themselves over the

still deep, or scampered in and out, as the tide washed clean on

the sands, and the worms pushed up their little globules and

hillocks of soft sand as the tide receded. It was a time and
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season that moved to meditation, or that most supreme self-

engrossment which we call sleep; and perhaps Judith had gone

into the Land of Dreams when Edward Wycherly, after run-

ning out the anchor of his yacht in the soft sands near the

shore, shot his little punt high up on the shelving beach. He
stepped lightly ashore and, standing silent for a few minutes

over the silent woman, he said:

" I thought the devil never slept, nor his children."

" There is sleep and sleep," she said without lifting her head

or betraying the slightest sign of surprise or emotion. " There

are those who see less with their eyes open than Judith sees

in her dreams."
" Good again !" said Wycherly, smiling pitifully at her. " Now

what are you going to prophesy? Is there a fair-haired woman
coming over the sea?"

" No !" she said slowly, still drawing lines on the sand. " But

a black hawk sits on a rock and he is still watching the dove.

He'll never strike his quarry ; nor ever return to his nest."

Wycherly saw the allusion and his brow darkened.

" Speak plainly," he said angrily. "These things are for the

firesides of peasants."

" He stood lightly enough on my lady's wrist," she replied,

" whilst he was leashed and hooded. But he hath seen the white

dove and he has drawn high and higher circles in the heavens

to make her his prey."

" If you mean that, any of these poor peasants is in danger,"

he said, " go tell the priests."

" Eagles don't catch flies !" she said.

" You don't like the priests, Judith ?" he answered by way of

interrogation.

" I don't dislike them," she said. " I tolerate them."
" Complimentary to the cloth," he said. " It is a good joke. I

must remember it."

"All the strong ones of the earth hate them," she continued.

"All the weak things of the earth lean on and love them. You
and I are strong. Therefore

—

"

" Who is the black hawk, Judith ?" he said in a bland and

coaxing manner.

She raised her hand and, pointing her long forefinger to the

west, where the coast bent round and sheltered far away the coast-

guard station, she said

:
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" Don't heed the dove, but mind the nest," she repHed. " I

see far off and behind the future desolation after desolation.

And then, from behind a blood-red cloud and a blinded sun, I

see the dove return and settle here forever."

" Happy dove !" he said laughingly. " But now we'll drop the

Sybil, if you please, and come to business. Have you or Pete

heard anything from yonder?"

And he nodded toward the west where the coast-guard station

lay.

" No !" she said languidly. " Have you ?"

" I have heard nothing," he said, " but I know something.

There's a traitor somewhere. We have to be careful now, or

all is lost."

" You have been talking that way for four years, Edward
Wycherly," she said, " ever since the day you came hither from

your ship. Men with scorched hands shouldn't play with fire."

" You mean I'm a coward," he said, his face darkening in

the twilight. " You're wrong. If I cared to tell, I could prove

it to you. But, just now, I have everything to gain, and every-

thing to lose ; and one needs caution."

" You must remember," she said, " Edward Wycherly, that

you came into this business on your own invitation. We didn't

ask you to join us. Nay, if you remember rightly, we were

somewhat reluctant about it; and you resented this, and—you

threatened!"

He knew the allusion, and blushed beneath his sallow skin.

." You threatened," she continued, "—you remember what you

threatened. If there be a traitor, let him be judged out of his

own mouth."
" There, Judith," he said. " I didn't want to offend you. You

know that; but your southern blood is hasty. But you know

how I stand now. The fact is, I am anxious to get out of this

business. 'Tis dangerous. You and Pete have nothing to lose

;

I, everything. Just now, my father is tottering into his grave;

and all this," he swept his hand backward, " is mine. My name

is already gone before the Lord Lieutenant of the County for the

Commission of the Peace; and I want to settle down—

"

"And bring the white dove hither," she interrupted. • "A pretty

programme, Edward Wycherly; but there's many a pretty plan

foiled in the working."
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" I know that !" he said, furtively looking at the sinister face

of the woman. "And hence I want a fair field. I want to re-

move the obstructions, one by one. And then, you know, Judith,

it will be all the better for you and Pete. You, too, are running

risks ;. and, after all, the old castle is more comfortable than the

County Gaol. Let us clear this cargo, bury the past, and settle

down to a decent and' lawful life. You and Pete may be sure,

you can trust me!"

She seemed to ponder earnestly over the question, still draw-

ing lines on the sands. Then, raising her head, she looked him

full in the face, and said:

" Settle your affairs with Pete, Edward Wycherly. A woman's

brains are no match for yours."
** Your brains are more than a match for any man's," he re-

plied. " But there is no question in dispute between us. It sim-

ply amounts to this. We have been running risks for some pro-

fits. If, as I suspect, the authorities have got wind of it, they

will watch and search; and, even though we may foil them for

a time, they will succeed in the end. That means ruin."

" Of course," she said drily.

" Then, is it not better to suspend operations ? I can make up

the loss to Pete."

"How?" she asked.

" Well, you see," he answered with some reluctance, " there

are many ways. Pete can get constant employment on the

property. We can get Cora into the house—that is, if she and

you care. And you can always have a home here,"

" One would like—I mean Pete would like a little better se-

curity," she replied.

" Then," he went on, apparently not noticing the remark, " old

Kerins can't stand. He's drinking too hard. Poor devil, he's

driven to it, and no wonder. No man could go around, day by

day, carrying his life in his hand without taking to drink. He's

an awful fool not to sell out and clear off to America."
" But you were saying," she persisted, " that old Kerins can't

stand. What then ?"

" Well, then," he said uneasily, " you know the Duggans have

no chance. They cannot buy the place at his price. Someone

else will offer
—

"

" Who ?" she asked, studying his features closely.

vj
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" Well, Pete has saved enough now by—by—this business to

offer a good price."

"And settle down into a Gorgio farmer?" she said, laughing.

" Not likely, Edward Wycherly. Think of some other bribe, and

offer it at your leisure—at your leisure," she repeated, " to the

little father."

He ground his teeth and walked away sullenly, cursing the

old " catamount " and—himself for having been betrayed by the

lust of wealth into the courses that brought him within the law,

and within the terrible power of these uncanny heathens, who,

he knew, would sacrifice him at a word to save themselves.

How often he wished now that he had cleared out this gypsy

family from the old castle ; and how often he regretted the steady

opposition to the parish priest he had inculcated by word and

example amongst the rebellious and disaffected in the district. It

seemed too late now, unless in some mysterious manner the Fates

came to his aid.

He entered the mansion, now practically his own, with a heavy

heart. The dinner bell was rung; but he seemed not to hear it.

The old servitor, clad in a suit of faded black, had to knock at

his bedroom door and tell him that the doctor was already at the

dinner-table. He dressed hastily and came down.

He thought the dining-room never looked so gloomy. The
darkened panels and ceiling seemed black as a funeral pall ; the

silver glinted and shone; but its very massiveness seemed to

weigh upon his spirits. The cloth was covered with bunches

and sprays of early chrysanthemums in all their varied and

flaming colors; but just then they seemed to mock him with their

fragile beauty. It was a frugal dinner, as the old doctor's tastes

were simple—a little soup, served in a silver tureen, a dish of

steak and several dishes of vegetables. Then came piles of

rich autumnal fruit from their own gardens and hothouses ; and

biscuits with little flakes of cheese and butter lay on highly-decor-

ated china, old and cracked, but valuable to the eye of a con-

noisseur.

Edward Wycherly took a pear and ate it hastily. Then he

swallowed in single gulps two glasses of wine.

His father pushed away his plate and said softly
:

.

" Strange I haven't heard from Dion for ever so long. He
wrote punctually the first weeks he was at sea; but not a note
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has come for months. I fear some trouble. And—his mother

came to me in my dreams last night."

" I think you needn't be troubled, sir," said his son. " His

ship, I think, has gone round the Horn, where it is always blow-

ing big guns; and probably he won't touch at port, nor have a

chance of posting a letter till he gets to 'Frisco."

" I don't know," said his father uneasily, " I have got some

presentiment about the boy. And then—his mother came to me
in sleep last night

!"

"i remember," said Edward Wycherly, "when I was round-

ing the Cape in the Nevada, we had to lay to for days, keeping

her head to the seas. There was no going forward in the

teeth of a head-wind. I think that run took a good six months."
" I don't know," said the father dreamily, " I cannot shake

off some sense of danger. It is strange that I shall not spend

my old age in peace. Doesn't a man deserve peace in his de-

clining years ?"

" Of course, sir," replied his son. "And I think you are

needlessly troubled. You may be sure Dion is all right. And
then, he's a hardy chap."

"Ah, yes! no fear there," said his father in the same moody
manner. " No fear there ! Poor Jack is the one to fear there.

I was hoping that all would be right. But his mother came to

me in sleep last night!"

Edward Wycherly was so utterly depressed by his own thoughts

and by the lugubrious laments and forebodings of his father that

he felt he could bear it no longer. But he thought it was his duty

to say some strengthening words to his father.

" You shouldn't be needlessly fretting, sir," he said. " There's

no fear of Jack. A year or two more and he'll have his de-

gree and then he can look around."

Dr. Wycherly reached to the mantelpiece and took down a

letter in Ihe same dreamy, listless manner that characterized all

his actions.

" Here is a letter that came this morning," he said, opening

it and reading: 'A dear friend would advise Doctor Wycherly

to remove his son from the city immediately. He can complete

his studies elsewhere. This place is not best suited to the

interests of mind or body.'

"

He handed the note to Edward. It was written in, a dis-

guised hand and was, of course, unsigned.
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" Some fellow," he said, tossing it back, " who wants to get

Jack out of his way for the half-yearly exam. It is quite enough

that the letter is anonymous."
" Quite so !" said Dr. Wycherly, taking back the letter and

folding it. " But his mother came to me in my dreams last

night!"

" I'm not much of a preacher or a consoler," said his son, " but

I often heard it said that the worst misfortunes are those that

never happen, and that it is always foolish to anticipate evils.

Now, as you have said, you have a right to peace after your

long and laborious life. Where's the use then in fretting about

fanciful troubles?"

He had a keen underthought that his own substantial troubles

might very soon come to the front.

"All that you say is true," said his father in the same lugubrious

manner. " But ' coming events cast their shadows before.' And
I cannot shake off the impression. Your mother came to me in

my dreams last night !

"

Edward Wycherly was silent. He could not argue further.

Then he rose and went out.

He had not gone far in front of the house when he heard a

long low whistle. He knew what it meant. He passed beyond

the precincts of the house, and Pete leaped lightly over the ditch.

" The lugger is in the offing," he whispered. " We have no

time to lose."

"All right!" said Edward Wycherly in a tone of despair.

" Was your mother speaking to you of our conversation?"

•" No !" said the little father in a tone of surprise. " Shall we
take the yacht or the boat?"

" How goes the wind?"
" In the right quarter, blowing gently off the land."

" How will the night be?"
" Dark as hell. Tne quarter moon has sunk in the sea."

"All right. Get ready and I shall be with you at the creek."

He turned away, but he had gone only a short distance when

he called after Pete.

The little father came up wondering.
" Never mind !" said Edward Wycherly. " Have all things

ready in the punt and I shall be presently with you."

[to BE CONTINUED.]

Doneraile, Ireland. P. A." Sheehan.
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S. C.DE PROPAGANDA FIDE.

Interpretatio Decreti De Transmissione Stipendianun ad Ecclesias

Orientales.

Rmo p. D. Aloisio Benziger^ Episcopo Quilonensi.

Illme et Rme Domine:

Amplitudo Tua, litteris ad me datis sub die 22 superioris

mensis Septembris, dubium exponebat, utrum illud quod sta-

tuitur in capite tertio decreti Recenti S. C. Concilii, super modo
quo transmitti possint Missae ad Ecclesias Rituum Orienta-

lium, etiam pro ista dioecesi Quilonensi intelligendum foret.

Porro per praesentes Tibi significo, numerum decreti de quo

agitur non referri ad dioeceses Indiarum Orientalium sed rd

Ecclesias Orientales proprie dictas.

Interim vero Deum precor ut Te diu sospitem servet.

Amplitudinis Tuae

Addictissimus Servus

Fr. H. M. Card. Gotti^ Praef.

Aloisius Veccia, Secretarius.

Romae d. 5 Nov., 1908.
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ROMAN CURIA.

Appointments.

Official announcement is made of the following nominations

by Pontifical Brief:

6 April: Monsignor George I, Patterson of the Archdiocese

of Boston, appointed Protonotary Apostolic ad instar.

Revs. Dennis O'Farrell, Jeremias Millerick, Edward Mor-

iarty, William McQuaid, John O'Brien, of the Archdiocese of

Boston, made Domestic Prelates.

14 April: Rev. Michael Splaine, of the Archdiocese of Bos-

ton, nominated Cameriere segreto supranumerario.

ip April: Charles Hardy, Esq., received into the Knight-

hood of the Order of St. Gregory the Great.



Stubies anb Conferences*

OUR ANALECTA.

Among the Roman documents for the month are to be noted

the Encylical Letter of the Sovereign Pontiff to the Episco-

pate on the occasion of the eighth centenary of the death of

St. Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury. The EncycHcal,

which is dated 21 April, 1909, places the holy Archbishop as

a model before the ecclesiastical rulers of our own times. The

full text of the Encyclical occupies about fifty pages, and is

printed, in Latin and Italian, in the Acta Apostolicae Sedis

of 21 April (Vol. I, No. 8).

The Prefect of Propaganda, Cardinal Gotti, in a letter ad-

dressed to the Right Rev. Aloysius Benziger, Bishop of

Quilon (Malabar coast), states that the rules laid down in

the Decree Recenti of the S. Congregation of the Council, re-

garding the transmission of Mass stipends to the Eastern

Clergy, are not to be understood as meant for the East Indies

but for the districts of the Oriental Church (in the ecclesias-

tical application of the term).

Roman Curia also announces a number of promotions and

pontifical appointments.

CHRISTIAN BURIAL IN A CASE OF SUDDEN DEATH.

Qu. A somewhat prominent business man in our town, who
had apparently no practical religion, died suddenly of apoplexy.

His partner, a Catholic, came to me and stated that the deceased

had once publicly declared that he was baptized and reared in

the Catholic Church, but that he had been repudiated by the

Church at the time of his marriage with a Protestant lady in

a Presbyterian church. He had often said that he thought the

Catholic religion the only consistent creed among professed

Christians; that he had no respect for the sects; but that in

such matters as religion he believed that people, especially wo-

men, had to have their own way. Hence he had yielded to his
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wife's plea to be married by her minister, who was " a respect-

able sort of a fellow "
; which, apart from his religion, could

not be said of the Catholic priest who ministered in the little

" Roman " church of this town at the time. For the same rea-

son, he had permitted his children to be brought up in the

Presbyterian faith, all being girls who went with the mother.

She Was dead; the children were grown up, and willing to have

their father buried with Catholic rites, if that were possible,

since he had never been attached to any other, and was known
to have little regard for any of the sects.

As the daughters were well connected and favorably known
among Catholics of the better social class, I deemed it advisable

to consult the Bishop. He was absent; and the Chancellor,

who knew the people of our place, strongly impressed me with

the impropriety of giving Catholic burial—which would natur-

ally have to be somewhat showy in this case, since all the big

people of the town would attend—to a man who was excom-

municated by his own act, inasmuch as his marriage before a

Protestant minister had brought canonical censure upon him.

Accordingly I refused to have the burial service in our church.

Some priests thought I might have given the man the bene-

fit of the doubt, since he had died suddenly, and would prob-

ably, if he had had time to express his intention in face of ap-

proaching death, have returned to the Church of his youth and

made amends as far as he could. What do you think?

Resp. We need not doubt that the unfortunate renegade

who sacrifices the duty imposed upon his conscience by his

religious convictions in order to conciliate the sentiment or

the religious convictions of the woman whom he loves and

wishes to marry, might at the instant of death so regret his

surrender of the faith as to conciliate God's mercy and thereby

secure his own salvation. But the Church and her ceremonial

ard part of an external regime which does not discuss the

secret probabilities or the inward acts of conscience unless they

manifest themselves in some form or act which permits the

positive inference that the motives of penance and' the desire

for reconciliation exist at the hour of death. If the Church
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gives the benefit of the doubt and hence Catholic burial to a

Catholic who has died suddenly without having received those

Sacraments which are a profession and pledge of his voluntary-

adherence to her doctrine and discipline, it is only because his

wish to die in the Catholic faith may legitimately be presumed

from his not having externally repudiated that faith during

the time when he was free to do so, even though he may not

have done anything to profess it very definitely. For indif-

ference is calculated to turn into active desire for eternal hap-

piness and into sorrow for sin, when the light of judgment

begins to dawn on the soul.

But in the case before us we have not merely indifference,

but deliberate denial by the public action—whatever his private

sentiments or public words may have seemed to the contrary

—of subjecting the sacramental contract of his marriage to

the witnessing of heretical ministry, and of willingly allowing

the children to be deprived of the boon of the true faith

which he as a father was in duty bound to give them. This

positive denial of God, publicly witnessed and never explicitly

retracted, deprives him of the benefit of the doubt which au-

thorities of the Church allow as basis for the legitimate infer-

ence that there was no wilful repudiation of the faith and

hence no ground for taking scandal if Christian burial were

permitted.

We quote the following decision of the Holy Office as con-"

firmatory of what has been said. The question proposed was

:

Utrum catholici, qui cum acatholicis coram haeretico mi-

nistro qua tali nuptias contraxerunt, et in eiusmodi nuptiis vel

expresse consenserunt acatholicae prolium educationi, vel eas

de facto in haeresi educari fecerunt, ideoque censuram in-

currisse dicendi sunt, si apoplexia tacti et sensibus destituti aut

statim aut brevi post discesserint, Ecclesiae minime recon--

ciliati et quin resipiscientiae signa unquam dedissent, donari

possint sepultura ecclesiastica et exequiis nee ne.

The reply was

:

•
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Eminentissimi DD. Cardinales Inquisitores Generales, re in

general! conventu huius Supremae Congregationis habito feria

IV, die 8 mensis Maii 1907 mature discussa, respondendum de-

creverunt: Negative.

CAESAREAN OPERATION.

The New York Medical Journal prints a paper (reprinted

in pamphlet form) on " Caesarean Operation " by Dr. Wil-

liam L. Harris, Surgeon of St. Joseph's Hospital, Providence,

Rhode Island, which is instructive not only for the practising

physician for whom it was intended in the first instance but

also for the student of pastoral theology. The author answers

the question : What is the surgeon to do when he finds it im-

possible to deliver the mother in the normal way owing to the

fact that nature blocks the ordinary exit of the child? There

are various operations—symphysiotomy, pubiotomy, cranio-

tomy, the induction of premature labor, and Caesarean sec-

tion. In respect of the first two methods he says :
" The

virtue of these operations is no longer admitted. We have no

security that they will not require supplementary section.

Moreover, they are fully as difficult as Caesarean section, and

convalescence from them is slower, while the mortality of the

mother and child is high."

Shall we resort to craniotomy f he asks; and with uncom-

promising directness he answers :

'' Certainly not, unless the

child is dead, or we desire to kill it; and in fact, since it may

be difBcult to answer whether the child is alive or not, crani-

otomy requires a willingness to perpetrate infanticide."

We wish that all physicians would be taught such ethics of

their profession; for it is the position which the Catholic

Church has maintained with unvarying consistency in the

med'ical schools in which her moral code has directed and ac-

companied the practice of the operating-room in the interests

of humaneness and for the conservation of life.

Regarding the resort to the inducing of premature labor Dr.

Harris likewise keeps in mind the obligation of .the physician
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to preserve life, never to take it. " If we could he sure of the

correct time to precipitate labor," he says, the operation might

be advised ;
" but if brought about too soon, we imperil the

infant's life; if too late, we have to face the original danger

of a difficult labor."

The one resort that is not subject to any of the above-

named risks is Caesarean operation, when performed in time;

that is, either before or as soon as labor begins. The opera-

tion takes only from ten to twenty minutes, and statistics

which the writer gives show that the danger involved is a

minimum compared with that incurred by the use of forceps.

He gives explicit directions as to the time and manner of per-

forming the Caesarean section; but these concern, of course,

only the physician.

THE VERNACULAR IN THE SACRAMENTAL RITUAL.

The fact that our summary of the discussion concerning the

necessity of a vernacular liturgy for the English-speaking peo-

ple in the United States ^ has called forth favorable comment

from a number of missionaries whose experience is valuable,

and from several bishops as well as pastoral clergy, is an indi-

cation of our not having misconceived the appeal for an

English interpretation at this time. One of the priests whose

wide and accurate knowledge of the conditions of Catholic

life in the United States, no less than his temperate and clear-

headed judgment, entitles him to a hearing above all others in

this matter, writes :
" I have read the article in the June num-

ber on ' The Need of a Vernacular Liturgy in the United

States,' and of course have also read the others that preceded

it. Let me congratulate you on the idea of having the matter

discussed in so candid and yet so guarded a way. The wis-

dom of it all shows itself especially in your present summary.

I am sure that what you think we ought to ask the Holy See

for, the Holy See would grant us. There is no rebellious fever

in our blood; submission to the Sovereign Pontiff in all

1 See June, pp. 657-677. ,
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matters pertaining to our religious life is instinctive every-

where in America. Our views, when they strike any new
direction, are wholly in reference to things that do not alter

the essentials of the old faith or the apostolic discipline; yet

they are usually enlightened by a full knowledge of conditions

actual and prospective; and if carried out would greatly in-

crease the number of conversions. . . . Will anything come
of it? That must depend on our bishops. . .

." Others write

in a similar strain, and without any misgivings as to the ad-

vantages which the proposed change would procure for our

people.

But the most gratifying evidence of the fact that we have

not ventured upon any purely academic display by arguing in

behalf of a new ritual which permits the use of the vernacular

as an alternative, comes from a writer in the Pastoral Blatt

(St. Louis, Mo.). Presumably the sentiments expressed by

him reflect those, not only of the erudite and judicious editor

who allows them to appear in the conservative and thoroughly

Roman Catholic columns of the ecclesiastical monthly for our

German-speaking clergy, but likewise of the greater part of

his readers scattered throughout all parts of the United States.

The Rev. E. Heimerscheid, though he slightly misapprehends

our own attitude in assuming that we favor any change in

the liturgy of the Mass, enlarges with singularly practical

sense upon the advantages which would accrue from a ver-

nacular use of the Roman Ritual to the pastors and people of

the United States. It is well known that our German-speaking

clergy get, as a rule, a good grasp of the Latin language and

value its terse strength in expressing not merely the distinc-

tions of an exact philosophy and theology, but also the de-

votional spirit which links prayer with the lex credendi. All

the writers of Pastoral Theology popular among the German

clergy extol and emphasize the wisdom of maintaining the

Latin liturgy as a medium of unity and of strengthening the

historic ecclesiastical traditions with which so mucli of the

reverence for ancient sacramental institutions is bound up.

But their good practical sense is none the less alive to the
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necessity of interpreting the liturgy to the people; and whilst

they lack an official translation, their writers supply excellent

translations to be used in connexion with the Roman Ritual.

Of course this would be irksome when it involved the render-

ing of the services in two forms simultaneously ; but our Ger-

man brethren are inclined to take pains so as to be more exact

in conforming to the law, even when they interpret its use,

than is customary with priests of the Latin race.

We would like to translate here the spirited appeal and ar-

gument which the Pastoral Blatt furnishes in behalf of a ver-

nacular liturgy for the sacramental rites and offices, without

which, as the writer points out, thousands of Catholics remain

in dire want of that nourishing food of soul which the sacra-

mental action was instituted to offer them by gaining the

assent of mind and heart to the grace that operates only par-

tially when it operates ex opere operato. Would that our

Bishops, under the leadership of the Cardinal, than whom none

knows better the spiritual needs of our people in and outside

the Church, were to see their way to listen to the appeal and

further it by a formal petition to the Holy See

!

OFFICIAL TEANSLATIONS OF THE LITURGY.

A reader calls attention to the fact that some advance has

already been made during the last several years in the matter

of popularizing the sacramental liturgy by furnishing English

translations; and that in the Archdiocese of Baltimore the

practice of reciting the prayers of the Church at funerals and

some other ritual functions is quite common, inasmuch as it

has the express sanction of the Cardinal. Good versions of

the ritual prayers in English are found in the Manual of

Prayers, compiled with the approval of the Plenary Council

of Baltimore. Similar translations are to be found in various

sacristans' manuals, and practical guides for Catholic worship.

We have no doubt that the efforts to popularize the liturgy

of the Sacraments by the Manual of Prayers and the direc-

tions of broad-minded and zealous Ordinaries, for whom or-
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thodoxy is the means of saving souls, and not merely the

means by which dignity and institutional consistency are to

be safeguarded, have had some success. Nevertheless, the

Manual of Prayers has not become the popular handbook of

devotion and instruction which it was intended to be. Priests

do not care to carry about on their journeys and in the visi-

tation of the sick, etc., a volume which contains practically

the whole Christian doctrine, customs, and prayers, with a

multitude of scattered though useful directions, all in small

type. Moreover, it looks somewhat strange, not to use a

stronger term, for a celebrant, after he has performed the

entire rite with its prayers in Latin, to take up a second book

and recite the same prayers in English without the accom-

panying ceremonies which they explain. It is a public state-

ment and confession by the priest then and there that the

people as a rule do not understand the Latin ritual. We say

nothing of the delay, the perfunctoriness, and the humiliation

which it all involves. A Roman priest argues that the Italians

can understand the Latin ritual, and why should not the Amer-

icans do so if their pastors instructed them in the meaning?

This sounds much as if one had to learn Latin before being

able to enter the Kingdom of Heaven. If we were to adopt

a similar system of accommodation in America toward the

Italian people in our instructions, their need of native priests

would be imaginary, since they can learn English, and do so

quickly enough.

What we would advocate is a good translation of the

prayers and blessings printed in parallel columns with the

Latin, to be used as the approved Ritual in our church ser-

vices and in the administration of the Sacraments, The priest

could then make use of the vernacular as the occasion required.

One thing alone should determine our choice in such a matter,

namely the benefit which our people derive from the use of the

sacred rites, and which always supposes that they understand

all that is being said and done by the priest.

The Ritual, since it is not a mere, archeological relic which

demonstrates the antiquity of the rites of the Church, but is
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intended to serve a practical purpose, may be adapted to the

circumstances and diflferent needs of different localities. Thus
adapted by the authorities of a diocese, it requires the appro-

bation of the Sacred Congregation to vouch for its orthodoxy

and essential conformity to the typical edition of the Roman
Ritual. It need not Contain all that is found in the old ritual

books, especially that for which we have no need. On the

other hand, it should contain everything we do need, even if

some item or other contained is not known or practised in

Rome. Just as, on the principle of fostering devotion, many
dioceses have their special calendars and local ordos regu-

lating the use of missals and canonical offices, varying in rite

according to custom, so a diocese has its ritual adapted to the

genius of the people for whom it is intended as an expression

of faith and prayer and grace. All the older dioceses in

France, Spain, Germany, have such Ritualia dioecesana, and

indeed after the Decrees of the Council of Trent it was one of

the first cares of St. Charles Borromeo, who was a most scrup-

ulous champion of the Roman discipline, to prepare a Rituale

Sacramentorum ad usiim Mediolanensis Ecdesiae, which was

subsequently edited and amended by Milanese archbishops,

like Cardinal Odescalchi, to answer the demands of the time.

Have we any need of an American edition of the Ritual?

Very much indeed. Bishops and priests who cross the ocean

by hundreds each year find themselves strangely handicapped

for want of a form of public worship on shipboard. We have

no " service ", and when, as most often it happens, there is no

opportunity of saying Mass with proper decorum, the priest,

unless he is exceptionally clever in improvising a programme

for the singing of some hymns, often the Salutaris or sim-

ilar Latin strophes, and making an address, usually resorts;

to " saying the beads ". Hence when the captain of the vessel

requests a priest to hold service, there is as a rule some em-

barrassment, whereas Protestants promptly get up a congre-

gational chant and a consistent service of prayer and praise

which they all know and understand; and their worship is at

least edifying and intelligible.
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In like manner bishops, monsignori, and priests of promi-

nent ability or position are frequently requested to act on

public occasions as interpreters of the religious sentiment

which prompts communities, not exclusively Catholic, to recog-

nize their dependence on and gratitude to God. We refer to

the ceremonies of civic dedication of public buildings, the

openings of educational, charitable, or even political conven-

tions, in which prelates and priests are asked to take a leading

part, thereby giving a moral tone and influence to the exer-

cises and deliberations. We have neither authorized cere-

monial nor prayer for such occasions ; and none of the hundred

special blessings of the Ritual suits these celebrations. Rome
does not know these things and cannot know them unless they

are brought before her tribunal. In the meantime we go on,

each man following his own judgment or wrangling about

forms where there is no question of orthodoxy. Some com-

pose their prayers as the occasion prompts; others take what

they find in the Ritual and make an inappropriate or jejune

interpretation, fearing to do more lest that might imply the

altering of the Ritual ; others decline to act, lest they might

compromise themselves. Thus the splendid opportunities of

making Catholic ceremonial, doctrine, and prayer understood

and appreciated by our fellow-citizens go by, because we have

somehow got the false notion that " Urban " custom is iden-

tical with the Catholic discipline of which the Roman Pontiff

is the guardian but not the exclusive pattern.

THE NEW BIBLICAL INSTITUTE AT ROME.

As we are about to go to press the Apostolic Letter an-

nouncing the foundation and at the same time the Constitu-

tions of the Institute for Biblical Studies come to us in the

official organ of the Acta Apostolicae Sedis. We reserve the

publication of the documents in order that we may have an

opportunity of commenting, on them for the benefit of English-

speaking students. Meantime we give the definite- outline of

policy and goviernment of the new institution.
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In the first place the new academy is to be a post-graduate

school, and to be open to students from all parts of the world—" quo delecti undique adolescentes convenirent, scientia di-

vinorum eloquiorum singulares evasuri."

The applicants must be graduates of the regular courses of

philosophy and theology as established for ecclesiastical semi-

naries of either secular or religious clergy. The object of the

special courses to be given in the Biblical Academy is to train

teachers and writers who will be properly qualified to defend

the truths of Sacred Scripture. The examinations are tiD be

held before the Biblical Commission, which, as is well known,

consists of about fifty members, chosen from the most learned

Catholic professors of Sacred Scripture, religious and secular,

in the universities of the different countries. The subjects to

be studied are to embrace the special questions of Biblical in-

troduction, archeology, history, geography, philology, and

interpretation. The method of instruction is to be both scien-

tific and practical, so that lectures will alternate with confer-

ences or circles and disputations on the plan of scholastic de-

fensions.

The apparatus and equipment of the new academy is to be

the most complete possible for critical study, reference and

nuiseum purposes. All the new works published in any tongue

on the Bible or on topics of the Scriptural sciences will be at

the disposal of the students.

In its government the new Institute is to depend directly

upon the authority of the Holy See, which will appoint the

president and members of the administration. . The faculty

is to act at the same time as a consulting body to the admin-

istration. The laws governing the Institute are grouped

under five titles: i. De Studiis in Instituto peragendis; 2. De
Regimine Instituti; 3. De Magistris Instituti; 4. De cele-

brantibus Instituti scholas
; 5. De bibliotheca Instituti. Three

classes of persons are privileged to attend, the lectures: the

graduates or matriculated members of the Institute, the regis-

tered attendants {auditores inscripti), and the privileged

guests (hospites liberi). Regular students must have acquired
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the doctorate of theology before matriculating and are obliged

to give evidence of having made a complete course in scholastic

philosophy. These alone are qualified to pass the examination

before the Biblical Commission. Of the so-called registered

attendants {auditores inscripti) it is required that they have

completed a course of philosophy and theology, although they

need not have a degree.

TEIBUTE OF AN IRISH CITY TO THE HOLY FATHEE.

There is something unique, though not at all strange, in

the fact that a city in an English-speaking country and under

the British rule should present through its City Council,

headed by the Mayor, formal congratulations to the Sovereign

Pontiff on occasion of his recent sacerdotal jubilee. The

municipality of Cork is probably the only city outside the

Latin countries which thus characterizes itself as distinctly

Catholic. The following letter from the Holy Father in an-

swer to the address presented in the name of the capital of the

county and parliamentary borough of the old Munster district,

is printed in the official Acta of the Vatican. It is a document

of which the citizens of Cork may be justly proud. The letter

of Cardinal Merry del Val reads:

My dear Lord Mayor,

I am desired by the Holy Father to ask you to kindly convey

to the members of the City Council his sincere thanks for the

beautiful address presented to him on their behalf by Mgr.

O'Riordan, Rector of the Irish College, on the occasion of his

sacerdotal Jubilee. His Holiness cordially welcomed the warm
sentiments of loyalty and attachment to the Holy See expressed

on the part of gentlemen composing a Council so Catholic as that

of the City of Cork.

Both the very artistic design and fine execution of the address

were greatly admired by the Holy Father. His Holiness be-

stowed most graciously on you and on all the members of the

Corporation his paternal benediction.

1 am. My dear Lord Mayor, yours faithfully in J. C.

L. * S. R. Card. Merry del Val.

Rome, JO April, ipop.
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THE MECHANICS OF THE "ACTA APOSTOLICiE SEDIS".

The laws for the Catholic world are made in Rome. That
is as it should be, since Rome is the seat of the Sovereign

Pontiff, the supreme ruler of the whole Church. But the

fact that the Romans may also be and more often are Italians,

involves the inconvenience of their not merely adopting Roman
but imposing Italian standards when there is question of

providing for the legislative needs of the children of the

Catholic household everywhere. This has been exemplified

in many ways in the past, and becomes more striking under

the cosmopolitan methods that prevail to-day, especially in

America.

The Acta ApostoUcae Sedis is the " Commentarium Offi-

ciale " of legislation for the Catholic world, and the members

of the hierarchy in every part of the universe are obliged to

subscribe for it, since no other official communication of the

laws issued by the Holy See is ordinarily addressed to them

from Rome. Now this official bulletin prints (21 April, Vol.

I, n. 8) documents, like the last Encyclical of Pius X on St.

Anselm, addressed to the Patriarchs, Primates, Archbishops,

and Bishops of the whole world, in the Latin language, which

every bishop must be assumed to understand. It is the lan-

guage of the law and of the legislators, and it is moreover

beautiful and tersely expressive. This is all in perfect order.

But beside the Latin text there is printed in the Acta an

Italian translation which covers half of the fifty pages given

to the document in the Acta. Why the Italian translation?

The Italian language represents a small fraction of "the world's

population (some thirty millions, as against one hundred and

thirty millions, for example, who speak English). A stranger

reading the Acta might be led to conclude that the Italian

bishops are the only ones who do not understand the Latin.

We mean no disrespect; nor is our criticism intended to be

anything but perfectly objective, and as such ought to be wel-

comed for the sake of good order. There is a carelessness

too, a lack of accuracy, in the publication of details.. Names
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of places, persons, etc., are occasionally misplaced, faultily-

written, and insufficiently indicated, so much so as to make
the Acta unsatisfactory for purposes of reference. We might

instance a number of errors that have occurred in the eight or

nine issues of the Acta hitherto printed. Thus the responses

of the S. Congregation of Rites on the subject of " Women
in the Liturgical Choir " is recorded under the title " Neo-

Eboracen." We note this error more especially because the

decree was forwarded to Rome by the Apostolic Delegate at

the instance of the Editor of The Ecclesiastical Review

in Philadelphia. Neither Washington nor Philadelphia is

yet in New York State. Again, under " ii Febbraio, 1909"

the assignment is made of " II Rev. D. Francesco Hartleib,

della diocesi di Baker City, Prelato Domestico." We wrote

to ascertain whether Monsignor Hartleib had changed his

diocese, and we found that the Acta was in error. In con-

nexion with the mention of names, we would suggest that if

the list of recipients of Pontifical honors is to be published,

a sufficiently definite indication of place seems desirable so as

to distinguish the nominees from others of the same name.

This is not done. Thus we find, to take a random instance,

" 19 Aprile: Al Sig. Aw. Carlo Hardy," designating a can-

didate who has received the Order of St. Gregory the Great.

" Carlo Hardy, avvocato," represents, we venture to say,

scores of Catholic lawyers, in the United States, Canada, Aus-

tralasia, England, and the Colonies, and possibly elsewhere.

It would be interesting and in some cases important to know

whence hails the eminent Knight who has so distinguished

himself in defence of the Catholic cause as to deserve a decor-

ation from the Father of Christendom. And so forth.
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EECENT BIBLE STUDY.

Our Bible Study has not touched upon the Fourth Gospel

since January, 1908 (pp. 88 f.), or rather since October, 1907

(pp. 440 ff.). In the mean time, the Johannine question has

not been at a standstill; books and articles dealing with the

problem as a whole, or with some of its special aspects, have

followed each other in uninterrupted succession. It will be

found convenient to group them under the headings followed

by the Rev, W. Sanday in an article entitled " The Bearing of

Criticism upon the Gospel History ".^

I. Attack and Defence, i. Defence. Professor Sanday im-

presses his reader from the start with the earnest controversial

character of the publications connected with the Fourth Gospel.

Not that they professedly attack each other, but they are " con-

vinced books " on one side of the question or on the other.

On the conservative side we have Theodor Zahn's commen-

tary,^ J. A. Robinson's Historical Character of St. John's

Gospel/ Professor Fritz Earth's Introduction to the New
Testament,* and T. Nicol's Four Gospels in the Earliest

Church History.^

Zahn's scholarship and close attention to detail are too well

known to need further notice. Barth avoids this detailed

treatment of his subject, but strives to render the New Testa-

ment accessible to students of theology. His standpoint on

St. John is opposed to that of H. Holtzmann and Julicher;

he maintains the authenticity of the Fourth Gospel. As to

the rest. Professor Barth believes that Matthew first composed

1 Expository Times, Jan., 1909, pp. 152 flf.

2 Das Evangelium des Johannes ausgelegt, Leipzig, 1908 : Deichert.

' Three Lectures Delivered in Westminster Abbey, Advent, 1907 ; Lon-

don : Longmans.

* Einleitung in das Neue Testament, Giitersloh, 1908: Bertelsmann.

8 Baird Lectures for 1907 ; London, 1908 : Blackwood.
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a collection of discourses ; that this was utilized by Mark, and

also by Luke, though the latter made use of Mark too and of

several other sources. The Baird lecturer's subject did not

demand originality, nor did the writer seek to be original at

the expense of probability. He gives a summary of the evi-

dence for the credibility of the Gospels, as it is available in the

articles of recent Dictionaries of the Bible, and in the writings

of such scholars as Sanday, Zahn, Harnack, Drummond,
Allen, and others. The article on the Gospels by Dr. Newport

White in the Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels may be

said to contain all that is to be found in Professor Nicol's

book; but the lecture form and the skill in popular exposition

displayed in the latter, adapts the evidence to minds not reached

by dictionary articles. Finally Dr. Robinson, who is Dean of

Westminster, realizes that the historical character of St. John's

Gospel cannot be satisfactorily established in three lectures

;

hence he selects for discussion only such points as appeal most

readily to a popular audience. One of these is the raising of

Lazarus from the dead. The writer does not claim to con-

vince " those who are unable to admit that any of the narra-

tives of the raising of the dead can possibly be historically

true ". This possibility once granted, the writer does not see

any greater difficulty in the raising of Lazarus than in the

raising of the daughter of Jairus or the young man of Naim,

excepting the fact that Lazarus was longer dead. As an ex-

pedient to remove this additional difficulty the Dean suggests

another miracle suspending " the ordinary processes of decay."

But if it is credible on the authority of the Gospel that Lazarus

was raised from the dead, it is credible too that he was raised

after the fourth day.

The Dean is happier in dealing with the difficulties against

the raising of Lazarus, which spring from the criticism of the

Gospels, from a comparison between the Fourth Gospel and

the first three. First, it is said, that there seems to be no

place for the raising of Lazarus in the framework of St.

Mark's Gospel. The Dean points out that there is no place in

the framework of St. Mark's Gospel for many, facts contained
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even in the other two Synoptics; for instance, the journey

from GaHlee to Jerusalem is told by St. Mark in fifty-two

verses, while it occupies four hundred verses in the third

Gospel. Secondly, St. John appears to represent the raising

of Lazarus as the immediate occasion of the Crucifixion,

while St. Mark emphasizes no particular incident as hastening

the crisis. The Dean answers that according to St. John too

the intention to destroy Jesus had been formed, and several

attempts had been made to carry it out, before Lazarus was
raised from the dead ; that the emphasis apparently laid on the

raising of Lazarus disappears, if the Fourth Gospel be taken

as a whole, and if no particular section be made to stand

alone; that the difference between St. John and St. Mark is

owing to the fact that the fourth evangelist stands in Jeru-

salem, or its immediate vicinity, and watches Christ's recep-

tion there, while the second evangelist stands in Galilee, and

watches Christ's progress from Galilee to Jerusalem. Thirdly,

the critics contend that if Lazarus had been raised from the

dead, St. Mark must have known of it and would have men-

tioned it. The Dean answers that St. Mark omitted many
other known events, so that he may have omitted the raising

of Lazarus too with full deliberation, unless this miracle be

as significant as the critics endeavor to make it; that this

contention of the critics is an application of the argument from

silence, which has been much discredited in our days.

Though Professor Sanday enumerates only the foregoing

books in his list of recent conservative works dealing with the

Johannine problem, he does not wish us to understand that

his list is complete. For the convenience of the reader we

may add several other publications written from a conser-

vative point of view. Father Murillo has somewhat ampli-

fied and collected in a single volume his lectures delivered in

the Madrid Seminary during the scholastic year 1906-07.'

The author adheres throughout to the traditional views, de-

« San Juan. Estudio critico-exegetico sobre el cuarto evangelio. Bar-

celona, igo8: Gili.
•
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fending them not only against rationalists and modernists,

but also against the critical opinions of such Catholic writers

as Belser and Calmes. The Rev. J. MacRory contributed to

the Irish Theological Quarterly (III., 50-72; 151-171) two

articles entitled respectively " Recent Criticism and the Au-

thorship of the Fourth Gospel ", and " The Authorship of the

Fourth Gospel : Internal Evidence ", The direct internal evi-

dence is based on Jn. 21:24; 19:35; 1:14; indirectly the

Johannine origin of the Fourth Gospel is proved by the fact

that its author was an Aramaic-speaking Jew, an eye-witness,

an Apostle, and none other than John the son of Zebedee.

Other studies on the same subject were contributed by G.

Lahousse,'^ R. de Manresa,® Fr. Hugues,® Jacquier,^" P. La-

deuze,^^ M. Lepin," Fr. A. Durand,^« J. H. A. Hart,'* R. H.

Strachan." The first volume of M. Lepin's exhaustive work

on this subject '* has been noticed in a former number of this

Review (Jan., 1908, p. 88) ; but we may here draw attention

to his article on the historicity of St. John's Gospel studied in

the light of the narrative of the walking on the water.'^

2. Attack. Thus far we have enumerated publications

'' Le probleme johannique ; Revue apol., 1907, June to Sept.

8 Revista de estudios franciscanos, 1907, June, July, August, Sept.

» De I'auteur et de la verite historique du quatrieme evangile; £t. fran-

ciscaines, 1907, July.

"Valeur historique du quatrieme evangile; Univ. cath., 1907, pp. 352-

371, 494-517.

11 L'origine du quatrieme evangile a propos de M. Lepin ; Revue bib-

lique, N. S., IV, pp. 559-585-

^2 A propos de l'origine du quatrieme evangile ; Revue biblique, N. S.,

v., pp. 84-102.

13 Le temoignage traditionel sur le caractere historique de I'evangile

de St. Jean; Al-Masrik, X., pp. 1057-1066.

•i*A Plea for the Recognition of the Fourth Gospel as an Historical

Authority; Expositor, 7th Ser., V., 361-379; VI., 42-59-

15 The Personality of the Fourth Evangelist; Expositor, 7th Sen, V.,

97-117-

^^ L'Origine du quatrieme evangile. Paris, 1907: Letouzey.

"^"f Rev. prat, d'apol, 15 Dec, 1907.
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which Professor Sanday would class under his general head-

ing " Defence ". On the opposite side he mentions two Eng-.

lish works and two German commentaries. These letters are

Walter Bauer's new edition of H. J, Holtzmann's work,"

in which the editor adheres to the principles of Holtzmann,

but adds the literature of the last fifteen years ; and W. Heit-

miiller's contribution to J. Weiss's new translation and ex-

planation of the New Testament.^® Though the object of

this series be popular, its commentary on St. John is consid-

ered a " competent piece of work characteristic of the school

from which it proceeds ". Of the English works mentioned

by Professor Sanday one is Ernest F. Scott's The Fourth

Gospel: Its Purpose, and Theology, ^^ and the other Professor

Burkitt's Gospel History and its Transmission.'^ Both

writers are adverse on a point most important in the study of

the Johannine problem, the historical value to be attached to

the Fourth Gospel. Mr. Scott assumes the so-called results of

modern criticism. If more conservative writers show in the

Fourth Gospel the impression made by Jesus on the mind of

the Beloved Disciple, Mr. Scott regards it as an expression of

the significance which Christ and his Gospel had for a re-

ceptive writer of the second century. If the historicity of the

Fourth Gospel were a matter of little or no importance, an

impossible supposition in the present economy of Christianity,

the reader of Mr. Scott's work might wonder whether a non-

Apostolic authorship had not advantages compensating for

the loss of the Beloved Disciple. At first sight. Professor

Burkitt appears to be more advanced than Mr. Scott. But

this impression may be owing to the more startling way in

which the Professor states his conclusions before he sets forth

the reasons on which they are based. Besides, his attitude

18 Evangelium, Briefe und Offenbarung des Johannes. 3rd edit., Tu-
bingen, 1908: Mohr.

^^ Die Schriften des Neuen Testaments neu Ubersetst und fUr die

Gegenwart erkldrt. Gottingen, 1906 : Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht.

20 T. & T. Clark, 1906.

21 T. & T. Clark, 1906.
•
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is uncompromisingly adverse to the historicity of the Fourth

Gospel. He is convinced that the narrative in Mark and the

narrative in John cannot be made to agree, except on the

supposition that one or the other is, as regards the objective

facts, inaccurate and misleading.

Dr. Sanday places into an intermediate class, books like

Dr. Edwin A. Abbott's Johannine Vocabulary ^- and Johannine

Grammar,^^ both of which are works of enormous erudition

and labor, but do not as such point to any particular conclu-

sion on the Johannine problem ; again, two papers contributed

by Dr. Lock to The Interpreter (July, 1907) and the Journal

of Theological Studies respectively (April, 1908) ; finally,

Mr. H. L. Jackson's work entitled The Fourth Gospel and

Some Recent German Criticism ^* is an accurate summary of

what criticism, especially German criticism, has been saying

about the Fourth Gospel all these critical and unsettling years,

so that the balancing of arguments seems to be more im-

portant in the author's eyes than the final construction put

upon them. Canon Sanday might have added to the attack-

ing forces Soltau's study on the origin of the Fourth Gospel

(Theologische Studien und Kritiken, 1908, pp. 177-202);

for this writer considers the Gospel as a collection of anti-

synoptic narratives, of Johannine legends, and of synoptic

records. According to B. W. Bacon's article entitled " The

Disciple whom Jesus Loved," ^^ the redactor of Jn. 21, iden-

tifies John with the disciple whom Jesus loved, but this dis-

ciple is metamorphosed into an ideal figure owing to a con-

sideration based on Jn. 13:1-30; 19:25-27; 20:1-31. An
article entitled " The Authorship of the Fourth Gospel " ^*

makes Lazarus the author, and John the editor and compiler

of the Gospel. Another article by B. W. Bacon entitled " The

22 London, 1905: Black.

23 London, 1906: Black.

2* Cambridge University Press, 1906.

2» Expositor, 7th Series, IV., 324-339.

2'London, igo8: Hart.
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Defence of the Fourth Gospel " " defends the Fourth Gospel

against the defenders of its authenticity, representing it as a

mere expression of Paulinism against Docetic Gnosticism,

with additional unhistorical memories from the beginning of

Christianity. F. Palmer's study " The Christ of the Fourth

Gospel " ^® investigates the difference between John and the

Synoptists, and regards the Fourth Gospel as partly unhis-

torical. A number of other publications might have been

added to this list, but they either deal with special questions,

or are too unimportant to be mentioned.

II. The Personal Equation. Canon Sanday believes that he

must make allowance in some of the works quoted on the

negative side for " the personal equation ". Thus Prof.

Burkitt finds that the debates which Jesus had with the Jews,

for instance in Jn. 8, are reproduced in an unsympathetic

form. The Canon points out that the Professor has taken

hold of the Gospel by the wrong end. The disciple of love,

who was also the " son of thunder ", must have been haunted

for the rest of his life by the scene described in Mk. 15: 29,

and by the Crucifixion itself; the faces of those who wagged

their heads and reviled their beloved Master must have come

back to the disciple, whenever he thought of anything specially

diabolical. This would fully explain the evangelist's want of

sympathy with the Jews. In Mr. Scott's publication the per-

sonal equation proceeds from the author's Ritschlianism, mod-

ernism, and liberalism; hence he is always ready to find fault

with the evangelist's metaphysics or " ecclesiasticism ". Mr.

Scott does not understand that the metaphysics of the evan-

gelist's time furnished a means to bring home to the most

educated and thoughtful of his contemporaries the teaching

of the Christian faith; nor does he appreciate the evangelist's

right to turn his gaze at times upon the society to which he be-

longed without keeping it constantly fixed upon the wide

world. In Heitmiiller's case the personal equation produces

" The Hibbert Journal, VI., 1 18-149.

2 8 The Hibbert Journal, V., 606-623. "

,
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a still more drastic effect; it makes mountains out of mole-

hills, and molehills out of mountains. For Heitmiiller it is

but a molehill that in Jn. 21 : 23, e. g., the author testifies to

his own death, that in the following verse (21:24) he acts

again as a living person. Bauer does not seem to differ much
from Heitmiiller's type; he begins by saying that a writing

could not well have a stronger self-authentication than is con-

tained in Jn. 21 : 24, but he ends by saying that this very self-

authentication becomes a self-contradiction and a ground of

suspicion. " These are the sort of things," writes Professor

Sanday, " that stick in my throat. It is not a question of

orthodoxy or heterodoxy, but of the plainest common sense."

The Professor has no patience with the writers whose personal

equation allows them to explain away Jn. 21:24 so as to

render its testimony worthless in deciding the authenticity

of the Fourth Gospel. In his work "Fourth Gospel" (p.

81) he writes: " I hope that a time may come when it will be

considered as wrong to libel the dead as it is to libel the liv-

ing." In the article we are following in this paper the writer

considers the possibility of pseudepigraphy, and he concludes:

"A statement like this (Jn. 21:24), if not true, is delib-

erately false; and, if it is false, then I should say that the

writer stamped himself as dishonest and insincere."

III. Allegory or History. Professor Sanday next inquires

into the question whether a large part of the Fourth Gospel

may be in the last resort allegory rather than history. Heit-

miiller, Loisy, Mr. Scott, Professor Burkitt maintain this

view ; Dr. Lock's two papers, which have been referred to

above, render this view more plausible than anything else

written on the subject. Still, there are a number of consid-

erations which imply the historicity of the Fourth Gospel.

Jn. 21 : 24 tells us that the author of the Gospel was an eye-

witness and wrote as an eye-witness. Again, the idea of beai

ing witness is one of the leading ideas of the whole Gospel, as

was pointed out years ago by Dr. Westcott. The witness is

to the truth which the Gospel was written to prove, " that

Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God/' The Baptist bears wit-
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ness ; the Scriptures bear witness
; Jesus himself bears witness,

both by his works and his words ; the Father in heaven bears

witness. Can this array of testimony be anything but the tes-

timony of fact to fact? What evidential value is there in

alleg-ory? Next, the object of the Fourth Gospel was anti-

Docetic; the evangelist wrote to refute the notion that the

Divine Being, who to all appearance walked the earth as man,

was only a phantom and not real flesh and blood. But of what

avail would a string of allegories be against such a view?

Does the evangelist expect to drive out phantom by phantom?

Besides, the opening words of i Jn. appeal to what the writer

himself had seen and heard, to that which his own hands had

handled. The writer leaves no room for any allegory. Fin-

ally, the Dean of Westminster, to whose book we have already

referred, arrives at the verdict :
" It is to my mind impossible

to doubt that the evangelist of the Fourth Gospel intended

the scenes which he described to be accepted as real occur-

rences; it is impossible to believe that he knew them all the

while to be the outcome of his imagination." -"

IV. The Fourth Gospel and the Divinity of Our Lord. The fourth

evangelist does not regard the Divinity of Jesus as a mere

hypothesis, but proves it as a thesis. This truth had been

enounced before by St. Paul (I Cor. 1:30; II Cor. 5:19;

8:9; Phil. 2:7; Rom. 8:3), St. Matthew (Mt. 12:27), and

St, Luke (Lk. 12: 32) ; but the fourth evangelist insists on the

Divinity of Christ to such an extent as to impart to his Gospel

what the critics call its monotony. Any particular view we
may hold concerning the origin of the Fourth Gospel will not

change its contents, but it will affect its impressiveness and

weight. It is rather an illogical tendency on the part of Mod-
ernism to couple the rejection of the Fourth Gospel with a

waning of the belief in our Lord's Divinity ; this phase of the

problem probably springs from a reluctance to adhere to the

express teaching of the Creed. Not that the patrons of the

negative attitude in the Johannine problem openly deny our

2" Historical Character, etc., p. 9. .
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Lord's Divinity ; their language is as ambiguous as their frame

of mind on this subject. St. Paul's phrase, " God was in

Christ reconciling the world to himself " expresses in Pro-

fessor Sanday's opinion the attitude of German Protestants

toward our Lord's Divinity most accurately.

V. The Old and the New. A problem we have to face in this

connexion consists in finding the common term or rather the

full dimensions of the common term between the ancient and

the modern. The difference between these two extremes is

greatest in regard to the Supernatural. It is a fact that extra-

ordinary phenomena happened in connexion with the life of

Christ and the ministry of the apostles. But in the end, it

was the life and work of Christ which set this whole train in

motion. The life and work of Christ were attended by mir-

acles; they expressed themselves through miracles. For the

early Church these events coupled with the testimony of

Christ were sufficient proof that Christ is God, the Son of

God. This is the ancient faith. But the modern world is so

imbued with science and the scientific recognition of the laws

of nature, that it feels itself challenged to incredulity and op-

position by the extraordinary element in what has just been

described. There is the problem of the supernatural person

and of the supernatural work. As to the person, modern phil-

osophy begins to recognize God as immanent in the world and

in the heart of man. Hence, Professor Sanday believes, it

becomes less difficult to conceive of a supreme manifestation

of God in human form. The present writer doubts whether

the negative critics of St. John's Gospel will be any way recon-

ciled with the mystery of the Incarnation by the analogy of

the philosophy of immanence. As to our Lord's supernatural

works or His miracles, Professor Sanday himself acknowl-

edges that there is still a great deal which we must be content

not to know. In the mean time, the more extreme form of the

modern scientific mind refuses to listen to historical evidence,

and practically rejects it without examination, when it appears

to testify in favor of the miraculous.

VI. Gospel and Creed. " What warrant have we for suppos-
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ing that the Creeds express the substantial truth as to the

Person of our Lord ?" This is the last important question con-

sidered in Professor Sanday's article. In the first place, the

Professor does not believe that our Lord claimed to be Divine,

though He knew, at least from His baptism, and His disciples

ended by knowing, that He was the Messias, the Son of Man,

and the Son of God. Criticism is said to have made this point

clearer and more certain.^" In recent years it is especially our

Lord's own favorite title " Son of Man " that has been the

subject of controversy. The reader may consult Jean Deram-

bure's article in the Revue Augustinicnne (1909, March 15,

pp. 319-340), or Dr. Driver's article " Son of Man " in Hast-

ings Dictionary, or again Sanday's Life of Christ in Recent

Research (1907) ; he will find in these studies the references

to all other recent publications on the question that deserve

any attention. Lietzmann and Wellhausen began by question-

ing the use of the title by our Lord; but it was found too

deeply rooted in gospel tradition to be eliminated. Besides,

it is found in such Apocalyptic writings as the Boo.k of Enoch

and the Fourth Book of Esdras. Dan. 7: 13 is indeed the

first known example in which the title occurs, but Gunkel in

Hilgenfeld's Zeitschrift (1899) and Dr. Gressmann ^^ insist

that the passage in the Book of Daniel does not represent the

first use of the phrase, and that all the other instances are

" only fragments of a much richer and more comprehensive

tradition ". " Son of Man " is therefore a standing term in

the Apocalyptic literature, and is an abbreviation for such

longer phrases as " the first man ", " the heavenly man ", etc.

According to this view the conception of the Messias and the

conception of the Son of Man are independent of each other in

their origin, and parallel in their development, though they

may have coalesced before either conception was taken by our

Lord to denote Himself.

^^Cf. H. J. Holtzmann's Das messianische Bewusstsein Jesu. Tubingen,

1907.

'^ Ursprung der israelitisch-judischen Eschatologie, Gottingen, 1905.
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What has been said intimates that the term " Son of Man "

is eschatological ; the terms Messias, and Kingdom of God, or

of Heaven, are also eschatological, as were many other of

our Lord's expressions. Does it follow that eschatology ex-

hausts our Lord's language? His immediate audience, even

His disciples to a certain degree, may have understood His

words in their eschatological bearing; but they read at least

into the terms Messias, Son of Man, Kingdom of God, a

strongly supernatural meaning. Dr. Sanday believes that this

suffices to absolutely assure the Divinity of our Lord. At the

same time, he warns us against restricting the meaning of

Christ's words to their eschatological bearing. Our Lord

usually recasts the Jewish ideas He took up in the form of His

own; the same must be said about the part of His language

which was eschatological in origin. For instance, the term

Son of Man had in our Lord's language a meaning far more

subtle and comprehensive than ever occurred to the writer of

the Book of Enoch or of the Fourth Book of Esdras. It

embraced all that had been in the mind of Daniel and the

Psalmist, and all that had been added by the light our Lord

Himself had concerning His Person and His mission. Pro-

fessor Sanday is still far removed from the Catholic teaching

concerning the person of our Lord and His work; but He stands

far higher than the Rev. R. Roberts '^ and the Rev. J. H.

Weatherall.^* Both writers frankly cast away Christ and all

that belongs to the name. Jesus they know, and God they

know, but Christ who is compounded of both is to them a

language which stultifies itself.^*

32 Jesus or Christ? Hibbert Journal, Jan., 1909.

8 s Review of the Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels, Hibbert Journal,

Jan., 1909.

*^C/. Expository Times, Febr., 1909.
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A CEITICAL AND EXEGETICAL COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK
OF ECCLESIASTES. By George Aaron Barton, Ph.D. New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons. 1908. Pp. xiv-212. (The Interna-

tional Critical Commentary.)

It is to be expected that books written thousands of years

ago should present difficulties to modern readers living in very

different circumstances. But there is scarcely, among all the

ancient books of our Bible, one that has puzzled its readers and

interpreters so much as the fascinatingly perplexing Book of

Ecclesiastes or Qoheleth. G. A. Barton, professor of Biblical

literature and Semitic languages at Bryn Mawr College, has

taken up anew the problems with which the ancient Hebrew
thinker deals, and following closely his train of reasoning and

the logical sequence of his discussion, has endeavored to set

forth the true conclusions which the sacred author draws from

his study of human life and his sharp-eyed scrutiny of the sur-

rounding world. However, readers of the commentary who
expect to find in Dr. Barton an advocate of new and startling

theories will be disappointed. He states himself that " there

has been something too much of these things in the recent

literature on Qoheleth" (p. i). In his opinion there is little

opportunity for fresh discovery in treating a work which has

been studied so many centuries. He gives us what he calls " a

plain commentary." In the Introduction, which covers sixty-

five pages, the author examines briefly the most important

theories, both ancient and modern, concerning the literary com-

position and religious teaching of the book; and in determining

his own' judgment he is guided by the evidence which appeals

to him. " Occasionally the writer has found himself diflfering

from all his predecessors, but much more often the evidence has

pointed to a conclusion already anticipated by some previous

worker" (p. i).

Barton's scholarship reveals itself especially in his exegetical,

literary, and critical notes. They assign to the volume at once

a worthy place among the works that have preceded in the
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International Critical Commentary. Nevertheless, for readers

of the Ecclesiastical Review and theologians at large, the

Introduction, which is a remarkable piece of work, is likely to

prove of special interest, most of all in what constitutes the

author's outline of " Qoheleth's Thought" (pp. 46-50).

According to Dr. Barton the doctrine of the ancient Hebrew
thinker does not support the assumption that the book is part of

the inspired canon. Its rather pessimistic tendency is evidence,

he thinks, of a cool-headed examination of human life and of

a world in which disappointment is the rule, and death is the

one end which confronts all alike. Qoheleth does not deny

the existence of God, but to him God is merely a stern, power-

ful Being, who keeps puny man in the unyielding meshes of

fate. The world is ruled by immutable mechanical laws. The
history of the world is an endless and meaningless repetition

of the same weary process. Man is perfectly helpless in the

. grip of those laws which God has estabhshed. Men are like

beasts. The fact that both experience the same death and

return to the same dust confirms this. Several times, we are

told, the author reiterates his conviction that the results of

righteousness and godlessness are the same. After all, how-

ever vain and transient human life may be, the best a man can

do is to eat and drink and ignorantly get what little enjoyment

he can within these limitations. Let the young man, therefore,

make the most of his youth. The inevitable decay of the body

will come with advancing age and the cheerlessness of Sheol

will terminate all. The best our author can say of Qoheleth's

teaching is that " his philosophy of life, though hopeless, is not

immoraL He nowhere counsels debauchery or sensuality; he

rather shows that in these [also] there is no permanent enjoy-

ment." God is for him no longer a warm personality or a

being intimately interested in human welfare. God, to Qoheleth,

is an inscrutable B6ing. It is vain to seek to understand His

works. All we know is that He holds man in the iron vice of

fate.' Nevertheless he advises man to obey the laws of God
and not to indulge in the satisfaction of his passions. But

the counsel that he insists upon most is that the best one can

do is to make the most of the present. He realizes' perfectly

that the conclusions which he has reached do not agree with

the religious convictions of his more pious contemporaries. But
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" he has stated his conclusions frankly, undeterred by any sen-

timental reason."

Such are, in Professor Barton's expository analysis, " Qohe-

leth's Thoughts."

As regards the date of the book, the writer briefly reminds

us of the fact that the Solomonic authorship has been given up

by, we may say, all modern critics. To hold that the Biblical

author pretends to be himself Solomon is to misinterpret him.

Contemporary readers cannot possibly have misunderstood

Qoheleth when, in a literary figure, he introduced the great

king who in Hebrew tradition was the personification of Wis-

dom. The impossibility of considering Solomon to be really the

author has been made so clear by Father Zapletal, O.P., and

others, that Barton confines himself to a few lines in proving it

once more. Recent interpreters are divided only on the ques-

tion as to whether Ecclesiastes wrote in the Persian or in the

Greek period. Prof. Barton, after reviewing the arguments

on both sides holds it to be " probable that Qoheleth did not

finish his book until after the conquest of Antiochus III, about

198 B. C." (p. 62). Father Zapletal, as we know, places the

book " a short time before 200 B. C."

Dr. Barton reminds us that in the early part of the book the

Biblical author impersonates Solomon. The fact that in later

days " this was taken literally by the unimaginative," is, in

Barton's eyes, a sufficient explanation of the difficulty. He does

not make any further comment. Yet it would have been interest-

ing if he could have, demonstrated how the pious and faithful

Jews were made to believe that such a book as Ecclesiastes is

here supposed to be, was written by their great king, the divinely-

gifted Solomon. We should think that the contents of the book,

apparently so diametrically opposed to the most fundamental

teachings of Hebrew religion, would have prevented them from

misunderstanding the author's impersonation of Solomon; the

fictitious, though perfectly legitimate character of which, as we
have said before, must have been evident to his contemporaries.

H we assume that even before Ecclesiastes was recognized as

sacred literature, the Jews had forgotten the late origin of the

book and misunderstood the literary character of those passages

in which the author impersonates Solomon, the difficulty merely

returns in a different shape. We cannot see how the conXents,
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if Barton has interpreted them rightly, did not prevent the Jews

from attributing the work to Solomon. At any rate the fact

that they adopted Ecclesiastes among their canonical books im-

plies that they understood its teaching in a sense entirely

different from that which Dr. Barton attributes to it in his

commentary. Indeed our author himself admits that Ben Sira,

the author of Ecclesiasticus, who wrote shortly after Qoheleth,

did not disapprove of the religious teaching of our book, and

hence could not have found in its doctrine the anti-Jewish

bias which Dr. Barton has discovered in it.

As regards the real teaching of the ancient Hebrew writer,

we have no hesitation in admitting that there is an immense gulf

between his religious opinions and the later teaching of Chris-

tianity. St. Thomas and the Fathers pointed out long ago that

the Old Testament religion reveals a process of gradual de-

velopment. Modern theologians, who study the question con-

cerning the divine authorship of Holy Scripture rather in ab-

stracto, apparently lose sight of this fact, which in the light of

recent historic studies becomes perfectly plain. However, ac-

cording to Dr. Barton Qoheleth teaches not only imperfect

but erroneous doctrines, an assumption which is inadmissible for

those who would maintain the inspired character of the book

in a sense more strict than that of the inspiration of a poet, or

even of a saintly missionary and preacher. Most Protestant

scholars, we know, have, given up the idea of the inerrancy

of Holy Scripture. Catholics still hold to it. Catholic faith,

rightly understood and interpreted, does not conflict with the

positive and ascertained facts of Scripture.

But apart from this theological difficulty, which Catholics will

not hesitate to declare decisive, there appears in Dr. Barton's

interpretation of the teaching which he attributes to Qoheleth

a glaring contradiction between the deep conviction, so fre-

quently insisted on, in the text, namely that man is ruled by

mere fate, so " that the results of righteousness and godlessness

are* the same," and his " sincere religion " coupled with the

repeated advice that the reader should strictly obey the laws

of God and faithfully perform all our covenants with the

Lord of heaven and earth. If Professor Barton were to admit

that Qoheleth-—instead of believing merely in . an inscrutable

Being, which " holds man in the iron vise of fate "—had kept
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indeed his faith in the God of his forefathers and of his con-

temporaries, there would be no difficulty in solving the seem-

ingly contradictory position arising from a comparison of the

explicit and unmistakable teachings of the book with the writer's

earnest urging of the truth of the stern and positive facts

indicating conclusions directly opposed to those very teachings.

Dr. Barton, otherwise^ might have said with Professor Driver,

that " the contradictions in this book spring out of the conflict

between his faith and his experience—his faith that the world

is ordered by God and his experience that events often do not

fall out as he would have expected God to order them" (Intro-

duction, p. 473). With this interpretation of the author's con-

ception of God, there is even no room for explaining Qoheleth's

advice to enjoy the pleasures of life in this sense, which it

certainly has, that man has to enjoy those pleasures, not only

not in excess and in a wise and well-considered moderation,

but also " as a gift intended by God to be enjoyed." ^

This one argument makes Dr. Barton's interpretation unac-

ceptable to our mind, and we are forced, it seems to us, to look

in an entirely different direction for the solution of the problem

offered to us by Qoheleth; and we strongly incline toward the

view of Father Zapletal who discards the idea of the book

being anything like an intended public confession of King

Solomon, and whose commentary on Ecclesiastes has hardly

received the consideration among American scholars which it

certainly deserves.

Probably the solution of the above-mentioned problem lies

in attaching greater weight than has commonly been allowed by

modern commentators to those portions of the work which they

regard as mere glosses or interpolations of later editors but

which form in reality the chief body of its teaching. It is our

opinion that Qoheleth occasionally quotes theories which in his

day began to find credit among the people of his city—most

probably Jerusalem. In part those theories were spread already

in the written form, not of a large book, we think, but of

separate songs put forth under the form of popular poems; or

perhaps also of small philosophical and more scientific tracts,

filled with scepticism and attacks upon the old religion of Israel.

1 Driver, 1. c, p. 470.
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As we said a moment ago, the author's own and personal teach-

ing shows abundantly that he still looks upon this world from

a standpoint absolutely and radically different from that upon
which Christ has placed humanity, when He taught us to de-

spise the pleasures of this earth in view of the eternal blessings

of the just in the life hereafter, and of that dreadful danger of

eternal punishments to which those who indulge in earthly

pleasures frequently expose themselves. In pondering over the

theories that began to find credit among the people, especially

among the class of thinkers and quasi-philosophers, he has come

to the conclusion that indeed there is no way to answer the ob-

jections raised against the ancient Hebrew belief that in this

world God always blesses the just and punishes the sinners. He
has reached the conviction and insists upon it—^while he ad-

dresses his still more conservative contemporaries — that in-

deed this belief of their Hebrew forefathers had to be given

up. But at the same time he insists very, very much—and it is

especially for the purpose of giving this advice and justifying

it, as far as he can, that he writes this book—that the people

should cling to the strict observance of the laws of God. In

other words, although no one can answer the difficulties, he says,

with which the stern and positive facts in this great and apparently

mechanical world confront the intellect of puny and insignificant

man—although, we would say now, God at that time had not re-

vealed that in eternity all the just will be rewarded and all

sinners will be punished—yet the Jews must not give up their

beli-ef in God or follow the example of those who seem no

longer to see a sufficient reason to restrain their passions and

who therefore indulge in debauchery. No doubt, he advises

the Jews to enjoy the things of this world. From his stand-

point, with his knowledge of Sheol, he could not possibly do

otherwise. Even from a Christian standpoint there is nothing

wrong in enjoying the good things that Grod has given us: and

perhaps sometimes later theologians threw their lights too ex-

clusively upon the ascetical and, if you like, monastic side of

Christianity^ But Qoheleth, who, as a good Jew, believes in en-

joying life, however transient and vain it may be, repeats and

insists that, notwithstanding the insuperable intellectual diffi-

culties which at that time began to be urged against the old

Hebrew belief in a reward in this world of the just, accom-
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panied by the punishment of all those who broke the Ten
Commandments or even the precepts of their ritual—and the

author most deliberately and openly separates himself from the

conservative party of his day by laying stress upon and bring-

ing out as forcibly as possible the unanswerable character of

those difficulties; which indeed from their standpoint could not

possibly De solved—the. Jews must needs continue to fulfil their

religious duties and live according to the requirements of the

Divine Law. This counsel, which is the final conclusion of his

book and his principal purpose in writing it, is shown by the

author to be perfectly justified, even from the standpoint which

he feels compelled to occupy and in face of all the facts which

he reviewed before the eyes of his more conservative con-

temporaries. Notwithstanding the puzzling character of the

seemingly mechanical laws of the Universe ; notwithstanding, as

a matter of fact, that the pious frequently are seen to suffer,

while the wicked prosper; notwithstanding all the stern and

positive facts which in his eyes make this world a riddle

—

nevertheless a close observation of the many different ways in

which men attempt to reach true happiness, reveals, and places

beyond all doubt, that on this earth there is no true happiness or

satisfaction to be found by those who do not fulfil their religious

duties but trespass the laws of God. Thus we find in Qoheleth's

profession of faith something of an involved argument of the

famous Credo quia absurdum. His book belongs to that period

of transition in the history of the Hebrew religion when the

Jews began to realize that their religious doctrine concerning

the reward of all good and evil was indeed beset and enclosed

on all sides with insurmountable difficulties—as long as they

looked for their reward only in this earthly life.

It would be impossible to go into a critical analysis to justify

our view in this place without writing another commentary.

In our opinion, Lowth was right when he said " that the greater

part of the book was written in prose, but that it contains many
scraps of poetry, introduced as occasion served.^ According

to Paul Haupt there is an older work, which forms as it were

the background of our canonical book, and which was written by

a Sadducean " pessimist," a physician at Jerusalem, whose

' Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews. Lect. XXIV.

,
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teaching was however somewhat mitigated by his less radical and

more prudent friends before the work was published. If this

hypothesis could be sufficiently established, we might admit that

there are Hebrew writers who took exception to this work of

the sceptical Jerusalem physician, and whose books we still

read in the Bible. One would be the author of the book of

Wisdom, who clearly intends to attack and refute certain

theories which, indeed, in Ecclesiastes are given in a form so

nearly identical that it seems impossible to deny a literary

relationship. (Whoever compares the two columns drawn up,

e. g. by Barton, pp. 57-58 and looks up the passages in Eccles-

iastes running parallel with Wisdom 2 : 1-9, will hardly escape

this conclusion.) The other author, in this hypothesis, would

be the writer and publisher of the book of Ecclesiastes itself.

Professor Haupt, of course, studies Ecclesiastes rather from

the literary standpoint. For him the changes introduced in the

original work by the later orthodox editor are of little or no

interest. Those " interpolations " are merely " orthodox

glosses," which have to be thrown out in a critical edition of

the original work of the Jerusalem physician, whom Haupt in-

sists on identifying with Qoheleth, the author of our practically

new canonical book. Zapletal, on the contrary, who studies

Ecclesiastes from a theological viewpoint, rightly considers such
" editorial changes " to be of paramount importance. It is, in-

deed, precisely in those parts of Ecclesiastes that we find after

all the personal teaching of the author whom we Christians

believe to have been inspired.

It may be doubted, however, whether in reality there ever

existed such a book as Haupt attributes to his Sadducean phy-

sician in Jerusalem. Fascinating as this theory is, it will hardly

ever find many adherents. The rearrangement of the one

hundred and twenty-four verses—which, of the two hundred and

twenty-two verses of Ecclesiastes, are considered to belong to

the original work—is such that practically Haupt himself has

rewritten the book. We know that editors in olden times took

great liberties with their texts. But Haupt has to transpose

and to rejoin so many verses, that the so-called primitive book

which he publishes remains in our eyes the work of a brilliant

modern Baltimore professor and not of a sceptical ancient

Jerusalem physician.
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We do believe, on the other hand, that in his interpretation

of Ecclesiastes there is this much true that, at the time when the

Biblical book was written, there were spread among the people

in Jerusalem such sceptical theories as find expression in

Qoheleth, not only in oral gossip, but also in written form.

This we conclude, not merely from a critical examination of the

literary character and composition of Ecclesiastes but also from

the identity of the passages found in both Ecclesiastes and in

Wisdom. The author of the book of Wisdom did not attack

our canonical book of Ecclesiastes, in which he will have seen

no more harm than Ben Sira—if indeed Ecclesiastes lived before

the author of Ecclesiasticus—but he is acquainted with one or

more of the same rationalistic writings that were spread among
the Jewish people and are either copied or at least made use

of in the book of Ecclesiastes. It is our opinion that Father

Zapletal has succeeded in pointing out certain passages in

Qoheleth, which in reality are quotations from those partly

written, partly oral sources, the nature of which we described

above. It is along this way, opened by Father Zapletal, we trust,

that scholars finally will reach the complete solution of this

great literary problem.

It is unnecessary to touch the question as to whether the

quoted passages to which we have referred in Ecclesiastes are

given in the same literary, that is to say a metrical form in which

they were found on chips or fragments or, perhaps, somewhat

larger publications of contemporary, popular, sceptical liter-

ature. In our hypothesis it is possible and even most likely that

the author, while discussing the theories that began to spread

among his contemporaries—and in which he separated the truth

that he himself admitted from the false conclusions of the scep-

tics and unbelievers—drew his description of those theories not

only from the contemporary written and popular literature, but

also from the oral gossip and the conversations which he fre-

quently must have hea'^d in the city of Jerusalem. This would

explain why some of the passages in question, especially the

larger ones, seem to be in metrical form, while other shorter

remarks in the same sense hav(//the form of prose.

No doubt, scholars will me/t with difficulties in drawing the

line between the Qoheleth's t'*achings and the theories which

he quotes as mere opinions without apparently wishing to im-
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part them to the readers as his doctrine—e. g. concerning the

reward of the just and the punishment of the sinners. In this

sense our Biblical book offers a good illustration of the futility

of leaving the faithful to their own private judgment in inter-

preting and assimilating the teachings of Holy Scripture.

Henry A. Poels.

Catholic University.

DIE ETHIE DES HL. AUGUSTINUS. Von Jos. Mausbach. B.

Herder: St. Louis. 1909; 2 vols., pp. xi, 442; vii. 402.

The supreme motives of morality have hardly been less de-

bated than the ultimate foundations of certitude. That which

is independently of his activity, does not concern man in the

same way as that which is to be by his own personal efforts.

Moral questions appeal stronger to men than mere speculations

on the reality of things. Things will be granted, explicitly,

tacitly, or indifferently, when obligations are disputed with all

the vehemence of a question of personal interest. Ever since

Kant, reality has been made subordinate to morality. Such too

is the tendency of the Neo-Kantian school of France and of

Balfour, Mallock and James's Pragmatism. However, this

very fact shows the vital interest attaching to moral questions.

Thus the basis of morality is volatilized and the ethical world

becomes a castle of the air and a dream of dreams. And what

a confusion and disorientation with regard to ethical problems

do we find nowadays

!

So we think Mausbach has done a timely work in unearthing

the moral system of St. Augustine. We say unearthing, be-

cause there is no work extant covering the same subject ex

professo and in extenso. Nor is it an easy task to gather the

numerous utterances bearing on the subject and dispersed

throughout ponderous tomes, and to shape them into a system.

In the case of St. Augustine this moreover presents a pecuHar

difficulty of its own. He was not an abstract writer. What
he wrote was called for by the urgent needs of his time and

is of a controversial nature. His statement of a truth is never

absolute, but always with a view to some controverted point of

doctrine. He has therefore been frequently misunderstood and

misinterpreted. It requires a careful and judicial study to
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place St. Augustine's assertions in the proper light and to

balance his pointed antitheses. No one treatise taken alone

and exclusively gives an adequate idea of his view on any sub-

ject. Mausbach has succeeded well in rendering St. Augustine's

thought. He was not biased, did not start out to prove a thesis,

discounted the proximate purport of every statement and its

evident exaggeration in that direction and makes allowance for

the peculiarities of St. Augustine's style. He is very happy in

reconciling extreme theories and even what seem at first

direct contradictions. But this is only possible to one who has

acquired a broad and profound familiarity with all the works

of the great Father of the Church and who has delved into

them patiently, and, I might say, lovingly time and again.

The writings of the great Bishop of Hippo have always fas-

cinated men. There is such a ring of sincerity, such an hon-

esty of purpose, such an ingenuity of statement, such a boldness

of expression, such an elevated tone of morality and such an

unsophisticated enthusiasm in all that he says. And then he

throws his whole powerful personality, his vast experience, his

entire soul into every word that comes from his burning pen.

We hear him breathe when we read his sentences instinct with

life. He is the man that has something to say on ethical prob-

lems. He has lived them. He has succumbed, risen, struggled,

persevered, conquered.

The scope of oUr book is very comprehensive. It embraces

a complete system of moral philosophy. Besides it contains many
interesting items of information not to be found in the ordinary

textbook of our discipline. Yet it cannot nor is it intended to

supersede the textbook, for the simple reason that it presup-

poses an elementary conception of Ethics and some notions of

Theology. But it will serve admirably as an aid to recapitulate

one's ethical studies and to gain a more profound and detailed

knowledge. We do not like to return to our schoolbooks. They
gather dust on our shelves. They inspire us with a mild

horror. In these two volumes we find much useful knowledge

that is forever locked up and cornered in our old textbooks, but

in a more attractive form, with pleasing freshness of treatment

and greater breadth of comprehension.

It will be well to enumerate some, not all, chapters; because

this gives the best idea of the nature of the book and its con-
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tents. The introduct'on treats of the times and the personality

of St. Augustine and his influence upon the development of

Christian thought and dogma. This is a very readable essay.

In spite of its brevity it does full justice to the paramount im-

portance of St. Augustine, whose influence upon his own cen-

tury and the subsequent ages cannot easily be overstated. Even

in the speculations of St. Thomas a strong undercurrent of

Augustinian thought may be traced. And reading the incom-

parable Summa we notice over and over again the profound re-

spect of the Prince of the Scholastics for the Prince of the

Fathers. Mausbach rectifies some misconceptions and miscon-

structions of St. Augustine's position by non-Catholic authors,

such as Loofs, Feuerlein, Harnack ; though all in all Harnack's

estimate of the great Father is generally fair and sympathetic.

The following chapters treat of Beatitude, as the end and

perfection of human life; the Moral Order; God and the World;

the Love of God, the Mainspring of Morality; the Love of the

World as the source and essence of Sin ; Material Civilization

and the Service of God; Contemplation and Work; Religious

Renunciation of the World, Asceticism, the Ideal of Perfection

and the Evangelical Counsels.

The second volume deals with matters more of a theological

than of a philosophical character. We call attention to some of

the principal headings : The moral equipment of Man ; Pelagian-

ism ; Human nature infected oy Original Sin ; the Restoration

of fallen Nature by Grace; Liberty and Concupiscence; Morality

outside of Christianity; the Virtues of the Pagans; Salvation

outside of the Church ; the Necessity of the Sacraments
; Justi-

fication ; the Progress of Spiritual Life ; the Consummation. We
note the timeliness of some of these topics and marvel that the

saintly Doctor has so well anticipated the needs of the present

age. Many other questions, curious and interesting, over and

above the ones mentioned are touched in these pages and handled

in St. Augustine's masterly way.

Thfe Moral Philosophy of St. Augustine is emphatically theo-

centric. The heart of morality and the root of virtue for him

is the love of God. Anything short of this in his eyes is only

the semblance and the shadow of virtue. He scorns all forms

of autonomy. As man cannot be his own perfection and beati-

^ tude, neither can he be his own law. The supreme end of
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morality must be some absolute good, which gives perfection

and complete happiness. But this condition is only realized

in God.

St. Augustine does not separate our happiness from our per-

fection. On the contrary it is from this perfection as the com-

plete harmony of our nature that happiness must necessarily

spring. Only the good can be happy, since they only live accord-

ing to their nature, and especially according to their better

nature. And the good must be happy. For a morality that has

nothing to do with our perfection or that ignores our happiness

will ever be indifferent to us. Nevertheless, this desire for hap-

piness inborn in the very heart of man is not epicurean nor

egotistical. For it is not a craving for sensual gratification,

but implicitly a wish for the harmonious development of our

whole nature. This fact purifies it of all grosser features and

redeems it of the taint of hedonism. It is not egotistical, be-

cause it subordinates itself to the objective order. It is the or-

der of things, particularly the moral order, that secures happi-

ness for the individual. And this happiness exists for the sake

of the moral order, but not for the sake of the individual.

The moral good is not to be accomplished or to be produced

by man. It exists. It is God. But man can partake of it by

conforming his will to that of God, who alone is good by Him-
self. The majesty of God overshadows the moral order and

gives it its absolute value and its unrestricted binding force; It

is interpreted by the dictates of conscience which intimates the

will of God. Hence it is called the voice of God.

Sin disturbs the moral order. There is in it a negative ele-

ment in as far as it is bad and contradictory to the intended

order; but there is in it also something positive inasmuch as

it embodies some real activity, which must be pronipted by some

apparent good. Sin punishes itself, it leaves a void, because

it is negative and offers only a partial and unreal satisfaction.

The moral order balances itself and eliminates all disturbing

elements which exclude man at once from his natural perfection

and his consequent happiness.

From St. Augustine we have that pithy and terse expression:

Dilige et fac quod vis. This word contains in nuce the whole

philosophy of the African Doctor. It is also the crystallization

of his very being and the key to his life. He was a whole-
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souled man and his whole soul was in every one of his acts.

Neither did he expect anything less from another. Love, but

see that you love the right thing. You cannot love God or the

absolute good in an improper way. Secondary goods, whether

they be persons or things, must be loved with reference and in

subordination to the sovereign good. The master-passion of

our will is love. It carries the whole will. It reaches its pro-

foundest depths and its innermost recesses. It directs and

determines all its movements. Love is in everything we do.

If our love is bad, our will is wicked ; if our love is good, our

will is good. So St. Augustine claims that at the root and

bottom of all our virtues must be the love of God. He cen-

tralizes the virtues, but he does not efface their distinctive

characters. If the love of God is the marrow of all virtues, the

love of the world is the source and the soul of all sins. God
and the World are opposite poles. They cannot be embraced

in the same act of love. Whatever implicates man in the

world, in the same corresponding measure and degree alienates

his affections from God. On this head the teaching of the

Saint is undoubtedly rigoristic. Mausbach adduces some quali-

fying passages; but this austere, uncompromising attitude fully

tallies with St. Augustine's unflinching character.

The desire for happiness, as sanctioned by the moral order,

is not anti-social. First because the moral order benefits our

fellowmen and guarantees also their welfare. Second because

that happiness is not wrapped up in goods which can be in-

dividually possessed and which create division or envy. On
the contrary the common possession of the supreme good has a

unifying influence, it produces mutual love and sympathy.

Therefore we call heaven the Kingdom of God, insinuating the

social character of eternal happiness.

Though St. Augustine accentuates and emphasizes the love of

God and His direct service, he does not discredit or discoun-

tenance earthly avocations and occupations. Yet they have in

his estimation only a very inferior importance.

The foregoing may suggest the rich store of valuable infor-

mation contained in these two volumes. The style of Maus-

bach has nothing cumbersome about it. It runs smoothly and

reads agreeably. And the author has made a thorough and re-

liable study of his subject. Numerous well-selected quotations
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are interspersed throughout the context. The book is timely

and of the highest actual interest. It will prove useful to the

philosopher, the theologian, the ascetic, and very helpful to the

preacher. Its exterior make-up is all that can be desired.

C. Bruehl.

THE LOUVAIN AMERICAN COLLEGE: 1857-1907. By the Bev.

J. Van der Heyden. Louvain: Printed by Fr. and R. Ceuterick.

1909. Pp. x-412.

It would be out of place to make comparisons of merit when
referring to the labors of the pioneers in ecclesiastical education

during the missionary period of Catholic history in the United

States. Yet it is an ascertained fact that the strongest support

in this direction has come to us from Belgium, and, if we con-

sider the last fifty years, we may say particularly from the

American College in Louvain. This does not necessarily imply,

it is true, that the remarkable men who did great work in the

American Church by reason of their special training of mind

and heart, their power of endurance, their zeal and genial

priestly temper, have all or in greater number been Belgians.

But it would be difficult to enumerate the names of those who
deserve a place in the " Hall of Fame " for religious propaganda

of the best kind, without tracing in the list the influence, pre-

dominantly, of the Belgian priesthood, and Belgian education,

funds, and prestige. One need but read this history of the

American College to realize the fact, although it looms up in

the history of our early missions, notably among the Jesuits and

in the episcopate. There is a quality in the Belgian priesthood,

a fitness for missionary work, a spirit of sacrifice, which are

rarely found in the same combination and fulness among other

nationalities, and the American College has preserved the secret

of imparting something of that spirit to the alumni whom it has

trained during a half century, whether they were Irish, Anglo-

Saxon, or German. It doing this, Catholic Belgium is paying

back " a sacred debt," aj Monsignor De Becker points out in

his admirable introduction to the volume before us, " still un-

paid to those races, for it was their Apostles who had first

preached the Gospel to her forefathers." The most difficult

posts, even to this day, whether it be in the solitary stations

among the Indians of Washington State or in Vancouver Island,
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or in the responsible positions of dioceses where labor is hard

and emoluments are small, and honors scant, are manned by

priests who bear the hallmark of Louvain in their breast.

When therefore some years ago the idea of an American

College Bulletin was broached and promptly carried into action,

we felt that the enterprise would be fraught with blessing; and

although neither a Belgian nor an alumnus of the American

College, it commanded our interest on purely Catholic and

sacerdotal grounds. Few priests could have been found better

qualified tor the task of making readable and attractive the

records of the College than the Rev. Joseph Van der Heyden,

whose experience in the mission field of Idaho has given to his

naturally fine intellect that practical turn of thought and style

which readers of such history appreciate all the more because

they feel assured that what they read is fact and not fancy, nor

the incense of adulation which frequently mars local and bio-

graphical sketches of this kind. For nearly eight years the

author has been busy in carefully searching for documents that

would serve to authenticate the historical records in possession

of the College. These were chiefly the archives left by the

Venerable Monsignor De Neve. Through the publication of these

records in the College Bulletin the author was enabled to correct

errors and obtain supplementary information from the widely-

scr/ttered alumni of the institution who, despite their distance

from one other, appear to be held together by an excellent

esprit de corps. In the archives Father Van der Heyden dis-

covered certain notes touching the earliest period of the College

history. Their writer was not known at first, but as our author

proceeded in his searches through the accumulated correspond-

ence, and made himself familiar with the various handwritings,

it became evident, beyond a doubt, that the modest author of

the valuable notes was the Very Rev. David Russell of Ken-

tucky, the first American-born student to be inscribed on the

College roll. Father Russell had been vice-rector and professor

of Eipglish from 1862-1864, and during that period had appar-

ently found time to preserve the records of the history of the

College during the first five years, the loss of which would have

left a perfect blank regarding the beginnings, because the earliest

workers had thougnt only of doing things without taking the

trouble of handing down their memory to posterity.
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It is, of course, beyond our scope to enter here into the de-

tails of the interesting story which forms the theme of Father

Van der Heyden's volume. The three hundred and fifty pages

which deal with the foundation, growth, and present develop-

ment of the institution, afford a lesson not only in the spirit

and zeal for promoting the excellence of ecclesiastical seminary

training, but in methods and management as well. Each of the

successive rectors of the institution has added in some marked

way to the prestige and efficiency of the College. And this has

been done in a spirit at once so generous and with such econom-

ical foresight that one is compelled to admire the sagacity of the

men who have brought about the present status of the seminary

without having sacrificed any of those high prerogatives of

spiritual advance and educational thoroughness which are some-

times sacrificed in ecclesiastical establishments for the sake

of material success and students' comforts.

The spirit of the American College of Louvain has been emi-

nently an ecclesiastical spirit in which priestly decorum, love of

study, high standards of pastoral duty, loyalty to the Church,

and a cordial attachment to Alma Mater are combined. No-

where does there dwell a more hospitable genius than in the

College home in the Rue de Namur, where priest and student,

young or old, are always received with the genuine welcome

which marks the paternal voice. So it was in Monsignor Willem-

sen's time; so it is to-day. As for intellectual work, the stu-

dents have every opportunity to spur their emulating sense by

reason of the Colleges affiliation with the old University and

its close relations to the philosophical school of the College Leon. •

Its libraries and study halls have been largely increased of late.

In every sense the American College of Louvain is an institu-

tion of which American Catholics may be proud; and to aid

its progress, particularly under the efficient and wise manage-

ment of its present rector and seminary staff, by moral and

financial support iS a safely meritorious investment.

Of the volume which outlines the historical foundations on

which the present organization rests, we may say that, besides

making good use of the available material in the way of records

and reminiscences which may be of value to future historians,

the author has given us an attractive collection of pastoral

incidents in American missioi.ury life. These are calculated to
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kindle our enthusiasm for the noble work to which our priestly

lives are dedicated. The language in which the story is couched,

as well as the bookmaking and illustrations, are of superior

merit, and the book must be taken as a valuable addition to

the biographical, historical, and missionary literature of America.

We understand that copies can be obtained only through the

officials of the American College, Rue de Namur, Louvain,

Belgium.

THE FAITH AND WOEKS OF CHRISTIAN SCIENCE. By the

Writer of "Confessio Medici." New York, London, Melbourne:
The Macmillan Co. 1909. Pp. 232.

Those whose business it may be—to few it can be a pleasure

—to study the widespread phase of mental aberration known
as Christian Science, will do well by beginning with Mr.

Powell's work on the subject.^ They will find therein a com-

prehensive exposition and judicious criticism, and probably the

fullest pertinent bibliography up to date (1907). Had the

book at present under notice appeared prior to that date, Mr.

Powell would doubtless have placed it on his list, because of

the critical examination and special contribution which the

author's profession as a physician enables him to add to the

study, and also because Df the genial temper in which the sub-

ject is conceived and the attractive style in which it is pre-

sented. The professionally medical elements of the work con-

sist in the study of " cases " claimed to have been treated by
" the healers." The physician's critical judgment has here an

authoritative value. Add to this relationship the fact that the

author is a man of penetration and of wide culture—mental

qualities which are safeguarded by a sense of justice and re-

straint—and the reader is assured that he is following a com-

petent and a prudent guide—a guide, it may be added, whom
he should like to have known by a name less cryptic than that

which is ofifered by the title-page.

Tlie prophets are not agreed as to the future of Christian

Science. Mark iwain in his book on the subject—a book which

loses little in strength by its being adequately funny—considers

it " a safe guess that in America in 1920 there will be ten mil-

^ New York : Putnam.
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lion Christian Scientists and three milHons in Great Britain,

that these figures will be trebled in 1930; that in America in

1920 the Christian Scientists will be a political force, in 193a

politically formidable, and in 1940 the governing power in the

Republic—to remain permanently" (p. 70, N. Y., 1907). The

prognosis is obviously based on " inflated statistics," as indeed

Mr. Clemens at the time admitted, though he still thinks " the

calculation not far out " (ib.). The author of Faith and Works

^

on the other hand, thinks " that in America the Christian

Science organization is disintegrating. By the death of its

Foundress, who is now eighty-seven years old, it will begin to be

divided against itself" (p. vii) ; while in England (London) he

believes that in a quarter of a century hence " Christian Science

will have no place or next to none : that her churches will be

given to the nobler purposes of music, with lectures twice a

week on Mental Hygiene: that her name will be written, her

story told, not in lives, but in books of reference thus : Christian

Science {See Science, Christian.)" (p. 225). Fiat! fiat!

COTJRS D'INSTRUCTION RELIGIEUSE. la Religion et les Reli-

gions. Par J. C. BroussoUe. Vol. I, pp. xxii-209; Vol. II, pp. 383.

Paris: P. Tequi. 1909.

The two volumes here introduced constitute the second stage

of a complete course of religious . instruction the first part of

which

—

La Vie surnaturcllc—was previously described in these

pages. The program is most comprehensive and thoroughly

executed. The matter of the first volume comprises ** Religion

in General "—the explication of the definition that religion is

" a spiritual, necessary, supernatural bond between man and

God—a complex bond embracing doctrine, morals, and worship
"

(pp. 1-82), and "Revealed Religion" in particular. Here the

main familiar lines of the theological tract De Vera Religione are

followed.

The second volume, after an introductory chapter on the " His-

tory of Religions," contains a series of eight lectures dealing re-

spectively with the Egyptian, Semitic, Graeco-Roman, Chinese^

Persian, Hindu, Buddhistic, pnd Mohammedan cults. The con-

cluding lecture ofifers a survey o^ the religious beliefs and prac-

tices prevailing amongst savage rac^^s. Looking over the ground
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thus covered, the reader may inquire

—

cui bono? Surely such a

program is impracticable both as to subject and range? Truly

so indeed, if it were meant for young children. For some-

what mature youth, however, and for adults, it supplies a course

of religious teaching as thorough and solid as it is timely and

attractive. On the other hand, it must be admitted that noth-

ing saves such a course from being impracticable except the

method in which it is here carried out. That method is ideally

perfect. The matter is divided into " lessons." There are

twenty of these in the two volumes. Each lesson begins with
" a summary " in which the respective doctrine is explicitly and

distinctly stated, the leading ideas being made to stand out in

bold type. This is followed by " notes and explanations " in

which the several parts of the summary are developed and

luminously illustrated. The concluding portion of the lesson

furnishes supplementary readings drawn from standard authors.

This efficient didactic mechanism—or rather organism, for it is

rationally vital—brings the matter, which seems to be and in-

deed largely is technically theological, within the compass of

the average fairly educated mind. The work will serve the

priest both personally and officially, offering him as it does a

handy medium for reviving and quickening his theological cul-

ture and at the same time furnishing him with an abundance

of prepared matter for instructing others—especially for per-

fecting the teachers of Christian doctrine in his schools.

THOUGHTS OF THE HEART. By P. M. Northcote, O.S.M. New
York, Cincinnati, Chicago: Benziger Bros. 1908. Fp. viii-288.

The number of books of this kind is growing within the

Church—there are many more without. Aphorisms and Re-

jections (Spalding), Nova ct Vetera (Tyrrell), Cords of Adam
(Gerrard), occur at once among the recent comers. They are

of the French Pcnsee class—detached, pointed, fruitfu', sug-

gestive " thoughts." Father Northcote had previously given us

a collection of the kind entitled Consolamini. The present

series—they have "some sort of rough sequence" (p. v)—is

made up of reflections caught .for the most part from Scriptural

gems set at such angles as to give forth their primary radiance

intermingled with the light they catch from the visible things of
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creation. They are " thoughts of the heart," some of them

going straight to—or shall we say coming from?—the appre-

hensional faculty of charity; others reaching the affectional in-

tuition through the understanding; in each case intdlcctum il-

luminando affectum iniJammando. Suggestive as points for

meditation, or available as ready-to-hand nutriment for spiritual

reading, they provide the priest with solid and practical truths

which when occasion urges he can easily assimilate and give,

vivified by the force of his own personality, to his expectant

auditors.

THE DECREE ON DAILY COMMUNION. A Historical Sketch and
Commentary. By Father Juan B. Ferreres, S. J. Translated by
H. Jimenez, S.J. St. Louis, Mo.: B. Herder; London, Edinburgh:
Sands & Co. 1909. Pp. 168.

FREQUENT AND DAILY COMMUNION. By Father Julius Lin-

tello, S.J. Translated by A. O'B. and edited by Father Elder Mul-

lan, S.J. New York, Philadelphia: P. J. Kenedy & Sons. 1909.

Pp.63.

FREQUENT AND DAILY COMMUNION-EVEN FOR MEN. By F.

M. De Zulueta.S.J. St. Louis, Mo.: B- Herder; London, Edinburgh:

Sands & Co. 1909. Pp. 23.

Whilst the two last-mentioned booklets of Fathers Lintello

and Zulueta are in the form of appeals to the mind and heart,

proposing suitable motives for the frequent and daily reception

of Holy Communion not only for women but more especially

for men of all ages, Father Ferreres addresses himself to the

student of theology and in a general way to the clergy. His

purpose is to explain the motive of the Decree Sacra Tridcntina

Synodus. For this purpose he goes into a somewhat extended

study of the history of the customary reception of Communion,

the controversies which arose regarding the frequency of re-

ceiving Holy Communion, and the opinions of the great theo-

logians on either side of the contention. The development of

the present practice is traced through the ages from the sixteenth

century until now, and there are very interesting details given

regarding the custom of Communion on Holy Saturday, and at

the midnight Mass on Christmas. The chapters on frequent

Communion for children, on Communion for ' the sick, Com-
munion in religious houses, and on the Eucharistic League of

Priests, are informing and judiciously suggestive for pastors

of souls and spiritual directors. The book will serve as a* use-
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ful complement of the chapter on Communion of the faithful

in the dogmatic tract De Eucharistia. The fact that it is here

given in good readable English makes it all the more practical.

SOME GEEAT CATHOLICS OF CHURCH AND STATE. By Ber-
nard W. Kelly. New York, Cincinnati, Chicago: Benziger Bros.

1909. Pp. 96.

Priests will find in this modest volume good and abundant ma-
terial for illustrating their talks and addresses to men, especially

young men. There is a special fascination in biography, and the

example of men of our own time who have distinguished them-

selves in every important sphere of Church and State by acting

out the principles of their religion in the use of their peculiar

talents, serves as a strong incentive to faithful and energetic la-

bor. The models which our author selects for our admiration

and imitation belong to every type of national greatness, and rep-

resent Portugal, England, Poland, France, Germany, Ireland,

Italy. Such well-known heroes as Fenelon, O'Connell, Newman,
Windhorst, Russell of Killowen, Brownson, are included ; others,

like Camoens, Crashaw, Schlegel, Manzoni, Patmore, are men
whose works are known only to readers of choice literature, yet

they are names that every Catholic may mention with honorable

pride as representative of what is best in art, science, states-

manship, and letters. Many of them, being converts, found

only in the Catholic Church that satisfaction and peace which

their lofty aspirations impelled them to seek in her bosom after

they had looked for it everywhere else in vain.

Xtlerane Cbat

Rules of Life for the Pastor of Sovls is a somewhat odd composition.

It contains of course many excellent precepts and suggestions for the

guidance of priests; but there is a want of balance in the disposition of

contents which scarcely justifies the title adopted for the bock. It is

quite evident that the work was put together with a vague motive of

furriishing an antidote against the dangers that beset the secular pres-

byteries. The "housekeeper" and the unsociable assistant-priest get a

disproportionate prominence in the little book, which leaves somehow the

impression that the compilers were guided less by experience . than by an

analysis of what they have found in books. No doubt the German

sources from which the volume is made up go into much detail and

sounding of motives, as is the fashion with German books, but those for
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whom the work, appears chiefly to be intended will feel that the measure
does not fit them. At all events the form is not calculated to attract

many readers, despite the fact that it has good precedent and a fine

subj ect.

The Early History of the Christian Church, by Monsignor Louis Du-
chesne, is a valuable and critically authenticated exposition of the disci-

pline and social life of the Christian community during the first three

centuries. The present trginslation (Longmans, Green & Co.) is made
from the fourth French edition, and hence takes note of the recent dis-

coveries of the Greek text of Hippolytus and of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri

which make the birthplace and sojourn of Julius Africanus in Rome at

the time of Alexander Severus a historical certainty.

Simultaneously with Duchesne's History, which goes down to the

end of the third century, the Cathedral Library Association of New York
publishes a reprint of The Roman Church before Constantine, taken

from the Autonomies Ecclesiastiqucs by the same author.

Dr. Weber's History of Simony in the Christian Church is a disserta-

tion that deserves the study of theological students in our day, notwith-

standing that it deals with the aspects of the subject as presented to the

historian before the time of Charlemagne ; that is to say, before canon

law took definite shape. Simony is a disease that is epidemic in the cler-

ical body. In the days of rude and defiant methods, princes and bishops

sold ecclesiastical benefices for definite sums of gold ; to-day bishops

may be found who devoutly disclaim simony, but pay for personal

service out of the large treasury of ecclesiastical holdings and honors.

The evil is the same, only we have got other names for it. Dr. Weber
shows us the skeleton in its horrible shape, such as inspired the zeal, in

subsequent ages, of a Leo TX and a Gregory VII, who made no pretence

of ignoring the crime which had taken on the cloak of authority.

V

/ A useful booklet, in paper covers, is the Short Course in Catholic Doc-
trine—for Non-Catholics Intending Marriage with Catholics, by Fr. Dur-

ward. Some of our bishops, notably those of the ecclesiastical province

of MilwaiTkee, make it obligatory upon all parties who wish to apply for

dispensation to contract a mixed marriage, that the non-Catholic go

under instruction in the Catholic doctrine for a brief period, in order

that a certain harmony of understanding may be established between the

two persons who are to bind themselves in perpetual union. This course

has the advantage, first that it dispels many false notions and prejudices

about the Cathclic Church from the mind of the non-Cathol'c; seccnd'y.

it gives the priest the opportunity of explaining the obligations which

the Cathclic owes to his or her fai'h and which the non-Cathol'c is to

pledge his honor to respect ; thirdly, it brings abort, in ninety cases out

of a hundred, the actual conversion of the non-Ca'holic who becomes

enlightened regarding the importance of religion, the sacred duties of
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the marriage state, and the happiness which is brought about by a union
of hearts in the vital matter of the salvation of the soul. Fr. Durward's
pamphlet, recently published by the International Catholic Truth Society
(Brooklyn), is an excellent manual for the purpose indicated.

B. Herder (St. Louis, Mo.) publishes a number of Spanish books of
instruction and devotion which many priests will be glad to get, since the

number of immigrants from Spanish-speaking districts, no less than that

of natives of our new colonies, is very large and fast growing. A hand-
some little prayerbook is Sursum Corda del Alma Christiana, made up
chiefly in honor of Our Lady of Sorrows, to whom Spaniards are greatly

devoted.

Choice Morsels of the Bread of Life presents a good selection of Old-
Testament readings in the style of our regular editions of the Bible,

printed in parallel columns, with footnotes from the Vulgate. As Father

Coppens, the compiler, says, many portions of the Old Testament are not

inviting reading because they are scarcely intell-gible unless interpreted

in the light of their original purpose and writing. It is not true how-
ever that they are " no longer of practical application ", and " little inter-

esting to the modern mind." They are interesting when properly under-

stood, and they are practical when rightly applied in their mystical and
accommodated sense; although that application is not the same as it was
to the Jews. It is an important doctrine that all of Holy Writ is in-

spired and as such useful for all time; it supposes of course the living

teacher to make the practical application, even as our Lord and the in-

spired writers of the New Testament did in their own day.

The Pustets have published a third edition of Antonelli's Medicina Pas-

toralis for the use of confessors and theologians. The volumes are well

edited, attractively printed, and suitably illustrated. In the treatment of

pastoral medicine there is naturally constant progress, not simply because

our greater mechanical perfection insures more successful operations in

surgery and the like, but also because of the improved moral aspect in

medical circles. The chances of saving life under given conditions is

much greater to-day than it was twenty years ago, and the certainty has

rendered the morality of certain operations sound which formerly were

regarded as purely experimental, and hence discountenanced by the moral-

ist. Dr. Antonelli's position in some instances of this character may
be disputed, but to do so is a matter as difficult as it is delicate, since

it requires exact knowledge of both ethics and surgery and a well-balanced

judgment to draw the line between morals and utility.

Cardinal Mercier, Archbishop of Malines, is a typical representative

of the cultured and progressive Catholic churchman of to-day. The Bel-

gian clergy have found in him a model administrator. His pastoral acts

betoken a great shepherd such as suggests the zeal of a Gregory or a St.

Charles. Wherever he speaks he masters his audiences,- and leaves the
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impression of a man who bends all his energies upon improving and ele-

vating conditions about him. He is fearless in overriding traditional

prejudices, and announces his reforms in the pastoral as in the social

field by giving sound reasons for what he proposes to do.

The intellectual world no less than the ecclesiastical and social ele-

ments in whose behalf Cardinal Mercier labors, recognizes his superi-

ority, irrespective of creed or profession. A good evidence of this was
given when recently the prize of ten thousand francs was assigned to

him for the best scientific, work written in philosophy within the last ten

years. The judges were unanimous in their decision, and yet they be-

longed, with probably only one exception, to schools of philosophy an-

tagonistic to the neo-scholasticism of which the Cardinal is a strong

champion. The board of judges is appointed by the Ministry of Sciences

and Arts. The candidates are selected from a list prepared by the De-

partment of Moral and Political Sciences of the Royal Academy of Bel-

gium. Two of the jury were professors of the University of Brussels,

two from that of Louvain, and one from the athenaeum of Hasselt.

Canon Bossu, one of the Louvain judges, happens to be a priest, but his

Cartesian prepossessions are well-known. Nevertheless, all voices were

for Cardinal Mercier, who is as eminent a thinker as he is a priest and

ruler.

The Catholic University of Louvain was founded in 1424 as a school

of science in the departments of jurisprudence and medicine. Later on

the faculties of theology and its ancillary disciplines were added, a fact

which reminds the modern student of sociology that after all the Church

did think very much of science—apart from purely ecclesiastical studies

—

before the so-called Reformation came in. The French revolution caused

this great Catholic school of learning to close. But in 1834 it started

a fresh growth from the old roots. Beginning with eighty-six students

then, it has gradually grown in numbers until there are nearly three thou-

sand, counting non-residents who attend the lectures of the annual

courses.

At the recent Jubilee celebration in commemoration of the renewal of

the University work seventy-five years ago, the Doctorate of Law was

conferred upon a small and choice number of distinguished men of sci-

ence and achievement, among whom was President Lowell, of Harvard

University, the only American non-Catholic so honored.
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MODEBNISM AND FBOTESTANTISM.

IN two previous articles of this Review ^ an attempt was
made to trace to their source the errors condemned by the

Holy Father under the name of Modernism. From a study

of the writings of leading Modernists, it became clear enough

that the whole movement was but a hopeless attempt to recon-

cile the profession of Catholicism with absolute freedom of

thought.

How is it that intelligent men could even think of thus unit-

ing things which can no more be reconciled than fire and

water? The answer to this question may be summed up in

the following words of a French Jesuit :
" It is from Liberal

Protestants that the Catholics known as Modernists have in

all simplicity borrowed their fundamental theories." ^ These

words are but an echo of those of Pius X, who condemns

Modernists for maintaining that " Catholicism cannot be re-

conciled with true science, unless it be transformed into a cer-

tain undogmatic Christianity, i. e., into a broad and Liberal

Protestantism." ' In order to understand completely the Mod-

ernist movement, we must trace its connexion with Liberal

i"Who are the Modernists of the Encyclical?" May, 1908; "Loisy's

Thedries," January, 1909,

2 S. Harent : Etudes (20 Oct., 1907) ; translated in Catholic Mind

(22 Jan., 1908).

8 Decree Lamentabili, Prop. 65.
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Protestantism, and show its evolution from the principles of

the Reformation.

There is likewise, even in the appreciation of the non-Cath-

olic translator of // Santo, the same appearance of insincerity.

" Like Protestants who still profess creeds which they do not

believe, these intelligent Catholics [the Modernists] have to

resort to strange devices—to devices which to a looker-on ap-

pear uncandid if not insincere—in order to patch up a truce

between their reason and their faith."
*

I.

The teachings of what is popularly styled undogmatic Chris-

tianity, which is but another name for Liberal Protestantism,

have found, during the last few years, a very large number

of capable exponents, especially in Germany, England, France,

and America. But the clearest and fullest exposition is prob-

ably contained in the works of two eminent professors of the

faculty of Protestant Theology in the University of Paris,

Auguste Sabatier (d. 1901) and Jean Reville (d. 1908).

What Renan did fifty years ago to popularize the views of

Strauss and the Tubingen school on the Gospels, and on

Christ's person and teaching, these writers have lately done

for the religious system of Ritschl, Harnack, and other Grer-

man thinkers who attempt to make the profession of Chris-

tianity consistent with disbelief in miracles, in revelation, in

Christ's divinity, even in the existence of a personal God. On
these subjects their views do not differ substantially from

those of Renan; but, while he did not profess to be a Chris-

tian, they pretend to a higher and purer form of Christianity.

They claim, moreover, that their interpretation is based on

psychology and history, and they give it as the only means

of reconciliation between the Christian religion and modern

thought.

Sabatier's views are to be found in two volumes which have

attracted much attention and have been translated into Eng-

* The Saint, p. xxvii. , .
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lish.*^ Both cover about the same ground and contain a criti-

cism of the religions of authority, i. e. of Catholicism and

orthodox Protestantism, as contrasted with the " Rehgion of

the Spirit," i. e. a purely spiritual and undogmatic view of

Christianity. In both works the tone is intensely religious and

devotional, and it is this that makes them especially dangerous.

Most careful readers will agree with Dom Cuthbert Butler,

who in a criticism of Religions of Authority declares the work

to be the most effective attack known to him on Catholicism

;

for it " sets forth more powerfully than any book the real

living difficulties and the fundamental problems in the domain

of history which apologists of Catholicism have at the pres-

ent day to face."
'

Reville's treatise consists of lectures given at Geneva in the

fall of 1902 as an exposition of Liberal Christianity/ Here

the religious emotion which pervades Sabatier's volumes is

wanting and the criticism of orthodox Christianity, especially

of Catholicism, is more drastic; but in both writers are to be

found the same clearness of exposition, the same views, the

same arguments. It is not unfair, therefore, to take them as

exponents of Liberal Protestantism. It is easy to recognize

in them the Modernist errors condemned in the Encyclical.

Liberal Protestants are strongly opposed to irreligious in-

difference :
" Why am I religious ? Because I cannot help

it; it is a moral necessity of my being. . . . Humanity is not

less' incurably religious than I am. . . . When I hear it said

* Priests made religion,' I simply ask, ' And who, pray, made

the priests ?
'
" Hence science cannot and will not take the

place of religion. " Religion is immortal. ... I am relig-

ious because I am a man and have neither the wish nor the

power to separate myself from my kind." * There are men

•Esguisse d'une Philosophie de la Religion (1897) ; English translation,

Outlines of a Philosophy of Religion (1897); and Les Religions d' Au-

toriti et la Religion de I'Esprit (1903); Eng. trans., The Religions of

Authority and the Religion of the Spirit (1904)-

• Hihhert Journal, April, 1906.

T Le Christianisme. Liberal, Eng. trans. Liberal Christianity, 1903.

• Outlines, p. 3, 6, 25, 31.
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who have crushed all religion out of their life ; but " many of

these people more or less clearly feel that the suppression of

religion leaves a void in the spiritual life. . . . They have a

more or less clear intuition that a society without any re-

ligion, supposing even that it could subsist, would be dimin-

ished, and, so to speak, mutilated. Historical experience in

fact enables us to affirm that, if at all times a greater or less

number of individuals have been found with no religious life,

no society has yet existed without any religion at all. . . .

The irreligious free-thinkers of our day who strive to make
an end of the Church ... by destroying all religion . . . are

victims of a strange delusion ! . . . The very man who
naively votes to-day for the suppression of God, will to-

morrow go once more to Mass. . . . Religion occupies the

centre of our spiritual life, in those of us even who revolt

against the traditional doctrines." Those who proclaim sci-

ence to be the enemy of religion are generally men " whose

scientific culture is somewhat superficial."
'

The religion which men need is Christianity. " Natural

religion is not a religion ... it is not found in nature; it

is no more natural than it is religious. ... I am religious

because I am a man and do not desire to be less than human.

... I am a Christian because I cannot be religious in any

other way, and because Christianity is the perfect and supreme

form of religion in this world." ^^ "Liberal Protestants are

conscious of being at the very heart of primitive and true.

Christianity, in deep and living communion with Christ . . .

in complete agreement with the teaching of Jesus."
^^

Such statements seem clearly to distinguish Liberal Prot-

estantism from Rationalism. Still Liberal Protestants claim

to be, and are, free-thinkers in religious as in other matters.

For them there are no miracles, no supernatural revelation,

no dogma to be believed on God's authority, no Church organi-

zation, no form of worship, no means of grace instituted by

^Liberal Christianity, 182-185, 189. ^'^ Outlines, 30, 222.

^''Liberal Christianity, 200, 56.
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Christ. Liberal Protestantism is " a religion without dogmas,

without religious observances, without magical (sacramental)

rites. ... It includes men who retain a considerable number

of traditional doctrines together with others who profess a

spiritualistic Pantheism. ... It maintains that we must seek

instruction in religious matters as we do in every other depart-

ment. ... It appeals to reason, conscience, and experience

only, because these are the only tests of truth which the unfet-

tered minds of modern men can accept. . . . Together with all

true free-thinkers, it rejects every religious authority external

to man, having the right and the power to dictate his belief

and the rules of his conduct." " It imposes no external bond

upon thought. It rejects the doctrines of orthodox Protest-

antism as well as of Catholicism, because reason cannot ac-

cept them. Liberal Protestants " have freed themselves from

the traditional faith, Catholic or Protestant." ^' Is not all this

pure rationalism, a giving-up of Christianity? Such an ob-

jection, it is claimed, arises only from the traditional concep-

tion of religion and of Christianity, a conception which Lib-

eral Protestants have discarded. For them "Religion does not

consist in the acceptance of a body of metaphysical doctrines

or dogmas, but in a religious attitude of the soul, manifested

in a corresponding moral life. . . . The great lesson of relig-

ious history and psychology is, that religion is not the same

thing as religious philosophy. . . . Religion teaches us noth-

ing' either about God's nature or our own. ... It is essen-

tially a principle of life, the feeling of a living relation between

the human individual and the powers or power of which the

universe is the manifestation."" It is "the intimate con-

sciousness of the link which binds us to the universe ... the

feeling of our absolute dependence upon the universal order,"^"

"the recognition of our dependence on universal being, on

'^^ Liberal Christianity, p. 72, 76, 125, 169, 174-

^^ Religions of Authority, 342; Liberal Christianity, 142.

^* Liberal Christianity, 4, 64.

"lb., i8s, 199; Outlines, 21.
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God." ^" " Properly understood, religion is only a social bond

between man and the superior powers upon whom he feels

his own existence to depend. . . . Religion is the prayer of

the heart. It is a commerce, a conscious and willed relation

into which the soul in distress enters with the mysterious

power on which it feels that it and its destiny depend. ... It

is the movement of the soul putting itself into personal rela-

tion and contact with the mysterious power whose presence

it feels even before it is able to give it a name. Where this

inward prayer is wanting there is no religion. On the other

hand, wherever this prayer springs up in the soul and moves

it, even in the absence of all form and doctrine clearly defined,

there is true religion, living piety."
^^

This purely moral conception of religion is given as founded

upon a scientific study of the Bible,^* as " the first results of

the method of strictly psychological and historical observa-

tion." " The mission of Liberal Protestants is " to acquaint

the men of our day with this modern conception of religion,"
^^

Its real basis is agnostic philosophy, according to which human
reason cannot know God or other spiritual realities. The in-

tellect is as powerless in religious matters as the heart in ques-

tions of science. " Truths of the religious and moral order

are known by a subjective act of what Pascal calls the heart.

. . , Scientific certitude has as its basis intellectual evidence;

religious certitude has for its foundation the feeling of sub-

jective life or moral evidence." ^^ Religious knowledge is

purely subjective. The philosophical proofs of the existence

of God are irremediably weak, useless for religious souls, in-

effective for others.

It follows that there can be no question of Revelation in the

traditional sense of the word. This idea, it is claimed, is ir-

religious, mythological, and, at bottom, entirely pagan, an

16 Religions, yd ^^ Outlines, 27, 28.

1' Liberal Christianity, 128. i" Outlines, xi.

20 Liberal Christianity, 175.

*i Outlines, 312.
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idol idea." Here is the substitute offered for it: " Revelation

is not a communication once for all of immutable doctrines

which only need to be held fast. The object of the revelation

of God can only be God Himself, and if a definition must be

given of it, it may be said to consist of the creation, the puri-

fication, and the progressive clearness of the consciousness of

God in man." Hence, " Revelation is as universal as religion

itself. ... It never needs to be proved to any one. . . . The
contrary would imply a contradiction. ... It is nonsense to

demand a criterion of evangelical revelation other than itself,

any other evidence, i. e. than its own truth, beauty and effi-

ciency. . . . How could it be proved that light shines, except

by forcing those who are asleep to awake and open their eyes ?

. . . Miracle, which formerly established the truth of religion,

has become much more difficult to demonstrate than religion

itself." ^^ " All sciences concur in teaching that miracles do

not exist. . . . To-day belief in miracles is only a survival of

the erroneous notions which people entertained about nature

prior to the results of modern science."
^*

In the Bible we find a revelation, i. e. the record of choice

religious experiences; but the inspiration of Biblical writers

is neither supernatural nor exclusive ; it " does not differ in

nature from that which in every age and among all peoples

of the past has raised thinkers, noble artists, poets, heroes of

conscience ... above the miserable conditions of human

mediocrity." ^°

Although a purely human work, the Bible is most precious

for us because " it preserves the record of the noblest and

holiest religious experiences which the human race has handed

down to us, those namely of the prophets of Israel and more

22 Outlines, 43, 47; Religions, 183; cf. Loisy's Simples Reflexions, 58, I39;

Autour d'un Petit Livre, 195; Tyrrell's Through Scylla and Charibdis,

20s, 292; Le Programme des Modernistes, 114.

^^ Outlines, 34, 35, 56, z^, 49-

^* Liberal Christianity, 140, 179. Cf. Loisy's Simples ReHexions^ 156, 227;

Programme, 116.

" Liberal Christianity, 31, 33.
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especially of the greatest of them all, Jesus Christ." *® " The
Bible is a production of the Holy Spirit, like every other book

truly Christian in which the divine and the human are con-

stantly mingled. ... It is no longer a dogmatic authority.

There can be no question of borrowing directly from it and

imposing upon modern theology any formula or thesis pro-

perly so-called." ^'^ " It is not because they are in the Bible

that we meditate on the exhortations of the prophets or the

appeals of Christ; we do so because they are supremely beau-

tiful and beneficent." ^* " They are a divine revelation for us

in the measure in which they nourish and sustain the soul ; the

divine revelation which is not realized in us and does not

become immediate, does not exist for us."
^"

These principles are applied to Christ's teaching, as well

as to the rest of the Bible. Liberal Protestants accept Chris-

tian teaching only after they have seen it to be true ; for them,

Jesus is no more infallible than any other creature of God.

He had only the knowledge which was attainable in His day

among the Jews; He believed in miracles; He shared in the

ideas of His people concerning the constant intervention of

God in the course of nature.'" He was a mere man. " The

orthodox doctrine of the divinity of Christ distorts the true

character of the Gospel." '^ In making Christ the Second Per-

son of the Eternal Trinity, the Son of the Father, Consub-

stantial and Equal, it removes Him from history and trans-

ports Him into metaphysics. But thus to deify history is also,

in a fashion, to destroy it.'^ Christolatry is the product of

the invasion of Greek paganism into primitive Christianity.*'

The one thing which raises Christ above all other men is

His religious consciousness, the attitude of His soul toward

28 Ibidem.

27 Religions, 210, 359. Cf . Loisy's Simples Reflexions, 42.

28 Liberal Christianity, 333. 29 Outlines, 62, 63.

^'^ Liberal Christianity, 52, 53, 59. Outlines, 192.

^"^ Religions, z^-
^"^ Outlines, 141.

83 Liberal Christianity, 124. Cf. Loisy's The Gospel and the Church, iii,

v.; Quelques Lettres, 148, etc.; Programme des Modernistes, 99, 137-138.
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God and man. He felt Himself to be in a filial relation toward

God, and God to be in a paternal relation toward Him. This

was clearly the distinctive element in His consciousness, the

original feature of His piety. This is also the principle and

essence of Christianity.^* To be a Christian does not mean
to believe that Jesus Christ is God ; nor does it mean to share

all His beliefs ; for " the doctrines professed by Jesus and the

apostles have long since disappeared." '° Men are " equally

good and faithful disciples of Christ so long as they exhibit

toward God, as they conceive Him, the sentiments of submis-

sion, trust, love, and consecration to His will which Jesus

bids them have; so long as they strive to conform their actions

and life to these sentiments." ^® To believe in Jesus is an en-

tirely different thing from sharing all His beliefs; it is an act

which consecrates the heart, the conscience, the will, the whole

spirit to the Heavenly Father; it is to share Jesus' filial

piety." " This, and this alone, is what makes one a Christian,

no matter what his intellectual convictions may be.

It is the error of Rationalism to be anti-religious, to lose

sight of the religious contents of dogmas; it is the mistake

of orthodoxy to make thein represent objective realities; Lib-

eral Protestants " combine veneration for traditional forms

with perfect independence of spirit by leaving to believers, on

their own responsibility, the right to assimilate them and adapt

them to their experience." '* " It is with religious ideas as

with all others ; we cannot cite a single one which came down

ready made from heaven, none which was not formed in a

human brain. . . . Dogmas, doctrines, received beliefs are

nothing else than the intellectual expression of the common

religious consciousness in a given society."'* We must dis-

tinguish in them the religious, mystical, or practical element

which springs from piety, and the intellectual or theoretical

element which comes from philosophy; the latter is an at-

^* Outlines, 148.
^^ Liberal Christianity, 70.

3« Ibidem, 60. *' Religions, 233-234- '

38 Outlines, 338-342. '* Religions, 355-357-
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tempt to translate the religious emotion or experience into an

intellectual judgment. This philosophical expression of a re-

ligious experience must necessarily vary, while the properly

religious element, the substance of the dogma remains.*"

Facts of history do not fall within the province of dogma.

It is wrong " to try to establish by religious faith the reality

of any phenomenon whatever, of which experimental science

or intellectual criticism are sole judges."
*^

Liberal Protestants consider it their duty to keep to reality,

i. e. to facts capable of being ascertained and verified by ex-

perience. But in rejecting the traditional doctrines of Cath-

olic and Protestant orthodoxy, they do not dispute the value

of the religious or ethical experiences which they inadequately

explain; for instance, they do not believe in Christ's divinity,

but they do not take exception to the feeling that inspired the

Christians of the past with this and other doctrines.*^ They

are willing to go further and to let their weaker brethren

retain their faith in the old dogmas, just as the cripple is al-

lowed to use crutches. " Let each one hold the opinions he

chooses in the matter [of Christ's divinity] ; these speculations

will never be anything more than hypotheses." *'

The only essential condition of membership in the Christian

Church is to acknowledge the excellency of the principles of

the Gospel and to be prepared to further their realization.**

The Church is not to be conceived as " a creation of God,

but as the effect of. the psychological and social law which

decrees that every religion, since it contains an eminent social

principle, shall create a religious society." *^ Its mission is not

to teach or rule in God's name, but to preserve and to foster

the moral principles of the Gospel. It is a means of Christian

instruction and education in which the needs of the human

soul may be satisfied without sacrificing any of the require-

ments of reason.*' The Church is like any human teacher

*^ Outlines. 246-248, 336. *^ Ibidem, 311.

^'^ Liberal Christianity, 108, 116, 82, 129, 113. *^ Ibidem, 115.

** Ibidem, 130. *' Religions, 20. *« Religions, 164-165.
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whose instruction must make itself understood and accepted

by the reason and conscience of the pupil.*^

Liberal Protestantism knows no sacraments instituted by-

Christ; it rejects prayer of petition as a magical conception,

a means of provoking miracles, as scarcely reverent, and as

opposed to the spirit of the Gospel.*^ The utility of public

worship is maintained for the purpose of imparting religious

instruction and exciting religious emotions, although it is

recognized that some excellent Christians may obtain the same

€nd in other ways.** All who strive to practise the Gospel

morality are faithful members of the Christian Church. Hav-

ing rejected " the fatal confusion of religion with a body of

doctrines, practices, and rites," they will find in their " feeling

of dependence on universal order ... a religion capable of

endowing them with the moral and emotional energies which

are the necessary agents of the spiritual life; ... a religion

bringing quietness to man, peace to the soul, resignation and

consolation to the inevitable sorrows of our earthly life, and

hope of everlasting life," ^^
i. e. the certainty that " nothing

is lost or destroyed ;" for " it behooves us to be reserved when

speaking of immortality." '^

Such is, in its main outlines, the system which under the

names of Religion of the Spirit, Liberal Christianity, Liberal

Protestantism, the Essence of Christianity, is proposed as a

substitute for the faith as understood by Catholics and by

orthodox Protestants. Between it and the theories of Loisy

and other Modernists the differences are only accidental, as

was remarked several years ago by a non-Catholic writer:

" Loisy writes as a Roman Catholic. That is an accident of

birth and education." In his works, " there is the same his-

" Ibidem, 144, Cf. Tyrrell's A Much-Abused Letter.

*^ Liberal Christianity, 179.

**fbidem, 136.

s« How all these blessings flow from such a religion, Reville does not

deign to tell us. Certainly he could not appeal in proof to the common

experience of mankind.

'1 Liberal Christianity, 193-195-
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torical development traced in almost the identical language of

Harnack and Sabatier." "

It is evident that this interpretation of Christianity cannot

be reconciled with Catholicism. Is it true, as the leaders of

the movement maintain, that it is but the logical and necessary

development of the principles of the Reformation?

11.

Nothing was further from the thought of Luther, Calvin,

and other so-called reformers, than Christianity without be-

lief. They never meant to do away with authority in religion,

but only to substitute the Bible for the Church as the rule of

faith. So little did the principle of intellectual liberty appeal

to Luther that he frequently denounced reason as blind and

mad, as in league with the devil, etc. ; hence according to him

true believers must trample it under foot, gag and suffocate

it.°^ Heretics are to be treated as criminals by Christian

princes. The dogmas of the Trinity and the Incarnation, of

Original Sin and Redemption, of eternal life and eternal pun-

ishment, were as strenuously maintained by Protestants as

by Catholics. Some of these doctrines were so transformed

as to be not merely mysterious, but positively repugnant and

immoral. Such was the case with the doctrine of Original

Sin: for the Reformers it consists in a total corruption of

human nature, so that fallen man and his best actions are

abhorrent to the eyes of God and even little children deserve

hell-fire. Men might well ask, on what grounds they were

bound to accept this harsh doctrine. They would then find

out that " in denying the authority of the Church, the Re-

formers broke up the basis on which the ancient dogmas had

been built."
"

In vain was the authority of Scripture invoked; for if

Protestant Churches did not and could not claim infallibility,

"^Sterrett: Freedom of Authority, ii8, 134.

88 Cf . Baudrillart : The Catholic Church, the Renaissance, and Protes-

tantism, pp. 26s, 269.

»* Outlines, 253.
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how could they draw up infallibly a list of the Sacred Books?

Besides, the Reformers proclaimed and practised the right of

each individual to interpret the Bible freely: how then could

they consistently set up a confession of faith and thus impose

on others their own private interpretation of the Scriptures?

Logically, reason became for everyone the supreme rule of

thought, and Protestantism was bound to end by referring

to an inward principle all the forms and manifestations of

religion. " The Reformers' title to fame, according to Liberal

Protestants, is, that they established a new conception of re-

ligion by removing the seat of religious authority from with-

out to within, from the Church to the Christian conscious-

ness." '^^ " In principle the ancient dogmatic conception of

Christianity was set aside." ^* " To speak of an immutable

and infallible dogma in Protestantism is nonsense, since no

Protestant church holds itself or can hold itself, without deny-

ing itself, to be infallible."
"

Luther's doctrine of justification by faith contributed also

to discredit belief as an essential element of Christianity.

What is for him the faith by which a man is justified? " Is

it still intellectual adhesion to dogmas or submission to an

external authority? No. It is an act of confidence, the act

of a child-like heart. In this radical transformation of the

notion of faith is to be found the principle of the greatest re-

ligious revolution effected in the world since the preaching of

Jesus. ... To maintain that you can only be saved by be-

lieving certain theological doctrines, is the same as to say that

you can only be saved by doing certain works ; it is to add to,

or to substitute for, faith some other condition of salvation."
"*

The consequences, however, of this radical change were not

foreseen by Luther, nor were they generally drawn out in the

Protestant Churches for several centuries. Everywhere con-

fessions of faith were imposed on the faithful as rigidly as

"5 Religions, i6o.

5« Harnack's Outlines of the History of Dogma, 4-

0'' Outlines, 217.
'* Outlines, 2io-ii> 254.
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in the Catholic Church. The right of private judgment and

of free interpretation of the Scriptures became a dead letter.

Until the middle of the eighteenth century, Catholics and Pro-

testants, Christians and unbelievers, were agreed that Chris-

tianity required the acceptance of a certain number of doctrines

as revealed of God, however divided they might be on the

number of those doctrines, or even on the reasonableness of

believing them.

Semler (1725-1791) and Lessing (1729-1781) may be con-

sidered as the precursors of Liberal Protestantism. The
former made a distinction between religion and theology; he

wrote that there were two religions, one public, the other pri-

vate; that cult constituted the first, which may not be changed;

the second depends on the individual, who may add or re-

trench all that his conscience or reason may demand; he held

moreover that one may continue to use traditional forms, if

one explains them as he may find convenient."^*

Lessing placed the essence of Christian faith in feeling, and

thus made it independent of criticism. " The letter," he

wrote, " is not the spirit, and the Bible is not religion. . . .

Even if one were not able to refute all the objections against

the Bible, religion would always remain intact in the hearts

of those Christians who acquired a deep sentiment of these

truths." *" Harnack calls this sentence " the phrase of deliv-

erence ;" and a French Protestant honors Lessing as " the

Father of Liberal Protestantism." Under these new leaders,

followed by the Biblical scholar Eichorn and a few others, the

old Lutheran system was " completely battered down " at the

end of the eighteenth century.

The influence of Kant (d. 1804) contributed powerfully to

the spread of these ideas. His theory of knowledge makes it

impossible to believe in a supernatural revelation; for he claims

to have established that the human mind can know only what

comes under the senses. As reason cannot know God, there;

6» Baudrillart, o>. aX 285.

«« Quoted by Baudrillart, op. cit. 284.
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can be no possibility of His revealing to us a knowledge of

Himself or other spiritual realities. This philosophy has been

qualified as " an attempt to prove the impossibility of all super-

natural dogma." ®^

Kant was fully conscious of this and accepted the conse-

quences of his principle in a work bearing the significant title

of " Religion within the limits of Reason." This book has

been recently styled " the manual of pure rationalism in re-

ligion." *^ Religion, Kant claims, consists essentially in keep-

ing the moral law, which has its source and sanction in man
himself; but men are not satisfied with this: they require a

revealed religion, so-called, with miracles, dogmas, mysteries,

and religious rites. Now, mysteries cannot be believed since

they cannot be understood; but the formulas which express

them may be preserved as symbols of moral truths. Likewise,

to look upon religious practices as means of grace would be

superstition ; but they can be retained as symbols and means of

good-will. "In a word, if we call Naturalism the doctrine

which allows man to refer everything to himself, and teaches

him that he is self-sufiicient, Kant's philosophy is the most

radical form of Naturalism which can be conceived." ^' This

philosophical system is at the root of Modernism and Liberal

Protestantism. " Thinkers may to-day be divided into two

classes : those who date from before Kant, and those who have

received the initiation, and so to speak the philosophical bap-

tism of his Critique/'
®*

Two of Kant's disciples (Schliermacher [d. 1834] and

Ritschl [d. 1889]), tried to harmonize Christianity with his

philosophy. In 1800, Schliermacher published a treatise on

religion, addressed to cultivated minds. For him religion is

«iG. Baylac, Prof, of History of Philosophy, Catholic University of

Toulouse, Bulletin de Utterature Eccles., Jan. 1908. The writer has this

timely warning :
" To seek to utilize Kantism for the defense of religion

is to attempt what is not only vain but dangerous."

«2E. Beurlier, Kant, pp. 59-71, where a good analysis of the work ift

given.

«8 /feirf^m, p. 70.
** Outlines; 1^.
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the intimate sense of contact with God, or rather with the

Infinite, for Schliermacher is a pantheist. Faith in Christ is

independent of miracles and prophecies; it is a matter of ex-

perience or feeling; dogmas and rites are the products of piety.

No wonder that Sabatier calls him the Messias of the New
Era, of which Lessing was only the precursor. " With him
the Protestant conscience finally passed the strait which sepa-

rates the theology of authority from the theology of experi-

ence." "

Ritschl completed the work so as to allow incredulous pas-

tors to speak the language of the faithful : this is the secret

of his success and of his influence, especially in Germany.

His system is held by Harnack as the outcome of the working

of evangelical theology for two hundred years. From him,

perhaps more than from any other, proceeds the attempt of

Liberal Protestants and of Modernists to reconcile Christianity

.

with Rationalism. Without being a pantheist, Ritschl agrees

with Schliermacher in making faith consist in feeling, not in

believing. He claims to give his views a Biblical support, and

by artificial devices of interpretation finds them in the Bible.

Moreover, he uses the traditional expressions of Christian

belief, and by wilful obscurity lets all but the initiated think

that he maintains Christian teachings, when as a matter of fact

he empties them of their content. Ask him, Is the Bible the

word of God? Certainly, he answers; because in it God

speaks to m*'^ more clearly than in any other book. Is Christ

the Son of GW? Most certainly; i. e. Christ felt Himself in

special relatior\ with God, and taught this relation to His dis-

ciples. Is Christ God? Yes; i. e. He is the perfect revealer

of God's mind. Did He work miracles? Yes; i. e. He did

works which for us have the value of miracles, because we
connect with them a special experience of God's assistance.

As to the nature of Christ, of miracles, etc., considered ob-

jectively, they are of no importance for a religious soul.*'

^^ Religions, 210.

»* Goyau, L'Allemagne Religieuse, 94-103.
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The ignorant may continue to take the creeds literally and to

believe the old dogmas which learned men can no longer ac-

cept. In spite of their differences of opinion, they should all

agree " in using the language of the Bible and of the Refor-

mation. Whoever uses this language, even under misappre-

hension; whoever uses these words as expressions which he

cannot put aside, even when they mean something else to him
than to many other souls of to-day and yesterday, such a one

does not deserve contempt. This language is a bond of

union." ®^

Such equivocation is for many German pastors the only

means by which they can reconcile the Rationalistic views

acquired at the universities with their duties among those who
still cling to the faith of the Reformation. This manner of

acting, however, is denounced by some as " falsehood in the

pulpit, as a dishonest attempt in a Christian Church to secure

for unbelief the rights which belong only to belief." '* Lib-

eral Protestants reply that this objection arises from a per-

version of the idea of faith as understood since the Reforma-

tion, Do not all Protestants agree that faith is a trust, an

experience, an emotion ? What right have the orthodox to say

that this presupposes external revelation and belief in certain

truths? In rejecting these, Liberal Protestants claim to be

faithful to the principles of the Reformation; and this is but

natural, for there were two men in Luther, " the theologian

and the founder of a Church, the thinker and the adminis-

trator, the man who refused obedience and the man who re-

quired it." "* Modern minds could not but see his incon-

sistency. Luther taught that man is justified by faith without

works; they teach that man is justified by faith (i. e. by

feeling or emotion) without belief (i. e. without intellectual

conviction).

How far have these principles gained ground among the

Protestants of to-day ? There can be no question here of Uni-

«T Kattenbush, a disciple of Ritschl, quoted by Baudrillart, op. cit, 294.

«8 Goyau, ibidem. «» Goyau, op. cit. ii8.
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tarians or of other sects which have no obHgatory creed, but

only of Lutherans, AngHcans, Presbyterians, and others who
have kept up the early creeds, and later confessions of faith

as norms of belief. No doubt many among them still believe

in God and a future life, in the Trinity, the Incarnation, etc.

We have no means of estimating the exact number of laymen

or of ministers who have surrendered those beliefs without

severing their church connexion. But if we are to judge from

their public utterances, it is evident that unbelief is making

headway in all denominations. In all, university and seminary

professors, ministers and laymen, freely express disbelief in

the fundamental doctrines of Christianity. Here and there we
may hear of a trial for heresy, but in most cases nothing

comes of it, and even if one is excluded from the ministry, he

can easily join some other denomination, or occupy the open

pulpit of a brother clergyman.

In Germany, incredulity reigns in thirteen out of seventeen

universities where ministers are trained. Harnack studies

the history of dogma and extols its utility because " it offers

the very best means and methods of freeing the Church from

dogmatic Christianity." Religion for him is a purely prac-

tical affair; it is summed up in a filial feeling toward God
and brotherly love for men. Christian dogmas are " the work

of the Hellenic spirit upon the Gospel soil." To refer them to

a divine revelation, to consider them as an exposition of Chris-

tian revelation, is an illusion.'^" Men who maintain such views

still pose as Christians because, according to them, the essence

of Christianity is an attitude of trust in God as our Father,

and of love for men as our brethren.

Harnack's influence has been and is still potent, not only

in Germany but elsewhere, especially in France and in Eng-

lish-speaking countries, where most of his works have been

translated and have obtained a wide circulation.

French-speaking Protestants in France and Switzerland

have for the most part accepted the views of Sabatier, Reville,

'0 Outlines, pp. 3, 4, 7.
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and other professors in the faculty of Protestant Theology
in the University of Paris. Here and there some resistance

has been offered, especially in the theological school of Mont-
auban. There can be no doubt, however, that the future be-

longs, not to the orthodox, but to the liberal, wing, and that

French Protestantism has drifted into undogmatic Christianity.

In England and America a not inconsiderable number of

writers maintain faith in miracles, in a supernatural revelation,

in the inspiration of Scripture, in Christ's Resurrection and

Divinity; still, one has but to read books and articles which

treat of religion to see how widespread are the principles of

Liberal Protestantism, how their influence is felt even by

those who attempt to refute them. Thus, under the title of

Freedom of Authority, J. M. Sterrett gives an exposition and

refutation of the theories advanced by Harnack, Sabatier,

Loisy, and other Ritschlians. He objects to their Kantian

agnosticism, in which he rightly sees the root of their system;

he repudiates their method of reconciling Christianity with

science, on the ground that " they yield all and retain nothing

except the religion of mere subjectivity." He rightly points

out that " historical Christianity has always been a religion

of authority." Still, if the reader tries to find out the author's

position, he may well ask himself whether it is substantially

different from that of Liberal Protestantism. For he quali-

fies as a mistake of orthodoxy the attempt to arrest the con-

stant metamorphosis to which dogmas are subject. He calls

himself a Christian mystic, and owns to have practically the

same likes and convictions as Sabatier and Harnack, the same

inbred strain of subjectivity in his religious life and sympa-

thies. He defines revelation as the self-relation of God to

man, a primal and perennial act, a phase of one's own personal

experience. This self-relation of God to us is continually

meditated and brought to our consciousness, through our phy-

sical, mentalj moral, and social relations. Bible and Church,

family and social life, have all, been used as media of this reve-

lation. Faith (the subjective side of religion) is defined as

" man's conscious apprehension of God thus related to him
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through revelation ... it has no special organ and it is no

special faculty, but is the dynamic in all our faculties. It is

the spirit's apprehension of reality through these faculties.

It is its practical self-consciousness of the absolute. It is the

self practically conscious of itself in its relation with God.

Thus, it is only another name for the highest phase of self-

consciousness." ^^

Such sympathetic criticism of views which are destructive

of all supernatural religion is in striking contrast with the

violent denunciations in nearly all the non-Catholic reviews,

of the Holy Father's condemnation of Modernism. The In-

dependent (26 Sept., 1907) published a letter from a " Cath-

olic priest " accusing Pius X of having " brought in an era of

reactionary repression, which is worse than anything of the

kind in the memory of living men."

In the same periodical (12 Dec, 1907) Dr. Briggs styled

the Encyclical " a caricature destitute of reality, a gross mis-

representation of modern scholars,^^ a condemnation of every

Catholic who has in him the least spark of the life of the mod-

ern world." The same criticism pervades the editorials,

wherein the Encyclical is said to mark a victory of the Jesuits

and Franciscans over the Dominicans (28 Nov., 1907). It

absolutely forbids liberty of thought and research to the

scholars and teachers of the Church. ... So radical, so

drastic a suppression of thought we could hardly have thought

it possible to enact in this twentieth century. ... It

strangles truth at its birth." (26 Sept., 1907.)

Still more severe, if possible, was the attack on the Ency-

clical in the Edinburgh Review (Oct., 1907). It would seem

that with the accession of Pius X " a reign of terror set in for

'1 Freedom of Authority, pp. 104, 155, 138, 145, 256, 257.

^2 The plea that the views of Tyrrell, Loisy, and other Modernists had

been misrepresented by the Pope was fully developed by the learned

professor in the North American Review (Feb. 1908). In the light of

the Modernists' late pronouncements, it has become evident that this

contention was a mistake. May we not expect from him a retractation

of a most serious and unwarranted charge against the Holy Father?
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scholars and scholarship," Catholics " are not free to call

truth truth and falsehood falsehood. . . . This last act of the

papacy cuts off the Roman Church . . . from that truth of

things upon which life rests. . . . Till yesterday the Church
might have come to terms with fact ; the door, if closing, was
not closed. Now, short of a miracle, it is too late. Pius X
has shut it and turned the key in the lock,"

What is the use of these accusations which every Catholic

knows to be false and unreal? They may be prompted by

the state of mind candidly admitted by the Rev. Newman
Smyth, when he writes :

" It is difficult for Protestants to be-

lieve that any good can come out of Rome. They are still

under the inherited condition that between Romanism and

civilization it is a fight to the finish." ^^ However, a careful

reading of the articles in which those charges are found re-

veals another cause, i. e. the claim on the part of each indi-

vidual to believe what he likes, the denial of all authority in

religious matters. " Freedom of thought and its expression

in speech and writing, has become second nature to us. We
find it difficult to imagine a society in which it does not exist.

. . . The Church is not a sect but mankind viewed from the

religious standpoint; her teaching not a particular creed, but

the spiritual experience of mankind; . . . her infallibility not

the privilege of a hierarchy, but the fact that in the long run,

that experience justifies itself. Faith is conceived, not as a

proposition to be held, but as a direction of life to be ac-

cepted."
'*

Underlying the criticisms of the Independent the same

principles are to be found. " It is ridiculous to tell learned

men what they shall believe" (25 July, 1907). "Creeds

create divisions not unity; they forbid the fellowship of be-

lievers. . . , They are the necessity of exact thinking. But

they .should be those which every thinker makes every year,

if need be, for himself. He will modify his views much

""^ Passing Protestantism and Coining Catholicism, p. 103.

''* Edin. Revieuf, Oct. 1907.
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between the Seminary and the grave. He should be left. free

to do so."

In the same strain, Charles Johnson ""^ maintains that Jesus

did not claim despotic authority over men's intellect, nor re-

quire them to renounce their convictions, nor forbid them to

think otherwise than He did. Hence there is no question of

any one declaring in His name what others shall believe. The

power of the Apostles and their successors was purely spir-

itual, i. e. the power of a holy example, of fervor, and in-

spiration. There is no authority but that of more perfect

obedience to the law of love, the law of sacrifice.

It is likewise in the destruction of all dogma that the Rev.

Newman Smyth sees the hope of Christian unity. He con-

gratulates Modernists for bringing the authority of the

Church " to the judgment of a higher tribunal, the collective

conscience, namely, of the Catholic Church." Their interpre-

tation gives us the " Coming Catholicism," in which all de-

nominations can come together without giving up anything

of their organization or creed. Modernists " show a way by

which unity amid much diversity of beliefs may be reached,

by which logical incompatibles may be assimilated in the col-

lective life. . . . Even the Pope might be acknowledged if he

would abdicate his jus divinum," i. e. cease to be Pope.^"

Hence it would seem that what all these critics of the' En-

cyclical call despotism, tyranny, etc., is merely the claim on

the part of the Church to teach revealed truth in the name of

God; what they call the rights of modern research and the

acquired results of modern science is the claim, on the part of

each individual, to discard faith in the sense of belief, and still

to lay claim to the title of Christian and Catholic. Nowhere,

perhaps, has this claim been put forth more clearly than in a

recent article of Prof. McGiffert, entitled, "How May Chris-

tianity be Defended To-day?"" Traditional apologetics

''^ North American Review, (Dec. 1907).

f « Passing Protestantism and Coming Catholicism, pp. 126, 180, ipr.

f T Hibbert Journal, Oct. 1908.
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must be abandoned, because " they attempted to prove unbe-

lievable things and things in which men now have no interest."

Christianity stands for " the reign of sympathy and service

among men." The acceptance or rejection of this one thing

means the acceptance or rejection of Christianity. The task

of the Christian apologist, therefore, is " to make clear that

this is the one thing essential in Christianity, in such a sense

that the man who stands for that principle is truly Christian,

even though he reject all else." When a professor in the

theological seminary can put forth such views with impunity,

shall we wonder if Protestants, who still sincerely recite the

Apostles' Creed, should feel alarmed? Their sentiments are

well expressed in these words of the Rev. Dr. P. T. Forsyth

:

" The issue between Vaticanism and Modernism has its coun-

terpart in other churches. . . . The result is a wide unsettle-

ment and confusion, a vague disbelief in the possibility of

sound footing, a loss of evangelical certainty about the beliefs

still formally held and much pain and grief to the true pas-

toral mind, when it leaves academic contentions and turns its

eye from the youth of the day to the men of the future."
'^

Protests of this kind are but few, and they will prove power-

less to stem the tide of unbelief which is fast destroying what-

ever faith had been preserved among Protestants.

Intelligent men in all denominations will agree with Sabatier

when he grants that from whatever point of view we compare

Catholicism and orthodox Protestantism as religious systems

of authority, the advantage is incontestably on the Catholic

side.'^* Hence, they will see that " no choice remains but either

to turn back again to Roman Catholicism, or to rise joyfully

and vigorously from the " religion of the letter to the religion

of the spirit," *"*
i. e. a purely moral and natural view of Chris-

tianity.

A. ViEBAN, S.S.

St. Mary's Seminary, Baltimore.

^* Contemporary Rev., Feb., 1908.

T» Religions, 186. " It 253.
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THE ENGLISH CONVERT MOVEMENT.

THE great convert movement toward the Catholic Church

has led to a general hope and expectation that Eng-

land will in due course of time be reconciled to the centre of

unity. Whether that hope will be justified time alone can

show. It is founded no doubt on solid reasons, on the blood

or martyrs, on the labors of confessors, on the sacrifices of re-

ligious men and women, on a Catholic population conspicu-

ous for devotion, on zeal, faith, and charity. Nothing seems

to be wanting to make that expectation just and reasonable,

for it has all the presage of apostolical success upon it. Omi-

nous signs to the contrary indeed are not wanting, leading to

a reasonable fear of England not again reverting to the faith

of her fathers ; and there is every sign and caution that we
ought to see that success can be no result of any mere evolu-

tionary process; but that it must be the free gift of grace.

The issue of success or of failure might seem to be equally

reasonable as a consequence of the signs before us, viewed

simply in their present aspect. It is not my purpose, however,

at present to discuss the probabilities of the conversion of

England. I propose to discuss the convert movement in itself

and in relation to the Catholic preexisting body.

It is supposed by many, at least to judge from opinions ex-

pressed now and then, that the convert movement identified

with the names of Ignatius Spencer, Newman, Manning,^

Faber, and others, connected more or less with the Tractarian

Movement, was the first convert movement in England since

the Reformation. It seems to be imagined in many quarters

that the English Catholics clung together in one homogeneous

body at the Reformation; that they dwindled more and more,

passing down the stream of time in a state of cohesion, but of

gradually diminishing numbers, till at the time of Catholic

Emancipation they were on the point of becoming extinct by

the very fact of being so long isolated and impotent. The

last threads that bound them to the national life were on the

point of being broken, it is thought, when succor came in time
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by the convert movement to renew their strength and give

them a fresh position. No doubt this view is plausible, but

for my present purpose I must say it is quite wholly false

for the very reason that it is only a partial truth. The old

Catholic families for a long time existed in the land, hand-

ing down the Faith, presenting to the world a grand picture

of majestic endurance of a persecution so fierce that history

has scarcely ever seen the like. The old Catholics continued

to be a compact, united, and staunch body. But this is only

one side of the picture; and when we look upon the other side

we may feel perplexed to decide which contains the correct

presentment of all the facts. The two sides require to be

blent in one in order to make a true portraiture of what the

English Catholics were, and what they did since the Reforma-

tion.

The other side of the picture is the convert movement which

went on ever since the Reformation began. It is not suffi-

ciently known that the convert movement never ceased, and

by no means began with the nineteenth century. It is in fact

part of the history of English Catholicity and runs on con-

currently with the old Catholic tradition. The convert move-

ment did not begin in 1850, nor in 1832; but it began in the

reign of Elizabeth and continued with ever-increasing volume

till our own time. The English Catholics were always to a

great extent a convert body. To the stream of converts ever

accruing to them the English Catholics owed a great deal of

their vigor and energy, of their controversial zeal and apo-

stolic character, and very markedly, a great deal of that

astuteness which enabled them to baffle and defeat the schemes

of the persecutors. Perhaps this latter gift may be set down

as the peculiar endowment of the convert element. That the

Enghsh Catholics displayed a striking skill in meeting and

thw.arting the plans of their oppressors is very evident; and

that it caused a great deal of perplexity to the persecutors is

equally evident. This branch of the subject may some day

receive a fuller treatment than has been hitherto given to it.

The hiding-holes for priests, the private grips and signals for-
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Mass, the disguises, are parts of the skilful enterprise they dis-

played, and which kept the Faith alive in spite of every obstacle

dictated by tyranny, in every shape of power, bribery, and

falsehood. That the convert movement began early and was
from the first of great value and importance can be seen from

the facts that the proto-martyrs of the secular and regular

clergy in the reign of Elizabeth were converts—the Blessed

Cuthbert Mayne and the Blessed Edmund Campion. These

two were converts in the strict sense of the word, as also were

the founders of Douay, Cardinal Allen, Gregory, Martin, and

others. The converts of later generations comprise the names

of Gother, Challoner among the clergy, of Dryden and others

(to be mentioned later) among the laity. So far therefore

from the English Catholics being a homogeneous body of the

traditional faithful few surviving from the Reformation, it

is more true to describe them as a heterogeneous body, rnade

up of the traditional faithful and an ever fresh accession of

converts, abjuring heresy and returning to the Church. These

two elements united in one great force to carry on the Faith

from age to ag^. The English Catholic Church has always

been largely a convert Church in many salient points. This

fact is of far too much importance to be forgotten.

When Catholic Emancipation was passed in 1829, the

stream of converts, chiefly from the Tractarian Movement,

began to pour in, and soon seemed to be of such an unpre-

cedented character as to stand out as if it were an altogether

unique phenomenon. People almost forgot that there had

been converts all along, that the English Church was, and

always had been, largely a convert Church, even in the darkest

days of persecution.

Yet there was a difference between the new convert move-

ment and those former convert movements that had enriched

the Church in every generation since the lamentable rent of

England from the Apostolic See; and this difference serves

to explain why the earlier movements have been in a degree

merged and almost forgotten in the latter. There is a con-

trast between these classes of converts of such a kind as to
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make it seem that the latter and greater was the only one, and
had a character apart. The difference between the Tractarian

converts, as we may call them, and their previously existing

brethren was made by the Penal Laws. It was not the dif-

ference of mental power that made the latter stand so much
above the former, or of station, talent, or literary renown;
but it was the difference between men who were able to remain

and work and make their voice heard in England, and men
who, on the other hand, were compelled to flee abroad for

their lives or for their maintenance, and who, when they

became Catholics, lost ipso facto their chance of doing useful

work in their native land. The former converts could never

hope to obtain in their own country what they could find

abroad. It was this difference, made by law, which separates

the old from the new converts, respectively Catholics before

and after 1829. A convert before 1745, when on the Stuart

rising the Catholic cause was finally shorn of all political

power, was in a very different position from one who joined

the Church in 1850, or in 1832, when what we may call the

modern convert roll commenced. He was deprived of every-

thing. He was worse off than the old Catholics, who had at

least friends, and union, and a tradition binding them together.

The old Catholics were too cautious even to welcome a con-

vert in days preceding the " '45," and still more in the dis-

astrous days following. If he happened to be a landed gentle-

man, like Marlow Sidney in Northumberland, then he could

be more or less independent; but as a rule we see what it all

meant for the converts of that period when we find the con-

verts abroad, filling convents in Belgium, and Portugal, and

Paris, and in general spending their energies for their coun-

try's good in a foreign land and looking on the white cliffs

of Albion from the outside. After Emancipation the converts

had. law on their side. They could, and did, remain in Eng-

land. The orders and convents of nuns came to England, one

by one, with all their traditions founded so largely on re-

cruits who were converts. We see this difference plainly

marked in the case of all the converts who were able to live
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and work in England and whose influence permeated the land

from end to end.

It may be thought that this view of the difference between,

the classes of converts made by the Penal Laws reflects a kind

of mercenary light upon the latter class, as if the relaxation

of the persecuting code was the cause of their joining the

Church, No doubt at all times fear has a deterrent effect on

the masses of men. It is meant to have this effect, and it is

natural that the prospect of fines, torture, and death should

do what the oppressors meant them to do, deter the many
from becoming Catholics. Among the few the influence of

social ostracism, exile, would also deter from the Church.

The prospect of being hanged, drawn, and quartered no doubt

kept the many Protestant; and the prospect of penury, spoli-

ation, and confiscation affected the upper classes who were not

so much exposed to the severer penalties. But there is an-

other aspect of the Penal Laws which explains the fewness

of converts previous to Emancipation compared with the

greater number afterwards, and which does not reflect upon

those who entered the Church the pale, sickly hue of fear or

the sordid gleam of merely temporal motives. The Penal

Laws did not only affect Catholics. This was not their only

object, nor was it their only aim. They were meant to, and

they did, isolate the Protestants, keeping them as a caste apart

from the stream of Catholic influence. As an effect the Pro-

testants became ignorant, prejudiced, narrow-minded to an

extraordinary extent. People are made by the laws under

which they are born. They take these laws in a positive

aspect, and few question whether they are good or bad laws

except as their temporal interests are involved. Aristotle says

the people are formed by the law. Such is the way of man;

the educated classes in England being legally shut out from

Catholicism, show plainly enough that the opportunity for

seeing it at all, and still less of inquiring into it, was rare in-

deed. Whether, and how far this is culpable, it is not my
purpose to inquire at present. The Penal Laws were not only

a terror, but they cast the Catholic religion into deep shadow,.
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and the Protestants into a corresponding darkness of ignor-

ance and apathy, that made a complete separation in the

nation such as the persecutors desired. Few in those days

had the Catholic religion before them, unless they searched

for it; and a search of that kind is necessarily for the very

few, for the select souls that can overleap temporal barriers

and extraordinary obstacles. Catholics, on the other hand,

had few chances of spreading their religion. There was no
" Catholic Truth Society " in those days ; there was no Dublin

Review, or Tablet, or Catholic Times, or Monitor, etc., etc.

Comparatively speaking, indeed, the Catholics of those times

did much. The late Father Morris, S.J., said once that he

was astonished at the amount of literature produced by our

Catholic persecuted forefathers; but it was, of course, for

obvious reasons slight to what it is now, and also to some ex-

tent of alien appearance and foreign idiom. Some have ridi-

culed the idiom of Catholic writers of those times. The ridi-

cule, as Macaulay's, is, I think, exaggerated. The English

of Alban Butler is as good, to say the least, as that of his

namesake and contemporary, the Butler of the Analogy. Of

this point later. Catholic literature was easily in those days

kept at arm's length. What sign is there that Johnson knew

anything of it? The means of diffusion were not, of course,

what they are now. Converts, too, were not easily procurable.

They seemed to come by chance, by a special Providence,

almost by miracle. Never were the words, " The Spirit

breatheth where He will," so manifestly exemplified.

The Penal Laws then, in their active and passive days,

when they lived and flourished and floated in blood, and When

they expired and sank underground, made the different sets

of circumstances, the surroundings of the people generally-

And with the altered circumstances the Catholic population

increased. This one great difference begot another of far-

reaching importance.

For the first time in history since the Reformation the Cath-

olic Church found the convert element within her ta be a com-

pact body with marks and a spirit and, it may be said, a sphere
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of its own. This period might be compared to the coming

of the Normans at the Conquest, when the Norman Catholics

confronted the Saxon Catholics on their own ground. There

was one Faith, with dissimilar surroundings, and customs,

and associations. The converts were able, not to fly abroad,

but to use their civil rights and stay in the very midst of Cath-

olicism in England. What that was to the advantage of the

Church I need not say, for we now consider the mutual rela-

tions which rose up as a new thing to the astonished eyes of

the Catholics.

The converts were received, but they were not absorbed.

This was a new thing; an anxiety, almost a portent. Neither

side, it must be said, knew how to treat it. It was new to all

concerned, and much blundering made an inevitable conse-

quence of distrust and distraction. The relation thus estab-

lished was greatly founded on mutual ignorance. The eminent

author of the " Second Spring " naively, if eloquently, con-

fessed the general convert ignorance of the brethren they had

joined. His sketch is almost a caricature. Catholics appeared

as " swinging censers ", as inhabiting gloomy houses, as walk-

ing abroad in a kind of twilight, with downcast looks. A
glance into merry Catholic homes would have corrected such

views. On the other hand, the Catholics did not know the

converts. The genial, lambent, humane tones of Newman,
the poetry and Catholic instinct of Faber, etc., were a reve-

lation to them of a spirit at variance with the patrons of the

rack and the thumbscrew. Both sides met and began to know
each other for the first time. Perhaps the Catholics regarded

Newman in somewhat the same light as the early Christians

regarded the converted Saul, and his books had justified their

fears in some respects, for he had written hard things of them,

and of O'Connell, and of their struggle for liberty. It is

strange indeed to remember now that both Newman and

Manning had publicly declared the conviction that the Pope

would never again be recognized in England. •

Now these mutual relations of shyness were certainly ex-

cusable; but further still, no one seemed to see that they might

lead to very regretful consequences. •
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The converts owed much to the English Cathohcs. They
owed to them that legal position which, as shown above, made
all the difference between usefulness and uselessness in Eng-
land as regards external work. Without the endurance, the

sufferings of the English Catholics, they could not have had

even a chance of doing what they did. They owed much to

the Irish Catholics. O'Connell had never had justice done

him at their hands. The old Catholics have not yet generally

received their fair share of merit due to their attitude toward

the converts. They received the converts gladly, were proud

of them, and were ready to work with them. Perhaps the

most conspicuous marks of trust in those early days were the

installation of Dr. Newman in Dublin, and of Dr. Ward at

St. Edmund's College, Ware. The latter was the more re-

markable position. What do we see? A convert, a layman,

and a married man teaching theology in an ecclesiastical sem-

inary. Such a fact was never seen before. It was truly a

proof of large-mindedness, of large-heartedness, which Dr.

Ward himself could appreciate. It was a tribute to Dr. Ward's

powers and to the forbearance of the Catholic body. Dr.

Newman at the same time was received by the Catholics of

Ireland in a spirit of generosity, such as he declared years

afterwards he could never have expected.^ The fusion thus

far attempted in accordance with the limited means of the

Catholic body had the happiest results. Dr. Newman and

Dr. Ward did much in their respective spheres. Yet it must

be owned in some particulars this beginning did not quite

work out all the promises it seemed to contain. The State

would not cooperate in the Irish University, and poverty crip-

pled its career. Dr. Ward did not enter fully into the realiza-

tion of seminary life, the idea of which he had praised so

highly in his Ideal Church. His own words, recently pub-

lished, show a degree of variance that must have caused some

surprise. He writes to a correspondent, " I always tell my

pupils here that as far as I can see at the present time the

1 Address to the Irish Members on his elevation to the Cardinalate.
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Catholic world to the Protestant world is in much the same

relation as barbarians to civilized men." Dr. Ward was in-

clined to paradox, and the form of this sentence is in itself

paradoxical. What it means, it is difficult to say. The Cath-

olic world was, and is, the world of faith in contrast to the

Protestant world—the world of true intellectual light, of the

real knowledge of the ultimate end of all things. Dr. Ward
may have meant intellectual and secular culture, but here again

he seems to refute himself, as anyone may see who reads his

correspondence with Newman in the Life written by his son.

In another place Dr. Ward uses a still stronger expression,

when he says that the seminary system " debauches the mind "

—another plainly paradoxical term, as it stands really absurd

applied to those who were trained in nothing but what was

truth and purity, even if the horizon of their minds was lim-

ited. The word " debauch " is evidently used in a strictly

technical sense; but even so it is altogether out of place. It

is to be observed that Dr. Ward did not publish these ex-

pressions. They have been published long after his death,

extracted, unadvisedly I think, from his private correspond-

ence. It is not well to attach such words to a great name,

when they can only be explained by being explained away.

These examples may serve to show what confidence the

Catholics showed, what trust; and how these marks of trust

and confidence were received. There was not the normal

ground of such trust given and received, because there was

not sympathy ; and there was not sympathy because there was

not knowledge. The English Catholics were not conscious of

such grievous deficiencies as these, and they knew their own

defects; but the mental excellence of their Faith they also

knew. They esteemed highly and rightly the priceless posses-

sion of being educated in the Truth, and they knew that it gave

a breadth and strength to the mind which no merely secular

training could impart.

At present I treat only of the Catholic side. The converts

did not know the Catholic antecedents. They were not fully

alive to the inheritance which the Catholics possessed. The
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literary tradition among the Catholics was not a slight one.

They had among them the works of Lingard, Berington,

Wiseman, Rock, Oliver, etc., etc., all of which make up a

very acceptable library, and some of which are recognized

authorities to this day, as the works of Lingard and Rock.

The literary qualities of these works are conspicuously good.

In a former generation they had Butler, Milner, Baker, etc.

As I have remarked, the Catholic Alban Butler compares

favorably for English style with the Protestant Joseph Butler

of the Analogy. I do not pretend to give an)rthing like an

exhaustive list of Catholic works, many of which, like An-

drewes's refutation of Foxe, remain unsurpassed to this day.

One department of Catholic literature is even at present almost

entirely unknown. Few seem to know anything of the Cath-

olic poets who have flourished since the Reformation. Among
them are James Shirley (1666) ; Sir Kenelm Digby (1665) ;

Sir William Davenant (1668), on whose tomb in Westminster

Abbey is inscribed, " O rare Sir Will Davenant " ; Richard

Crashaw (1650); John Dryden (1700) ; William Wycherley

(1715); Thomas Ward (1708), author of Errata of the

Protestant Bible, etc. Some of these are converts, and all

of them make up a galaxy too little known. Catholics

showed perhaps an excessive meekness as regards accusations

made by some of the converts. In spite, however, of these

regrettable acerbities, the Catholics and the converts amalga-

mated to make one solid, compact body which by degrees grew

into a vigorous organization. The converts took their part

chiefly in the lines of active religious teaching and literature.

They were not conspicuous in the foundation of orders or col-

leges. The Oratory was perhaps the only convert institution

of that kind. St. Edmund's, Oscott, Ushaw, Stonyhurst,

were not founded by converts. They existed when the latter

came to aid, as they did, in their development. The Training

Colleges for teachers were the works of the old Catholics. So

by degrees the work went on. The converts, by their change,

had lost much. They had a living provided for them to a

great extent by the congregations to whom they ministered.
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The English Catholics were at that time in a position of

great difficulty. The sympathy they extended to the converts

generally was not returned. Bishop Ullathorne in his pub-

lished Letters made complaint on that head. Why it was so

we can hardly tell. The converts owed it to the Catholics

that they could work in England. A groove was ready for

their gifts and energies, a small groove indeed, but a real one,

that was in itself an opportunity of which they availed them-

selves. Also it is evident that they owed much to the Cath-

olics for their conversion to the Faith. This was avowed by

Newman as regards the ideas given him by Dr. Wiseman's

famous article on the Donatists. It is evident also in the case

of Manning from his work written as an Anglican on the

Unity of the Church, when he refers to Dr. Wiseman's

arguments. Dr. Milner's End of Controversy had exercised

a beneficial and widespread influence. In spite of these evi-

dent facts the converts seemed inclined to minimize and pass

over what the Catholics had done. It was reported that Car-

dinal Manning said, years afterwards, " We were not at-

tracted by the Catholics. We became Catholics in spite of

them." It may be considered doubtful whether any such thing

was ever said by him, at variance as it seems to be with his

published works. At any rate it seems certain that such words

could not refer to any plain facts, for it is obvious that Man-

ning knew little of the Catholics personally, and knew them

not at all between his reception and ordination more than he

did before, for he was ordained at once—with the exception

of Cardinal Wiseman. Perhaps such words might apply to

his neighbor in Sussex, the then Duke of Norfolk, who was

not an esteemed leader of Catholics as his descendant is now.

Explain it as we can, the fact remains that the converts kept

much aloof from their new brethren. Those brethren had

shown a public spirit worthy of all praise. Between 1829 and

1850 there were in all fifteen Catholic members of Parliament,

that is to say more than there have been since that time in

England for English constituencies. It seems that the con-

verts were convinced that their way of converting England
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was the better, the more " up-to-date ", and efficient. They
tried their way, and we may gratefully say that all the good
in it has acted and has had its due effect, while all that was
crude and ill-judged has passed away.

The plain fact was that the Catholics had not the means
for what we may call the endowment of conversion. They
could not provide for the converts a platform or a public

opinion. Their means were small. Hence dissatisfaction

arose, and this led to recrimination and accusation. On whom
should the blame have rested, if the converts found not the

opportunity they sought? Surely on the right shoulders.

The saddle should be placed on the right horse. Who took

away their endowments from the converts, drove them to a

kind of domestic exile, and made them the victims of penury ?

Surely not the Catholics. Surely those did all this who had

robbed the Church, turned the cathedrals to heretical use, and

made England Protestant. All this is of the story that has

passed. It is history. The lesson is one of concord, a work

above all others needful when a great apostolical enterprise

is to be performed.
Wilfrid Lescher, O.P.

Carisbrooke, Isle of Wight.

SAINT CLEMENT HOFBAUER—A TYPICAL PEIEST FOR OUR
TIMES.

IN St. Peter's, Rome, on the 20th of May, the Holy Father

added a new name to the roll of canonized saints, Clement

Mary Hofbauer. Born at Tasswitz, Moravia, in the year

1 75 1, he ended his days in Vienna, Austria, in 1820. As the

span of his life almost touches the existing age, he may be

fitly called a saint of our own times. He merits this title for

the further reason that he lived and labored and triumphed in

a world of modern conditions which evolved the same ten-

dencies and combatings for good and evil that agitate human-

ity in the twentieth century. His career may well serve as

an inspiration and model for the Catholic priest of the present

day.
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Per Aspera ad Astra.

Clement Hofbauer was what the world so much admires—

a

self-made man. From earliest childhood till his blessed death

he had to fight the good fight, to hew down ever-recurring

obstacles in order to attain the noble ends for which his soul

yearned. He cherished an intense longing for the priesthood,

but poverty forced him to follow the trade of a baker in order

to support his mother as well as to earn the means necessary

for the pursuit of ecclesiastical studies. Through long years

of dreary waiting, which would have crushed the ambition of

an ordinary youth, he never lost courage or the hope of reach-

ing the goal of his heart's desire; every moment of leisure he

could snatch from his work he employed in study, combining

in himself both teacher and pupil. A simple act of that Chris-

tian courtesy which ever distinguished him, won for him the

gratitude of three sisters, members of a noble family, and

through their generosity he was enabled at last to dedicate

himself unreservedly to the attainment of his true vocation.

Considering the scanty opportunities that his previous life

had afforded him for gathering knowledge, it must have

proved a most irksome task for Clement, now in his thirty-

second year, to master Greek, higher mathematics, philosophy,

and the rest of the course required at the Vienna University.

However, he did not whimper or shirk the burden, but de-

voted himself bravely and zealously to his books, striving to

compensate by an iron industry and unremitting application

for what had been, through no fault of his, neglected in the

past. The Saint himself remarked anent that period :
" I was

compelled to give to study all hours of the day and many of

the night. In order to gain time and not to be overcome by

sleep I Used to walk up and down my room, holding a candle

in one hand and my book in the other." Indeed, young Cle-

ment's career proves emphatically that the saints, like other

men anxious to advance in human knowledge, were obliged to

make diligent use of their natural talents, to put forth their

own best efforts for success in all their undertakings, rather

than expect that God would supply the necessary science by
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supernatural lights that might dispense them from hard study.

When God superadds the pure gift of wisdom from above,

as he assuredly did in the case of St. Clement, it is as a rule

only after man has done all in his power to develop his normal

talent. In the case of our Saint this happened, I believe, only

after he had commenced to exercise his ministry as a priest

of God.

A Rock of Faith.

The University of Vienna during the latter half of the

eighteenth century belied its profession of an institution of

learning for Catholic youth. Not a few of the professors,

under the pretext of fostering independence of thought, sowed

the seeds of heresy and rationalism in the minds of their schol-

ars. Clement Hofbauer, who had inherited from his parents

the blessing of a sturdy Catholic faith, was not disposed to

yield to the attacks of unbelief or to the persuasive professors

of naturalism which at this time assailed Catholicity, not only

in Austria, but likewise at nearly all the universities of Europe.

He was wont to declare with something of a touch of proud

consciousness mingled with humility :
" I am proud and vain,

and a sinner who knows nothing; but one thing I can say of

myself, I am by the grace of God a Catholic to the core. I

would not exchange my faith for that of anyone."

We can conceive then what mortification he must have

suffered whilst attending the un-Catholic lectures at the Uni-

versity. One day the professor of philosophy began, as was

his custom, to weave into his discourse some heretical doc-

trine; Clement could restrain himself no longer. Rising in-

dignantly from his seat, he interrupted the speaker, saying:

" Professor, what you are teaching is not Catholic truth."

Then with no more ado he walked out of his lecture-hall.

Many years afterwards the same professor, meeting Clement

oa the. street in Vienna, accosted him: "Are you my former

pupil, Hofbauer ? " On the latter's replying in the affirmative,

the old man recalled the above incident, and thanked him

warmly for the reproof, which, while casting shame- upon him,

had made such a deep impression as to cause him to forswear
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his heretical notions. This happy result of manly straight-

forwardness is another illustration that honesty proves in the

long run the best policy.

It is not the purpose of this article to recount in detail the

life of St. Clement as a priest and Redemptorist ; the writer's

aim is merely to unfold, without heed to chronological order,

certain salient features of his character and work that may
particularly serve to poi-tray the Saint as he really was and as

he lays claim to our imitation.

Spreading the Kingdom of God.

In ardor for the spreading of God's kingdom on earth our

Saint was a true cosmopolitan. His zeal would not be con-

fined to any particular country; his broad soul yearned to win

for God the hearts of men, no matter what their nationality

might be. He had just gathered about him at Warsaw in

Poland a flourishing community, when he sacrificed a number

of the fathers to erect foundations in Courland and Swit-

zerland. He labored hard to secure an entrance for his Con-

gregation into France and Germany, and in later years he sent

several members of his Order to Wallachia. If the circum-

stances of the times had not been so decidedly adverse, he

would assuredly have enriched the soil of well-nigh every

country of Europe with the fruitful labors of his missionaries.

He had even in mind to establish the Redemptorist Congre-

gation in this country of ours, certainly at the beginning of

the last century a spiritual field for the most part untilled and

in dire need of laborers. When his great lieutenant, Father

Joseph Passerat, expressed an earnest longing to set out with

some companions for America, the Saint wrote him a very en-

couraging letter and selected two of his immediate disciples

for the new mission.

Towards the end of his life, when the clouds of opposition

had gathered thickly about him, he was informed by a certain

board of investigation that he must either renounce the Con-

gregation of the Most Holy Redeemer or depart from Austria.

" I will never desert my Order," answered the brave old man

;
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*' my choice is already made, I will leave the country." Being
then questioned whither he thought of going, he replied :

" To
America. Only give me time till the spring, for I cannot

undertake such a journey in the cold mid-winter." At the

close of this examination, after the usual formalities had been

transacted, the arch-examiner (I had almost written arch-

knave) exclaimed with satisfaction: "Now all is done; the

matter is at an end." " Oh no," interrupted the servant of

God, "all is by no means done." "What then remains?"

queried the investigator. Clement pointed toward heaven and

said gravely: " The Last Judgment."

The storm of persecution was eventually dissipated, through

the intervention of Emperor Francis, and the Saint was not

obliged to carry into execution his heroic resolution. Bur-

dened with years as he was, and shattered in health, Clement

would hardly have been able to undergo the hardships of an

ocean voyage to the United States. But we may cherish a

regret that God's Providence did not lead him to our shores

while he was still in the prime of life. Austria's loss would

have been our great gain; for so remarkable a man would

surely have added a page of splendid achievement to the his-

tory of the Church in this country.

Defender of the Church.

The influence which this humble priest exercised in the

affairs of the Church, especially at certain critical times, is

extraordinary. Perhaps his greatest service to religion was

rendered the famous Congress of Vienna in 1814. Part of

the programme of this Congress was the reorganization of

ecclesiastical affairs in Germany, which had fallen into lament-

able confusion. At one of the early sessions Baron Wessen-

berg, who, despite the fact that he was a well-known member

of the Masonic Order, held the title and emoluments of Vicar

General of the diocese of Constance, and acted as the repre

sentative at the Congress of Archbishop Dalberg, the Primate

of Germany, presented a memorial on the reform of the Church

in the German states. The unworthy cleric proposed to con-
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stitute a National German Church, whose organization was
to be established by laws drawn up by the Federated States,

which laws were to form an essential part of the Constitution

of the German Confederacy. This scheme, so subversive of

the very essence of the Catholic Church, was supported by

many powerful advocates, among them William von Hum-
boldt, ambassador of Prussia.

I need not enter into the details of the Titanic struggle

that ensued, or of the indefatigable labors of St. Clement in

behalf of the imperiled interests of the Church. The per-

nicious intrigues of Wessenberg and his lay and clerical allies

were completely defeated, and the person to whom the victory

was chiefly due was our Saint. Cardinal Reisach writes:

" Clement Hofbauer was the centre around which the Catholic

men of learning rallied, with whose aid he combated and over-

came the schismatic endeavors to found a National Church

that aimed to be almost entirely independent of the Pope."

A Good Shepherd.

His great heart went out also to those children of God who
dwell outside the gates of Jerusalem in the darkness of error

and infidelity. He would often cry out :
" O that I possessed

the grace to convert all heretics and unbelievers; how gladly

would I carry them in my arms into the Catholic Church !

"

Ah, how he prayed and how he toiled that he might gather

the straying sheep into the true fold! And his prayers and

his labors were richly rewarded by God. In Warsaw as in

Vienna the number of conversions he effected was extraordi-

nary, conversions too of men and women in every walk of life

from the highest to the lowest.

His strength of mind and kindness of heart attracted to him

many Protestants, Jews, and even infidels, and he soon suc-

ceeded in gaining their entire confidence in his good-will toward

them. Much as his zeal loflged to lead these souls into the

light of the true faith^ he wouid always act with all considera-

tion and patience. He used frequently to insist that we must

not allow our eagerness for the conversion of those outside
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the fold to unduly anticipate the workings of God's grace;

and that we ought not to demand that as soon as we have

set the truth before non-Catholics, they should at once bow
their intellects in submission. A certain student, who had

imbibed a rationalistic philosophy at the University of Vienna,

was accustomed to visit Clement and discuss with him ques-

tions of religion. The polemic tactics of the Saint must have

appeared too gentle and dilatory to some ardent disciples of

his, for one day these latter took upon themselves to refute the

young philosopher. A heated battle of words ensued; argu-

ments and objections were hurled back and forth—^but all to

no purpose, the University man refusing to be convinced.

Learning afterwards of the dispute, Clement censured his fol-

lowers for their impetuous zeal :
" Such methods will avail

nothing," he declared ;
" a little patience, and the youth will

come to recognize his error." The event proved the correct-

ness of the Saint's judgment.

He seized every opportunity of conversing with those not

of the faith, and always made it a point to introduce into the

discourse a word or two in refutation of false doctrine, and

in explanation of the teaching of the Church. At the same

time he was most careful never to give offence; on the con-

trary his conversation always made a happy impression on his

hearers. Little by little he removed error from their minds,

and cleared up all their doubts and difficulties, so that almost

before they realized what path they were pursuing, he had

guided them to the very threshold of the temple of truth, the

Catholic Church.

A sufficient idea of the success that followed the Saint's

zealous labors for the conversion of non-Catholics may be

gleaned from the reliable testimony of an Ursuline nun, Sister

Thaddeus, a testimony which any priest would feel proud to

have written of himself: "Whilst Father Clement had the

care of the Ursulines' Church in Vienna, rarely did a week pass

without some Protestants making their abjuration and some

Jews being baptized."
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Apostle of Education.

Like all men of clear vision St, Clement had a fashion of

•penetrating to the root of problems, to the causes of effects.

Accordingly he did not fail to perceive that the root of all the

plans of priestly shepherds for the maintenance of the true

faith and good morals among their flocks, lay in a truly Cath-

olic education of the young. The spirit of his age, and for

that matter, of our age, too, in a great measure, was opposed

to all religious training in school, college, and university, and

seemed to consider the divine truths and moralities a hindrance

to intellectual progress. The naked truth is that most modem
educators look on the child as simply a soulless human unit,

and would develop this entity into a mere literary machine.

We can imagine the sorrow of our Saint at beholding this

perversion of education from its highest purpose, and we can

easily surmise how he strove in his usual practical way to

remedy the evil. At Warsaw he founded several institutions

of true learning, among them a large free school intended es-

pecially for the poor. On account of the suppression of the

Jesuits and the absence of other teaching orders, there was a

woeful lack of proper colleges in Poland for both laymen and

clerics. Clement therefore undertook to establish an institute

for higher education, half college and half seminary, in which

he himself for some years taught theology. This establish-

ment developed a remarkable power for good, sending forth

from its walls a goodly number of excellent laymen, as well as

secular and regular priests. However, its genuinely Catholic

spirit was a thorn in the side of the anti-Christian govern-

ment, which endeavored in every way possible to hamper its

usefulness, and finally put an end to this institution on which

the Saint had built his fondest hopes.

Later at Vienna he persuaded a friend of influence, Adam
Mueller, to open a Catholic College for boys. This succeeded

admirably for a time, Clement and his fathers assisting as

professors and caring for the spiritual interests of the students;

but the government refused to give the institute any official

recognition and it had to be abandoned.
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Our Saint, however, was not to be daunted ; he never knew
surrender to the powers of evil. If worsted in one battle he

would renew the struggle on a fresh field. He was walking

one day with another intimate friend of his, Frederick von

KJinkowstroem, when he suddenly stopped before a certain

house and said: "Look at that building; it is just suited for

an educational institution. Do purchase it." " That's all very

well," rejoined Klinkowstroem, "but you know I have no

money." "Buy it anyway," replied Clement, "you. will suc-

ceed in getting the money." Emboldened by the confidence

of the Saint, Klinkowstroem purchased the property, the

money being loaned to him on very favorable terms by a Pro-

testant, Baron Geusau.

At Clement's request, the Archduke Maximilian undertook

to obtain the Emperor's sanction for the new institute. This

promised to be a difficult task even for a member of the im-

perial family ; to secure the assistance of God in the matter the

pious prince made a resolution that in case his efforts were

crowned with success, he would practise for the rest of his life

the rather trying mortification of never taking any sugar in

his coffee. The Emperor's approbation was happily granted,

and the Archduke kept his resolution faithfully, only re-

vealing to his confessor shortly before death the secret of his

abstention.

This college proved a godsend, and not only to Vienna ; stu-

dents flocked to it from France, Russia, Turkey, and other

countries. Many of its graduates achieved remarkable suc-

cess in after-life as statesmen and diplomats, as officers in the

army, and in other high professions ; but better yet they ever

held fast to the religious and patriotic spirit which this soundly

Catholic institution had breathed into their youthful souls.

Apostle of the Press.

When Clement Hofbauer arrived at Vienna in 1808, Cath-

olic literature in the capital city of Austria had become reduced

to a most deplorable condition. No CathoHc books of any kind

were being published for clergy or laity. Protestant authors
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were extolled as models of pulpit oratory, and from these viti-

ated sources Catholic preachers most often drew their in-

spiration and material. Works of piety were nowhere to be

had ; the prayer book in universal use among the faithful was
a little work entitled " God is Love," which would have served

better for freethinkers than for earnest Catholics.

Our Saint was deeply grieved at this sad state of things,

for his acute practical sense recognized the necessity of good

books to offset the attraction of evil publications, as well as

to diffuse the light of Catholic truth in the minds of those

within and without the true fold. " Look at heretics and in-

fidels," he would say, " who labor day and night to disseminate

their harmful writings, men who would banish our Lord from

the whole of Europe; they spare neither time nor money to

propagate their errors. Would that Catholics showed for

their true religion one-half the zeal of these others for the

spread of heresy and unbelief! The German people are eager

to read, but I do not know any books I could with good con-

science put into their hands."

However St. Clement was not a man to rest content with

wringing his hands and lamenting over an evil; when he per-

ceived an abuse or a need, his one endeavor was to provide a

remedy as speedily as possible. His other multifarious duties

absolutely prevented him from wielding the pen, but he had

recourse to his many literary friends and disciples, and pointed

out to them how the power of writing was a gift from above

to be employed in the service of God and for the good of one's

neighbor. The Saint had a wonderful talent for persuasion

and, besides, his earnest words of appeal fell on good ground

;

so that before his death he had the happiness of beholding a

real revival of Catholic literature in every department, and of

this revival he may with truth be called the prime author.

The works of eminent theologians such as Ackerman, Zieg-

ler, and Zaengerle, not to mention others, profited to a great

extent from the consultations which their authors very fre-

quently held with our Saint. When any manuscript or new

book was submitted to him for judgment, he needed to hear
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but a single reading or statement of its contents, and at once

without arty further examination he would point out in a few

concise words whatever was not thoroughly orthodox. Then
he would add in a jocose way :

" You must know I have a

Catholic nose." By a remark of this kind he sought to ward
off all admiration of his wisdom and to remove the impression

that he had received any higher lights from Grod.

Clement exercised a great influence even over such authors

as Schlegel, Mueller, Werner, and others, whose brilliant tal-

ents were not exercised specially in the domain of Catholic

thought. These learned men cherished such an exalted opinion

of the judgment of this humble religious that they often

brought their writings to him for approbation and never hesi-

tated to make the corrections and emendations he would sug-

gest. The most distinguished of this bright galaxy, the phil-

osopher Frederick von Schlegel, was a dear friend, I should

rather say disciple, of our Saint, being as devoted and obe-

dient to him as a child. Once when he had finished reading

a masterly essay, Clement embraced him and exclaimed:

" Well done, my Frederick, well done indeed. But remember

it is better still to love our Lord Jesus Christ with our whole

' heart."

To maintain the Catholic cause within constant view of the

public, the Saint took upon himself to publish a semi-weekly

magazine entitled The Olive Branch. One of his disciples,

aided by a number of able writers, conducted this excellent

periodical, which furnished edifying, entertaining, and in-

structive reading.

For the purpose of providing the Polish people with proper

substitutes for the immoral and infidel publications with which

the country was flooded, Clement when in Poland founded a

society called the Congregation of Mary, whose members

pledged themselves to disseminate good books of every kind.

Could a more practical and more effective plan be imagined

than this, to counteract the efforts of Satan and his human

allies to spread soul-destroying literature? Later at .Vienna

the Saint gave every encouragement to a pious and zealous
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friend of his, Baron Penkler, who had established a circulating-

library, which rendered a great service to the Viennese by the

diffusion of good reading. To the poor, Clement distributed

many a pious book gratuitously, for instance, the Visits to

the Blessed Sacrament and Reflections on the Passion, both

composed by St. Alphonsus.

If the life of the holy servant of God had been cast in our

days, his lament would not be that the faithful are deprived

of the opportunity to read proper books ; in most places there

are good books a plenty to be had by those who care for them.

I imagine, therefore, that St. Clement, living in these later

times, would bend all his efforts in the pulpit and out of the

pulpit to the task of inducing the faithful to read Catholic

literature—this would of course include the Catholic news-

paper and periodical—and to avoid the baneful stuff with

which, as every priest knows, too many Catholics are poison-

ing their minds day after day and week after week to the

incalculable injury of faith and morals.

All Things to All Men.

Nearest to the heart of this true lover of humanity were

the poor of Christ ; their needs of body and soul were his daily

solicitude. He stinted and starved himself to help those in

want, and when he had nothing more of his own to give, he

turned beggar for their sake. He once remarked that if the

donations which a single home for the poor received through

his agency, were converted into gold, the weight of the latter

would be too heavy for a strong man to carry. A priest ^ who

1 The Rev. John Madlener. A story is told of him which is too good to

be omitted. When still a young man, he had won the degree of Ph.D.,

and was appointed assistant lecturer in physics and mathematics at the

University. The study of philosophy had quite turned his head, and he

developed into a pantheist, looking on himself as a part of an all-em-

bracing deity. One day he was afflicted with a violent toothache, and the

pain compelled him to take to bed. A waggish friend wrote on the door

of the pantheist's room :
" The deity Madlener has a toothache." This

shaft of wit hurt the feelings of the philosopher not a little, but it

helped, more than a hundred arguments, to make him realiaie the foUy^

of his reasoning. In course of time Madlener became a Redemptorist,,

and labored zealously for many years in the vineyard of the Lord.
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knew him intimately testifies :
" Father Clement preferred the

society of the poverty-stricken and lowly to that of the wealthy

and noble-born. He would himself seek out the poor ; the rich

were compelled to seek him out. If he did visit people of

affluence and rank, it was only to win souls for God."

And yet he exercised a remarkable apostolate among the

hig-her classes of society. University students, artists, writers,

government officials, officers in the army, men and women of

the highest nobility, flocked to the home and church of this

humble priest for instruction and guidance. During the Con-

gress of Vienna, the Crown Prince of Bavaria, afterwards

King Louis I, never missed an opportunity of going to con-

fession to the Saint, and once remained with him an entire

night discussing spiritual matters,

Clement utilized this influence which he possessed over so

many distinguished men and women to inflame their hearts

with zeal for the furtherance of the cause of religion. Thus

he made himself many-armed, and thus with earnest co-work-

ers of learning, wealth, and influence, he achieved what no

single man could have hoped to effect, a thorough change in

the religious condition of Austria, a revival of true Catholicity

that must have acted for good in a measure throughout the

Christian world.

Clement Hofbauer was a young men's man. His cheerful,

straightforward character acted like a powerful magnet to

attract the youths of his day, rich aristocrats no less than the

poorest of the poor. Any priest engaged in the sacred min-

istry will concede that it is no ordinary tribute of praise to our

Saint to afiirm that he imbued the hearts of his young men

with a genuine love for virtue and piety, and brought them to

persevere in the practice of their faith.

Clement drew about him at Vienna a special club of young

disciples, at times as many as fifty. For these the latch of his

door was ever raised, so that they would gather in his house

at any time of the day, even when he was absent. He had a

' more than full house every night, and no matter how fatigued

he might be after his day of strenuous labor, he always wel-
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corned them with a cheerful greeting. The evening's pro-

gramme usually began with a light collation, the Saint requir-

ing that every one should partake of his share, in order to

save the poor and hungry from embarrassment. He always

insisted on serving them at table, taking his own frugal meal

as he walked about amongst them. After supper they in-

dulged for a time in pleasant conversation, which was always

interspersed with pious remarks and discussion of spiritual

topics. Then some interesting as well as instructive book

would be read ; Clement often interrupted the reading to make
suitable comments, or to narrate a story apropos of the point

read. He liked to draw out his young friends, and encour-

aged them to express freely their ideas and aspirations; nor

did he object to amicable disputations among themselves.

Before they departed for their homes he gave them an in-

formal conference on some moral topic, warning them espec-

ially of the pitfalls that lay in the path of their soul, and ad-

vising them how to evade the danger.

Remarkable enough, the young men never grew weary of

these meetings, and night after night the good work went on

until the Saint's death. The strength of character and sterling

virtue exhibited by these disciples of his throughout their

useful career is ample proof that the self-sacrifice of Clement

in their behalf was well repaid.

A Mouthpiece of the Holy Ghost.

An important factor in the Saint's conquest of souls was

his preaching of the word of God. The Viennese of those

days used to say :
" If you wish to hear a great orator, go to

this or that church; but if you would hear an apostle, go to

the church of the Ursulines, and listen to Father Clement."

However, may we not style him a truly great orator whose

simple eloquence attracts the learned and the unlearned, stirs

the conscience of his hearers, and moves them to a thorough

reformation of morals?

If I were asked to point out the most striking features of

the Saint's sermons, I would answer: earnestness of delivery
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and clearness of expression. Sometimes he would preface his

discourse :
" To-day I shall endeavor to speak with such clear-

ness that I trust the smallest child will not fail to gfrasp my
meaning; so that no one will be able to accuse me before God's

tribunal and say :
* I could not understand you.'

"

Peculiar Traits of Character.

The unfailing cheerfulness of the Saint is a quality which

makes him lovable to us in the very story of his Hfe—^what a

charm it must have proved for his contemporaries! He did

not consider that melancholy and gloominess were appanages

of holiness. An oft-repeated saying of his was :
" Sadness is

harmful to the body, and can accomplish no earthly good."

We must admire this bright joyousness of Clement the more

when we advert to the fact that his path through life was

strewn with trials and troubles ; one alone of these, the oppo-

sition of civil authorities, was enough to dishearten the most

buoyant spirit. If the gentle reader as well as the writer of

this article had been forced, after a life consecrated to the

betterment of humanity, to submit to such an unjust exami-

nation as the one at Vienna previously alluded to, I fear its

conclusion would leave us fretting with excitement and indig-

nation. Not so our Saint ; after the miserable affair his friends

found him in his little room, smiling and cheerful as usual and

humming to himself a favorite hymn.

Clement revealed at times a happy sense of humor; as an

instance of which I may adduce a remark of his relative to a

certain John Kraus, a wine merchant of Vienna. The latter,

an excellent-living man, had the misfortune for himself and

his confessor to be a scrupulant of the first water. Even when

the Saint was lying on his death-bed, this anxious penitent

came to bother him with his worries. After Clement's death

Krays admitted that he had tried the patience of the servant

of God almost beyond endurance, and that the latter had one

day confided to him :
" One Kraus I can stand, two would be

the death of me." This little effervescence makes our Saint

akin to all his fellow-priests. For who of us has not had a
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Kraus of the male or more commonly of the female sex to

fray the edges of our patience?

It may afford consolation to the ordinary Christian to learn

that this holy man was by nature impetuous and inclined to

anger. How he had to struggle, and how he did struggle to

subdue every inward feeling as well as outward sign of irri-

tableness ! Only a brave and humble soul could have regarded

this natural weakness as he did :
" I thank God every day that

He has left me this hastiness and impatient temper, for these

infirmities preserve humility and guard me against pride."

It was very rarely indeed that he did not succeed in main-

taining a perfect control over himself. To quote an admirable

example : While at Warsaw he once undertook a begging tour

from house to house, in order to secure funds for the main-

tenance of an orphanage which he had opened. Chance led

him to a certain inn, where he found several men gambling.

Whilst he was pleading for an alms, one of the players rose

angrily from the table and insolently spat in his face. The

servant of God, without manifesting the least irritation, took

out his handkerchief and cleansed his face ; then he said gently

:

" That was for myself, now please give me something for the

poor orphans." This self-command and humility completely

shamed the ruffian, and led eventually to his conversion to an

upright life.

The reader of St. Clement's life cannot fail to remark one

eminent trait which weaves itself like a golden thread through

all his dealings with his fellow-men—I mean the capacity to

see and take things in their right light, which would be

classed in theology under the head of prudence, but which we
Americans like to call commonsense. An instance or two may
suffice as illustration. A sum of gold was once entrusted to

him to be delivered, by way of restitution, to the rightful

owner. The latter was at first loth to accept the money.
" Let the poor fellow keep it," he said. Clement, however, did

not approve of this thoughtless generosity: "At least take a

part of the restitution. It would not be a wise thing to hand

back the entire sum to the repentant sinner; for in that case
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he will conceive the notion that theft is not such a great sin

after all."

A certain priest of his own Congregation, being of a scru-

pulous nature, seemed never able to finish purifying the cor-

poral and paten at Mass. One day Clement was present at

this father's Mass, and noticing his protracted collecting of

the particles, he went up to the altar and whispered :
" Joseph,

leave something for the angels also."

And now what more suitable than that St. Clement himself

be permitted to conclude this sketch of his apostolic career with

a few characteristic sayings, homely perhaps in their setting of

language, but withal very pearls of wisdom?

Some Aphorisms of St. Clement.

1. Gk)d is in need of no one.

2. Whether men praise or blame us, we remain what we are

before God.

3. Our defects should make us humble, but not faint-hearted.

4. That which is sown in the heart of a child will abide till

old age.

5. Date et dabitur, these two words are twin sisters.

6. On the Last Day gold will be no better than tin.

7. Learning is a great thing; holiness is greater.

8. In the pulpit we must vigorously knock down the nuts

from the tree ; but in the confessional collect them gently.

9. A young priest must keep himself employed throughout

the day, or he will end badly.

10. If a priest does his duty, the Lord will never fail him.

If there was but one loaf of bread in the world, God would send

the priest half of the same.

Arthur T. Coughlan, C.SS.R.

St. Mary's College, North East, Pa.

HISTORY FROM THE DUST.

OF late years our ideas about history have changed con-

siderably. Not so long ago, the historical equipment

provided by the average educationist comprised a superficial

summary of names, a rather dry catalogue of rulers, when
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they were born, whom they fought, some hazy notions as to

why they fought, and where and when, the happy or unhappy

endings to their elementary violence, the names of a few queens

thrown in—and that was history. With Green's History of

the English People a new type of history emerged. Not so

much the few Rulers, but the many Ruled, became the object

of historic interest. If we would clothe the dry bones of his-

tory with living tissue, then it is more to the point to know

the daily lives of handicraftsman and merchant, how they were

clad, how housed, what were their amusements, their games,

customs, social and political ideas, if they had any of these last.

The daily round of their lives brings the dim past into intelli-

gible contact with our living present. Historians had to break

new ground, to trace customs up to their starting-point, to dis-

sect words and make them yield their hidden meanings. Folk-

songs and children's games were found to contain crystallized

history. In all these simple ways, we could lift the veil cast

by the hand of time over the forgotten past and open out to

our view ancient peoples wonderfully like to ourselves.

Not only history, but the sources of history, have changed

and widened. We search for history now, not only in the

seclusion of famous libraries; we go out of doors; we study

the hills and the plains, the course of rivers and the bed of the

sea. With the spade, we cut through the accumulation of

ages, and compel the rock and the sandbank to yield up to us

the hidden history of their hoary past.

But the most vivid interest comes, not from the almost

changeless features of the landscape, but from the silent wastes

which cloak the ruined habitations of bygone generations.

Where once stood spacious dwelling-houses and broad streets,

graceful temples decked with statuary and carvings from mas-

ter hands, where the broad forum or market-place hummed
with busy life—now the owl hoots in the solitude, and the

jackal prowls about among ruined masonry. Centuries have

passed since the voice of man, the song of a woman, or the

cry of a child, woke the echoes of those once-thriving abodes

of humanity. The tide of life has flowed away from them,

and left them deserted and dead in their crumbling dust.
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But now the historian, as well as the antiquarian, has found

those desolate tracts of marsh and thicket. Their silence has

been made to change into speech, the impromptu tombs which

buried so much evidence of bygone civilizations, have been

made to yield up what they have guarded so faithfully for

long centuries. Especially is this the case in the East, notably

in Egypt where a dry climate and dry soil have stored, for at

least 40(X) years, stones and tablets, inscriptions, and pottery

and papyrus, and kept them for our leisurely study. The dust

of ages which has hidden them, has been their preservation,

and from out of that ancient dust which has laid in undis-

turbed accumulation as those ages came and went, we gather

historical fragments steeped in living interest.

Inscriptions come first. Mostly on stone, some in bronze,

some written on gold and silver plates, some the scribblings of

an idle school boy, badly written, badly spelt, and with the

brief and pointed personalities, not unknown to the schoolboy

of to-day.

The mention of inscriptions tempts me to make a digres-

sion. It is about an inscription, but not an Egyptian one,

though almost as old. In the 17th chapter (vv. 6, 8) of the

Acts St. Luke describes a tumult made by the Jews in Thessa-

lonica, and how they drew Jason and certain brethren unto

the " Politarks " of the city. Now this word " politark " is

unusual ; very learned men, like Hugo Grotius, have carefully

pointed out that it does not occur in classical Greek. As they

themselves did not know the word, they wrote copiously to

show that St. Luke must have written something else, or that

he had made a mistake, and so shown ignorance of the lan-

guage. I am afraid St. Luke rested under this imputation for

very many years. No one seemed to think that St. Luke, who

spoke Greek every day of his life, with those to whom Greek

was their native language, might know more Greek than Gro-

tius,* who never spoke Greek at all. Learned classical scholars

did not know the word, so St Luke must be wrong; it never

occurred to them, apparently^ that there might be Greek words

which they did not know. There was no one to set them
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right, no one, till a few years ago we got a witness out of the

dust. In Thessalonica, now the modern seaport of Salanika,

there was an ancient arch, which had stood from time im-

memorial. Frequently repaired by Greeks and Venetians, at

last, in 1867, it threatened to fall on a roadway. So it had to

be taken down, and the keystone of the arch became visible,

the first time for some twenty centuries. When the dust of

ages was cleared away, the stone was found to have an in-

scription, giving the names of the seven " Politarks " who
were in office when the arch was originally built. The stone

is now in the British Museum (No. 171 Greek Inscriptions).

So St. Luke was right after all, and from the dust of ages his

vindication has come convincingly; though lowly in the fash-

ion of its coming.

But I do not want to speak of inscriptions now. They are

rather lordly treasures, and I want to talk of trivialities

hitherto quite unconsidered. Not the well-preserved treasures

of the museum; no, something quite different. Outside the

ruined sites of ancient cities, there still exist the waste-places

where the Egyptian domestic of the remote past emptied

her mistress's waste-paper basket, and furtively got rid of

such pottery as she took hold of and came to pieces in her

hand. Little did that Egyptian parlor-maid imagine that the

accusing fragments would turn up safely, if not quite soundly,

in the future twentieth century. But so it has, and the man-

ner of its preservation can be told in a few words.

The ancient Egyptians, and the ancients generally, had very

scanty writing material. The sheet of papyrus was the most

important but expensive writing material of the ancients. It

is made from the papyrus plant, known botanically as the

" Papyrus antiquorum." To the present day it grows plenti-

fully in Egypt, and also in some districts in Italy and Sicily.

When well made, it seems almost indestructible. There is still

extant a sheet of papyrus, bearing accounts written in the

reig^ of King Assa of Egypt, about the year 3550 before

Christ, so that it is now quite 5500 years old. It looks frail

and brittle, but its toughness is proved by its extreme anti-
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quity. Its manufacture was very simple. The pith of the

plant was cut into thin strips, and these strips were laid side

by side to make sheets for writing. Another layer was put on

this, crosswise, and the two gummed together with a colorless

preparation, made with water from the Nile. When dried in

the sun and pressed to take out inequalities of the surface,

they formed the papyrus paper whose name is so well known
to us. Considerable quantities of papyri were found in Mem-
phis about the years 1820 to 1840, but it was in 1877 that

many mounds and rubbish heaps were explored, and from the

thousands of papyri found in them, we get our wide and inti-

mate knowledge of ancient Egypt. These were not carefully

stored-up documents, but unconsidered trifles such as were

thrown out promiscuously on the rubbish heaps of the towns.

The spade digs into them, and turns up worn-out office books,

leases of houses, wills, tax papers, school exercise books, dia-

ries, petitions for justice, official edicts, letters, and all the vari-

ous written odds and ends that are the daily output of civilized

people accustomed to write. They are written in many lan-

guages, Persian, Arabic, Coptic, Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and

in the Egyptian Demotic and Hieroglyphic. They open up to

our eyes vivid glimpses of ancient life, with a truth and fresh-

ness that no written history can equal. Here is the transla-

tion of a letter of invitation, written more than 3CXX) years

ago; and when read, thrown away, to find its way into a dust

heap, and so kept for us to read to-day

:

Greeting, my dear Serenia, from Petosiris. Be sure, dear, to come

up on the 20th for the birthday festival of the god ; and let me know

whether you are coming by boat, or by donkey, that we may send for you

accordingly. Take care not to forget.

Does not this show that Petosiris was a kindly lady, very af-

fectionate toward her friends, and thoughtful for their com-

fort; " Let me know whether you are coming by boat or by

donkey." And it seems as if her " dear Serenia " was a little

flighty and apt to let things slip out of her memory, for her

short note ends with the caution, " Take care not to forget."
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There are many Serenias still, and that postscript is as useful

and necessary now as it was those thousands of years ago. Is

it not a charming peep into the long past, and furnished from

such an unpromising source as the rubbish heap, to which the

careless Serenia let her invitation drift. But how near we
seem to these two, the thoughtful writer and the heedless

recipient ; motors and telephones apart, have the passing years

changed us so much? After many years, it is the trivialities

of daily life that weave a charm about the past, the trivialities

which the learned historian either ignores, or never knew.

But these trivial things nevertheless are history, just the his-

tory which holds the mirror up to nature, and we see ourselves,

though dressed in other clothes and with changed surround-

ings.

Here is another scrap of history also from the dust. It is a

boy's letter to his father, who would not take him up to town

with him to see the sights

:

Thcon, to his father, Theon, greeting. It was a fine thing of you not

to take me with you to the city. If you won't take me to Alexandria,

I won't write you a letter, or speak to you, or say good-bye to you; and

if you go to Alexandria, I won't take your hand, or ever greet you again.

That is what will happen if you don't take me. Mother said to Archelaus,

" It quite upsets him to be left behind." It was good of you to send me
presents on the 12th, the day you sailed. Send me a lyre, I implore you.

If you don't, I won't eat, I won't drink. So there.

This is a very characteristic epistle and what a familiar

domestic drama it opens out! First, the boy's indignation,

and the dark threats. " This is what will happen, if you don't

take me." But he probably knew his father, and correctly

doubted whether even this threat would much move. him. But

it was different with his mother. Had not his sharp, young

ears overheard her remark to Archelaus, whoever he may hav-

been? This was too good a card for the young diplomatist

not to play. " Mother said, it quite upsets him." Theon the

younger would take care that his letter should show how cor-

rect was his mother's comment. He would show how upset he

was. But Theon the elder would not be easily influenced, and
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the boy knew it. He had no real hope of being taken to Alex-

andria, but he saw his way to getting a lyre! And I for one

hope the boy got it,—^though we shall never know. Theon

the elder seems to have been a judicious father, and his wife

seems also judicious, as she did not venture to say to her hus-

band what she said to Archelaus. But Theon the younger

took care her saying should not be lost, and the father may
have smiled at the boy's transparent diplomacy, as he let the

letter fall into the waste-basket, and so drift into the heap

whence centuries after it emerges, giving us too brief a glance

of a family incident, so homely, so trivial, and yet so human;

a touch of nature that makes us kin with little Theon and his

family of centuries ago. And if history should make us kin,

then this boy's eminently characteristic letter is worth a place

in the mosaic of history.

But there are shades as well as lights, to be garnered from

the heaps without the city-walls. It would not be history, had

we but one phase of life shown to us. Writers may tell us of

ancient peoples, what they felt, what they thought, but no

writer can appeal to us with the force derived from the actual,

unstudied words of the people themselves. These we seldom

get in the pages of the writers of history, but the dust-heaps

have kept them for us. I think we are apt to underrate the

written correspondence of the ancients. Of course our pres-

ent facilities make comparison out of the question; still cor-

respondence existed, and some found its way into the rubbish

heap. Promiscuously it turns up, grave or gay, kindly invi-

tation or business receipt ; and sometimes, the sad letter of the

pagan who had no hope. Can anything be more hopeless in

tone than this sad letter

:

Eirene to Taonnophris, greeting. I was as much grieved, and shed as

many tears, over Eumoiros, as I shed over Didimas ; and I did everything

that was fitting, and so did my whole family, Epaphrodeitos ard Ther-

mouthion and Philion, and Appollonios and Plantas. But still, there is

nothing one can do, in the face of such trouble. So I leave you to com-

fort yourselves. Good-bye.

These were the hopeless ones to whom the Gospel was
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originally preached, the message of good tidings which would

make such a letter impossible, even in the heap outside a Chris-

tian city.

Poverty is ancient as well as modern, and the dust-heaps tell

us how the impecunious managed to raise money in ways

which we have not much improved upon. An unknown writer

in those long-past ages might have written this letter yester-

day. She writes (for it is evidently a woman's letter) :

Please redeem my property from Sarapion. It is pledged for two minae

[about $30]. I have paid the interest up to the month Epeiph at the rate

of a stater [about fifty cents] per mina. There is a tunic, a white veil

with a real purple border, a casket of onyx, a handkerchief, a garment

of purple linen, two armlets, a coverlet, a necklace, a big tin flask, and a

wine jar. If the cash is insufficient, owing to the carelessness of The-

agenis, sell the bracelets and make up the money.

Poor writer! Had she been living now, she would write

much the same, though on different paper and in a language

then undreamt-of. Paper and language have changed; but

not the character of such as write that kind of letter. Had
the big tin flask and the wine jar anything to do with the

pawning, I wonder? Here is another specimen. It comes

from the long-buried city of Oxyrrhynchus, in Egypt, but you

might walk out and with the change of a word or two see

almost the very same placarded on the walls of any modern

town:

The assault at arms by the youths will take place to-morrow, the 24th.

Tradition, no less than the distinguished character of the Festival, re-

quires that they should do their utmost in the gymnastic display. Two
performances. Signed by Dioskourides, Magistrate of Oxyrrhynchus.

There is a neat touch, and a little highfalutin' flourish

about tradition, and the festival with a distinguished character

;

which no doubt Dioskourides the Magistrate thought neces-

sary in any advertisement to which he should affix his signa-

ture. This was a guarantee that, at the two performances,

people should get their money's worth.

No doubt the youths did their utmost, and the advertise-

ment did its duty also, and was torn down to make way for
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something else, after the universal fate of wall advertisements

;

and it reposed for ages, crumpled up with other rubbish, such

as this report from a doctor to another Magistrate

:

To Qaudianus the Mayor, from Dionysios, Public Physician. I was
to-day instructed by you, through Herakleides your assistant, to inspect

the body of a man who had been found hanged, and to report to you my
opinion of it. I therefore inspected the body in the presence of the afore-

said Herakleides in the house of Epigathus in the Broadway ward, and

found it hanged by a noose, which fact I accordingly report.

Truly a model report ! Do not our " public physicians,"

our coroners, inspect sad relicts of humanity, and draw up

equally dry and bald statements of facts to this day? When
the papers report, " Found drowned," or " Death by misad-

venture," do they throw more light on a tragedy than was shed

by the report of " Qaudianus, public physician," some 2000

years ago?

Here is another quaint letter

:

To Noumen, Police Captain and Mayor, from Pokas, son of Onos, un-

paid policeman. I have been maltreated by Peadius, the priest of the

temple of Sebek in Crocodilopolis. ... in the aforesaid temple, the per-

son complained against sprang upon me, and in the presence of wit-

nesses struck me many blows with a stick which he had. He tore my
shirt, and this fact I called upon the bystanders to bear witness to;

wherefore I requested that if it seems proper you will write to Klear-

chos, . . . that I may obtain justice at your hands.

Let US hope that he obtained justice, and that his wife

mended the torn shirt, for linen was expensive in those days.

Here is the beginning of a will, which reads very much as

such a document would that had been made yesterday, and en-

grossed on parchment:

This is the last will and testament (made at a notary's in the street)

of Pekasis, son of Hermes, an inhabitant of Oxyrrhynchus, being sane

and in his right mind . . . all the furniture, movables, and hjusehold

stock, and other property whatsoever that I shall leave, I bequeath to

the mother of my children, my wife Ptolema.

Then follow the signatures of the witnesses, one of whom says

:

I, Dionysos, son of Dionysos of the same city, witness the will of
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Pekasis; I am forty-six years of age and have a curl over my right

temple.

But it is not so much from papyrus relics that we get our

new knowledge. Papyrus was too expensive. The wealthy

could use it, but the poorer classes found an abundant and

cheap substitute in the city dust-heaps. There they found

what are now technically known as " Ostraca," that is, oyster

shells, though for the. most part they did not quite deserve

that name, as they were nothing more nor less than broken

pottery, brdcen household utensils, plates, dishes, bowls, cups,

and all such things whose broken remains still find their way
to dust-heaps. These potsherds were plentiful, as broken

bits of earthenware always are. They were thrown away,

but often picked up and brought back to cottages, and on their

hard surface many a written communication may still be read.

Six hundred years before Christ, we now know that in the

countries about the Mediterranean, broken earthenware was

a favorite writing material for the poorer people. We have

specimens of these written over in Greek for a period of more

than looo years. Letters, contracts, city edicts, and many re-

ceipts for taxes. The writing and spelling afford happy fields

of exploration for our ripest scholars. The potsherd was es-

pecially the writing material of the lower classes. Anybody

could fetch an armful from the nearest heap free of cost. Of
course, such material was beneath the dignity of the well-to-do.

Many Christians in the earliest centuries wrote on potsherds,

with apologies for using such humble material. So we get

to know something of the class who formed the early Chris-

tians. And a great linguistic discovery has resulted from their

study. This is, that the Greek in which the New Testament

was written was the every-day spoken language of the simple

and the unlearned. It is not the scholar's Greek, but that of

social, commercial, ordinary life, the Greek which was then

an almost universal language and so formed a fitting medium

for the propagation of Christianity. But up to some few

years ago, we had no specimens of this colloquial Greek, the

Greek spoken by St. Paul and St. Luke, in which they preached
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to the laboring classes, the Greek through which they made
their first converts. But this is not a subject for the present
paper, though it is worth while noting that from these humble
fragments of broken earthenware we are unexpectedly fur-
nished with solutions of problems which have hitherto seemed
insoluble, and which send crumbling into pieces the learned
self-assertive decisions of anti-Christian writers. In this way,
many useful side-issues have been made clear, all helping to

prove the reliability and historic truth of the New Testament.
I might instance one example. St. Peter, in his first epistle,

says, " When the chief Shepherd shall appear, ye shall receive

a crown of glory." The word for " Chief Shepherd," Archi-
poimen, was not found anywhere else. Learned men said it

was a word invented by Christians, invented just to serve their

purpose. Well, as this was the only place where the word
was found, no one had much to say. But one of the dust-

heaps has solved the difficulty, for in one in Egypt there was
found a small wooden tablet, which had been hung round the

neck of a mummy. On this little wooden tablet was badly

written in Greek the words, " Plenis the younger the chief

shepherd "—
" Archipoimen." The tablet was a common

thing, made for an Egyptian peasant, yet showing to us that

the apostle had not invented the word, but only used one well-

known to those to whom he wrote. And the curious thing is,

that another tablet was found which seemed to read, " Plenis,

soti of Kametis, Chief Shepherd, 40 years old." Might this

have been the father of Plenis the younger? We may now
take it that the word was well known, and well suited to the

use to which St. Peter put it ; only, this we did not know till

we got our evidence from the dust.

Here I will stop. It is easy to see what important store-

houses of information lie to hand in the long-neglected, the

long-buried rubbish-heaps still existing beside the ruins of

ancient towns. Herein we shall find unexpected clues to de-

tails of life, portraying the lives led by our predecessors on

this planet, with a homely detail never before set so clearly

before us. Not the political convulsions, which have ruined or
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made nations, but the daily trivialities which after all make up

life. The familiar letter, the unstudied words of friend writ-

ing to friend, the little cares of the day, from out of their

unhonored graves they come to link us with cords of Adam to

the men and women of the past. They offer unexpected solu-

tions to problems seemingly insoluble, and historians and the-

ologians will gratefully acknowledge the help they receive

from this broken household rubbish so long buried beneath the

dust of ages.

W. D. Strappini, S.J.

Bournemouth, England.

THE BLINDNESS OF THE REVEREND DR. GRAY:*

OR

THE PINAL LAW.

CHAPTER XXVII.

A Stern Chase.

CAPTAIN Nesbit, Chief Coast Guard Officer and Inspector,

sat on a wicker chair outside the white wall that sur-

rounded the Coast Guard station. This was his fourth visit with-

in a few months. He was much disturbed in mind this evening.

He indicated it by biting his nails and looking anxiously and

angrily across the heaving waters. The truth was that he had

been reprimanded severely from headquarters. He had been

sent down to ferret out and destroy a nest of smugglers that

were hidden somewhere along the western coast, and he had

ignominiously failed. Every effort had been thwarted, and he

had long since fallen back on the belief that the authorities had

been hoaxed. In this view he was confirmed by the belief of

his men, who assured him that the thing was quite impossible

in these days of vigilance and circumspection, when the whole

This novel is copyrighted exclusively for the Ecclesiastical Review,

and will not appear in any other magazine in America, Great Britain, or

Australia.
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coast from station to station could be swept by the long glasses

of the men ; and when a diver could not cross the horizon with-

out being noticed. But here were his peremptory orders.

Clearly, the revenue authorities believed that something illegal

was in progress, and he it was who should seek it out and

destroy it.

He lit a cigarette just as the dusk of evening fell and, after a

few minutes' reflection, he called over Pelham, a shrewd, cautious

Englishman who had been warrant-officer in the service and who
was now in charge of the station.

"Any news, Pelham?" he asked anxiously.

" None, sir !" said Pelham, saluting.

" Were the men out last night ?"

" Yes, sir. I myself was in charge."

" How far did you go ?"

" Six miles to the west, where we ambushed in a creek.

Then we pulled out to sea and skirted the coast down to Redcarn."

"And saw nothing?"
" Not a sail, nor an oar, sir, except Mr. Wycherly's Water-

Witch."

"You didn't follow her?"
" No, sir," said Pelham, looking with surprise at his officer.

" Mr. Wycherly, sir, is the young gentleman at Rohira—an ex-

naval hofficer."

Nesbit was silent. He thought long and earnestly.

" We have swept every inch of the coast," he said at length,

" up from Waterford, and down again from Kinsale. H there's

anything wrong, I don't see how it could have escaped us.. But

—can that boat well carry a sail?"

" Yes, sir, if we manage careful and the wind lies low."

"All right. When does the moon set?"

"Sets early, sir. It will be pitch-dark at ten."

" So much the better. Have the boat and four men ready at

half-past nine. And bring your arms."

"Ay, ay, sir!" said Pelham saluting. But he lingered round.

"Any suggestions, Pelham?" the officer asked, noticing his

hesitation.

"No, sir! But that gipsy.woman comes around here pretty

often; and I don't like her tampering with the men and fooling

the women."
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" Certainly not," said Captain Nesbit. " You must sternly

forbid her coming near the station again. When was she here

last?"

" I think she was here this hafternoon, sir," said Pelham.
" Is this one of the gipsies at the Castle ?"

" Yes, sir. You remember me telling you about them at your

last inspection ?"

" Yes, I do," said the officer, reflecting. " Has that apparition

been seen since?"

" Oh, yes ! sir," said the man. " It is quite a usual thing, es-

pecially on moonlight nights!"

"And you think still that these people get out this property-

ghost to please the old doctor?"
" I do, sir," said Pelham. " The men don't."

" Then they believe it is a real ghost ?" he asked in amazement.
" Some do, sir, and they are thoroughly frightened. Some are

doubtful. I tells them that these gipsies are simply trying to

please the old man, so that he may not disturb them. The

young master wanted to clear them out long ago, but the doctor

would not allow him."
" What ? Do you mean that Mr. Wycherly was anxious to

remove these people? Have you heard that?"

" Yes, sir. Judith has mentioned it again and again to our

people. And she says they can defy him, so long as the old

master lives."

"Another theory knocked on the head," muttered Nesbit to

himself. "All right, Pelham. I'll have some tea at nine o'clock,

and have the men ready as I've said."

"Ay, ay, sir!" said Pelham, saluting and entering the station

again.

When the moon had set, the men got out their long boat and

pulled silently into the deep. Outside the shelter of the land,

when the light wind caught them, they hoisted a sail and moved
noiselessly in a direct line southward from the shore. Nesbit

steered. They carried no lights, but a dark lantern was hidden

beneath the seats. When they had sailed three or four miles from

shore, they veered round and, altering their course, sailed in an

easterly direction and almost parallel with the coast. The men
kept a good look-out ; but it was weary work and waiting ; and
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after a time they lowered the sail and lay to. It might have

been an hour from midnight when the look-out whispered:

"A sail to the windward, sir ! Keep her helm steady
!"

And Nesbit had hardly time to grip the rudder-ropes when
the full wing of the Water-Witch swept within a few yards of

the coast-guard boat and vanished in the darkness, leaving a

white wake behind. " Hoist the sail at once, Pelham," shouted

Nesbit, " and after her. By Jove, that was a close shave.

Keep in her wake and tack if you come too near!"
" 'Tis the Water-Witch, sir—Mr. Wycherly's boat," said

Pelham.
" How do you know ?" said Nesbit, somewhat impatiently.

" By the cut ot her sail, sir !" the man answered. " I'm sure

'tis the Water-Witch. Isn't it, Orpen?"
" I think so," said one of the men, who was pulling the sail-

ropes through their pulleys. " There's no other yacht around

here, except vVycherly's."

" Never mind !" said Nesbit. " Keep after her. If we can

overhaul her, no harm's done !"

Then commenced a race upon the midnight waters; and there

was no rivalry, only the anger of the pursued and the zeal of the

pursuers. For Edward Wycherly felt now that the authority

of England was on his track, and he shook out every bit of canvas

his little yacht could bear until her pennant almost dipped in the

seas. He guessed at once why and wherefore he was pursued;

and he determined to give them a night of it. " But a last

night," he muttered so that Pete could not hear him. There

was a faint starlight on the waters ; and far down in the west a

reflection from the sunken moon. Now and again Nesbit could

see the white swallow-wing flashing in the darkness; and

Wycherly watched the broad sail that came lumbering along in

his wake. But it was swan against swallow. The Water-Witch

sprang, as if to the voice of her master, over the curdling waves,

and down dark hollows; and in less than half an hour she was

beyond the sight or reach of her pursuers. She was then far

out at sea; and a great dark object loomed up on her lee side

and' a flash, so faint that only expectant eyes could see it, lit

up the waters for a moment. Wycherly put down his helm and

glided under her stern; and answered in reply to a muffled

"Boat ahoy!":
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" Quick ! Put her round and hoist every stitch of canvas.

The coastguards are at hand !"

He made the circuit of the schooner repeating his orders and

then flew back to where the coastguard boat was still lumbering

through the waves, drew it completely out of the track of the

smuggler and into his own creek beneath Dunkerrin Castle,

pulled down his sail, got Pete out in the punt, and awaited events.

Nesbit in the eagerness of his pursuit and forgetting alto-

gether that he was only acting upon suspicion, almost ran his

boat upon the rocks. Yet he dreaded from lack of power or

lack of evidence to proceed further. Wycherly challenged:

"That you, Pelham?"
" Yes, sir !" said Pelham. " Captain Nesbit is on board."
" You have had a hard run. Did you take me for a smuggler ?"

" No, sir. But—"
Here he seemed to consult his officer.

" Mr. Nesbit, sir, would like to know what you were doing

out on the deep seas at such an hour."

" Tell Mr. Nesbit that that is my own affair. I shall go and

come upon the high seas at my pleasure."

" Oh, of course, sir ! Meant no offence, sir, I'm sure."

But Nesbit had drawn in his boat till she glided almost stern

to stern with the yacht; and with the dark lantern he threw a

yellow glare across the deck of the boat. It revealed nothing.

But Wycherly affected the fury of insulted innocence.

" If you are not satisfied, sir," he said, glowering down upon

Nesbit, "with your most impertinent examination of my boat,

you are at liberty to come aboard. And, if you are not satisfied

with that, you can bring your men up to my father's house and

pursue your investigations there."

" You have been an officer, Mr. Wycherly," said Nesbit, half

ashamed but yet suspicious, " and you know that an officer has

duties to perform which are sometimes unpleasant."

" Quite so !" si id Wycherly, seeing that he had now the

victory. " It is because I recognize the call of duty that I in-

vite you to a further search, so that you should be perfectly

satisfied."

" It is late !" said Nesbit, consulting his watch, but still eagerly

scanning every corner of the yacht under the yellow glare of the

lantern. "And besides, no suspicion can attach to you, Mr.
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Wycherly. In fact, I should be disposed to call upon you to

help in our search for smugglers along this coast."

" Then you believe that smuggling is going on ?" asked

Wycherly.
" Well, so it is reported," said Nesbit. " But perhaps I could

see you again at a more opportune time and we could discuss

the matter together."

" Certainly ! I shall be most happy," said Wycherly. " Mean-
while, you will allow me to throw out my anchor. There !"

" Well, good night !" said Nesbit. "And a more pleasant in-

troduction next time."

And the boat swung round under the strong arms of the men
and vanished in the darkness.

In a few seconds the little punt, guided by Pete, glided out

and ran aside the yacht, and the two men stepped ashore. Pete

remained behind, tying up the boat ; but Wycherly went forward

and strode into the Witch's cave.

A dark lantern was faintly smoking in a corner. Against the

dim light and faintly outlined against the irregular, arched en-

trance, like a statute in a niche, was the tall form of Judith. She

stood still and almost unbreathing, her hood covering her head and

her hands folded beneath her cloak. The tide washed over the

weed-fringed rock and lapped her bare feet, for the gipsy pre-

ferred to go barefoot at all times. Not a sound broke the still-

ness until she said

:

"Well?"
" It was a close shave this time," he said. " They are on our

track at last."

" The owl is heading the hawk," she said. " It is unpleasant.

Do they suspect Crapaud?"
" Hardly, I think," he said wearily. " But it cannot remain

a secret. The revenue cutter may be here in a week."

" Buy off Pelham !" she said.

" Nonsense !" he replied. " That is, give everything away

and betray ourselves!"

"•Every man has his price !" she said. " If we had only a

free hand for six months more, we could retire."

" Six months ! Three months ! One month ! To-night ! I'm

done with the matter from this moment and will take the con-

sequences."
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" Very good, Edward Wycherly !" she said. " The conse-

quences may be much, or little. But what shall be done with

the stuff already on our hands ?
"

" You and Pete dispose of it, as you please !" he replied.

" You claim no share ?"

" None ! I simply want to have nothing more to do with the

nefarious business."

" Very good !" she replied. " Edward Wycherly, it is not men
like you that win empires."

" I suppose not !" he said, turning away.
" Come, little father !" she cried, accosting Pete. " The night

waxes late
!"

CHAPTER XXVIII.

A School Inquiry.

THE burning of Kerins's hay-rick on the night of the con-

cert did not improve matters in the parish. Kerins at

once applied to the necessary authorities for compensation; and

he was awarded a large sum, more than sufficient to cover his

losses, and it was levied exclusively on the parish. The rate fell

heavily on the farmers around ; and, although it was quite impos-

sible to blame Kerins for defending himself, yet the taxation was

so heavy that each felt he had a grievance against Kerins per-

sonally, so utterly unreasoning are men where their moneyed

interests are concerned. He became therefore more widely un-

popular than ever in the parish ; and Dr. Gray, the parish-priest,

who had denounced the outrage in unmeasured terms from the

altar, shared his unpopularity. But somehow now he had begun

to heed such things less than ever. He had turned away his

face from the noise and battling of men and was striving with

all his might for eternity. Annie's departure, too, so mysterious

and unintelligible, seemed to snap the last link in the chain of

human sympathies that bound him to earth. The great gap

which her absence created had closed up; although he still re-

tained his deep affection for her; and she was still in the habit

of spending her holidays with him, and an occasional Sunday

when she was off duty. But the intervals were not too dreary;

and if only his sight were not growing more impaired under the
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steady progress of the disease, he could say that the evening of

his life was the best, and that he could anticipate the peace of

eternity. But there were hours and days of deep melancholy,

when he felt absolutely alone and when his books could be no
solace, and now he had to fall back on the benevolence of his

curate for society and the spiritual offices of his calling.

He had got from Rome a dispensation to say the Mass of the

Blessed Virgin each morning, instead of the Mass of the day.

This was a great favor and shed its blessedness and sweetness

across many weary hours. But he was obliged by his growing

blindness to abandon the daily Office ; and, although he had again

received a dispensation from that daily duty, he felt the tre-

mendous loss of such hourly communication with the Infinite

through the transcendent beauty of the Psalms and Lessons of

the Office. For a long time he bore the privation in silence.

Then a few times he murmured in the presence of his curate.

And one day Henry Listen, in the fervor of pity and self-sacri-

fice, volunteered to come down every day after noon and go over,

verse by verse, the daily Office with his pastor, reading it in

choro, and thus fulfilling his own obligation at the same time.

He did not quite understand the burden and the trial he was as-

suming. But he persevered grandly, and it was the source of

numberless helps and graces to himself.

It was a noble act too, because he had to bear with the im-

periousness and fretfulness of the old man and because he had

had already one or two painful scenes just before the darkness

had closed down on the pastor's eyes, and he could no longer

leave home, except for the short journey to the church.

•The worst of these scenes had taken place a few months after

Mary Liston had become a religious and Annie had gone for

training as a nurse. The pastor had driven over to the schools

at Athboy to hold an investigation. It had been reported to the

Commissioners of Education that Carmody, the assistant-teacher

and nephew of the hated Kerins, had used some children cruelly.

And this was set down to personal hatred and dislike toward

the children on account of the attitude of their parents. It was

a manifest calumny, but the Commissioners deemed it a subject

for inquiry and accordingly ordered the Inspector of the district

to hold a formal investigation. Fortunately, he was an experi-

enced man and perfectly understood human methods- of reason-
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ing when personal interests are at stake. He requested the

manager's presence, and the latter and his curate attended. The
inquiry was formally opened by a brief speech and the prose-

cutor was called to give evidence. She was the mother of the

child.

" I'm a poor widda, your honor," she said, " an' sure the poor

have no frinds now."

She cast a withering look on the parish priest and went on

—

" I've only a small little holdin', an' I'm only milkin' two cows

(their calves died last spring) ; but if I'm poor, I'm honest, an*

no wan can say that he has the black of his nail agin me."
" I'm quite sure," said the Inspector mildly, " my good woman,

that all you say is correct; but it has nothin' to say to the sub-

ject of this inquiry. I must ask you to keep close to that."

" An' I am, your honor," she said, " I'm comin' to it ; but you

must lave me tell me shtory me own way, or I've no bisniss

comin' here at all."

" You must remember," said the Inspector, " that it was you

solicited the inquiry and formulated certain charges against this

teacher
—

"

" An' good right I had, the blagard," she said. " An' how
could he be good, wid the black dhrop in him from two sides.

Sure ivry wan knows that the Carmodys were a bad lot ; an' as

for the Kerins
—

"

" Now look here, my good woman," said the Inspector, " I

have not come hither to hear about family virtues nor failings^"
" Vartues ?" she cried scornfully, " Faith, thin, you needn't

come inquirin' afther their vartues. It would be like hunting a

needle in a bundle of sthraw."
" All right !" said the Inspector. " Now come to the point

!

What is your charge against this teacher ?
"

" That he bate and ill-thrated me child," she said, sobbing,

" that's without his father to protect him. Ah, you ruffian," she

said, turning at the unhappy teacher and shaking her fist at him,

" if Mike Ryan wasn't over there in his cowld grave this blessed

and holy day, 'tis you'd be laughing at the other side of your

moutji, you ugly boduch! 'Tis a nice thing to have the children

of dacent parents in the parish taught by the likes of you
!"

" Very good now," said the Inspector ;
" but, Mr. Carmody,

this is a serious matter for you. I don't think there's occasion

for laughter."
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" I assure you, sir !
" said Carmody, stepping forward, " that

so far from laughing, I am greatly pained by the statements of

this woman !

"

" Woman !
" she cried. " Who do ye call ' woman,' you caw-

bogue ? I wouldn't demane meself by comparing me family wid

yours
—

"

" Look now, look now," said the Inspector in despair, " this

must stop, or I shall be here till Doomsday—

"

" I assure you, Mr. ," said the parish priest, unwisely

breaking in, " that I have been watching the whole proceedings,

and so far from Mr. Carmody's laughing at this poor woman,

he appears to be deeply affected by the situation."

" Av coorse, av coorse, yer reverence," said Mrs. Ryan, mak-

ing a profound curtsey to her pastor, which she intended to be

killingly sarcastic, " you must take the part of the grabber, as

ushal. Every wan knows that you are agin the people, and

always wos, ever since you sot foot in the parish. But there's

a good God above us to-night
—

"

" Look here. Missus," said the Inspector, taking out his

watch, " there's already half an hour gone by, and I'm not nearer

the subject of this inquiry. If this is to go on
—

"

" Yerra, an' who's shtoppin' yer honor ? " she said. " Sure

I'm not to blame. But ye won't listen to a poor 'uman who has

no wan but herself and the great God to look afther her little

childhre. Sure, you have only to ask me anything you wants to

know and I'll tell you the thruth the same as if I was on me

Bible oath."

This seemed to clear matters a little and the Inspector said

calmly and encouragingly:
" Very good. Now that's quite reasonable. I'm sure you're

a truthful and honorable woman—

"

" Ah thin, your honor, if poor Father Ned Mahony was here,

'tis he could tell you all about me—^me poor dead priesht, that

had the feel for his people."

"Very good! that's very consoling!" said the Inspector.

" Hut now come to the point. You say this teacher treated your

child inhumanly ?
"

" He did, your honor ; an' I've plinty to prove it."

" All right. But before we proceed to proofs, in what ex-

actly did the cruelty or unnecessary punishment consist? Did

he beat the child unnecessarily, or what?"
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" Bate the child ? Yerra, sure he's always batin' 'em. He
bates 'em whin he's cowld to get up the hate in his blood ; and he

bates 'em whin he's hot to cool off his anger. He bates them

whin his belly is full of mate; an' whin he has only cowld

praties and salt ling for his dinner on Fridays, he's the divil out

an' out!"
" Very good. Then you have noticed some marks of violence

on the child's person?"
" Vilence ? Why, all his little body is black and blue from the

batin' sometimes; and sure 'tisn't a month ago whin he kim home
wid his little nose dhropping blood like a stuck calf, and wan of

his eyes as big as a turnip."

" And do you connect that with the teacher ? Do you mean to

say that the teacher used your boy in such a brutal manner? "

" I do, your honor," she said boldly. " You can ax the child

yerself and see what he says."

" Very good !
" said the Inspector, writing rapidly. " And

now, before I proceed to the evidence, have you any other spe-

cific charges to make ?
"

" Isn't it enough what I've said," she shouted, " to get him

thransported for life? Yerra, what more do you want, only to

take him now by the showlder and put him outside the dure?
"

" Well, we'll see," said the Inspector. " But these are all the

specific charges you make ?
"

" Oh, as for that," she replied, " I could bring a hundred more

av I liked. I could tell you how he makes the poor childhre

kneel in their bare shins on the edge of a furrum that is as sharp

es a razhure
—

"

"You must confine your charges to any violence inflicted on

your own child," said the Inspector. " Now, do you assert that

the child was compelled to kneel, as you say, and for what space

of time?"
" Well, I'm only saying what everybody does be saying," she

replied.- " Sure 'tis the common talk of the parish from ind to

ind—

"

" Very good. Now, we'll take evidence. Where's your boy?"

Patsy Ryan, a stout, ruddy lad was summoned, and took his

place, not without some trepidation, before the tribunal.

" Shpake up now to the gintleman, Patsy," said his mother

encouragingly, " and don't be afraid to tell the thruth over right

afoor the prieshts."
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" What's your name ? " inquired the Inspector.
" Patsy Ryne, sor," said the boy, rubbing his hands nervously

on his breeches.

" Very good, Patsy. How old are you ?
"

" Sure, he'll be eight, come Michaelmas," put in his mother,
" and sure more betoken it, 'twas the night of the tundher and
lightnin', whin we thought the ind of the wurruld was comin'."

" Very good. What book are you reading, Patsy ? " said the
Inspector.

" Furst book, sor !
" was the reply.

" You're a big boy and should be beyond the First Book," said

the Inspector.

"An' sure he would, your honor, in any other school in the

wurruld. But what can the childhre learn with a pizazvn like

that," pointing to Carmody, " who'd rather be oilin' his hair an'

galivantin' wid the girls
—

"

" Now, now, Mrs. Ryan," said the Inspector, " this won't do

!

I gave you full latitude and you must now keep silence, please,

while I examine your son."

" All right, your honor," she replied. " I'm not goin' to say

another word, Iss, Aye, or No! "

" Now, Patsy," continued the Inspector, " have you ever been

punished by the teacher ?
"

" I have, sor," said Patsy.
" In what way ?

"

" I was shlapped, sor," said the boy.

"On the hand?"
" Yes, sir !

" said Patsy, rubbing his hands harder on his

breeches, as if he was anxious to wipe out the very memory of

the pain.

" What did the teacher slap you with ?
"

" Wid the shiapper, sor," said Patsy.

" Get me that slapper," said the Inspector to Carmody.

The instrument of torture was put on the table.

" Is that it ? " said the Inspector.

Patsy eyed it ruefully, still rubbing his hands. He suspected

it was about to be requisitioned again. But he recognized his

old acquaintance.

" 'Tis, sor! " he replied.

"Were you eyer punished with any other instrument?"
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" Wha' ? " said Patsy. These big words were too much for

him.
" Did the teacher beat you with anything else ? " was the modi-

fied question.

" No, sor !
" said Patsy.

" But your mother says you have had marks or weals on your

body."
" Black and blue, your honor, an' all the colors of the rainbow.

Who marked you, agragalf Who bate you about the legs and

arrums ? " said his mother.
" Billy Fitz, your honor," said Patsy. " He does be kicking

me ondher the desk. But he isn't me match, and whin I grows

up, I'll lick the divil out of him."
" There's the teachin' now they're gettin', your honor," said

his mother. " There's the teachin' goin' on in this school. Shure

they might as well be among blacks or haythens."
" I see," said the Inspector gravely. " But, my boy, you went

home one evening from school with your nose bleeding and your

eyes swollen. Was it the teacher punished you ?
"

" 'Twas not !" said Patsy. " 'Twas Billy Fitz agin ; but whin

I'm growed up—

"

" Yes, yes
!

" said the Inspector hastily. " I understand.

Then why did you tell your mother that it was the teacher that

ill-used you ?
"

" 'Twas Dicky Duggan made me, sor," said Patsy.

" Who is Dicky Duggan ?
"

" Oh, thin, wan of the dacentest and quitest byes in the par-

ish," broke in his mother. " A good nabor an' a kind frind to

the widda and the orfin. Sure 'tis he ploughs me little haggart

for me every spring and gives me the seed for the praties."

" Then you told a lie to your mother," continued the Inspector,

" when you said it was Mr. Carmody that ill-used you ?
"

Patsy was silent. His warlike ardor against Billy Fitz had

evaporated. He rubbed his breeches in a nervous and melan-

choly manner.
" You told a lie ? " persisted the Inspector.

" Av coorse, he did," replied the mother. " How could he tell

anythin' else wid the teachin' they're gettin' here. Sure how
can they be good or graceful wid a blagard like that over 'em?"

" I think that closes the evidence !
" said the Inspector. " Just
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one word more. Were you ever put kneeling on a form or desk,

Patsy?"
" I was, sor !

" said Patsy.

" Just kneel up there. Let me see how you knelt !

'*

And Patsy knelt comfortably on the seat and leaned rather

luxuriously on the desk.

" That will do !
" said the Inspector. And Patsy retired with

much satisfaction.

The Principal of the School was summoned.
" Have you ever noticed any undue or harsh treatment of the

children at the hands of Mr. Carmody?"
" Never, sir ! He is very kind and gentle with the children."

" Begor," said Mrs. Ryan, talking to an imaginary and sym-

pathetic audience on the ceiling, " that's a quare question. As
if they wouldn't stick together like pickpockets."

"Mr. Carmody!"
" You have heard this—ahem ! woman's evidence, or rather

her specific charges against you. Have you any observations to

offer?"

" None, sir," he replied, " except to deny them in toto. It is a

matter of pure spite, dictated
—

"

" Now, now, now, Mr. Carmody, I cannot allow that. I can-

not listen to any imputation of motives
—

"

" That's right, your honor," said Mrs. Ryan. " Take that,

now, you blagard, you. There's fair play for the poor some-

where, thank God!"
" I just want you to answer my questions briefly," said the

Inspector to Carmody, " and to make no comments or explana-

tions. Are you conscious of having ever, in a fit of temper or

resentment, ill-used that boy?"
" Never, sir," said Carmody, somewhat nettled. " I've never

punished that boy except in the manner already described."

"Oh, glory be to God! Oh, sweet Mother above, listen to

that!" said Mrs. Ryan. " Yerra, aren't you afraid the ground

would open and swally you up, you black-hearted scoundrel, to

tell. such a lie an' before the ministers of God? Yerra, your

honor, ax him no more questions, or he'll damn his sowl out an'

out. Only take him now and put him outside that dure and sind

us some dacent bye that'll tache our childhre widout massacraying

them—"
.
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" I think I'll adopt one of your suggestions at least," said the

Inspector, fo'ding up his papers and placing them in a small hand-

bag. " I shall ask no further questions. This inquiry is now
closed ; and I shall place the evidence before the Commissioners

and let you know their decision."

"An' if you just tell 'em, your honor," said Mrs. Ryan, " that

there's a dacent shlip of a bye, a grandson of ould Mike Lynch's

at the forge, and he's just the wan to take Carmody's place here."

" Very good," said the Inspector, rising, " but the desirable

vacancy does not exist as yet."

The Inspector lunched at the curate's house and immediately

departed; and the two priests were face to face. After a long

interval of silence, which Henry Liston was afraid to break, his

pastor said:

"Well?"

And Henry answered:
" It is an ugly symptom. I shouldn't care much, but what of

the children when such things are drilled into them?"
" Yes !" said Dr. William Gray, " what of the children ? What

of the next generation ?"

Then after a pause he said, as he rose up

:

" There ! It shouldn't concern me much. I shall be sleeping

down there under the elm in the old church-yard. But I don't

envy the lot of the coming priesthood. They will have sharp

work cut out for them."
" They will be equal to it," said Henry gallantly, although his

heart misgave him. " They are getting new weapons and adopt-

ing a new system of warfare ; and believe me, they'll be more than

a match for the revolution."

" I have been hearing that ad nauseam and I don't believe

a word of it," said his pastor angrily. " There would be some

meaning in that, if you were dealing with educated and intelligent

opposition, but of what avail are your new weapons, by which, I

presume, you mean new books and new systems, when you have

to deal with Dick Duggan and Mrs. Ryan?"

There was no answer this time.

" So you're keeping to your new-fangled authors, in spite of

all I have said to you. Believe me. Father Liston, you are on

the wrong track. There's nothing there but what one of the

Fathers called ' the wine of devils ' ".
.
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" It is these medieval conceits that are playing the mischief

with the Church," said Henry. " Modern thought will not stand

those terrible maledictions of the Middle Ages on everything that

is beautiful and refined. * The body—an open sewer ; women

—

so many devils
;
poetry—the wine of demons : art—the handmaid

of iniquity
;

'—that kind of thing won't do now, sir ! Take my
word for it. It won't."

The old man was fumbling with a book which Henry had left

open on his desk ; and, half in contempt for what his curate was

saying, half through curiosity, he was peering at its pages with

dim eyes held close to the print.

" Who wrote this ?" he said at last with an accent of stern

anger in his voice that sent the blood from his curate's face.

" Oh ! that ?" said Henry, rising and coming over to where his

pastor was sitting. " That's the Gestdndnisse of Heine—a pro-

fession of faith
—

"

"A profession of ribald blasphemy !" said his pastor in a voice

of thunder. And he sent the book flying through a pane of

plate-glass, which was smashed into atoms. He then strode

furiously from the room.

He had stumbled on a pitiful, but audacious, passage in which

the little broken German Aristophanes makes a comparison be-

tween himself and the Almighty.

Hence, when a few days after, Henry Liston volunteered to

come down every day and read the Office with his blind pastor

—

a task of patience and much pain—^he was doing a noble thing, a

self-sacrificial act, which was sure to reap a rich reward.

CHAPTER XXIX.

A Reverie and a Night Call.

NURSE O'Farrell was sitting alone one of the nights of that

winter in the nurses' room off the main corridor of a

certain hospital in the City. She had been four years or more

in the profession, had passed through the stern novitiate, had

seen life abroad at some private houses, where wealthy patients

were under her hands ; but her heart had not yet hardened at the
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sight of suffering, nor had it been closed up to the gentle in-

fluences that rained upon it, even though at widely separated in-

tervals, from old and cherished friendships. From time to time

she rose and passed into the adjacent ward, walking very gently

in her soft felt slippers, and peering under the faint light of the

lamps at the faces of the sufferers. Sometimes she had to raise

up the bed-clothes, fallen from the arm of a restless sleeper

;

sometimes she had to raise and smooth a sunken pillow; some-

times she watched for minutes in silence to detect any morbid

symptoms in some patient who had undergone an operation ; and

sometimes she had to speak a soothing word to some poor in-

valid, tortured by insomnia and staring half frantic from ceiling

to floor to get some rest for that throbbing brain. She was too

young to philosophize much on such matters; but the constant

sight of suffering made her very humble ; and, it was always with

a little silent sigh of gratitude, she went back to the lonely room.

This night, too, her thoughts had taken an unusually deep and

reverential turn, for she had been reading a letter which had

come by the evening mail from the far-off convent where her

friend, Mary Liston, was carrying on another heroic woman's

work in prayer for smitten humanity. Annie had read the letter

hastily when the post came in. Then she had been summoned

to tea. Now, in the intervals of her solemn watchings, she had

more leisure to take up the precious letter and study it, line

by line.

They were. the words of a fine soul, which by one stupendous

act of self-sacrifice had emancipated itself completely from the

things of earth and was walking in the eye of heaven. And be-

neath the sweet, solemn words there breathed a tone of gentle

humility that brought tears into Annie's eyes.

" You know," she said, " we have the same vocation—^you, to work

;

I, to pray, for those who are so dear to God. Sometimes I think that

yours is the higher calling ; and I say to myself ;
' Won't you be sur-

prised if you see little Annie very much higher than you shall be in

Heaven?' Then, to reassure myself, I put out my hand, for these

thoughts always come in the watches of the night, and I touch the rough

rug, or the coarse habit, or the masonry on the wall, that is not even

plastered. I do this to give myself a little courage, so that I may be able

to say I'm doing a little for our Lord. But then the thought occurs

:

Ah! but now the little martyr, Annie, is up and watching and alone;

and I see her as the hands go round slowly on the clock; and she must
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not sleep, nor even doze; for there beneath her hands are precious lives

that must be protected so that the little flame shall not flicker, nor go out
in the darkness. And I—I can sleep and sleep soundly; and I have no
great responsibility; and therefore, I shall have no great reward. And
then, Annie can pray as well as watch and work; and I see her dear

face bent over her prayerbook or her book of meditations there under
the gas-lamp when not a sound breaks the silence or interrupts her com-
munion with God. Ah me! it is all very grand and beautiful; and I

think how our dear Father, St. Francis, would love you, because of all

your kindness to the little ones of Christ. And don't be surprised, dear

Annie, if some night, when you are lifting up and soothing some poor sick

child don't be surprised if St. Antony comes and places the Divine Infant

in your arms. There! you'll say, I suppose, I'm rhapsodical; and these

are the dreams of a sick nun, but stranger things have happened; and

then, nothing can be too great or good for my Annie.
" 1 wonder do you often go down to the dear old spot where we spent

a few happy weeks together. Rohira comes to me sometimes as in a

dream—the sea, and the old gray castle, and the gentle old Doctor, and

that poor boy, whom the Gipsy said his mother was calling
—

"

But here the letter fell from Annie's hand; and she began to

muse and think. And she saw two sad pictures, which she would

have liked, if she were able, to blot from memory. The one

memory was of a certain winter night, when she was hastening

to her night-duty across the City; and she passed at a certain

street corner a group of young men; and they whistled and

chirped; and, turning round indignantly, she thought she recog-

nized the face of Jack Wycherly, and that he slunk back into the

darkness before her eyes. The other memory was of another

night, when the streets were deserted, but for a group of giddy

students and shop-girls who were chatting and laughing boister-

ously at a street corner; and she thought again that the lamp-

light fell on the familiar face. Then, one day, he came enrolled

as a clinical student to the very hospital where she attended.

But she passed him by. She heard his name mentioned as the

most brilliant and promising pupil of a leading surgeon in the

City ; and she watched the operations with renewed interest when

he was there. Once she thought her heart stood still when she

heard the operating surgeon call out

:

" Wycherly, come here, and take that forceps. I can depend

on you."

But she never spoke to him—partly because it was more or

less against the etiquette of the hospital; but principally because
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he had been gravely lowered in her esteem. But she noticed him

;

noticed that he had grown rapidly into manhood, that the broad

forehead seemed to have expanded under the clusters of hair

that now seemed deepening into auburn; and she noticed, or

thought she saw the fires of genius kindling in those deep blue

eyes, which had looked up at her so reverential and so timid ever

so many years ago. Then, one day, she nearly fell when a

strangely familiar voice behind her, as she walked along the

hospital corridor, said deferentially:

"Miss O'Farrell—Annie—why do you avoid me? Do you

forget Jack Wycherly, your old pupil ?"

But in a moment her woman's wit and self-possession came

back ; and, looking him steadily in the face, she said coldly

:

" You are not the Jack Wycherly that I knew."
" Oh, but I am. Miss O'Farrell," he said, not understanding

the sinister meaning of her words. " Surely, I haven't changed

so much in appearance that you cannot recognize me?"
" In appearance not much," she said. " But you are not the

boy> so gentle and so proud that used to come to uncle's; and

you are not the Jack Wycherly that did the honors of Rohira to

me and my friend."

Something in her tone of voice struck him. It was an echo

of his own conscience ; and the hot blush ran to his face.

" How is that. Miss O'Farrell ?" he asked with an oflfended

air.

She hesitated for a moment, unwilling to offend or give pain,

for that sudden flush of face showed how deeply he felt her

words. But her strong will came to her aid.

" The young medical student," she said slowly, but now she had

grown pale with pain—the pain she knew she was inflicting, " who
insults ladies in the streets at midnight, and spends valuable

time in flirting with giddy girls under gas-lamps^ is not the

Jack Wycherly whom I knew long ago!"

He was silent, looking at her, wonderingly, doubtingly. Then,

suddenly, a great wave of offended pride seemed to sweep over

his soul, for he turned away muttering:

" These are the things that drive men to the devil."

Since that day they had not spoken. They met but seldom;

and then only in the operation-room, or in the wards, where

there were always many students and a few nurses and doctors

;
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and there seemed to be a tacit understanding that they should
not recognize each other. Yet at times her heart was troubled

at his words: "These are the things that drive men to the

devil!" and she used to watch him carefully when he was en-

grossed in his patients, to see whether there were any signs of

dissipation—any of the slight hints that Nature gives when she

is undergoing ill-treatment. But no! he was always the same
handsome, clever Jack Wycherly; and every day seemed to

add something to his reputation.

One day a young nurse said to her

:

" That young student, whom you notice so much, has the most
perfect Grecian face I ever saw. It is the face of a young god !"

She had been reading French novels. But Annie was an-

noyed; and from that day forward, she was more circumspect

in her looks. But the vision had not faded; and now, as the

clock struck midnight and the letter of the young Collettine

lay open in her lap, she went over all these details again, as a

young girl will, who has come to the years of idle musing and
reverie.

She sighed a little and took up the letter of her young friend

again.

It is idle to hope, I suppose, that they will ever become Catholics;

but then, in their own way, they may serve God. I am quite sure the

good old doctor will get many and great graces before he dies, for all

his kindness to the suffering poor. And I think that boy has a future

—

that is, if his mother does not come for him. But, there! these are

melancholy thoughts. Let us dismiss them! Will you ever come to see

me? I'm dying to see you, dear Annie, and in your nurse's uniform. Is

it blue, navy blue, or brown? I hope the latter, because that is the color

of our Order and our habit. Won't you laugh when you see my rough,

brown habit and leathern belt (but that's fashionable now, I believe) and

sandals. You will be a little shocked at our flagged floors, and the

arched ceilings of brick over our cells, and the rough masonry of our

walls. But you will have no occasion for hygienic (is that the word?)

lectures. Everything is spotless and clean as your own room at the

hospital.—Hark! there goes the vigilante to ring the bell for Vespers;

and you know our rule—letter unfinished! meals untasted, etc.—good-

night and pray for me

!

But the letter, interesting as it was, did not set aside the vision

of the student and its pain. The night wore on ; and the dark-

ness and loneliness seemed to deepen. Annie rose more fre-
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quently than her duties demanded, and walked her ward on

tiptoe. It was the deepest hour, preceding the dawn, and sleep

seemed to hang heavy on the eyelids of the sufferers. At least,

she thought, I shall have little more to do to-night until the day-

nurse comes at eight. I shall read a little, think a little, dream

a little; ah! if I could only pray much, and not a little. Ah!

my little CoUettine, you are up now after your four hours' sleep.

I see you in the dim, cold choir, where the yellow lamps are

smoking and giving barely light to read the Office. I see you in

your choir-stall, bending down very low in adoration. The great

darkness over your head is alive with angels ; and now you raise

your head and look where the red lamp is burning in the mystic

oil before the Holy of Holies. Are you thinking of me, as I of

you ? You are, I know it, else why do I feel so fairly happy

—

The deep clangor of the night-bell rang shrill and harsh down in

the hall, just as she was passing into her room, in a half-dreaming

mood. She paused on the threshold. She knew what it meant.

Then, swiftly, as if by instinct, she ran to the surgery; and put

together some surgical instruments and lint; and turned on the

hot-water tap into a white basin.

Then she waited.

She heard with all the indifference of one now hardened to such

thmgs the hurried steps in the hall, the banging of doors, the whis-

pered orders of the doctors, the sound of hurrying feet, until an

attendant, hurrying up the stairs, met her and said

:

" The doctor wishes to know. Miss, can you have No. 12 ready

at once?"
" Yes," she said, " in a few minutes. I'll ring. An accident,

I suppose ?"

" No, Miss, 'tis one of our young men, who was brought here

by the police. I think there was a row, and he's pretty bad."

Her heart seemed to stand still with apprehension ; but she

said calmly

:

" I shall ring when I'm ready."

She at once got out the bed-clothes and other necessaries from

the hot-press; swiftly lighted the fire in the bed-room; brought

in all the surgical and medical appliances she deemed necessary

;

took one look around to see that nothing was wanting, and then

touched the bell.

Through a sense of duty she remained standing in the room,
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although she would have given worlds to get away from the

stifling apprehension that oppressed her. Her heart beat quicker

as the muffled tread of the attendants came near; she opened

the door, and held it open for them, then she gave one quick

glance at the insensible form that lay on the stretcher; and she

saw her worst fears verified. It was Jack Wycherly, quite in-

sensible, and there was a froth of blood around his mouth.

Silently she helped to undress him, not daring to ask a question.

Once, as she had to stoop over his face, the odor of spirits,

mingled with the rank odor of blood, seemed to exhale from his

lips. And then, as the form of the prostrate student swayed

helplessly to and fro under her hands, and she saw the de-

gradation, as well as the sorrow of the thing, her firm will gave

way, and she found to her intense humiliation that she was weep-

ing. The doctor saw it, stared for a moment at her, and then

went over to contemplate the fire, twirling his stethoscope be-

tween his fingers.

When all was right, and the student lay back on the dry, cool

pillow, the doctor came over, bade the nurse uncover the chest

of his patient, applied the stethoscope, moving the hollow tube

gently over every region of the chest. There was no need of

examining the back or shoulders. He raised himself up, and

pointing to one conspicuous spot beneath the left collarbone, he

said

:

" Just there the trouble is."

Then he added, looking at the nurse, who had now regained

her perfect composure

:

" It is a case of violent hemorrhage, Miss O'Farrell. There

was a street-row. He was struck just there, and somewhat

violently, I should say. Look, there is a livid mark. You know

the rest. He has had occult phthisis for some time; and the

lung was weakened."

"But this coma—this stupor?" said Annie anxiously.

" Oh, that's nothing," said the man of science, smiling. " That

will pass off. But, you understand, he must be kept absolutely

q^uiet. If there is any recurrence of the bleeding, I shall leave

a little ergotine with you to inject. And you understand the

rest."

She took his directions in silence. Then, as he folded up the

instrument and was turning away, she said

:
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" I suppose it is the beginning of the end?"
" Oh, not necessarily," he said. " These hemorrhages are not

always the worst sign. It all depends on himself. 'Tis a great

pity. He was the most brilliant student that ever walked these

wards."

She hardly heard him. The words were ringing in her ears

;

" It is things like these that drive men to the devil."

CHAPTER XXX.

A Contested Election.

THE burning of Kerins's hay, which took place the night of

the concert, and which was witnessed by those who were

driving home, did not tend to make matters smoother in the

parish of Athboy and Doonvarragh. Kerins promptly put in

his claim for compensation, which was as promptly carried; and

a heavy rate was levied on the parish, pressing hard on many a

poor peasant and laborer. And in such cases the aggrieved ones

never consider the justice or the injustice of the demand. They
only know that they have to pay; and their wrath is directed

not against the perpetrator of the evil, but against the victim

who has sought to defend himself. Hence the anger of the people

during these months was directed partly against Kerins, partly

against his pastor, who, in his old zeal for the maintenance of

law, thundered denunciations against the criminals. No one

seemed to care to ask who was the criminal, although there was

a common opinion that the torch that fired the rick of hay came

from the boundary ditch that separated Crossfields from the

Duggans' farm. Some people thought that the altar denuncia-

tion was directly aimed at the Duggans, although so veiled that

no one could prove it. But Dick Duggan swore that it was he

that was aimed at; and, at the same time, he protested his in-

nocence, and that the real culprit would one day be discovered.

Mr. Reeves, the member of the Defense Association, who
had taken Kerins's farm under his protection, was promptly on

the scene, and aided by every means in his power the cause of his

client. He again called on Dr. Gray. The old man was getting

feeble, and he had run almost blind. His proud spirit was

almost broken under the trials of life. He felt how powerless

he was under the blows of fate ; how useless were great resolves
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and high, impartial desires in conflict with resistless circum-

stances. And the keenest pang of all was that he was now con-

vinced that his people were passing through a dread revolution,

when every principle would be discarded and set aside. He had

come to that sad pass when a man looks to the grave as his

only hope.

Reeves was surprised at the sudden alteration in the old man's

appearance. He expressed some solicitude which was curtly,

if courteously, received. Then once more he repeated his thanks

for the stern denunciations leveled against crime by the aged

pastor. The latter made no reply. He did not seek thanks from

that quarter. Quite unabashed. Reeves explained that he was

now a candidate for the honor of being appointed Local Guardian,

and he felt sure that the good pastor, being a man of law and

order, would lend him his vote and influence to secure the

coveted honor.

Then the old fires blazed forth again.

" No !" he said emphatically. " I cannot give you my vote

;

and whatever little influence I now possess shall be directed

against you. I have no wish to be discourteous, and there-

fore I shall say nothmg as to the attitude your class has

always assumed toward the country's best interests. But all my
life long I have been a Nationalist. All my s)mipathies are with

the people from whom I have sprung. If any Nationalist candi-

date steps forward, I shall support him. If none, I shall not

record my vote."

" I was hoping," said the other with unruffled temper, " that

the time for those distinctions had gone by, and that all classes

were now united in view of the common welfare."

The old man shook his head.

" You are mistaken, sir," he said. "At least, so far as I know,

we have not reached that point as yet."

" I think," said Mr. Reeves, " that bygones should be by-

gones. The worst of our people is that they are so retentive of

things that should long ago be forgotten and forgiven. So long

as the classes are at war with one another, what hope can there

be for the future ?"

"Not much, perhaps," said the priest. "But, you see, our

ideals and principles are wholly irreconcilable. At least," he

said, correcting himself hastily and speaking with the methodi-
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cal accuracy that years of close reasoning and training had taught

him, " our larger ideals do not meet with mutual acceptance. In

small matters, such as industries and such things, we may agree

;

but no amount of material prosperity can or rather ought to wean
away the minds of the people from the great ideal of their own
nationhood."

"An impossible ideal !" said Reeves. " Why should the people

forget the solid advantages of life and grasp at shadows?"
" Why ? Because God has made them thus," said the priest.

" They can no more get rid of that idea of independent nation-

hood than they can level their mountains and drain their rivers

dry."

" Well," said Reeves, rising, " I have nothing to say to such

matters. I'm not a politician. I have no politics. I'm not a

Unionist, nor a Conservative, nor a Nationalist. I only wish

to do good to the people and to wipe out the past."

The old man smiled.

" We have heard that kind of reasoning a hundred times, Mr.

Reeves," he said. " It won't do. It won't do. You are with

the people, or against them ; that is, you embrace the entire pro-

gramme, or reject it."

" I'm very sorry to hear you say so," said Mr. Reeves sadly

but courteously. " It makes one despair of Ireland to hear a

man of your education and high principle speak thus."

" I have spoken but the truth," said the aged pastor. " There

never is harm in speaking the truth."

" Yes ! But what is. Truth ?" said Reeves, as he bade the old

man good-day.

Reeves was opposed by a prominent young Nationalist, a

farmer in the locality, who had been a prominent Leaguer in his

time and had spent one month in gaol. As a Leaguer and a

leading spirit amongst the politicians of the parish, he had been

in open sympathy with the Duggans and had done all in his power

to compel Kerins to give up Crossfields and go back to America.

Although he made no attempt to conceal his feelings and sym-

pathies, he had never been offensive and had drawn the line

rigidly between what he considered a legitimate diversity of

view from his parish priest and open rebellion against the au-

thority of the Church. Hence, although he had espoused the

cause of the Duggans, his refusal to support them in their* op-
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position to the pastor had diminished their friendship; and,

considering the power they exercised in the parish, it made him
nervous about his success.

He called also on the parish priest, but with fear and trembling.

His Irish heart softened when he saw the debility of the old

man, as he felt his way along the hall and opened the dining-

room door. He twirled his hat nervously between his hands as

he entered and was bidden in a cold and formal manner to sit

down.
" I'm going in for the vacant place in the Union, yer rever-

ence," he said, " and I came to ask your support."

" You don't deserve much consideration from me, Gleeson,"

said the old man.

Gleeson hung his head.

" You have taken a wrong stand against Kerins," continued

the priests relentlessly. " You have taken the side of injustice

against justice; and you have aided and abetted crime in the

parish."

" How is that, yer reverence ?" said the young man, bridling

up. " I certainly thought that the Yank might have stayed where

he was and left the Duggans that little bit of land that they

wanted. But I have committed no crime; and I offinded the

Duggans by not goin' agin you."

" I have no feeling one way or the other about myself," said

the priest. " What I consider is the law of God. And the man
that committed the crime of firing Kerins's haggart and putting

a heavy tax on the parish was guilty of a terrible crime and is

unquestionably bound to restitution."

*' You don't mane to say, yer reverence, that I did it ?" said

the young man, deeply aggrieved.

" I have no evidence one way or the other," said the priest.

" But suspicion points in one direction and takes in all their

friends and sympathizers."
*' Thin I may tell your reverence," said the young man, " that

it was nayther Duggan, nor any friend of the Duggans, ever sot

fire to Kerins's hayrick. The people well know who did it,

and can put their hand on them."

"Then why don't they do it?" asked the priest, although he

knew it was a foolish question.

" Because thim that did it would do worse," said Gleeson.

" But it will all come out a-yet."
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Then, after a pause, he rose up, saying:

" I may take it thin, yer reverence, that I'm not goin' to get

your support?"
" You may take nothing of the kind," said the priest. " Mr.

Reeves was here this morning, and I refused him."
" What ?" said the young man in surprise. " Everywan says

that Reeves is your man."
" Then what brought you here ?" said the priest.

" I wanted to get the refusal from your own mouth," said

Gleeson.

"My God!" said the old priest in despair, "these people will

never understand me. What right have you, or any of your

likes, to say that I have given a wrong vote in my life, or

done aught else against my country? I, who have always been

on the side of the people, who have fought their battles, who knew
the bravest of the men that fought for Ireland, before any of

you, you insolent and ignorant young puppies, was born—I, to be

taken as a traitor and a backslider by fellows that do not regard

the laws of God or man, and who would thank God that they

had a country to sell—oh! what an age to live in! 'Tis long,

Gleeson, since your father, or your brave old grandfather, who
carried his pike in '48, would think and speak as you have

spoken."

The violent emotion of the old blind priest seemed to touch

the sensibilities of the young man deeply and he made an abject

but fruitless apology. The shame of being thought a traitor to

his principles, even when he was most deeply attached to them,

had gone too far into the breast of the old man to be relieved

by mere excuses. He made a gesture as if to bid the young

man go ; and the latter, shamed and sorrow-stricken, departed.

Late in the evening he went up the hill toward the farm where

the Duggans lived. He was heavy at heart after his rencontre

with his pastor; but he was anxious about his election and came

to consult his supporters. His visit was taken coldly. He af-

fected a confidence which he did not feel.

" Things are going well, Dick," he said, as the young man
met him in the haggart. " I'm pretty sure now that we'll give

Reeves the divil of a lickin'."

" Indeed ?" said Dick, plunging his hands in his trousers

pockets, and looking over the landscape.
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"Yes!" said Gleeson, noticing the coldness, "I think that
we'll give the landlords such a lesson this time that they'll never
show their faces here agin."

" That 'ud be a pity," said Dick. " Some landlords are good,
and some are bad, and some are middlin'."

"An' what is Reeves?" said Gleeson with some anxiety.
" Well, some say he is a good man enough," said Dick coolly.

" They sez he's good to the poor and gives 'em tons of coals at

Christmas."

" But he's a Unionist, he's the president, or secretary, or some-
thing in the Defense Union, an' he's a landlord," said Gleeson.

" The people doesn't mind thim things now," said Dick.
"These are ouldfashioned things. And sure now Tw every-

zvan for himself, and God for us all."

Gleeson looked away and began to whistle softly. Then his

temper rose.

" Perhaps you mane that you and your father are going to

go back of all ye ever said or done; an' goin* to vote for the

inimy ?"

" Better an honest inimy than a desateful frind," said Dick.
" Do you mane me ?" said Gleeson, with blazing eyes.

" 1 mane thim that are supportin' you, or sez they are," said

Dick.

" To cut it short," said Gleeson, " you mane that you and
your father are goin' back of your counthry and your creed ; an'

goin' over to the landlord an' the souper?"
" You may put it anny way ye like," said Duggan. " But

me and me father will vote for Reeves, av it was only to shpite

thim that's backing you."
" May it do you good !" said Gleeson, moving away. " But

you may be sure 'twill nayther be forgiven nor forgotten for ye."

And Reeves, landlord, Unionist, Chief of the Defense Union,

Head Emergency man, etc., was elected by the votes of the

people over the head of the young Nationalist, who had slept

oij the plank-bed and walked the treadmill for his country.

But the latter had his revenge. It soon became quite clear

that the Duggans were exceedingly hopeful that their ambition

was at last to be realized. Crossfields, the snug farm on the

hill-side, with its trim hedges, its deep, dewy soil, its comfort-

table dwelling-house and spacious out-offices, was practically
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theirs. For now Kerins had become, under the burden of much
trouble, a stooped and worn man. All the fires of independence

which he had brought from the Western States seemed to have

smouldered down into white ashes of despair ; and, although still,

with the instinct of industry and thrift, he kept his place neat, it

was quite clear that he was taking to that solace of the wretched

—drink; and that it was only a matter of time that he should

become a hopeless bankrupt. Many a morning, before the larks

rose up from their dewy nests in the thick clover, Dick Duggan
watched across the boundary-ditch that separated his farm from

Kerins's— watched with eager and covetous eyes the rich

meadows, where the purple and white clover was smothered

beneath the rich, sweet grass, which was rapidly shooting into

the yellow tassels of the hay; watched the cattle knee-deep in

the succulent pasture, and the long parallel ridges, where the ten-

der grass-corn was springing from the red earth. Many a time

his gaze wandered across the fields to the long white-washed

walls of the farm-house, nestling beneath its roof of thatch ; and

a very sweet and gentle vision (for such visions do come even

to such hardened natures as Duggan's) of domestic felicity,

shared by one of the bonniest maidens of the parish, seemed to

arise and shed its radiance across the dull, grey monotpne of the

now wifeless and childless home. Yes! Even Dick Duggan

was so cocksure of Crossfields that he had made his formal

engagement with Martha Sullivan; and had even indulged the

imagination of his future bride with a repetition of all those

blissful fancies that were haunting himself. Hence when Reeves,

with all the coolness and effrontery of his class, called to solicit

his vote, Duggan hesitated, asked questions, delayed answers, and

practised all the arts of a skilled diplomatist, until he had ex-

torted a half-promise from the wary landlord that, should Cross-

fields again become tenantless, his own priority of claim should

be admitted. Then he gave his vote.

There was some shrugging of shoulders, and many questions,

and some comments when it was known that Dick Duggan had

actually supported the most obnoxious man in all the land. But

then men shrugged their shoulders and dismissed the subject with

the reflection:

" 'Tis now every man for himself and God for us all
!"

And—Dick Duggan had the majority on his side.

[to be continued.] ~

.

Doneraile, Ireland. P. A. Sheehan.
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LITTEBAE AFOSTOLICAE.

I.

PONTIFICIUM InSTITUTUM BiBLICUM IN UrBE ERIGITUR.

PIUS PR X.

Ad perpetuam rei memoriam.—Vinea electa sacrae Scrip-

turae ut uberiores in dies fructus turn Ecclesiae Pastoribus

turn fidelibus universis afferret, iam inde ab exordiis apostolici

Nostri regiminis, Decessorum Nostrorum vestigiis insistentes,

omni ope contendimus. Instabat enim in primis praesens Ec-

clesiae necessitas, ex eo maxime parta, quod de disceptationi-

bus biblicis confusae essent usque quaque ac perturbatae

mentes. Urgebat etiam conceptum animo Nostro desiderium,

itemque nativum muneris Nostri officium provehendi pro viri-

bus'studium sacrarum Scripturarum, comparandique, catho-

licis praecipue iuvenibus, catholica studiorum subsidia, ne cum
ingenti sanae doctrinae discrimine ad heterodoxos se con-

ferrent redirentque modernistarum spiritu imbuti.

His talibus Ecclesiae malis efficacia et nova remedia oppo-
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siturus, maioraque studiorum biblicorum incrementa cura-

turus, illud iam pridem Leo XIII r. m, animo spectavit, athe-

naeum biblicum in Urbe constituere, quod altioribus magis-

teriis omnique instrumento eruditionis biblicae omatum, co-

piam praesertim excellentium magistrorum ad exponendos in

scholis catholicis divinos Libros praeberet.

Salutare ac frugiferum Decessoris Nostri propositum Nos

quidem avide complexi, iam litteris Nostris Scripturae sanctae,

die XXIII februarii mensis anno mdcccciv datis, monuimus,

percommodum Nobis consilium videri huiusmodi athenaei

biblici in Urbe condendi, quo " delecti undique adolescentes

convenirent, scientia divinorum eloquiorum singulares eva-

suri ", illud addentes, spem bonam Nos certamque fovere fore

ut eius perficiendae rei facultas, quae tunc quidem Nobis, non

secus ac Decessori Nostro deerat, aliquando ex catholicorum

liberalitate suppeteret.

Itaque quod felix faustumque sit reique cathoHcae bene

vertat pontificium Institutum biblicum in hac alma Urbe, apo-

stolica Nostra auctoritate, tenore praesentium, motu proprio,

de certaque scientia ac matura deliberatione Nostris, erigimus,

eiusque leges ac disciplinam has esse statuimus:

Finis pontificio biblico Instituto sit ut in Urbe Roma alti-

orum studiorum ad Libros sacros pertinentium habeatur cen-

trum, quod efficaciore, quo liceat, modo doctrinam biblicam et

studia omnia eidem adiuncta, sensu Ecclesiae catholicae pro-

moveat.

Ad hunc finem spectat in primis ut selecti ex utroque clero

atque ex variis nationibus adolescentes, absoluto iam ordi-

nario philosophiae ac theologiae cursu, in studiis biblicis ita

perficiantur atque exerceantur, ut ilia postmodum tam pri-

vatim quam publice, tum scribentes cum docentes, profiteri

valeant, et gravitate ac sinceritate doctrinae commendati, sive

in munere magistrorum penes catholicas scholas, sive in officio

scriptorura pro catholica veritate vindicanda, eorum dignita-

tem tueri possint.

Ad eumdem finem pertinet ut tum magistri atque alumni

Instituto adscripti, tum auditores, tum etiam hospites, qui ex-
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traordinarium in Institute studiorum cursum in disciplinis

biblicis proficere cupiant, omnibus praesidiis adiuventur, quae
ad studia laboresque id genus opportuna censeantur.

Denique Instituti fine continetur ut sanam de Libris sacris

doctrinam, normis ab hac S. Sede Apostolica statutis vel sta-

tuendis omnino conformem, adversus opiniones, recentiorum
maxime, falsas, erroneas, temerarias atque haereticas defendat,

promulget, promoveat.

Ut Institutum id quod spectat assequi valeat, omnibus ad
rem idoneis praesidiis erit instructum.

Quare complectetur in primis lectiones atque exercitationes

practicas de re biblica universa. Ac primo quidem loco eae

materiae tractandae erunt, quibus alumni muniantur ad fa-

ciendum doctrinae suae coram pontificia Commissione biblica

periculum. His accedent lectiones atque exercitationes de

quaestionibus peculiaribus ex interpretatione, introductione,

archaeologia, historia, geographia, philologia aliisque discipli-

nis ad sacros Libros pertinentibus. Addetur methodica et

practica informatio aluninorum, qua ad disputationes biblicas

ratione scientifica pertractandas instruantur et exerceantur,

Praeterea publice de rebus biblicis conferentiae adiicientur, ut

communi quoque multorum necessitati atque utilitati prospi-

ciatur.

Alterum summopere necessarium praesidium erit biblica

bibliotheca, quae opera potissimum antiqua et nova complecte-

tur. necessaria vel utilia ad verum in disciplinis biblicis pro-

fectum comparandum, et ad fructuose peragenda ordinaria

doctorum alumnorumque in Institute studia. Accedet museum
biblicum, seu rerum earum collectio quae ad sacras Scripturas

et antiquitates biblicas illustrandas utiles esse dignoscantur.

Tertium subsidium erit series variorum scriptorum, nomine

et auctoritate Instituti promulganda, ex quibus alia eruditis

investigationibus, alia defendendae circa Libros sacros catho-

licae veritati, alia spargendis ubique sanis de re biblica doctri-

nis proderunt.

De constitutione atque ordinatione Instituti quae sequuntur

edicimus:
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I. Pontificium Institutum biblicum ab Apostolica Sede im-

mediate dependeat eiusque praescriptis legibusque regatur.

II. Instituti regimen nominando a Nobis praesidi credatur

:

hie, commissi sibi muneris vi, gerat Instituti personam, de

rebusque gravioribus universis, quae Institutum attingant, ad

Nos referat, Nobisque regiminis sui rationem quotannis reddat.

III. Professores ordinarii constituant Instituti consilium,

quod una cum praeside provehendis Instituti ipsius bono et

increment© operam navabit.

IV. Supremam studiorum et regiminis Instituti normam et

regulam principia et decreta constituent per Sedem ApoSto-

licam et pontificiam biblicam Commissionem edita vel edenda.

Quae principia atque decreta ut fideliter, integre sincereque

servent et custodiant, speciali se obligatione teneri si universi

intelligant, qui ad pontificium hoc Institutum biblicum quovis

modo pertineant atque ad studia biblica in ipso Institute in-

cumbant.

Quae ad constitutionem atque ordinationem Instituti huius

biblici propius spectent, ea in propriis Instituti legibus, his

litteris Nostris adiunctis, enucleatius declaramus.

Haec volumus, edicimus, statuimus, decementes praesentes

litteras firmas, validas efficaces semper existere et fore suosque

plenarios et integros effectus sortiri et obtinere, illisque ad

quos spectat et in posterum spectabit in omnibus et per omnia

plenissime suffragari sicque in praemissis per quoscumque

indices ordinarios et delegates iudicari et definiri debere, atque

irritum esse et inane si secus super his a quoquam quavis

auctoritate scienter vel ignoranter contigerit attentari. Non

obstantibus contrariis quibuscumque.

Datum Romae apud S. Petrum sub anulo Piscatoris, die vii

Maii MDCCCCix^ Pontificatus Nostri anno sexto.

L. * S. R. Card. Merry del Val, a secretis Status.

XL

Leges Pontificio Instituto Biblico Regendo.

Tit. I.

—

De studiis in Instituto peragendis.

I. Peragendorum in Instituto studiorum materia ea in pri-
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mis est quae ad academicos gradus, a pontificia Commissione
biblica conferendos, requiritur. Fas praeterea erit de discepta-

tionibus universis, ad profectum disciplinae biblicae pertinenti-

bus, in Instituti ipsius scholis disserere.

2. Habendae in Institute scholae triplicis generis sint : lecti-

ones, exercitationes practicae, conferentiae publicae.

3. In lectionibus pars aliqua disciplinae biblicae, nee nimis

amplis nee nimis arctis circumscripta limitibus, ratione scienti-

fica alumnos proponatur, ut ita in studiis adiuventur et ad sub-

sequentes labores fructuose exantlandos sedulo instruantur.

4. Practicae exercitationes triplicem habeant sibi proposi-

tum finem : a) quod ad materiam studiorum, viam stemere ad

argumentum aliquod altius noscendum, subsidiis litterariis pro-

positis, rationibus illustratis, difficultatibus solutis; h) quod

ad formam, edoeere omnes familiaremque, institutione et usu,

reddere scientificam methodum in studiis servandam; c) quod

ad praxim, exercitationibus viva voce aut scripto habendis,

alumnorum quoque excitare activam assiduamque operam

eorumque facultates scientificas ac paedagogicas evolvere.

5. Conferentiae publicae occurrant in primis eommuni mul-

torum necessitati atque utilitati. Hae tamen alumnis etiam

Instituti multiplicem poterunt fructum afferre, quum rationem

ipsis ostendant disputationes biblicas modo scientifico simul et

populari, multorumque intellectui accommodate, pertractandi,

suppeditentque provectioribus opportunitatem se practice ex-

ereitandi in hoe perutili dicendi genere, hae nostra potissimum

aetate summopere necessario.

6. Pro universis biblieis studiis, tarn in scholis quam pri-

vatim peragendis, Institutum alumnis offeret commodam la-

borum supellectilem omniaque eruditionis biblicae instrumenta.

Tit. II.

—

De regimine Instituti.

7. Regimen Instituti spectat ad praesidem, qui, sui muneris

vi,* Instituti personam gerit.

8. PraeSes a Summo. Pontifice nominatur, audita relatione

Praepositi generalis Soeietatis lesu, qui tres pro eo munere

candidates ipsi proponet.
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9. Praesidis adiutor et socius munere fungatur a secretis

Instituti, et in rebus ordinariis vices gerat absentis vel impediti

praesidis.

10. Pro bibliothecae cura gerenda et ceteris externis rebus

ordinandis, bibliothecarius et custos aliique idonei socii de-

signentur.

11. Praeses de omnibus gravioribus Instituti rebus ad Apo-

stolicam Sedem referat, et ipsi Sedi regiminis sui rationem

quotannis reddat.

Tit. III.

—

De magistris Instituti.

12. Lectiones, exercitationes et conferentiae certis tempori-

bus habeantur ac dirigantur ab Instituti magistris. Hi vero

vel ordinarii professores vel extraordinarii lectores erunt.

13. Professores ordinarii de consensu Apostolicae Sedis per

Praepositum generalem Societatis lesu nominentur.

14. Lectores extraordinarii, postquam plures per annos in

officio docendi se probaverint, ad ordinarii professoris munus,

servatis servandis, ascendere poterunt.

15. Magistri omnes etiam extra lectiones atque exercita-

tiones practicas alumnis praesto erunt eosque in disciplinae

biblicae studiis adiuvabunt ac dirigent. Scriptis quoque suis

propositum Instituto finem assequendum curabunt, illudque

maxime cavebunt, ne in varias ac dissitas doctrinae investiga-

tiones abstracti, maturo laborum suorum fructu destituantur.

Tit. IV.

—

De celebrantibus Instituti scholas.

16. luvenes studiis biblicis in Instituto operam navantes, ad

tres classes pertinere poterunt; nam aut alumni proprie dicti

erunt, aut auditores inscripti aut hospites liberi.

17. In numerum alumnorum proprie dictorum non admit-

tentur nisi qui sint in sacra theologia doctores, cursumque

philosophiae scholasticae integre absolverint. Alumni omnes

ita expleant in Instituto regulariter studiorum cursum ut se

ad periculum coram pontificia Commissione biblica faciendum

parent.

18. Auditores inscribi possunt qui integrum philosophiae

ac theologiae cursum absolverint.
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19. Ceteris studiosis, tamquam hospitibus liberis, ad lecti-

ones audiendas aditus pateat.

20. Alumni atque auditores frequentes assidue esse dili-

gentiamque servare tarn in lectionibus quam in exercitationibus

Instituti teneantur.

Tit. V.

—

De bibliotheca Instituti.

21. Bibliotheca Instituti ita instruatur ut ordinariis studiis

atque elucubrationibus tarn doctorum quam discipulorum ne-

cessaria atque utilia praebeat litteraria subsidia.

22. Quare complectatur in primis opera sanctorum Patrimi

aliorumque interpretum catholicorum et praestantiorum aca-

tholicorum de biblicis disciplinis.

23. Peculiari ratione bibliotheca instruatur praecipius operi-

bus encyclopaedicis et periodicis recentioribus ad Biblica perti-

nentibus.

24. Praeter magistros, Instituti alumni atque auditores ad

usum bibliothecae ordinarium prae ceteris admittantur. Ordi-

nario bibliothecae usu sint reliqui interdicti.

25. Quum bibliotheca in id debeat maxime inservire ut studia

ipso in Instituto peragantur, libros et scripta periodica in

alium locum asportare nefas erit.

Ex aedibus vaticanis, die vii Maii a. mdccccix.

De speciali mandato Sanctissimi

L. * S. R. Card. Merry del Val, a secretis Status.

III.

CoNCEDiTUR Indulgentia Plenaria Pio Operi S. Ioannis

Baptistae de la Salle, a Parvis Tirociniis, apud Fra-

tres Scholarum Christianarum.

PIUS PP. X.

Ad perpetuam riei memoriam.—Nobis exponendum curavit

dilectus filius Gabriel Maria, supremus Fratrum Instituti

moderator, qui a Scholis christianis nuncupantur, pias ubique

gentium, post exemplum a sancto fundatore in Galliis datum,

conditas esse domos, vulgo Petits Noviciats appellatas, ado-

lescentibus tum pietate tum congrua doctrina imbuendis, qui,
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cum animum ad religiosam disciplinam, Deo adspirante, adii-

cere videantur, inter tirones proprie dictos postea excipiuntur.

Praeterea, sicut ab eodem dilecto filio compertum habuimus,

quo huiusmodi domus maiora susciperent incrementa, pium
fidelium opus, subtitulo S. loannis Baptistae de la Salle, quad-

raginta fere abhinc annis erectum fuit, atque a rec. me. Pio IX
et Leone XIII decessoribus Nostris, per similes litteras com-

pluribus indulgentiis locupletatum est; cuius operis sodales

frugiferae illi a parvis tirociniis dictae institutioni multimodis

favere student. Cum vero summus praefatus moderator sup-

plices Nobis adhibuerit preces, ut hoc ipsum opus novis sp>iri-

tualibus privilegiis augere dignaremur; Nos, qui probe novi-

mus, non modo magni momenti beneficia in religionem ab

eodem opere collata, sed etiam quantum eius sodales de Ec-

clesia meriti sint atque assidue mereantur, piis hisce votis ultro

libenterque censuimus obsecundandum. Quare, de omnipo-

tentis Dei misericordia ac beatorum Petri et Pauli apostolorum

eius auctoritate confisi, omnibus ac singulis christifidelibus,

qui, ad pium praedictum opus a S. loanne Baptista de la Salle

utcumque pertinentes, memoratam institutionem, quae vulgo

Petifs Noviciats audit, atque in praesens ob temporum pravi-

tatem maxime est necessaria, sive effusis ad Deum precibus,

sive alio quo ipsis placuerit modo, adiuverint, si vere poeni-

tentes et confessi ac S. Communione refecti quamlibet eccle-

siam vel publicum oratorium, festis diebus Praesentationis

Deiparae Virginis, supradictae institutionis Patronae, ac S.

loannis Baptistae de la Salle, a primis vesperis ad occasum

solis diei huiusmodi, devote quotannis visitaverint, ibique pro

christianorum principum concordia, haeresum exstirpatione,

peccatorum conversione, ac S. Matris Ecclesiae exaltatione

pias ad. Deum preces effuderint, quo praefatorum die id ege-

rint, plenariam omnium peccatorum suorum indulgentiam et

remissionem, etiam animabus christifidelium in Purgatorio de-

tentis per modum suffragii applicabilem, misericorditer in

Domino concedimus ac largimur. In contrarium facientibus

non obstantibus quibuscumque. Praesentibus perpetuo vali-

turis. Volumus autem ut praesentium litterarum transumptis,
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seu cxemplis, etiam impressis, manu alicuius notarii publici

subscriptis, et sigillo personae in ecclesiastica dignitate consti-

tutae munitis, eadem prorsus fides adhibeatur, quae adhibere-

tur ipsis praesentibus, si forent exhibitae vel ostensae.

Datum Romae apud S, Petrum sub anulo Piscatoris, die xv

Aprilis MCMix, Pontificatus Nostri anno sexto.

L. * S. R. Card. Merry del Val, a secretis Status.

S. CONGBEGATIO 8. OFFICII.

I.

De Usu inserendi Numismata Coronis B. M. V. loco

Granulorum Maiorum.

Beatissime Pater,

P. Thomas Joseph a divina Providentia, societatis divini

Salvatoris, ad pedes S. V. provolutus, humillime exponit ut

sequitur

:

Ab aliquo tempore invaluit usus inserendi coronis B. M. V.

loco granulorum, quae Pater noster designant, parva numis-

mata B. M. V.—Quaeritur a multis fidelibus, utrum hie usus

obstet lucro indulgentiarum, et utrum retineri possit, an non?

Et Deus etc.

Die 13 Martii iQOp.

S. Congregatio S. Officii respondendum censuit, nihil esse

innovandum.

A. Can. Giambene, Substitutus pro Indulgentiis.

L. * S.

II.

Decretum de Titulo Missionarii Apostolici et de Facul-

TATIBUS IlSDEM MiSSIONARIIS TrIBUENDIS.

Feria IV, die 21 Aprilis 1909.

In Congregatione generali S. R. et U. I. habita ab Emis ac

Rmis DD. Cardinalibus inquisitoribus generalibus, quoad con-

cessionem tituli Missionarii apostolici in locis iurisdictioni S.

Congregationis de Propaganda Fide non subiectis, et facul-

tates iisdem Missionariis elargiendas, praehabito voto RR.

Consultorum, iidem Emi ac Rmi DD. decreverunt

:
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Cum ad honorem sacri ministerii nee non ad Apostolicae

Sedis dignitatem omnino exigatur, ut nullus perinsigni Mis-

sionarii apostoHci titulo decoretur, qui hac non fuerit undique

dignus nuncupatione, vel illam nondum suis laboribus prome-

ruerit, nullus sacerdos praefato titulo in posterum insignietur

:

i.° nisi authenticum documentum exhibuerit, ex quo re-

sultet, ipsum coram examinatoribus a legitimo superiore depu-

tatis formale examen subisse de competenti theologica et philo-

sophica doctrina, deque peritia ad sancte, fructuose et decore

praedicandum verbum Dei sacrasque dandas missiones; atque

favorabile prorsus ab iisdem examinatoribus testimonium re-

tulisse, et a superiore suo legitimam approbationem simul re-

portasse

;

2° nisi ad excipiendas sacramentales utriusque sexus fide-

lium confessiones ab Ordinario loci, in quo moram nempe sta-

bilem sive ultimam trahit orator, iam fuerit legitime appro-

batus

;

3.° nisi saltern per decem annos sacris missionibus aliisque

praedicationibus, ac praesertim extra limites interdum suae

dioeceseos, cum laude vacaverit atque intenderit; de qua re

Ordinarii locorum fidem indubiam in scriptis fecerint, testantes

pariter, oratorem statutis ab Apostolica Sede circa sacram

praedicationem normis constanter adhaesisse, et irreprehensis

moribus apud populum se probasse

;

4.° nisi commendatus fuerit per litteras, ad sacram Congre-

gationem S. Officii directe transmittendas ab Ordinario loci,

ubi habituale domicilium tenet orator; et si agatur de sacer-

dote regulari, consensus etiam et commendatio in scriptis, ut

supra, sui superioris generalis accesserit.

Decreverunt insuper iidem Emi ac Rmi DD.

:

5,° sacerdos, qui ab hac S. S. Congregatione Missionarii

apostolici titulo decoratus fuerit, huiusmodi titulo et adnexis

indulto et facultatibus nonnisi ad libitum Sanctae Sedis gau-

dere valeat, nee non sub directione et dependentia Ordinari-

orum locorum, in quibus missiones per eum fieri contigerit,

quibus omnino parere debeat, ac licentiam prius cum faculta-

tibus ab eis recipere

;
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6.° indultum et facultates ab hac eadem S. Congregationc
una cum titulo Missionarii apostolici concedenda, ilia tantum-
modo erunt, quae in elencho huic decreto adnexo continentur

;

ac praeter ilia nullum peculiare privilegium, nulla habitus dis-

tinctio, neque ulla a proprio Ordinario exemptio tributa cen-

seantur

;

7° super rescriptum huius S. S. Congregationis, quo alicui

sacerdoti titulus Missionarii cum adnexis indulto et faculta-

tibus tribuitur, litterae apostolicae in forma Brevis, vita natur-

ali oratoris perdurante valiturae, expediantur.

Insequenti vero Feria V eiusdem mensis et anni, in solita

audientia R. P. D. Adsessori impertita, facta de his omnibus
relatione SSmo Dno nostro D. Papae Pio X, eadem Sanctitas

Sua ea omnia, quae, uti supra, Emi Patres decreverunt, be-

nigne approbavit et confirmavit.

A. Can. Giambene, Substitutus pro Indulgentiis.

L. * S.

III.

Indultum et Facultates .quae Una cum Titulo Mis-
sionarii Apostolici a S. S. Congregatione S. Officii
conceduntur.

i.° Indultum personale altaris privilegiati quater in hebdo-

mada, dummodo simile privilegium pro alia die obtentum non

fuerit, atque.intuitu huiusmodi indulti nihil praeter consuetam

eleemosynam percipiatur

;

2.° facultatem benedicendi extra Urbem, ac de consensu Or-

diharii, privatim quandocumque, publice vero tempore tan-

tummodo. Adventus, Quadragesimae, spiritualium exerciti-

orum ac sacrarum missionum, quo sacras conciones ad popu-

lum habebit, coronas, rosaria, cruces, crucifixos, parvas statuas

ac sacra numismata, eisque adplicandi indulgentias apostolicas

nuncupatas, ut in postremo elencho edito typis S. Congrega-

tionis de Prapaganda Fide die 28 Augusti 1903, necnon ad-

nectendi coronis precatoriis indulgentias a S. Birgitta dictas;

3.° facultatem benedicendi unico crucis signo, de consensu

Ordinariorum, coronas iuxta typum coronarum SSmi Ro-

safii B. Mariae V. confectas, eisque adnectendi indulgentiam
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quingentorum dierum, defunctis quoque adpHcabilem, a chris-

tifidelibus lucrandam, quoties, aliquam ex eisdem coronis manu
gerentes, orationem dominicam vel angelicam salutationem

devote recitaverint

;

4.° facultatem impertiendi cum crucifixo et unico crucis

signo in postrema concione Quadragesimae, Adventus, sacra-

rum missiohum et spiritualium exercitiorum benedictionem

nomine Summi Pontificis, cum adnexa plenaria indulgentia,

ab universis christifidelibus lucrifacienda, qui, confessi ac sacra

synaxi refecti, postremae eidem concioni adfuerint, et quinque

saltem conciones praefatis temporibus habitas audierint; facta

etiam facultate fidelibus lucrandi indulgentiam ducentorum

dierum, quoties alicui ex eisdem concionibus interfuerint

;

5.° facultatem benedicendi cruces, tempore sacrarum mis-

sionum erigendas, eisque adplicandi indulgentiam trecentorum

dierum, toties a christifidelibus lucrandam, quoties ipsi orati-

onem dominicam cum angelica salutatione et Gloria Patri etc.

in memoriam passionis D. N. lesu Christi, ante quamlibet ex

praefatis crucibus corde saltem contriti ac devote recitaverint;

6.° facultatem impertiendi christifidelibus morti proximis,

servatis forma et ritu Constitutionis s. m. Benedicti XIV quae

incipit Pia Mater, benedictionem cum adnexa plenaria indul-

gentia, lucranda ab iisdem fidelibus, qui, confessi ac sacra

synaxi refecti, vel saltem contriti, SSmum lesu nomen ore, si

potuerint, sin minus corde, devote invocaverint, et mortem

tamquam peccati stipendium de manu Domini patienter sus-

ceperint.

S. CONQREGATIO D£ SACBAMENTIS.

De Facultate Dispensandi ab Impedimentis Matrimo-
NiALiBUS Imminente Mortis Periculo.

Ante'editura decretum Ne temere diei 11 mensis augusti

anno mdccccvii De sponsalibtis et matrimonio,' satis iam

fuerat eorum necessitati provisum, qui miserrime in concu-

binatu viventes iidemque in gravissimo mortis periculo con-

stituti, impedimento aliquo matrimonium dirimente prohibe-

rentur, quominus rite nuptias inirent. Nam per litteras S.
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Officii datas die xx mensis februarii anno mdccclxxxviii, et

per sequutam declarationem die ix mensis ianuarii anno
MDCCCLxxxix, facultas Ordinariis concedebatur, quae paro-

chis etiam subdelegari habitualiter posset, dispensandi in iis

adiunctis ab impedimentis quoque publicis matrimonium ec-

clesiastico iure dirimentibus, excepto sacro presbyteratus or-

dine et affinitate lineae rectae ex copula licita proveniente.

Cum autem in art. vii praefati decreti Ne temere sancitum

fuerit, " imminente mortis periculo, ubi parochus vel loci

Ordinarius vel sacerdos ab alterutro delegatus haberi nequeat,

ad consulendum conscientiae et (si casus ferat) legitimation!

prolis, matrimonium contrahi valide et licite posse coram quo-

libet sacerdote et duobus testibus "
; Ordinarius Parmensis ac

plerique aliorum locorum Ordinarii a S. Congregatione de

disciplina Sacramentorum postularunt, ut, etiam hoc in casu,

animarum saluti consuleretur, si forte dirimens aliquod im-

pedimentum obstaret quominus matrimonium rite contra-

heretur.

Re mature perpensa in Congregatione generali diei vii men-

sis maii anno mdccccix^ et relatis omnibus SSmo D. N. Pio

divina providentia Papae X, in audientia habita ab infra-

scripto eiusdem S. Congregationis a secretis die ix mensis

maii anno mdccccix, Sanctitas Sua, benigne excipiens votum

Emorum Patrum, declarare dignata est ac decernere, quem-

libet sacerdotem, qui ad normam art. vii decreti Ne temere,

imminente mortis periculo, ubi parochus vel loci Ordinarius

vel sacerdos ab alterutro delegatus haberi nequeat, coram duo-

bus testibus matrimonio adsistere valide ac licite potest, in

iisdem rerum adiunctis dispensare quoque posse super impedi-

mentis omnibus etiam publicis matrimonium iure ecclesiastico

dirimentibus, exceptis sacro presbyteratus ordine et affinitate

lineae rectae ex copula licita.

Datum Romae ex aedibus eiusdem S. Congregationis, die

xiv mensis maii anno mdccccix.

. D. Card. Ferrata, Praefectus.

L.*S.
Ph. Giustini, a secretis.

\
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8. CONOREOATIO RITUUH.

Decretum Praepositum Typicae Editioni Vaticanae
Officii Defunctorum cum Cantu Gregoriano.

De mandato SSmi Dni nostri Pii Papae X, sacra Rituum

Congregatio declarat ac statuit praesentem Officii defunctorum

editionem vaticanam, quae cantum gregorianum exhibet, ab

ipso SSmo Dno nostro feliciter restitutum, uti authenticam ac

typicam habendam esse, atque ab omnibus Romanae Ecclesiae

ritu utentibus in posterum observandam. Quaevis ideo eius-

dem Officii nova editio, typis evulganda, huic adamussim con-

formis esse debet. Contrariis non obstantibus quibuscumque.

Die 12 Maii 1909.

L. * S.

Fr. S. Card. Martinelli, Praefectus.

•^D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen., Secretarius.



Stubfes anb Conferences.

OUA ANALECTA.

The Roman documents for the month are :

Acts of Pope Pius X: i. Bull of erection of the Pontifical

Institute for Biblical Studies.

2. Rules governing the management of the Institute for

Biblical Studies.

3. Apostolic Letter granting a plenary indulgence to the

benefactors and patrons of the preparatory schools known
under the title of Petits Noviciats of the Christian Brothers of

St. John Baptist de la Salle.

S. Congregation of the Holy Office: i. Sanctions the

use of rosaries with medals instead of beads to mark the de-

cades.

2. Defines the title and faculties of Missionaries Apostolic.

S. Congregation of the Sacraments decides that the

faculties of dispensing from matrimonial impediments, " im-

minente mortis periculo ", when the parish priest or Ordinary

or a delegated priest cannot be brought to validate a marriage

according to the prescription (art. VII) of the Decree Ne
temere, include all classes of impediments, even public, except

sacred orders and affinity in direct line ex copula licita.

S. Congregation of Rites declares the Vatican edition of

the OfHcium Defunctorutn with its Gregorian chant to be au-

thentic and typical for the Roman liturgy.

THE EIGHT OP ADMITTIHG CHILDREN TO FIRST
COMMUNION.

Qu. There is a convent in my parish with an academy at-

tached to it and a boarding-school for young girls. The sisters

prepare their pupils for First Communion, and on a fixed day

their chaplain gives the Blessed Sacrament to those prepared.

Now in some cases this arrangement interferes with the parish

regulations, which require that the children who live with their
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parents are to receive First Communion in the parish church,

together with the parents, who are to accompany the child to

the ahar. We have a special reason for this practice, which

has resulted in bringing parents to the sacraments who had
long neglected their duty, and who come thus under the influence

of the pastor on an occasion which allows us to appeal to their

sense of responsibility in a particularly effective manner.

I am aware that the sisters have a right, by reason of some

decree quoted in the Review a few years ago, to admit their

pupils to First Communion irrespective of the pastor's rights ; but

I maintain that this decision of Rome has reference only to

children who board with the nuns or are domiciled in their

institutions; and that it does not apply to children who live

with their parents or guardians in the parish, although they go

to the convent day-school. Am I right?

Resp. No. There is a recent decision which interprets the

right of religious to admit to First Communion the pupils of

their schools, including under this term both externs and

boarders. The question was proposed by the General of the

Regulars of the Scholae Piae in the following form :
" An et

quomodo clerici regulares Scholarum Piarum jus habeant ad-

mittendi ad primam Communionem alumnos tarn intemos

quam extemos suarum scholarum." The answer, which was

in the affirmative, although addressed to an individual order,

is of a nature to vindicate the meaning and scope of the pre-

vious general decree, which gives religious the right to admit

their wards to First Communion.

THE "JOSEFHINTJM" SEMINARY.

The Relatio Annalis de PontiUcio Collegia Josrephino for

the scholastic year 1908-1909 gives indication of what this

ecclesiastical seminary, under the nominal auspices of the

Propaganda, is doing. One of the features which strikes us

as being at the root of the apparently efficient results at-

tained by the curriculum of the Josephinum College is the rule

which bars any student from admission to the institution who
has already pursued studies in another college. The boys are
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in all cases taken from the parish schools, and are required to
have a thorough knowledge of the ordinary branches taught
in those schools. Besides being possessed of good talent,

health, etc., they must have a knowledge of both English and
German. By this method the teachers are enabled to drill

their pupils in a uniform curriculum, which covers six years
of a preparatory course and the regular terms of philosophy
and theology. Students are permitted to enter after they are

thirteen and before they have attained their sixteenth year.

The Josephinum College is thus far proof that the method
of clerical training prescribed by the Council of Trent is prac-

ticable, and the results of twenty years have shown it to be
highly beneficial, since the priests who are graduated from
the institution are everywhere well spoken of for their truly

priestly qualities. It is not surprising therefore to find that

the confidence which it enjoys has secured for it up to the

present one hundred and eleven endowment burses for the

support of the students, a condition which promises soon to

make the institution self-sustaining. This fact should make
it possible to maintain a high standard of admission and to

secure for the seminary an excellent corps of professors.

FATHEB LEE'S AUTICLE.

I.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

With reference to the article on " Sisters and Teachers " in

the July number of The Ecclesiastical Review I beg to ex-

press the hope that you will see your way to admitting a rejoinder

either from Dr. Shields or from some one in sympathy with his

educational views. The article is apt to give the impression that

he is wedded to a number of heretical and semi-heretical opin-

ions which I know he himself would be the first to repudiate.

The statement that he is minimizing or altogether obscuring the

supernatural attraction which the religious life affords to young

women, and is elevating into their place the attractions of "social

service", will be heard with a sense of surprise by those who
know either Dr. Shields or his work. These things scarcely
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need a rejoinder; but the general tone, the let-well-enough-alone

quality of the; article, tends to lessen the influence and to thwart

the efforts of men who are painfully aware of the possibility of

an improvement in the condition of Catholic education here and

there throughout the country.

It can be no part of Catholic teaching, nor of Father Lee's

purpose, to lessen the excellence of those forms of " social ser-

vice ^' which to-day, as heretofore, are sanctified and lifted into

the region of the supernatural by being performed, and well per-

formed, by religious men and women, for God's sake.

H. C. Boyle.

II.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

Whilst I sympathize with Father Lee's criticism of the often

exaggerated claims made on our religious teaching Sisters who
are urged to devote themselves to all kinds of pedagogical fads

under the plea that this and that is done in the public schools,

I think he overstates his case when he roundly denies that teach-

ing may be a vocation. A religious vocation implies a call to

perfection. That perfection is to be reached ordinarily by the

observance of the three vows, and by the pursuit of a certain

avocation or the regular performance of certain works that re-

quire definite gifts of mind and body. An aptitude for teaching,

rather than for nursing or for meditating, implies a vocation

to a teaching order rather than a vocation to contemplative

living. And if such aptitude for teaching is demanded in the

candidate for a teaching order, we must assume also a consistent

use of the means for perfecting it in the individual or the com-

munity by definite training of the faculties and special develop-

ment of the talents for efficient teaching. The cultivation of

modern methods does not imply that we are to ignore eternal

principles, nor does the use of modern tools in teaching import

a change of the laws of Christian education. Doubtless we
need to heed the warning which appears to be the keynote of

Father Lee's article, so that our school sisters may not get into

the habit of sacrificing the end—^which is to secure their Chris-

tian perfection—^to the pedagogical means whereby they strive to

attain that end.

Ecclesiastes.
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^ PRIVATE DEVOTIONS AS DISTINCT FEOM LITUEGICAL
DEVOTIONS.

Qu. At a recent conference of priests the question was
raised: What does the Church understand by "private devo-
tions " as distinguished from " liturgical devotions "

? In other

words—how do we distinguish the Church devotions which are

liturgical and which admit only liturgical prayers and hymns
from those devotions in which other than strictly liturgical

prayers and hymns are used? I have been requested to write

to you and ask for the Review's opinion, which would be highly

esteemed.
J. A. T.

Resp. Liturgical devotions are those public church functions

wherein are observed the acts, prayers, and hymns described

or sanctioned for use in the official ecclesiastical books (Missal,

Ritual, Pontifical, Ceremonial of Bishops, Breviary, and

Martyrology, together with the decrees of the S. Congregation

of Rites). All other exercises of worship, or service of

prayer and chant, are private devotions.

These " private devotions " may be performed by an indi-

vidual or by a number of the faithful together, silently or aloud,

in the church or elsewhere, with a priest as guide and cele-

brant, or without him.

Private devotions, when conducted in the church with the

priest as leader, comprise all kinds of prayers expressive of the

Catholic faith, in the form approved by the authorities of the

Catholic Church. This " approval " is more comprehensive

than that accorded for strictly liturgical services.

Such, private devotions, duly approved by competent au-

thority in the Church, may be used in connexion with the litur-

gical services, provided they do not supplant the liturgical ser-

vice, nor destroy its unity. It is this combination of liturgical

and private devotions which, we venture to think, gives rise

to the doubt touching the meaning of " private devotions " re-

ferred to in the above question.

Practically we have very few purely private devotions in

Catholic churches. They are usually combined with the litur-

gical service. Novenas, triduums, jubilees, thanksgiving ser-
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vices, sodality celebrations, mission exercises, usually consist

of prayers and hymns, processions and acts, which are not

prescribed in the liturgical books, but which are invariably

combined with or followed by some liturgical act, such as

Mass, Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament, the solemn chant

of the liturgical Litanies, the Tantum Ergo, or the Te Deum,

etc.

In addition to such private devotions as are linked with or

concluded by a liturgical function, we may have the reverse

—

namely, a purely liturgical service in which private devotions

enter to a certain extent as merely illustrative or subsidiary.

Thus if at a solemn Mass the children make their First Com-
munion, prayers in the vernacular or a short invocation sung

by the children and expressive of their longing to approach

the Divine Banquet would not interrupt the liturgical act, any

more than does the sermon, and hence would not be against

the spirit of the liturgy. On the other hand, the recitation

of prayers and singing of vernacular hymns during the parish

Mass, even if it be a low Mass, may at times be a deviation

from the liturgical unity of the service in which the priest and

people combine. To judge properly, amid the varying condi-

tions of religious worship in our churches, as to what is or is

not private devotion, we need but apply the principle that all

devotional exercises which are approved as being in harmony

with Catholic doctrine, but which are not described and rubri-

cated in the official liturgical books, are " private " in the ec-

clesiastical sense. They may be combined with or supplement

the liturgical service, but they are not to be substituted for it,

nor to be used in a way to destroy the unity of the public

prayer or cult, to mutilate it. They may also be used separ-

ately from the prescribed liturgical service.

Occasionally we see decisions quoted from the Sacred Con-

gregations, which make it appear that certain prayers in the

vernacular are forbidden during the liturgical services. It

must be remembered, in interpreting these decisions, that the

office of the Sacred Congregation is to safeguard the integrity

of the Ritual, and that when unnecessary or irrelevant ques-

I
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tions are put before its tribunal its obvious response must be

:

Keep to the rubrics. . This does not mean : Keep the rubrics

and do nothing else which is permitted by good sense and the

edification of the faithful. It rather means that we must
preserve the integrity and unity of the Ritual in all cases.

ST. ZEHO AND COMPANION MAETYKS.

Qu. Through an American prelate we secured recently some
relics from a Trappist monastery in Germany. They were safely

conveyed here in a wooden case with a glass cover, duly authen-
ticated and stamped with the seal of Cardinal Oreglia. The in-

scription reads as follows :
" Testamur Nos reliquias ex ossibus

S. Zenonis et Sociorum Martyrum clausas in hac capsa funiculo

serico rubri colons colligata Nostroque sigilto munita, authenticas

esse et ex authenticis locis extractas fuisse. In quorum fidem
etc.—Datum penes Ecclesiam SS. Vincentii et Anastasii ad
Aquas Salvias, hac 28 Januarii 1902. Aloisius Card. Oreglia, S.
Stephani Abbas."

There is no doubt about the authenticity of the relics; but on
looking for the date of the feast of St. Zeno, I find a number of

canonized saints under that name. How shall I know to which
of the diflFerent martyrs called Zeno the precious remains belong ;

and how can I ascertain anything about his life and history,.

since the certificate bears no other clue than that given above?

Resp. The fact that the relics were received from the

Church of SS. Vincent and Anastasius at Tre Fontane (Ad
Aquas Salvias), and that they are authenticated by the Cardi-

nal Protector of that Church, who is also officially abbot of

the head monastery of La Trappe in Rome, indicates without

doubt that the St. Zeno in question is the martyr who is his-

torically known to have been put to death with a great number

of other Christians in the very locality where the above-men-

tioned church now stands. The Roman Martyrology com-

memorates his feast on 9 July (septimo Idus Julii) in the fol-

lowing terms: " Romae, ad Guttam jugiter manantem, natalis

Sanctorum Martyrum Zenonis et aliorum decern millium du-

centorum trium." The " decern millium ducentorum trium
"
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has been interpreted as the number of martyred soldiers of

whom St. Zeno was a chief military tribune, put to death in

this spot during the reign of the emperor Diocletian.

The Bollandists (Vol. II for the month of July, p. 687)
speak of St. Zeno and Companion Martyrs thus :

" Among the

many saints, both martyrs and confessors, who bear the name
of Zeno, the one who stands out conspicuously as having asso-

ciated with him a number of other martyrs is this one. The
place of his martyrdom is the area of Trefontane, where also

St. Paul was put to the sword, and where, according to pious

belief, the three fountains sprang up at the time to mark the

spot where the head of the holy Apostle had fallen after his

decapitation."

The time assigned by the early hagiographers to the death

of St. Zeno is that of the persecution under Diocletian and

Maximian. These tyrants had ordered that all the soldiers

who were found to be Christians were to be expelled from the

ranks of the army and further punished. Their number was

found to be so great that it aroused the caution of the em-

peror, who commanded that the legions be sent to the stone

quarries and put to labor with his slaves in the construction of

the famous hot baths near Rome. Many died of the hard-

ships entailed in the work, or under the cruel treatment of their

taskmasters. Others were put to death at the end of the seven

years during which the baths were building. Thus the large

number given as that of the companion martyrs of St. Zeno

is accounted for. The Christians of Rome kept alive the

memory of these saints by the celebration of the anniversaries

of their death. Zeno himself was said to be a nobJe soldier of

Spain.

Stadler (Heiligen Lexicon, Append.) mentions the fact that

many of the stones in Diocletian's bath were found in later

years marked with a cross, which the Christian slaves were

supposed to have engraved thereon to attest their faith or to

record the departure of some companion through death, as

they fell one by one under the labor of dressing and dragging

into place the heavy blocks of stone required for the building.
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The time of St. Zeno's martyrdom occurred between 298 and
305 ;

more probably in the latter part of that period, when the
baths of Diocletian were being completed.

Of the relics of these Saints nothing definite appears to have
been known until some vestiges of them were discovered in

Rome at the time of Pope Gregory XIII.

THE NEW BRIDGETTINE BBEVIAEY.'

Catholics in England have done much during recent years

to interpret and diffuse, by means of popular translations, the

knowledge and study of the Roman liturgy; and a demand
for new editions of such works as the English version of the

Latin Breviary by John Marquess of Bute (Blackwood &
Sons, Edinburgh and London) is an indication that the ver-

nacular version of the liturgy is becoming more appreciated

in lay circles as well as among the English clergy. This fact,

contrary to what appears at first sight, has not lessened the

general estimate of the value attached to the ancient Latin

formularies. Nay, in truth, the desire to interpret these

has rather stimulated a more careful study of their origin,

use, and meaning, in such wise as to foster research among
the manuscript treasures of ecclesiastical and monastic insti-

tutions. The indefatigable zeal of the monks of Solesmes in

connexion with the archeology and interpretation of Gregor-

ian Chant and the liturgy is well-known, as also the labor of

other religious communities in whose scriptoria the tradi-

tional methods and forms have been kept alive. Nor is this

activity confined to the convents of men; the monasteries of

women have furnished no inconsiderable share of the results

1 Breviariunt Sacrarum Virginum Ordinis Sanctissimi Salvatoris vulgo

Sanctae Brigittae, horas Deiparae Virginis per ferias distributas con-

tinens. Opus pium et omnibus eidem Virgini devotis ob sermonet

angelicos accommodatissimum. Jussu illustrissimi et reverendissimi

nJomini Episcopi Plymuthensis, monasterii de Syon Ordinarii denuo

typis impressum.—Typis Societatis S. Joannis Evangel. Desclee et Soc,

Romae, Parisiis, i ornaci. 1908. Pp. 937- Copies may be obtained in

limited number from the Secretary of Syon Abbey, Chudleigh, South

Devon, England, at £1-15-0 and ii-io-o (bound), or £i-o-o' (unbound)
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accomplished in the recent revival of liturgical studies. We
have had occasion to direct attention repeatedly to the schol-

arly woric of the Benedictine nuns at Stanbrook, whose con-

tributions to the interpretation of the liturgy have been ia very

inviting feature of Church Music for several years.

Among the most recent instances of choice liturgical recen-

sion we may mention the new publication of the Bridgettine

Breviary, whose text dates back to the fourteenth century.

It belongs to the privileged offices, having maintained its ex-

emption from the changes introduced by the Council of Trent,

since it had been in use for over two hundred years before

that time. The last printing is of the year 1679. On the

occasion of the celebration of the fifth centenary of the canoni-

zation of St. Bridget of Sweden, foundress of the Order of

Bridgettines (SS. Salvatoris), the abbess of Syon, Chudleigh

(the only community in England which survived—though not

without interruptions—the ravages of the suppression at the

time of Henry VIII), petitioned the Holy See for permission

to restore the ancient office to its canonical use in the commu-

nity, with such modifications as would be required by an adap-

tation to the present Roman Calendar. The work was done

and the present Holy Father by a special rescript addressed to

the nuns of Syon Abbey, 29 March, 1909, sanctioned the adop-

tion of the Breviary as adapted at the hands of Father Thomas

Bergh, O.S.B., and approved by the Bishop of Plymouth.

The ancient text of the Bridgettine Mass has remained un-

altered and conforms to the original MS. (L, I. 13) discov-

ered by the Benedictine Gatard in the library of Trinity Col-

lie, Dublin. The offices harmonize with those of the missal,

which is in the main identical with the Solesmes edition in

regard to the chant and indicates the peculiar usages prevalent

in monastic choirs during the thirteenth century. The MS. re-

ferred to bears traces of having come from a German or

Dutch monastery, and shows corrections according to the

modern system of grouping the notes on the accented syllables

and of cutting off the long notes.

The beautiful typography of the Breviary is by the Desclee
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firm (Societas S. Joannis Evang.), and some illustrations in

antique half-tone, taken from the engravings by Wolffgang

made for the edition of 1697, embellish the account of the life

of St. Bridget and her daughter, St. Katharine of Sweden.

The splendidly-printed volume will doubtless prove of genuine

interest to students of liturgy. We are informed that a limited

number of copies has been placed on sale, and may be ob-

tained from the secretary of Syon Abbey, which is the only

community of the Order in England.''

The Order was founded by St. Bridget of Sweden about the

middle of the fourteenth century. It has no connexion with

the so-called Bridgiddine nuns in Ireland, of whom there are

two separate foundations: one of which existed before the

time of the so-called Reformation, and another which Bishop

Delany of Kildare called into life at the beginning of the last

century. The latter has several flourishing communities at

Tallow, Mountrath, Abbeylaix, and Choresbridge. These

follow the rule of St. Augustine. The nuns of St. Saviour,

as the daughters of St. Bridget of Sweden are called, received

their rule from Rome. The first community was established

und&L the directions of the Saint by her daughter, St. Katha-

rine, in Wadstena, of the north country. This house was for

centuries the home of piety and learning. The monks who as

confessors and instructors formed a branch of the Institute

governed by the abbess, were famed as professors at the Uni-

versity of Upsala, and many of their names are identified with

the progress of Swedish science and letters. The same might

be said of the nuns, except that their activity was confined

within the precincts of their monastery. The Diarium Wad-

stene is a work of historical importance, and one of the chief

sources of the civil and religious history of the realm. There

was a noted printing establishment in the monasteiy, and

«lhere are two monasteries of the Order in Holland (Uden and

Weert), one in Germany (Altomiinster, Bavaria), and two in Spain

(Acoita and Lacerta). An attempt to support an old settlement of the

Order which had long survived in Russian Poland seems doomed to

failure. So say the last reports of the Catholic Missions.
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some of the earliest classical editions and Swedish translations

of the Bible were published by the religious. The Sielinna

Troest, from the pen of St. Katharine of Sweden, the poetical

works of Botildis (1477), and of Anna Zinnerin, prioress of

Maihingen, are monuments of national literature produced

under the impulse of religious zeal for science and letters.

The national library of Munich contains some magnificent

specimens of illustrated MS. choral books produced by the

nuns of St. Bridget, and a catalogue of the library of Syon in

Isleworth (Northumbria) shows that the monastery possessed

a fine collection of MSS. It is a noteworthy fact that the

nuns of St. Saviour had a written language entirely of their

own and current in all of the communities of the Order, so

that the houses of different nationalities found it easy to

communicate with each other. There is a tradition also that

the fine art of needlework peculiar to Swedish industrial insti-

tutes is an heirloom of the nuns of Wadstena, who invented

the same and taught it to their pupils.

THE KEY OF THE TABEBNACLE.

Of late years the custom of using a certain kind of safety-

lock, known as the Yale lock, for securing the doors of taber-

nacles in our churches and chapels, has become almost uni-

versal. The advantage of these locks is a special form of pin-

tumblers introduced into the mechanism, which takes the

place of the old-fashioned wards, and admits of many varia-

tions whereby the chance of opening the lock with any other

key, however similar in shape, is rendered very small. Burg-

lars find it difficult to open these locks with false keys.

But a very inconvenient feature of these safety-locks is the

shape and size of the key which is made flat and small, so as

to fit into a minute hole, thus precluding the blowing in of

powder to explode the lock.

Since the doors of the tabernacles to which these safety-

locks are applied are often very massive, it not infrequently

happens that their settling into place, owing to d^iip or weight,
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makes it difficult to introduce and turn the skeleton-key in its

proper bearing. The result is a series of wrenchings which
end at times in the twisting or breaking off of the key, not to

speak of the injured forefingers which the violent turning of

the sharp-edged little key produces in the anxious celebrant,

who feels the awkwardness of keeping the people not only

waiting, but without Communion, until a mechanic can be
summoned to relieve the situation. These cases happen quite

frequently.

Now in the first place the safety-lock is unnecessary for

small tabernacles with breakable doors, because a burglar will

find no difficulty in cutting the panel or wrenching off the

hinges, and will therefore ignore the intricate lock. Besides,

there are other safeguards, personal or mechanical, which are

better calculated to keep off the sacrilegious intruder from the

Blessed Sacrament and the altar vessels.

In large churches^ where the number and preciousness of

the sacred vessels, together with the seclusion of the sanc-

tuary which protects the prowling thieves from vigilant offi-

cers, present greater danger of the sacrilegious breaking of

the tabernacle, greater precaution is, of course, to be observed.

Here the safety-lock prevents the easy opening and obliges

the burglar to resort to boring and explosives. But in such

cases the tabernacles are, as a rule, more costly, being made
of heavy marble or steel-casing, which warrants the addi-

tional and comparatively inexpensive device of a special key,

made easy to handle, shapely and strong, so as to prevent its

twisting or breaking in the hand. The genius of our lock-

smith will find no difficulty in providing such keys if we insist

on their being made for the definite purpose indicated.

Moreover, the regulations of the Ritual, Ceremonial, and

conciliar statutes speak of this matter in terms sufficiently

plain. They imply that the object of the tabernacle key is

riot merely to make sure of locking in the Blessed Sacra-

ment so that no one but the priest can lay hold on it, but also

to keep it sacredly guarded from the approach of the laity,

that is to say—to prevent anything like irreverence and incon-
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venience such as might be incurred by the necessity of having

to call a locksmith or the sexton or a sister-sacristan for the

purpose of making an effort to open the tabernacle during the

liturgical acts of Mass or Benediction. The rubrics call for

a " custodia, fidis clavibus obserata, seris firmis custodita ne

ad illud temeraria manus possit extendi." The proper form

of tabernacle key is a key conveniently large, of strong metal,

and covered with gold, so as to be reliably useful for its pur-

pose, and shapely and beautiful because of its being an article

of the sanctuary and a symbol of devotion to the Blessed

Sacrament.
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THE KEVIVAL OP SCHOLASTIC PHILOSOPHY in the Nine-
teenth Century. By Joseph Loui« Perrier, Ph. D. The Columbia
University Press: New York. 1909. Pp. viii-344.

The book before us will delight the heart of every scholastic

philosopher; not so much for its contents, though they be ex-

cellent, as for the fact that it did at all appear. We know too

well how the development of scholastic thought has generally

been ignored by modem philosophy. There seems however to

be a change of attitude in this respect of late. A man as far

removed from any taint of scholasticism as Wundt has declared

that scholastic philosophy offers the most plausible explanation

of the psycho-physical phenomena of which he has made such a

thorough study. Is it because the philosophers of to-day are

less subject to that infectious epidemic of irrational prejudice,

or is it that the growing influence of scholasticism has forced

itself into recognition ? Perhaps both factors have brought about

this happy and healthy condition of things. It will be a gain for

all concerned. The broad stream of scholastic tradition carries

valuable elements of the best thought of all ages. And the cur-

rents of modern speculation certainly contain many an active

ferment capable of regenerating some of the old scholastic theo-

ries. Their mutual contact would have the most beneficent re-

sults. Perrier's book is likely to do pioneer-service in this direc-

tion. It is not written by one of the g^ild. It will find its way
to many a desk, where others would run into a cul-de-sac. And
scholasticism could not have found a more fair-minded, more

impartial exponent than the author. His candor and his utter

freedom from all prejudice toward medieval thought and its re-

vival in our century are unusual. His knowledge is comprehen-

sive and thoroughly accurate.

The author purports to give an appreciative outline of the scho-

lastic system and a brief sketch of the recent revival of the phil-

osophy of the school. In scope his book is similar to that of Dr.

de Wulf which bears the title: Introduction a la philosophie neo-

scolastique, and which has been translated into English by Dr.

P. Coflfey of the Louvain school and at present a professor at

Maynooth. In drift and tendency it somewhat differs from the
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latter. Whereas de Wulf's exposition is wholly apologetic and
eulogistic, Perrier's is neutral and critical. Of course Perrier

does not intend to give the complete scholastic system; he only

surveys its principal and characteristic tenets, comparing them to

modern theories on the same points. We find a chapter on Logic,

the validity of Metaphysics, Act and Potency, Substance, Cause,

the Constitution of Matter, the Substantial Form, the Modern
Hypotheses on the Constitution of Matter, Nature of the Human
Soul, Abstraction, Proofs of the Existence of God, Attributes

of God, Moral Philosophy. The contents, it will thus be seen,

are as complete as they could be within the compass of the

author's intention. There is no useless controversy, but a clear,

precise exposition of the essential ideas of scholasticism, with

just a touch of occasional, mild criticism. It gives the reader a

square and working conception of what scholasticism means,

though it does not by any means give or intend to give a thorough

knowledge of scholastic philosophy.

Even the phraseology of the author has an altogether scho-

lastic coloring. It is rarely that one meets with an improper

use of a term. I quote one instance. The author repeatedly

speaks of matter and form as producing the corporeal substance.

Such a construction of the word " produce " is utterly abhorrent

to scholastic feeling. It bespeaks an insufficient insight into the

function of matter and form, which is not to bring forth anything,

but to enter into the very constitution of the new corporeal sub-

stance and to lose themselves in a new identity. But if at times

scholastics blunder in this particular, we are not surprised at

this lack of nicety in one who does not profess to be a scholastic.

The author, moreover, judges that the theory of matter and form

has been exploded by modern scientific discoveries. Whether

the ultimate units of matter be atoms or electrons or ions, this

has no bearing on its essential constitution. The chemical theo-

ries of the scholastics were crude and awkward. But they did

not base their theory of matter and form on them. Hence the

ridiculous breakdown of the latter does not involve the philo-

sophical speculation. That was built on the general attributes

of matter: extension, inertia, passiveness, and mutability; at-

tributes which stand in the face of all scientific research. Then

the theory of matter and form is so intimately wrapped up with

numerous other doctrines of scholastic teaching that it can
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hardly be given up without dealing a deathblow to the whole
system.

We notice another very queer use of a word. The author tells

us that the existence of electrons has been evidenced by experi-

ence. Neither molecules nor atoms, and far less electrons, can

ever become an object of experience. What is true is that their

existence has been ascertained by scientific experiment. These
little slips do not detract from the value of the book. But they

prompt the remark that the scholastics have never been ex-

celled for accuracy of speech and keenness of definition.

The second part of the book surpasses even the first in merit.

It is historical. Very exhaustive and complete, it contains in-

formation which could not easily be reached except in very bulky

works. The chapter on the neo-scholastic revival in the United

States is particularly interesting. There is hardly a name which

escapes the author. The Bibliography pertaining to the neo-

scholastic revival comprises 88 pages and is remarkable for its

completeness and accuracy. It certainly ranks with the best on

the subject.

We congratulate the author upon his splendid work. He has

rendered a great service to philosophy. It can only be wished

that his conciliatory and truly scientific attitude may find many
imitators. The Columbia University Press deserves praise for

the present publication, which reflects credit on its scientific im-

partiality. Work of this kind will do much to promote the in-

terests of philosophy.

C. Bruhl.

LEIBNIZ. Avec de Nombrenx Textes inedits. Far Jean Banud.

La Pense^ Chretienne. Paris: Blond et Cie. 1909. Pp. 386.

LEIBNIZ ET L' ORGANISATION RELIGIEUSE DE LA TERRE
d' apres des docnments inedits. Far Jean Baruzi. Paris: F. Aloan.

Pp. 524.

This new appreciation of Leibniz is based on a great number

of unpublished documents. His unpublished writings by far

outnumber and outweigh those that have been printed. Only

recently they have been raised from the dust of the library of

Hanover and catalogued. Some of the discoveries made have

been interesting and surprising. One need not value every scrap

of paper left by a great author as an inestimable treasure that
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should be communicated to the public at large. Generally men
give us their best during their life. But for the scholar and the

biographer such discoveries may be of importance. They fre-

quently throw a new light on one or the other question of detail.

And so it happens to be in the present case. Baruzi does not

claim to give us a new Leibniz. He does not intend to recast

our ideas of the author of the Monadology or to reverse the ver-

dict of history concerning his merits and character. The con-

tours of an historical portrait have been too well fixed after the

lapse of two centuries for them to be essentially altered by any

new discoveries. Nevertheless his book is absorbingly interest-

ing. It does not exhibit the finished ideas of Leibniz: but these

ideas in the making, in their genesis. We see from whom he

derived his ideas, how he remodeled them, how he fused them

with his own concepts. For Leibniz was not an original thinker,

like Descartes, but an omnivorous reader, and he took his sug-

gestions from all sides. In the unpublished writings we trace

the conflicting currents of his philosophy to their various sources.

We see why the speculations of Leibniz lack harmony and unity

of system. He was not enough of a philosopher to unify the

elements gathered from such disparate sources. Being a logician

and mathematician he saw only the outward edges of contra-

dictory concepts and flattered himself that he could weld them

together by breaking of the edges. But the inner profounder

disharmony of his thought remained. These unpublished docu-

ments also clear Leibniz of the suspicion of dishonesty which

has sometimes been raised against him. Not everything in his

works is personal. Much is official utterance and much to be

qualified by external circumstances. The book brings out the

fine points of the thought and character of Leibniz. For a

thorough understanding of Leibniz it is indispensable. The texts

added are well selected and abound in beautiful thought and

pithy sayings. To quote but one :
" Bodies are only the work

of God; Spirits are the Kingdom of God." This volume on

Leibniz certainly forms a valuable addition to the meritorious

collection called La Pensee Chretienne; and it does honor to

author and publisher.

Previous to his producing the general sketch of Leibniz just

described, M. Baruzi had made a somewhat detailed study of one
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aspect of his hero's great genius—Leibniz's dream of a world-

wide religious empire. The results of that study are presented

in the volume the title of which is given the second place above.

The splendid vision of the seer in which the vivifying glow of the

heart and the luxuriant colors of imagination cover somewhat

the inconsistencies and gaps of detail, is unrolled before the

reader. Europe, Egypt, Abyssinia, the Far East, America, are,

through the cooperation of Louis XIV, the Jesuits, and Peter the

Great, to be united in one vast spiritual kingdom. This picture

occupies the first part of the book. The construction of the uni-

versal church is described in the second part.

The famous controversy between Leibniz and Bossuet is here

for the first time related in the light of documents hitherto un-

published. M. Baruzi closely traces to its most intimate source

Leibniz's ideal of religious unification, i. e. his theological con-

ceptions, his ideas of Christianity, and his profound sense of

God's love. The work thus lays bare the hidden workings of

the soul of the great idealist: its aspirations, gropings, strivings

toward human unity and personal union with God; as well as

the ardent, untiring, even though not always consistent, efforts

toward their practical realization. In it the best, the noblest,

the most unselfish elements of Leibniz's character stand out to

the life. The work is no less inspiring than illuminating. It

deserves a place by the side of the other valuable studies in the

history of philosophy that form the Collection historique des

grandes philosophes whereof it is a part.

Xiterarie (That

The last number of the Bihlische Studien is devoted to a critical ex-

amination by Dr. Wenzel Posselt of Chapters 32-37 of the Book of Job.

The author comes to the conclusion that the speeches of Elihu which

have generally been considered by modern critics as a later introduction

or interpolation in the text, are really to be attributed to the original

author of the book, who simply adopts a prose style and a certain prolixity

of description to mark the dramatic change in the composition of the

discourses. (B. Herder.)

Father J. J. Burke's The Great Problem is a collection of fifty-eight

sermons, suggested for the most part by some text from the Gospel of
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the Sunday or feast. They cover all the chief phases of Christian

morality and the doctrine of the great fundamental truths of the

Catholic Church. Short—^nearly all of them are intended for five-

minute sermons—and written in a clear terse style, they are apt to fix

the attention and bring home the lesson they contain.

More in the nature of a series of addresses, but equally sound in

thought, is a volume by Monsignor McGavick entitled Some Incentives

to Right Living (M. H. Wiltzius Co.). The subjects are— A Man's

Worth; Intemperance; The Courage to do Right; The Faces of the

Dead, and similar topics." The language is excellent, and the form of

expression in harmony with modern ideals of Christian interpretation.

One of the most touching and beautiful biographies of the modern
missionary is that of Father Victor Delpech, a Jesuit priest who died in

1887, at the age of fifty-two years, at Madura on the Indian coastland.

He did not shed his blood as a martyr, but succumbed to fever after

years of devoted service among the natives, who idolized him as a saint

while he taught them by his example the virtue of loving Christ. The
life is written by Father Pierre Suau, a fellow laborer in the vine-

yard of India, who entitles it Une Ante d'Apotre (Casterman, Toumai,
Belgium).

The Catholic School Journal (Milwaukee) for June has several excel-

lent papers on the aim and criterion of true education. The ultimate

end of all school training must be to make the child realize the duty

of shaping its faculties into the likeness of Christ and usihg them for

the glory of God. The teacher needs perfect tools and perfect methods

to bring about this aim; but if she loses sight of that, she will fail

even with the best appliances of the pedagogical art. This is the scope

of Father Sloan's paper "Educating the Children to live with Christ";

similar in purpose is the article by Sister M. Fides on " The Criterion

of Religious Training." All in all, the School Journal seems to furnish

such useful matter to Catholic teachers that to dispense with it as an aid

in school-work would appear to entail the loss of opportunities to do

good service in the schools.

A commission of ecclesiastical and civil functionaries has been

formed in the Lombard city of Bergamo, with a view of procuring

the publication of the official records of the famous canonical visitation

made in the diocese of that name by St. Charles Borromeo as metropoli-

tan of Milan in 1575. The original papers comprise the Acta et Decreta,

together with valuable pastoral notes, and are preserved in the archiepis-

copal archives of Milan. They cover about forty manuscript volumes.

As sources of ecclesiastical discipline and as interpretations of the

statutes of the Council of Trent they are important. It is calculated

that the matter can be collated in three good-sized volumes, and the
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attention of librarians and others interested in the work is invited.

Further information may be obtained from Prof. D. Angelo Roncalli,

Episcopia, or from Prof. D. Giuseppe Locatelli, Biblioteca Civica, both

resident at Bergamo, Italy.

The Catholic Summer School Press has issued a second edition, with

emendations and an Appendix, of Dr. James J. Walsh's The Thirteenth,

Greatest of Centuries. The book is really one of the most valuable

contributions to the Catholic literature of our day, and its popularization

will do much to dispel Protestant misconceptions of the attitude of the

Church toward civil progress. At the same time it teaches Catholics how
much the modem world owes to the Church for the advance in civilization

which we commonly ascribe to purely secular forces. The volume is an

educational medium of the best type and one of the most suitable books

to present to an intelligent, reading non-Catholic whose attention we
would direct toward the claims of the Catholic Church historically de-

monstrated.

Brief German Grammar by Ham and Leonard (Ginn & Co.) is a most

satisfactory text-Dook for schools in which only a short course of Ger-

man can be given. It is so planned that it can be completed by the end

of the first half of a school-year, and the pupil who has been carefully

taught each lesson will have a good grasp of the main features of the

language. The exercises are chosen or composed with evident care to

facilitate the memorizing of words and the free construction of phrases.

The book has been given a thorough test in the class-room by means

of two privately printed trial editions, and its value becomes apparent

at once to one familiar with the ordinary difficulties of teaching German

to American children.

The Faculty of Political Science of Columbia University is doing

much profitable work by its analytical studies of the economic and civic

history of the United States in the serial volumes published under its

auspices. The Conflict over Judicial Powers in the United States to

1870, by Professor Charles Grove Haines; A Study of the Population of

laanhattanville, by Dr. Howard Brown Woolston; Transportation and

Industrial Development in the Middle West, by Dr. William F. Gephart

of the Ohio State University—are the latest volumes of the series issued

by the University (Longmans, Green, & Co.). Of more general histori-

cal and philosophical interest, although directly illustrative, and there-

fore indicative of progress in modern economics, are Dr. Philip A. Par-

sons's Responsibility for Crime, Dr. Jacob S. Schapiro's Social Reform and

the Reformation, and Dr. Carlton Huntley Hayes's Introduction to the

Sources relating to the Germanic Invasions.

The Ave Maria has found the secret of printing and making in hand-

sortie style little brochures of storied interest. Two samples before us
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are Christian Reid's The Coin of Sacrifice, and J. G. R.'s Father Jim.

They are specimens of good reading, also of good taste in bookmaking,

which latter quality does much more to recommend the substance within

pages than is generally allowed by publishers of Catholic literature.

These things are read in the cars on short journeys or in the nooks of

public resorts, by good people who want to improve their minds and

hearts, or at least entertain themselves and friends with healthy food

for imagination whence good comes somehow. Such people do not care

to parade a cheap-looking book or brochure any more than they care to

exhibit a bandanna or a soiled h<^ndkerchief, however useful either may
be where the better article is not available.

Rebels of the Reformation, by Wilkinson Sherren, author of The

Wessex of Romance (Francis Griffiths, London), is a timely study of

certain phases of the social conditions in England during the so-called

Reformation period. The author is not a Catholic, but like Gairdner and

other recent students of that period, he makes it plain that the seem-

ingly dominant and hitherto accredited factors in the social and religious

upheaval of iHenry VIII's day, were but the show-cards behind which

were concealed the really potent causes. To understand the Reforma-

tion we must consult not so much the acts of Parliament, as the acts

that reflect the ordinary life of the day. Mr. Sherren, far from con-

demning the Catholic clergy, points out that they were in the majority

of cases the best friends of the people and that one of the greatest

sources of economic distress during the uprising of the peasants was

the dissolution of the monasteries.

Students who desire to get a glimpse of both sides and therefore a

less biased view of the social aspect of the Reformation period are

directed by Mr. Sherren to read Greene's Short History of the English

People, More's Utopia, Geikie's English Reformation, Traill's Social

England, Gasquet's Henry VIII and the English Monasteries, Dixon's

History of the Church of England, and the histories written by Strype,

Holinshed, Hooker, Gairdner, and Froude, the Political History of

England, Hallam's Constitutional History, The Cambridge Modern His-

tory, the publications of the Camden Society and of the Royal Historical

Society. There is a good deal of bias in some of the above-mentioned

volumes, but the judicious mind will be able to balance statement with

statement when the facts are placed side by side in their various

interpretations.

Gerson's Traite du Devoir de conduire les Enfants a JSsus-Christ has

been published by Bloud et Cie (Paris) among the " Chefs-d'CEuvres

de la Litterature Religieuse" issued by that enterprising firm. The

French translation is made by A. Saubin. A useful reminder of the

duty incumbent on pastors to look after the little ones of their flock.
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sentences. It is a book which suits all seasons when we have a mind
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THE EELIGION OF PRIMITIVE MAN.

I.

UNDER the title of La Religion des Primitifs,'- Mgr. Le
Roy has recently published the inaugural course of lec-

tures delivered by him from the newly-established chair of the

History of Religions at the Catholic Institute of Paris. This

volume is also the first of a promised series of studies in that

subject by various authors.

No one will deny that the questions offering themselves for

treatment in such a series are of capital importance to Catholic

apologetic; and, in the humble opinion of the present writer,

Mgr. Le Roy's lectures throw so much light upon matters

hitherto not a little obscure, and lay so solid a foundation for

future work in the same sphere as to justify a rather extended

review of his book.

That branch of scientific investigation known as the Com-

parative Study of Religions, of which their history forms an

all-important factor, is still in its beginnings ; and, unfor-

tunately, those beginnings to a large extent have been presided

over by savants with a bias anything but favorable to the tra-

^ La Religion des Primitifs, par Mgr. A. Le Roy, Eveque J'AIinda;

Superieur-general des Peres du Saint-Esprit. Paris, Gabriel Beau-

chesne & Cie. 1909. See also the article by the same author :
" £tat

religieux de I'Afrique", in the Dictionnaire de Theologie Catholique;

Paris, 1900. Ease. II, Col. 528 to 541.
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ditional Catholic account of religious origins. The researches

of these gentlemen have been conducted under the influence of

a prevailing tendency which not only would elevate the theory

of evolution from the category of theories to that of ascer-

tained laws, and apply it indiscriminately, in spite of many
phenomena which it does not explain, to every department of

being, but, overpassing the reasonable view of the process as

a recognizable scherrie according to which in some instances

at least creative force has worked, would find in evolution the

ultimate possible explanation of the universe of mind and

matter, or even the self-sufficing cause and origin of all things

that are.

In reality, as Mgr. Le Roy says, quoting Mr. John Morley's

Evolution and Religion, " Evolution is not a force, it is a

plan: it is not a cause, but a law." And he adds: " Religion,

like civilization, being a living organization, we must not look

to evolution as having created it, but only as having pre-

sided over its development : this we can admit with St. Vin-

cent of Lerins and the whole Catholic school."
^

By means of the evolutionary process as expounded by

latter-day investigators, all religions, from the lowest to the

highest, are made out to be the result of a gradual, inevitable,

and purely natural growth of ideas; a growth that has kept

pace accurately with man's slowly-accomplished ascent from a

state of mere animality to the condition of a rational and civ-

ilized being. There is no room in this system for any primi-

tive Revelation from on high; nor even for that Natural

Religion which man both can and does attain by force of the

mental and moral constitution with which his Maker has en-

dowed him. The fundamental truths of reason, the teachings

of conscience, the aspirations of the human heart toward a

great ideal may no longer be considered as bearing witness to

a Truth and a Law and an Object without whom the higher

faculties of our nature offer an insoluble riddle. Pushed to

their logical conclusion the principles of this philosophy have

2 P. 460.
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reduced all religion to the level of a mere psychological or

social phenomenon, if it be not simply the purposeless out-

come of an ignorant fear of the unknown and inexplicable ex-

ploited by priests.

Those who probably would claim for their own view that

it is the most truly scientific, look upon religion as but a

phase, already passing away, of that process now in move-
ment by which the race will come finally to recognize material

prosperity and social security as the sole basis of morals;

while prayer and worship and the cultivation of virtue under

the impelling or restraining influences of religious ideals and

sanctions will be relegated to the place of illusions, useful and

even necessary in the past, but meaningless in the light of

truer views now rapidly being attained.

Nor is this a mere academic theory. On the continent of

Europe it has already gained the prestige of a system publicly

recognized and taught. Mgr. Le Roy tells us in his Preface

(p. v) how this teaching in one or other of its forms has in-

vaded the professorial chairs of Universities; that there is a

demand for its extension; that the time has come to popu-

larize it, {de le mettre en catechisme) , to introduce it into the

curriculum of elementary schools and force it upon the intel-

ligence of children. In this way, he observes, will come about

the compulsory adoption of non-^religion, or a so-called re-

ligion that shall consist merely in vague aspirations toward

an ideal perfection of the human race to be reached inde-

pendently of any supernatural basis or motive. It is some

comfort to read his statement that the recent International

Congress of the History of Religions, held at Oxford in Sep-

tember last, revealed so much difference of opinion amongst

the apostles of this teaching as to have merited the name of

" a new Tower of Babel "; but notwithstanding this, Mgr. Le

Roy emphasizes the necessity of strictly controlling the asser-

tions, made by those who favor the new views, and of testing

the security of their brilliant hopes for the future of humanity

when those views shall have gained general acceptance.

Space will not permit us to follow Mgr. Le Roy in his
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criticism of the spirit and method that have ruled this inquiry.

Suffice it to say that he has two serious complaints to make.

In the first place he shows how those very men who are

loudest in their demand for the elimination of all a priori

elements from the discussion are themselves really the great-

est offenders in this respect, assuming two postulates of very

considerable weight, to say the least, in determining the con-

clusions ultimately .reached. We are to exclude entirely all

possibility of a primeval tradition of religious truth handed

down through the ages from the childhood of the race, and,

together with this, any sort of supernatural action directed to

the preservation or renewal of that original revelation. We
are to take it for granted that the law of evolution is the sole

origin and therefore the only explanation of religious phe-

nomena. " L'evolution, ecrit M. Salomon Reinach comme
conclusion axiomatique d'une de ses conferences, revolution

-

est la loi des etudes sur I'humanite parce qu'elle est la loi de

I'humanite elle-meme." '

With these principles laid down as though they were self-

evident, our study of religious origins must depend upon facts

alone and upon what those facts teach us—always, however,

viewed in the light of the two assumptions already irrevocably

adopted as valid. We must admit at the outset that man
has sprung from the brute : that this brute-man, by an incon-

ceivably slow process of evolution, gradually attained to self-

consciousness and, reason; and, at a time which it is impossible

even approximately to fix, began to manifest religious senti-

ments. Under such conditions of its birth, the primitive

religion thus arrived at was necessarily and to an extreme de-

gree both vague in its informations and gross in its form.

Since, also, so far as it survives at all, the type of primitive

humanity must be sought in savage races actually existing at

the present time, we should expect to find in the religion of

savages that same two-fold characteristic of vagueness and

seemingly hopeless envelopment in the material. And that

' M. Le Roy, p. 23.
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is precisely what we do find—according to our "scientific"

informants—by accumulating, grouping, and explaining in-

numerable facts gained from the study of uncivilized peoples.

Mgr. Le Roy is perfectly willing to conduct his own inquiry
along these lines. He, too, will take the facts of uncivilized

life and let them speak for themselves, only entering his pro-

test against the mode of procedure hitherto largely followed

by which the religious evolution already described is assumed
' a priori and made to direct the inquiry instead of following

—if it can be proved—as a consequence of facts honestly

studied apart from preconceived notions.

The other complaint which Mgr. Le Roy has to make con-

cerns the treatment of the material at hand ; those same facts,

that is to say, to which appeal is made. He is obliged to say

that in many cases anything which would not fit in with the

original assumptions to which he calls attention, has been

ruthlessly suppressed. Further, the facts that have been used,

he declares, have been grievously misunderstood. His own
exposition in the volume before us gives reason for his charge,

which does not include the accusation of bad faith, but simply

of prejudice due to those many personal circumstances of edu-

cation, surroundings, intellectual or moral bias, and the rest,

which make it so easy to prove what we wish to prove. " On
accepte volontiers des preuves qu'on recherche; des qu'on les

trouve bonnes pour soi, on les croit facilement recevables pour

tpus, et, pour peu qu'on ait I'esprit de proselytisme, on se

donrie alors, avec quelque satisfaction, la noble mission d'ec-

lairer I'humanite "
(p. 18).

A word must now be said concerning Mgr. Le Roy's

equipment for his task. As a mere learner from one of such

high authority in his subject the present writer cannot pretend

to offer a scientific criticism of the work under review. The

object of this paper is simply to draw the attention of others

whoAi, in the multiplicity of publications now issuing every

week from the religious press, it might escape, to a work the

mere perusal of which is enough to reveal its importance.

Any Catholic, moreover, who is accustomed to follow with
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interest the current religious questions of the day may judge

by its effect upon his own mind something of the value of a

contribution toward their solution. To such Mgr. Le Roy's

treatment of the particular question with which he is con-

cerned will surely carry conviction.

In support of his right to speak, and to speak magisterially,

the Bishop of Alinda can appeal to some twenty years' mis-

sionary experience ii} Africa, during which time he held close

and daily intercourse with natives of various races whose

habitat ranges over a vast extent of territory. It is unnec-

essary to point out that a Catholic missionary has incalculably

greater chances than any ordinary traveler of gaining the con-

fidence and penetrating the well-known reserve of uncivilized

peoples, or that Mgr. Le Roy would have possessed to begin

with the immense advantage of collective experience laid up

by his Congregation during many years of missionary work.

His own career on the African Missions began in 1877 upon

the East Coast. In Bagamoyo, situated on the mainland op-

posite the Island of Zanzibar, he found, as he tells us, " un

champ d'observation incomparable." By that way entered all

who were drawn to explore the mysteries of the " Dark Con-

tinent "
; at that point also arrived every day from the interior

caravans numbering as many as 500, 1,000, or even 2,000 men
representative of the tribes of the great Bantu race, bringing

their loads of ivory, copal, and skins, and leading with them

crowds of slaves. Besides this, Mgr. Le Roy's mission in-

volved numerous journeys and frequent residence in the in-

terior, his range of action extending from Somaliland south-

ward to Mozambique, and inland to the great peak of Kilima-

Ndjaro and to the country of the Masai; while in 1893 he was

called to the West Coast to labor amongst the native popula-

tions about the Gaboon River in the French Congo.

When he first went to Africa, Mgr. Le Roy had all the

current notions about the black man and his religion. Like

everyone else, he supposed the dark races universally to be

Fetish-worshippers, without religion worthy of the name, de-

void of all moral sense, lacking family institutions, ignorantly
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adoring as gods not only animals, but senseless trees and

stones. His long experience has led him to form very differ-

ent conclusions.

As we have seen, Mgr. Le Roy places himself frankly upon

the ground chosen by his opponents. He will not take the pre-

suppositions of his faith—which, indeed, have their theologi-

cal proof—for his starting-point. Putting aside, for the time,

the hypothesis of a primitive divine revelation, whatever form

it may have taken, he will seek for the Religion of Primitive

Man in the psychology and social institutions not of civilized

races, but of those furthest removed from civilization. If

Quarternary man had—and, man being essentially a " re-

ligious animal," modern science will allow him to have had

—

religious instincts, the industrial and artistic productions of

the Quarternary period afford much less information than we
could wish. We must go, therefore, to three other sources of

information; to the psychology of existing savages, of chil-

dren, and of the higher animals. " Laissons (a M. Salomon

Reinach) la tache, trop delicate pour nos faibles moyens d'in-

formation, d'interroger les gorilles sur leurs convictions re-

ligieuses; reservons les enfants, et contentons nous des sau-

vages" (p. 38).

But the inquiry is not confined to an examination of the

religious beliefs and practices of barbaric nations in our own

times, nor within any period of which we have historical

record : this is but a means to an end. The final object is to

obtain light upon the religion of mankind in the very begin-

nings of the human race. It must be shown, therefore, that

savages represent, at least sufficiently to afford data upon

which to ground a probable argument, the characteristics of

our common ancestors at that iucalculably distant day which

saw the commencement of their worldwide dispersion. That

school of thought which has so largely succeeded in monopo-

lizing in the popular mind the name of " modem science ",

has already settled, indeed, what primitive man must have

been. Just emerged from the condition of a brute, he could

have had no idea of a personal God, no morality, none of those
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refined feelings that are summed up in the word " modesty ",

scarcely a notion of the difference between living and non-

living things: he was a nature-worshipper who deified all he

saw, falling down and adoring anything and everything to

which he could attribute an occult influence of any sort: his

family ties were as loose as we should expect from the pro-

miscuity of sexual relations which, we are told, at first ob-

tained. This pre-occupation has led to that misinterpretation

of the facts of uncivilized life of which Mgr. Le Roy com-

plains.

But there is an objection to be met which comes from an-

other quarter. " The modern savage," some say, " is not

primitive: he is degenerate and retrograde." Mgr. Le Roy
admits freely that in point of civilization this is in many
well-known cases true: that in some lands, and in parts of

Africa itself, are found the traces of civilizations considerably

more developed than anything to be seen amongst the present

inhabitants. But he is able confidently to assert as a result

of his wide and varied personal knowledge that, taking them

as a whole, the savage nations of to-day have always been

what they are now, or but little removed from their present

condition. " Ce que le Noir est aujourd'hui il semble qu'il

I'ait toujours ete." He points out, moreover, that it is a mere

assumption to suppose purity and superiority of religious ideas

necessarily to follow step by step the advance of material

civilization. In reality the reverse is very generally the case;

and it is a fact that religion has visibly declined in Africa

amongst those peoples whose social condition presents a more

complex organization than that of other tribes, while the

latter, more primitive in their habits of life, have retained

a purer belief. Mgr. Le Roy finds an obvious parallel in this

to the history of religion amongst nations far greater than the

humble tribes of Africa. " D'apres ce principe "—that of the

necessarily parallel progress of religion and civilization—he

writes :
" le developpement religieux d'un peuple doit etre

necessairement parallele a son developpement social, politique,

litteraire, artistique, etc. ... si done les hommes, a un mo-
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ment donne—un moment qui peut compter plusieurs siecles

—

ont ete dans un etat de civilisation exterieure miserable,

miserable aussi a du etre leur religion" (p. 474). But,
" En realite, autre chose est la Religion et la Morale, autre

chose la richesse, I'industrie, I'art, la science, et ce qu'on est

convenu d'appeler la * Civilisation '. Et les simples mais pures

elements que nous avons trouves comme constituant les fonds

universels et communs peuvent parfaitement se concevoir en

des hommes depourvus des perfectionnements materiels que

le progres a plus tard apportes a la vie " * (ib.).

To have made the latter quotation here is also to have an-

ticipated a conclusion at which Mgr. Le Roy arrives in the

course of his careful study, but it will serve to introduce a

subject of special interest and importance to the whole dis-

cussion. Every one has heard of the Pygmies whom Stanley

encountered in the forests of Central Africa; not every one

is aware that a dwarf race similar to the African Pygmies in

those attributes which specify and give unity to an ethnologi-

cal family, is found scattered over an immense area of the

world's surface, and has left some trace even where it has died

out. Mgr. Le Roy is convinced that, wherever found, these

diminutive men constitute the surviving representatives of the

earliest race of whom we have purely scientific knowledge. It

is for this reason that he takes what he has learned from long

and intimate contact with this dwarf people as the basis of

his contention concerning the religion of primitive man, look-

ing, however, to the widespread Bantu and other nations for

further information by which to control his results and to fill

up the lacunae rendered inevitable by the characteristic re-

ticence of the Pygmies themselves.

The earliest monuments of ancient civilization that have

yet been discovered are those of Ancient Egypt; but the peo-

* Mgr. Le Roy appends the following note :
" La meme observation

peut se faire en se qui concerne le peuple juif, superieur a tous les

autres au point de vue religieux, inferieur a beaucoup a tous les autres

points de vue."
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pie who left them to astonish the modern world were not the

first to occupy the fertile valley of the Nile. They found

already in possession a race which still survives, more or less

pure, under the name of the Hamitic family. The Hamites

themselves had supplanted the true Negroes who preceded

them, whilst the latter had replaced the ancestors of the great

Bantu ^ family, still occupying a vast extent of the African

Continent. But earlier still than Bantu or Negro or Hamite
there existed in Africa, and, according to the general opinion

of modern anthropologists, in Asia and Oceania as well,"

that same race of Pygmies, in precisely the condition which

characterizes them to-day—nomadic, homeless, undeveloped,

without the industries or institutions of civilization, living

upon what Nature, not always kind, will give them without

toil—who, figuring in the long past upon Egyptian obelisks,

surprisingly afforded Mgr. Le Roy the means of dispelling,

with a probability so high as to merge into certainty, the

strange repellent phantom which modern evolutionists have

evoked and called by the name of Primitive Man. " Plus

vieux que le Sphinx, plus vieux que les Pyramides, plus vieux

que tous les textes recueillis sur les papyrus, les os de chameau,

le bronze, la brique et la pierre, sont done ces Pygmees Afri-

cains dont nous avons recueilli le temoinage et qui, plus exacte-

ment que ne pourraient le faire les hieroglyphes, nous ont

livre leurs pensees vivants "
(p. 412).

6 " Ce mot . . . designe le group linguistique qui occupe, on peut

le dire, la plus grande partie de I'Afrique habitee, puisqu'il s'etend d'un

ocean a I'autre, et depuis le bassin superieur du Nil et celui du Tchad

jusqu'a rOrange. Au point de vue physique, les Bantous presentent une

grande variete de types provenant de melanges anciens, au nord avec

les Negrilles, les Nigritiens et les Hamites, au sud les Boschimans et

Hottentots, mais on peut neanmoins degager parmi eux un caractere

special, qui se distingue du Nigritien." Pp. 41 and 42.

« " En sorte que—et c'est aujourd'hui, semble-t-il, le sentiment commum
des anthropologues— la premiere couche ethnique de tous ces pays

serait constituee par cette petite race qui a laisse derriere elle nombre

de temoins, et dont les principaux caracteres se sont maintenus jusque

aujourd'hui dans un certain nombre de representants." Pp. 412, 413.
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If, Mgr. Le Roy asks, the Continent of Africa was already

peopled before the arrival of the dwarfs, how could these have
succeeded in penetrating amongst the stronger populations of

an immense territory so as to occupy the different points at

which we find them to-day ? If, on the other hand, they came
first, and gradually dispersed as their numbers increased, each

growing family being pushed by necessity to seek fresh pas-

tures and new hunting-grounds, the explanation is easy. Other

peoples have come in and occupied the land over which at

first the Pygmies wandered free, and have split them up into

those separate groups in which they now exist, or have driven

them to the boundaries of the Continent, or absorbed them into

their own tribes to form new and hybrid types,

Mgr. Le Roy has much to say of which space will not per-

mit the reproduction here, concerning the extended habitat of

the Pygmies, their fixity of physical and psychological type,

their claim to be the original occupants and possessors of the

earth, and the free recognition of this claim by other tribes;

nor is it without having brought to bear the strong argument

of observed facts that he comes to the following conclusion

concerning the races whom he has studied, and particularly

the Pygmies :
" II faut done admettre que si les Primitifs d'au-

jourd'hui ne nous representent plus les Primitifs des temps

prehistoriques de la grande dispersion . . . ils sont cependant

ceux de tous ces hommes qui nous en donnent la plus fidele

image" (pp. 432,433).

II.

There remains now to indicate, as briefly as may be, the

results of Mgr. Le Roy's work so far as they throw light upon

the Religion of Primitive man. Leaving aside the Pygmies

for the present, let us see what his careful observations have

revealed of the religious condition of the Bantu and other

peoples whose faith (croyance) is more overlaid with super-

stition than that of the dwarfs. For that there is a real re-

ligious belief at the " back of the black man's mind ", Mgr.

Le. Roy has no shadow of doubt. It is, in fact, the failure to
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note the purely parasitical nature in relation to religious belief

of Fetishism, and of Naturism, and Animism, so far as these

exist among the native races, that has misled those authorities

to whom, in the main, people have looked for information.

Even where the most cruel and superstitious practices exist

—

and their horror has by no means been exaggerated by any

class of observers—a careful inquiry shows that they are due

either to ignorant misapplication by the black man of ele-

mentary principles truly and often very definitely apprehended

by him; or to purely superstitious beliefs and usages which

are in precisely the same relation to the religion of native

races as magic is to the religion of civilized peoples.

What, then, is the Religion of the black man? Is it Na-

turism, Animism, Fetishism, or blank Idolatry? Whence has

he got it? What is its effect on his life?

Their main assumption of the truth of the evolutionary

theory as applied to the History of Religions, joined with the

misconceptions which that theory has made so easy, has dic-

tated the answer given to these questions by its adherents. The

Primitive man must have been first Nature-worshipper, then

Animist, afterwards a Fetish-worshipper, lastly an adorer of

stocks and stones : hence we should expect to find these stages

of primeval religious evolution exhibited in his representative

to-day. And surely we do! For is it not quite evident that

the savage fails to distinguish between the animate and inani-

mate in Nature ; that he attributes to all things a consciousness

and a will like those he vaguely feels within himself—a spirit

or soul whose being in his own case is revealed to him by such

phenomena as sleep and dreams? Does he not worship every

natural object that through the mystery of its unexplained

activities is capable of arousing in him the instinct of fear or

reverence ? Does not his religion, therefore, bear upon it plain

traces of the time when his primitive ancestors knew no other

worship or belief than were involved in a " kind of indistinct

and chaotic Naturism"? Does he not go on to attach an

inner spirit to all things in nature as the principle of that life

and consciousness which he has attributed to them by analogy
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drawn from his own personality,—so vaguely understood as
this is, so little recognized as that which makes man the
superior of all creation besides? And is not this Animism
pure and simple? Then, from a desire to represent to him-
self those invisible spirits with which he has peopled earth and
skies, and in some sort to appropriate them to himself, does
he not make images of them, in which they may come to

dwell,—the Fetish so universal amongst savage populations?

Finally, does he not often fall into sheer idolatry by worship-

ping those images in and for themselves, becoming thus at

once Idolater and Polytheist ?
'^

But let us hear Mgr. Le Roy. He does not consider it

necessary at this point to discuss the Biblical account of man's
original condition. Though man was raised at the beginning

to the state of original justice, Scripture itself records his fall.

We are fully authorized, then, to suppose that some at least

of the earliest tribes of men that peopled the earth on the

great dispersion must have passed through an extreme of

physical, mental, and moral degradation before developing by

painful and slow degrees those ancient civilizations whose

vestiges still remain.

But if the " untutored savage " represents that sad stage

in the history of humanity, he is nothing like the miserable

brute-man drawn by what is called " true science ". He may
not be able to count far, says Mgr. Le Roy, and the historical

" learned pig " might surpass him there ; but this is not for

Wclnt of intelligence, which he displays readily enough in mat-

ters that concern him : it is merely from want of practice in a

direction toward which he has had no reason to turn his mind.

For the rest, Mgr. Le Roy is not concerned to deny all that

the moderns have said about the religious condition of savage

races. It is the interpretation of facts rather than the facts

themselves that he attacks ; and his own thesis may be summed

up* in the statement that in Africa, as elsewhere, fundamental

and true notions have been overlaid with superstitions having

"^ Mgr. Le Roy, pp. 65, 66.
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their origin in the very religion of which they are a distor-

tion; morality, in like manner, has suffered from an ignorant

and mistaken application of the elementary teachings of con-

science; while alongside of religion exists a counterfeit, to be

most carefully distinguished both from the really genuine re-

ligion of the dark races and from its superstitious accretions.

This counterfeit is nothing more nor less than Magic—a dark

and dreadful shadow that has pursued and still pursues every

religion that man has known.

In reality, the savage is a grown-up child. Taking this

child of nature as he finds him, Mgr. Le Roy asks, What is

his attitude toward the world around him, and toward that

other world—the invisible world which fills so large a part of

his thoughts? His attitude toward Nature is largely positive.

He does not deeply philosophize. He has discovered secret

virtues in things, and these he endeavors, oftien very success-

fully, to turn to his own uses. He has thus the beginnings of

natural science. And if the strychnos shrub gives poison, and

coffee stimulates, and the kola-nut strengthens, why should

not the gall of the crocodile, the lion's fangs, or the leopard's

whiskers have each their equally powerful effect? Herein

Mgr. Le Roy sees the explanation of a host of remedies, pre-

servatives, amulets, and other matters which have no more

to do with religion than the horse-shoe hung over his door by

many an English cottager. The savage believes, indeed, that

Nature, of which he recognizes himself to be part, is full of

powerful and mysterious forces which sometimes overcome

and destroy him, and which sometimes he can tame. But this

conception is not his religion, though he might be puzzled

himself to draw the distinction, which nevertheless exists for

him and is evident to the careful observer, between what are

to him the things of " faith "—if one may use the word—and

those that belong to his childish science of nature. So long

as the forces of nature act normally, says Mgr. Le Roy, he

does not greatly concern himself about them. It is only when

something happens out of the ordinary course—a drought,

the appearance of a comet, an eclipse of sun or moon—that he
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becomes disquieted and, apprehending some disaster, has re-

course to prayers and sacrifices and religious rites to placate

the spirits who rule nature and whom he conceives to be of-

fended.

Nor is the African a worshipper of Nature as his God. Nor
does he worship sun or moon or stars. The moon, shining

through the night with " purest ray serene " to light him to

his festivals and dances, seems to him a friendly being, whose

rise he welcomes gladly ; but she is no goddess. He asks, like

a child, the why and wherefore of the many changes that he

observes in nature through the course of the seasons ; and, like

a child, he finds an answer. His answer is a fairy-tale, in

which he believes just as seriously and no more seriously than

a child believes in the history of Red Ridinghood or The
Three Bears. The fact that sun and moon and stars, rivers,

trees, and animals are personified, is no proof that they are

deified. " Si leurs * histoires ' sont souvent fort interessantes

a qui sait y trouver ce qu'elles contiennent, au point de vue de

la langue, des affinites entre tribus, d'un passe plus ou moins

lointain, de certaines traditions, des usages, et meme des

croyances et pratiques religieuses ou magiques, on ne peut

vraiment rien tirer de serieux au point de vue qui nous occupe,

du fait que ces recits personnifient accidentellement les etres

et les objets mis en scene" (pp. yy, 78). The attitude of

the natives toward these stories would seem to be well exem-

plified in the negroes who, with the little boy, listened to Uncle

Remus's wonderful tales about Br'er Rabbit and his friends.

Mgr. Le Roy brings a philological argument to prove that

the savage knows perfectly well the difference between a liv-

ing, self-moving object and the inanimate things of nature.

To the latter, indeed, he attributes a vital principle; but one

which dies with the object to which it pertains. The human

soul, on the other hand, survives the death of the body. The

Bantu languages, says Mgr. Le Roy, know no distinction of

genders. The names of things are distributed into classes

according to the natural categories in which the objects them-

selves are ranged. A system of prefixes—for all -these Ian-
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guages are agglutinative—affecting both the noun and those

words which in agreement depend upon it marks the category

to which each thing belongs. Thus it is perfectly easy to tell

from his speech to what category the Bantu ascribes any na-

tural object—whether he regard it as living or non-living, en-

dowed or unendowed with a soul, rational or irrational;

whether it be great or small, abstract or concrete, and so forth.

Using this unexceptionable test Mgr. Le Roy declares that to

the Bantu sun and moon and stars, air, earth, trees, and min-

erals, lakes and rivers, belong to inanimate nature, not pos-

sessing conscious life and movement even in those tales in

which for the moment they are personified. Inanimate things

often indeed are looked upon as the residence of departed

souls or spirits belonging to the other world, and for this

reason are made the object of a veneration which has been as

much misunderstood as the Catholic veneration of holy

images: but in themselves they are clearly distinguished from

beings that have in them a principle of self-movement. So far

as the African does attribute to inanimate things an inner

virtue, which gives them their specific "form" or maniere,

it is one, as we have seen, which perishes with them, and passes

out of existence when they are destroyed. This is true even

of plants and animals ; and it is only the " reasonable soul
"

of man that survives the death of its bodily envelope. " Seule-

ment," adds Mgr. Le Roy, " habituees a vivre dans un corps,

ces ames desincarnees aspirent a y rentrer; c'est pourquoi on

sent leur presence ou leur action, parfois, dans les enfants de

leur famille. . . . D'autre fois, elles vont habiter dans les

animaux apparentes par alliance totemique a la tribu, dans

certains arbres, dans certaines cavernes etc., partout, en un

mot, oil leur destinee les fixe" (p. 84). Besides departed

souls, the savage believes in other spirits or genii, some bene-

volent, some malicious, who wander through space, or attach

themselves to this or that spot or to some material object.

The savage has his Manes, his Lares and Penates, his Larvae

also and Lemures, and they appear throughout his interpre-

tation of all Nature. These have their cultus, as in ancient
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Rome; they are the cause and object of a whole system of
various rites and observances; but the question is—Does the

religion of the black man begin and end with this, or can we
discover deeper down than all else, witnessed to by words and
actions rarer, indeed, but far more significant than his deal-

ings with the shades and spirits whom he partly reverences

and partly dreads, a faith in some one higher, the Ruler of

Nature herself, who even to the savage mind is remote from
all things else, exalted above them all by incommunicable

essence that none can share? It is even so; and the poor sav-

age recognizes God ; not the head of a hierarchy of lesser dei-

ties, but standing alone in his thoughts, unrivaled and su-

preme. It would be an error, of course, to suppose that these

poor folk, whom Mgr. Le Roy so evidently loves, and whom
he makes us love, have any elaborated perception of the Divine

Nature; yet the root of the matter is in them; and a certain

number of well-defined notions of God can be discerned by

one who, like our informant, knows how and where to seek

them. It is the same with their ideas of morality. There is

more room here, since morals are an everyday practical affair,

for those deviations from truth and right to which untaught

man is sadly subject. But here, also, there is a true foun-

dation, though the 'structure raised upon it is in many parts

unsound.

Placed in a marvelous world—a world not trimmed and

decked out by the arts of civilization—the black man feels

a certain awe in the presence of Nature. As Mgr. Le Roy

puts it, he is not chez lui, and like a child in a strange house

he feels uneasy. Whose is it all? he asks. And his answer

reveals the consciousness of a Master and Owner: One who

gives life and takes it away, whose rights must always be

recognized ; the consciousness, moreover, of the evidence which

Nature offers of a First Cause. From this conviction of a

Loi:d of all things. Maker and Proprietor of the earth, have

arisen two institutions everywhere met with—the sacred in-

terdict or Tabu, and the offering of sacrifice by way of recog-

nizing the rights of Him to whom all things belong. Nature
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is at man's disposal; but there are some things he may not

touch; and before he uses what has been given him he must

offer somewhat to the Giver. Here Mgr. Le Roy is able to

appeal again to his language as revealing the true mind of

the savage. Whilst the black man designates the human soul

by analogous terms taken from man's physical nature, using

such words as " life ", " breath ", " shade "
; while, by a con-

trary process which shows his grasp of some distinction be-

tween the departed spirit of man and those other non-human

spirits in whom he believes, he speaks of these in phraseology

taken from invisible elements in nature, such as the wind, the

air, the breeze; Grod is named by some epithet which to the

savage mind represents one or another attribute peculiar to

the Deity, or which marks His dwelling-place. His greatness

or His power. Thus God is " He who speaks ", " He who
sets in order ", " He who makes ". Or again " The Powerful

One ", " The Dweller on High ", " The Master ", etc. Yet

it is not to be supposed that the idea of God, although it is

nowhere entirely absent, is everywhere equally precise or

active. " C'est en quelque sorte une connaissance diffuse qui,

sur certains points et a certains moments, se caracterise avec

une nettete qui etonne, et qui, ailleurs et dans le cours ordi-

naire de la vie, reste flottante et comme abandonnee a elle-

meme" (p. i8o). Moreover, Mgr. Le Roy sees evidences

in the Bantu languages that the race has gone backward in

regard to its apprehension of God :
" La langue ou les langues

bantoues, en effet, sont plus precises, plus significatives et plus

affirmatives dans la designation de Dieu et de ses attributes

que ne sont generalement, a I'epoque actuelle, dans I'expres-

sion de leurs croyances, les peuples qui les parlent " (ib.).

It is not possible to follow Mgr. Le Roy through the numer-

ous facts which he brings forward to illustrate the funda-

mental beliefs of native races in Africa: the conclusions which

follow he notes as of special interest ; and each is borne out by

what he has personally observed. In no part of Africa is

God looked upon as susceptible of influence or of localization

by means of any magical charms or by incantations such as
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are used to invoke and appease souls, genii, or spirits. Magic
is one thing: religion another. Nowhere is God represented

under any material image, nor held to dwell in any Fetish,

temple, grove, or cavern. Real Idolatry—the worship, that

is, of a figure representing God, or itself looked upon as God
—does not exist. That which does exist is a certain cultus of

images or Fetishes in which souls or spirits are supposed to

reside, and over which they exercise their influence. If, like

the Latins, we speak of these spirits as " gods ", that is a con-

fusion into which the black man does not fall. Nor is God
blasphemed. He is not adored, indeed, " in spirit and in

truth "
; and herein is shown the need of the Gospel. The

savage will complain that God is hard or indifferent when
some calamity falls upon him; but he does not dream of ad-

dressing words of disrespect or injury to his Maker.

Enough perhaps has been said to show how false is the

notion which confuses the superstitions of the black man with

his fundamental religion. Still more distant from the truth

is the idea that magic, universally reprobated by public sen-

timent amongst the blacks, has anything to do with religious

beliefs. Although magical practices are prevalent to a fear-

ful extent, yet the sorcerer is the best hated man in Africa,

and frequently pays with his life the penalty of his real or sup-

posed crimes.

A bare mention must here suffice of Mgr. Le Roy's interest-

ing study of family institutions amongst the African tribes,

and of the Totem as involving a pact by which alliance of

blood is established with other peoples, or with the tutelary

spirits that preside over various species of animals. The fam-

ily and religion are bound up one with another. What true

beliefs exist, are enshrined in the family and preserved by

family institutions in the tribe, which is but the family en-

larged. Family and religion thus lend mutual support io one

another. The patriarchal system is very largely in vogue;

and the head of the family, the chief of the tribe, the king of

the nation, are in their respective places priests and interme-

diaries between the natural and supernatural worlds. Priest-
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hood is also, in some instances, a profession apart from head-

ship of family or clan; but this is a development. The basis

of morality is found in a universal sense of justice; justice

between man and man; and justice toward the invisible

powers. Hence the Tabu, which meets the black man at every

step and is for ever saying :
" Don't ". Nor are all the prohi-

bitions of the Tabu mere mistaken applications of the ele-

mentary rules of right and wrong. Many " sins " are indeed

merely ceremonial ; but wrong-doing to others, murder, incest,

adultery, sorcery, and similar offences are recognized as such,

and are punishable by law. Since he has no care for per-

sonal moral perfection, the savage does not trouble himself

much about faults which concern himself alone: yet here,

too, Mgr. Le Roy believes that conscience speaks to the black

man as well as to the white. The Tabu is founded upon a

recognition of the rights of a world invisible, and thus pre-

supposes religious notions. To derive religion from the Tabu,

then, is literally preposterous. The comparative strictness of

marriage laws and customs as preservative of the family and

tribe afford Mgr. Le Roy an opportunity for interesting de-

velopments in regard to the close connexion of family life in

all its departments with religious belief and practice; and he

shows how reasonably we may suppose this connexion to be

the means by which religious truth is preserved from genera-

tion to generation. There is no sign in Africa of that pro-

miscuity of sexual relations which modern science has at-

tributed to the childhood of our race. The actuality reminds

us much more of patriarchal life amongst the peoples of the

Old Testament than of anything which evolution has been

made to call up from the past.

Here we must needs stop, and in conclusion ask what is

Mgr. Le Roy's lesson to us concerning the main object of his

inquiry—the Religion of Primitive Man? In answering this

question he recalls the truly remarkable fact that amongst

the Pygmies who, as we have seen, may be taken to represent

primitive man more closely than any existing race, religious

ideas are purer and freer from the additions of superstition
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than amongst those peoples who are higher in the scale of

civilization. Passing in review the religions of other ancient

nations of the world, he finds again that the later religions are

less pure than the earlier, and can point to the high civiliza-

tions of Greece and Rome to show how false is the supposition

that culture and true belief go always hand in hand. Finally

—and this is the fact on which the apologetic value of his

work is summed up—Mgr. Le Roy considers as " definitive-

ment acquis " the universality, permanence, and fundamental

identity of true religion throughout all races of the world and

in every epoch of the history of mankind. Beneath all accre-

tions, despite all distortions, the essential characteristics of

religion are everywhere found—belief in a Divinity as Master

of the destinies of men, a Monotheism purer as the race is

more ancient; prayer and sacrifice offered, not solely to

spirits and genii, but also to the supreme God ;
* a morality

based on the notion of justice; marriage and the family as a

sacred and religious institution; prohibitions, partly cere-

monial, partly of a truly moral character repressive of many

evil instincts in man ; and, less commonly indeed, but existent,

the idea of future rewards and punishments in another world.

Together with these things, and forming the dark side of the

picture are m)rthologies, magic—the counterfeit of religion

—

wrong applications of the moral law, abuse, for private inter-

ests, of the Tabu, childish attempts to influence the multitude

of spirits human and non-human,—all which have given rise

to the misconceptions of which Mgr. Le Roy complains : but

8 The following is a kind of litany used on the occasion of sacrifice

by the Wa-pokomo, a tribe of East Africa; the priest and people recite

the petitions alternately:

—

O Dieu, nous te demandons

!

O Manes, nous vous demandons!

O Ancetres, nous vcfus demandons!

Dieu, donne nous la paix!

DOnne nous la tranquillite. Et que le bonheur vienne!

Celui qui ensorcelle notre village, qu'il meure!

Celui qui profere contre nous un sort mauvais, qu'il meure! etc., etc.,

p. 299.
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the truth is not wholly obscured, and God has still His wit-

ness in the hearts and minds of His less fortunate children.

What then is the origin of this truly universal religion?

And what is its relation to that other which also goes by the

name of " universal "—the Holy Catholic Faith that has of

late so happily spread amongst the nations of Africa ? To the

first question three replies may be suggested, each of which

may be true, and each of which a Catholic may adopt." These

primary elements of religion, found in humanity from pre-

historic times, either were revealed by supernatural interven-

tion, or were the spontaneous product of the human mind

teaching humanity of Him who made the spirit of man; or

lastly, may we not combine the two and say that supernatural

action has come to the aid of nature and supplemented nature's

witness to the unseen
—

" I'esprit humain agissant dans la

plenitude des facultes qui lui ont ete donnees, et la Provi-

dence divine I'eclairant, le fortifiant, le soutenant, et le dirige-

ant, au cours des ages, directement ou indirectement, malgre

toutes les causes de troubles, d'erreurs et de perversion qui

I'entourent" • . . ? (p. 466). For man fell, and we have

not the means of knowing how far the primitive divine reve-

lation was kept in memory outside that chosen race whom God

made the depositary of revealed Truth. Moreover, as Mgr.

Le Roy points out, the Church herself has condemned that

school of thought which under the names of Traditionalism

and Fideism would restrict all human knowledge of things

divine to what has been supernaturally revealed. With due

subjection, then, to the decisions of authority, a Catholic may

freely choose between the solutions here set forth. For the

rest, Mgr. Le Roy shows good reason for neglecting certain

arguments which are supposed to preclude us from giving

revelation some place, at least, in the origin and preservation

of religious and moral truth among the heathen. M, TAbbe

Bros is quoted as pointing out the great improbability that

savage races should have retained the memory of a primitive

9 Mgr. Le Roy, p. 467.
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revelation through unknown ages. " Sans doute. Mais
n'est-ce pas tomber aussi dans un invraisemblable anthropo-

morphisme que de se representer ainsi la Revelation? On
dirait que Dieu, pour instruire les premiers hommes, a du
venir leur faire une serie de conferences sous les bananiers de

I'Eden, puis, la legon finie, est rentre au ciel, son catechisme

sous le bras" ... (!) (p. 475). Becoming serious again,

Mgr. Le Roy reminds us of St. Paul's saying :
" Multifariam,

multisque modis", and that there are many ways in which

God can speak to men ; how also, since neither the religion nor

the moral ideas of primitive races contain anything per se be-

yond the capacities of human reason and conscience, un se-

cours surnaturel ordinaire, which will never be wanting to

men of good will, would be sufficient to account for the initia-

tion and continued existence of elementary religious truth.

As his last word, Mgr. Le Roy reminds us that the Chris-

tian, Catholic religion is, in reality, as old as the world itself.

There is not, in fact, a duality existing between the truth out-

side her borders, and the truth within—or rather who shall

say where is the border line of that Church to which every

soul of man may belong by good will and faithfulness to the

light that he has, if not by visible communion. For the souls

" in good faith " are known only to God. We might have

dwelt upon the striking analogies with Catholicism exhibited

in almost every heathen land, and noted by Mgr. Le Roy in

Africa—analogies not only in belief but in practice also, bear-

ing eloquent witness to the fact that revelation fulfils, by no

means destroys ; that grace perfects and does not abolish what

is good in man's nature; but space will not permit. There is,

indeed, but one true Religion possible in the world; that one

which, taught in its elements to every man by reason and by

conscience, is brought out in all the fulness of its inexhaustible

contents in the revelation of Jesus Christ laid up in that Church

whose witness, like the sun, irradiates the shadows that gather

about the fair form of the one and only Truth.

H. G. Hughes.

Norwich, England.
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NEGLECT OF MISSIONS IN LITERATUBE.

WHAT place do missions hold in our literature is the ques-

tion Fr. Robert Streit, O.M.L, undertakes to answer in

an unpretentious pamphlet which recently appeared in Germany
under the title: Die theologisch-wissenschaftliche Missions-

kunde (Paderborn, 1909). This treatise, dealing with Ger-

man missionary literature in book form, is the sequel to a

former study on German missionary magazines by the same

author: Die deutsche Missionsliteratur (Paderborn, 1907).

While Fr. Streit confines himself exclusively to the literary

output of Germany, deploring the scant space thus far given

to the consideration of missions, his criticism and complaint

may, with equal or still greater justification, be advanced

against the literature of other countries. Though this disre-

gard for a subject of paramount importance is so apparent in

German literature, how much more noticable is the absolute

neglect in English Catholic literature, which can boast of noth-

ing on the subject beyond a few periodicals, pamphlets, and

some antiquated works on missions?

In view of the growing interest in missions among English-

speaking Catholics, the present pamphlet is deserving of closer

examination, furnishing as it does convincing evidence that in

this subject of missions there lies a rich field very much ne-

glected by Catholic writers and professors. As the general

principles laid down by the author apply to all Catholic litera-

ture, irrespective of language or country, a substantial resume

of his timely work will prove more satisfactory than the quo-

tation of striking passages.

I.

Theology should aim to study religion in its universal bear-

ing; in its historical and practical expression in the life of the

Church as well as in its principles and doctrines. But one of

the most notable and characteristic features of the developing

Church in every age has been her missionary activity. Ever

since receiving the divine commission :
" Going therefore,

teach ye all nations ", the Catholic Church has instinctively
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taken missions as a matter of course, as a given task which it

was her natural and evident duty to perform. As a conse-

quence, her evangelistic work has been steadfastly adhered to

and advanced throughout the centuries. In fact, failing in

this, she would have impaired her vital claim to Catholicity.

Now, this missionary activity, inspired by faith and

prompted by a habitual sense of duty and necessity, is based

upon definite doctrines. It has its aims, its methods, its his-

torical development ; and to examine these systematically, with

a view to a better understanding and deeper appreciation of

the traditional work of the Church, evidently lies within the

province of that science whose scope is not merely to study the

theory of the gospel but also the ways and means employed in

past and present times of bringing it to the knowledge of men.

In fact, circumstances and the times may positively demand

that theology treat of the missions ex professo and not merely

content itself by referring to them on stated occasions in a

laudatory vein. It is not Fr. Streit's present purpose to show

how this is to be accomplished, but rather, as stated above, to

make clear what little consideration missions have thus far

received from Grerman theologians and writers.

We are somewhat surprised to learn that there is no inde-

pendent, comprehensive work treating of missions from the

theological and scientific standpoint. Some few attempts have

been made along this line but they are hardly worth noticing.

The first venture came from the pen of a woman : Em. Huch's

Bis an die Enden der Erde.^ The authoress treats of the duty

of propagating the faith, first, dwelling upon the ground of this

obligation ; secondly, showing who are held to this duty, viz.,

popes, bishops, priests, and people, and thirdly, enlarging upon

the educational value of sympathy and interest in the work of

converting the heathen.

The booklet of Hermann Fischer, S.V.D.,'' contains a popu-

lar feligious exposition of the missionary command of Jesus,

1 To the Ends of the Earth, Frankenstein, 1903.

^lesu letzter Wille (,The Last Will of lesus), Steyl, 1906.
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its relation to the Apostles, the Catholic Church, and the

Papacy, its practical and beneficent consequences for individual

Christians particularly of our own time.

Hahn wrote a brief theological treatise on the missions

which serves as introduction to his work entitled Geschichte

der Katholischen Missionen.^

In a foot-note Fr. Streit makes mention of a work just pub-

lished, Jesus und die Heiden Mission.'^ The favorable notices

of Protestants and Catholics alike attest the genuine worth of

this scientific Catholic production, the first of its kind, and one

destined to remain a standard work on the missions. This

completes the list of works on the subject.

Missions, we are assured, have likewise received but very

scant recognition in theological scientific magazines. The

author simply cites two articles in the Katholik entitled re-

spectively "Die Pflicht der Glaubensverbreitung " (The Duty

of Spreading the Faith, 1901), and " Ueber die Weltmission

des Christenthums " (The World-Mission of Christianity,

1903). Occasional numbers found in other magazines, e. g.,

Stimmen aus Maria Loach have more of a historical and

polemical character.

Fr. Streit next directs his inquiry to theological text-books

on dogma, apologetics, and kindred subjects bearing on the

science of missions. He enumerates twenty-seven original

works, giving exact references of such eminent authors as

Sheeben, Jungmann, Simar, Hettinger, Heinrich, Gutberlet,

Hurter, v. Hammerstein, Weiss, Schanz, Schneider, Weber,

etc. Translations of the works of Chateaubriand, Balmes, and

Wiseman, are also added to the list. Other writers too, as

Janssen, Einig, Pesch, Pohle, etc., were consulted, but as they

either ignore the subject or treat it meagerly no references to

them are given.

The author specially commends Sheeben for offering the

best suggestions for a scientific treatment of the missions and

8 History of Catholic Missions; Cologne, 1857.

* Jesus and the Heathen Missions, Muenster, 1909.
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for pointing out that in the Protestant conception of divine

revelation hes a fundamental protest against all missionary

activity, making all religious propaganda superfluous; Hein-

rich for presenting an unusually large supply of material;

Hurter for his references to the Fathers; v. Hammerstein for

enlarging upon the social work of missions; Schanz for indi-

cating sources of great value, and Hilgers for his exposition of

missionary methods. In conclusion Fr. Streit tells us that he

chose this rather dry enumeration of authors, quoting their

chapters on the missions, in order to bring out more promi-

nently the fact of his dearth of literary resource and appre-

ciative interest up to the present time in a matter so germane

to theological investigation.

II.

And still a more extensive study of this subject is a matter

of great necessity and would be of equally great usefulness to

theology, apologetics, and the missions.

Importance of the Study to Theology.

(a) Without due appreciation of missions, the mission-

problem of Christianity in its full importance must ever re-

main unknown. What little is said of missions in theological

text-books has reference principally to the pagan nations of

the so-called classical period of antiquity, and presents only a

part of the Christian mission-problem. These nations, though

pagan, were civilized. They were about on a level of civili-

zation with one another, sharing in greater or less degree

through contact with the Israelites the divine heritage of reve-

lation, and were, therefore, not thrown wholly upon their own

resources. How very different is the condition of the primi-

tive races toward which modem missionary efforts are still

chiefly directed. Does not the black race in particular present

to Christianity some of its greatest problems?

(b) Without a proper knowledge of missions, the world's

history as well as the race problem which Christianity is to

solve in the course of time must remain unintelligible. In an

old-fashioned way theologians allude to the missions in con-
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nexion with the catholicity of the Church, drawing their ma-
terial from the earlier, if not the earliest, history of the mis-

sions. But aside from the fact that we possess no scientific

history of even the earlier missionary labors, the high mission

of Christianity toward the human race does not find its fullest

expression in those missionary epochs. The early mission

dealt with a homogeneous race ; it had to present to the pagans

of the time its ideals only. How very differently constituted

is the field of labor for modern missions, and how much more

difficult the task manifestly assigned to them by Divine Pro-

vidence. How wonderful that Providence appears in the light

of the Christian missionary epochs. Christianity at first en-

countered civilized pagan nations possessed of similar racial

traits. It next faced nations without or with culture of a

lower degree, but still of the same racial character. Later it

was brought to nations civilized, but of a different race.

To-day Christianity must deal with nations devoid of civili-

zation and totally unlike in racial characteristics. Thus the

problem of Christianizing the human race has waxed more

complicated and difficult with the progress of time and still

remains to be solved by missionary labors.

Too lightly, therefore, does theology with a few general ob-

servations dispose of the subject of modern missions. It is

most unsatisfactory, for instance, to hear only in an indefinite

way of the growth of the Church in America, Africa, Asia,

Australia.

Reading invariably the names of the same missionaries, e. g.

St. Francis Xavier; finding the burden of the marvelous

things recounted of the missions to rest only upon " great

numbers ", we are unfavorably reminded of the traditional,

the stereotyped, the unprogressive. It seems a pity that theo-

logians (e. g- Hurter, 1891) still refer to Marshall, whose

work is antiquated and more polemical than scientifically his-

torical, and that even more recent apologetical treatises quote

unreliable statistics.

(c) Without due valuation of missions it is utterly impos-

sible to grasp the truths of faith in their widest meaning and
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fullest practical application. All authors speak of the necessity

of revelation for mankind, but few deduce from this the obli-

gation of presentation and mediation incumbent upon the

bearer and custodian of the deposit. They maintain the right

of the Church to convey the message of salvation to all peo-

ples, and of all times, but they fail to emphasize her corres-

ponding duties. Moreover, the science of missions touches the

most difficult questions in theology; it is involved with the

fundamental truths of Christianity. We need but instance the

necessity of revelation, grace, the sacraments, and the Church
for the salvation of a" pagan world.

In the perspective of Christian missions we better realize

how wonderful are the ways of Divine Providence in guid-

ing the world ; how sublime and lovingly merciful the Saviour's

work of salvation; how fruitful His own doctrine and ex-

ample ; and how vast, too, the tasks and duties which devolve

upon the Church in her capacity of teacher and dispenser of

grace—tasks which can be accomplished only through mis-

sionary labor and enterprise.

Importance of the Study to Apologetics.

For Catholic apologetics a comprehensive study of the mis-

sionary movement is a conditio sine qua non. The Catholic

apologist has a twofold task. Christianity must be conserved

against the influences of paganism and the Catholic Church

defended in opposition to other Christian denominations.

While in his defence of Christianity the apologist might pos-

sibly content himself with alluding to the earlier missions only,

yet in vindicating the claims of the Catholic Church he must

reckon with present-day problems, and our modern missions

must furnish the weapons and material for argument.

Importance of the Study to the Missions.

In proportion as missionary fields grow wider, problems

more complex, competition more keen, and opposition more

violent, the necessity and duty of scientific exposition become

more imperative. It is idle to speak of missions without exact

ancj thorough knowledge of the subject. While undoubtedly
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it is very edifying to dwell upon missionary heroism and self-

sacrifice this can make but a transient appeal to interest and

sympathy, and will not be productive of that conviction which

springs from perception of a worthy cause and a sense of duty

toward it. Our obligation to cooperate actively with mission-

ary enterprise must be made manifest, not by tiresome allusion

to Math, 28 : 19, but by theological and scientific argument,

forceful enough to engage the attention and enlist the material

support of the better-educated classes. Fr. Streit would par-

ticularly emphasize the point that the proper activity of work-

ers in the field afar would furnish us at home with scientifi-

cally-useful material, which should be elaborated not only by

official missionary organs, but also by theologians and apolo-

gists. Furthermore, theological writers cannot ignore Prot-

estant missionary endeavor. They must be prepared to offer

some explanation of the steady progress of Protestant missions

other than the customary reference to their large financial

resources. Much light is thrown upon the question of suc-

cess by considering missionary methods. Then, too, political

events and religious conditions at home have exerted a very

marked influence upon the whole missionary movement of the

present day. There is lamentable need of a history of mis-

sions which would take into account these two very important

factors.

The author concludes the present chapter by insisting upon

the urgent need of scientific exposition, and deplores the want

of a proper missionary organ for the study of mission-theory

and methods. However, he is gratified to record an increas-

ing interest in the entire subject, in evidence of which he refers

to the following themes proposed for the pastoral examina-

tions in the archdiocese of Cologne in 1908 :
" Origin, Doc-

trine, and Spread of Islamism ", " Modern Missionary Ac-

tivity of the Church in Africa."

III.

In the third and last chapter of his pamphlet Fr. Streit re-

views German Protestant contributions to missionary litera-
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ture. We are informed that Protestant missions are a strictly

modern institution. " Not only practical missionary works,

but the very thought of missions, as understood to-day, we
seek in vain among the reformers, as Luther, Melanchthon,

Bucer, Zwingli, Calvin, Beza. Their apathy was not merely

due to the fact that the transatlantic, newly-discovered world

lay beyond their horizon, but also to their fundamental views

in theology which restrained their activities or even their

thoughts from any missionary impulse" (Warneck). "The
age of orthodoxy " (seventeenth century) wrought no change

in the official attitude toward missionary endeavor. Theology

suppressed the mission-thought, sternly opposing any chance

manifestation of it. Kawerau devotes a special study to the

question :
" Why the German Evangelical Church of the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries lacked a full understanding

of the mission-thoughts of Holy Writ ".

It was not until the eighteenth century, the age of pietism,

that a Protestant movement in favor of missions was started.

The promoters were found among the laity, for the established

church remained hostile to the growing missionary spirit and

pastors held themselves aloof. The old theological scruples

had vanished, while rationalism, which had infected ecclesias-

tical circles, as well as theology viewed the re-awakened spir-

itual life as a retrograde movement and missions inspired by

the revival as arrogant fanaticism (Warneck). Notwith-

standing these unfavorable conditions the mission-movement

steadily progressed, and while rationalism was in ever-increas-

ing measure exerting its disintegrating influence upon the

Church, missionary enterprise became the rendezvous for or-

thodox elements. To-day it may be truly said that the Pro-

testant missions alone represent the traditional Protestant

Bible-faith.

A change of attitude toward the missions came about In the

second half of the nineteenth century. By degrees the former

opposition of the official church gave way to complacent ap-

proval, ready cooperation and deepest interest, official organs

even becoming earnest promoters of the mission-spirit and
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working hand-in-hand with private organizations for the good
of the cause. Finally the services of theology were enlisted;

and what thus far had possessed merely a devotional aspect,

took on a scientific character ; the sense of duty superseded the

purely-voluntary spirit, and what had been more or less a mere
side-issue became a matter of principle. " It is high time,"

wrote Warneck in 1897, " for theology to take up the study

of the missions. Barring a few treatises of a business or theo-

retical character and occasional lectures at the universities,

the official representatives of theology have produced no stand-

ard works, and the science of the missions has not yet been in-

corporated into the regular course of studies at any German
University."

Such criticism seems to have produced its desired effect,

for but a few years later we note a decided change in the tone

of writers. " Things have changed. Theology can no longer

afford to ignore the great importance of heathen missions

whether from necessity of a scientific knowledge of Chris-

tianity or in the interest of the religious life of the Church at

home. We have entered upon an age which seriously tries to

consider the mutual relations of theology and the missions;

which scientifically investigates and supports them; and which

earnestly strives to vivify, broaden, and fructify theology

through the missions" (Professor W. Bornemann, 1902).
" Theology no longer considers it undignified to devote special

attention to the marvelous manifestation of effective Christian

charity, as evidenced in the missions. This change of attitude

is only in its beginning, but it is a fact and that is gratifying
"

(Professor K. Bornhaeuser, 1903),

Schleiermacher (1843) was the first among German Pro-

testant theologians to incorporate the subject of missions in

the system of theology, thereby giving a first impulse to its

scientific treatment. In recent years the number of Protestant

works has increased to such an extent that one may truthfully

say that the " Science of Missions " does exist among Pro-

testants.

Fr. Streit quotes some thirty-four works published from
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1841 to 1896. As some of these are quite elaborate and sci-

entific, at least in name, the statement of Warneck (1897),
quoted above, would seem to need some modifications. In

addition the author mentions some thirty other works of var-

ious magnitude, and two translations, published from 1897 to

date. From the titles and tables of contents it is quite evident

that the missionary problem has been very thoroughly sur-

veyed from almost every viewpoint by Protestant theologians

in this respect, far surpassing Catholic writers, who have

given this vast matter but meagre consideration. Still, " Mis-

sions," to quote the words of one of the foremost Protestant

writers, " form a very important chapter in the world's his-

tory, particularly in the history of the Church, and there can

be no doubt that the education of a theologian must be judged

to be very imperfect if he has no knowledge of, or is only par-

tially acquainted with, the spread of Christianity in apostolic

times and during the Middle Ages. And the third or modem
missionary period is not less important than former centuries

"

(Warneck).

In conclusion, the words of Professor Bornemann addressed

to students of theology whom he wished to impress with the

importance of the study of missions, may well serve as an in-

spiration and appeal to wider circles for greater interest in

fields afar, always cultivated in practice, by the Church, it is

true, but woefully neglected in literature. " Missions," he

says, " remind us of the magnificent, general character of the

Gospel. They reveal great and practical aims; they are ever

pushing onward, certain of victory as springftime and youth.

If we Evangelicals have allowed ourselves to be cheated out

of the beautiful * name of Catholic ' by the Roman Church, in

missions [we have] the realisation of genuine catholicity, the

historic fulfilment of the world-embracing, world-conquering,

universal character of the Gospel. Can we, therefore, afford

to koep the study of the missions excluded from our theological

curriculum, as a matter alien or of minor importance?
"

L. J. Knapp, D.CL.
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JOAH OF ARC.

Blessed Joan of Arc and the Order of Preachers.

IT is a matter for comment that comparatively few English

lives of the Maid of Orleans have been written by Cath-

olics. Lives of Joan of Arc have appeared, but most of them

are from the pens of non-Catholics, while many of them are

written from a viewpoint which is antagonistic to Catholicism.

In the opinion of some of these writers, no language is severe

enough or sufficiently strong in which to condemn the eccle-

siastical tribunal before which Joan was tried and by which

she was sentenced to be burnt at the stake: and the Order of

Preachers not infrequently receives full measure of censure,

just because some of its members were associated with the

other judges as Inquisitors.

Now it is remarkable that at each of the critical periods of

her life Joan was brought into contact with the Dominicans.

When she left her home in Domremy never to return, and

came to the French Court at Chinon, she was sent to Poitiers

to be examined by a tribunal which had been convened by

Regnault de Chartres, Archbishop of Rheims. Amongst the

members of that tribunal were three Dominicans. When she

was taken prisoner at Compiegne and was sent to Rouen, we
find other members of the Order amongst the commission

which tried her. When the iniquitous sentence was pro-

nounced, there were Dominicans at hand to cheer and comfort

her in prison and at the stake. Finally, after seventeen years

of forgetfulness, it was largely owing to the ability and zeal

of another Dominican that the task of revising the whole pro-

cess of her trial and condemnation was brought to a success-

ful issue, and that the innocence, heroism, and sanctity of the

Maid were established and proclaimed.

No one attempts to exculpate Pierre Cauchon, Bishop of

Beauvais, whose own words prove how determined he was to

bring about Joan's condemnation. The other judges who sat

with him were his creatures, men of the same stamp and quite

as unscrupulous. No one desires to exonerate them. They
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Stand condemned for all time. But on the other hand no one

has any right to say that the Dominicans were opposed to

Joan just because one of them, Jean Lemaitre, allowed himself

to be terrorized by Cauchon into assisting at some of the ses-

sions of the trial in the capacity of Vice-Inquisitor, Lemaitre

showed weakness, if not cowardice, in consenting to be present

at the trial, for we must not forget that the trial was altogether

out of order and illegal. Joan had been examined by Cau-

chon's Metropolitan before she began her mission, and the

Bishop of Beauvais had consequently no right whatever to

hold an inquiry into an affair which had already been settled

by his superior.

But if Lemaitre was weak, his weakness is more than com-

pensated for by the conduct of others of his brethren.

I.

When Baudricourt, the Governor of Vaucouleurs, heard

Joan's simple, direct statement that she had been bidden by her

" Voices " to set out for the relief of her country, he was na-

turally somewhat amazed. He sent her to Chinon, however,

where the Dauphin held his court. He and his court were

just as perplexed as Baudricourt had been, at the assertion

of a gentle peasant-girl, who knew not " how to ride a horse

or wield a sword ", that she had been appointed by God to set

her country free. She was treated as a visionary or a sim-

pleton: but Joan persisted in her statements, though she had

ever but one and the same answer to give to all questions:

God had sent her and she had obeyed the call.

We can understand the reserve which the advisers of Charles

showed, and the desire they had to know more about the Maid

who claimed to have come at the direct command of God. By

command of Charles, Regnault de Chartres, Archbishop of

Rheims and Chancellor of France, instituted an ecclesiastical

tribunal to examine the life, conduct, and alleged visions of

Joan. The sittings of the tribunal were held in a house which

was situated in the present " Rue de la Cathedrale ". Amongst

those summoned by the Archbishop were Fathers Seguin de
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Seguin, Guillaume Aymeric, and Pierre Turelure, members of

the Order of Preachers. The one who has left the fullest

record of the proceedings is Seguin, whom the chronicle calls

" a very harsh man ". He was a Licentiate of the University

of Paris and Lector of Theology in the Convent of Poitiers,

and he bears witness to the fourfold prophecy of Joan: that

Orleans would be relieved; that the English power in France

would be overthrown; that the king would be crowned at

Rheims ; and that Paris would submit to the French monarch

:

" And I who speak," says Seguin, " have seen the fulfilment

of these things." ^ " As regards my own opinion," he con-

tinues, " I believed she was sent of God, since at the time she

came the king and the people had lost all hope, and did not

even dream of victory."

Seguin and his brethren were in a majority at this exami-

nation held in 1429 at Poitiers; consequently the report which

was drawn up for presentation to Charles is a gauge of the

opinion they had formed of Joan. That report is altogether

favorable to Joan and her mission, and the members of the

Council of Poitiers urged the uncrowned king to obey the

Maid as he would follow the inspirations of the Holy Ghost.'

Raoul de Sauvaige is a Dominican whose name appears in

an act condemning the statements of the Maid, dated 12 April,

143 1. Raoul was a Bachelor of Theology, and in company

with sixteen Doctors and five other Bachelors of Theology,

he condemned the statements of Joan such as they appear; in

other words, he subscribed his name to an act of condemnation

of what was nothing else but a garbled resume of the answers

Joan had given to questions, which Ysambard de la Pierre

protests " would have puzzled even theologians and educated

people ", not to mention a simple peasant girl. He had been

more or less opposed to Joan in the beginning on account of

her alleged replies and statements, but his opposition ceased

1 La Guerre de Cent Ans; Jeanne tfArc et les Dominicains, par Le

R. P. Marie-Dominique Chapotin, O.P. Deuxieme edition. Pp. 135.

flf. Paris: Lecoffre. 1889,

2 Text of the Report quoted by Chapotin, ut supra, p. 138.
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later, and he it was who first pointed out to Joan the sure

way of escape by suggesting that she should appeal to the

Holy See.'

Jean Vallee, another Dominican, assisted at the session

which was held 27 March, 1431, but in the quality of a spec-

tator rather than as an active member of Cauchon's tribunal,

for he neither asked any questions, nor did he offer any ad-

vice.*

None of these three Dominicans can be taken as opponents

of Joan. Seguin acknowledged that he believed in her : Raoul,

though at first somewhat adverse to her, or rather to certain

statements which were supposed to have been made by her,

afterwards became her ally: while the most that can be said

of Jean Vallee is that he held himself neutral. Of Martin

Ladvenu, Ysambard de la Pierre, and Jean Brehal we shall

speak later. We desire first to examine the action of the two

members of the Order who give any appearance of truth to

the assertion that the Dominicans were inimical to Joan.

These two are Jean Graverend, the Inquisitor General, and

the Vice-Inquisitor, Jean Lemaitre, or Le Maistre, as his name

is sometimes written,

Jean Graverend, as Prior of Saint-Jacques at Paris, was in

the position of superior of a monastery in a city that was in

the hands of an alien power. He took the oath of allegiance

to the existing Government, and one of his sermons shows

that he shared the false ideas which the English and the ene-

mies of Joan held in her regard. Yet he refused to take any

part in the trial of the Maid when Cauchon requested him to

be present, excusing himself on various pretexts. Why he

did excuse himself we cannot say, but probably it was on ac-

count of his oath of allegiance by which he bound himself " to

live peacefully and in obedience to the king of France and

England." But if Graverend would not, because he could not

in conscience, proceed against Joan, or become a tool in the

hands of her enemies, it was his duty to protest against any

3 Ibid., p. 148. * Ibid., p. 149- .
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trial being held, and he should not have permitted any other

Inquisitor subject to him to take part in the proceedings,

much less have delegated one. As the official guardian of

the Faith, whose presence was necessary at any trial where
faith was in question, to render the trial valid and legal, Gra-

verend was bound to act. He failed to do so, and for this he

is to blame. His abstention was culpable when energetic

action was so necessary. But he is blameworthy on another

head, namely, in allowing the Inquisitor, Jean Lemaitre, to

be present at the trial, and for having yielded to the solicita-

tions of Pierre Cauchon who requested Graverend to appoint

Lemaitre as his delegate.

Pierre Cauchon knew only too well that the presence of an

Inquisitor was necessary for the validity and to give some
show of justice to the proceedings. Lemaitre was Vice-

Inquisitor for the city and diocese of Rouen, and it is not

too much to say that no man was more unwilling to take part

in the trial than he was. He protested that, having been ap-

pointed Vice-Inquisitor for the city and diocese of Rouen, he

had no authority to assist at any trial instituted by the Bishop

of Beauvais. This was on 19 February. The following day

Cauchon asserted that " those to whom he made known Le-

maitre's objection were of opinion that the Vice-Inquisitor

could take part in the proceedings ". Lemaitre again refused

to do so " for his peace of conscience and the regularity of the

proceedings ", unless he received " special powers from his

superiors ", but declared himself satisfied to have the case go

forward until he should have received permission to be pres-

ent. Once more Lemaitre was offered full knowledge of the

process, and this time he gave conditional consent. Cauchon

wrote to the Inquisitor-General to request the delegation of

Lemaitre. On 4 March, a special commission held at Cou-

tances appointed him delegate, and Lemaitre received notifica-

tion of his appointment on 12 March. Next day he assisted

for the first time at the trial of Joan of Arc.^

*Chapotin, pp. 141-143; Cf. Jean Brehal et La Rehabilitation de

Jeanne d' Arc, par les Peres Belon et Balme, O. P. Lethielleux: Paris.

1893. Pp. 134-5-
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But we meet with a curious proceeding of Cauchon relative

to Lemaitre's presence at the trial. As we have already stated,

the presence of an Inquisitor was necessary in those days at

any trial which was a casus Hdei, to render the proceedings

valid. Now we have seen that Lemaitre was summoned by
Cauchon on 19 February to attend in his capacity of Inquisitor,

and that he attended for the first time at the session which

was held on 13 March, yet we find his name beside that of

Cauchon on the acts of the Process from 9 January. Cauchon
presided at the sessions held on that date and during the in-

terval until 13 March, and he inscribed, or caused to be in-

scribed, the name of the Vice-Inquisitor as if he were present,

actually before he had even summoned him to attend.' This

action of the Bishop of Beauvais is, in plain language, forgery

;

and it is a side-light upon the unscrupulous character of the

man who condemned Joan of Arc to the stake.

When Lemaitre did assist at the sessions it was as a passive,

rather than as an active, member of the judicial bench. Mau-

chon says that he " took part in the proceedings with great

unwillingness ", and Massieu tells us that Lemaitre's apathy

and want of energy stirred up the anger of Cauchon to such a

pitch that he threatened him with death!

The only time that Lemaitre interfered personally was on

24 May, when he visited Joan in prison and persuaded her to

save her life by assuming a woman's dress instead of the sol-

dier's dress which she was wearing, and which was one of the

charges brought against her.''

We know the result when Joan did begin to wear the dress

of a woman; how to save her honor the poor girl was com-

pelled to don the soldier's garb once more, thus earning for

herself the title of a " relapsed sinner ". Cauchon and his

masters are accountable for this piece of infamy; and both

Ysambard de la Pierre and Martin Ladvenu in their evidence

before Guillaume Bouille and also in their evidence before the

« Quicherat, Proces. Tome I. pp. I34-I39 ;
quoted by Chapotin.

"f Ibid. Tome II, p. 341 ;
quoted by Chapotin, p. 145.

b
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commission instituted by Cardinal d'Estouteville, attest that

this violence offered to Joan by one whom both call " an Eng-
lish nobleman " was, on the Maid's own confession, the reason

why she once more assumed her soldier's dress.*

Lemaitre evidently tried to save Joan's life, but in vain.

Cauchon and the English were determined that she should

die; and Lemaitre stands condemned by posterity because he

was associated with .the Bishop of Beauvais and those other

members of the council who condemned the Maid. His efforts

to save Joan do not save him from the charges of cowardice

and weakness, and " after the final scene in the Vieux-

Marche ", says Pere Chapotin, " he passes into the deepest

obscurity, ignored and forgotten, so that we do not even know
when, or where he died ". °

These are the only two members of the Order of Preachers

whose conduct toward the Maid is blameworthy. They were

weak; they were afraid, and for that weakness when strength

was demanded, for their compliance with the desires of Cau-

chon when energetic resistance was imperative, we condemn

them. Yet surely atonement was made for the cowardice of

Lemaitre and the compliance of Graverend by the intrepid

courage of Ysambard de la Pierre and Martin Ladvenu. And
will not the zeal of Brehal help us to forget the timidity of his

predecessors ?

II.

The two Dominicans whose names are inseparably united

with the name of Joan of Arc are Martin Ladvenu and Ysam-

bard de la Pierre. Both were subjects of the Vice-Inquisitor

who was their Prior, and who brought them, according to

monastic custom, as his companions or socii to Rouen. Ysam-

bard ^° assisted at some fifteen sessions ; Ladvenu at four or

five only. Ysambard accompanied Lemaitre to Joan in prison

* Jean Brehal et la Rehabilitaition, note, p. 40.

» P. 146. Vide Jean Brehal et La Rehabilitation, note, p. 81.

10 Cf. Jean Brehal et La Rehabilitation de Jeanne d'Arc. Note, p. 3.
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when the latter went to persuade her to wear a woman's dress.

Neither he nor Ladvenu assisted at any of the sessions in an

official capacity, but when they saw how the Maid was har-

rassed and upset by the questions which were put to her, and

when it became evident to them that Joan's judges were de-

termined to entrap her, their sympathy was given to her with-

out any reserve. They prompted her replies despite the

menaces and threats of Cauchon and Warwick, the latter, in-

deed, threatening to have Ysambard flung into the Seine if

he continued to prompt the Maid.^^

Ysambard gave evidence at the commission in 1450, that

when he urged Joan to appeal and submit to the Council of

Basle, Cauchon waxed wrath and commanded him to be silent,

for which reason the English threatened to fling him into the

Seine."

When her enemies had succeeded in their designs and Joan

was sentenced to death, it was these two who prepared her for

her martyrdom. Ladvenu, with another Dominican, Jean

Toutmouille, went to her prison-cell on the morning of 30

May to tell her she was to die. Ladvenu heard her confession,

and spite the unwillingness of Cauchon, who nevertheless had

permitted her to receive Holy Communion, insisted upon

bringing the Bread of Life to Joan with all possible cere-

mony." When Joan set out for the Vieux-Marche, Ladvenu

was by her side, and Ysambard, whom the soldiery had tried

to keep back, soon joined them. He it was ^* who went to the

Church for a Crucifix at Joan's request, who held it before

her when she was bound to the stake, and both he and Martin

11 Evidence of Guillaume Duval, O. P., quoted by Chapotin, p. 152.

Note: Ysambard, Isambardi, Isembart, are common spellings of this

name. Some writers—Andrew Lang amongst them—call him an Augus-

tinian ; but this is an error. He was a Dominican and was assigned

to the Convent of Rouen. The fact that Dominicans follow the Rule

of St. Augustine may account for the mistake of these writers.

12 (Juicherat, Proces. Tome II. p. 4; quoted by Chapotin.

13 Ibid., p. 19; quoted by Chapotin.

1* It was Ysambard and not Massieu, as some writers say, who obtained

the Cross for Joan.
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Ladvenu remained at their post until with a last cry—Jesus!

—the soul of Joan the Blessed went to receive its crown. ^"^

Let men say what they will, the names of Ysambard de la

Pierre and Martin Ladvenu will never be forg-otten for the

courage, the constancy, the charity and sympathy which they

showed to the defenceless Maid when she was in the midst of

her enemies, friendless and alone.

In 1450, Charles YII, with a view to substantiate his claim

to the throne of France, rather than to vindicate the honor of

her to whom he owed so much, ordered Guillaume Bouille,

Dean of the Cathedral of Noyon, to undertake an examination

of the whole Process." Bouille set to work with a will, and

in conjunction with several theologians and canonists, pre-

pared a memoir which he presented to the Holy See. Nicho-

las V, however, was prevented from entering into the question,

and the matter remained in abeyance until 1452.^^ In that

year. Cardinal d'Estouteville, who had been appointed Legpate

in the preceding year, finding himself at Rouen, determined

to investigate the Process anew. His first care was to sum-

mon to his assistance the Inquisitor-General of France, Jean

Brehal, of the Order of Preachers."

Brehal was a man of lofty mind, of generous sympathies,

courageous and uncompromising where truth, justice or right

was in question. All we know concerning his origin is that

he was a Normand, and had entered the Order in the Convent

of fivreux.^*

The first session of the new commission was held at Rouen

2 May, 1452. The Cardinal, being called to Paris on press-

ing business, left the affair in Brehal's hands, who was also

given another assistant in the person of Philippe de la Rose,

treasurer of the cathedral.^" When the witnesses had been

1" Ibid., p. 6 ;
quoted by Chapotin.

^^ La Vin. Jeanne d'Arc, par L. Petit de JuUeville. Paris: Lecoffre,

1900. P. 184.

^"^ Cf . Jean Brehal et La Rehabilitation de Jeanne rf* Arc, pp. S. 6.

"Ibid., p. 8. i»Ibid., p. 9.

^'^Jean Brihal, etc., p. 23.
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examined, Brehal and Bouille laid the result of the investiga-

tion before Charles at Cissay." Naturally, the king was well

pleased at the prospect of a speedy conclusion of the inquiry,

and the next step was to obtain a pronouncement from the

Holy See. To facilitate matters, Brehal composed his first

Summarium which was intended as a help for the theologians

and canonists in Rome. It begins with the words Articuli

graviores et principaliores ipsius lohnne Puelle, super quihus

est deliberandum, videlicet: primus, quod asseruit, etc.^^

Pope Nicholas V died 24 March, 1455, before any decision

had been given by him.''^ On 8 April of the same year, Al-

phonsus Borgia was elected Pope, taking the name of Cal-

ixtus III. By a rescript dated 1 1 June, the Pope appointed a

new commission of inquiry, the members of which were Jean

Juvenal des Ursins, Archbishop of Rheims; Guillaume Char-

tier, elected to the See of Paris in 1447, and Richard Olivier,

Bishop of Coutances. The three members of the Papal Com-
mission summoned to their assistance Jean Brehal, who has

been called " the soul of the whole Process "."

The first session of the new commission was held in the

Cathedral of Notre-Dame, at Paris, 7 November, 1455, and

there Joan's mother appeared, accompanied by her two sons,

Jean and Pierre, holding in her hands the Papal Rescript, and

petitioning with trembling voice that her child's name might

be cleared from the stain attached to it.^'

The commission appointed Rouen as the place of the next

meeting, which was held 15 December. The hearing and ex-

amination of witnesses continued, with some interruptions,

until May, 1456, and the members of the commission deter-

mined to have a new memoir drawn up, which would embody

all the verbal and written evidence they had obtained. The

task was entrusted by them to Brehal, for they felt certain

that his extensive knowledge of the case, his learning, and

21 Ibid., p. 24. " Ibid., p. 26. 28 Ibid., p. 68.

2* M. Fabre, quoted by Peres Belon and Balme, ut supra.

2s Jean Brihal, etc., p. 77.
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strict impartiality would serve them. Nor were they mistaken.

Brehal's second Summarium is a masterpiece: clear, concise

and definite. There are two great divisions, the first of which

contains nine chapters; the second, twelve; and it is published

in full, together with an analysis, in the critical work by the

French Dominicans, Belon and Balme. Brehal forgets noth-

ing, overlooks nothing, and then when he has summed up all

the evidence, he pronounces in favor of Joan. Cauchon's sen-

tence he declares to be null and void and inspired by hatred;

and he calls upon all men to behold in Joan's martyrdom the

fitting crown of a saintly life.

During the month of June, the Apostolic Commission ex-

amined the Summarium at Paris: and on i July, the commis-

sion was assembled once more in the Great Hall of the Arch-

bishop's Palace at Rouen.^**

The following Wednesday Rouen was early astir, and the

people began to crowd into the Hall of the Palace. The Arch-

bishop of Rheims presided, and with him were Guillaume

Chartier, Richard Olivier, and the Inquisitor-General, Jean

Brehal. The Promoter of the Process, Master Simon Cha-

pitault, was in his place: Jean d'Arc, brother of the Maid was

there, and there was another figure whose presence must have

made hearts beat faster, Martin Ladvenu, the staunch friend

and heroic confessor of Joan." He had been witness of her

death and apparent disgrace; it was fitting that he should be-

hold the triumph of her whom he had never failed. For it

was to witness the triumph of Joan that the people had as-

sembled. The Archbishop of Rheims, speaking in his own

name and in the names of the other Apostolic Delegates, de-

clared that, " the former trial and sentence was stained by de-

ceit, calumny, malice, contradiction, and evident error in fact

and law "
; that it was " null and void and without effect ", and

that Joan was not guilty of any of the charges made against

her.

^^ Jean Brehal, etc., p. 155.

"Jean Brehal, etc., p. 157.
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The sentence was sealed and dated from the Palace of the

Archbishop, " in the year of our Lord, 1456, the seventh day
of the month of July ".

A writer has stated that, " the Process of Rehabilitation is

in a certain sense the beginning, in the presence of Joan's con-

temporaries, of the cause of her Beatification "." That cause

has been concluded in our own day by the present saintly

Pontiff, Pius X. He has finished the work which his prede-

cessor, Calixtus III, began, and now the crown of the Blessed

graces the brow of the simple peasant Maid of Orleans.

May we not give a place in our thoughts at this time of re-

joicing to Brehal, to Ysambard, and to Martin Ladvenu, while

we turn to her whom they befriended and say with glad

hearts

—

Ora pro nobis, Beata 1 anna.

Stanislaus M. Hogan, O.P.

North Adelaide, S. Australia.

PAPAL ENVOYS.

Position and Functions.

FOR many centuries before the Protestant Reformation the

Roman Pontiff was universally recognized in Christen-

dom as having precedence over all other sovereigns, and, as

a consequence, the legates or nuncios who represented him at

foreign courts were accorded the first place among the resi-

dent diplomatists, or, in other words, were the deans de jure

of the diplomatic corps to which they belonged. Even after

the Reformation this right of precedence, or the right to oc-

cupy the most honorable place in official documents, functions,

and ceremonies, was freely conceded to the papal envoys in

nearly every European court.

This ancient privilege of the pontifical representatives was

endangered for the first time during the deliberations of the

2»M. de Beaucourt: Hist, de Charles VII; tome v, p. 359; quoted by

Belon and Balipe.
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Congress of Vienna, which was convoked in 1815 to decide

the numerous State problems occasioned by the Napoleonic

wars. All the powers which had taken part in the Treaty of

Paris were represented at this convocation, namely, Austria,

England, France, Portugal, Prussia, Russia, Spain, and Switz-

zerland.

The earlier sessions of the Congress were devoted to an at-

tempt to settle the vejced question of the relative rank and pre-

cedence of the various diplomatic agents, a question which

had given rise to interminable discussion and dispute from the

very beginning of the practice of stationing resident diplo-

matists at foreign courts.^ The plan which was finally adopted

provided that all diplomatic representatives should be divided

into three grades, ranking in the following order : i . ambassa-

dors and legates, or nuncios; 2. envoys, or ministers plenipo-

tentiary; 3. charges d'affaires. A fourth class, the ministers

resident, ranking intermediary between the envoys and the

charges d'affaires, was introduced three years later at the Con-

gress of Aix la Chapelle.

In its original form Article 4 of the Regulation adopted by

the Congress of Vienna provided that the diplomatic agents

of each class should take rank among themselves in the order

in which they had presented their credentials to the head of

the government to which they were accredited. This would

entail, as the papal representative. Cardinal Consalvi, pointed

out, the loss of the right of precedence which the envoys of

1 " A diplomatic envoy is the representative of his government or

sovereign, and his claim of rank is for his country and not for himself;

so that the controversy in the past has been one of nations rather than

of persons. During the medieval period the struggle oi the European

nations for preeminence in rank was the special feature of the era, and

it gave rise often to the most absurd pretensions. It was sought to

be maintained for various reasons, such as: the title of the sovereign,

the size of the dominions, the antiquity of the royal family or date of

independence of the country, the nature of the government (whether

monarchy or republic), the population, its achievements in arms, the

date of the conversion of the people to Christianity, and even the

services rendered to the Pope or to the Church'." John W. Foster :

The Practice of Diplomacy, p. 15.
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the Holy See had enjoyed for so many centuries. The dean
of the diplomatic corps would thereafter be the senior ambas-
sador in point of service at any court, and not the pontifical

nuncio. In order to preserve this right of the nuncio Con-
salvi proposed the addition of the following clause to the

Article in question :
" Out of regard for peligious principles

and for the Catholic powers, the non-Catholic powers agree

that there shall be no change made in regard to the Pope ".

This proviso met with opposition from the Swiss and English

representatives. The latter stated that although the British

diplomatists had never disputed the precedence of the papal

nuncio in the past, and would continue to accord it to him in

the future out of motives of courtesy, yet it was impossible

for him to ascribe to the amendment as a principle, since it

was contrary to the laws of his nation and would not be ap-

proved by Parliament. He suggested a substitute article to

the effect that the question of precedence should be discussed

directly with each government to which a nuncio should be

sent. The Cardinal, however, refused to entertain this pro-

position as it would not only have the effect of making the

position of the papal envoys doubtful even at Catholic courts,

but would also necessitate a disagreeable preliminary discus-

sion on this point every time the Pope proposed to send a re-

presentative to a non-Catholic government. Consalvi then

formulated the amendment in the following terms :
" Since the

Pope differs from other princes on account of the union of a

religious dignity to his position as temporal sovereign, it is

not intended to make any change in regard to his representa-

tives." This, too, was rejected by the British minister, who
regarded it as tantamount to a positive admission of the prin-

ciple of the nuncio's right of precedence. In the end the Con-

gress adopted the following clause :
" The present Regulation

will not make any change regarding the representatives of the

Pope.'*' The value of this addition lies in the fact that it gave

a positive sanction to the right which the papal envoys en-

joyed by virtue of a long-established custom. Hence in those

countries which were signatories of this Regulation, or which
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have subsequently adopted it, the papal nuncio still retains his

ancient preeminence over all other diplomatic agents, or, in

other words, is the dean de jure of the diplomatic corps. ^

While the right of the nuncio has been unquestioned since

the Congress of Vienna, there have been occasional disputes

as to whether papal envoys of lower grade are entitled to a

similar precedence over secular diplomatists of the same rank.

In 1849 the internuncio at The Hague demanded the post of

honor among his colleagues. The British minister, who was

dean by right of seniority of service, opposed the claim of the

papal representative, and was sustained in his contention by

the English premier. Lord Palmerston. The reasons alleged

for this refusal were, i. the exception in the Regulation of

Vienna was made for the nuncio alone, and should not be ex-

tended beyond the letter of the article; and 2. the exception

therein established simply confirmed an existing custom, and

preserved to the nuncio a right which he already possessed.

The position of the apostolic delegate and envoy extraordi-

nary of the Holy See was discussed in a conference of the

foreign ministers held in Lima, 12 July, 1878. By a vote of

six to three it was decided that the apostolic delegate was not

entitled to any preeminence over other diplomatists of the same

grade, and his relative position in the diplomatic corps was

to be determined solely by the date of the presentation of his

credentials. The minister of Chili, the senior member of the

corps, was allowed to cede his right of deanship to the papal

envoy out of motives of respect to the Holy See, but the con-

ference expressly stipulated that his action should not be con-

strued as a precedent.

The Regulation of 181 5, it is true, makes specific mention

of the nuncio alone, for the reason that the Holy See at that

time was not accustomed to commission legates of lower rank

2 " American ministers resident at the courts of Europe to which

papal nuncios are accredited have recognized the precedence accorded

them by making the first visit and in otherwise observing the courtesies

due to their established station; and this action has been approved by

the Department of State." Foster, op. cit., p. 27.
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for permanent diplomatic positions. The internuncio was first

employed in 1829, and the apostolic delegate and envoy ex-

traordinary in 185 1. But it can hardly be seriously questioned

that the internuncio, at least, is a papal representative. Hence
he comes within, not only the spirit, but also the letter of the

exception made in Article 4 of the Regulation regarding the

representatives of the Pope. As a matter of fact, from the

very beginning the internuncio has been given the first place

among diplomatists of his class. The position of the apostolic

delegate remains somewhat uncertain; still it seems but rea-

sonable that he should be accorded the same distinction in his

grade as is given to pontifical agents of higher rank.

What has been said regarding the precedence of papal diplo-

matic agents residing permanently at any capital, applies like-

wise to those sent on occasional or extraordinary missions.

According to the Vienna Regulation no change was to be

made regarding the representatives of the Pope, and as on

several occasions before 181 5 papal envoys of this character

were accorded priority over secular extraordinary ambassa-

dors,' it follows that they still retain this right. Hence the

present Cardinal Vincent Vannutelli was justified in protesting

against the discourtesy shown him in 1883 by the denial of

his right to precede the other extraordinary ambassadors at

the coronation ceremonies of Czar Alexander HI.

A few observations may be made in reference to the relative

positions of the papal representatives and the hierarchy of the

nation to which they are sent. A papal legate a latere takes

precedence over all ecclesiastical dignitaries of his district,

even though they should be Cardinals of a higher order or of

earlier creation. The reason is that this legate by virtue of

his cardinalate is superior to any bishop or archbishop, and

his quality of special representative of the Supreme Pontiff

gives him temporary preeminence over his brother Cardinals.

For similar reasons the papal nuncio, who is always a bishop,

8 The precedence of the papal extraordinary envoys was acknowledged

at the Muscovite court by Catherine II in 1783, and at the coronation

of the Czars Paul I (1797) and Alexander I (1801).
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ranks before the local Ordinaries with the exception of those

who are invested with the cardinalitial dignity. No nuncio

can claim precedence over a Cardinal, as is evident from the

Constitution Non mediocri, wherein Eugene IV reproved the

legate-born of England, the Archbishop of Canterbury, for

refusing to cede the post of honor to the Cardinal archbishop

of York. If the internuncio or apostolic delegate is a bishop

he takes first place among the diocesans of the legation. He
is entitled to this distinction even when he has not received

qpiscopal consecration, for ecclesiastical dignity is determined

more by the power of jurisdiction than by the power of orders.

In practice, however, the envoy who is not a bishop does not

usually press his claim for precedence, though as a rule it is

freely acknowledged by the episcopate of his district. The
papal charge d'affaires has no right of precedence over the

bishops of his territory.

Before departing for the scene of his labors the newly-

appointed legate of the Holy See is furnished with credential

letters and instructions. The former, which are usually in the

form of a Papal Bull or Brief, are addressed to the ruler of the

nation and are presented to him by the envoy in a solemn au-

dience shortly after his arrival at the capital. They manifest

the rank and position of the bearer, the extent of his powers,

and the general scope and purpose of his mission. A copy of

these letters is retained by the nuncio. Unlike the ambassadors

of monarchical governments, the papal representative retains

his power and authority even after the death of the Pope who
appointed him, and, consequently, does not present fresh cre-

dentials on the accession of a new Pontiff, The letters of ap-

pointment of a charge d'affaires are directed, not to the head

of the government, but to the Minister of Foreign Affairs.

The instructions of the envoy are personal and confidential

directions, and are not made known to the authorities. In

them the legate is given detailed information concerning

everything which the Secretary of State considers necessary

or useful for the intelligent conduct of the business of the em-

bassy. Thus, for instance, he is advised of the present condi-
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tion of the relations between the Holy See and the govern-

ment to which he is sent, the friendly or hostile character of

the resident diplomatic corps and high officials of State, and is

instructed regarding the policy and methods he must follow

during his term of office.

As soon as possible after taking possession of his office the

nuncio is required to forward to the Secretary of State a

minute and circumstantial report of the exact condition of af-

fairs at the national capital. In this communication he gives

his views and impressions of the influential government offi-

cials, their characteristics, their attitude toward the Church,

etc. The value of this report is in proportion to its exactness,

as from it the Roman authorities obtain first-hand information

concerning the manner of men with whom they are to conduct

negotiations.

At suitable intervals he is obliged to transmit a detailed and

precise account of such events as have a direct or remote bear-

ing on the interests of religion in his district. For this pur-

pose the legate must keep a vigilant eye on the deliberations

of the legislative bodies of the nation, the official acts and

public speeches of State functionaries and influential men of

affairs. He must keep abreast of the current literature deal-

ing with politico-religious questions, as occasionally these pub-

lications are inspired by the government or political parties

in order to discover the temper of the people in reference to

contemplated legislation on these subjects. Then, too, he is

strongly urged to conduct a regular correspondence with the

pontifical representatives in adjacent districts, as in this way

he may often obtain valuable information concerning events

which are secretly transpiring in his own territory. He is

also expected to give timely notice to the Roman authorities

of any request or petition which the government intends to

forward to the Holy See, so that there may be time tc weigh

the nature of the demand and the motives which prompt it.

It is likewise his duty to impart to the Secretary of State any

conjectures he may form or any information he may glean

concerning the affairs of Church and State in other legations.
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The papal envoy is also required to exact from the local

authorities all the honors and distinctions which have been ex-

tended to his predecessors in the legation. These privileges

cannot be waived or renounced by any representative of the

Holy See, for they are not simple courtesies extended to him

personally, but are marks of respect to the august personage

whom he represents.*

In his relation with the episcopacy of his district the legate

is bound to show due respect and consideration for their posi-

tion and dignity, and in no way infringe on their just rights

and privileges. By strictly observing this rule the nuncio will

avoid stirring up any resentment and friction which might

complicate his labors and mar the success of his mission. Re-

garding the subaltern personnel of the legation he is required

to submit an annual report wherein he carefully and consci-

entiously indicates the respective merits and demerits of each

official.

It is hardly necessary to add that both in public and private

the nuncio should carefully refrain from any word or deed

which might wound the national pride or prejudices of the

people among whom he resides, as one thoughtless word or

action may bring to naught the labors of a year. Again, it

is practically indispensable for him to know the civil and re-

ligious history of the nation to which he is accredited, and in

particular the causes and solutions of the various controversies

which in times past threatened a rupture of friendly relations

between that nation and the Holy See.

Joseph J. Murphy.

Philadelphia, Pa.

* Among the privileges still accorded to ambassadors and papal nuncios

we may instance the following: the right to use a six-horse carriage

of state on the occasion of their first solemn audience with the sovereign

;

military honors on their entrance to the residence of the ruler; the right

to erect a throne in their audience chamber; a place immediately after

the royal family at all official ceremonies and functions; the title of

"Your Excellency"; etc., etc.
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THE SPIRIT OF ST. ALPHONSUS D£ LIGUORI.

IN the life of the saintly Father Nerinckx by Bishop Maes
we are told ^ that Father Badin was " of more than nec-

essary severity which, if tempered with a little of the honey of

kindness, would be more palatable to the people, and of more

use in converting inveterate sinners and healing loathsome

wounds." Father Nerinckx himself seems to have had some-

thing of this unnecessary severity, for " the few writings we
have of him prove that he was austere unto rigor, that the rul-

ing motive of his piety was fear rather than love." ^ In a

note to this last statement the author says :
" Saint Liguori's

piety seems to me to have been informed mainly by fear. The
more amiable St. Francis de Sales had piety that always

breathed the sweetness of love."

This opinion regarding the piety of St. Alphonsus is hardly

based on fact and would be difficult to demonstrate from the

authentic writings of the Saint. On the contrary, even a

slight acquaintance with the life and labors of this great Saint

will readily dispel any idea which presents him to us otherwise

than as amiable and gentle, and which caused Father Faber

to refer to him constantly as that " sweet spirit, Saint Al-

fonso." Indeed the reason of the great popularity enjoyed

by St. Alphonsus throughout the world, and of the wonderful

influence he wields for good is precisely because his piety is

informed by love of God rather than by any other motive.

He speaks to the people in the language of love and this is

the language they best understand, the language of the heart.

On the very first page of a work entitled The Practice of the

Love of Christ, St. Alphonsus says :
" All sanctity and perfec-

tion consist in loving Jesus Christ, our God and our Highest

Good." And then, quoting from St. Francis de Sales, he con-

tinues :
" Some place perfection in austerity ; others in prayer

;

others in frequenting the Sacraments; others in giving alms,

but 'they are mistaken : perfection consists in loving God with

our whole heart." " Love and be happy," he says, writing to

1 Page 170. ' Ibid.
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a community of religious, " he who loves so good a God should

never allow dark and gloomy thoughts to enter his heart."
^

Owing to his own great love for God, St. Alphonsus was
inspired with a hatred of sin. On the ruins of sin, divine love

was to spring up and spread rapidly as the fruit of the coming

of Christ. He was inspired, we say, with a hatred of sin,

but at the same time with mercy toward the sinner ; and these

two characteristics are the distinguishing features of his long

and eventful life; and we meet them in all his books, in all

his letters, and in the ardent zeal of his apostolate as mission-

ary and as bishop. Hatred of sin and mercy toward the sinner

made him choose the safe way between the lax and the rigid

opinions of theologians. The Rev. Abbe Hogan says :
" The

two schools, the rigid and the indulgent, continued to flourish

side by side through the last and the earlier part of the present

century. In St. Alphonsus they met and blended in such

happy proportions that his decisions, commonly followed by

subsequent writers, may be looked upon as the type and rule

of modern casuistry." * In this connexion we may also quote

the words of Cardinal Fischer, Archbishop of Cologne, in the

first Pastoral Letter addressed to his clergy :
" Now that I

enter upon the duty of caring for the flock intrusted to me by

God I place before my eyes ... St. Alphonsus, that Doctor

of the Church who excelled in his purity of heart, his candor

of soul and the fervor of his devotion toward the most Blessed

Trinity, toward the Word Incarnate and His Sacred Mys-

teries, toward the Blessed Virgin Mary, in a word toward all

things divine ; he was so divinely favored with the gift of wis-

dom that he is justly regarded as the leader and master of all

those who devote themselves to the duty of guiding and di-

recting souls in the way of salvation."
*

" As a theologian," says the illustrious Cardinal Manning,

"his power over the hearts of men has been ever expanding.

* General Correspondence, Vol. I, p. 24.

* The Studies of the Clergy.

* Pastoral Letter, 19 March, 1903.
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While he was yet alive he did more than any other to destroy

and root out forever the two opposite plagues of Jansenism

and of laxity: and, by the fervor of his piety which he in-

fused into moral theology, to destroy the formalism of the

careless and mechanical. And this power has been extending

itself from nation to nation, and church to church, from dio-

cese to diocese, from seminary to seminary, from confessional

to confessional. The mind of Alphonsus and the benignity

of his pastoral love of souls has entered and conquered in

every Catholic country and at this day reigns throughout the

Church." " It is true he inveighed against sin and the proxi-

mate occasion of sin, because of his inveterate hatred of sin;

but " it was not rigor," says the author just quoted, " it was

the penetrating intuition of a soul full of zeal against sin and

altogether on fire for the salvation of souls."
^

If St. Alphonsus dwells upon the necessity of bringing home

to the minds of the people the eternal truths, it is because he

realizes that the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom,
" and that there are souls asleep in the lethargfy of sin, to

whom no motive will appeal but fear. And yet even here he

has given very salutary instruction to preachers of the word

of God, for he says in the Introduction to the Selva :
* In the

sermons which inspire terror and dread we must avoid lead-

ing our hearers to despair of salvation or of amendment.

Whatever the wretched condition of the sinner may be we

must always leave a door open for his conversion and change

of life by encouraging him to have confidence in the merits of

Jesus Christ and the intercession of the Mother of God, hav-

ing recourse by prayer to these two great anchors of hope.'
"

" His zeal against sin," says Cardinal Manning, " was tem-

pered by an extraordinary love of sinners. In this he followed

closely the words of our Divine Lord :
* I am not come to call

the just but sinners to repentance.' We find him surrounded

by the lowest and most desperate of the populations to whom

he preached. He had special attraction for them, the cause

f^ Missions of St. Alph., p. 29.. 'L. c, p. 26.
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of which is evident—his singular benignity of heart. . . .

And this benignity with sinners manifested itself in the facility

with which he gave absolution and in the lightness and sweet-

ness of the penance he imposed upon them. He made the

Sacrament of Penance an object not only of faith but of lOve;

not a torture of the conscience but a rest, a solace and a joy."
'

" At the first sign of the bell the villagers hastened to the

church :
* Let us go,' they cried out, * let us go to hear our

saint that loves us and that smoothes our path to heaven.' " "

" He loved the confessional as the chief function of his

priesthood, the deepest, most interior and vital work for souls.

He. used to say, a priest who does not love the confessional!

does not love souls. He was the first to enter it in the morn-

ing and the last to leave it at night. The deeper the soul is.

plunged in sin, he was wont to say, the more we must en-

deavor by kindness to pluck it from the arms of Satan and cast

it into the arms of God." ^"

" At a time when mercy and joy were banished as foreign

from almost every country and every hearth ; when confessors,

armed themselves with iron sternness against weak and shud-

dering sinners; when frequent Communion began to be re-

garded as an impossibility if not a crime . . . God sent into-

this world a saint destined to take mercy and joy by the hand

and render them victorious in every Christian household, a

saint who would rob confessors of the heavy armor which

suppressed the beatings of their hearts and rendered their

arms powerless to embrace sinners; a saint who was to make

frequent Communion the cherished practice of new Catholic

generations, who would love and cause others to love the

words joy and gladness, and would make sweetness, unity

and love triumph for many ages, perhaps forever."
"

Cardinal Lorenzelli writes in the same strain :
" The prin-

ciples he (St. Alphonsus) advocated on the infusion of piety

* L. c, p. 22. • Tannoia's Memoirs.

1" Manning, 1. c, p. 27,

11 Life of St. Alph., by Sister of Mercy. Introduction by Leon Gautier..
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into the study of the sciences, the holy Doctor applied in a

manner all his own in those of his works that treat rather of

theory than of practice, i. e. his dogmatic works. Without

charity the science of theology is not deserving of honor before

God or His Church. This truth, which some modern intel-

lectual men seem to have forgotten, we see and we actually

feel, so to say, through the length and breadth of the dogmatic

works of St. Alphonsus. And therefore it seems very oppor-

tune to call attention to the perfume of piety and priestly zeal

that exhales from the dogmatic treatises of the holy Doctor,

at times in the natural and spontaneous reflexions which,

•without interfering with the expose of the doctrine, elevate

the soul of the student to God ; again in the fervent exhorta-

tions he addresses to priests and finally in the beautiful prayer

for the good of the Church which we find at the end of the

treatise." "

If we turn to the Saint's method of prayer, which forms the

basis of his whole scheme of spirituality, we find in it that

spirit of simplicity which accords well with the principle of

love. It was his zeal in preaching the necessity and efficacy

of what he called the " Great means of salvation " that has

earned for him the title of " Apostle of Prayer ". His method

of prayer has the character of extreme simplicity which places

it within reach of the least instructed. " What is prayer,"

said he, " if not a familiar conversation and an intimate union

with God ? " His intimate knowledge of the human heart

taught him to introduce frequent acts of the will or affections,

whose utility and even necessity have been recognized by all

the saints, it is true, but by none more persistently than by

him. St. Alphonsus explicitly reduces all Christian perfection

to the practice of the love of God ; the initial love of hope and

of confidence in those beginning to serve God, the perfect love

ever seeking the good pleasure of God for the more advanced.

" Toward love," says he, " all must converge : considera-

12 Card. Lorenzelli's Letter to translator of Dogmatic Works, 29 Jan-

uary, 1904.
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tions, aflfections, prayers and resolutions." It is this that

makes his method of prayer so powerful a means of action

and of perseverance. It is this that made Monsignor Ketteler,

the illustrious Bishop of Mayence, say with reference to the

Visits to the Blessed Sacrament, that " one thought of St.

Alphonsus was enough for an hour's adoration and exercise

of love." " It is," he adds, " the frequent repetition of these

words :
' I love Thee, my Jesus, I love Thee,' that exercises

such sway over the soul."
^'

"Alphonsus did not hesitate," says Cardinal Capecelatro,

" to employ terms that are used in the expression of human
love, and it is not to be wondered at; for in his language we
recognize the natural expression of a love wholly divine.

When he speaks familiarly with Jesus Christ he speaks like

one charmed with the object of his affection. When he speaks

to the Madonna, he uses words such as a child would use in

talking to its mother. And this makes him wonderfully popu-

lar, because the people best understand the language of the

heart."
"

The style of his writing and preaching is simple and with-

out any scientific display. When writing a dissertation on

forbidden books, some one asked him why he did not use

more of Father De Meo's learned notes, and he humbly re-

plied :
" Do you want me to pass for a learned man in the

eyes of the world?" This was saying in other words what

St. Paul has said long before :
" And I, brethren, when I came

to you, came not in the loftiness of speech or of wisdom de-

claring unto you the testimony of Christ. My speech and my
preaching was not in the persuasive words of human wis-

dom." "

Of the majority of ecclesiastical writers it may be said that

they force our admiration by their peculiar gifts of theological

and ascetical science, by the possession of a certain natural

" Life of Mgr. Ketteler, by O. Pfuelf, S. J., Vol. Ill, p. 339-

i*L«/<r of St. Alph., Vol. I, p. 335-

*'I Cor. 2: I, 2, 4.
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talent to explain the beauty and cogency of religious motives.

But in the writings of St. Alphonsus the supernatural element

asserts itself so plainly and claims our attention so forcibly

that his natural qualities remain almost entirely obscured.

He seems to have kept constantly in view the ability and the

needs of the people for whom he wrote, and therefore his

language is so clear and so simple that it reaches both mind

and heart. He has brought theology and philosophy down
from their inaccessible heights and placed asceticism within

reach of the ordinary people. Hence it is scarcely to be won-

dered at that he exerted such a widespread influence for the

uplifting and the sanctification of his fellow-beings.

St. Alphonsus was a champion of the Church's traditional

teaching and as such his works are eminently suited for the

present day. " Whilst the characteristics of the life and virtues

of Jesus Christ are delineated in his person," says a certain

learned author, " by his writings he has become the witness,

the continuator and the faithful echo of Catholic tradition at

the b^inning of an era altogether new. He appears to us as

a prophet of the new times, preaching the old truths in a man-

ner adapted to the intelligence of the people."

At a time when the idea of authority in matters of doctrine

seemed to disappear, and novelties were forcing themselves

to the front, St. Alphonsus did not permit himself to be carried

along by the current of rationalism. Far from depending

upon none but his own conception of things, he was careful

to gather together what had been taught in all ages by the

great witnesses of faith. Thus we find in his writings a ten-

dency to let others speak, in order that he may give the unin-

terrupted thread of the doctrine of Jesus Christ. The histor-

ian Rohrbacher says, " he has transmitted the divine heritage

with entire fidelity." " And Alphonsus himself, when speak-

ing of his system, says :
" I have based it on the teaching of

theologians and especially on that of the prince of theologians,

St. Thomas Aquinas. If, therefore, I have been mistaken, I

•^^Histoire Universelle, t. XXVII, p. 81.
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am not alone but in company with this great Doctor." His

Eminence Cardinal Lorenzelli tells us that, " in both branches

of theology, dogmatic as well as moral, Alphonsus was faith-

ful to the teaching of St. Thomas. I will go further, and say

that under the pen of St. Alphonsus some of the doctrines of

St. Thomas have grown in strength and in beauty." "

In speaking of a work of St. Alphonsus, Monsignor Gaume
says :

'* You have here, not the thought of one man, but the

thought of centuries. It is not the Bishop of St. Agatha: it

is tradition itself that preaches and instructs. This book is a

sacred tribune from which we hear in turn the voice of the

prophets, apostles, and apostolic men and the most able men
of ancient, medieval, and modern times."

"

Nor must we infer from what has been said that St. Al-

phonsus was simply a compiler, or the author of a repertoire

of quotations from some one else ; under his able pen the cita-

tions he makes acquire new life, new warmth, new force, and

the imprint of the spirit of the Saint—which is preeminently

the spirit of love. And thus it is evident that the works of

this great Saint and Doctor of the Church, embodying and per-

petuating his fervor and zeal to bring all men to the love of

God, are eminently suited to accomplish in no small degree

the desire of our glorious Pontiff, Pius X, " To renew all

things in Christ."

C. J. Warren, C.SS.R.

Mt. St. Alphonsus, Esopus, N. Y.

1^ Letter to Translator of Dogmatic Works of St. Alphonsus. .

"^^ Dictionnaire de Thiologie.
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THE BLINDNESS OF THE REYEBEND DB. OBAT:*

OR

THE FINAL LAW.

CHAPTER XXXI

The Great Renunciation.

MEANWHILE, Henry Listen had been passing through a

singular mental revolution. That painful scene with his

pastor, when the latter in a fit of furious zeal flung the offend-

ing volume through the window, awakened new thoughts, and

threw the young priest further back upon himself. Up to that

time he had formed his judgment that his pastor, otherwise and

in every way an excellent type of a great shepherd of souls,

was, however, somewhat of an extremist, because old-fashioned

and conservative and without that flexibility of character that

fits in with changes in the times and circumstances of life. Hence

he had disregarded the very broad criticism and sarcasm which

the old man flung broadcast upon his more liberal and modern

studies. They were, he thought, the privilege of a class that was

rapidly passing away ; and it was hardly worth while to controvert

them, or reason the old man into broader and freer methods of

thought. But, just as the sharp report of a pistol in some Alpine

valley will precipitate the fall of an avalanche, so that act of

violence of which his pastor was guilty seemed to fling across

the soul of the young priest vast doubts and difficulties, which

hitherto were only poised in solution and mildly threatening.

He took up the offending volume of the unhappy poet from

the grass where it lay beneath the broken window. It was

uninjured, except for one sharp cut across the smooth binding;

and he opened and read with deliberation the passage that had

so moved his pastor^s passion. It was infinitely pathetic—a cry,

a complaint, as of a wounded thing, to the Being who had

wrought such havoc into its life. He thought he could see the

This novel is copyrighted exclusively fof the Ecclesiastical Review,

and will not appear in any other magazine in America, Great Britain, or

Australia.
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unhappy man on his bed of mattresses far away there in the

room above the seething life of a Parisian boulevard—paralyzed,

his spine broken, his limbs emaciated, his eyelids closed down
helplessly over tne burning eyes. It was a pitiful vision of the

fancy; and the pleading and complaining words almost brought

tears into the young priest's eyes, for they appeared to be the

voice of bruised and wounded humanity; but suddenly he saw

the worn hand lift up one eyelid; and looking toward him, he

saw that eye leering at him in very scorn for his maudlin pity.

And then came the words of blasphemous anger, that had set

ablaze the pious soul of his pastor, and the strong, scornful nick-

name, that half a jest, was wholly an insult to the Almighty.

He put down the book and began to think

:

" Is it right for me to find pleasure in such things ? Am I not

a priest, chosen from thousands to be the loyal servant and faith-

ful subject of my King? Did I not swear, whilst my hands were

clasped within my bishop's, fidelity and loyalty to Him, who had

predestined me from eternity to be one of His holy and anointed

band of priests, who were to carry His banner, and extend His

empire? And am I serving Him loyally whilst my book-shelves

are lined with literature, every line of which seems to be a fierce

indictment of His sovereign goodness? Is it not treasonable to

keep treasonable productions in one's possession and to relish

their disloyalty for the sake of their art? True, I wouldn't for

the world place one of these dangerous and unholy things in the

hands of the most enlightened of my parishioners, lest I should

outrage his faith, or scandalize him by the very toleration of

such iniquity. But have I the right to indulge in secret a certain

morbid if enlightened taste for such forbidden things, that if I

were to utter them from the pulpit, I should be stripped of my
priesthood and silenced forever? And is there not some incon-

sistency in uttering several times a day the magnificent praises of

the Shepherd-King and Poet of Israel and then lay down the

harp of Sion to take up the viol of Satan? Is there not a

gulf, wider than heaven, deeper than hell, between the souls of

the kingly Psalmist and the smitten German Jew? Between

that terrible, mocking Spitzname, "The Aristophanes of Heaven",

and the seraphic rapture which made the sublime convert,

Augustine, exclaim

:
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Whence therefore have I known Thee, O Lord, most high God above

the heavens and the earth? whom neither Cherubim nor Seraphim can

perfectly know, but veil their faces with the wings of contemplation

before the face of Him who sits upon the throne, and proclaim: Holy,

Holy, Holy is the Lord God of Hosts, all the earth is full of Thy glory.

The Prophet trembled and said: Woe unto me, because I have been

silent, because my lips are polluted. And my heart has trembled and

said: Woe unto me, because I have known Thee, Nevertheless, Lord,

woe unto those who are silent concerning Thee, for without Thee the

most eloquent are dumb.^

The lesson struck home to the heart of the young priest, whose

mobile disposition was capable of great things, or could be sub-

dued to lower levels. Again he gave one whole day to an examin-

ation of the question in all its details. It was a day of much
anguish of thought, of such searchings and inquiries into the

most secret recesses of soul that the probing becomes infinitely

painful, and the wavering of the soul's judgment causes almost

physical anguish. He had gone through these spiritual autopsies

again and again; but his decisions were prompt and painless.

Under the influence of his sister's letters urging him to the higher

life, he had gradually, but without much mortification, weaned

himself from those sensible pleasures which, perfectly innocent,

began to appear somewhat incongruous with his profession.

Graceful little etchings and engravings of such pictures as

"Merlin and Vivien", or "The Lily Maid of Astolat ", were

quietly disposed of; bit by bit, his little silver treasures were

melted down and passed in coin into the pockets of the poor.

He hesitated a long time about his piano; but finally decided it

might be useful. But he parted with his Operas and bought

Oratorios. Even his love for flowers, with all other beautiful

things, he subdued so far that he kept them only for his altar.

But now he was called upon by some mysterious voice to part

with his beloved books—those silent, but delightful companions,

which had shed such a glow of happiness over his life. The tears

came into his eyes as he cast them over the well-filled book-

case. But the voice seemed to be peremptory. Finally he

comijromised with the voice and his conscience. He drew

down a red silk lining inside the glass doors of his book-

cases and turned the keys in the locks. Then he went out.

1 Soliloquia S. Aug, Cap. XXXI.
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He passed down along the ridges that sentineled the sea until

he came to the rude ditch that was built above the steep, red

rocks, whose feet were washed by the tide. For a few moments
he hesitated. He felt in the agonies of one who did not know
whether he was going to perform a heroic deed or perpetrate an

atrocious crime. But just then the mocking voice of his pastor

seemed to echo in his ears

:

Roslein, Roslein, Roslein roth,

Roslein auf der Heiden.

And swinging the keys above his head, he flung them far out into

the deep. He just watched until the waters leaped at the impact

and then subsided ; and he went back to his home not at all un-

happy for the sacrifice.

From that moment his spirtual duties, which sometimes had

become irksome, began to afford him unusual pleasure. He
threw himself into them, heart and soul, and a new life seemed

to dawn upon him. He was conscious, too, as he advanced along

the road of penance and spirituality, of a strange vigor which

seemed to be infused into his character by the steady self-control

and spiritual illumination that followed. Gradually he made up

his mind that he had to find all his recreation, as well as his

work, in the religious regeneration of the people. He shut his

eyes to all their defects; he closed his ears to all siren calls of

patriotism and politics ; he plunged blindly forward, his strength

of soul increasing at every step, into a work where there seemed

to be neither recognition nor reward, not even the reward of

apparent or even transitory success.

He was helped along a good deal by his daily conferences

with his pastor. Every afternoon he rode down to the presby-

tery; and after a few words the two priests—the old man, with

the gray hairs and the extinguished sense of sight; and the

handsome, strong, young curate—knelt side by side, or sat, whilst

the younger of the two read out, line by line, the Office of the

day. He had to go right through it without pause or stop, his

pastor repeating the alternate verses or antiphons, which were

familiar to him after fifty years, and then listening attentively

and reverently to his curate reading out slowly and solemnly the

stately passages from the Scriptures and the Lessons in the

Second and Third Noctums. The slow, distinct utterance and
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dwelling on syllables were a wonderful help toward correcting

his too rapid pronunciation. He had now time to watch and

relish the sublime sweetness that underlies the noble Psalms in

the Office ; and, unlike his private recitations, when he felt some-

times that it was a burden, these choral readings became so

sweet and significant to sense and intellect that he almost re-

gretted their termination. But then he had to take up Suares

or St. Thomas and read out at least one proposition with all its

scholia ditid objections for his blind pastor; and this became, too,

after a time, a source of intense pleasure. He felt at last that

he was on the summits of the everlasting hills.

Occasionally he pulled from his pocket a little vellum-bound

volume, containing the Meditations, Soliloquies, and Manual of

St. Augustine, and anticipated his pastor's request for such spirit-

ual reading. But these sublime canticles were not quite methodi-

cal or controvertible enough for the pastor's taste; and Henry

had to go back to the hard, dry, terrible reasoning that pervades

the modern theologians.

Then they would talk about parish affairs.

" How can we bring them back," the old man would say, re-

verting forever to the old theme, " how can we bring the people

back to their old selves? They appear to have fallen under

some malignant spell of selfishness. How I do hate to hear

them say: ' Every man now for himself !' It is so unlike the old

generous spirit that made their ancestors throw up everything

for God and their country."

" I think," said his curate meekly, " that we have to blame

ourselves. I fear, sir, that in helping to work out the material

prosperities of the race, we have lost hold of what is more im-

portant."

" Precisely. Just what I was saying to you about the new

patriotism. It is all self, self—the land, and then something

else, and then something else, until the whole thing will end in a

species of Socialism, and the people's desires become insatiable."

" God forbid ! And yet 'tis possible," said his curate. " It is

so hard to pursue the material thing and conserve the ideal at

the same time.''

" Well, keep the ideal before them, ' said his pastor. " Hold

them up and make them fix their eyes steadily on the highest

national and spiritual ideals. That is our only hope."
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" How is Miss O'Farrell, sir ?" said his curate after a pause.
" Well, very well, indeed. She always desires to be remem-

bered to you. She appears to be very happy in her profession.

You know it was a big gap in my life in the beginning; but now
I see 'tis all for the better. It was selfish of me to try and keep

her here always. She had a right to choose for herself."

" Do you know, sir," said Henry Listen abruptly, " I had al-

ways an idea that she wanted to escape from the attentions of

that fellow Wycherly?"

It was a secret of some years' standing; and Henry was ap-

palled at his rashness in revealing it so suddenly. It was utterly

unpremeditated.
" Ha !" said the old man sharply, a sudden pallor deepening

on his white face. He then became silent. And his curate

waited in trepidation, not knowing what was coming next.

It might be a volcanic explosion, or the puff of a deadened

heart.

After a pause which Henry Liston thought would never end,

he heaved a deep sigh and said:

" You never mentioned this before
!"

" It was only a conjecture," said his curate. " The putting

together of one or two things that seemed to fit each other."

There was another pause.

" I had always some suspicion, some idea, that this introduc-

tion to the Wycherlys through these boys was not altogether

wise. Now I see it," said the old man.
" You meant well, sir !" said the curate soothingly. "And

after all, it was a noble lesson in toleration."

"And like all noble lessons, a dangerous personal experiment,"

.

said his pastor.

" I understand there is much trouble brewing amongst them

at Rohira !" said Henry Liston. " This returned mate, or cap-

tain, or whatever he is, does not agree with his father."

" I suppose the fellow is a ne'er-do-well," said his pastor.

" There is some dark suspicion hanging over his relations

with those gypsies," said his curate. " The father has come to

hear it and, with his old sense of honor, he is indignant about it.

I think if Jack survives, and would give up his profession, the

father would probably leave him Rohira."

" Or perhaps Kerins would come back into his ancestral

home?" said the pastor.
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" Not likely, I fear," said his curate. " He has been rushing

to ruin, as you know, but I think I've pulled him up and that

he is on the mending-tack. If I could get him married to

Martha Sullivan, she would be his salvation."

" Martha Sullivan ? Martha ?"

"You remember her, sir—that handsome girl over at Carrig

—old Mick Sullivan's daughter?"

"Dolly? Of course. Is it Dolly? Why, 'tisn't two years

since we had her confirmed."

" Yes, she has sprung up to womanhood quickly ; and she is a

most excellent girl. But Duggan and she have been rather

thick. The chances are that it is one of the reasons why Kerins

seems to leap at the notion."

" But won't it make matters much worse there ?"

" Worse and better !" said Henry Liston. " It will save this

poor fellow from ruin ; and then it will bring round the Sullivan

faction to his side, and they have a big following."

" Kerins is not a bad fellow, I believe ?" said the old man.
" Not at all. He's a little careless, like so many who go

abroad. But 'tis easy to get at the soft side of him. I think

I'll get him to his Easter duty this year. And in the end, I

think, he'll balk them all. The Duggans will rage a little and

then subside. I wish that ruffian, Dick Duggan, would go t©

America. The rest of the family are fairly quiet."

" Wasn't it an extraordinary thing that they voted for Reeves ?

I didn't think that there was an Irishman in the parish that

would side with him."
" It is the ' New Ireland ', sir!" said his curate, " of which we

were speaking. There were injured feelings, filthy lucre, and

then the * gintleman ' came on the scene, and more than the

' gintleman '—^the lady came with her lavender gloves, and her

perfumes, and her seal-skins, and what Irishman could resist

that? They'd put the rope round Robert Emmet's neck for

such an honor."

"Yes, 'the gintleman', 'the gintleman!'" echoed his pastor.

" How well I remember the word! But I had always been hop-

ing that the Land League had killed all that."

"Not a bit of it!" said his curate. "They are more abject

slaves to the gentry than ever I If I hadn't stopped him, Kerins

would have sold his farm to young Wycherly. The fellow has
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money, and he'd have given him double what he had paid for it.

And then, as I was saying, he was impatient of his father's tenure

of Rohira and he had set his heart on marrying Miss O'Farrell.

He told Kerins so."

" My God ! what an escape !" said the old man. " I'd rather

see her dead."

" There was no danger !" said his curate. " I think she must

have expressed herself pretty freely, when the matter was even

hinted at. And now, I think, Wycherly will cut. He'll go back

to sea; but, they say, he's blocked there and that he was ex-

pelled from his ship."

" Strange that Annie never told me !" murmured the old

man. " She might have told me, I think
!"

" I don't think so," said his curate. " It was rather a delicate

matter; and then she has such superb self-reHance that prob-

ably she thought she would spare you pain, whilst protecting

herself."

" My brave little girl \" murmured the old man.
" Yes ! she is a brave girl !" echoed his curate.

" I shall never attempt to cross her will again," said the old

man. " I see now I can rely on her sagacity and firmness in

every emergency."

CHAPTER XXXII.

A Full Confession.

ANNIE O'FARRELL had lifted the blinds, lowered the gas-

jet, and allowed the gray light of the dawn to stream into

the room ; and still her patient had not recovered from the heavy

coma, or unconsciousness, in which he had been brought from

the city streets to the hospital. His face, which had been flushed

when he was brought in, assumed under the more searching light

of the morning a gray, ashen hue, which was made all the more

ghastly by the hectic purple beneath the cheek-bones, and the

thick masses of auburn hair that lay matted and clotted on his

forehead. A great pain was in her heart as she watched him,

dreading the first signs of returning consciousness and her own
recognition. For the words, as of a despairing soul, came back

and smote her with their dread significance

:
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" It is things like these that drive men to the devil."

She thought of her proud aloofness and coldness toward him
with a remorse that no reasoning could stifle ; for a generous heart

will admit of no excuse for itself where it has erred. She argued

:

I was not bound to recognize or notice him. The accident of our

acquaintance some years ago did not oblige me to resume that

acquaintance under altered circumstances. I was quite justified

in what I did, and also in what I said, bitter though it might have

been. I meant it as a corrective and I hoped it would have such

an effect.

But what woman's heart would accept such reasoning in face

of a stricken thing? All in vain. She bathed the temples of the

boy in camphor and vinegar, and it is possible they were diluted

with a tear.

The day nurse came on duty at eight o'clock; and Annie pre-

pared to depart.

" One of our young hospital students," she said, explaining,

" brought in during the night."

"Apoplectic?"
" No ! He has had one violent hemorrhage, and it may recur.

This is the prescription, should it have to be renewed; but I

think there is sufficient in this bottle for the day. And here is

the ergotine for injection."

" Wycherly ? " said the young nurse, reading. " Is that it ?

Oh! that brilliant young lad! What a pity. It seems phthisis,

I suppose ?

"

" I hope not. We must do our best to ward it off,"

" Of course," said the nurse with a little smile. " We must

use particular care in Mr. Wycherly's case."

" He is one of our own students," said Annie, biting her lips.

" And I know Surgeon Cleeve is deeply interested in him."

" Of course, I'm sure a good many people are interested in Mr.

Wycherly. He's from the country, is he not ?
"

" Yes I His father is a retired navy-surgeon. His mother is

dead," said Annie, who was trying heroically to keep her temper

and suppress her mortification.

" Ah well 1 then, we must do all we can for him. Any other

bad cases ?
"

"No! That little girl, who was operated upon, was restless

during the night. And I fear Mrs. Williams's temperature will
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be found abnormally high. Call Dr. Alison's attention to it.

Don't forget. And that girl, Alice Lane, has had no sleep still.

I don't think she closed her eyes during the night. But here is

the chart. I'm dying for a cup of tea."

Despite the presence of her watchful and critical fellow-nurse,

she went over and examined her patient minutely again. But

he was still unconscious of her presence. She re-arranged his

dress and the bed clothes, bathed his forehead and lips again, put

back the matted hair, and glanced around. The little nurse had

thoughtfully gone out, and Annie followed her.

When she returned in the evening for night-duty, Jack

Wycherly was quite conscious, and somewhat better. There had
been no recurrence of hemorrhage during the day. But he

lay very still and quiet; and for some time he did not notice the

change of nurses, ever)^hing had been done so gently. He ap-

peared to be quite absorbed in his own thoughts, as he stared

before him; and Annie glided about the room unnoticed, went

out, and come back again.

Then suddenly she spoke and he recognized her, and a deep

flush shot up and changed the pallor of his face. She noticed

it and said at once:
" You are ever so much better, Mr. Wycherly. But you must

keep awfully quiet. You had a slight hemorrhage, and we must

prevent its recurrence."

" Was it slight ? " he said. " Because there is some pain here."

He pointed to the apex of the left lung.

" I mean slight, that is, of no consequence," she answered,
" provided it does riot come on again. And you know that the

least excitement will bring it on."

" I am altogether in your hands, Annie," he said simply. " Do
with me what you please."

And during the greater part of the night very few words passed

between nurse and patient; only the latter seemed to follow her

with his eyes everywhere when he was awake. He thanked her

very gently for all the little offices she performed for him, but did

not seem anxious to enter into fuller conversation.

The senior surgeon, with whom Jack Wycherly had been a

favorite pupil, came in during the next day to see him. He
treated the boy with rough good-humor, but examined the lung
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carefully. He then made a few inquiries about his history, par-

entage, etc., and went out looking very grave.
" I never thought that fellow would drink," he said to another

surgeon. " He struck me as a model of steadiness. Still I can't

account for that sudden hemorrhage. There was a street row,

you say ?
"

" Yes, and I think he was struck violently just there. It was
an unfortunate affair."

" We must do something with these young chaps. Hallo

!

there, Fleming !

"

A young student came over.

" Do you know anything of Wycherly's accident ?
"

" No, sir! "said the student promptly.

"And, of course, if you did, you wouldn't tell."

" No, sir ! But I don't think there's much to tell. Wycherly

was the steadiest fellow in the College; and I'm sure 'twas none

of our fellows he had the row with."

" Did you ever see him under the influence of drink ?
"

" Never, sir, 'pon me—ahem ! He might take a liquor, like

any of us, but that's all !

"

" I'm afraid he has taken one too much !
" said the man of

science meaningly.

Toward evening Wycherly became very restless and his tem-

perature ran up to 102. There was no exciting cause apparently

;

but the nurse thought it necessary to summon the resident sur-

geon. It was quite true. The temperature had risen. Of course

the approach of night would account for a little increase, but not

for so much.

"Wycherly," said the surgeon, " you are worrying or fretting

about something ?
"

" No !
" said the patient feebly. " But I feel feverish."

" And you are feverish," said the surgeon. " Now, will you

keep your mind absolutely quiet; and. Miss O'Donnell, will you

mention to the night-nurse that she is not to allow Mr. Wycherly

even to speak, except when absolutely necessary. This night's

rest is of supreme importance."

But during the lone evening hours, when the failing sunlight

trembled in the sick-room, and the twilight was gathering, he

seemed to become still more restless, until at last Annie arrived,
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looking ever so neat and cool and spruce after her morning's rest,

when he heaved a deep sigh and closed his eyes as if in peace.

During the next few days he advanced, retrograded, was some-

times in his normal mood, sometimes excited, to the great aston-

ishment of the surgeon.

" Look here, Wycherly," he said one day, after making a

patient and searching examination of symptoms, " there is some-

thing on your mind which you ought to get rid of. You should

be up and moving about now ; but I can't let you get up with such

a pulse as that. And the lung is healing up. Can't you keep quiet

and let mind and body rest together ?
"

" There's nothing on my mind," said Jack Wycherly. " You're

quite mistaken, doctor. It must be some febrile symptoms lurk-

ing in the system."

"Of course, it is," said the doctor sententiously. " They are

lurking in your brain somewhere; and, until you get them out,

you'll not be well."

Far out in the night, indeed in the very creeping inward of

the dawn, the patient called Annie gently to his side. She

came over. He said:

"Sit down!"

Then, after a few seconds staring at the ceiling, he said, al-

most in a whisper:

"Annie?"
" Well ?" she said, very unwilling to enter into conversation

for many reasons. She was always afraid now that he would

reveal himself.

" The doctor says that I am feverish because I have some-

thing on my mind. He's right. I have!"

She became very nervous now and began to ask herself if

she were concerned.

" Then wouldn't it be v/ell to see a clergyman ?" she suggested,

half frightened at the possibility of being made the recipient of

his confidences. " It will be quite easy to send for any clergy-

man of your church whom you may desire to see."

" No !" he said faintly. " 'Tis no crime, although God knows

I'm not faultless. It is something that concerns you; and it is

to you I must tell it."

Annie became very nervous now, and to gain time she said

:
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" I think 1 hear something in the ward. I shall be back in

a moment."

The little run around the adjacent ward did compose her a

little. Then, on the threshold of the door, as she returned, she

paused to make up her mind. The question was, would she

listen or refuse to listen to the young student's explanations.

She knew it meant pain and anguish of spirit to herself—^per-

haps some revelation that would banish her peace of mind for-

ever. She was studying the gas-jet over her head as she stood

outside the door. He coughed gently inside; and, casting all

thought of self aside, she made a swift, generous resolution,

and entering she sat down calmly by the student's bedside.

" I don't wish to pain you, Annie," he said, " and I shall be

very brief. You know—no, you don't know, how I hate and

abominate myself for having appeared before you, once, twice,

thrice, under a shameful aspect."

" If that's all. Jack," she said consolingly, " dismiss it from

your mind. Boys will be boys. Forget it and try to do better."

" That's your goodness," he said, feebly picking the counter-

pane, " but it is not my excuse. Do you know I'm glad this has

occurred," he pointed to his chest. " I was on the high road

to ruin—through despair."

She now remembered his words with a pang.
" I'm all right now," he said ;

" I have been stopped on the

very brink of perdition. My life is forfeit, but I am saved."

She thought these were evangelical ideas belonging to his

religion; and she paid no heed to them. She felt relieved.

" Tell me, Annie," he said after a pause, " does your religion

bind you to believe in hell—retribution?"

"Yes !" she said. " But, my dear Mr. Wycherly, I am awfully

ignorant. I know nothing of these things. Won't you con-

sult your clergyman?"

He smiled grimly.

" I am not going to force religion on you," he said. " It was

one of our bargains long ago, Annie, when you taught me the

Latin grammar! But there is a hell, Annie, and I hav« gone

through it. It is to worship far away and far off some great

being, and then to know that you have made yourself forever

unworthy of her!"

Annie stood up to go. He was startled, and piteously begged

her to remain.
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" I promise—^my head is somewhat light, Amiie, and I have

weakly betrayed myself— not to hurt your feelings again.

Would you let me have a little milk?"

She got some milk and soda; and raised and supported the

boy's head, whilst he sipped it.

He lay back refreshed on his pillow, and she was hoping that

she would hear no more. But after a few seconds' pause he

continued

:

"Let me come to the point at once and have done with it.

You know, Annie, that I was struck on that night when I was

brought in here?"
" Yes!" she said. " So the report has it?"

"And probably you supposed it was a wretched street-brawl?"

She was silent.

" Unfortunately no," he continued. " It was my brother, Ned
—^you remember Ned—who gave me my death-blow, and it was

all on your account."

She gave a gasp of surprise and horror.

" Yes !" he went on, as if to himself, " you have a right to

be shocked and even to feel that it is an insult. Many a time

I have regretted that you should have ever known us."

" I have never regretted it," she said. " If it was only to

have made your good father's acquaintance, I should be glad

of it."

" Thank you, Annie," he said. " These are kind, and I know
they are truthful words. And

—

he is grateful. But for other

reasons, I regretted it. Tell me, did Edward, Ned, ever insult

you?"
" I think, Mr. Wycherly," she said, " you are not serving any

good purpose in calling up such things. They have long since

passed from my memory and I would rather not recall them."
" That's because you are generous and forgiving," he said.

" But Ned and my father have fallen out about something

—

something serious. My father has told him he must never in-

herit Rohira, nor any of his property."

He stopped to recover breath.

" In fact, I think father intends that I should be the future

owner of the place; and he has written to me to ascertain if I

would abandon my profession. On the other hand, Kerins

—

you remember Kerins, who holds Crossfields, just above Rohira?
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—is leaving for America, and Ned, who has money, is negotiat-

ing for the purchase. He intends to settle there."

"That would be disagreeable for your father, would it not?"

asked Annie.
" Certainly, he will not Uke it," said the boy. " But Ned will

only buy Crossfields on one condition, namely that you will be

his wife!"

It would be difficult to describe the tumult of anger, shame,

and wounded pride that swept over the soul of the girl at these

words. She was silent for a while with indignation and could

only say in a tone of astonishment and incredulity:

" Me ? What a shame ! You shouldn't have said such a

thing, Mr. Wycherly. I would take it as an insult from any

other person."

"And you would be quite right," he continued, more calmly,

as if he had been reassured on an important point. " But you

understand my motives. Let me continue. The rest is brief.

He came up to town that day for no other reason than to find

out where you resided and place his wishes before you. He
dined at my lodgings, and far out in the evening, when he had

taken drink, he opened up his mind to me. I couldn't conceal

my disgust, and— alas ! — I, too, drank freely then. Several

times he urged me to communicate with you; and, when I re-

fused, he wanted me to tell him where you lived, at what hour

he might call, at what hour he might see you, etc. I gave

no information; and to rid myself of the annoyance I left the

house, and went into the street. Half-mad from drink and

anger, he followed me and persisted in annoying me. Then,

suddenly using words that I shall not repeat, he struck me
violently in the chest, and instantly I knew my mouth was full

of blood. ' Ned, you've killed me,' I said. And then I fell

senseless."

The little gas-jet was singing softly to itself as the boy ended

his story, and there was much Silence in the room. He appeared

relieved, but Annie was struck with horror at the thought of

this man's pursuing her. Then a more gentle idea swept across

her mind, and she remembered that this boy had given his life

for her sake. She instantly recalled herself to a sense of duty

and stood up.

" I hope your mind is quite relieved?" she said.
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" Quite so," he replied. " But I fear I have thrown over the

burden upon you. But, Annie—

"

"Well?" she said, somewhat impatiently, for her mind was
torn with anguish.

" I mustn't distress you further," he murmured, " but surely

—no!—I cannot say it!"

" Say what you please," she replied rather coldly.

"I mean, Annie, that I hope, in fact I'm sure, you will never

dream of entertaining, for a moment the idea
—

"

He stopped short. He could not utter the word.
" I mean," he continued, trying to get a mild equivalent in

words for the thought that was burning his mind, " that you will

never allow Ned to address you on that subject."

" Make your mind at rest," she said. " He will never ad-

dress me."

The day-surgeon found in the afternoon of the next day that

the patient's temperature was quite normal. And in a few days

he was permitted to leave his room. But to every anxious in-

quiry as to whether the disease would disappear, or reappear

under more alarming circumstances, the senior surgeon only

shook his head.

CHAPTER XXXni.

Conspiring.

DICK DUGGAN was growing impatient. In his constant

supervision over Kerins and his covetous watchfulness

over Crossfields farm, he had noticed that Kerins was not drink-

ing himself into his grave half-fast enough for his wishes. He
would have put a distillery at his door, if he could expedite the

ruin of this man, who stood in the way of his felicity. But,

somehow, Kerins seemed to have stood still and paused on the

brink of ruin; and to Dick's intense disgust, after some weeks

had passed by, it was noticed that the young priest, Father

Henry Liston, was in the habit of visiting there; that, as a

probable result thereof, Kerins had given up drink absolutely;

and that, as a climax to the calamity, Mass had been said in
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Crossfields, and rumor had it that Kerins had been to Con-

fession and Communion.

This was intolerable. The hopes that had been suddenly

raised were now dashed to the ground. It was quite clear that,

under the care and zealous watchfulness of the young priest,

Kerins had turned over a new leaf in life, and might now be

considered once more on the high road to prosperity. Dick

Duggan gave up his morning vigils and remained in bed, instead

of sullenly contemplating the gray thatched roof and the dewy
fields that lay around the coveted farm. But it created an addi-

tional grievance against the priests, whose untimely zeal had

wrested, as he thought, the prize from his grasp. It roused at

the same time a secret fury in his soul against the man on whose

misfortunes he had been hoping to build up his own prosperity.

There was another person, also interested and still more deeply

annoyed by the sudden conversion of Kerins from a sot to a

decent, industrious man. Ned Wycherly now saw clearly that

a prize was slipping from his grasp—perhaps a double prize, be-

cause how could he ask Annie O'Farrell to marry him, if he had

no home to offer her? Again and again he approached Kerins

on the subject, always meeting evasive answers, which became

by degrees emphatic refusals. It was just before that period,

and whilst he still clung to the hope that he could purchase

Crossfields, that he went to the City to see Annie O'Farrell and

strive to gain her consent.

All these dreams had now vanished, and he saw himself an

outcast from his father's home and with little but a hopeless

future before him.

It was in one of his angry and despairful moods he met Dick

Duggan one evening and gradually brought the subject about in

their conversation. They met in the boreen that ran down from

the rear of Crossfields farm toward Dunkerrin Castle. Wycherly

was coming up from the beach, and Dick was going to see Pete

on some secret errand.

" You needn't go down," said Ned Wycherly. " Pete is com-

ing up to the house with some messages after me and will be

here directly."

" We do be sayin', Masther Ned," said Dick, " that some day

or another that same Pete will be after getting himself and

others into throuble."
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"How is that?" said Wycherly. "Pete is an honest fellow

enough—^that is, as honest as any half-dozen of my acquaintance.

He works well; and, if his women steal a little, sure that's in

their gipsy blood."

" Thrue for you !" said Dick. " But the law of the land is

a wonhderful thing intirely. It has very long arrums and very

sha,rp eyes."

" Not sharper than a gipsy's, especially a gipsy woman's,"

said Wycherly. " Besides, no one around here is going to

bother about an occasional goose or hen."

" H you were to hear the Yank in his liquor swearin' at 'em,

you wouldn't think so," said Dick. " I heard him wan night

some months ago; an' he was sayin' things that would wake up

even a barrack of police."

" They say he's not going to America now," said Wycherly,

anxious enough to turn the conversation, which was verging

on dangerous issues. " He has sobered up ; and some of my men
told me they saw a van of furniture going in there this week."

" 'Twill go out agin the same way," said Dick. "And that

before long. Here's Pete!"

The gipsy, holding a coil of rope loosely on one arm and the

rudder of a small punt in the other, came lightly up the path-

way. He had seen the two men in close conversation whilst he

was far away, but he now seemed to start slightly and to be

somewhat disturbed at meeting them. He drew back a little,

but Wycherly said cheerily:

" Come on, Pete ! There's no one here but Duggan, and he

has some business with you."
" Oh, 'tis nothin' at all, nothin' at all," said Dick with af-

fected cheerfulness. " Only the loant of somethin' I wanted

down at the ould castle. But it can wait."

" Did you hear that Kerins had given up the notion of

America?" said Wycherly, addressing Pete.

" Yes !" said Pete, looking earnestly at Dick Duggan. " He's

furnishing up the old place and is about to be married."

" There, Duggan, you see I was right," said Wycherly mali-

ciously. " The ' little father ' knows everything worth know-

ing. But Dick says he can't hold it long," he continued, ad-

dressing Pete. " He says that the new furniture will be soon

going out the way it came in."
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" I doubt that," said the little father gravely. " He's a stub-

bom fellow, that Kerins, and when he once takes a right turn

he'll stick to it."

" Unless some wan gives him a showlder and puts him in the

wrong turn agin," said Dick, whose temper was gradually

rising.

" Well, in any case, I fear you'll have to wait for the young

mistress and Crossfields, Dick," said Wycherly, who was anxious

to get from Dick all that he knew.
" Yes ! Masther Ned," said the angry peasant. "And I'm

afraid your honor will have to wait, too, before you add Cross-

fields to Rohira and bring the priesht's niece in wid you."
" There was no danger of that," said Wycherly, coolly fan-

ning the flames of the poor fellow's passion. " There was re-

ligion barring the way there. But why should Dolly Sullivan

give you the * go-by,' Dick, and take to the Yank ? It is a shame

for a fine fellow like you to allow that splendid girl to throw

herself away on an old dried-up curmudgeon like Kerins."

It is the unhappy lot, hitherto, of the Irish peasant that he has

never learned to curb his temper. It is the great traitor of his

race. When it is touched, there is no secret so deep that it

may not be unraveled, no resolution so strong that it may not

be repealed. Wycherly knew well how to play on the double

organ, whose keys elicit truth, even though they drive out danger-

ous sparks with it—the double organ of jealousy and hate.

Some faint suspicion that Martha Sullivan had been won from

his side by this detested Yankee had already winged its way to

Dick Duggan's ears, but had been promptly rejected as impos-

sible. Now, apparently, it was the talk of the parish, and,

coupled with the refurnishing of the house, it brought a terrible

conviction home to the heart of the unhappy young man. He
had lost Crossfields forever, and he had been jilted in favor of a

detested rival. His cup of bitterness was full. His dark,

swarthy face became livid under the terrible excitement, as he

clenched his fists together and said:

" You may be jokin', or you may be in aimest, Masther Ned,

an' I'm thinkin' the joke will be turned agin you yet, and that

you'll laugh at the other side of your mouth, if all the people

do be sayin' is thrue. But that's your own affair. An' 'tis

your own affair, too, that the priesht's niece, widout a pinny to
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bless herself wid, have given you the cowld showlder. But, in

respect of Kerins, don't be afeared that anny man or 'uman in

the parish 'ud laugh at me. For, by the Lord God, I'll make
sich an example of Kerins, an' all belonging to him, an' all that

have anythin' to say to him, that it'll be remimbered in the parish

as long as the ould castle shtands there forninst the sea."

" Take care !" said Wycherly carelessly, " he carries his shoot-

ing-irons with him wherever he goes, and a bullet goes faster

than a shillelah."

" An' there's somethin' faster' than a bullet," said Dick sav-

agely, as he moved away, " and it makes no noise."

" He's a dangerous man," said Wycherly to Pete, as Dick

passed out of sight. " I shouldn't care to meet him in the dark,

if he had anything against me. But look here, Pete! He was

hinting at our own affairs just before you came up. The chase

is getting hot again, and I think I shall take another run to sea."

" The last didn't serve you much," said Pete. " I told you

you made a mistake in leaving the old man too much alone.

You have given in too easily. You may not win the wife you

hoped for ; but, as the people about here say, ' There's as good

fish in the sea as ever were caught.' But there's only one

Rohira."
*' True !" said Wycherly, musing. "'But you don't know how

stubborn the old man is. He never liked me. Everything is

coming out against me. And we are certainly in some danger

now. There are spies somewhere. You heard what Duggan
said about Kerins and his talk when he's in liquor."

" Yes," said " the little father," " Kerins stands in everybody's

way."

And the remark led him into a mood of musing, from which

the impatient Wycherly aroused him.

" I suppose you've heard that Jack has been very unwell and

is coming home?"
" Yes ! I have heard," said Pete.

" He may get over this, or he may probably be ordered

abroad," said Wycherly. " I was thinking that perhaps we
might get a message from the—sea-spirit to my father in con-

nexion with Jack."

"A message? Yes!" said Pete, not comprehending.
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" I mean a word from—my—my—," the horrid words seemed

to choke him, " my mother to the effect that this illness of Jack's

is a punishment, a retribution, or something for my father's

treatment of me."
" Ha !" said Pete, grasping at the idea.

" You know, Pete," said Wycherly, appealing to the selfish

nature of the man, " you and yours can never be safe under

a stranger. If Jack comes in, out you go. If I can take my
rightful place as master here, you and the old woman and

your children are safe forever."

" Unless I am jugged," said Pete, with a shrug of the

shoulders, " which is as likely as not. But," he added, his dark

eyes kindling into a blaze as he spoke, " I won't go down without

bringing many with me."
" That's quite right !" said Wycherly. " But the quietest way

of working our point is the best, so long as we can pursue it. If

,we can wind up this little business of ours, which is becoming

more dangerous every day, and if we can get the old man to

change his mind, all will be well. I look upon Jack as already

out of my way."
" The old woman foretold it," said Pete. " The evening

these young ladies were here, Judith told him that the spirit of

his mother was calling him to come."
" Ha ! very good," said Wycherly. " Let us have another

message from the dead, and all will be right with father."

" I'll see !" said Pete. Then, as if another idea was pre-

occupying him, he said:

" Which of the two is the more dangerous for us—Kerins or

Duggan ?"

Wycherly reflected a little.

" Kerins, certainly ! Duggan is little better than a fool ! Have

you got away the last of that ensilage?"

" Not all. There are a few packages still left. But all's

right now. That pressed hay was a good idea. There isn't

the slightest suspicion."

He turned away, muttering:
" Pity you haven't more nerve. What a fortune was in

our hands."
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

The Sea-Spirit Vanishes.

CHRISTMAS came in that year, not softly and muggily,

with down-hanging skies and weeping clouds, bringing

to many lips the old adage: "A green Christmas makes a fat

churchyard;" but it came in its white ermine and diamonds of

frost and white pearls of icicles pendent from slated roof and

lowly thatch ; and the white snowy raiment stretched down thick

and soft, from the roofs of Rohira along the steep slope that

plunged downward to the sea, whose dark expanses, unflecked

even by the foam of breakers, extended in one unbroken line

toward the melancholy horizon. Picturesque and coldly beau-

tiful as it was, there was an aspect of sadness and loneliness

around it, as of a land of death and a sea of desolation ; where

the imagination could hardly conjure up the dream of departed

summers, or summers yet to be, but now coiled up and hidden be-

neath the fierce frown of a wintry landscape.

So thought Jack Wycherly, as he walked from the fire to

the window, from the window to the fire, gazing into the latter

as if he saw there his life and fortunes crumbling into white

ashes under the blaze of destiny, and watching the dreary pros-

pect from the window, as one who was studying a scene which

he was not to see again. He was deeply depressed. Conscious

of great powers, and with that consciousness confirmed by the

verdict of his superiors, he had been pushing along the paths

of his profession with all that bouyancy and hope that belong

to gifted and impassioned youth. He saw a great career opened

before him, leading on to honors and emoluments and terminat-

ing only at the highest pinnacle of earthly success. And now,

suddenly, there trickles across that sunlit path a tiny stream of

blood; and the whole vision is blotted out forever. For he

knew quite enough of medical science to understand that he was

now drifting into that state where medical skill was practically

unavailing ; and all that could be done was to avert the evil day.

And so the young student strode from the fire to the window,

from the window to the fire, his dreary thoughts broken only by

the harsh, dry cough, which instantly brought out the handker-

chief and the terrible inquisition. Was blood there ?
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Edward Wycherly had left the house and had gone no one

knew where, except perhaps Pete the Gipsy. Whether it was a

second or third angry altercation with his father, or that he

dreaded meeting the victim of his drunken passion, he had fled

the place ; and the common report, " Gone to sea," had to

satisfy the imagination of those who knew nothing of the many
secrets of his life.

" I am afraid," said Dr. Wycherly, coming into the room
where Jack was striding up and down, " we shall have a lonely

Christmas. I was expecting a letter from Dion. He ought to

have written at least at such a time. We are rather a scattered

flock now."

Jack strode up and down the well-worn carpet in silence.

Then he went to the window.
** Most families are scattered abroad at Christmas time," he

said.

"Of course," said his father, plunging his hands deep into

the pockets of his velvet jacket, " that is the case where the

young are grown up and have left the nest. Although I don't

like the fellow at all, I'm half sorry Ned didn't remain over

the New Year."

Jack coughed slightly at the window and looked at his handker-

chief.

" There is no sign of blood ?" said his father, who saw the

action.

" No !" said Jack. "And I know it is foolish to be so nervous

about it. But when one has got a bad fright, it sticks to him."

" I still can't bring myself to believe that it was entirely con-

stitutional, as your doctors say. I don't believe the lung could

have softened so much without some symptoms revealing them-

selves. I'm sure it was some accident. You pushed against

something, or strained yourself in some way. And you know

that doesn't count for much."
" I'm afraid you are too sanguine, father," Jack replied.

" I don't deceive myself. The symptoms are unmistakable."

"That means you're going abroad also?" said his father

querulously. " If phthisis reveals itself, this would be no

climate for you to dwell in."

And the white, dismal landscape and the steel-gray sky and

the melancholy ocean seemed to reply :
" Yes ! This is no

place for an invalid. Let him go, and as speedily as possible
!"
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That evening after dinner the doctor introduced the subject

again.

" Strange," he said, " not a Hne as yet from Dion. One would

think he could not forget the old home at such a time."

The old butler in the faded coat had put a few sprigs of

holly here and there in heavy vases on the mantelpiece, in

crevices on the great massive sideboard, in the heavy mould-

ings of picture-frames which held the cracked and crumbling

portraits of bygone Wycherlys. But nothing, not even the

heavy silver, nor the crystal of the cut-glass, nor the masses of

violets and early primulas that filled the room with the odors

of spring, could dissipate the gloom that hung down on that

dark chamber and seemed to interpenetrate every nook and

cranny of it, even to the inmost recesses of the human hearts

that beat there.

" Strange," said the old doctor, as if he were unraveling the

threads of several incidents that had occurred during the day

and was trying to frame something coherent from them,
" strange that old woman—that old gipsy woman, Judith, chal-

lenged me to-day in the hall and told me that the spirit of my
dead wife would come no more. She spoke in that prophetic

manner she assumes sometimes, as if she had direct communi-

cation with the Unseen. I tried to shake it off—^the spell, I

mean—^the fascination she seems to exercise over me when she

assumes that style of talking."

" She's a thorough schemer and humbug," said Jack

Wycherly hotly. " I am ever so sorry, father, that you allowed

that vicious family to remain on your estate. I trace all the

evils that have befallen our family to their presence."

" That's quite an absurd prejudice," said his father moodily.

" They are harmless, if rude ; and then they always seemed to be

a link with the dear dead past. They have always told me
when the spirit of my dear wife appeared to haunt the dear

old spot that was so much beloved by her. I shouldn't know
it but for them. An ordinary Irish family would be scared and

frightened. Not so these people! I suppose," he went on

dreamily, " it is their Egyptian origin, their handling strange

and mysterious things for centuries, that makes them familiar

with the powers that lie outside our vision. But it has been for

these few years a strange consolation to know that your dear
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dead mother was not cut away from us forever, but came as a

kind of sea-spirit to show us that the things of eternity had not

altogether cut her away from sympathy with those whom she

loved in the jflesh."

There was a sharp struggle in the boy's mind as to whether

he would dissipate that foolish, if fond, dream forever, or leave

his father in happy ignorance of the deception. But he in-

quired further:

"And Jude thinks the apparition has ceased and will not

trouble the slumbers of the people again?"
" Yes ! But that's a harsh way of putting it, Jack. The

spirit of your mother, the sea-spirit, has troubled no one—^nay,

has been a consolation to many and a strengthening of fainting

faith."

" But did Jude give any reason why this apparition should

cease ?" asked his son. " Why now, and not at any time these

past four or five years?"
" Yes !" said his father uneasily. " She seems to hint that it

is because the natural heir of the house has—gone away and

will not return, and because
—

"

But here he stopped, unwilling to hurt the feelings of the

stricken boy.

" You mean, dear father," said Jack, " that my mother's

wraith, as you believe, has departed in anger, because there is no

longer an heir to Rohira?"
" Not in anger ! I didn't say in anger. Jack," said his father

piteously. " But, you see, very naturally, when the fortunes

of our house are falling into decay, the good angel of the house

deserts it."

The boy coughed slightly and looked at his handkerchief.

" We must now," said his father, noticing the gesture, " or

immediately after the holidays, ascertain if there are bacilli in

that sputum. I don't think myself there are. In fact, from

experience I would rather judge that there are not. These

hemorrhages, and you had only one. Jack, are not the danger-

ous symptoms. They are quite compatible with perfect health.

But should there be any S3rmptoms of phthisis, we must get you

away to a warm, dry climate—South Africa, by preference, for

some time. But there's time enough, time enough."
" That's the opinion of our senior surgeon, too," said Jack
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Wycherly. " It is not a pleasant prospect, but we have to sub-

mit to our destinies."

The poor lad was suffering under violent emotion and he went

over and lay down on a sofa near the fire, thinking of many
things.

Down at the presbytery the same three persons who were as-

sembled together that Christmas night four or five years ago,

the old blind pastor, his curate, and his niece, were also met to-

gether on this Christmas night. The room was unchanged in

appearance. One would have thought it was the identical fire

that was leaping and sparkling in the grate. It was certainly

the same picture of the Holy Family that looked down upon the

living, as it was the self-same carpet, though more worn and

frayed, that was beneath their feet. The self-same lamp threw

its mellow, softened light on the table and lit up the long rows

of leather-covered books, that seemed never to have been removed

from their places. But the living were changed, fearfully

changed, even to their own eyes.

Darkness, almost absolute, had come down on the old priest's

eyes, which were shaded by glasses so darkly blue that they

seemed black in the lamp-light. His hair had thinned to baldness

and his cheeks were more deeply furrowed, either by anxious

thought or the very absence of that intellectual exercise which

alone could dissipate it. His strong fierce temper had degen-

erated into a kind of gentle moroseness, which was seldom

lighted up by the old flashes of humor that made his companion-

ship so delightful. His sun was sinking under clouds, grow-

ing deeper and darker as they approached the horizon.

His curate was also changed, not so much in appearance as

in thought and experience. Yet the new spiritual life he had

been leading had matured and ripened his intellect so far that

it became apparent in manner, which, soft and refined as ever,

had yet lost that elasticity and boyish eagerness that had form-

erly characterized him. He had become sober, without being

dull; calm without being stolid; and there was a certain halo

of peace around his eyes and forehead that spoke of a spiritual

life not altogether sequestered from human interests and pas-

sions.

The change in Annie O'Farrell was only the change from girl-

I
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hood to womanhood, a little emphasized by her training and

habits, and also by some new strange experience that seemed

to be kindling itself in her heart and that gave to life a new

idealization and pleasure, and not a little pain.

She had put aside her nurse's uniform and was dressed in a

close-fitting gray costume that seemed to suit her tall and grace-

ful figure. Her coiled hair marked her entrance into the sphere

of womanhood, and her profession seemed to have stamped on

her manner a certain decision and promptness, that at once

demanded obedience and respect. Somehow, these excellent

qualities seemed also to detract a little from feminine graceful-

ness and helplessness, so true is it that no accomplishment or

grace is acquired except at the cost of something correspond-

ing. But this apparent loss vanished on acquaintance, and the

old, gentle, playful, feminine if firm nature revealed itself

through the cloak of professional strength and severity.

There seemed, too, to be a slight restraint hovering over this

family party on this Christmas night—a restraint which only

wore away when the icy barriers melted down on closer fellow-

ship. The long absence of Annie had driven back her uncle

into the old impatience of society and love of solitude, which

even now was unwillingly broken, and the spiritual and ascetic

life which Henry Listen had been leading seemed to make even

such jejune and harmless felicities foreign to his tastes. And
Annie had been so much accustomed now to the daily helping

and tending on the helpless, and she had seen so much of the

more easy and less restrained habits of mind of gentlemen of the

world, that an uneasy feeling crept down on her spirits, and

there was an incipient yearning for the fuller felicities of life.

But all these little wisps of cloud vanished as the Christmas

night wore on and the topics of human interest came up to be

discussed.

" Do you know, sir," said Henry Liston, as the name " Rohira
"

turned up in the conversation, " I think there's a crisis approach-

ing in the affairs of that house?"
" Why do you think so ?" asked the pastor, but in a tone of

little interest.

" Well, it seems slightly absurd to say it, but the report has

gone abroad that the ghost of Dunkerrin Castle has disappeared

and is not to return."
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" How ? Have you banished her to the bottom of the Red
Sea for seven years, and is she so offended that she will not

return again?"
" No !" replied his curate. " I am happy to say I have had

nothing to do with the lady. But the report has gone abroad

and is widely believed. The credulous seem to to take it for a

sign of * something,' as they say. The more sceptical also take

it as a sign of ' something,'—more concrete, however."
" Well, now, although you are Irish enough to love an

enigma, suppose you explain it. Not that it much matters," said

the old man, passing his hand across his forehead wearily, " these

things are t f very passing interest now."
" It is only the usual foolish village gossip," said Henry Liston.

" I think our friend, Jude, has so pulled the ropes that the

spectre will not be seen again; and she has had it conveyed to

our good friend, the doctor, that it will forebode the annihila-

tion of his house."

Annie was now listening with all her ears, although she said

nothing and tried to persuade herself that the subject did not

concern her.

" It is wonderful," continued Henry, speaking to his pastor,

" how the dear old doctor clings to that singular delusion about

his wife's appearance. I suppose it is almost unique, at least

in the case of an educated man."
" I have seen more remarkable delusions," broke in Annie,

" far more harrowing fancies or visions, and always in the

case of the educated and intelligent. The ruder people accept

the stories of others, but seem never to come under the spell

of such delusions themselves."

" Well, that is singular," said Henry. " I thought the thing

first impossible, and then, unprecedented. But the doctor is

now fully persuaded that the spirit of his dead wife has disap-

peared forever in anger, or as an omen of some impending

trouble."

" Why in anger ?" asked his pastor. " What could have en-

raged the ghost?"
" Oh, the quarrel between the eldest boy and his father," said

Henry Liston, " or rather, the repeated quarrels, culminating in

his final disinheritance and departure."

" I thought he had gone back to sea again and failed in the

attempt," said the old man.
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" Yes ! He was away for a considerable time, but he seems

always to have some great attraction here. But he's gone now
forever. And then, as I have mentioned, the younger lad, Dion,

has never been heard from, and Jack, the fair-haired lad (you re-

member him, Annie, he was your first pupil) is at home in a

hopeless decline."

" Not quite hopeless," said Annie O'Farrell. " He was at

our hospital and th^ doctors give hope, if he can be induced to

go abroad."

" They say, that is the common report has it," added Henry
Liston, " that there was a quarrel, some street-scuffle between

students, and that he sustained a rupture in the lung?"
" What was the exact cause of quarrel between Dr. Wycherly

and his son?" asked Annie O'Farrell evasively.

" The real cause was his wild life and the report that had

reached the doctor's ears from certain sources that he was en-

gaged in illegal work. There is no secret about the fact that

smuggling to a large extent was going on along this coast, and

I don't think there is much doubt now that Wycherly and Pete

the Gipsy were engaged in it. A sudden swoop was made on

the castle four years ago by a clever officer, but he was disap-

pointed. They were too well prepared. But the report came

to the old man's ears, and you know with these people a violation

of the law is the worst of crimes. There were some angry

scenes between the father and son ; and young Wycherly has left

—it is supposed forever."

" It is sad to see a family broken up so completely," said

Annie, as if speaking to herself. "And there was such bril-

liant promise. Dion has never been heard of?"
" Never, they say. Some think he is ranching in America

;

some say he is farming at the Cape. Many think he is dead

—lost at sea."

" It is very sad," said Armie musingly, " to think of that

old man, who has been so good and kind, left desolate in his old

age; and perhaps he will live to see Rohira in the hands of

strangers. Isn't it hard to see an old name passing away? I'm

sure Mary would be sorry to hear it."

" Mary has said good-bye to all human associations," said

Henry Liston. " She has forgotten all these things long ago."

" I cannot believe that," said Annie, who had a strong pre-
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judice against that kind of sanctity. " Her last letter to me
mentioned Rohira and recalled the few happy evenings we
spent there."

" Do you know it strikes me that you two are mighty solemn

for young people?" said the pastor. "I'm just thinking how
sober you have both become since that first Christmas you both

spent here. What is it?"

But they could not answer. And in like sober, if not sombre,

fashion the hours crept by to bed-time; and Henry had to get

out his trap for his journey homeward.

It was still early in the night, and Annie, kept long awake by

thinking of the many things about which they had been con-

versing, had sunk into an uneasy slumber, when the very

unusual pealing of the hall-bell, pulled violently by some excited

person, woke her up to perfect consciousness. After a long

interval, during which the jangling of the bell never ceased, she

heard the hall-door opened and a loud conversation in the hall.

And presently her uncle, who had risen from bed and answered

the bell, tapped at her door.

"Are you awake, Annie?" he said.

" Yes ! What's the matter?" she asked.

"A messenger from Dr. Wycherly that his son has had an-

other violent hemorrhage and requesting you to go up. I'd

just as soon you wouldn't go!"
" How can 1 help it, uncle ?" she replied. " I suppose there's

no other nurse available; and this may be a matter of life or

death."

" Please yourself !" he said reluctantly. " The doctor's car-

riage is at the door. I suppose you'll hardly return before

morning."
" I dare say not !" she replied.

" I don't like it ! I don't like it !" he murmured, moving away.
" Oh, why did I ever bring them here ?"

P. A. Sheehan.

Doneraile, Ireland.
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ACTA PII PP. X.

Epistolae.

I.

Ad R. p. D. Thomam Kennedy_, Episcopum Titularem Ad-

RIANOPOLITANUM, ReCTOREM CoLLEGII FoEDERATARUM
AmERICAE SePTENTRIONALIS CiVITATUM, OB QUINQUA-
GESIMUM A CONDITO COLLEGIO ExEUNTEM AnNUM.

Venerabilis Prater, salutem et apostolicam benedictionem.

—

Exeunte anno quinquagesimo post conditum Collegium, cui

tu tam sapienter praees, gratum Nobis est, quod sigtiificas de

solemnibus, quae in proximos dies celebrare constituistis. Nos

quam istud Collegium habeamus carum, non te fugit
;
qui plus

semel Nos audisti, quum diceremus valde Nobis probari fructus

uberes, quos peperisset vel sanae eruditionis, vel sanctae disci-

plinae. Etenim in foederatis civitatibus superioris Americae

quum prosperus, divino beneficio, sit rei catholicae status; ad

eum parandum sane non parum contulit romanum hoc pietatis

doctrinaeque domicilium: ubi adolescentes delecti, advigilante

lesu Christ! Vicario, rite exculti sunt in suarum spem dioece-
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slum, qui deinceps in omni sacri ministerii genere sese uti-

lissime exercuerunt. Horum bene multos, ex eisque Archi-

episcopos et Episcopos non paucos, mox, ut intelligimus, fau-

stus iste eventus Romam evocabit, ut tecum et cum alumnis

tuis communem agant, gratulantes Deo, laetitiam. Itaque

laetitiae vestrae Nos venimus in partem perlibenter: quumque
gaudemus, optimum Institutum et opinione bonorum, et cre-

scente in annos singulos alumnorum numero, florere; tum di-

vinae benignitatis eidem opem precamur, unde Romani Ponti-

ficis et venerabilium ex America Fratrum cumulate satisfacere

votis perseveret. Auspicem divinorum munerum ac testem

singularis benevolentiae Nostrae, tibi, venerabilis Frater, Col-

legio tuo et omnibus, qui istis solemnibus intererunt, apostoli-

cam benedictionem amantissime impertimus.

Datum Romae apud S. Petrum, die ii lunii mcmix, Ponti-

ficatus Nostri anno sexto.

PIUS PP. X.

II.

Ad R. p. D. Iosephum Mariam Boff, Administratorem

Apostolicum Dioecesis Clevelandensis.

Dear Monsignor, '

I have received and duly presented to the Holy Father the

beautiful address, so kindly forwarded by you, conveying, on

the part of the clergy, secular and regular, the religious and

the laity of the diocese, their united expression of loyalty to

the Holy See and of deep satisfaction at the manner in which

the vacancy in the chief pastoral charge of your important

diocese has been filled.

His Holiness was deeply touched by this graceful act, which

is as consoling and gratifying to Him as it is complimentary

to the Right Rev. Monsignor Farrelly to whom it must bring

encouragement in taking up the high and responsible duties

placed upon him. It is also a guarantee that the new Bishop

will have in Cleveland pastors and a flock in every way worthy

of the zealous care which he will give to all matters connected

with their spiritual welfare.
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To you, to the clergy, secular and regular, to the religious

and to the faithful of the diocese His Holiness sends very af-

fectionately the Apostolic Benediction.

I am yours very sincerely in J. C,
L. * S. R, Card. Merry del Val.

Rome, / May, ipop.

S. COHOSEOATIO DE SACSAMENTIS.

Romano et Aliarum : Dubia circa Decretum de Spon-

SALIBUS et MatRIMONIO.

In plenariis comitiis a S. Congregatione de disciplina Sacra-

mentorum habitis, die 18 mensis lunii anno 1909, sequentia

proposita fuerunt dirimenda dubia, nimirum

:

I. Num responsum S. Congregationis Concilii diei 28 Martii

1908 ad n :
" Exceptionem valere tantummodo pro natis in

Germania ibique matrimonium contrahentibus ", ita sit intelli-

gendum, ut in quovis casu ambo coniuges debeant esse nati in

Germania, seu respective in reg^o Hungariae.

n. An post extensionem Constitutionis Provida ad regnum

Hungariae, Germaniam inter et Hungariam, quoad validi-

tatem clandestinorum mixtorum matrimoniorum, reciproca

relatio habeatur, ita ut duo coniuges nati ambo in Germania

matrimonium mixtum clandestinum valide ineant etiam in

regno Hungariae, et, viceversa, nati ambo in regno Hungariae

valide contrahant clandestino quoque modo in Germania.

ni. Num saltem natus in Germania cum nato in regno

Hungariae mixtum matrimonium valide ineat sive in Germania

sive in regno Hungariae.

Et Emi Patres ad huiusmodi dubia ita respondendum cen-

suerunt

:

Ad I. Affirmative.

Ad n. Negative.

Ad ni. Negative.

L. * S.

D. Card. Ferrata, Praefectus.

Ph. Giustini, Secretarius.
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S. CONOSEGATIO S. OFPICII.

Die 26 Novembris, ipo8.

SSmus D. N. D. Pius div. prov. Papa X, in audientia R.

P. D. Adsessori S. Officii impertita, universis christifidelibus

qui duodecim sabbatis haud interruptis festum Immaculatae

Conceptionis B. Mariae Virgi/nis, confessi ac S. Synaxi refecti,

sive precibus sive piis meditationibus ad honorem eiusdem B.

Virginis absque macula originalis culpae conceptae, vacave-

rint, et ad mentem Summi Pontificis pias ad Deum preces ef-

fuderint, plenariam indulgentiam, defunctis quoque applica-

bilem, singulis memoratis sabbatis lucrifaciendam, benigne

concessit in perpetuum absque ulla Brevis expeditione. Con-

trariis quibuscumque non obstantibus.

Aloisius Can. Giambene, Substitutus pro Indulgentiis.

L. * S.

S. CONQ&IOATIO D£ BELIGIOSIS.

Decretum quo Speciales Clausulae Apponuntur In-

DULTO Saecularizationis, Viris Religiosis Deinceps

Concedendo.

Ex audientia SSmi, die 15 lunii, ipop.

Quum minoris esse soleat aedificationis, salvis extraordi-

nariis nonnullis casibus, quod in officiis dioecesanis eminere

conspiciantur, qui, vel in aliquo Ordine regulari vota solemnia

professi, indultum saecularizationis sive perpetuae sive ad tem-

pus obtinuerint, vel in Instituto aliquo religioso, emissis votis

perpetuis, ab istis dispensati fuerint; ne alii inde Religiosi in-

duci possint, ut varios egrediendi claustra praetextus exqui-

rant, quod nimis frequens accidere experientia docet, sanctissi-

mus Dominus noster Pius Papa decimus decernere dignatus

est, ut omnibus deinceps rescriptis, quibus saecularizatio per-

petua vel ad tempus, aut votorum perpetuorum relaxatio,

prout supra, sacerdotibus et clericis in sacris ordinibus consti-

tutis conceditur, adnexae intendantur, licet non expressae, se-

quentes clausulae, quarum dispensatio Sanctae Sedi reservatur

:

Vetitis, absque novo et speciali Sanctae Sedis indulto

:
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1

i.° quolibet officio, et, quoad eos qui ad beneficia habilitati

sunt, quolibet beneficio in basilicis maioribus vel minoribus, et

in ecclesiis cathedralibus

;

2.° quolibet magisterio et officio in seminariis clericalibus

maioribus et minoribus aliisque Institutis, in quibus clerici edu-

cantur, nee non in Universitatibus et Institutis, quae privilegio

apostolico gaudent conferendi gradus academicos in re philo-

sophica, theologica et canonica;

3.° quocumque officio vel munere in Curiis episcopalibus

;

4.° officio Visitatoris et Moderatoris domorum Religiosorum

utriusque sexus, etiamsi agatur de congregationibus mere

dioecesanis

;

5.° habituali domicilio in locis, ubi exstat conventus, vel

domus religiosa Provinciae, vel Missionis, cui sacerdos vel

clericus saecularizatus, vel a votis perpetuis solutus, ut supra,

adscriptus erat.

Contrariis quibuscumque non obstantibus.

Datum Romae, eodem die 15 lunii, 1909.

Fr. I. C. Card. Vives, Praefecttis.

L. * S.

D. Laurentius Janssens, O.S.B., Secretarius.

S. GONQBEOATIO KITUUM.

Circa Privilegia Externae Solemnitatis SS. Cordis Iesu

ET S. Aloisii Gonzaga.

Circa privilegia respectivae Missae propriae in externa sol-

emnitate de S. Aloisio Gonzaga confessore et de sacratissimo

Corde Iesu, quae indulta fuere per decreta sacrorum Rituum

Congregationis n. 3918, diei 27 lunii, 1896, et n. 3960 Ro-

mana, 23 lulii, 1897, nuper ab eadem sacra Congregatione

exquisitum fuit: Quaenam sint Dominicae, feriae, vigiliae et

octavae, quae excludunt Missas lectas proprias in utraque sol-

lemnitate praedicta?

Et sacra Rituum Congregatio, ad relationem subscripti Sec-

retarii, audito Commissionis liturgicae voto, ita respondendum

censuit : Sunt Dominicae privilegiatae I et II classis, feria IV
Cinerum, feriae maioris hebdomadae; vigiliae Nativitatis
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Domini et Pentecostes; octavae Nativitatis Domini, Epipha-

niae, Paschatis, Pentecostes et Corporis Christi.

Atque ita rescripsit, die i6 lunii, 1909.

Fr. S. Card. Martinelli, Praefectus.

L. * S.

^ D. Panici, Archiep. Laodicen,, Secretarms.

S. CONGBEQATIO INDICIS.

Decretum quo Prohibentur Quidam Libri.

Feria II, die 5 lulii, igog.

Sacra Congregatio Emorum ac Rmorum S. R. E. Cardi-

nalium a SSmo Domino nostro Pio PP. X Sanctaque Sede

Apostolica Indici librorum pravae doctrinae, eorundemque

proscriptioni, expurgationi ac permissioni in universa Chris-

tiana republica praepositorum et delegatorum, habita in palatio

apostolico vaticano die 5 lulii, 1909, damnavit et damnat, pro-

scripsit proscribitque, atque in Indicem librorum prohibitorum

referri mandavit et mandat quae sequuntur opera:

losEPH TuRMEL^ Htstoire du dogme de la papaute; des

origines a la fin du IV^ siecle. Paris, Alphonse Picard et Fits,

ipo8.

—Histoire du dogme du peche originel. Macon, Protat

Freres, ipoo.

—VEschatologie a la iln du IV^ siecle. Ibid., ipoo.

GuiLLAUME Herzog, La sainte Vierge dans I'histoire.

Paris, Entile Nourry, ipo8.

RoMOLO MuRRi, Battaglie d'oggi. 4 vol. Roma, Societd I.

C. di cultura, ipo^-4.

—Democrazia e. cristianesimo ; i principii comuni (Pro-

gramma della Societa nasionale di cultura). Roma, Societd,

nazioncUe di cultura, ipo6.

—La vita religiosa nel cristianesimo; discorsi. Ibid., ipoy.

—La aiosoiia nuova e Venciclica contro il modemismo. Ibid.,

ipo8.

Sostene Gelli, Psicologia della religione; note ed appunti.

Roma, Societa nazionale di cultura, ipo^.
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FiLOSOFiA DELLA FEDE; Appunti. Stampato in Roma, tip.

deirUnione cooperativa editrice, s. a.

FoRTUNATO Russo, La Curia romana nella siui organizsa-

zione e nel suo completo funzionamento ; diritto e psicologia.

^" ediz. Palermo, tip. Gazzetta commerciale, ipo8.

Itaque nemo cuiuscumque gradus et conditionis praedicta

opera damnata atque proscripta, quocumque loco et quocum-

que idiomate, aut in posterum edere, aut edita legere vel re-

tinere audeat, sub poenis in Indice librorum vetitorum indictis.

Telesphorus Smyth-Vaudry decreto S. Congregationis,

edito die 4 lanuarii, 1909, quo liber ab eo conscriptus notatus

et in Indicem librorum prohibitorum insertus est, laudabiliter

se subiecit. Etiam auctores librorum sub pseudonymis Le-

FRANC et Jehan de Bonnefoy evulgatorum, et ab hac S.

Congregatione decretis dierum 11 Decembris, 1906 et 4 lanu-

arii, 1909 prohibitorum, his decretis laudabiliter se subiecerunt.

Quibus SSmo Domino nostro Pio Papae X per me infra-

scriptum Secretarium relatis, Sanctitas Sua decretum probavit,

et promulgari praecepit. In quorum fidem etc.

Datum Romae, die 6 lulii, 1909.

F. Card. Segna, Praefectus.

L. * S.

Thomas Esser, O.P., Secretartus.

COMMISSIO D£ BE BIBLIGA.

De Charactere Historico Trium Priorum Capitum
Geneseos.

I. Utrum varia systemata exegetica, quae ad excludendum

sensum litteralem historicum trium priorum capitum libri Gene-

seos excogitata et scientiae fuco propugnata sunt, solido fun-

damento fulciantur?

Resp. Negative.

II, Utrum non obstantibus indole et forma historica libri

Geneseos, peculiari trium priorum capitum inter se et cum se-

quentibus capitibus nexu, multiplici testimonio Scripturarum
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turn veteris turn novi Testament!, unanimi fere sanctorum

Patrum sententia ac traditional! sensu, quem, ab israelitico

etiam populo transmissum, semper tenuit Ecclesia, doceri pos-

sit, praedicta tria capita Geneseos continere non rerum vere

gestarum narrationes, quae scilicet obiectivae realitati et his-

toricae veritati respondeant ; sed vel fabulosa ex veterum popu-

lorum mythologiis et cosmogoniis deprompta et ab auctore

sacro, expurgato quovis polytheismi errore, doctrinae mono-

theisticae accommodata ; vel allegorias et symbola, fundamento

obiectivae realitatis destituta, sub historiae specie ad religiosas

et philosophicas veritates inculcandas proposita; vel tandem

legendas ex parte historicas et ex parte fictitias ad animorum

instructionem et aedificationem libere compositas?

Resp. Negative ad utramque partem.

III. Utrum speciatim sensus litteralis historicus vocari in

dubium possit, ubi agitur de factis in eisdem capitibus enarra-

tis, quae christianae religionis fundamenta attingunt : uti sunt,

inter caetera, rerum universarum creatio a Deo facta in initio

temporis
;
peculiaris creatio hominis ; formatio primae mulieris

ex primo homine; generis humani unitas; originalis proto-

parentum felicitas in statu iustitiae, integritatis et immortali-

tatis; praeceptum a Deo homini datum ad eius obedientiam

probandam; divini praecepti, diabolo sub serpentis specie sua-

sore, transgressio
;
protoparentum deiectio ab illo primaevo

innocentiae statu ; nee non Reparatoris futuri promissio ?

Resp. Negative.

IV. Utrum in interpretandis illis horum capitum locis, quos

Patres et Doctores diverso modo intellexerunt, quin certi quip-

piam definitique tradiderint, liceat, salvo Ecclesiae iudicio ser-

vataque fidei analogia, eam quam quisque prudenter proba-

verit, sequi tuerique sententiam?

Resp. Affirmative.

V. Utrum omnia et singula, verba videlicet et phrases, quae

in praedictis capitibus occurrunt, semper et necessario accipi-

enda sint sensu proprio, ita ut ab eo discedere numquam liceat,

etiam cum locutiones ipsae manifesto appareant improprie,

seu metaphorice vel anthropomorphice, usurpatae, et sensum
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proprium vel ratio tenere prohibeat vel necessitas cogat di-

mittere ?

Resp. Negative.

VI. Utrum, praesupposito litterali et historico sensu, non-

nullorum locorum eorumdem capitum interpretatio alleg-orica

et prophetica, praefulgente sanctorum Patrum et Ecclesiae

ipsius exemplo, adhiberi sapienter et utiliter possit ?

Resp. Affirmative.

VII. Utrum, cum in conscribendo primo Geneseos capite

non fuerit sacri auctoris mens intimam adspectabilium rerum

constitutionem ordinemque creationis completum scientific©

more docere ; sed potius suae genti tradere notitiam popularem,

prout communis sermo per ea ferebat tempora, sensibus et

captui hominum accommodatam, sit in horum interpretatione

adamussim semperque investiganda scientifici sermonis pro-

prietas ?

Resp. Negative.

VIII. Utrum in ilia sex dierum denominatione atque dis-

tinctione, de quibus in Geneseos capite primo, sumi possit vox

Yom (dies), sive sensu proprio pro die naturali, sive sensu

improprio pro quodam temporis spatio, deque huiusmodi quaes-

tione libere inter exegetas disceptare liceat?

Resp. Affirmative.

Die autem 30 lunii, 1909, in audientia ambobus Rmis Con-

sultoribus ab actis benigne concessa, Sanctissimus praedicta

responsa rata habuit ac publici iuris fieri mandavit.

Romae, die 30 lunii, 1909.

FULCRANUS ViGOUROUX, P.S.S.

L. * S. Laurentius Janssens, O.S.B.

EOMAN CURIA.

Official announcement is made of the following Consistorial

nominations

:

21 June: Mgr. Richard Collins, Titular Bishop of Selinus,

and heretofore auxiliary for Hexham and Newcastle, ap-

pointed Bishop of the latter See.
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Mgr. Francis MacCormack, heretofore Bishop of Galway
and Kilmacduagh, nominated to the Titular Archbishopric of

Nisibi.

30 June: Mgr. George W. Mundelein, Chancellor of Brook-

lyn, raised to the Titular Bishopric of Lorima, and appointed

auxiliary to the Bishop of Brooklyn,

Mgr. Edmund M. Dunne, Chancellor of Chicago, appointed

to the See of Peoria, Illinois.

The Secretariate of State issues the following nominations

with Pontifical Briefs:

12 June: The Very Rev. John J. Prendergast, Vicar Gren-

eral of the Archdiocese of San Francisco, California, made
Domestic Prelate.

18 June: The Rev. Isaac Patrick Whelan, Rector of the

Cathedral of Newark, made Domestic Prelate.

22 June: The Rev. Joseph Martiniere, Vicar General of the

Diocese of Dallas, nominated Protonotary Apostolic ad instar

participantium.

The Rev. Joseph Blum, Dean and Rector at Sherman in the

Diocese of Dallas, made Domestic Prelate.

The Rev. Louis Granger, Dean at Marshall, in the Diocese

of Dallas, made Domestic Prelate.

50 June: Mgr. John MacCarthy, Vicar Forane and Rector

of St. John Bapt. at Fresno in the Diocese of Monterey and

Los Angeles, Calif., made Domestic Prelate.

The Rev. Louis Polanco, Canon of the Cathedral of Lima,

made Domestic Prelate.

The Rev. James Tovar, Canon of the Cathedral of Lima,

made Domestic Prelate.

The Rev. Charles G. Trigoyen, Canon of the Cathedral of

Lima, made Domestic Prelate.

II June: The Holy Father has appointed the Rev. P. Leo-

pold Fonck, S.J., President of the Pontifical Institute of Bib-

lical Studies.
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18 June: The Holy Father has appointed the Rev. Wilhelm

Arendt, SJ., Official Theologian of the Sacred Poenitentiaria.

4 June: Sir Vincent Nash, of the Diocese of Limerick, decor-

ated as officer with the Order of St. Gregory the Great.

Mr. Lorenz Fabacher, of the Archdiocese of New Orleans,

nominated Knight of St. Gregory the Great.

7p June: Judge Frank McGloin, President of the Society

of the Holy Spirit in the Archdiocese of New Orleans, nomi-

nated Knight of the Order of St. Gregory the Great.

26 June: Mr. Bertram C. A. Windle, President of Queen's

College, Cork, Ireland, nominated Knight of the Order of St.

Gregory the Great.

Mr. John Thomas Trumble, of London, nominated Knight

of the Order of St. Gregory the Great.

II June: The following priests are nominated Camerieri

segreti soprannumerari: The Revs. John Louis de Santiago,

Miceno Clodoaldo, and Joseph Ferreira da Ponte, all of the

Diocese of Fortalezza in Brazil ; the Revs. Patrick Fisher and

Polidore Justin Stockman, both of the Diocese of Monterey

and Los Angeles, California.

14 June: The Revs. James N. Connolly, Daniel J. McMackin,

and James V. Lewis, all of the Archdiocese of New York.

25 June: The Revs. William J. White and Edward J. Mc-

Golrick, both of the Diocese of Brooklyn.

Mr, Gerald Mark Borden, of the Archdiocese of New York,

has been nominated Cameriere segreto di spada e cappa sopran-

numerario.
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OUB ANALEGTA.

The Roman documents for the month are:

Acts of Pope Pius X : i. Letter to the Right Rev. Thomas
Kennedy, Titular Bishop of Adrianapolis and Rector of the

North American College, in Rome, congratulating the College

on the occasion of its fifty years' jubilee.

2. Letter of Cardinal Merry del Val to the Right Rev.

Joseph Boff, Administrator of the Diocese of Cleveland, ac-

knowledging the expression of loyalty on the part of the clergy,

religious, and laity to the Holy See.

S. Congregation of the Sacraments answers a number

of dubia regarding the extension of the Constitution Provida

(applicable to Germany in matters of mixed marriages) to the

domain of Hungary.

S. Congregation of the Holy Office grants special

privileges to those who perform certain devotions in honor of

the Immaculate Conception of the B. V. M., during twelve

Saturdays preceding her feast (8 December).

S. Congregation of Religious lays down certain condi-

tions for members of religious orders of men who have ob-

tained an indult of secularization.

S. Congregation of Rites defines the days on which the

rubrics do not permit the celebration of privileged Masses in

honor of the Sacred Heart and of St. Aloysius Gonzaga.

S. Congregation OF the Index enumerates certain works

placed on the list of dangerous books.

Biblical Commission answers a number of questions touch-

ing the historical value and interpretation of the first three

chapters of Genesis.

Roman Curia announces a number of promotions and ap-

pointments.
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ENGLISH VEBSION OF THE LITAKY OF ST. JOSEPH.
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A reader of the Review sends us the following English ver-

sion of the recently authorized litany in honor of St. Joseph ^

which indicates a careful study of the sense and application of

the terms of the Latin text

:

Holy Joseph,

Illustrious Son of David,

Light of Patriarchs,

Spouse of the Mother of God,

Pure Guardian of the Virgfin,

Foster-Father of the Son of God,

Zealous Defender of Christ,

Head of the Holy Family.

Joseph most just,

Joseph most chaste,

Joseph most prudent,

Joseph most brave,

Joseph most obedient,

Joseph most faithful.

Mirror of patience,

Lover of poverty,

Model for workmen.

Glory of family life.

Guardian of virgins,

Safeguard of families,

Comfort of the sorrowing,

Hope of the sick,

Patron of the dying.

Terror of demons.

Protector of Holy Church,

FATHER TYERELL'S DYING CONVICTIONS.

The account given by the Prior of Storrington, in his letter

to the London Tablet (24 July) concerning the last acts of

Father Tyrrell, has left a doubt as to the disposition, at the

hour of death, of the gifted writer who rated his intellectual

convictions higher than the humility which claims the King-

dom of Heaven as the fruit of self-conquest and obedience to

legitimate authority in the Church. Any rude judgments

1 See EccLES. Review, June, 1909, p. 732.
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which would seal the fate of the unhouseled dead priest might
be tempered by a remembrance of the earlier days of ardent

service and holy zeal in the Jesuit scholasticate, of labor and
sacrifices in the missionary ministry in London, of the twenty-

five years during which the bright and unpretending priest

helped many a soul unto salvation by his preaching, prayer,

and writing of such teaching as is contained in Hard Sayings,

Faith of the Millions, and Nova et Vetera. The memory, too,

of the fact of his delicate health, of his sensitive nature, which

made him shrink from hard contact with men who in their

slow complacent self-indulgence and assumption of superiority

find it wisest to move along the beaten path, whereas they are

ever ready to condemn those who, in their all too great eager-

ness to advance the cause of truth, toil and strive until, weak-

ened and blinded by the dust and crumbling stones of new-

made roads, they unfortunately miss their footing and fall.

The Holy Office had censured certain views for which

Father Tyrrell had made himself responsible; and as the sen-

sitive pride of a high-strung and ill-used nature caused him to

express his resentment and to show a disobedient temper, it

drew upon him the penalty of exclusion from the communion

of the Church which few men of his disposition can bear with-

out being deeply humiliated. If, as would be but natural,

there went forth from him a cry for mercy at the approach of

the day of final reckoning, may we doubt that God answered

it, and that the application of the Precious Blood in the Sac-

raments of Penance and Extreme Unction which he received,

was unto him a promise of salvation? But without some ex-

ternal and definite expression of the disposition which ac-

knowledges personal error and professes acceptance of the

divinely appointed rilling of the Church, it was not possible

for the authorities to recognize the probably altered attitude

of a repentant soul, saved by hope and silent prayer. Hence

Father Tyrrell could not receive the Catholic burial rites which

by implication he had definitely repudiated, and which he had

not definitely reclaimed by the essential conditions of an open

retraction.
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Why was not this retraction made; and in its absence can

we absolve Father Tyrrell from blame? The published state-

ments of those who were present at the deathbed seem to an-

swer the question ; and they imply that the grace of reconcili-

ation which God's mercy would hardly withhold under the

circumstances from one so well informed regarding the terms

on which it must be asked, failed to reach its full effects (by

which Christian burial might have become its right) through

the lack of right counsel and persuasion on the part of those

who guarded his deathbed.

The thought of a strange yet wholly equitable retribution

naturally comes to the mind when we recall that he himself

who had extravagantly extolled the function of the will over

that of the intellect, was to suffer loss through the very

weakness of that will which even the illuminated knowledge

of the Catholic doctrine could not move without aid from

sympathizers who would voice for him a bold and clear

acknowledgment of his error. The names of Baron von

Hiigel, whose latest work on St. Catharine of Genoa Father

Tyrrell had so generously lauded only a short time before his

death, and of Miss Petre, with whom he had collaborated in

the Soul's Orbit and who had sympathized with him in his

temperament of doubt, have been mentioned as those on whom
the dying priest apparently depended for an interpretation of

his motives. They were not the ones naturally at this crisis

to interpret him justly. Whatever community of interests

they had with Fr. Tyrrell, the light of God's shining on the

intelligence of the dying priest made a great difference. If

they played in the great game of life for him now, the stakes

had a different meaning for them. It is easy to understand

their bias and the tenacity with which they sought to guard

before the world Father Tyrrell's assumed consistency; but

they would have better served the dying man by some such re-

flection or prayer as Cardinal Newman uttered many years

ago in words which sound like some prophetic knowledge of

Father Tyrrell's sad case. The passage is culled for us by a

friend, from the meditation on " The Forty Days' Teaching ",
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and follows the first point on " The Kingdom of God ". The
italics are not in the original, but serve to emphasize the appo-

siteness of the quotation.

Come, O my dear Lord, and teach me in like manner (as the

Apostles). / need it not, and do not ask it, as far as this, that

the word of truth which in the beginning was given to the Apos-

tles by Thee, has been handed down from age to age, and has

already been taught to me, and Thy infallible Church is the war-

rant of it. But I need Thee to teach me day by day, according

to each day's opportunities and needs. I need Thee to give me
that true Divine instinct about revealed matters that, having one

part, I may be able to anticipate or to approve of others. I need

that understanding of the truths about Thyself which may pre-

pare me for all Thy other truths—or at least may save me from
conjecturing wrongly about them or commenting falsely upon

them. I need the mind of the Spirit, which is the mind of the

holy Fathers, and of the Church, by which I may not only say

what they say on definite points, but think what they think; in

all I need to be saved from an originality of thought, which is not

true if it leads away from Thee. Give me the gift of discrimi-

nating between true and false in all discourse of mind. And, for

that end, give me, O my Lord, that purity of conscience which

alone can receive, which alone can improve Thy inspirations.

Father Tyrrell's deathbed and Cardinal Newman's prayer are

a lesson to every teacher and defender of God's truth!
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€H£IST, THE CHURCH, AND MAN. An Essay on New Methods
in Ecclesiastical Studies and Worship, with Some Remarks on a

New Apologia for Christianity in relation to the Social Question.

By His Eminence Cardinal Capecelatro, Archbishop of Capua.
Bums & Dates: London; B. Herder: St. Louis, Mo. 1909. Pp. 78.

Some time ago we reviewed a volume by Mgr. Bonomelli,

Bishop of Cremona, in which that energetic prelate directed the

attention of the clergy to the false views of devotion to which cer-

tain mechanical performances of piety among the people were apt

to lead. If, in his zeal, the Bishop went beyond his province by

criticizing the seeming anxiety of clerical functionaries to main-

tain the secular prerogatives of the Holy See, by means of politi-

cal independence and temporal power, that fact did not affect the

truth of his statements that erroneous notions of devotion to

shrines and secondary objects of piety, however worthy in their

origin, had given rise to a sort of superstitious cult among Cath-

olics and brought about a neglect in many churches of the central

object of worship, the Divine Presence and the Blessed Sacra-

ment.

In a similar vein, but embracing the whole field of intellectual

and social activity among Catholics, and particularly among the

clergy, does Cardinal Capecelatro condemn certain methods both

in worship and in the discipline of theological study, methods

which have become antiquated and useless with the wear and tear

of time. Referring to the subject of Hturgical worship the Car-

dinal sums up his reflections by appealing to the clergy to " ban-"

ish vigorously from our churches all that is low, vulgar, ugly, or

ridiculous ; whatever is out of harmony with the dignity and sanc-

tity of worship" (p. 45). In the matter of clerical studies, he

advocates greater attention to apologetics. He would have us

change our basis in philosophy and theology, without altering of

course the solid groundwork furnished by the ancient founda-

tions of Scripture, dogma, and apostolic tradition :
" We must

enter upon them [these studies] from a more or less different

starting-point" (p. 28). The general spread of education re-

quires that our theological studies be more accurate, more pro-
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found, and of longer duration (p. 29), Cardinal Capecelatro is

of the opinion that, " according to a newer method, very little

time should be given to the confutation of heretics, and not much
to Scholasticism, especially in its antiquated forms" (p. 31).
" The statement and refutation of particular heresies belongs

rather to the history of dogma, and is nowadays of little or no

use, for the reason that such ancient errors, as e. g. those of the

Nestorians, Eutychians and Pelagians are obsolete and main-

tained by none " (ibid.). This is a strong statement, and we are

hardly prepared to accept without qualification the expression

that the ancient errors are obsolete and maintained by none, save

in so far as they appear in a new guise and under new names,

which, however, the student should be taught to recognize and

understand. Few modern errors touching faith and morals are

really new. They are the everlasting repetitions of the obscured

intellect following the weakened will and finding justification for

the indulgence of pride or vanity or sensuality. But if the prin-

ciples by which the new errors are to be combated, remain the

same, because the deviations from eternal truth vary only in

names and forms, it is likewise true that the new method of com-

bat requires adaptation of the powers through new and efficient

instruments. We would not lay aside the study of scholasticism,

or at least in its applied form of neo-scholasticism with its sci-

entific apparatus, which illustrates the strength of St. Thomas
to-day, just as St. Thomas illustrated the thought of Aristotle

before him; but we would urge a more practical method of ap-

plication so as to give the average student a sure grasp of the

utility of the system and teach him to regard it with interest and

as a thing for practical use.

In theology proper. Cardinal Capecelatro deems it desirable

that, "without neglecting the classical proofs (from the point of

view of the Messianic prophecies and miracles), the clergy should

be thoroughly acquainted with and use principally those other

proofs " furnished by the modern apologetic school of defenders

of Christianity. In regard to Scriptural studies, he advocates a

proper attention to the results of the higher critics' investigations

;

and we heartily second his plea that the Pontifical Commission

for the Study of the Bible provide presently a much-needed man-

ual which the seminarist may safely follow, without ignoring the

facts ascertained by researches into history and the sciences.
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The author speaks at length about the necessity of enforcing

the Motu propria on Church Music ; but alas ! there is little hope,

since the Holy See finds it evidently impossible to enforce this

legislation, even in the moderate degree which the answers to

Dubia have allowed, in Rome itself. Indeed, it seems that the

members of the Commission are not at one regarding what is to

be done in this matter. Such reforms need unity among the

bishops, and that seems at present possible only among the hier-

archy in England and in Germany.

A part of these excerpts from Cardinal Capecelatro's Pastoral

Addresses is devoted to a discussion of the Social Question and

the relation of the new apologetic to the same. The subjects of

man's equality, of the rights of labor, of the basis of the move-

ment toward social reform from the Christian standpoint, are

briefly treated, and in such a way as to point the direction in

which the clergy should tend in their studies and preaching.

THE A B C OF TAXATION. By C. B. Fillebrowii, President of the

Massaohnsetti Single Tax League. New York: Doubleday, Page &
Company. 1909.

The recent discussion of the tariff has brought into prominence

once more the whole subject of taxation. As a consequence,

the public has a somewhat more adequate notion of the diffi-

culties of the problem, as well as of the unsatisfactory and chaotic

character of our present methods of raising revenue. How
many kinds of taxes shall be levied, and in what proportion

shall the public receipts be derived from each? Only one kind,

answers the little volume before us. The author is a Boston

merchant who has devoted a great deal of time, thought, and

money to the propagation of the central proposal of Henry"

George's system, namely, that all taxes should be levied upon

land. Owing to his ability, moderation, sincerity, and irenic

methods, his work has met with an unusual amount of success.

According to Mr. Fillebrown, the fundamental data, the ABC,
of taxation are :

" Ground Rent is a Social Product," "A Tax
Upon Economic Rent Cannot Be Shifted," and " The Selling

Value of Land is an Untaxed Value." These propositions are

substantially true. Ground rent, what the user of land (ex-

clusive of improvements) is obliged to pay the owner annually,

is for the most part a social creation. In towns and cities it is
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practically all due to the economic and social advantages con-

nected with the growth of population. In the case of agricul-

tural land it is partly determined by the fertility of the soil.

The conclusion which the author draws from this first funda-

mental fact is that all public revenue should be obtained from

this socially created fund of value. This is the natural tax.

All other taxes, all taxes upon individually created wealth, are

unnatural and artificial. The second proposition is likewise

unquestionable, and is accepted by substantially all political

economists. Since a tax upon land neither decreases the supply

nor increases the demand, it cannot augment either the value of

land or its rent. Tax or no tax, the user of land will be com-

pelled through competition to pay the owner all that the land is

worth for use. Only in case of monopolistic control of the

land of a community could a land tax be shifted to the tenant.

On the other hand, a tax upon commodities, such as houses

and food, can be passed on to the consumer. For this tax tends

to discourage and therefore to decrease production, in other

words, to limit the supply. If fewer houses are built house rent

will rise. While the third proposition is unassailable, it does

not seem to be as important as the other two, or as the author

believes it to be. Undoubtedly the purchaser of land always

capitalizes the existing taxes upon it, and reduces by that

amount the purchase price. That is to say, he buys the land

at a figure which will enable him to obtain the normal rate of

interest on his investment after paying the tax. Thus, if a

piece of land yields a rent of four hundred dollars annually, if

the annual tax is one hundred dollars, and if the prevailing rate

of interest is five per cent., he will pay for the land not 8000

but 6000 dollars. Hence he escapes taxation on his actual in-

vestment. But this fact is not peculiar to investments in land.

The man who buys . houses, or bonds, or stocks, likewise dis-

counts the existing taxes on the property. He pays only so

much as will permit him to obtain a net income at the prevail-

ing rate of interest. He too escapes taxation on his actual in-

vestment. Any subsequent tax will in the case of land rest

upon the owner, while in the case of buildings it will ultimately

be shifted to the tenant. It would seem, therefore, that the

significance of this third proposition centers about the public

rather than the investor. Inasmuch as taxes upon buildings must
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be paid by the tenant, they make the cost of living higher. Taxes

upon land have no such effect. Consequently if all taxes upon

buildings were transferred to the land the rent of buildings

would be to that extent reduced, and the land owner would be

compelled in many instances to erect more or better buildings,

thus reducing still further the rent of all buildings.

From the viewpoint of economics and expediency this pro-

posal to place all tax<es upon the unimproved values of land,

is impregnable. Since the amount of land in existence is fixed

by nature, it cannot be decreased by taxation. Since the amount

of improvements that will be made upon land is determined

partly by their cost to the user, and since their cost is increased

by taxation, every tax upon them tends to limit their quantity.

On the other hand, although the actual quantity of land cannot

be increased by taxation, the quantity of it available for use,,

and the quantity that will be put to the best use, can be thus

increased. For the higher the tax on land, the greater will be

the pressure upon the owner, who alone must pay the tax, to im-

prove the land and increase its revenue. In a word, a tax on

land stimulates production; a tax on improvements discourages

it. From the viewpoint of justice the proposal is equally at-

tractive if we abstract from two considerations which will be

mentioned presently. For the unimproved value of land is

produced either by nature or by society. To tax it is, there-

fore, to recover for society a part of the social wealth. To
tax anything else is to appropriate a part of the wealth created

by individuals. This combination of economic and ethical facts,

apparently places the Single Tax theory on a basis of natural

law, and makes a very strong appeal to many students of taxa-

tion who are also lovers of justice.

More numerous, however, are the lovers of justice who are

repelled by the theory as it is commonly presented. The ma-

jority of its advocates seem to overlook or disregard two prac-

tical consequences which have an important bearing upon dis-

tributive justice. Both arise out of the fact that most of the

natural and social values of land have already been appropriated

by individuals. In the first place, the Single Tax would fall

upon only the present owners of land, and the present receivers

of economic rent. All persons who had sold land at a profit,

and converted the proceeds into other forms of property, would
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escape the tax on the " unearned increment " that they had

obtained. As compared with these, present land owners would

be treated unfairly by the State. A partial remedy for this

condition might, indeed, be found in a supplementary tax upon

incomes from capital and loans, and an inheritance tax upon

large fortunes. The second violation of distributive justice

would occur through the reduction in the value of land on ac-

count of the imposition of the new tax. The additional taxation

would, indeed, fall upon natural and social values, not upon

values created by the individual; but in many, perhaps in the

majority of cases, it would be drawn from values for which the

individual had given a full equivalent. If a man has paid 5000

dollars for a piece of land that is at present worth no more than

that amount, any transfer of other taxes to the land will cause a

corresponding reduction in his income and in the value of his

property. Although society may have created this value, so-

ciety has not given it to the owner for nothing. Society has

presented it to some previous possessor, and permitted him or

some later possessor to exact the full equivalent from the present

owner. Hence the new tax will fall upon values that have been

fully earned by their possessor. The average Single-Taxer does

not give sufficient attention to this aspect of the problem. If

we were to accept his account of the matter we should conclude

that the typical land-owner is a man who obtained present hold-

ings for little or nothing in a region that has since witnessed the

growth of a great city. The fact is that those who are in this

fortunate position form but a small minority of all the actual

owners of land. Some of the Single Tax advocates attempt to

meet this objection with the assertion tnat private property in

land is essentially wrong, and that the purchaser of it is to be

likened to a man who has unwittingly bought a stolen horse. Not-

withstanding the ability with which Henry George defended the

former contention, his arguments have convinced very few per-

sons. Moreover, there is one vital difference between the pur-

chaser of land and the purchaser of a stolen horse: the latter

possesses something that was unjustly taken from its true

owner; the former is in no such situation. Even in the hypo-

thesis that society is the true and original owner of all natural

and social land values, and that it acted unwisely in permitting

them to pass into the hands of individuals, the title of the
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present owner is perfectly valid. It has been obtained by pur-

chase or by a series of purchases from some person or persons

to whom society transferred it by a virtual gift. If society was

the true owner of the land it had a right to transfer it in this

way; if its claim did not include this power of disposal it was

not a true owner. In either hypothesis, therefore, the present

owner is not the possessor of ill-gotten goods.

Mr. Fillebrown does not fall into these errors of the ex-

tremists. He sets up no defense of the untenable and doctrinaire

assertion that private ownership of land and private receipt of

rent are intrinsically immoral, nor does he advocate confisca-

tion of any of the land values now enjoyed by individuals. He
might be classified as a ** Single-Taxer limited." While he

would have all taxes placed upon land, he would not have these

exceed the amount that is necessary to defray " the expenses of

government economically administered." The complete Single

Tax program, that is, the appropriation of the full rental value

of land through taxation, he seems to regard as unnecessary if

not unjust, and as unlikely to become of practical interest except

in the remote future. Since the execution of this program would

render the land valueless to the private owner, it would be un-

just unless the State should first pay him what the land was

worth at the time the tax was imposed. Henry George's pro-

posal to levy such a tax without compensation violates all prac-

tical and adequate conceptions of justice, and has repelled thous-

ands of his readers who might otherwise have been attracted

to the essential proposals of his system. So far is Mr. Fille-

brown from this position that he would have the partial absorp-

tion of economic rent which he advocates brought about very,

gradually. The transfer of all other taxes to land might, he de-

clares, be extended over a period of thirty years (pp. 50-52).

In this way land owners would suffer no greater loss than that

which ordinarily falls upon the owners of other property in the

course of such a period. For the heaviest burden that could be

imposed upon any owner of land would be an annual increase

of fifty cents per thousand in his taxes, and an annual decrease

of ten dollars per thousand in the value of his land. Many other

forms of property, for example, buildings and United States

bonds, depreciate in value with equal rapidity. On the other

hand, all owners of land occupied by buildings of average value
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who were also the users of the same, would pay about as much
total taxes as at present. Again, in the great majority of in-

stances the current increase in land values would more than off-

set the decrease occasioned by the additional taxes. In reality

the new tax would come out of the " unearned increment." Fin-

ally, the individual cases of hardship and inequality would not

be more numerous nor more severe than under the present sys-

tem. No scheme of taxation, no change in any existing scheme,

can be enforced with complete justice to every individual.

The first three chapters of Mr. Fillebrown's book are taken

up with the fundamental propositions discussed in the foregoing

paragraphs. Of the remaining chapters the most important are:

IV, V, and VI, which present some striking object-lessons drawn
from land values in Boston ; VIII, " Justice of the Single Tax "

;

IX, " The Single Tax and the Farmer," in which the author

maintains that if all taxes were levied on land the farmer would

pay less than he does now, owing to the fact that at present the

assessed valuation of urban lands is too low, and that of agricul-

tural lands too high ; XII, " The Single Tax," which contains an

excellent summary of and argument for the Single Tax theory;

and Appendix D, " Statement of the Rev. Edward McGlynn."

The last-named division comprises the Italian text and an Eng-

lish translation of the document in which Dr. McGlynn placed

before Monsignor Satolli his views on the Single Tax and the

private ownership of land. It will be remembered that this

statement was accepted by four professors of the Catholic Uni-

versity as containing nothing contrary to Catholic doctrine, and

that their decision was at least implicitly approved by Satolli

when he reinstated the author of the document. Whatever may

be said concerning the precise degree of explicit approval given

by the Apostolic Delegate, the significant and decisive aspect of

his action is the "unquestionable fact that he must have satisfied

his own mind and conscience as to the soundness of the pro-

fessors' judgment. That a man of SatolU's position, ability, and

theological attainments would in a case of such importance have

taken the decision of the professors entirely on faith, is utterly

preposterous. He undoubtedly examined the document care-

fully himself, and found that his opinion of it coincided with

that of the professors. It will also be remembered that all this

occurred two years after the appearance of the Encyclical,
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" Rerum Novarum," which is believed by many to contain a con-

demnation of the Single Tax theory. Evidently SatoUi did not

share this view. Hence the Catholic who is told that the Single

Tax is in conflict with the Catholic teaching on private owner-

ship, need only reply that he sees no necessity of being more

orthodox than Cardinal Satolli.

In this connexion Mr. Fillebrown's book is valuable on ac-

count of the clear distinction that it draws (especially in Chapter

VII) between the Single Tax and the nationalization of land.

The author shows that the former would not make the State the

universal land owner nor deprive the individual of any of the

rights of use, permanent possession, or disposal. These con-

stitute the essence of private ownership. In no adequate sense

of the words is the Single Tax the equivalent of common owner-

ship. Since it is essentially a system of taxation, its morality

must be determined on that basis. It will be unjust only when
the tax that it imposes is excessive in amount. Many of the

Single Tax advocates do not sufficiently emphasize this feature

of the system, while, on the other hand, they exaggerate the

right of the community to absorb existing economic rents. Read-

ers who are repelled by these extremists will find in Mr. Fille-

brown's book a clear, practical, and moderate exposition of all

that is essential in the theory of the Single Tax.

Our present system of taxation, or rather, lack of system, is

one of the most antiquated, unreasonable, and ineffective in-

stitutions ever tolerated by an enlightened people. In addition

to taxes upon land, we have taxes upon the instruments of pro-

duction, upon credits, upon imports, upon commodities, upon

houses, upon personal property, upon inheritances, and upon
incomes. Of these the tax upon the various forms of capital

as well as the tax upon buildings is for the most part passed

on by the owner to the consumer or user. The consumer like-

wise pays the tariff tax, the tax on commodities, and the per-

sonal property tax. About the only taxes that he does not pay,

with the exception of that on land, are those levied on incomes

and inheritances. As the latter are very insignificant in this

country, the consumer evidently pays substantially all the taxes

on other property than land. This is manifestly unwise and un-

just. In the first place, it is notorious that the rich avoid the

payment of the personal property tax to a much greater extent
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than the poor. In the second place and in general, a tax upon
consumption falls for the greater part upon the necessaries of

life, and therefore upon the shoulders of those in poor and
those in moderate circumstances. It is drawn to a great extent

from incomes that ought to be entirely exempt from taxation.

Nor is this the whole story. Inasmuch as it is imposed upon
necessities rather than luxuries, it collects from both rich and
poor at the same rate. This is a clear violation of that canon
of distributive justice which dictates that large incomes should

yield up a larger percentage of themselves than small ones, since

the deduction of any given proportion is less burdensome to the

possessors of the former. A dollar is less important to the rich

than to the poor man. Herein lies the justification of the prin-

ciple of progression in taxation. But the tax upon consumption

deducts as much from the dollar of the poor man as from the

dollar of the rich man.

Out of this unjust and irrational condition the Single Tax
policy, in the moderate form defended by Mr. Fillebrown, points

the way to wider justice and larger expediency. It ought, how-

ever, to be supplemented for a long time by taxes upon large

inheritances and large incomes. Ultimately it would fall al-

most entirely upon values that accrued to land after the actual

owner had bought it. Germany has already begun to lead the

way with the tax through which some of her cities and pro-

vinces obtain a considerable part of the current increases in

land values. The budget recently introduced into the British

House of Commons embodies the same policy, and also a pro-

vision for an extra tax on lands held for purposes of specula-

tion. In this as in other matters of social reform, America

is far behind many of the countries of Europe. There are,

however, strong indications that the question of increasing the

taxes on land will- before long receive active agitation in some

of our large cities. It has been estimated that during the year

1908 the increase in the value of the real estate of New York

City exceeded the entire municipal expenditures for the same

period. If half of this increase had been appropriated through

taxation all or almost all the taxes on other property than land

could have been abolished. The possibilities of increasing the

amount of money available for public improvements and works

of social betterment through a moderate tax on all future in-

I
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creases in land values, are manifestly great. When the problems

of raising sufficient municipal revenues and of housing the poor

are becoming year by year more pressing and more difficult, a

people as practical as ours will not long continue to ignore the

efficient and equitable remedy which is to be found in the in-

creased taxation of the socially created and individually un-

earned and unbought increases in the value of city real estate.

John A. Ryan.

The St. Paul Seminary.

SOCIALISM IN THEOET AND PRACTICE. By Morris Hillquit.

New York: The Macmillan Company. 1909. Pp. ix-361.

To define Socialism as economic collectivism—the nationaliza-

tion of production and distribution—facilitates discussion. Be-

sides, it expresses what the rank and file of those who adhere to

collectivism offer as the sole remedy for the economic as well as

the social and political and even moral disorders of modern so-

ciety. On the other hand, the definition at best stands for just

one aspect of Socialism as an international movement, one iso-

lated plank of the socialist's platform, one segment of socialistic

philosophy. Of course it is highly desirable to have economic

collectivism discussed on its own essential merits; but when this

has been done the disputants have still to reckon with the broader

relations and issues, the theoretical principles which, whether im-

plicitly or explicitly, are presupposed to, and the consequences

entailed by, the economic propositions. It may indeed be said

that there is no socialistic philosophy; that there are socialists

who defend a philosophy—a philosophy that is on the whole

materialistic and atheistic; but that this is a personal affair and

should not be permitted to becloud the discussion of collectivism

as a project of economic reform. This is of course obviously

true, and, if the distinction be kept steadily in mind, collectivism

may and should be tested separately from the world-views of

philosophers who happen to be likewise socialists or socialists

who may chance to be philosophers.

The author of the book above introduced belongs to the latter

class. In a preceding work. History of Socialism in the United

States,^ he had written mainly as a historian—a historian, it is

iNew York: Funk and Wagnalls, 1903.
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true, with obvious pro-socialistic sympathies, but still as a nar-

rator, not as a pleader. In the volume at hand he appears, in the

first place, as a theorist or a practical philosopher, the role of

historian being rather subordinate. Although his avowed pur-

pose has been " to present ... a brief summary of the socialist

philosophy in its bearing on the most important social institutions

and problems of our time and a condensed account of the history,

methods, and achievements of the socialist movement of the

world " (p. v) ; nevertheless the narrative is throughout a plea

for socialism and for socialism viewed not simply as collec-

tivism, but as the author reads it out of the minds of its found-

ers and leaders whose proposals for social reform are the

consequences of a certain philosophy of life—a philosophy

that is at least implicitly naturalistic and agnostic, if not avow-

edly materialistic and atheistic. Implicitly, not explicitly, be-

cause Mr. Hillquit in the present work omits all mention of

religion; and yet explicitly since, on the one hand, the phil-

osophy of socialism as a world theory and movement is admitted

by its followers to be naturalistic, materialistic, and at least

agnostic; whilst, on the other hand, Mr. Hillquit has elsewhere

refused to accept socialism in any other restricted meaning. Thus,

for instance, writing in the Worker, 23 March, 1907, he says:

" It is high time that the American public abandon the myth of

the diverse meanings of ' socialism ' and the ' diverse kinds of

socialism '. There is not and probably never was a theory and

movement of more striking uniformity than the theory and move-

ment of socialism. The international socialist movement with its

thirty million adherents, at a conservative estimate, and its or-

ganized parties in about twenty-five civilized countries in both

hemispheres, is all based on the same Marxian program and fol-

lows substantially the same methods of propaganda and action."

Moreover, a theory of moral conduct which positively excludes

all man's relations to God and to himself is at least implicitly

naturalistic and agnostic. Now such is the theory proposed by

Mr. Hillquit. A number of authorities, he admits, " extend the

operation of ethics to conduct toward oneself and one's fellow-

men: philosophers of the theological school include conduct

toward God within the purview of ethics, while the thinkers of

the evolutionary biological school, with Spencer at the head,

classify ethical conduct as conduct toward self, offspring, and
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race. But on closer examination it will be found that the addi-

tion of all factors other than the purely social factor is meaning-

less or confusing. Ethics remains indifferent to the conduct of

the individual toward himself, so long as that conduct does not

directly or indirectly affect the well-being of his fellowmen or of

the human race. When an individual wastes his physical or

mental resources in a manner calculated to cripple his own life

without however involving the well-being of other individuals,

we call his conduct improvident or unwise, and only when he

abuses his own body in a manner likely to injure his offspring or

to enfeeble or degenerate the race do we call him immoral. Simi-

larly we consider an individual immoral if he is in the habit ( ?)

of transgressing those religious precepts which happen to be in

accord with the generally accepted secular notions of ' right ' or
' good ' in social conduct ; but if he neglects to comply with cer-

tain prescribed religious observances which have no bearing on

the well-being of his fellowmen we merely call him irreligious"

(P- 39)' Aside from the arbitrariness of this delimitation of

ethics, and the impossibility of establishing such a baseless and

rootless system of morals, the whole conception is obviously the

offspring of a materialistic world-view, the denial or the ignoring

of the supra-material nature of the soul, the freedom of the will,

and the primary, essential, relation of the human creature to the

Creator.

However, Mr. Hillquit's specialty is not ethics. Witness the

following :
" The theological school of thinkers, of which St.

Augustine, the medieval monk Ambrose (sic), and especially

Thomas Aquinas, are the classical exponents, and which still

has numerous and vigorous adherents, assumes that there is a

universal and supreme standard of right and wrong. That

standard is the divine command which has been given to all man-

kind and is expressed in the Holy Scriptures" (p. 40). By the

way, who is this " medieval monk Ambrose " ? It is hardly pos-

sible that Mr. Hillquit had in mind the saintly Bishop of Milan

who won Augustine to the course of virtue and truth? No, for

St. Ambrose was neither medieval nor monk. Who then? Al-

cuin, Abelard, Anselm, Albert? No matter; any other name with

the same initial would look and sound as well between Augustine

and Aquinas. Waiving this, however, where did Mr. Hillquit

find that Thomas Aquinas " assumes " or holds any- such doc-
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trine as our author here asserts? Had he taken the trouble to

look into the Summa, especially the Second Part, he would have

found the correction of two errors: first, that there was a fairly

comprehensive system of natural law (not " Natural Laws," p,

41) developed by St. Thomas some three centuries before Hugo
Grotius ; secondly, that the Angelic Doctor makes the distinctive

standard of right and wrong " the essential nature of man " and

not " a divine command expressed in the Holy Scripture ".

Nevertheless, as was said above, Mr. Hillquit's strong point is

not ethics. That, so far as his present work manifests it, lies in

his ability to set forth the ideals and proposals of socialism gath-

ered and assimilated to his own mind and style—a style on the

whole clear, direct, and earnest—from the authoritative sources

of the movement. The Catholic student must, of course, dis-

sent from most of those ideals and proposals. Still it may be his

duty to know and understand them all. If so, he will be helped

by the present book. He will find therein a sufficiently full sum-

mary, abreast with the most recent socialistic plans and theories.

The book is divided into two parts. The first contains an out-

line of the socialistic philosophy and movement, under the head-

ings Socialism and Individualism ; Socialism and Ethics ; Law,

the State, Politics. The second part sets forth the socialistic

proposals of reform—industrial, political, administrative;, social.

An appendix describes the socialistic movement throughout

Europe and in the United States. The author's account of the

existing social evils and abuses is objective, temperate, and mainly

accurate. Many, most indeed, of the reforms he proposes are

sane and practicable; all of them, however, and more might be

introduced by other methods than a revolution of the present or-

ganization of society, such as socialism stands for. But will they ?

Perhaps
;
perhaps not. At any rate they never could or would be

if the principles of socialism here defended were consistently

reduced to practice.

SOCIAL REFORM AND THE REFORMATION. By Jacob Salwyn
Schapiro, Ph.D., Tutor in History, College of the City of New
York. (Vol. XXXIV, No. 2, "Studies in History, Economics and

Public Law," edited by the Faculty of Political Science of

Columbia University.) New York: The Columbia University

Press (Longmans, Green & Co.). 1909. Pp. 160.

On the face of it, a typical monographic thesis of the kind

nowadays most seriously in vogue among graduate students and
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specialist research scholars at American universities—^where Ger-

man university fashions are already worn without awkwardness

of novelty. In a word, we have a genuine doctoral performance,

done brown to a turn, as touching the single-phase treatment of

some topic selected. The author tabulates the contents of his

treatise under two main heads, which we may also broadly re-

gard as his major and minor premise: namely (Part I), " Social

Conditions in Germany at the beginning of the Sixteenth Cen-

tury," and (Part II) " Schemes of Reform." Under both heads

he is interesting, fresh, and readable; quite vividly so in certain

of his incidental pointers on medieval trade, in quarters of high

finance, as also in sundry details of humbler " husbandry ". In

all orderly syllogisms, however, it is usually the conclusion that

practically appeals to our sense of instruction. " If the princes

encountered in the Church a political hindrance, the merchants

found it no less an economic one. The financial drain on Ger-

many, due to the exactions of the Papal Court, made greater and

more onerous during the Pontificate of Leo X, had to be borne to

a larger extent than ever before by the business interests. Land,

having fallen in value, was no longer so lucrative a source for

taxation as trade. The strict usury laws sanctioned by the

Church were, too, felt as an obstacle by many who now for the

first time had the opportunity to invest their money with the ex-

pectation of enormous profits. Hence it is no wonder that the

towns became the hotbeds of the Lutheran agitation."

Recollecting ourselves toward modern fiscal exemptions from

the Catholic Church altogether, from whether direct or indirect

" exactions of the Papal Court ", we can anyhow clear the Cath-

olic exchequer, from Reformation times down to this day, of the.

admittedly large items debit, in temporal economics, to wit, that

the Catholic Church is clear and absolved from begetting Great

Britain's " billionaire " enormous budget ; nor thinks of pressing

that by-gone Catholic asset therein, of sequestered and confiscated

Catholic endowments now remnant, where still preserved, in

favor of the Anglican " Establishment ". And assuredly the

Catholic Church has not produced those colossal budgets in

France and Germany to the account of their standing armies and

navies. Again, it is evident that the Catholic Church has not

encumbered " emancipated " Italy with one of the most stagger-

ing national debts on record. We might even, were the digres-
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sion expedient, recollect our thoughts upon still other huge drains

on the temporal purse apart from all Catholic and Papal causa-

tion, which might seem to reflect by no means too discreditably

against medieval economics, by parallel instances then and now.

What comparison of '" grafts ", for a single detached sugges-

tion, shall we find in the enduring solidity of Bourges or Notre

Dame, or Antwerp cathedrals over against somewhat prevalent

abuses of the liberated secular purse in contemporary public

works of one sort or another? Discounting also, in the case of

Notre Dame, all the devastating havoc of a French Revolution

and the " free-thinking " Commune

!

W. P.

Xiterarie (That

Apropos of Socialism, an important book on which subject is described

elsewhere in this number, Mr. Hilaire Belloc's bright little Catholic Truth

Society pamphlet may be here recommended as a clever suggestion to

those who are looking for a way out (and whose eyes are not so turned?)

from the existing social evils. The paper, it may be remembered, created

quite a hubbiib on its first appearance in England, because of its re-

stricted definition of socialism. Mr. Belloc declares that government

possession and management of economic production and distribution " is

the only exclusive meaning of Socialism " ; that " all other wobbly ideas

have been tacked on to it by its enemies or its friends—that it is

' atheistic ',
' immoral ', or that it is ' progressive ',

' Christian ', etc., have

nothing to do with the one proposition which alone distinguishes it

from all other policies" (p. ii). Mr. Belloc's critics found no little

fault with the declaration. They held that it eliminates the soul of

Socialism which consists in its naturalistic and materialistic principles:

that it removes the fence between Socialism and Christianity; that it is

misleading, dangerous, and so on. Be this as it may—the controversy

does not concern us here—collectivism can and should be weighed and

measured in its own essence and consequences. This Mr. Belloc has

done, very briefly indeed, but withal at least suggestively. The points

that he makes are that Socialism would destroy freedom and the satis-

faction of man's natural craving for property. Of course there are

obvious socialistic answers to these contentions, and Mr. Belloc foresees

and cleverly meets them.

It is comparatively easy indeed to pick out the flaws in collectivism, but

not quite so easy to indicate a definite alternative remedy for the in-

tolerable conditions of our present industrial society. Mr. Belloc finds
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the only positive help—aside, of course, from the moral, which does

not fall within his purview—to be a highly divided organization of prop-

erty
—

" If you could make a society in which the greater part of citizens

owned capital and land in small quantities, that society would be happy

and secure "'(p. 14). That the permanency of such an organization

would be possible the author argues from the fact that " the highly

divided state of property was kept secure for centuries by public opinion

translating itself into laws and customs, by a method of guilds, of

mutual societies, by an almost religious feeling of the obligation not to

transgress certain limits of competition," etc. (p. 15).

The whole contention of the future in Europe (does the writer omit

America because his ideal is here more nearly realized?) he finds to lie

between these two theories. " On the one hand you have the Socialist

theory, the one remedy, the only remedy seriously discussed in the in-

dustrial societies which have ultimately grown out of the religious schism

of the sixteenth century. . . . On the other hand you have the Catholic

societies whose ultimate appetite is for a state of highly divided property,

working in a complex and probably, at last, in a co-operative manner

"

(p. 16).

Mr. Belloc sees the latter remedy being effectually applied in Ireland,

and the same solution appealing " to the great mass of the French people

(with the exception of certain plague spots, such as the mining and spin-

ning districts of the North)" {ih.).

These concrete instances seem to save the author's proposal from its

at first sight apparent vagueness. On the other hand, however, they

seem no less to delimit the remedy to agricultural countries or regions.

Wherever " the plague spots " of colossal manufactories and congested

populations exist is a highly divided property system to be hoped for?

Mr. Belloc does not discuss this question. A suggestion pointing toward

an affirmative answer might be drawn from the co-operative organiza-

tions both for production and consumption that have grown up in such

countries—^notably in Belgium—in recent years. Mr. Hillquit quotes'

authority for the statement that in 1901 there were 56,623 known co-

operative societies in the world. Of these there were 2582 (in 1907), with

a membership of 119,581 families, in little Belgium alone. The aggre-

gate sales of these Belgian societies amounted (in 1906) to 31,174,552

francs, and their net profits were 3,035,940 francs. This would seem to

illustrate a highly divided condition of capital amongst the working

classes. It must be remembered, however, that these "co-operatives" are

all Socialists and a not unimportant sign of their zeal for their cause is

the fact that " in the electoral campaign of 1900 they printed and dis-

tributed at their own expense two million socialist booklets" (Hillquit,

p. 248). On the other hand, however, the attitude of organized Social-

ism toward the co-operative associations is one of " neutrality ", While

recognizing in them " a proper medium for the education of the working
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classes in the independent direction of its aflfairs, the party does not

attribute to them a determining importance for the liberation of the

working class from the chain of wage slavery" (p. 253).

Since, then, the social evils are most acute in manufacturing areas, and

since it is there that the Socialist remedy is most propagated, the counter-

remedy—the onl}^ counter-remedy, " the only possible alternative," as

Mr. Belloc declares it to be—needs some further illustration as regards

its application to such regions and conditions.

Boohs "Receiveb.
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THE CONGREGATION OF SACRED RITES.

The New Apostolic Constitution of the Roman Cnria. V.

IN
the last paper of the series dealing with the Apostolic

Constitution of the Roman Curia ^ the Congregation of

the Index was discussed. It is proposed in the present paper

to deal with the Congregation of Rites and some other of the

disciplinary and legislative departments mentioned in the

Sapienti consilio, in the order of their relative importance.

ORIGINAL SCOPE.

The original scope of this Congregation is but indicated in

the words which the Sovereign Pontiff, Sixtus V, used on the

occasion of its institution, and embodied in the Constitution,

Immensa aeterni Dei, by which he established fifteen Congre-

gations to assist him in the government of the Church. Ex-

amining the document dated 22 January, 1587, as it appears,

in the Biillarimn Romanuni, one perceives that there are two

paragraphs devoted to the treatment of the Congregation of

S. Rites under the title Congregatio Quinta pro Sacris Ritibus

et Coeremoniis. In the first of these paragraphs the Sov-

ereign Pontiff lays down that the Church taught by the Holy

Ghost makes use of sacred rites' and ceremonies in accord-

ance with apostolic tradition, in the administration of the

Sacraments, the divine office, and in the public worship of

God and His Saints. He tells us that these rites and cere-

1 See June number of the Review.
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monies contain much instruction for Christians as well as

a profession of the true faith; that they commend the ma-

jesty of sacred things and elevate the minds of the faithful

to the contemplation of the most sublime mysteries and in-

flame their hearts with the fire of devotion. Desiring to in-

crease the piety of the faithful and to promote divine worship,

he appoints a special Congregation to supervise these offices.

In the next paragraph he declares that he selects five Cardi-

nals, whose chief care is to be as follows :
" Ut veteres ritus

ubivis locorum, in omnibus Urbis, Orbisque Ecclesiis, etiam

in Capella nostra Pontificia, in Missis, divinis Officiis, Sacra-

mentorum administratione, ceterisque ad divinum cultum per-

tinentibus, a quibusvis personis diligenter observentur, coere-

moniae si exoleverint, restituantur, si depravatae fuerint, re-

formentur, libros de sacris ritibus, et coeremoniis, in primis

Pontificale, Rituale, Coeremoniale, prout opus fuerit, refor-

ment et emendent, Officia divina de Sanctis Patronis exami-

nent, et Nobis prius consultis, concedant. Diligentem quoque

curam adhibeant circa Sanctorum canonizationem, festorum-

que dierum celebritatem, ut omnia sibi, et recte, et ex Patrum

traditione fiant, et ut Reges, et Principes, eorumque Oratores,

aliaeque personae, etiam Ecclesiasticae, ad Urbem, Curiamque

Romanamque venientes, pro Sedis Apostolicae dignitate, ac

benignitate honorifice more majorum excipiantur cogitationem

suscipiant, seduloque provideant. Controversias de praece-

dentia in processionibus, aut alibi, ceterasque in hujusmodi

sacris ritibus, et coeremoniis incedentes difficultates cognos-

cant, summarie terminent, et componant."

From the foregoing extract it may be understood what

duties were assigned to this Congregation, namely, to see that

the ancient sacred rites should be everywhere observed in the

celebration of the Mass, the administration of the Sacraments,

and in everything else pertaining to divine worship; that the

ceremonies, if neglected, be restored; if depraved, be cor-

rected. The Congregation should amend books on the sacred

rites and ceremonies, especially the Pontifical, Ritual, and

Ceremonial ; it should examine the divine offices of the Sainis
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and grant them after consulting with the Roman Pontiff. The
Congregation was likewise required to give careful attention

to questions relating to the canonization of Saints and the

celebration of feast-days, as also to attend to the reception of

Kings, Princes, and others coming to the Roman Court. It

should summarily terminate and settle controversies concern-

ing precedence in processions and other occasions, as well as

solve difficulties incidental to sacred rites and ceremonies.

From this survey of the duties assigned to the Congregation

of Sacred Rites and Ceremonies by its founder, two depart-

ments of work are apparent, viz., one liturgical, comprising

rites and ceremonies in Mass, the Sacraments, Breviary, pro-

cession, etc. ; the other, relating to the processes of canoniza-

tion. It is noteworthy that this Congregation established by

Sixtus V was soon after divided into two Congregations, one

of which was called simply the Congregation of Rites, and

the other was called the Congregation of Ceremonies, or the

Ceremonial Congregation. Of this latter Congregation men-

tion will be made in a subsequent part of this article, since

under the Constitution, Sapienti consilio, it forms a Congre-

gation distinct from the Congregation of S. Rites.

SUBSEQUENT CHANGES.

Within the first year of the present Pontificate an important

change took place in relation to the Congregation of S. Rites.

On 29 January, 1906, Pius X issued the Motu propria, Quae

in Ecclesiae bonum, by which the Congregation of Indulgences

and Sacred Relics was united to the Congregation of S. Rites,

and the Prefect of the former Congregation was made pro-

prefect of the latter :
" Decernimus et statuimus ut Congrega-

tio Indulgentiis et SS. Reliquiis praeposita cum S. Rituum

Congregatione in posterum tempus perpetuo conjungatur,

salvis ex integro manentibus sui numeris, officialium et facul-

tatum ratione et forma hucusque servatis." ' The reason for

the union of these two Congregations was, as the Pope de-

*Cf. Anal. Eccl., 1904, p. 64.
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clared, the affinity and similarity in object, spirit, duties, and

method existing between them.

THE CONGREGATION OF S. RITES UNDER THE '' SAPIENTI

CONSILIO."

When the Sovereign Pontiff determined upon a thorough

reorganization of the entire Curia, it became necessary to

make another change in the Congregation of S. Rites. The

scope of the alteration is to be ascertained from the new Con-

stitution, Sapienti consilio. Hitherto it belonged to the Con-

gregation of S. Rites to take cognizance of and to settle ques-

tions of precedence in various ecclesiastical functions regard-

ing individuals, Chapters, Religious Orders, etc. Such ques-

tions no longer remain within the competence of the Congre-

gation of S. Rites, but are to be determined by the Congrega-

tion of the Council, or, when Religious are concerned, by the

Congregation for Religious. When however these questions

are to be settled by judicial process, it does not belong to

either of these Congregations, but to the Roman Rota to con-

duct proceedings and give a decision, while it remains the duty

of these two Congregations respectively to determine whether

a cause is to be settled by judicial process or in a disciplinary

manner. Again, during the past five years since the union

of the Congregation of Indulgences and S. Relics with the

Congregation of S. Rites, it belonged to these united Congre-

gations to settle questions relating to Indulgences. But under

the new Constitution the subject of Indulgences, not only as

far as the doctrine is concerned, but also in relation to all

questions concerning the use of Indulgences, pertains exclu-

sively to the Congregation of the Holy Office. The Congre-

gation of Indulgences and S. Rites has ceased to exist, one

portion of its functions being now discharged by the Holy

Office, the other by the Congregation of S. Rites. At present

the province of the Congregation of S. Rites comprises three

classes of business, the Liturgy, the Canonization of Saints,

and S. Relics.
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THE LITURGY.

According to the Constitution, Sapienti consilio, " This

Sacred Congregation (Cong, of S. Rites) has the right of ex-

amining and decreeing all things which relate proximately to

the sacred rites and ceremonies of the Latin Church." It is

not concerned with the Oriental Rites, since, as has been seen

in a previous article, there is united to the Congregation de

Propaganda Fide a Congregation for the Affairs of the Ori-

ental Rites, whose duty it is to attend to this branch of busi-

ness. What questions should be considered as proximately

relating to sacred rites and ceremonies in the Latin Church

might seem indefinite and uncertain, but what is meant in par-

ticular is made clear by the following words of the Constitu-

tion :
" It is therefore especially its province to watch over the

diligent observance of the sacred ritual and ceremonial in the

celebration of Mass, in the administration of the Sacraments,

in the performance of the divine offices, in short over all that

regards the worship of the Latin Church." In particular it

belongs to this Congregation to exercise vigilance over all the

liturgical books of the Latin Church, the Missal, Ritual, Bre-

viary, etc., while however it must leave to the Holy Office the

settlement of doctrinal questions.

In order that it might fulfill its duties with more benefit to

the Church, the Sovereign Pontiff has conferred upon the

Congregation of S. Rites various faculties. On 7 September,

1903, soon after his accession to the pontifical dignity, Pius X
published a long list of these faculties. There were sixty-two,

in number, entitled Facultates Extraordinariae, which, how-

ever, cannot be conceded without the approval of his Holiness.

There were eighty other faculties called Facultates Orduiariae,

conferred upon this Congregation; these may be conceded

without any special approval of the Pope. It is however de-

serving of notice that some of these faculties, ordinary and

extraordinary, can no longer be granted by the Congregation

of S. Rites since they come within the competence of another

Congregation, either the Congregation on the Discipline of

the Sacraments or the S. C. C. The reason of this^ limitation
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or curtailment of the powers of the Congregation of S. Rites

is easily seen. It appertains under the new Constitution to

the Congregation of the Sacraments to concede faculties hav-

ing relation to the Sacraments, e. g. of reserving the Blessed

Sacrament in churches and oratories not having this right,

or of celebrating Mass in a private oratory, or on shipboard,

or an hour before the aurora or after mid-day, of conferring

Orders extra tempora, etc. On the other hand it now belongs

to the Congregation of the Council to give faculties which

formerly appertained to the Congregation of S. Rites, e. g.

of commuting the divine office for seculars. It is well here

to remark that the Holy See has, since the appearance of the

Sapienti consilio, published Normae peculiares, in which are

set down the faculties reserved to the Congregation of the

Sacraments,* as also faculties reserved to the S. C. C* There

is, however, a considerable number of faculties still within the

exclusive competence of the C. S. R., as may be seen by com-

paring the catalogue conferred 7 September, 1903," with the

faculties just referred to as given to the two other Congrega-

tions.* If we subtract the latter from the former we have re-

maining the number of faculties appertaining solely to the

Congregation of S. Rites.

THE RIGHT OF CANONIZATION.

Previous to the institution of the Congregation of S. Rites

in 1587 the work of making the necessary preparations for

the canonization of a saint was performed by the College of

Cardinals; since that date it has devolved upon the C. S. R.

When it acts in this department, it is called the Extraordinary

Congregation. It does not belong to this Congregation to

issue the decree of canonization, since this belongs exclusively

to the Sovereign Pontiff ; nor does the Pope permit the act of

» Cf. N. 10, Acta Apostolicae Sedis, vol. i, p. 86 flf.

* Cf. N. 4 & 5, ^. Ap. S., vol. i, pp. 94. 95-

« Cf. Anal. Eccles., vol. xii (1904). PP- 123-125.

« Cf. A. Ap. Sed., 1. c.
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beatification to be performed by this Congregation, because

this too according to the present discipline of the Church is

always performed by the Pope alone. Still this Congregation

has a vast amount of work in preparing for the acts of beati-

fication and canonization. Careful investigation must be

made concerning the practice of heroic sanctity on the part of

the servant of God about« whose beatification there is question,

the miracles performed through his intercession, and in the

case of a martyr, concerning the fact of martyrdom as well

on the part of the tyrant who inflicted it as on the part of the

person who suffered it. When these questions have been satis-

factorily answered, another has to be discussed and decided,

VIZ. whether beatification, or if the person has been already

beatified, the canonization, can be proceeded with. Meetings

of the Congregation have to be held for deliberation upon each

of these questions. These meetings are of three kinds. There

is first what is called the anti-preparatory meeting, or Con-

gregation, at which the Consultors deliberate under the presi-

dency of the Cardinal relator. Then there is the preparatory

Congregation at which the Cardinals and Consultors are pres-

ent, only the latter, however, giving their vote. Besides, there

is afterwards the general Congregation, which is attended by

the Cardinals and Consultors in the presence of the Sovereign

Pontiff himself. At this meeting when the Consultors have

given their vote (which on this occasion is done by them stand-

ing), they withdraw, and the Cardinals along with the Pope

continue the meeting to conclude the deliberations.

THE VENERATION OF RELICS.

Another branch of ecclesiastical business now under the

direction of the Congregation of S. Rites is that which con-

cerns Relics. There was a Congregation instituted by Cle-

ment IX under the Constitution In ipsis (6 July, 1669), and

entitled the Congregation on Indulgences and Relics. As far

as relics were concerned, the object of the Congregation was

to correct and prevent abuses, as also to solve whatever diffi-

culties might be proposed in the matter of sacred relics, with
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the provision that the Sovereigri Pontiff should be consulted

regarding the graver questions :
" Romano Pontifice circa

graviora difficilioraque consulto." It was to examine and au-

thenticate relics recently found, as likewise to observe modera-

tion in giving the relics of the Saints. If a question of dogma
should arise in the discharge of its functions, it was to be

transferred for solution to the Holy Office. All these func-

tions in relation to sacred relics are now performed by the

Congregation of S. Rites, as is expressly declared in the

Normae peculiares added to the Constitution Sapienti con-

silio.'' It may be here remarked that all of the Decrees of the

Congregation of Indulgences and Relics from the institution

of the Congregation of Indulgences until 1882 were published

by Pustet and that this collection was declared by the Holy

See to be authentic.

AUTHORITY OF DECREES OF THE CONGREGATION OF S. RITES.

When treating of the Congregation of the Holy Office, a

rule was given for determining the authority of its disciplinary

decrees.* The same rule may be applied to the Congregation

of S. Rites. Some of these decrees are manifestly directed

to the entire Church

—

Decreta Generalia. These are obliga-

tory upon all. There are others which are answers to par-

ticular questions under special circumstances ; such are binding

only upon those to whom they are directed. There is a third

class of decrees, viz. those which are particular in form, but

are indicative of a general law already existing. These de-

crees may be extensive interpretations of an existing law, and

they require promulgation before they become obligatory.

Other decrees of this third class may be comprehensive inter-

pretations, i. e. included in the law still in force. If these be

evidently so included, they are immediately obligatory upon all

without special promulgation. But if the decree be an inter-

pretation of a law about whose existence there has been a solid

' Cf. A. Ap. Sed., vol. i, p. 100.

8 Cf. EccL. Review, Dec, 1908, pp. 635-638.
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doubt, it is probable that such interpretation would require

formal promulgation in order to produce an obligation, unless

the interpretation be confirmed by several decisions, which con-

firmation would be equivalent to formal promulgation.

Respecting the decrees of the Congregation of S. Rites it

is noteworthy that an authority was conferred upon them al-

together peculiar to this Congregation. The following ques-

tion was proposed :
" An decreta a S. R. C. emanata et respon-

siones quaecunque ab ipsa propositis dubiis scripto formiter

editae eandem habeant auctoritatem ac si immediate ab ipso

S. Pontifice promanarent, quamvis nulla facta fuerit de iisdem

relatio Sanctitati suae ? " The response given by the Congre-

gation of S. Rites (23 May, 1846) was AMrmative. The
Roman Pontifif approved this declaration on 17 July of the

same year.® Hence the decrees of this Congregation were to

be considered quite as binding as if they came from the Sover-

eign Pontiff immediately, although there was no reference

made to him regarding them. It is certain that this privilege

attached to the decrees of the Congregation of S. Rites con-

tinued until the Constitution Sapienti consilio came into effect,

3 November, 1908, because it was never withdrawn, and

such is the common opinion of theologians.

Now, however, the decrees of this Congregation are placed

upon the same footing as those of the other Congregations,

viz. they require the approval of the Roman Pontiff. This

seems evident from the words of the Constitution :
" Sententiae

quaevis, sive gratiae via, sive justitiae, pontificia approbatione

indigent, exceptis iis pro quibus eorundem Officiorum, Tribu-

nalium et Congregationum Moderatoribus speciales facultates

tributae sint, exceptisque semper sententiis tribunalis sacrae

Rotae et Signaturae Apostolicae de ipsorum competentia latis."

No exceptions to the necessity of pontifical approval for the

decisions of the Roman Curia are admitted but two. One of

these relates to decisions made by the Rota and Apostolic Seg-

natura ; the other refers to special faculties conferred upon the

» Cf. Deer. Auth., N. 2916, 3023.
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Moderators of the Offices, Tribunals, and Congregations. As
these are the only exceptions mentioned in the Constitution,

we are not warranted in admitting any other, for if there were

any special exception to be made in favor of the decrees of

the Congregation of Rites, this would be the place to name
it. If it be objected that an authority of privilege granted by a

Sovereign Pontiff is not to be considered as taken away by a

general statement of this kind made by his successor, the an-

swer is given in the words with which the Constitution con-

cludes, " Non obstantibus " etc." Since, therefore, there is no

other exception to be admitted but the two just cited, it fol-

lows that the privilege formerly possessed by the Congregation

of S. Rites exists no longer, so that the same kind of pontifical

approval is now required for its decrees as for those of the

other Congregations.

FACULTIES FOR GRANTING DISPENSATIONS AND INSIGNIA.

While the Congregation of S. Rites is required to watch

over the liturgy of the Church and see that the rites and cere-

monies prescribed for Mass, the administration of the Sacra-

ments, and other sacred functions, are carefully observed, it

possesses authority to grant dispensations for legitimate rea-

sons. It has likewise power to confer insignia, personal as

well as local, temporary or permanent. Each of these facul-

ties can be exercised only within the sphere of business as-

signed to the Congregation; and in some cases previous per-

mission of the Roman Pontiff must be obtained. It is proper

here to add that the jurisdiction of this Congregation has no

territorial limits and accordingly extends to countries subject

to the Propaganda.

COMMISSIONS SUBSIDIARY TO THE CONGREGATION OF S. RITES.

One of the enactments concerning the Congregation of

S. Rites is that to it are united three Commissions, the Litur-

gical Commission, the Historico-Liturgical Commission, and

"Cf. Const.
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the Commission for Sacred Music. There are some Com-
missions appointed by the Sovereign Pontiff which are inde-

pendent of any of the Roman Congregations, such as the

Commission for promoting the study of Sacred Scripture, and

the Commission for the Preservation of the Faith in the City

of Rome; while there are others which are connected with one

of these Congregations. Of the three Commissions just

named as united to the Congregation of S. Rites, the Liturgical

Commission and the Historico-Liturgical Commission were

instituted by Leo XIII; the Commission for Sacred Music

was instituted by the present Sovereign Pontiff.

DECREES OF THE CONGREGATION OF S. RITES WHERE TO BE

FOUND.

In concluding this sketch of the Congregation of S. Rites

it may be opportune to notice that its decrees were published

in three volumes, beginning with 1588, the year after the in-

stitution of the Congregation, and reaching to the close of the

year 1899. Previous collections of its decrees had been issued

by Gardellini and others, but the Deereta Authentica in these

three volumes were approved by Leo XIII, who ordered that

the decrees hitherto published so far as they differed from the

Decreta Authentica were to be considered abrogated, except

those only which possessed the nature of an indult or privilege

for particular countries. In the first of the three volumes we
have the decrees issued from 1588 to 1705 (N. 1-2 162). The
second volume contains the decrees from 1706 to 1870 (N.

2163-3232) and the third volume contains the decrees from

1871 to 1899 (N. 3232-4051). Under the same title, De-

creta Authentica, there are two other volumes published

(fourth and fifth). The former consists of a Commentary on

the Forty Hours' Devotion along with Suifragia and Adnata^

Hones upon various decrees of the Congregation; the latter

(fifth volume) is a general index of all the decrees issued by

the Congregation.
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The Ceremonial Congregation.

This Congregation is a branch of the Congregatio pro

Sacris Ritibus et Coeremoniis, instituted by Sixtus V in 1588.

From the Constitution, Immensa, quoted in treating of the

Congregation of S. Rites, some of the objects to be attained

were, " Ut veteres ritus sacri ... in Capella nostra Ponti-

ficia . . . diligenter observentur, coeremoniae si exoleverint,

restituantur. . . . Ut Reges, et Principes, eorumque Ora-

tores, aliaeque personae, etiam Ecclesiasticae, ad Urbem, Cur-

iamque Romanam venientes, pro Sedis Apostolicae dignitate,

ac benignitate honorifice more majorum excipiantur."

ITS SCOPE.

Soon after the institution of the Congregation for Sacred

Rites and Ceremonies, it was deemed expedient to establish

for the purposes just cited a special Congregation, viz. the

Congregatio Coeremonialis. Accordingly it appertained to

this Congregation to see that in the Pontifical Chapel the an-

cient sacred rites be carefully observed and that the ceremonies

so far as they might have fallen into disuse should be restored.

Besides, the Congregation should take care that personages of

rank, whether of the laity or clergy, coming to Rome should

be duly received ; for which purpose rules were adopted regard-

ing the manner in which Kings, Princes, Legates, etc. should

be presented to the Sovereign Pontiff; and the Secretary of

the Congregation or his substitute should conduct the cere-

monies at such receptions. This Congregation should also

regulate the ceremonies of the sacred functions to be per-

formed by Cardinals outside the Pontifical Court. When the

insignia of the cardinalitial dignity are to be conferred upon

persons living outside Rome, it belongs to the Ceremonial

Congregation through its Secretary to give the necessary in-

struction to those who are selected to convey and deliver these

insignia. The Secretary should also communicate to the

newly-created cardinals certain observances to be carried out

in the functions of their office. When there is question of
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precedence among the cardinals themselves, or among ambas-

sadors who may be sent by civil governments to the Holy See,

it belongs to this Congregation to take cognizance of it.

Such has been for many years the scope of the functions ap-

pertaining to the Ceremonial Congregation; nor is there any

change herein under the new Constitution, Sapienti consilio,

which expressly states that " this Sacred Congregation retains

all the rights hitherto attributed to it." Like the Congregation

of S. Rites, it has no territorial limits in its jurisdiction, al-

though, from what has been said, the chief place for the exer-

cise of its authority is the Court of the Sovereign Pontiff.

The Congregation for Extraordinary Ecclesiastical

Affairs.

This Congregation may be said to have existed a little over

a century. In 1793 Pius VI instituted a Congregation for the

Ecclesiastical Affairs of France. In 1805 his successor,

Pius VII, extended its sphere of action beyond France and

called it the Congregation for Extraordinary Ecclesiastical

Affairs; however, on account of the exile of this Pontiff, the

Congregation was inactive from 1809 until 18 14, when the

same Pope reestablished it under the title, Congregatio extra-

ordmaria praeposita negatiis ecclesiasticis Orbis Catholici.

The name it has retained under the new Constitution, Sapienti

consilio, is Congregatio pro Negotiis Ecclesiasticis Extraordi-

nariis.

its scope heretofore.

At the date of the publication of the new Constitution on

the Curia (29 June, 1908) this Congregation had under its

jurisdiction Russia and the States of South America, but when

the Constitution came into effect, 3 November last, these coun-

tries were transferred to the jurisdiction of the Propaganda

Congregation. Indeed, all places which are not governed by

the Propaganda, or by the other Congregations according to

the common law of the Church, were considered as being under

the direction of the Congregation of Extraordinary Ecclesias-
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tical Affairs, which discharged its functions much in the same

manner as the Congregation of Propaganda did for the coun-

tries under its authority. But besides this ordinary business,

it belonged to the Congregation for Extraordinary Ecclesias-

tical Affairs to assume whatever special work might be

assigned to it by the Sovereign Pontiff, whether this work

might properly come under the functions of some other Con-

gregation or not.

ITS PRESENT SCOPE.

It is distinctly laid down in the new Constitution that this

Congregation " concerns itself only with those matters which

are submitted to its examination by the Supreme Pontiff

through the Cardinal Secretary of State." It has therefore a

peculiarity by which it is distinguished from the other Con-

gregations, viz. that it has no definite subject-matter of juris-

diction except what may be assigned to it by the Supreme Pon-

tiff for a particular occasion ; and this matter is communicated

to it through the Cardinal Secretary of State. The kind of

business, as the Constitution declares, to be dealt with by this

Congregation will generally relate to civil laws and to the

pacts to be entered into between the Holy See and the different

States. Another peculiarity of this Congregation is that it has

no prefect properly so called. If any one examines the lists of

members for the various Congregations as given in the new

Acta Apostolicae Sedis (vol. i, N. i, pp. 109-129), he will

find that each one of these, except the Congregation for Extra-

ordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs, has a prefect, either the Sov-

ereign Pontiff, as in the Congregation of the Holy Office and

in the Consistorial Congregation, or some cardinal, as in each

of the other Congregations. Indeed it was expressly stated

in the new Constitution, Sapienti consilio, under the heading,

Congregatio de Disciplina Sacramentorum, that this Congre-

gation and the others that would follow should each have a

cardinal prefect. It might, therefore, be expected that one of

the cardinals should be appointed as prefect of this Congrega-
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tion. However, in the Normae peculiares ^^
it is set down that

the nature and constitution of this Congregation, as well as

the manner of transacting business, remain unchanged. Hence

it may be inferred that as heretofore there will be no prefect

named, but that the Cardinal Secretary of State will perform

the duties of prefect and preside over the deliberations of this

Congregation.

The Congregation of Studies.

One of the fifteen Congregations instituted by Sixtus V in

the Constitution Immensa was entitled Pro Universitate Stu-

dii Romani, consisting of five cardinals. This Congregation

was put in supreme charge of the Roman University and was

authorized to summon from any part of the world eminent

professors in theology, jurisprudence and the liberal arts to

become the teachers of its students. This Congregation was

also required to exercise supervision over Colleges of the

Greeks, Maronites, and Neophytes, already established in

Rome and supported by the liberality of the Roman Pontiffs.

The sphere of work assigned to this Congregation was wider

still. In the Constitution just referred to, Sixtus recalls the

fact that the Apostolic See fostered education in the most cele-

brated universities, in Paris, Oxford, Bologna, and Sala-

manca ; and then adds that he now commits to the care of this

new Congregation the same universities and all other Catholic

universities. The manner in which the Pope refers to Oxford,

which at the time was fallen away from the Church, is truly

pathetic. " Nee ipsam Oxoniensem, quantum in nobis est,

deserentes, sed ex intimo animi affectu ad matris gremium,

et ad viam salutis revocantes, omnesque intimo cordis affectu

et summa benevolentia prosequentes, ac sub nostra et beati

Petri Apostolorum Principis protectione iterum suscipientes,"

etc. It need hardly be said that Oxford University did not

correspond with the beneficent designs of the Holy See.

In 1824, Leo XII in the Constitution Quod divina sapientia

11 Cf. A. Apost. Sed., vol. i, p. 100.
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appointed a Congregation of Studies to superintend the univer-

sities and schools, both public and private in Rome and

throughout the Pontifical States. When Pius IX was de-

spoiled of his possessions in 1870, this Congregation was

prevented from exercising control over the seats of learning

in the papal dominions. It was then that the Congregation of

Studies was recalled to its original scope and received supreme

control of all the Catholic universities in the world.

CONGREGATION OF STUDIES UNDER THE NEW CONSTITUTION.

The authority of the Congregation of Studies is readily as-

certained from the words of the new Constitution. " To this

Sacred Congregation is committed the regulation of the studies

which are to be gone through in the major athenseums known

as Universities or Faculties, which depend on the authority of

the Church, including those which are administered by the

members of religious societies. It examines and approves

new institutions ; it grants the faculty for conferring academic

degrees, and may confer them itself in the case of men dis-

tinguished for special learning." Besides, it belongs to the

province of this Congregation to found new universities and

faculties; to make the changes of greater moment in those

already founded; to take cognizance of grave questions relat-

ing to the administration of funds, the appointment of the

chief officials, the course of studies, etc. Furthermore, it is

set down, in the Normae Peculiares ^^ that whenever a new

university or faculty is to be established, this is to be done by-

Brief, nor can any important change in the university or fac-

ulty be otherwise introduced.

M. Martin, S.J.

St. Louis University, Mo.
[to be continued.]

12 Cf. A. Apost. Sed., vol. i, p. 100.
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THE COLLECTS OF THE BOMAN OFFICE.

III.

The Metrical Cursus.

HAVING in two previous articles ^ sketched the history of

the medieval Cursus, I may now turn to the metrical

type upon which it was modeled. The metrical Cursus, as I

have already pointed out, was in use in the third and following

centuries. This was the period during which the liturgical

formulas of the Latin Church were being fixed, and it is only

to be expected that the current style would leave its mark upon

these compositions. In studying the metrical Cursus I will,

therefore, take my examples from the Leonine Sacramentary,

which belongs to the fourth century.

The most common type of cadence consists of five syllables

arranged thus according to quantity : — ^ — = corde curra-

mus, or: — ^ ^^ = mo\lesta luctatio. These types may be

altered first by the position of the cesura, and secondly by the

division of one or other or both of the long syllables into

two short syllables. With regard to the cesura, its position

does not affect the type metrically, but it makes a sensible

alteration in the rhythm. Thus, the endings corde curramus

and conferant vitam are not identical. The tempus latens

which Quintilian tells us divides the words of a phrase, occurs

after a different syllable in each case, and this alters the

rhythm. The character also of the weak syllables varies ac-

cording to their relation to the accent of the words. Thus in

corde curramus the third syllable is a sort of anacrusis to the

following accent, while the same syllable in conferant vitam

has the weight belonging to the end of a word, and is, as it

were, the last trace of the preceding accent. The fundamental

type of the metrical Cursus may therefore be divided into two

distinct cadences: one with the cesura after the second syl-

lable (and this is the type which occurs most frequently), the

other with the cesura after the third syllable.

1 EccL. Review, May and October, 1907.
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There is a shorter form of cadence employed at minor

divisions of the phrase: an iambic bisyllable preceded by a

long- which is generally the last syllable of a word. Thus

^^sanictis tuts.

The three cadences are then as follows

:

(a) Ordinary cadence --,—-= corde curramus.

(b) Medium ** -^-,--= conferant vitam,

(c) Short " —. -- = san\ctis tuts.

Almost all the other forms employed in the liturgical prayers

are derived from these three by a division of the long syllables

into short ones. Such cadences, for instance, as sort^ pdrticipes,

nostril cumulentur, and fdc^r^ pldcdtum, are metrically equiva-

lent to a, while rhythmically they are lighter, and when well

arranged they give a spirited movement to a prose composi-

tion. It must of course be understood that I am now speaking

of only those arrangements of syllables which occur at ca-

dences, that is, at points where a break of some sort is required,

or where the logical or grammatical sense calls for a suspen-

sion of voice. A cadence is either mediant or final; the final

cadence relates to an entire period, the mediant to smaller divi-

sions of the same. The final cadences are naturally the most

important, and next in order are those which are directly re-

lated to the final cadence either as protasis to apodosis, or by

parallelism or antithesis. Thus, for example

:

" ut quod ad illorum pertinet gloriam nobis prosit ad veniam."

It is to be noted that the Cursiis consists of at least two

words, divided by a cesura; further, that these metrical ca-

dences are supported on two tonic accents, the first of which

is the rhythmical arsis, the second the thesis.

The ordinary cadence is employed in final phrases; the

medium and short cadences are used (especially in liturgical

pieces) for less important divisions, and are relatively less

common.

Ordinary Cadence. Type: -•^.— -. cesura after the

second syllable. The corresponding medieval cadence is the

Cursus planus. This form is very sonorous and dignified.
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The following table, from Padre de Santi's pamphlet, shows

the type and its variants:

Type : — -.— ^

Va rieties : — -. _ ^ w !=r

corde curramus.

sorte participes.

nostra cumulentur.

facere placatum.

desideria perficiat.

capere valeamus.

A few other forms, that are very rare, need not be men-

tioned here. It is to be remembered that while all cadences

can, metrically, be classed under one type, they are rhythmi-

cally different, and therefore, according to the medieval man-

ner of judging, are distinct types.

Medium Cadence. Type : ---.--; cesura after the third

syllable. The strict type is very rare in both the Leonine and

Gelasian Sacramentaries ; in its derived form it is more com-

mon.

Type : — -

Varieties : — -
conferant vitam.

gratias referat.

mere[antur pacem.

folvemur meritis.

quo fide pergit.

precibus nostris.

hugmiliter gerimus.

so'lemnia gerimus.

miseirere nostri.

terirena sapere.

placita meritis.

Domine quaesumus.

Short Cadence. Type: -.--; cesura after the first syl-

lable. This form is found very frequently at minor divisions

of the text, and especially in introductory phrases of collects;

V. g. Praesta nobis, Domine, misericordiam tuam. Tuere,

Domine, popuhim tuum. It occurs not unfrequently in more
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important cadences. The metrical form of this Cursus is very

restricted.

Type: -.^^; sanlctis tuis.

Variety: --, ^^^ obedienjtia gregis.

The latter is very rare.

So much for the metrical forms which occur in the Collects

of the Church Office. It may interest the reader to study the

same cadences in the works of St. Leo the Great. Almost

any of that eloquent Doctor's sermons may be taken as ex-

amples. That from which the second Nocturn of Christmas

borrows its lessons is an excellent specimen. It has been anal-

yzed in detail by Padre de Santi in // Cursus nella storia let-

teraria e nella liturgia.

The medieval Cursus was, as I endeavored to show in the

earlier article the outcome of the metrical system which ob-

tained during the third and following centuries. It was in

reality a return to the accentual principle on which Latin

rhythm was originally based. The medieval writer did not

scan his syllables, he counted them ; that is to say, he followed

the rules not of prosody but of rhythm. Now rhythm is con-

cerned not with quantity, but with accent, or, more correctly,

with harmonious movement of sound.

The distinction may be illustrated by the following example

:

metrically considered, the cadence cdrd^ curramns has nine

beats; rhythmically considered, it has five, two of which are

strong: corde currdmus.

IV.

Tones of the Collects.

It is now time to consider the musical setting of the litur-

gical prayers, and to inquire into the principle which governs

the application of text to melody. The tones appointed for

the Collects in " Cantus Missalis Romani juxta editionem Vat-

iccmam " are four in number. I give them in the order in

which they there stand, with their accompanying rubric
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I. This tone is used when the office is of double or semi-

double rank, and on Sundays.

Dominus vobiscum. Et cum spiritu tuo on a monotone.

Q-re-mus. De-us, qui ho-di-er-nam diem.... mar-ty-ri-o

cxjnsecrcL-sti : da Ecde-9i-£B-..pra?-ce-ptum,per quos ex-

ordi-um. Per Domi-num...tu-um : qui tecum ...Spi-ri-tus

t
sancti De-us, per omni- a see-cula sffi.cu-io-rum.'^.A-men.

There are three cadences in the text of the prayer; the

melody supposes three such divisions, and accentuates them,

(a) The melody of the first cadence

:

no- stris infunde

This melody is founded on the metrical and rhythmical

scheme of the ordinary cadence, corde curramus (the medieval

Cursiis planus) , to which it is perfectly adapted. It can, how-

ever, be equally well fitted to other forms ; thus

:

sor-te par-ti-ci- pes
mitte- re di-|na-tLis es

Ion- ge re- pel- le

* By a printer's oversight some of the blocks used for illustration in

the article "The Collects of the Roman Office" (pages 397-406 of the

October number), were misplaced. We here reprint pp. 401-404, to cor-

rect the error.
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In all cases care must be taken to fit words and music to-

gether in such a way as to bring out the rhythmical significa-

tion of the cadence. The following rule may be formulated:

The last tonic accent of a phrase must be set to the note marked

above as accented, and the three preceding notes of the ca-

dence (c b a) must be fitted to the three preceding syllables.

This rule applies in every combination of syllables. It will be

remarked that when a word with a short penultimate occurs

at a punctum, an additional note is inserted after the last ac-

cent-note. No other note may be inserted in the cadence ; thus

:

no- stris in - fun - de .

is a faulty adaptation, both because it breaks the rhythm of the

cadence by the repetition of the unaccented note, a, and

because it places the tonic accent on the same subsidiary note

of the melody. In fact it certainly destroys both the rhythm

and the music of the cadence.

(b) The second cadence, at the semipunctum, is marked in

the melody simply by a fall of a semitone on the last syllable

(or the last but one in the case of a short penultimate). Thus

:

cogno- VI- mus

.

pra?- cep - turn

,

(c) The conclusion has no melodic formula; the rhythmical

sense is sufficiently brought out by a slight prolongation of the

concluding word of the prayer.

It is not unusual to find Collects composed of only two num-

bers. In such cases, the inflection for the semipunctum is

omitted, and only that for the punctum is employed.

II. Tonus ferialis. On feasts of simple rank, on ferias, and

in Masses for the Dead the prayer is sung throughout on the

same note. The punctum and semipunctum are marked only

by a pause and by a breath being taken.
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For the prayers of the Asperges, Litanies, Blessing of the

ashes, candles, and palms, and such like, the same ferial tone

is used, except that at the end of the last prayer, and of its con-

clusion, a fall of a minor third is made on the last syllable.

III. All the prayers at Mass may be sung to this tone,

which has been handed down by an ancient tradition.

a
1
^

]Q o-mi-nus vo-bis-cum. ^. Et cum spi-ri-tu tu-o

i Hi •—»- *
I

Ci -re-mus. TVaesta Domi-ne fi-deli bus tuis: utje-ju-* m «»'.»»* r"^

ni-6-rum vene-randa sol-emni-a,et congru-a, pi-e-ta.-te sus-

ci- pi- ant, et se-cu ra de-vo-ti-o ne per-cur-rant. Tfer Do-mi-

^ -m m- )• *
'-^t

num... tu-um, qui te-cum... Spi-ri-tus Sandi De-us,per

c

omni-a. sae-cu-la sae-cu-lo-rum. R. . A- men .

Where this tone is employed, it should be used also for

prayers before Prophecies, and for the solemn prayers of Good
Friday, and also whenever a prayer is preceded by the admoni-

tion Flectamtis genua.

It will be noticed that in this form the principal melodic in-

flection occurs at the final cadence, which is, of course, the

most important of all the cadences. The formula is based,

like the punctum of I, on the ordinary cadence.
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1 ^
no- stris infun- de . esse partici - pes .

The note g of this cadence may not be used for more than
two syllables. Thus

:

Hi •-
B

coelo perfruamur not coelo perfru- a mur.

IV. The prayers of the Asperges, Blessings, and Litanies

may be sung also to the following tone

:

------ .. ...a
c -•-•-

1

Tlo-mi-nus vo-bis-cum ]^ Et cum spi-ri-tu tu - o^

P6

Q - re-mus. Ex- au di nos,D6 mine sancfte , Pa-ter

e-« • » •—• • • \-m •—•— m S—? ,-1 i

—

omni-pot-ens, ae- ter-ne De-us: et mit-tje-re....tu-um

E !*•*•
de cce-lis, qui cu-sto di-at^.in hoc ha-bita- cu-lo. Per

•EB ^« *

Chri- stum Do-mi-num nostJ'um . Ri. A-men

This tone has three melodic cadences: (a) at the punctum.

The melody falls a minor third after the last accented syllable.

8—

^

De-US, Do-mi- ne
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(b) At the semipunctum. This cadence is precisely the

same as the first cadence of I.

(c) At the end. This is the same as (a) above.

The Collect, being a recitative, should be sung freely and

naturally. Since, however, the natural is not always easy,

especially when the ear has been vitiated by faulty renderings,

I may be allowed to conclude these articles with a few practical

hints. All may be summed up in one injunction :
" Declaim

your Collect." A good declamation will insure both rhythmical

and musical correctness. In singing the prayers all shouting

and voice-straining are carefully to be avoided. As to the

movement, it should be neither drawled nor hurried, but

should be akin to the pace of deliberate reading. There should

be a slight slackening of speed at all cadences : at the first and

second cadences only the final syllable need be prolonged; at

the final cadence the whole of the last word should be sung

slowly.

When a collect is to be sung, its shape (if I may use the

expression) should first be studied, and the places of the in-

flections mentally noted. These are fixed by punctuation.

Without some such preparation, which need occupy only a few

seconds, even the best Latinist may inadvertently stumble,

and give to the liturgical text a (non) sense never intended by

the Church.

Perhaps the reader who has had the patience to follow me
so far, may be tempted to accuse me of making much ado

about nothing, or, at least, about minutiae. But is there anyr

thing small or insignificant in the service of the Altar? And
is not perfection in apparently lesser things the way to pro-

ficiency in greater? Magnus esse vis? A minimo incipe!

An English Benedictine.
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SOME RECENT OEYELOPMENTS IN THEOSOFHT.

THE administration of the Civilta Cattolica at Rome has

just brought out a second edition of the first part of

Father G. Busnelli's Manuale di Teosofta,^ and in its perusal,

as also in considering each new form of the ever persistent and

ever more studied religious unbeliefs which unceasingly pre-

sent themselves to our notice, one is instinctively reminded of

our Divine Lord's plenary prevision indicated in the sadden-

ing words, " But yet the Son of Man when He cometh shall

He find, think you, faith on earth ? " Religious aberration

and religious revolt have never ceased since His first earthly

days, and they press like a flood upon us now. The Church

is still leading the patient, contradicted life of its Founder,

and the lessons of suffering sink only more deeply with time's

deeper flow. In the studiously reckless and daring religious

irregularities of these later days, thoughts such as these have

an especially profound application; nowhere, however, have

they a deeper meaning or a more depressing import than in

regard to the present object of our thought, theosophy, whose

very title, with its direct insinuation of wisdom in its divinest

form, warns us at once of its especially sweeping and auda-

cious character; a sinister portent which further examination

only too amply confirms. Pretending, in its own authorized

pnblic programs, to include within itself all that was ever de-

sirable in the older creeds, and adding to all, without narrowly

rejecting any, a completeness and a perfection which none of

them had previously possessed, and thus seeming to exercise

that vast synthesizing power so creditable in itself when rightly

used and so dear to modern minds, whether it be rightly used

or not; and appealing, moreover, as it professes to do, to all

that is highest in man or in nature, while claiming, at the

same time, a direct intercourse with the world of spirit and

a final identity with God Himself,—in all this the new cult

offers, upon its first presentation, an outline of religious

1 Manuale di TeosoHa. By G. Busnelli, S.J. First Part. Second

Edition. Press of the Civilta Cattolica, Rome. 1909.
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thought and feeling especially acceptable to many really su-

perior minds, weary of gross materialism, yet knowing not just

where to turn for higher and nobler things, and suffering,

most of all, from the lack of apprehending and of practically

appreciating the obvious principle that men must have fully

competent and fully authorized leaders not less in their eternal,

than in their temporal, concerns.

Certainly, the idea of a close approach to God and of an inti-

mate union with Him cannot but at once attract and strongly

allure every lofty mind and every true heart ; and if this were,

in fact, the real base and the real result of theosophy, it would

most certainly be both philosophically and theologically right.

Philosophy long since recognized the fact that the greatest

perfection of which any effect is capable would be found by

its return to its cause, while the whole work of Redemption

has this one, only object, the return of man to the God from

whom he came; and it is in virtue of a tacit acknowledgment

of principles such as these that we all have so exulted in

Moses' sublime valedictory, " Neither is there any other nation

so great that hath gods so nigh them as our God is present

to all our petitions." The great Augustine did but speak for

humanity when he said that the soul was made for God, and

would never rest, until it rested in God.

But, alas! even a slight examination will show that this

lofty purity and beauty is very far from being the real mind

or heart of theosophy. By that same spirit of pride which has

ever proved the ruin of angels and of men, and which always

seeks forms of belief legalizing even the most unbridled indi-

vidual license, the new system covertly seeks to exhalt the crea-

ture above the Creator, to free man from every bond, and to

authorize him to stand forth, not only as the relative, but also

as the absolute lord and master of the universe and of himself.

And because this unregulated instinct of absolute personal

autonomy is very general amongst men, theosophy, either im-

plicitly or explicitly expressed, has secured a very wide adher-

ence; as is only too conclusively evidenced by the reiterated

appearance of such works as Edwin Arnold's Light of Asia,
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the repeated reference by men such as James to Indian
" swamis ", to the dream of " Nirvana " and to the " Ve-

danta ", as well as the wide popularity of the cognate vagaries

of Christian Science, Modernism, and Masonry, coupled with

the not inconsiderable membership of the theosophical society

itself. India, England, and the United States are its favorite

homes; but it is now also seeking, and gaining, an entrance

into every land and into many hitherto really religious and

truly peaceful and happy families. And the menace is real;

for, as Father Busnelli very truly points out, though Christian-

ity and Catholicism do not and cannot die, Christians and

Catholics can and do die from this loathsome and infectious

moral disease. It is invariably noticed that all who subject

themselves to its influence soon abandon every regular re-

ligious practice. It is, therefore, with the truest conception

of highest utility that the author has compressed into the two

hundred carefully considered pages of the tense little work

before us an exposition and a critique of theosophy which is

amply sufficient for all ordinary purposes, while forming, at

the same time, a valuable guide for more extended thought

and study. Dividing his subject into the philosophy, the ex-

otericism, and the mysticism of theosophy, he deals with each

of these both as it is presented by its authors and as it is

really related with actual facts.^

The philosophy of theosophy—it is only by courtesy that

such terms can be used—rejecting the sterner and more ob-

jective standards of the West, attempts to adapt to its uses the

dreamy and subjective Oriental systems of thought, or rather

of imagination, whose character, half philosophical and half

religious, may at "once be indicated by the words of Max
Miiller :

" In no other religion are we so strongly urged to

reflect upon ourselves as we are in Buddhism ; although in con-

sequence in no other religion does man recede so far from the

truth." And the Urns of this theosophical expatriation of phil-

2 This work is in Italian, A valuable English work on the same sub-

ject is noticed among the books reviewed in the present number.
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osophy, with all its consequent excessively introspective forms

and results, is shown by the words of one of its leaders. " It

is worth while," says Mr. Leadbeater, a prophet of theosophy,

" to study ourselves and our latent faculties, in order to ascer-

tain whether, by developing- to a higher degree the potentiality

of the observer, it may be possible to exceed the limits thus far

obtained by the instruments of observation." Later, it will

be seen that in the theosophical system this speculative attempt

at deeper human insight is complemented in the practical order

by that kind of mysticism which seeks a more extended actual

control, by human means, of the vast agencies of nature. And
this semi-mystic form of philosophy may be still further un-

derstood by noting the more specialized philosophical enemies

of theosophy ; in doing which we shall not be surprised to find

that the theosophist feels a very decided aversion for rigorous

positivistic methods ; whether these be professedly such, or are

only represented by uncompromisingly scientific forms in other

systems. Speaking of the ideas of Augusta Comte, the the-

osophist Cancellieri says, " Its bases are fallacious, because it

considers the story of the human race in the less accredited

and more absurd light of Biblical interpretation. I believe

that I do not err in precisely affirming that the positive phil-

osophy of Comte, which should be the product of free thought,

follows instead the forbidden Catholic system according to

which nothing of value existed in the world outside of, and

antecedent to, the Hebrew religion and its derivatives ". An-

other theosophical critic, Stauroforo, finds that the special

defect of all positivistic systems is the merely relative grades

of truth which they attain. " What things may be in them-

selves," he says, "we do not know positively; all our ideas

concerning them are limited and relative to ourselves ". The
final results of his own methods, however, do not seem to be

much more absolute; since they culminate in a vague. Budd-

histic pantheism, concerning which there is nothing new, except

its continued rejection by all serious minds. The whole fabric,

therefore, of theosophical philosophy, in its base, its methods,

and its results, is of a distinctly Oriental character which can-
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not fail to ally it in the minds of all with much that is at pres-

ent current even in extra-theosophical circles.

Turning, in the second place, to the exoteric doctrines of

theosophy, to the general complexus, that is, of theosophic

tenets designed indiscriminately for the multitudes,—for it

should be known that the system includes also a deeper mys-

ticism intended only for the specially illuminated—we find that

the public doctrine consists of a rather vague eclectic ensemble

of quasi-theological ideas gathered from every age and clime

and from the most unequal sources ; its primal religious fount,

however, being, like its philosophical origins, distinctly Ori-

ental ; being, in fact, the " Great While Lodge of Central

Asia ", which has never ceased, it seems, even from the earliest

ages, to share its wisdom with the world at large by sending

its fully initiated and illuminated representatives to every na-

tion. And these accredited ministers are still coming forth,

we are told, even in our own day, the present theosophical

leaders in the various countries being of their number. But

a more important point to be noted here is the undoubted

Masonic affiliations of the society attested by its avowed

Masonic origin and by many details of its intimate thought

and methods of procedure. And as for the matters thus pub-

licly imparted and studied, the general material for the the-

osophical novice is the same as that examined by the " com-

parative " study of religions ; since theosophy affects to find

something of good in all antecedent forms of religious be-

lief. Yet the cult has also its own more definite gospel, which

may be considered as constituted by a certain volume with the

fleshly suggestive title Isis Unveiled, the work of the late

notorious Madame "Blavatsky, a Russian adventuress and

former female pope of theosophy. And right here one should

note the suspicious predominance of females in the hegemony

of theosophy. Returning, however, to this fifth gospel of the

Papissa Blavatsky, we are told that the wonderful manner of

its composition—many pages having been written by invisible

hands at night—is one of its great titles to deep consideration

;

another still more peremptory being the fact that the real
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authors were the Madame's " Older Brothers ", whose ordi-

nary home is somewhere in the Himalayan heights, whose

office is that of supreme teachers of mankind, and whose

method of communication with New York, where this won-

drous work was written, is a kind of psychological telegraphy,

to whose messages, it seems, the Madame was almost con-

stantly listening. Complete bodily translation is, nevertheless,

a very easy matter for the theosophically initiated, who have

only to quietly dissolve themselves into fine dust, control the

proper air currents, attain the desired locality, and as quietly

reassemble and reconstruct their discrete anatomy. And one,

at least, of the lady's freres aines must have used some such

means, for he accompanied her wherever she went, aiding her

in her administration, and also, no doubt, in the composition of

the wonderful book of which we were speaking ; the only really

unpleasant feature of the case being that he never grew older,

while the Madame did. This ungentlemanly spook may, it

is true, have possessed a firmer texture than theosophical lit-

erature allows him ; and in any case it would doubtless be well

to await further and more reliable information, before passing

any judgment favorable or unfavorable upon him. But be

that as it may, the gospel of theosophy is certainly such as

might have been expected from its antecedents; and we may
summarize and supplement its contents by saying that they

include many vaguely reverent and altruistic ideas, such as

the specious, Freemasonic formula, " The unity of faiths that

love God and serve man ", the God here spoken of being, how-

ever, explicitly non-personal, and one in whom spirit is never

dissociated from matter; a God, moreover, whom men are to

acknowledge with a religion in which the divinity of Christ

and other similarly fundamental dogmas may be affirmed

or denied with equal consistency and profit. We are assured

that " no man in becoming a theosophist need cease to be a

Christian, a Buddhist, a Hindu; he will but acquire a deeper

insight into his own faith, a firmer hold on its spiritual truths,

a broader understanding of its sacred teachings." ' In fact,

* The Ancient Wisdom, by Annie Besant, p. 4.
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we are told that the religion one is born in is the best for him,

until he can appreciate theosophy. In the less specialized re-

ligious aspect, therefore, in which theosophy presents itself to

the general public, it is one of the pioneers in that favorite

modern dreamily egotistic and patronizing toleration which

affects to reconcile all systems, even those which are mutually

self-excluding, by calmly assuming to be above them all, and

to recognize in each a partial and merely tentative expression

of its own plenary truth.

Lest, however, anyone should make the assuredly natural

mistake of supposing that Christianity, and especially Cath-

olicism, was really included in this benign and otherwise uni-

versal benevolence of theosophy, we should enter its third and

innermost sanctum of deeper profession, and note such words

as those spoken concerning it by the Masonic World of

January, 1880. " The society is in exact opposition to all

positive religions and especially to Christianity, which it con-

siders most pernicious." And the lady theologian of the cult,

in speaking of the exterior ceremonies essential in the Chris-

tian religion, is, as might have been expected, much more

venomous and explicit. " Christianity is pure heathenism, and

Catholicism, with its fetish-worshiping, is far worse and more

pernicious than Hinduism in its most idolatrous aspects."
*

Anna Besant, of Besant-Bradlaugh notoriety, who, like her

predecessor, quickly deserted her lawful husband, and, like

her, also, afterwards led a very picturesque life in many lands,

finally succeeding to the post of lady leader of theosophy in

the office of President-General, casts, it is true, a kind of pity- ^

ing glance upon the fallen state of Christianity, and deigns to
\

suggest some measures for its restoration. We may be par- {

doned for maintaining a very decided reserve concerning the 1

good-will which Mrs. Besant exhibits towards that Chris- fl

tianity, whose every decency she flouted ; nevertheless, we give

her words for what they are worth. Esotericism, she says, i

" is that which more than anything else, is necessary for Chris-

* Blavatsky, Isis Unveiled, II, 80.
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tianity, since it is precisely through the lack of wisdom that

the flower of Christianity is perishing. If the esoteric teach-

ings can be re-established and can attract fervent and patient

students, even its hidden aspects would ere long be renewed.

The disciples of the minor mysteries would become candidates

for the greater, and with the re-acquisition of wisdom, its

teaching would again have authority. And indeed the need

is great "."

But alas! the mysterious remedy thus cantingly prescribed

has been tested only too often by many of the weakly de-

ceived, and the results—strikingly like to those of Modernism

and of Masonry—of this infusion of combined rationalism and

gnostico-buddhistic pantheism are found to be that " those

who have favored theosophy bring about in themselves the

slow death of Catholicism and of Christianity, and finally sink

into the depths of incredulity, irreligion and magic ".* And
again (p. 49) :

" The theosophists finish by laying aside every

act of religion and by denying Catholicism ". The theoso-

phists themselves, in giving a reason for their occultism, say

that the inner knowledge is perilous and hurtful to the many.

And we can add that its disastrous effects are not confined to

the soul ; for theosophy has its magical practices, and practices

of this kind have always proved to be extremely injurious.

Of them, considered in general, Eliphas Levi says, " Experi-

ence of theurgy and of necromancy, so much affected by the-

osophists, is always deplorable to those who expose themselves

thereto. When one has once placed his foot on the threshold

of the other world, death is inevitable, and almost always in

some strange and terrible manner. Vertigo is the commence-

ment ; catalepsy and insanity give the finishing strokes. They

think that they see the spirits, and Satan, that is, the spirit

of error, transfigures himself for them into an angel of light.

These are the successors of the Cain-descended race of India.

' This passage was translated from an Italian version ; a fairly dili-

gent search failing to secure the original.

« Busnelli, p. 123.
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Warning enlightens them no longer, and they perish, because

they wish to do so ". And such, indeed, must be the only pos-

sible results, since in all the elaborate treatises of theosophy

there is not one page of man's duty to his God; the God of

theosophy being man himself. All, therefore, who weigh these

matters at all carefully must subscribe to Father Busnelli's

synthetic denunciation of theosophy as couched in the follow-

ing words :
" Theosophy is not a religion ... it is the science

and the system of irreligion ". And again, " Theosophy in

its aspect as a method, is dogmatism; on the religious side, it

is irreligion; as a philosophy, it is fantastic, and is an illusion ".

Nevertheless, it is in the disordered exaggerations of these

esoteric and mystical aspects that theosophy finds its intensest

interest. In them, it addresses itself to the ultimate perfection

of its more privileged members through their substantial iden-

tification with the divinity; the principal means of this eleva-

tion being the penetration of the farther world and a hitherto

unheard-of control of natural forces; the deepest eagerness

of all being concentrated precisely upon this supposed estab-

lishment of a forbidden intercourse with the preternatural

world under the guise of an advanced, yet wholly natural,

mastery of merely natural agencies.

The certainly mysterious raison d'etre of these modern hid-

den aspects may be learned from Mrs. Anna Besant, theoso-

phy's present highpriestess, who says that in the antediluvian

epoch, when the reserved and special parts of religious knowl-

edge had become too well known, " the result was that men

became gigantic in knowledge, but also equally so in evil,

until the earth groaned under the weight of oppression, and

the cry of goaded -humanity resounded through the world.

Then there came the destruction of Atlantis, the submersion

of that vast continent in the waters of the ocean ". And it is

to prevent the recurrence of such catastrophes that theosophy

must keep its higher knowledge and its higher power in the

possession of the privileged few.

The general scope of this " wisdom ", its ohjectum materiale,

so to speak, is outlined for us with all proper vagueness by the
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same authority. We are told that it includes the constitution

of nature, the explanation of hidden laws, the illustration of

occult processes, the knowledge of which gives one power over

nature's laws, and renders its possessor capable of directing

these energies to certain definite ends, after the manner of a

chemist in his laboratory.

The actual processes adopted by the theosophists to this

double end would scarcely be credible, were they not set forth

in the authoritative manuals of the society. We shall only

say here that they may safely be said to range from the most

dangerous and damnable forms of diabolic cooperation to the

unspeakably ridiculous trifles of mysteriously ringing bells,

quasi-Masonic forms of initiation, the instant transportation

of letters, and the similarly rapid manufacture of cigarettes,

etc., etc., into the details of which we can by no means enter.

In strong, living contrast with this nightmare of subjectively

fantastic and objectively diabolical clairvoyance, representing

all that is most perilous and most ridiculous in modern re-

ligious thought, Father Busnelli gives a brief yet comprehen-

sive and fundamentally instructive resume of those parts of

Christian faith and practice which might be supposed to bear

some analogy to the hidden elements of theosophy, such as

the secret explanation of parables to the apostles and disciples,

the only gradual imparting of the higher dogmas to catechu-

mens, and the " Disciplina Arcani ", all of which theosophists

de facto allege as precedents for their own cabalistic esoteri-

cism. In the author's clear and consistent treatment of these,

there is incidentally given an impressive outline of the true

spirit of Christian mysticism, of those higher reaches of faith

and piety, of that real approach of man to his Maker, and the

real, though mystic, union of the soul with its God; in which

the only secure guides are the words and the works of Christ,

of His apostles and disciples, and of all those who have since

followed in the lofty teaching steadily and authoritatively set

forth and interpreted by the One, Infallible Church. And we
need not say that a Church that could produce a Saint Francis

of Assisi and a Saint Theresa does not need the inspiration or

the instruction of a Blavatsky or a Besant.
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With the skilful exposition of this important part of his

subject, including, by a strange necessity, a consideration of

the real spirit of Saint Paul, who has been appropriated by

the theosophists as their type and forerunner, and including

also a glance into the future of religion and of the Church

under the aspects naturally suggested here, the learned author

brings to a close the first part of his very timely, well con-

sidered, and most useful work ; which, it gives us much pleas-

ure to notice, has already received the high commendation of

the Holy Father himself.

Daniel A. Dever.

Overbrook Seminary, Pa.

THE LITANY OF ST. JOSEPH.

BY a general decree of the Sacred Congregation of Rites,

Urbis et Orbis—for Rome and the World, our Holy

Father, Pope Pius X, on the eve of the Feast of St, Joseph,

i8 March, 1909, approved and indulgenced the long-desired

Litany of this great Saint. The decree, after recording the

special devotion of the Pope to St. Joseph, whose name he

received at baptism, recites that His Holiness thus gladly re-

sponds to the earnest petitions of many bishops and heads of

religious orders, and particularly of the Abbot General of the

Cistercians, an order which has ever cherished a special vene-

ration for St. Joseph f he wished also to continue the example

1 Among the many writers who have built up the very rich theology

of this devotion the following Doctors of the Church or scholastic and

ascetical writers deserve particular mention: St. Ambrose, St. Jerome,

St. Augustine, St. Ephrem, St. Chrysostom, St. Cyril of Jerusalem, St.

Cyril of Alexandria, St. John Damascene, St. Peter Chrysologus, St.

Isidore of Seville, St. Bede the Venerable (Benedictine), St. Anselm,

St. Bernard (Cistercian), St. Hugh of Victor, Blessed Albert the Great,

St. Thomas Aquinas (Dominican), St. Bonaventure (Franciscan),

Ludolf the Saxon (Carthusian), St. Gertrude the Great, St. Brigitta

of Sweden, Cardinal Peter d'Ailly, John Gerson, Pelbart von Temesvar,

O.S.F., John Trithemius, Isidore de Isolanis, O.S.D., St. Bernardine

of Siena, St. Teresa (Carmelite), Suarez (S.J). (See the splendidly

illustrated, learned, and exhaustive work of Joseph Seitz, Die Verehrung

der hi. Joseph. Herder. 1908.)
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set by his predecessors, Pius IX and Leo XIII, the former

having in 1870 solemnly proclaimed St. Joseph the Protector

of the Catholic Church, and the latter having made his feast

of 19 March one of the solemn feasts of the year, in 1883,

and extended to the whole Church the feast of the Holy Fam-
ily in 1896. Lastly, in order that the faithful may studiously

imitate the great virtues of the Foster-father and Guardian of

the Family of Nazareth and implore his powerful assistance

in these troublous times, the Pope has, after mature examina-

tion by the Sacred Congregation, approved this Litany of St.

Joseph, and granted that it be inserted in the official liturgical

books, and that it be recited and chanted throughout the whole

Church; moreover. His Holiness has enriched it with an in-

dulgence of three hundred days to be gained once a day and

also applicable to the souls in Purgatory. The decree is duly

signed by our own former Delegate Apostolic, Cardinal Mar-

tinelli, now the Prefect of the Congregation of Rites.

The Catholic Church has been very sparing in the approval

of litanies for universal and public use. The only litanies

heretofore approved were four in number: the Litany of All

the Saints, with the modified and abridged forms for the dying

and the Forty Hours' Devotion ; the Litany of the Holy Name
of Jesus; the Litany of the Sacred Heart, approved for the

whole Church in 1899; and the Loreto Litany of the Blessed

Virgin. Besides, we may observe a notable difference in this

Litany of St. Joseph, which is not taken from any previously

in use, as is the case with the Litany of the Sacred Heart, but

was made up by Rome, and in its Latin text has never more

than two or three words to each invocation. These invoca-

tions, I mean those proper to St. Joseph, are twenty-four in

number, whilst the most approved old Litany had but twenty.

There is also in this Litany a logical division, which it would

be somewhat difficult to find in the two Litanies of our Lord

and in the one of the Blessed Virgin. And it is this feature

of the Litany of St. Joseph that I shall endeavor to bring out

in the following notes.

It is easily noticed that there are three clearly-defined divi-
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sions in the twenty-four invocations of the Litany proper.

The first seven invocations have reference to the prerogatives

or privileges of St. Joseph—what God made him. The next

six invocations rehearse his eminent virtues—what he made
himself. And the last eleven invocations tell us the claims he

has to our devotion—what he is, or ought to be, to us.

I. Privileges of St. Joseph—what God made him.

(i) Proles Daind inclyta—Illustrious scion of David: The
two genealogies of our Saviour (Matt, i : 1-17 ; Luke 3 : 23-38)

show the historical truth of this title of St. Joseph, which was

confirmed by Heaven in the words of the Angel Gabriel to

Mary, " And the Lord God shall give unto Him (her Son)

the throne of David, His Father" (Luke 1:32), and in the

words of the Angel to Joseph himself, " Joseph, son of David,

fear not, etc." (Matt, i : 20). This same privilege he has in

common with Mary and Jesus :
" The Angel Gabriel was sent

... to a virgin espoused to a man whose name was Joseph,

of the house of David, and the virgin's name was Mary "

(Luke 1 : 27) ; and " Joseph also went ... to the city of

David, which is called Bethlehem, because he was of the

house and family of David, to be enrolled with Mary his es-

poused wife" (Luke 2:4). About our Saviour the Gospel

has this: " But He [Jesus] said to them: How say they that

Christ is the son of David? " (Luke 20: 41). Bartimeus, the

blind man, " when he had heard it was Jesus of Nazareth,

began to cry out and say :
' Jesus, Son of David, have mercy

on me'" (Mark 10:47). And the multitudes at His entry

into Jerusalem " cried saying :
* Hosanna to the Son of

David!'" (Matt. 21:9).

(2) Lumen Patriarcharum—Light of Patriarchs: In his

own person were accomplished, more perfectly than in the

Apostles, these words of our Saviour, " Many prophets and

kings have desired to see the things that you see, and have not

seen them : and to hear the things that you hear, and have not

heard them" (Luke 10:24); in this spirit the Church has

her priests to say in the Preparatio ad Missam the beautiful
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prayer to St. Joseph :
" O blessed man, St. Joseph, to whom

it was given not only to see and hear the Saviour God, ' Whom
so many kings have desired to see and did not see, and to hear

and did not hear,' but to carry and kiss and keep and pro-

tect!" (St. Bernard).

(3) Dei Genitricis sponse—Spoiise of the Mother of God:
" The Angel of the Lord appeared to him [Joseph] in his

sleep, saying :
' Joseph, son of David, fear not to take unto thee

Mary thy wife, for that which is conceived of her is of the

Holy Ghost " (Matt, i : 20; etc.).

(4) Gustos pudice Virginis—Chaste guardian of the Virgin

Mary: " And Joseph rising up from sleep, did as the Angel of

the Lord commanded him, and took unto him his wife: and

he knew her not, till she brought forth her First-born Son "

(Matt. 1:24-25). This invocation was a favorite one of

Ven. M. Olier, who has it among others in his prayer in the

form of a litany,
" Ave Joseph" etc. The prayer most ex-

plicit on the virginal purity of Joseph is the following, en-

riched with an indulgence of one hundred days to be gained

twice a day, by Pius X, 26 November, 1906. " O Joseph,

virgin father of Jesus, most pure Spouse of the Virgin Mary,

pray every day for us to that same Jesus, the Son of God, that

strengthened by the weapons of His grace, and faithfully fight-

ing in this life, we may be crowned by Him in death."

(5) Filii Dei nutritie—Foster-father of the Son of God:

How faithfully he discharged this glorious duty, the Gospel

tells us: at Bethlehem, "And they [the shepherds] found

Mary, and Joseph, and the Infant lying in the manger " (Luke

2: 16) ; at the presentation in the Temple, " His father and

Mother were wondering at those things which were spoken

of Him" (Luke 2:33); as to the flight to Egypt, "After

they [the Magi] were departed, behold an Angel of the Lord

appeared in sleep to Joseph, saying :
* Arise, and take the Child

and His Mother, and fly into Egypt, and be there until I shall

tell thee'" (Matt. 2:13); and later, "When Herod was

dead, behold an Angel of the Lord appeared in sleep to Joseph

in Egypt, saying :
* Arise, and take the Child and His Mother,
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and go into the land of Israel'" (Matt. 2:19-20). His

solicitude was once more shown when the twelve-year old

Jesus was lost for three days :
" Son, why hast Thou done so

to us ? Behold Thy father and I have sought Thee sorrowing "

(Luke 3:48). Lastly, from the Gospel parallel, "Son of

God " and " Son of Joseph "—there is no more beautiful title,

except of course that of " Mother of God "
: "A voice came

from heaven [at the Baptism of Jesus] :
' Thou art My Be-

loved Son; in Thee I am well pleased. And Jesus Himself

was beginning about the age of thirty years, being (as it was
supposed) the son of Joseph" (Luke 3:22-23). This invo-

cation was a favorite one of Ven. Olier.

(6) Christi defensor sedule—Watchful defender of Christ:

especially from the fury of Herod :
" For, it will come to pass

that Herod will seek the Child to destroy Him." " For they

are dead that sought the life of the Child," said the Angel to

St. Joseph (Matt. 2: 13 and 20).

(7) Almae Familiae presses—Head of the Holy Family:

Like all the preceding, this seventh and last prerogative of St

Joseph has its foundation in the Gospel itself; for, first, St.

Joseph divides with Mary the right of naming the Child, as

the Angel had commanded them both to do (Luke i : 31, and

Matt. 1:21) in identical terms, "And thou shalt call His

name Jesus "
: this was carried out at the Circumcision of our

Saviour, " His name was called Jesus " (Luke 2: 21), or, as

St. Matthew (1:25) puts it, "And he [Joseph] called His

name Jesus ". Next, St. Joseph is shown to us as the head of

the house of Nazareth: "And He [Jesus] went down with

them, and came to Nazareth, and was subject to them " (Luke

2:51).

II. Virtues of St. Joseph—what he made himself.

In this second part of the Litany there are six invocations,

corresponding to as many virtues, viz. : justice, chastity, pru-

dence, fortitude, obedience, and fidelity.

(8) Joseph justissime—St. Joseph, most just: " Joseph,

her [Mary's] husband, being a just man " (Matt, i : 19).
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1

(9) Joseph castissime—St. Joseph, most chaste: (See

above, fourth invocation),

(10) Joseph prudentissime—St. Joseph, most prudent:

"She [Mary] was found with Child, of the Holy Ghost:

whereupon Joseph, her husband, being a just man, and not

willing publicly to expose her, was minded to put her away
privately" (Matt. 1:18-19).

(11) Joseph fortissime—St. Joseph, most valiant: "Who
[Joseph] arose, and took the Child and His Mother, by night,

and retired into Egypt; and He was there until the death of

Herod." " Who arose, and took the Child and His Mother,

and came into the land of Israel " (Matt. 2: 14 and 21).

(12) Joseph obedientissime—-St. Joseph, most obedient:

This was another favorite invocation of Ven. Olier, and all

the holy writers have pointed out the promptness and punctu-

ality of the perfect obedience of our Saint :
" Arise, and take

the Child and His Mother, and fly into Egypt "
;
" Who arose,

and took the Child and His Mother, by night, and retired into

Egypt" (Matt. 2: 13-14).

(13) Joseph Udelissime—St. Joseph, most faithful: as

spouse of Mary and father of Jesus (see third, fourth, and

fifth invocations).

HI. St. Joseph's Claim to our Devotion.

(14) Speculum patientiae—Mirror of patience: especially

in his exile to Egypt.

(15) Amator paupertatis—Lover of poverty: at Bethlehem,

in Egypt, at Nazareth. Again a favorite invocation of Ven.

Olier.

(16) Exemplar opificum—Model of workmen: " Is not this

the carpenter's Son ? " " Is not this the carpenter, the Son of

Mary? " (Matt. 13 : 55 ; Mark 6:3). There is an indulgenced

prayer beginning with the words :
" Glorious St. Joseph,

model of workmen, etc."
^

(17) Domesticae vitae decus—Ornament of the domestic

2 300 days' indulgence, once a day. Puis X, 15 March, 1907.
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life: See Leo XIII, in his great Encyclicals on the Most Holy
Rosary.

(i8) Custos virginum—Guardian of virgins: Compare
with the fourth invocation. This was also a favorite with Ven.

Olier. A justly popular prayer, " Virginum custos et pater,

S. Joseph," was enriched by Pius IX, in 1877, with one hun-

dred days' indulgence, once a day.

(19) Familiarum columen—Safeguard of families: Think

of Nazareth.

(20) Solatium miserorum—Consolation of the poor: No
doubt he remembers Bethlehem, Egypt, Nazareth, and will

help those similarly situated. Compare with the fifteenth in-

vocation.

(21) Spes aegrotantium—Hope of the sick.

(22) Patrone morientium—Patron of the dying: He was

assisted in sickness and death by Jesus and Mary, and breathed

his last in their arms ; hence the patron of a happy death.

(23) Terror daemonum—Terror of the demons: This is a

sequence of the two preceding invocations.

(24) Protector Sanctae Ecclesiae—Protector of the Holy

Church: This last title was solemnly given to St, Joseph by

Pius IX, on the very feast of his Immaculate Spouse, 8 De-

cember, 1870, when the feast of St. Joseph, Patron of the

Catholic Church, 19 March, was made of the first class, and

later (1883) one of the most solemn by Leo XIII; an especial

prayer under this title was also prescribed by the latter Pope

to be said during the Rosary month.*

3 In the September number of the Review, p. 359, there appeared a

faithful translation of the Litany of St. Joseph, a requisite condition for

gaining the indulgences. It shows that the devotion to St. Joseph, like

all our Catholic prayers and devotions, has its foundation in Holy Scrip-

ture itself. And in this connexion, it may not be out of place to call

the attention of writers and publishers to some mistakes which are un-

consciously copied from one book to another, for the lack of verification

at the original sources. Instances : In our official Manual of Prayers

there is still to be found, as the Oremus after the Loreto Litany, the

Oremus of the Angelus Gratiam tuam, instead of Concede nos famulos

as shown in the official sources, viz: the Roman Ritual or Breviary; the
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Next, we have the usual Verse and Response and the proper

Prayer: V. Constituit eum dominum domus suae—The Lord

made him master of His house: this corresponds to the seventh

invocation, " Head of the Holy Family "
; R. Et principem

omnis possessionis suae—And ruler of all His possessions:

this corresponds to the twenty-fourth invocation " Protector

of Holy Church "
: in accordance with the beautiful words

of Pius IX :
" It is perfectly fitting that he, who was in this

world the Head of the Holy Family of our Saviour, should

also be the Protector of the whole Family of God, His Holy

Church." The words of this V. and R. are taken from Psalm

104, v. 21, where the praises of the ancient Joseph, son of

Jacob, are rehearsed, particularly the confidence shown him

by Pharaoh " in making him the master of his house and

the ruler of his kingdom" (Gen. 41: 14), a striking figure

of our St. Joseph.

The prayer which concludes the Litany is the collect of the

second feast of St. Joseph, the feast of his Patronage, third

Sunday after Easter:

Let us pray. O God, who by an ineffable Providence wert

pleased to choose the Blessed Joseph to be the Spouse of Thy
most holy Mother, grant, we beseech Thee, that as we venerate

him as our Protector on earth, we may deserve to have him as

Intercessor in heaven: Who livest and reignest for ever and

ever. Amen

!

Aloysius Brucker, S.J.

invocation Mater Boni Consilii is not yet inserted; the Sub tuum, before

and after the Litany (why?), has still necessitatibus nostris, a nostris

which a special decree has suppressed, etc. Now, these official mistakes

are copied all around, as for instance, in the otherwise excellent little

Inquirer's Guide of Bishop Canevin: there is the prayer of the Angelus

instead of Concede nos (page 60) ; besides, the Litany of the Holy Name
ends with " Through Jesus Christ Our Lord " instead of " Who livest

and reignest forever and ever" (page 56); etc.
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THE LESSON OF EACE-SUICIDE FROM ITS RESULTS IN
FRANCE.

THE annals of race-suicide in the United States and in

England prove beyond doubt that the evil is on the

steady increase in these countries, although its sad effects of

enervation and national deterioration have not yet made them-

selves felt in the alarming degree which is apparent among
the French people both in the larger cities and in the country

districts. A brief survey of the conditions to-day in France

may help us to realize the stringency of the duty imposed upon

the clergy, on the grounds of both religion and patriotism, to

check the increase of the false doctrines which in the field of

social ethics and medical practice foster this appalling evil.

Readers of one of M. Rene Bazin's latest novels

—

La Terre

qui meurt—^will recollect with what singular pathos the gifted

writer describes a very important phase of the social movement

in France. Smitten by the present-day passion for excite-

ment, and attracted by the greater freedom and gayer pleasures

of the town, the peasantry in many districts are forsaking their

hamlets and villages to take up their abode in populous centres,

to their own detriment, moral as well as physical. Rural life

is declining, the country-side is being deserted, and, as a result,

a more deadly dullness envelops the land. But serious as is

this feature in the economic life of France, it is relatively un-

important in comparison with that other evil more widespread

in its operation, more fatal in its consequences from which

the country has long been suffering,—it is not merely la terre

qui meurt, it is the nation itself which is slowly but surely

dying, and that by the deliberate act of its own children. The

recently published vital statistics—those for 1907—reveal the

startling fact that in that year there was an absolute decline in

the population, the number of deaths exceeding the births by

some 20,000, a circumstance without parallel in any other

country of Europe. The significance of this disparity is in-

creased by the fact that the death-rate during the year was

normal, no epidemic or other disturbing element enhancing

the mortality during the period. If anything were calculated
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to give pause to Frenchmen, here surely is an event which

should urge them to a very searching examen of conscience.

The question of " depopulation " forces itself from time to

time on public attention. Hitherto the term depopulation was

not strictly accurate as there was no actual decline in the num-

ber of inhabitants ; it was employed to denote the stationariness

of the population in contrast with the growth obtaining in

almost every other country. Henceforth, it is to be feared,

the word may be used with literal exactness. For some years

the more serious-minded among Frenchmen, freethinkers as

well as Catholics, have been insisting on the gravity of the

situation and the need of a remedy, but as yet without any

practical result. The state of affairs has become so critical

that the Societe d'Economie Sociale, an association embracing

the elite of French economists, deemed it advisable to make

this question the especial and only subject of its deliberations

at its Congress held last year in Paris. The president of the

Congress was M. de Foville, member of the Institute and

president of the Academie des Sciences Morales et Politiques,

a gentleman of distinguished scientific attainments. In pe-

paring this article the present writer has availed himself freely

of the valuable information contained in the addresses delivered

and the papers read on that important occasion.

It is a matter of common knowledge that in the last quarter

of a century there has been an appreciable decline of the birth-

rate throughout Europe generally; in France the shrinkage

has been most marked.

Compared with that of some of the other European coun-

tries the French birth-rate per 1000 of the population is as

follows

:

France 20 Norway ... 31 Italy 35 Austria 37

England ... 29 Holland ... 32 Germany ... 36 Hungary ... 40

According to the statistical returns for 1907 the number of

families in France with or without children was 11,315,000.

Of this total there were 1,804,710 who had no children;

2,966,171 having only one child; 2,601,708 counted two;
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1,643,425, three; 987,392, four; 566,768, five; 327,211, six;

182,998, seven; and 179,304 with eight or more children. It

thus appears that 16 per cent, of the total number of families

have no children; 26.21 per cent, have only one child; and but

22, per cent, have two children. The average number of chil-

dren per family is not quite 2.10. The importance of these

figures will be apparent when it is remembered that an average

of four births to a marriage is regarded as a condition neces-

sary to that steady increase of population which constitutes the

numerical strength of a nation. Were we to eliminate the

statistics relating to foreign families—there are upwards of a

million foreigners—it would be found that the absolute popu-

lation of France indicates no increase; the returns would also

reveal a feebler birth-rate among native French people. Ital-

ian, Swiss, Grerman, and Belgian immigrants are especially

numerous, and among them the birth-rate is relatively very

satisfactory.

Discussing this question in an article published in one of the

Paris journals—the Eclair—M. Jules Arren gives the follow-

ing particulars as to the annual number of births per 1000

women, aged between 15 and 50 years, in the undermentioned

cities, regard being had to the social situation of the persons

concerned

:

Districts Paris Berlin Vienna London

Very rich 34 47 7i 63

Rich 53 63 107 87

Very well-to-do 65 96 153 107

Well-to-do 72 114 155 107

Poor 95 129 164 140

Very poor 108 157 200 147

Average : 80 102 153 109

From the above table it will be seen that there is a continuous

and very notable increase in the birth-rate as we get from the

wealthier to the poorer districts in the cities named. The

peur de I'enfant—to use the expressive phrase of M. Rene

Doumic—is not, however, confined to the aristocracy and

higher bourgeoisie of the great cities; it also prevails among
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the upper classes residing in the towns and rural districts. Of
the four European capitals mentioned above, Paris shows the

least proportionate number of births whether among the rich,

the well-to-do, or the poor.

The gravity of the evil from which France is suffering and

the extent to which it permeates the social life of her people,

may well be illustrated by some typical examples taken from

widely-separated parts of the country. The cases are selected,

not because they are special or exceptional, but simply owing

to the fact that the authors of the papers in which they are

discussed are intimately acquainted with the localities and

speak from personal knowledge. Dr. Reumaux, a Catholic

physician, resident for many years in Dunkirk, furnishes some

very interesting figures with reference to the population of the

district. Dunkirk, it may be remarked, is one of the principal

towns in the French Flanders, and among the inhabitants of

the French Flanders, as among those of the Belgian Flanders,

religion still exercises considerable influence on manners and

morals. According to the official returns, it is the arron-

dissement of Dunkirk which takes first place, showing the

highest birth-rate as contrasted with the mortality—1980

births as against 1000 deaths.

In the town of Dunkirk there has been during the last 30

years an annual average of 33 births for every 1000 in-

habitants—a figure far superior to the average for the entire

country. An examination of the vital statistics since 1884

reveals, however, a marked decline of recent years in the

birth-rate in spite of many circumstances which would lead

one to expect the contrary. How serious is the fall will ap-

pear from the following figures:

Year Births Year Births

1884 1402 1895 1230

1890 1309 1900 II74

What adds significance to this progressive diminution in the

number of births is the circumstance that within the same

period the population of the town and the number of mar-

k
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riages increased. In 1884 the population was 36,000; at

present it is some 40,000. From 323 marriages in 1884 the

number rose to 355 in 1894, and since the latter date the

increase has been continuous. There has been a very satis-

factory improvement in the public health: while the deaths

in 1884 were 11 00, of late years they average about 800 an-

nually. We are thus in presence of a situation which seems

paradoxical: the population of the town increases, the mar-

riages increase, the mortality diminishes, and yet the number
of births steadily declines. Dr. Reumaux tells us that there

are many large families in Dunkirk. It is not unusual, he

says, to see households in which there are 10, 12, or even

more children, and this among every class of society; but

these are families in which the traditional beliefs and prac-

tices are still held in reverence. I have assisted, adds the

doctor, at the birth of more than 3,000 children, and con-

sequently have had frequent opportunity of knowing in-

timately many heads of families. In the course of my long

experience I have almost invariably remarked that where

families are numerous the law of God takes precedence

—

they are numerous because they have faith in the word of

Him who has said, Crescite, multiplicamini et replete terram.

Let, then, the religious beliefs of the people be respected, and

marriage regenerated will give us, concludes Dr. Reumaux,

a population growing and multiplying in accordance with

the ordinary laws of life.

Not less instructive are the details given regarding one of

the communes in the department of Charente. The popu-

lation of Besse is almost exclusively agricultural, the peas-

antry being for the most part proprietors of their holdings.

The needs of tillage furnish abundant occupation for all the

inhabitants; there is, consequently, no emigration from the

district. Under such favorable conditions we should expect

the birth record to be satisfactory ; but here, as elsewhere, the

same melancholy story is repeated. The following table shows,

by decennial periods, the number of births, marriages, and

deaths during the last century:
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Period Births Marriages Deaths

1803-1812 104

1813-1822 130

1823-1832 84

1833-1842 86

1843^1852 83

1853-1862 83

1863-1872 93

1873-1882 93
1883-1892 86

1893-1902 43

1903-1907 24

From the above statement it will be seen that during the first

thirty years the births in the commune were more numerous

than the deaths; for the last seventy years, except for the

period 1883-1892, the deaths exceeded the births, the decline

in recent years being unusually rapid. There are no returns

respecting the population of the commune previous to 18 16,

but since that date the figures are available for the under-

mentioned periods:

Year Population Year Population

1816 386 1866 405

1826 418 1876 429

1836 420 1886 380

1846 403 1896 334

1856 414 1906 32s

According to the returns for 1906 there are 93 families in the

commune: the population being 325, this gives 3^ persons

for each household. On the supposition that the father and

mother are living in the home, that there are no grandparents,

or unmarried relatives (which is, obviously, most improbable),

this works out an average of three children for every two

families ! Although the marriage-rate during the past twenty

years has been satisfactory, the decline in births has been con-

stant. Instead of the 130 births for the period 1813-1822, the

rate fell to but one-third of that number betweeen 1893 ^^^

1902; that is to say, to 43 only, while the figures for 1903-

1906 do not indicate any change for the better. On the score

of religion Besse resembles many another French commune.

Though religious practice has much declined during the last
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thirty years, the inhabitants show no hostility to the Church;

rehgious indifference is, however, almost universal, and the

faith has ceased to exercise its beneficent influence over their

minds or conduct. It is hardly necessary to add that the

diminution of the birth-rate is to be attributed to the volun-

tary restriction of offspring-.

Creuse is an agricultural department in the central plateau

of France. The soil is, in general, poor and yields but a

scanty return to reward the toil of the cultivator ; as there are

few other sources of wealth the inhabitants lead for the most

part a struggling existence. One of the principal towns in

the department is Aubusson; it ranks second in point of

population and importance. From a paper by M. Clement,

a barrister residing in the town, I take the following figures

which tell their own tale:
"

'

'' '^-

.

Year Population Marriages Births "
i

1861 5500 43 197

1881 6877 40 155

1906 7015 50 138

For every thousand inhabitants the proportion of marriages

and deaths was:

In 1861 7.8 marriages and 35.8 births

In 1881 5.8 " " 22.8 "

In 1906 7.1
" " 22.5 "

Between 1861 and 1906 there was a decrease of the birth-rate

amounting to 17.3 per 1000 inhabitants: within the same

interval the population increased by 1500—an increase due

mainly to immigration—there were seven more marriages in

1906 than in i86i,-but there were 59 less births. The cause?

No other than the cause which explains the decline in the birth-

rate almost everywhere throughout the country—voluntary

sterility.

If we turn to the south-east we are confronted with the

same remarkable phenomenon

—

un pays qui meurt. The de-

partment of Isere is one of the richest of south-eastern France

;

it is both agricultural and industrial, and its inhabitants are
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distinguished for more than average intelligence. The public

health is very satisfactory; Isere is one of those districts in

which during the last twenty years there has been the great-

test diminution of the annual mortality. Under normal con-

ditions there should be a steady growth of population; the

case is, however, the reverse, as will appear from the following

figures, which show that since 1846 there has been a decline of

more than 36,000 souls.

Year Population Year Population

1846 598,492 1886 581,680

1866 581,386 189I 572,143

1872 575,784 1896 568,933

1876 581,099 1901 568,693

1881 580,271 1906 562,316

It is admitted that the principle, nay the only cause of the de-

crease of population is the persistent diminution of the birth-

rate. This is amply confirmed by the vital returns since 1846.

The following figures are per thousand inhabitants:

Year Ifarriagei Births Deaths

1846 7.13 27.52 22.31

1866 8. 8 25.23 22.55

1876 8.32 26.60 22.93

1901 7-35 1972 20.3s

1906 7.^3 18.23 i9-8i

Contrasting the two periods—1846 and 1906—we find that

while the marriage-rate remained nearly stationary, and that

the improvement in the public health was measured by a dif-

ference of 2.50 per thousand in favor of the year 1906, the

population had notwithstanding fallen by upward of 36,000,

a decrease which is accounted for by the shortage of the birth-

rate—from 27.52 per thousand in 1846 to 18.23 in 1906. The
department of Isere has the very unenviable notoriety of hav-

ing been one of the first to signalize itself in the matter of na-

tional suicide. Previous to 1789 the annual birth-rate was

between 37 and 39 per thousand; to-day it barely reaches the

half of that proportion. Formerly, the spirit of the Chris-

tian family reigned almost universally throughout the depart-

ment and presided over all the acts of social life. At present,
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with the cottier as with the artisan and the ordinary worker,

individualism holds supreme sway; the family tends to dis-

solution, undermined as it is by the inordinate desire of com-

fort, by alcoholism and debauchery, by the spirit of pride and

insubordination. Divorce is on the increase; in 1901 there

were 100 cases, in 1906 as many as 136, and what is to be

extremely regretted, the rupture of the marriage bond does

not seem to inspire the slightest repugnance. As might be

expected, illicit unions become more and more numerous, pub-

lic opinion regarding them in a very tolerant spirit.

The family is being disorganized here, as elsewhere, because

men no longer take heed of the precepts of the Decalogue.
" The Dauphinois of Isere has no children," says M. Helly,

the writer of the paper from which I quote, " because he does

not wish to have any; and he does not wish to have children

because, in his eyes, they constitute a heavy charge and for

long years an unremunerative capital; because the day that

children are able to support themselves they abandon the

parental home. The Dauphinois of Isere violates without

the slightest scruple the Divine command. Increase and mul-

tiply and fill the earth. It is really," adds M. Helly, " the

world turned upside down; it is esteemed a dishonor to be-

get a numerous family. Those parents who do not restrict

the number of births are considered no better than fools or

imbeciles, and one meets with fathers who hardly dare ac-

knowledge the number of their children. In a word, we as-

sist at the destruction of all our traditions, of all those religious

beliefs which are the honor and glory of Christian society,

and which still assure the prosperity of people who are neigh-

bors and rivals of France."

A curious illustration of the sad consequences of depopula-

tion was given by Dr. Bertillon, the Director of the Statistical

Department of the Paris Municipality, in a paper he read at the

Congress of the Society of S. Economy. There are, he stated,

12,500 schools in France which have, so to say, no pupils.

The law directs that a school shall be established in every com-

mune where there are twenty children of the school-going age,
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and Dr. Bertillon affirms that there are 12,500 communes,

or a third of the total number in France, in which this con-

dition does not exist; notwithstanding, school-buildings have

been provided and teachers appointed. In a certain number

of these schools there are absolutely no children; in others

the only pupils in attendance are the children, or nephews or

nieces of the teacher; in others there are 15, 10, 5, or fewer

still. These buildings cost, for construction alone, at least

10,000 francs each, or a total of 125 millions. Putting the

salary of the teacher at 1000 francs annually, this represents

a sum of upwards of 12,000,000 a year. There has been

accordingly a capital expenditure of 125 millions on unneces-

sary buildings, to say nothing of the moneys devoted to their

furnishing and up-keep, and there is a recurring annual charge

of 12,000,000 or 13,000,000 to teachers for doing nothing

or next to nothing! So says Dr. Bertillon, and he should

know, as he is a member of the official Statistical Committee

of Primary Instruction. " This," he tells us, " is the lament-

able state to which France is reduced, in consequence of de-

population : it is really terrible; but so it is."

One of the most important communications submitted to

last year's Congress was a paper read by M. Henri Berenger,

Senator and Member oi the Institute. M. Berenger dealt

ably and exhaustively with a phase of the depopulation ques-

tion unfamiliar to the general public—the abominable pro-

paganda which in recent years has been actively carried on

in favor of Neo-Malthusianism. The anti-social doctrines

of Malthus were preached more than a century ago in France

without their producing any appreciable influence on public

opinion. Since then they have been enunciated from time to

time in academic fashion; but of late those teachings have

passed from the region of theory into the domain of practical

life. Whilst Malthus contemplated solely the economic re-

sults flowing from his principles, his modern disciples are

more intent on the moral mischief they entail than on the

social effects they produce. The Malthusian propaganda is

part of an organized attack on morality which is productive
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of the very worst consequences. It is largely responsible for

the continued diminution of the birth-rate and for the con-

siderable increase each year in the number of abortions. The

methods of the school are well known. Its procedure is

completely systematized, and, incredible as it may seem, it

carries on its operations undisturbed by public authority.

This work of demoralization is not the business of a few in-

dividuals only : an association has been formed to further this

object, and there is reason to suppose that its organizers find

their occupation remunerative. Circulars are scattered broad-

cast, drawing attention to the various publications in which

the Neo-Malthusian doctrines are developed. These circu-

lars are sent under cover to addresses throughout France and

even to addresses abroad. The prospectuses have most sug-

gestive titles and are accompanied by catalogues descriptive

of books in which are indicated in the plainest terms the means

to be adopted by those who may be averse from having any

offspring. This infamous propaganda is carried on not only

among married persons, but likewise among girls of tender

age. At the entrance of many of the Paris workshops em-

ploying female hands these pernicious brochures are distri-

buted among the young girls; in other important industrial

centres, such as Lyons and Roubaix, those solicitous for the

maintenance of public morality have, it appears, to complain

of similar practices. In these publications the means are

minutely set forth by which the " inconveniences " attending

misconduct may be averted. Not content with the discrimin-

ation of there pernicious booklets, the association has also a

monthly organ

—

La Generation consciente,—the title is sug-

gestive of its contents. This periodical is edited by a certain

notorious individual named Robin, formerly director of an es-

tablishment at Cempuis, near Paris, for the co-education of

the sexes—an institution which, on account of the flagrant

immorality that prevailed therein, was closed some years ago

by police authority. In this review are explained in language

of unmistakable directness the revolting doctrines of the

Neo-Malthusian school, and lists are given of publications
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which treat of the methods advocated by its partisans. " ^«
marcher was its glad comment when announcing in its issue

of 15 May last, the deficit of 20,000 births in the vital statis-

tics for 1907. This ignominious literature is also sold by

midwives; and, to the knowledge of the police, there are

apothecaries who provide specifics for the purpose of facili-

tating abortions and other immoral practices. It is easy to

anticipate the results certain to follow from the spread of

such detestable teachings. The medical profession is un-

animous on this point. M. Berenger is president of a society

whose name sufficiently indicates its object

—

La Societe contre

la licence des rues. On the part of this association he con-

sulted one of the medical societies of Paris on the prevalence

of certain abuses and the means of remedying them. The in-

formation furnished by some of its members is highly instruc-

tive. Dr. Doleris, a practitioner in one of the Paris hos-

pitals, denounces the growing number of abortions, which

within a relatively short period have multiplied ten-fold. The
number of cases treated in the Paris Lying-in Hospitals, in

the past seven years has gone on increasing from 5 to 10 and

then to 16 per cent, and Dr. Doleris attributes the spread of

this evil to the modern crusade for the furtherance of Malthu-

sianism. Professor Fournier remarked in the course of a dis-

cussion at a meeting of Paris physicians, in June, 1906, that

formerly cases of abortion were comparatively rare, and it

was difficult to get the guilty party to avow her fault; now,

the number of cases increases, and the women who commit

this abominable crime acknowledge without the slightest feel-

ing of shame or remorse even several abortions. " Que voulez-

vous?" they say, " Je ne pouvais pas augmenter le nombre de

mes enfants." Or else :
" Je ne suis pas mariee; ce n'etait pas

possible." Additional testimony to the same effect was fur-

nished at the 32nd annual meeting of the Catholic Juris-

consults of France held at Rheims at the close of last October. -

M. Hubert-Valleroux, a well-known Paris advocate, in an ad-

dress on this question, quoted Professor Pajot as saying that

there are now in France " quite as many abortions as ac-
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couchements—that abortion has passed into the habits of the

people, and that the practice is regarded as quite natural."

It is perhaps only in France that a propaganda so utterly im-

moral, so disastrous in its consequences, could be carried on

without provoking the interference of the public authorities.

The evil grows apace and Government takes no heed. The
society of which Mr. Berenger is president, instituted pro-

ceedings against some of the purveyors of Malthusian liter-

ature. In the lower courts, the suit was successful and a

penalty was imposed. The offenders appealed against the

decision, and the Court of Appeal reversed the judgment of

the inferior tribunal, allowing the incriminated parties to

go scot-free. In some instances civil proceedings were taken

by persons to whom these unsavory circulars and brochures

had been addressed, and who felt insulted and aggrieved at

being singled out for such attentions. A conviction was ob-

tained and damages awarded, but the penalty was so anodyne

that it failed to act as a deterrent. Under such discourag-

ing circumstances few people care to expose themselves to the

odium, worry, and expense of a private prosecution, and so the

mischief continues unabated. No effective steps being taken

to check the social scandal, the public become familiarized with

it, and, deeming complaint or remonstrance unavailing, re-

sign themselves to what they come to regard as the inevitable.

The authorities allege that they do not possess the necessary

powers to prevent the circulation of this pornographic liter-

ature, and the subject is too trivial to occupy the attention

of the legislators of the Palais Bourbon. When, however, we
remember the anti-religious sentiments of those whose duty it

is to put the law in, motion, we must attribute the inaction of

the public authorities rather to secret sympathy with, or com-

plete indifference to, the efforts of the criminal propagandists

who are working the moral and material ruin of their un-

fortunate country.

The vital statistics of Belgium are very instructive in so far

as they illustrate the extent to which the country has been in-

juriously affected by the example of her western neighbor.
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One-half of Belgium is Flemish in race and in language; the

other half is of French origin and speaks French, or Walloon,

a dialect derived from it. Influenced no doubt by racial and

religious conditions, the birth-rate in the French and Flemish

provinces shows a considerable difference. In 1900 the popu-

lation of Belgium was 6,693,000, of which number 2,575,000

spoke only French, 2,822,000 spoke only Flemish, and some

800,000 spoke both French and Flemish. As is generally

known, the religious sentiment has much more vitality among
the Flemings than among the Walloons, the latter suffering

both morally and religiously from the penetration of French

influence, literary and other. This difference is reflected in

the disparity between their respective birth-rate. In round

numbers there are in Belgium three births for every two deaths.

Since 1900 there has been a very notable diminution in the

annual number of births; in 1901 the rate per 1000 of the

population was 29.42—in 1906 it had fallen as low as 25.73.

It is the Walloon provinces which pay the highest tribute to

Malthusianism, the province of Hainault, coterminous with

the French frontier, showing in this respect the worst record

of all. In the Flemish provinces of Antwerp, Limburg, East

and West Flanders, the proportion of births was very satis-

factory as compared with that of the Walloon country; in

Limburg, according to the returns for 1906, the birth-rate

per 1000 was 32.6, in West Flanders, 31.6, in Antwerp, 30.3,

East Flanders 29.4, while in the Walloon provinces the rate

was—for Luxemburg 24, Liege 21.04, Namur 21.06, Hainault

20. Those districts which are most affected by French in-

fluence are precisely those in which the birth-rate approxi-

mates the French average. Careful students of the Belgian

social situation are of opinion that the growing number of

marriages and their comparative want of fertility are due in

no small degree to the propaganda carried on through the

press and otherwise to promote the doctrines of Malthusian-

ism. The peril to population has become so menacing that

Cardinal Mercier, the Primate of Belgium, made this question

the subject-matter of his Lenten Instruction for the present
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year. The facts and figures cited by his Eminence indicat-

ing the alarming extent to which the birth-rate has fallen,

and the weighty warnings of the distinguished prelate, have

created a profound impression, not merely in his own diocese,

but throughout the entire kingdom.

The arrest of population in France becomes all the more

serious when it is contrasted with the progressive increase in

those countries which are her political and commercial rivals.

Looking at the question from this point of view, M. de Foville

remarked in his opening address to the Congress
—

" We might

resign ourselves to this stagnation if we saw that the numerical

development of other nations was also interrupted; but it is

the contrary which is true. Never was the human vegetation

so crowded on our frontiers. Except among ourselves there

is progress everywhere ; and nothing is more disturbing to read

than the chapter in which M. Levasseur discusses the military

and political equilibrium of the European States. Taking into

account only the Great Powers—England, Germany, Austria-

Hungary, and Italy since its unification—the author shows

that the French element constituted 38 per cent of the total

under Louis XIV, 25 per cent on the eve of the Revolution,

21 per cent after Waterloo, and only 15 per cent in 1872;

twenty years after it was but 12 per cent, while at the present

day it is not even 10 per cent." Compared with her power-

ful rival on the other side of the Vosges, France finds herself

at an immense disadvantage—a disadvantage which is being

accentuated every succeeding year. "About the middle of the

last century," continued M. de Foville, " the territory com-

prised in the present German Empire had a population equal

to the then population of France. In 1875 there was a differ-

ence in favor of Germany of six millions—it was as if she

had annexed Belgium. In 1908 the difference is 24 millions

—39 millions on one side, 63 millions on the other. And if

the present rate of growth be maintained, there will be, in

the course of twenty years, two Germans for every French-

man, if indeed by that time," observed M. de Foville, " France

is not already eaten up." It is to be noted that in the above
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figures no account is taken of the numerous Germans who
emigrate, most of whom, if they do not retain their nation-

ality, are constant in their fideHty to the Fatherland. On the

other hand, there is no drain by emigration from France ; even

in her colonies few Frenchmen, save officials, are to be found.

The number of births in the German Empire exceeds two

millions a year; in France it is not even 800,000. Deducting

deaths, Germany gains every year between 800,000 and 900,-

000 units; in France the excess of births over deaths is a

constantly diminishing quantity. In 1902 it was 84,000; in

1903 it was 73,000; in 1904, 57,000; in 1905, 37,000; in

1906 it fell to 27,000. In 1907 the proportion touched even

lower than zero—the deaths exceeding the births by some

20,000— births, 774,000; deaths, 794,000. M. de Foville

shows the relative stationariness of the population by the fol-

lowing figures. On the eve of the Franco-German war we
were, he said, 38^ millions ; immediately after that disastrous

struggle we were only 36 milHons. In 1876 our population

numbered 36.9 millions; in 1886, 38.2; in 1896, 38^^, and in

1906, 3954 millions. " Will there ever be in France," he

asked, " 40 millions of Frenchmen ? I doubt it," he replies,

" the more so as our census returns include upwards of a

million of foreigners unassimilated. And yet France could

easily support a population of 80 millions." Well might this

eminent statistician quote the comment of a German professor

in reviewing this singular situation :
" More coffins than

cradles; it is the beginning of the end; iinis Galliae. Thus are

bound to disappear, through their own fault, those peoples

who have broken with the fundamental laws of life." In

this connexion, it may not be out of place to call attention to

the significant fact, that in Alsace-Lorraine the birth-rate has

increased since the separation of the provinces from France,

a circumstance which is attributed to the more healthy moral

and social influences operating on the population.

Considered from the military point of view, the progressive

shrinkage of the birth-rate is calculated to inspire the deepest

uneasiness among patriotic Frenchmen, who see in it a menace
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to the national safety. In his report on the War Budget for

1908, M. Messimy, Deputy for the Seine, uttered a cry of

alarm which caused no small emotion throughout France.

Estimating the number of conscripts joining the colors in the

course of the next 20 years and basing his calculations on the

birth returns for the last 20 years, the writer of the report

states that considerable reductions are inevitable in the ef-

fective strength of the Army, owing to the diminished and

still diminishing number of births. For the period 1908- 191

2

the decrease will, he says, amount to 94 battalions of 500 men
each; for the quinquennial period following to no battalions,

then to 118, and finally, for the period 1923-1928 to 154 bat-

talions, which will necessitate the suppression of five Army
Corps. And after having directed the attention of Parlia-

ment to the necessity of military reorganization, M. Messimy

concludes by remarking :
" The Chamber has to examine the

most anxious problem and the gravest military question which

the country has had to solve since 1870." A few weeks after

the publication of M. Messimy's report, came another docu-

ment of equal importance—the report on the Budget for 1909

prepared by M. Gervais, a Radical deputy of acknowledged

ability, who is not open to any suspicion of bias against the

present regime. M. Gervais' report not only confirms, but

presents in still more sombre colors, his colleague's anticipa-

tions respecting the future of the Army. The following table

shows its estimated effective strength at the dates indicated

:

Average strength between 1906 and 1907 457,000
" " " 1908 " 1912 410,000
" " " 1913 " 1917 402,000

1918 " 1922 398,000
" "

• " 1923 " 1928 380,000

The situation as indicated by the foregoing figures should

be reassuring for Germany. The day is evidently remote

when France, dependent on her own military resources, will

be in a position to venture on that revanche she is anxious

to inflict on her powerful antagonist.

Whether we regard this question of a declining birth-rate
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from a moral, a social, or a political standpoint, we cannot

fail to be impressed by its extreme gravity. Many earnest

and patriotic Frenchmen, alarmed at the extent of the evil,

anxiously inquire how its progress may best be stayed. Vari-

ous remedies have been suggested, most of them, however, of

more than doubtful efficacy. The Alliance nationale pour

raccroissement de la population frcmgaise—its title explains its

object—has put forward several proposals which it considers

would help very materially to stem depopulation. It recom-

mends that " large families "—a family with three children

is entitled to this qualification—should receive official encour-

agement by the State reserving for them some special favors.

In their behalf the burden of military service should be light-

ened ; a money grant should also be awarded them, the amount

to be proportionate to the number of their children; they

should be given a preference in the disposal of certain public

employments; they should be exempted from particular taxes,

etc. There are those, again, who think that all will go well

if alcoholism be combated, public hygiene promoted, sanitary

dwellings provided for the working classes, thrift encouraged,

and the social surroundings of the toilers rendered bright and

attractive. There are others who maintain that salvation is

to be found in that panacea for every economic evil that af-

flicts modern society—in collectivism—as applied to the social-

ization of children—a remedy charming in its simplicity, but

rather Utopian if considered from the point of view of prac-

tical utility. It has even been proposed to levy a special tax

on bachelors aged thirty and upwards, 50 per cent to be de-

ducted from inheritances falling to them. The product of this

tax should be distributed among married women and widows

with many children—and among filles-meres, or unmarried

mothers! Some of the above suggestions might be found

helpful, but they can be no effective or genuine remedy for

the evil of depopulation—they might to some small extent

minimize the mischief, they could not cure it. The evil

springs from a false or perverted conception of conjugal obli-

gations— it will be remedied when saner moral "principles
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prevail. M. Etienne Lamy, the eminent French Academician,

wrote in the Revue des Deux Mondes, i August, 1901 : "La
couple de I'ancienne morale avait entendre le commandement

—

* Croissez et multipliez.' La couple de la nouvelle morale

craint d'accroitre ses charges avec sa famille, la femme redoute

la douleur, et la natalite en France ne suffit plus depuis quelques

annees a reparer I'oeuvre de la mort." M. Clement, a former

Vice-President of the Societe de I'ficonomie sociale, says in a

treatise on this subject: "Among the principal causes of the

depopulation of the country must be placed the abandonment

of religious beliefs and practices. There is no need to insist

on this point, for the fact is incontestable. It is not in the

poorest departments we observe the greatest decline of popu-

lation, but in the wealthiest and most prosperous—in Burgundy

and Normandy. Brittany, on the contrary, has remained

fruitful, as also Auvergon and Aveyron and other districts of

Central France, they owe their fertility to their preservation

of the faith of their fathers and the traditions of the old

French families. It is because this faith is forgotten or

ignored at the present day that the race decays and perishes."

M, Rene Lavollee, a retired Consul General, expresses similar

sentiments :
" This problem of depopulation is above all," he

observes, " a problem in the moral order. Voluntary sterility

is the natural fruit of the materialism in which we live. It is

the duty of all those interested in the moral and social uplifting

of our country to affirm by an unceasing propaganda the neces-

sity of faith in the divine authority—the basis of paternal au-

thority—the necessity also of faith in another life, and of re-

spect for the eternal Decalogue." M. Helly, the writer of

a paper from which I have already quoted, is equally explicit

:

" We must," he says, " have the courage to go to the bottom

of this question, to recognize and proclaim that this evil is

deeply rooted in our social system, and that the remedy is only

to be found in a radical change of the mind and heart of the

nation. The family should be restored, and, for this purpose,

France be once more made Christian. Le Play has said so.

The Decalogue is the law for nations as it is the law for in-
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dividuals. Those peoples who observe the precepts of the

Decalogue are prosperous; those who violate them are in de-

cadence; those who repudiate them disappear," Among the

speakers at last year's Congress was the Abbe Letourneau,

Cure of St. Sulpice. In the course of his address the vener-

able ecclesiastic remarked :
" Let us not make any mistake

as to the nature of the evil to which attention is being called;

the diminution in the number of births has no other cause than

wilful and systematic sterility. If the rich have no chil-

dren, it is because they do not wish to have any,—they will

have children when they wish it—when they have the courage

to triumph over the unhealthy seductions to which at present

they succumb. The clergy," added the Abbe, " can do some-

thing to check this evil, but their task is very delicate."

Writing on this subject some months ago in the Dehats,

M. Paul Leroy-Beaulieu, an economist of European reputa-

tion, points out some instructive contrasts. The department,

he tells us, which shows the highest natality is Finistere

—

its birth-rate is 287 for every 1000 inhabitants. Morbihan, the

C6tes-du-Nord, La Vendee and Lozere, departments regarded

as backward, have a natality much higher than the rest of

France. The departments in which the birth-rate is lowest

are those most impregnated with the modern spirit, Lot-et-

Garonne for example, the department which, though small,

has furnished the greatest number of Ministers and men
occupying the highest posts under the Third Republic; its

neighbor Gers has only 132 births for every 1000 of its popu-

lation, while Finistere has 287 and Morbihan 255. " When
our system of education and our administration shall have suc-

ceeded in modernizing these departments now considered

' primitive ' or backward, the natality of France will experience

a fresh and terrible diminution ... If since 1871 the rest

of France had the same birth-rate and death-rate as Finistere

[the most Celtic part of Brittany] the country would have

gained 400,000 inhabitants each year—that is to say, it would

at the present day have a population of about 53 millions

instead of 39; on the other hand, if since 1871 all France
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had the birth-rate and death-rate of Lot-et-Garonne she would
have lost between 7 and 8 millions, and would now reckon

only 31 or 32 millions. And yet, remarks M. Leroy-Beaulieu,

it is the mentality of Lot-et-Garonne which our system of

public instruction seeks to propagate, and it is the mentality

of Finistere it endeavors to destroy. A more insane aber-

ration cannot be imagined. The direction given to public

instruction, the utter contempt which all the authorities dis-

play for our moral and religious traditions constitute a veri-

table suicide for France—a suicide which has not even the

extenuating circumstance of being slow."

Enough has, I think, been said to show that the depopula-

tion question in France is primarily a problem in the moral

order, and that the cure for this admittedly grave evil can

only be found in the domain of morals. But under the cir-

cumstances which at present obtain in that country—condi-

tions which, unfortunately, seem likely to prevail for yet a

long while—is there any probability that a moral remedy, or

any remedy, will be applied? The only answer can be a

decided negative. What is the undeniable characteristic of

the political regime that has existed in France for more than

thirty years past? An animosity almost without parallel

against the national religion—an animosity which daily mani-

fests itself in systematic and pitiless persecution of everybody

and of every institution identified with Catholicism—and

M. de Foville said, " To work for the dechristianization of

France, is to work indirectly for its depopulation." By
means of the laicization of the official primary instruction the

enemy has been enabled to gain a complete mastery over the

great majority of Frenchmen. In almost every commune the

schoolmaster is an undisguised anti-cure, and every public

school has become a Masonic laboratory where the childrien

of the people are indoctrinated with the spirit of Materialism,

of hatred of Christ, of His Church, of His moral teachings,

and of all the religious traditions of their country. The ob-

jective kept steadily in view during the last thirty years has

been to root out the secular Faith of that France which, once
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the Eldest Daughter of the Church, is now the only nation in

Europe that possesses an avowedly atheistic constitution.

Atheism has replaced Catholicism as the basis of the social

system, with results known to all men. It is, therefore, vain

to expect that any serious attempt will be made to grapple with

the depopulation evil. In confirmation of this apparently pes-

simistic view may be cited a passage in the interesting opening

address of M. de Foville, in which the President of the

Academie des Sciences Morales et Politiques recounted in de-

tail the history of a special committee which was appointed

nearly seven years ago by M. Waldeck-Rousseau to inquire

into and report on this most important subject. The Com-
mittee was a large one, embracing men of various political

and religious views, most of them eminent as doctors, scien-

tists, economists, lawyers, etc. The gentleman appointed to

the post of president attended its first meeting, but never sub-

sequently put in an appearance; his place was, however, com-

petently filled by one of the vice-presidents. Two sub-com-

mittees were nominated—one to conduct inquiries respecting

the annual mortality, the other to investigate the question of

the birth-rate. For a time all went well. The meetings were

very satisfactorily attended, the members displaying consider-

able zeal and a patriotic desire to render their labors productive

of national benefit. Nor was official encouragement wanting.

A mass of really valuable information was collected relating

to the question of natality, which was embodied in reports

printed at Government expense. A resume of the Committee's

proceedings was forwarded for publication in the newspapers.

After a while, however, administrative zeal began to slacken.

Meetings of the sub-committees were rarely summoned, re-

ports and papers remained unprinted, owing, it was stated,

to want of money, though, as M. de Foville remarked with

a touch of irony, the sum needed did not amount to one-half

the annual stipend cheerfully voted by the Chamber to each

of its own members. Learning that the labors of the Com-

mittee could not be continued through lack of funds, one of the

members. Dr. Javal, a blind gentleman, generously offered to
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defray the printing charges. The representative of the Gov-

ernment was equal to the occasion. While profuse in his

thanks to Dr. Javal, he declared that the dignity of the

administration would be compromised were he to accept for

such a purpose the pecuniary aid of a private person. And
so the incident was closed. No more printing was executed

for the Committee. Gradually meetings were less and less

frequent; at last, they ceased to be convoked. As M. de

Foville humorously observed : The situation is this—M. Wal-

deck-Rousseau's Committee has not been dissolved, it is not

dead—it simply remains during these six or seven years in a

state of suspended animation. But why, it may be asked,

was this important Committee not encouraged by Govern-

ment to bring its labors to a conclusion? M. de Foville

supplies the answer. From the reports and discussions of the

Committee it was discovered that considerable unanimity

prevailed among its members on certain points brought into

prominence in the course of the inquiry. It was found that

between the steadily declining birth-rate and the campaign

of dechristianization the connexion was very intimate; it was

remarked that in those parts of the country where religious

traditions were preserved, as in Brittany, the number of births

was proportionately highest, and least in those districts which

had lapsed into indifference or complete religious torpor; that

the license allowed to the theatre, the press, the pictorial art,

etc., had increased the general corruption of morals to the

detriment of natality; that the divorce evil was an element of

disintegration and most injurious to the orderly and natural

growth of the family; that in the interests of population the

purveyors of pornographic literature should be punished;

that the Neo-Malthusian propaganda should be sternly re-

pressed ; that the burden of taxation should be more equitably

distributed, and that it was advisable to extend pecuniary and

other relief to the heads of large families. Anticipating the

direction in which the work of the Committee would probably

issue, and realizing that its conclusions and recommendations

would prove a tacit condemnation of the acts and policy of
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the Government, those in authority deemed it expedient to

starve the Committee by refusing the necessary funds, and

thereby to effectively, though not formally, bring its patriotic

labors to a premature close. The narrative is instructive as

showing that the highest interests of the nation are of much
less consequence in the eyes of the Bloc than the maintenance

of a regime which is dragging France to moral and material

destruction. In its war against Catholicism, in its intense

hatred of Religion, it seems to have adopted as its own the

motto of Freemasonry: Perisse la France pourvu que perisse

VEglise.

The Journal OMciel published recently the number of births,

marriages, and deaths for the first six months of the year

1908. Analyzing the returns. Dr. Bertillon describes them as

" deplorable," for whilst they reveal a situation less unsatis-

factory than that of 1907, they indicate no improvement on

the years immediately preceding. The following are the

official figures for the first half of 1908

:

Marriages 162,495

Births 411,402

Deaths 399,336

During the period the births were in excess of the deaths

by 12,966, but as Dr. Bertillon explains, the circumstance af-

fords no grounds for optimism, since this birth-rate is the

lowest on record in France, except that for 1907. For the

first six months of the following years the number of births

was as under

:

1904 418,479

1905 416,268

1906 416,762

1907 402,745

1908 411,402

The figure for 1908 is higher than that for the correspond-

ing period of 1907 by 8,657; it is lower than that of any

other year since the beginning of the century. " It is true,"

says Dr. Bertillon " that last year there was an excess of
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births over deaths ; but what is that increase as compared with

the annual growth of population in the neighboring countries ?

Germany gained last year an additional 822,625 inhabitants

—more than the entire present population of the three depart-

ments of Franche-Comte, augmenting by that number her

political and economic forces."

It is needless to insist further on the gravity of the situation

disclosed in the preceding pages. Every other country in

Europe (Ireland excepted) shows a steady growth of popu-

lation; France alone remains stationary, and, as we have seen,

the latest official returns seem to indicate that, instead of im-

provement in the near future, we may expect to find a still

greater discrepancy between the annual mortality and the an-

nual birth-rate. And what is especially sad and of sinister

significance, those entrusted with the responsibilities of gov-

ernment give no thought to a problem which should engage

their closest and most serious concerns, not merely the pros-

perity, but the very existence of the nation. The persistent

shrinkage of the birth-rate is mainly due to moral causes ; it is

then from moral remedies alone that any appreciable ameliora-

tion is to be expected. Voluntary sterility is the primary

source of depopulation. This violation of the natural and of

the divine law is not to be successfully combated by measures

based on mere economic expediency. When the teachings of

the Gospel are no longer ignored or rejected by the masses of

Frenchmen, when Christian morality comes to be cherished as

the guide and guardian of conduct, when the sacredness of

family life inspires due respect, when, in a word, religion shall

exercise her chastening and elevating influence over the hearts

and consciences of the men and women of France, then, and

then only, may we hope to see in that once Catholic land a

more faithful correspondence with the command addressed to

our first parents
—

" Increase and multiply and fill the earth."

T. A. Walsh.

Bruges, Belgium.
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CHAPTER XXXV.

Uncle and Niece.

THE New Year dawned, cold and wet and chill. The Christ-

mas snows had disappeared, except here and there in nooks

and clefts, for the soft sea-air had come in and hovered above

the fleecy drifts and breathed so softly on them that they had not

the hardihood to remain longer, but gently melted away and re-

lieved the suffocation of grass and herb that had been pining in

the darkness beneath. But the skies were lowering and heavy,

and leaning too closely with their weeping burdens on the earth

;

and the whole landscape and sea vista was tinted in a melan-

choly grayness of color, that made men sit down and think,

rather than stir themselves to work within or without of doors.

Gray was the old Dunkerrin keep against the steel face of the

sea; gray were the granite walls without, where they held up

their faces to be lashed by wind and wave, gray were the walls

within, except where they were blackened with the smoke that

crept out from the gipsies' fire and coiled itself round and round

the great stone chamber and lingered on the arched roof and left

it darkened and grimy with its sooty paint. Gray, too, was the

face of the wrinkled hag who bent over the peat and wood fire

upon the hearth—gray, with an ashen pallor as of a life that was

consuming itself in a fierce struggle of overmastering passion. .

The gloomy day wore on to evening, and the deep shades drew

down at four o'clock, shutting out all light from that dark

chamber except a few feeble rays of twilight that lingered still

about the narrow slits that served for windows. The dusky

brood of children were still out upon the cliffs playing their

noisy games; the old woman gazed musingly but anxiously into

the fire; Cora, the ugly gipsy girl, was munching apples in a

* This novel is copyrighted exclusively for the Ecclesiastical Review,

and will not appear in any other magazine in America, Great Britain, or

Australia.
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corner, seated on a kitchen table and swinging her legs to some

imaginary Romany ditty.

At last the old woman woke up as if from a reverie and with-

out turning round she addressed her granddaughter:
" The little father is late to-night. Dost thou hear any noise

of his coming?"

Without moving or making a single sign of interest, the girl

went on munching apples, just pausing a little to mumble:
" None. Wouldn't be surprised if he fell into the hands of the

engroes and found the darbies on his wrists."

" Why dost thou say such a thing ?" cried the old hag with the

addition of an oath and an opprobrious name.
" Because his pal or someone else has peached," said the girl,

without moving from her place or resenting the insult.

" His pal ? Wycherly, dost thou think ?" asked the old woman
anxiously and turning round to face her hopeful grandchild.

" Yes ! or I'm nashkado," said the girl.

The old woman turned back, muttering something and looking

steadily at the fire.

A little later on the sound of hoofs was heard, as they crept

down the boreen that led to the castle, and the heavy cart jolted

over the rough stones, or tore through the bushes and brambles

that closed in in wild profusion across the narrow passage. Then

the stable door was opened, the animal unharnessed and housed

for the night, and Pete came in, calm and unconcerned as usual.

The old woman received him so effusively that he expressed

his surprise. She explained the suspicions of his hopeful

daughter.

" I didn't know but that you would be in the nashky to-night,"

she said. " And we—

"

" The engro is not kidded yet," said the little father, "that

could match a Romany chal."

And lifting up the heavy cover of an iron pot, he flung it with

all his strength at his daughter's head. She quietly dodged the

missile and, picking up a couple of apples, she passed out into

the night that had now fallen, chanting in the most uncon-

cerned manner:

\ The Romany chi

And the Romany chal.
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and calling to the dusky little savages who were playing around

the cliffs to come back to their grandbebee.

" She said," said the old granddame, shuffling nearer the fire

with the sense of satisfaction of one who has escaped a danger,

" that the young master had peached ! Can that be true ?"

" How could it be true?" said the little father. " I carried my
cargo to-night through the midst of the engroes, bade them

good-night, and saw it in the wagon, safely consigned. What
more ?"

" Nothing more," she said. " How is the young master to-

night ?"

" Better and worse !" said the " little father." " Better be-

cause the bleeding has stopped ; worse because he is craving for

a sight of that girl and she cannot always be there."

" Ha !" cried the old woman with a certain note of exultation

in her voice. " She has had enough of the tribe, I wot. And
yet," she continued, gazing intently into the red ashes that

dropped here and there on the hearth from the blazing logs, " I

have a vision; and some day the dark dove will nestle beneath

the roof of Rohira,"
" Thou art dreaming, little mother," said the filial Pete,

" Edward is gone never to return ; Dion is lost and never to be

found; Jack is a doomed lad. Rohira will pass into the hands

of the stranger and the very name of it will be changed and

forgotten."

" Pete, you are a fool and no better than a gorgio," said the

old woman. " But why didn't you kill Kerins's juggal ?"

" Because no drow that was ever brewed could sicken him,"

said Pete. "And he knows and suspects me, the damned beast.

Some day, I fear, he'll fly at me."
" It would be well if dog and man were out of our way," said

the old woman. " Cora, the slut, who knows everything, says

we're peached upon. It can't be the young master and yet I

wouldn't trust him. But Kerins—I have watched him and I

have little faith in him."
" No matter," said Pete airily. Nothing but the hangman's

noose dangling over his head could disturb him. " We have

only one or two journeys more. And then we quit. And grand-

bebee ! We, the tinker-gipsies, have not done so badly after all."

" No !" she said. " We shall be remembered well! Go, call
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that hussy and the bebees from the diff. She's only fit to be a

Christian !"

And she spat into the fire with disgust.

It was quite true that Jack Wycherly was better and worse.

The violent hemorrhage that had come on in the early hours of

St. Stephen's morning had been checked by powerful remedies,

but he had been confined to bed and was suffering from great

debility. And he was feverish and restless, partly because he

foresaw he could not well resume his studies, but principally

because he craved and hungered after the presence of the nurse,

whose light touch and sympathetic attentions seemed now to

have become indispensable to his recovery. She had remained

by his bedside all that dreary night, watching, side by side

with the old doctor, who was half-distracted with grief and

terror, for the cessation of the dangerous symptoms. It was
only after breakfast she was allowed to return to her uncle's.

He was in no agreeable mood. Quite ignorant of modern
methods of medical skill and science and still more ignorant of

the etiquette that now obtains in the profession, he thought

there was a certain impropriety in the summoning of a young girl

to attend at night the bedside agonies of a young gentleman.

Quite unaware of hospital practice, he rather resented the idea

of her being summoned to a private patient ; and he thought there

was a certain want of fitness and delicacy in the whole thing

that called for comment on his part.

" I don't know, Annie," he said when he had made some or-

dinary inquiries about the boy's condition, " what are your or-

dinary duties, but it seems to me that you have gone as far in

this matter as maidenly delicacy will allow."

Annie opened her eyes in amazement.
" I know I want a right good sleep, uncle," she said. " But

what in the world has maidenly delicacy to do in the matter?

Why, it is my profession."

"Of course, but surely there are distinctions in your profes-

sion. There are certain rules or laws," he said, reverting to his

old ideas, " binding all professions, and in yours there must be

distinctions. I mean you have no right to be called upon to at-

tend patients indiscriminately."

" We acknowledge no distinctions," she replied with a certain
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independence that grated upon him. " Our business, our voca-

tion," she went on proudly, " is to save human life and alleviate

human suffering. Place, time, circumstances do not concern us."

He was silent for a few moments. He felt he was in the whirl

of a revolution that he could neither stop nor stay. Events

were crowding down upon him and his old conceptions of inexor-

able laws and sweeping them away into oblivion.

" But," he said at length, clinging to his old ideas even while

he felt them dragged down the tide of change, " there are certain

proprieties, Annie—certain minor moralities, that have at all times

to be observed. I admit the vast progress and utilities of the

science of medicine, but there are tacit rules—little scholia, or

consequences, from Christian teaching, that make it undesirable

for a young lady
—

"

" You have never seen an operation, uncle ?" she said.

" Never, thank God !" he replied.

" Well, now," she continued, " let me be candid. There are

certain shocks in the beginning, certain things that make you
shiver, but you get used to everything. And then you begin to

understand that in our profession there is only one thing con-

sidered—that is, as I have said, to save human life and relieve

human suffering."

He saw there was no use in prolonging the argument, so he

said testily:

" I don't understand and I'm not going to argue the matter

further. But—" he stopped suddenly, as if he dreaded to go too

far, for now he felt how powerless he was becoming, how un-

equal to the unseen forces that seemed to be conspiring from

all sides against him. And yet how could he be silent?

" I was about to say," he continued, with an attempt at the

old peremptoriness that almost broke down, " that I have to con-

sider my own position, Annie. We are living here among a back-

ward, primitive people, who do not understand modern methods;

and after all we must yield to their prejudices. And I fear very

much—

"

Here he stopped. He could not hurt the feelings of the girl

who was everything to him in the world.

" I think I know what you mean, uncle," she said, " and it

would be most ungrateful of me to embarrass you in any way.
But I think the time has come when the people should be taught
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to rise above these prejudices, and there is only one way of

teaching them and that is to defy them."
" That cannot be done," he said. " There ! we've had enough

of the matter, and I don't want, Annie, that anything should

come between us now, when my time on earth is so short."

" Don't say that, uncle," she said as the tears started to her

eyes. " You have many years before you yet, and, when I have

done with these professional studies, I shall come back and

nurse you to the end."

He shook his head. And, after a pause, during which she

seemed to be debating the prudence of what she was going to

say, she said quietly:

" I shall not go to Rohira again
!"

But in the late afternoon one of the servants came down to

beg of her to go up, if it were only for a few minutes.

" For, oh, miss," said the girl earnestly, as she saw Annie

hesitating, " if you could only see the young master and how he

turns round and looks every time the door opens and then

turns back with the tears in his eyes and a look on him, as if his

heart was breaking; an' if you could only hear him. Miss, when

he wakes up out of his sleep and looks round and says 'Annie
!'

'Annie!' just for all the world. Miss, as if a child were crying

for his mother—why. Miss, you'd go to the ind of the world to

help him."
" You know, Nellie, that I was up all night and am tired and

worn out!"

" Of course, you are. Miss, though you're looking as fresh as

a daisy this morning; but sure. Miss, this is only for a few

minutes. And the poor doctor, Miss, is heartbroke an' he said

to me, ' Nellie,' he said, ' I'm ashamed to be troubling Miss

O'Farrell after such a long night, but what am I to do? It is

hard to hear Jack calling for her and not to please him.'
"

Still she hesitated. She had given a spontaneous promise, al-

though it was exacted by affection, and she was torn by a con-

flict of feeling such as she had never experienced before. Sud-

denly she turned around and went straight to her uncle's door.

" The doctor has again sent for me," she said, " and this poor

boy is calling piteously for me. I must go
!"

" You can please yourself !" he said.

So she went that day and every day until Jack Wycherly
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was convalescent. And her uncle never alluded to it again, but

she knew that a great gulf had yawned between them. And

she was very soon made aware that busy tongues were tamper-

ing with her name in the parish; and that her ministrations of

mercy were tortured into deep designs of ambition, or at least

flagrant violations of that secret code which draws the invisible

but impassable line between delicacy and forwardness or, as her

uncle would say, the things that are within the law and the

things that pass to their own retribution outside its impregnable

pale.

CHAPTER XXXVI.

Cora Bewitched.

NOWHERE did these thoughts rankle more deeply, nowhere

were these things discussed so savagely as in the cabin of

the Duggans. Every event seemed to be leading up to an ac-

cumulation of disappointment that was hardly to be borne by

such fierce and vindictive spirits; and these disappointments in

some mysterious manner appeared to originate in the voluntary

or unconscious movements of the priests. Things seemed to have

reached a culmination of agony when all preparations were made

for the marriage of Kerins to Martha Sullivan, and when un-

der the very eyes of the Duggans vans of furniture were brought

from the railway station to embellish the home of the bride.

It was bad enough to lose Crossfields just at the time when
Kerins' intemperance seemed to make certain his ruin and their

acquisition of the farm; and now he had actually swept from

the side of Dick Duggan the fairest girl in the parish, whom he

had already regarded as his own. His grief and disappointment

were so terrible that even the old woman, his mother, was won
over to his side ; and, although her deep religious feelings would

never allow her to take part in any unholy remarks about the

priests, she still felt, in that strange instinctive but utterly irra-

tional manner so common amongst the ignorant and uneducated,

that they all had a grievance against their clergy. Hence the

matter was warmly and angrily discussed about their hearth these

dark, winter days, whilst a few fields away Jack \Vycherly's

life seemed ebbing softly onward towards the unmeasured shores

of eternity.

" Fitter for him keep that galivanter of a niece of his at
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home," said the old man one night, as they were talking about

some altar denunciation of a scandal made the Sunday previous

by the old blind pastor. " Begor, because she's his niece she

can do what no other girl in the parish dare do. What's sauce

for the goose is sauce for the gander, and begor whin he won't

spare anyone else he oughtn't spare her."

" If it was a poor man's son or daughter was spittin' blood, I

wondher would me fine lady be so ready to spind her nights

and days be their side ?" said his daughter.

" Faix, you may be sure she wouldn't, nor would he allow

her unless she was well paid for it," echoed one of the boys.

" Perhaps she has her eye on the place," said the old man with

a certain irony. " Quarer things happen and sure we ought to

be glad to see them Prodestans hunted from the counthry and

Catholics takin' their place."

" What are you sayin' about Prodestans and Catholics ?" said

Dick Duggan savagely, as he turned in from the door and his

dark face grew more sallow and the stubby black moustache on

his upper lip seemed to bristle with anger.

" Nothin', nothin'," said his father. " Only people do be say-

ing that maybe quarer things have happened than she should be at

Rohira."
" What 'ud take her there?" said Dick. " Didn't she give the

go-bye to Masther Ned and sure this poor dying angashore will

never come in for Rohira."
" Maybe she's lookin' afther the ould docthor himself," said

his sister. " Sure the wife's sperrit has gone away, banished

by the priest to the bottom of the Red Say for as long he wants

to hould her there."

There was a burst of sarcastic laughter at this sally, which was

interrupted when the latch of the half-door was unceremoniously

lifted and Pete the Gipsy came in.

He never used the usual salutations of the country and his

presence never boded any good to a household, but he was al-

ways welcome because he had all the news of the country on his

tongue and had a dry quaint way of communicating it.

He went over coolly to the turf fire and lighted his pipe,

merely saying:

" Your par'n, Ma'am !"

Then he sat on the hob and smoked calmly. After a little

while the old man said

:

- .
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" We were just talking of the young master whin you kem in,

Pete. How is he?"
" Better because worse !" said the gipsy sententiously.

" Begor, 'twould take your mother to bate that," said the old

woman, who hated the whole tribe.

" i mean," said Pete, " that the bleeding is stopped, thanks

to his skilful nurse, but the boy is doomed. He cannot get bet-

ter. He must go abroad."

" I hope he'll take a wife wid him," said Dick Duggan savagely.

" No !" said the gipsy coolly after a pause. "Although he

ought ; or rather she ought take him, for it was for her sake he

got his death-blow!"

This was interesting, so the whole family began to group them-

selves around the speaker, except Dick Duggan, who kept apart

as if the subject did not interest him, but who nevertheless kept

eyes and ears open for the narrative.

But Pete was rather leisurely in his movements, at least in

his hours of recreation, and only asked curiously:

" Have ye not heard it ?"

" Dom your blood," said the old man in a passion, " you know
dom well we didn't. You and thim can keep yere sacrets too

well, although sometimes the best mended pot will lake."

The allusion to his ordinary trade as a tinker and his extraor-

dinary calling as a smuggler would have raised the hair on an

ordinary man. But Pete was not an ordinary man, but an ex-

traordinary gipsy, and he held down his temper with a strong

hand.
" True, friend," he said at length and it seemed with some

significance, " it is well to be able to keep one's secrets. The
spoken word cannot be recalled. But," he added, dashing the

ashes from his pipe, " this doesn't concern me and so ye may
have it. It is only this. That Ned pursued this young lady, and

a very beautiful lady she is, with his attentions; that she re-

jected them; that he followed her to the city and wanted Master

Jack to tell him where he could meet her. Master Jack refused.

There were hot words ; and hot words generally end only in one

way, eh, Dick? and Master Jack got the blow that has sped him
on the way to the grave."

"And Masther Ned?"
" Has vanished and is not likely to return again."
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" He's not much of a loss," said the old man.
" No-o!" said the gipsy. " He was a good young man, a very

good young man ; and he had money, a little money, just enough

to buy and stock Crossfields."

" Crossfields? What the divil do you mane?" said Dick Dug-

gan, coming over and eyeing the dark face of the gipsy.

" Mean ?" said Pete coolly. " I mean that Masther Ned

—

don't be so angry, Dick, you'll have Crossfields yet—I foretell

it !—wanted Kerins to sell out to him. He offered him six hun-

dred, and—Kerins would sell, but then
—

"

He paused and left them eagerly expectant.

" But then the young lady wouldn't have him and he flung

up Crossfields, Rohira, and everything. You'll never hear of

him again!"

" Small loss !" said the old woman.

"And a good riddance !" said her husband.
" Certainly in one way," said the gipsy, as if interpreting their

thoughts, " for if, as might have happened, Wycherly had se-

cured Crossfields, no power on earth could wrest it from him.

When men of his class get hold of such things they hold on

like bull-dogs. Now Kerins is different. He has only the grip

of a child or a spaniel. Say, Drop it J and he lets go. Say, Pass

by that girl an' don't let me catch you speaking to her again.

And 'tis done !"

" That's not the character he bears," said the old man.
" People say he's a black man and he knows how to use his

revolver."

Pete shrugged his shoulders and rose up to depart.

" That's because he's never met his match—I mean, the man
that would stand up to him and give him one bad fright. If

Ned Wycherly had been more lucky, he could as easy get Kerins

to clear out of Crossfields as I could smoke a pipe. 'Tis a pity

we haven't a gentleman there instead of a skunk. And now I

hear he's bringing in the bonniest lass in the parish."

There was silence at these words. He had wrought their

tempers up to that point where speech is useless.

" Well, good-night !" he said. " There's enough of us to

dance at the wedding."

He received no reply to the salutation, but went out heed-

lessly into the darkness. He knew well he was followed. The
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drawn face, and the gleaming eyes, and the dry lips of Dick Dug-

gan had not escaped his observation, for unto that were all his

cunning remarks directed.

He had not gone far when he heard his name called huskily

and cautiously. He turned round and waited.

" Did you mane all that ye said, Pete, about the Yank?" came

the voice out of the darkness.

"Who's this? Oh, Dick! Did I mean what?"

"All you said about Kerins, damn you. You know well what

I mane."
" Oh, never mind," said the gipsy carelessly. " The thing is

settled now. It is too late to begin."

"Av I thought
—

" said Dick gloomily. But he stopped, un-

able to frame his ideas into words.

"H you thought what?" said Pete encouragingly.

"Av I thought that Martha would have him, I'd think no more

of blowing out his brains than I would of shooting a dog."

" That's foolish talk, Dick," said the gipsy. " First and fore-

most, you have no firearms. Kerins saw after that when he

sent the police to search. Second, you would never have the

courage to pull the trigger. Third, there's the hangman's noose

and 'tis a necktie one doesn't care to wear again. Be said and

led by me, Dick Duggan. Leave Kerins alone. And, as for that

girl (I saw him walking with her yesterday down in the fields

near her father's house) well, there's many another in the parish;

and where are you going to bring her? Do you think she's go-

ing to wait for you until she is a gray old woman?"
" Pete !" said the dry tongue anxiously.

" Well. I must be off. The old woman will be sulky."

" They do be sayin'," said the dry voice in the darkness, " that,

ye are all clearin' out soon—out av the ould castle. Couldn't

—

couldn't the ould woman give the girl somethin'— ?"

" You mean to drab her ?" said the gipsy.

" Drab ? What's ' drab ' ?" said Dick.

" Why to ' drab ' is to poison her. Why, of course, the old

woman knows all herbs
—

"

" I didn't mane that, you gipsy blagard," said Dick. "An'

you know I didn't mane it."

" What then did you mean ?" said Pete. " We're a lawless lot

enough, I suppose, so far as filching a chicken is concerned, but
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we have kept our hands from blood. That's only for Christians

and Gorgios."

" Begor, perhaps you're right," said Dick, afraid now that

he had gone too far, " although that isn't the charackter ye bare.

But sure I was only jokin'. I don't care a thraneen for Cross-

fields; and, as for the girl, why, there's as good fish in the say

as ever was caught. An' I'm dom glad it is wan of ourselves and

not a shoneen like Wycherly that houlds the ould place."

" Exactly," said Pete, moving away. " It only remains now
that Kerins should have you as best man. I'll be speaking to

him to-morrow or after and I'll tell him how nice and friendly

ye all are since ye heard of his marriage."

The reply was lost in the darkness of the night and the dis-

tance, but if Pete could smile, and he never did, he would smile

at the sudden change in Dick's manner. He only tried to re-

member every word of their conversation as he went along,

and he commanded his daughter to take down certain things

on very dirty paper, as mnemonics for future use.

" You have been riling that boy again," said the old woman,

as she leaned over the fire.'*^

" No !" said Pete. " But on my honor, as an honest Romany
chal, I say 'tis a shame that this juggal should win land and bride

so easy."

" What is it to us, little father ?" said his mother. " What is

it to us? It behooves us to think where we shall pitch our tent

next, for I tell you, these black walls choke me and I pine for

the wood and the heath and the freedom of the Romany life.

But where shall we pitch our tent, that is the question for us,

and not whether Dick will cut Kerins' throat or poison his wife

that shall be?"
" You are right, bebee," said Pete admiringly, " you are al-

ways right. But may not these things, too, help the Romanys
onward ?"

" How ? What to us are the squabbles of these folk ? We
shall be far from here before these things are settled."

" You are always wise, bebee," said her son. " Could we
only get our legs loose from the mantrap now, and enough to

take us onward to the Romany camp and out into the fields

and mountains again, all would be well."

" Then, why not, little father ?" asked the woman querulously.
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" Because the little father is more likely to find himself in the

nashky," broke in the daughter, Cora. " I will tell ye, but ye

will not heed, that the engroes are on the prowl, and they are

only waiting to get the leg as well as the foot into the mantrap,

before they snap the spring."

The old woman snarled and cursed the girl, who seemed to

find a certain delight in foretelling the ruin of her father. But

the girl was heedless. It didn't seem to matter much to her.

" Whence have you got your information ?" asked her father

sternly.

" Pay me and I'll tell you !" she said.

The payment was the swish of his whip across the girl's

back. She swore and went out.

" The devil has some information," said the gipsy to his

mother. " But, if I can run in two or three bales more, I'll say

quit. It's an exciting but uncanny trade. Ah, if that coward,

Wycherly, had stood by me, what a fortune we'd have made. I

owe a grudge to that girl for refusing him and to Kerins for

keeping Crossfields."

" The clouds sank red to-night, little father," she said, " and

the planet was a blotch of blood in the sky. I see strange figures

moving down there in the valleys, where the logs are burning.

There are two coming up towards each other out of the valley.

And, look, the light has died out now and there is darkness, but

still I see them moving slowly, as if driven on by fate. 'Sh!

They approach. They meet. Look! One creeping spark is

extinguished. The other moves on, on, on. Who are they?"

The girl, Cora, had come back and seemed to be listening

intently.

" Duggan and Kerins, I suppose," he said carelessly, " or Jack

Wycherly and his nurse; or the old grandbee and the bride that

is to be. Did I tell you that Dick wanted you to brew a love

philtre for the girl ? Yes ! Poor devil !
* Can Jude,' he said,

* brew something for me ?' These were his words, * Can Jude

brew something for me?'"
" She can and she shall !" cried the girl, as if she were sud-

denly bewitched and gone mad. " I'll brew the philtre, yea,

even I.
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The Romany chi

And the Romany chal

Shall jaw tasaulor

To drab the bawlor,

And dook the gry,

Of the farming rye."

She went out singing and yelling into the night-air.

" The devil has got that girl," Pete said to his mother.

" There's something strange the matter with her."

But the old woman hung silent above the fire, only muttering

:

" The time is come ! Let us go ! Let us go
!"

CHAPTER XXXVIL

A Dread Ordeal.

DURING these sad days in the opening of the New Year,

Annie O'Farrell was torn asunder under the agony of

conflicting feelings. She had not openly disobeyed her uncle, to

whom she was so much indebted, but she knew that he strongly

disapproved of her visiting Rohira, and that there was a strain

in their relations towards each other that might possibly widen

into an open breach. She went every day to see the lad, who
was clearly under sentence of death from the dread malady, and

every day, as she pulled on her gloves and left her home, she

felt she was giving great pain to her benefactor. Yet, she argued,

how can I do otherwise? I have adopted a profession, which

demands a sacrifice of feelings where the interests of suffering

humanity are at stake. Would it not be selfish, nay cruel, to

refuse the little help and sympathy I can render ? She made up

her mind on the matter, and if she ever hesitated, that piteous

look of the stricken lad and his piteous cry "Annie!" would in-

stantly strengthen Her resolve to do everything in her power to

relieve him. The gratitude of the old doctor, too, quaint and

strange in his manner, but always a gentleman, was very touch-

ing. He said little, but by every sign and gesture he made it

clear that he appreciated deeply the solicitude with which this

young and accomplished nurse watched over her patient. He
could not help noticing, too, how completely differences of re-

ligion were kept out of sight. There was but one guiding prin-
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ciple—kindness, humanity, charity. One day when Annie was

coming into the room unexpectedly, she heard the old man
saying

:

" Oh, that God had given me such a daughter in my old age
!"

She drew back the door gently and retired. But it was enough

to prove how deep, if unspoken, was the grateful appreciation of

her services in that Protestant household. And yet it was only

her strong spirit that helped her to persevere in face of the

tacit opposition of her uncle, and the knowledge, conveyed to her

in a hundred ways, that " the people were talking about her."

As the days lengthened. Jack Wycherly was able to release his

nurse and even to resume in part his studies at the hospital.

But the cold of January, the icy showers of sleet, and the bit-

ing of the air at night made it soon evident that, if he were to

escape death, he would have to run for his life. The senior

surgeon, who was so deeply interested in him, peremptorily or-

dered him abroad, and after a consultation with the other mem-
bers of the staff, all of whom liked the boy, it was decided that

South Africa, with its dry, warm climate, was the one place on

earth that gave hopes of arresting the ravages of the dread

disease.

He promptly decided to go, but dare he go alone ? He thought

not. He was too weak, too depressed by his illness to face the

ordeal of an ocean voyage. And then—suppose that this ter-

rible hemorrhage should recur whilst at sea? He decided he

would not go unless someone accompanied him. Needless to say

—that someone was Annie.

It was pitiful during these days of doubt and anguish to see how
the poor boy would follow with his eyes the figure of the girl, who
now seemed indispensable to him, as she flitted through the wards;

apparently unconscious of his anxiety; but in reality full of

doubt and terror at the thought that he might ask her to ac-

company him abroad and that she would not refuse him. To
his eager question to the senior surgeon, whether he might travel

alone, the decided answer was given, " Most certainly not ! You
dare not travel without a skilled nurse." And he had not con-

cealed it. Two things then were clear. Jack Wycherly was to

leave Ireland for the Cape on the first of February ; and one of

the hospital nurses was to accompany him. Many of the latter

were eager to go. The novelty of the thing, the desire to see
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life, the pleasures of ocean travel, the wish to improve them-

selves, and to obtain larger knowledge of their profession, were

excellent reasons for wishing to go abroad ; and yet it was mutely

understood that the dying boy cared but for one to be his nurse,

companion, and friend. Yet he hesitated about asking her and

the day of his departure was drawing near.

One afternoon the senior surgeon bluntly asked him

:

" Well, Wycherly, have you made all your ai rangements ? The

sooner you get away from this infernal climate the better."

It was a bitterly cold afternoon, showers of sleet beating

against the windows and a fierce wind howling along the streets

and sweeping them free of pedestrians.

" Nearly all, sir," said Jack. " But I fear I cannot manage

about the nurse."

"Why?" said the doctor impatiently. " Expense, is it?"

" No !" said the boy, with a blush spreading over his pale,

hectic face. " Father has actually secured cabins in the ' Castle

'

Line. But—"
Here he stopped and the blush grew deeper on his face.

" Well ?" said the surgeon. " What else ? Can't you get the

lady? I'd imagine they'd jump at the offer."

" I am afraid I cannot get the nurse I need most," said the

boy.

"Who is she?"
" Miss O'Farrell. She took charge of me the night of my

first hemorrhage and I have known her at home—

"

" That's quite right," said the surgeon. " In your condition

you will need sympathy and the feeling of confidence even

more than skilful nursing. But why has Miss O'Farrell refused?

That was selfish of her."

" I haven't asked her," said the boy.

"And why not ? The time is closing in ; she'll be delighted to

go. You don't expect she is going to proffer her services ?"

" It is not that, sir !" said the boy. " But I'm afraid she won't

go and I don't like to risk a refusal. Besides, if Miss O'Farrell

won't come with me, I shall stay at home to die."

" But—but," said the bewildered man of science. " I cannot

understand. Why should Miss O'Farrell refuse to go? You
say she's an old friend!"

" I'm sure she'd like to go," was the answer. " But Miss
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O'Farrell is a Roman Catholic, and you know they're very par-

ticular, very fastidious about the proprieties and all that."

" Oh, d d nonsense !" said the irascible doctor. " There's

no question of propriety or fastidiousness with us. We have to

save human life—that's all!"

"I'm afraid," said Jack, mournfully shaking his head. "And then

her uncle, her guardian, is a parish priest—a great scholar and

theologian and all that! But a terrible stickler for law and the

right thing and so on

—

a. kind of Catholic Puritan, you know."
" Of course, I see. But is Miss O'Farrell dependent on him?"
" Partly. But she's deeply attached to him. And, if she

comes with me, it means war. He'll never see her again. At

least, I think that's what is in her mind."

" Well ! well " said the surgeon. " The thing looks Wue.

But I'd advise you, Wycherly, to face the matter at once. Ask
Miss O'Farrell, and if she doesn't consent, then ask someone

else. But clear away from this infernal climate as soon as you

can! Ugh!"
And the great man shuddered, as an icy blast threw pellets of

snow against the windows, and the little streams melting, flowed

down and washed them clean. Probably this poor, doomed lad

never underwent such an ordeal in his life as the one he faced that

evening, when the doctors had departed and he felt that he had

to settle the matter finally, or decide to remain and die at home.

In that silent, thoughtful, melancholy way in which such stricken

souls move through the narrowing paths of life, he crept through

the corridors, hoping to meet the girl on whose word his happi-

ness now depended. He knew well he was no longer a prepos-

sessing figure. All his masculine energy, which had created his

masculine beauty, had ebbed away and left him a wilted and

washed-out skeleton. The great brown masses of auburn hair,

which had clustered and curled so proudly on his broad, white

forehead, were now matted heaps that fell down but could not

conceal the deep valleys in his temples. His cheeks had fallen in,

leaving the cheekbones high and prominent. His lips were blue

and dry. His hands were worn and lengthened ; and his frame,

shrunken and emaciated, seemed but a skeleton on which his gar-

ments were hung. He coughed slightly, always with the dread

accompaniment of his handkerchief to his lips. He felt lonely,

miserable, unhappy, dreading yet seeking this interview with the
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one being, who alone could shed upon his desolate path a little

ray of hope and love.

He walked up and down the long corridor of the hospital

under the gas-jets, watching and listening for the opening of

every door, in the hope that the one face and figure he desired to

see might appear. Now and again, at the sound of a bell, a

nurse would appear, glide swiftly along the corridor, exchange

a kind word with the stricken student, and pass on. But to all

appearances Annie O'Farrell had vanished. Then he began to

ask himself, could he be mistaken, and was she on night duty.

But he knew this was not the case. At last he was about to

leave for his lodgings, when, on turning around, he came face to

.face with the girl.

She said a little word of kindness, walked slowly by his side

a little distance, and was then about to pass into another ward,

when he arrested her with the one word

:

"Annie
!"

She stood still, rearranging some utensils she held in her

hands, until he said:

" Would you spare me one moment and walk a few steps

with me?"

She at once turned around and slowly accompanied the weak
footsteps of the boy. He moistened his dry lips and said with

a tremor in his voice

:

" Annie, you know I'm ordered abroad ?
"

" Yes," she repHed, looking straight before her, not daring to

look at the white face that was now drawn down with the pain

of great anxiety.

" Would it be too much to expect—^that is, would you do me
and father the favor—Annie, will you go with me?"

She started violently, although she expected the question, and

then she said quietly:.

" Impossible, Jack. I would do anything to help you, but

that is impossible."

" I expected to hear you say so," he replied gently but sadly.

" It was too much to hope for. I know all the difficulties and

I admit they are insurmountable. But it was my last hope.

I shall die at home noW."
" Don't say that !" she cried, alarmed. " The doctors give you

a chance for life by ordering you abroad. I know you need a
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nurse—a trained nurse, but any of the nurses—Miss Fortescue,

Miss Langton, Miss O'Reilly—any of them will be delighted

to be asked."

"Perhaps so!'" he replied. "But I shall not go unless you

come with me!"
" Now, that's foolish nonsense. Jack," she said almost im-

patiently. " I know it is the result of your weak condition.

The moment you are on board the steamer all that will vanish

and you know you can rely on any of the nurses here."

" Of course," he said. " But my mind is made up. You
won't come?"

He coughed slightly, took out his handkerchief, drew it across

his lips, and looked anxiously at it. The little action touched

her and she had to look away to hide her tears.

" You know my difficulties, Jack," she said, secretly wiping

her eyes. " It is cruel—no, I don't mean that—but it is unfair

to press me. You know how my uncle, old and blind, will feel

;

and then you know how those wretched people down there will

talk. It will kill him !"

" I know right well I'm selfish," he replied, " brutally selfish,

but I suppose it is my malady. But I have the most positive

assurances, Annie, from Doctor Stanihurst, and you know he is

at the head of his profession, that in the public mind there is ab-

solutely nothing indelicate, or imprudent, in any skilled nurse

accompanying a poor devil that has been sentenced to death."
" Of course, that's true," said the nurse, " in the profession

and amongst educated people. But you see. Jack—you know the

class of people my uncle has to deal with and how their malice

v/ill twist and turn the thing to account against him."
" But," he said more cheerfully, for he felt he was gaining

ground, " all wise people ignore the prejudices of the lower

classes. Otherwise, the world could not go on. Surely we
should not be influenced by the prejudices of the ignorant."

" I suppose we ought not to be," she replied. " But my uncle

is a priest and has to live amongst his people; and he must be

careful in these days when people, he says, are so critical."

" Perhaps ! But somehow it seems to me, Annie, that the

Lord Christ did not heed these things very much when he went
about doing good."

The appeal was so unexpected that she could not reply.
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" I know," he went on, " that a deeply religious girl as you

are, Annie, must be shocked at my mentioning such a name at all.

Of course, I have no more religion than a cow, but the little I

have learned has taught me that. And, do you know, Annie, it is

not altogether for my own comfort I am begging you to come.

But I know I am doomed. I must die in South Africa or else-

where; and somehow I feel, you know, that I should want you

with me at the last. You could pray for me, or read for me,

and perhaps, when I go over, they won't shut the door altogether

against me, if you knock a little. Do, Annie! Come! If the

Lord Christ were here, He would say, Go! You cannot refuse

him !"

The appeal was irresistible and she felt now that she should

accompany the doomed life and remain even unto the end. But,

although she knew that it was certainly arranged, she felt it a

duty to temporize and ease her conscience. After a few

seconds' thought, she said:

" You've put things in a new light, Jack. But, because you

have done so, I must consult those who are my own guides in

matters of the kind. Give me a couple of days and I'll let you

know. But oh! I shall have a frightful struggle with poor

uncle. He'll never forgive me!"

Her anguish appeared so acute, that the boy's heart was deeply

touched and, gently laying his hand on her arm whilst she turned

away her head, he said:

" There ! Let us hear no more about it, Annie ! I'm a per-

fect brute to torment you. And 'tis only for a few weeks of

life, more or less ! I'm utterly ashamed of myself to have

pressed you. I'll end the matter now. And after all I can die

happier at home."

But she shook her head.

" That cannot be," she said. " You must go to South Africa

and I must go with you. It is Destiny!"

CHAPTER XXXVIII.

Nature and Law.

SHE did not make light of the ordeal before her. She had

calculated everything; and yet it was only when she stood

face to face with her trial that she realized its magnitude.
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She consulted her confessor in the city next day, telling him

candidly all her doubts and fears. He was struck at once by

the singular fact that she made nothing of the dangers and trials

of travel in an unknown land, weighed down and hampered by

the burden of a helpless and hopeless invalid, unused to the

climate, and possibly beyond the reach of the most ordinary ad-

vantages of civilized life. The thought had not occurred to her

and she brushed aside the difficulty. But on the question of dis-

obeying and even abandoning her uncle in his old age and with

his terrible infirmity, he was peremptory, and sternly bade her

to abandon the idea at once.

Almost in despair, she remembered the words of the wrecked

and broken student and she timidly asked

:

"What would our Lord do? What would He say?"

He said coldly:

" I don't know. I am only judging by my own weak lights and

they are against your going away."

Then as a final refuge she asked

:

" If I go, will it be a sin? Am I contravening the will of

God?"
And he decided that it might be rash, imprudent, undutiful;

but she was of age to decide her own future and he could not

say that it would be a sin.

Meanwhile a letter she had written to her little friend, who
was far away, hidden in the cold, rough cloisters of her con-

vent, praying and suffering for a sinful world, had reached its

destination and was the subject of anxious prayer to this devoted

soul. And like other saintly spirits, she did not put her judgment

to the rack, nor torture her weak faculties by balancing argu-

ments. But she redoubled her austerities and sought light from

the only source whence it is attainable by poor mortals, namely

from that Supernal Wisdom that lends to feeble reason the su-

preme power of " right judgments and just works."

Then after a day or two, and having obtained permission

from her superior, she sat down and indited a long letter to her

friend, writing in a half-conscious manner and leaving herself

almost passive in the hands of Him, who she knew, would guide

her aright. When she read the letter over, she was rather sur-

prised to find that she had advised Annie to do what was heroic,

rather than what was prudent, although she thought" she had sat
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down with the intention of dissuading her from going abroad

and deserting her uncle. But she wound up the letter with the

one sentence, that would exculpate her, if she had proved an

unwise counsellor

:

" But in this, dearest Annie, and in all other perplexing ques-

tions, there seems but one safe principle to follow ; and that is

to seek the Will of God, which you may always ascertain by

asking what would our Lord do, or what would He wish me to

do under such or such circumstances. As to the opinions of the

world, they are not to be noticed when the Finger of God points

out a certain course. There will be Pharisees to the end, and

Vah ! Vahs ! and wagging of heads. But the victory remains

with God and conscience!"

Here then were conflicting opinions; although the girl felt

that there was a singular coincidence in the very words with

which the Protestant lad appealed to her charity and the words

that came from the cloistered Collettine. But she felt now
driven on, on, by some undefined impulse ; and, although she had

yet to face the worst part of her trial in explaining her intention

to her uncle, her mind no longer wavered. She should go

!

The two, nurse and patient, traveled together to their respec-

tive homes in the same railway carriage. His father's brougham

was waiting for him and he drove Annie to her uncle's house.

There, as they parted and shook hands, she said

:

' I have consulted my friends. Jack, and I'm going with you.

The sooner our preparations are made, the better for us both."

He put her hand to his lips and said

:

" God bless you ! Give me one bare week. This day-week

we start together."

It was a sad week for the devoted girl, and yet her decision,

now with her strong character unalterable, made the situation

more tolerable. During the week her uncle did not relax the

severity of his manner towards her. Cold and impassive and

reserved, he received her redoubled attentions with a frigid

politeness that was less tolerable than bursts of anger. And
what she felt far more keenly, the infirmity of almost total

blindness had reduced the old man to a condition of helplessness

and weakness that was very touching. Watching him groping

his way by feeling along the edges of tables or the bookcase;

seeing him silently brooding over the fire these dread winter days
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without the solace of books or other companionship, save the

visit of his curate to recite the Divine Office with him; and

thinking of his utter loneUness and abandonment when she, whom
he expected to be the prop of his decUning years, had turned

her back upon him forever ; her heart smote her with compassion

and remorse and her conscience murmured

:

" Yes, for an aHen in race and rehgion, you are abandoning

in his helplessness the man who took you into his house when

you were a helpless orphan, and who has watched over you with

fatherly interest all your life
!"

Coming on to the close of the appointed week, these prompt-

ings became so urgent and oppressive that she seemed almost like

a distracted being; and once or twice she had actually packed up

her little belongings, determined to steal away from the house

and save herself the agony and shame of parting. But her

pride, or native strength of character, compelled her to abandon

the idea as cowardly. She should speak and reveal her deter-

mination, no matter what it cost.

It was the last evening before the day fixed for departure

and she knew she had to face the bitter ordeal before the night

closed down. She had spoken to Father Liston in the afternoon

when he had closed his daily visit and told him all. He had not

reassured her.

" Probably, if I were in the place of your director," he said

gravely, " I should have proffered the same advice, because a

director has to consider the spiritual interests of the penitent

at his feet and none other. But somehow, if you were to con-

sult me on the general principle—whether it were greater or

nobler to go abroad or to remain at home—well, I shouldn't hesi-

tate there. But your uncle can take but one view of it—be pre-

pared for that—and it is not altogether the selfish one. But you

know what a stickler he is for law, for propriety, for the neces-

sity of avoiding the least thing that may disedify the ignorant;

and there he is relentless."

She only replied

:

" May God help me. It is the hardest trial of my life/'

And it was.

It was just after tea that she broached the subject to her

uncle. The meal had been suffered by both to pass almost in

silence, as if he had a foreboding that it might "be the last.
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Then, gulping down her emotion and summoning all her strength,

she said:

" I shall be leaving in the morning, uncle, and I shall not prob-

ably see you to bid you good-bye 1"

Something in her tone of voice struck him, for he raised him-

self up into an attitude of attention.

" You are going back to the hospital ?" he said.

" No !" she replied. " I am going to South Africa."

He started with surprise and was silent for a moment. Then
he said, as if anxious to reassure himself:

" You have got an appointment out there as nurse?"
" No !" she said. " Or rather, perhaps, I should say yes ! I

am accompanying Mr. Wycherly as nurse. He is ordered to

South Africa, as the only chance of saving his life. We both

leave in the morning to catch the Cape steamer in London."

He paused so long that she was beginning to hope that he had

taken the matter indifferently, but she was soon undeceived.

" You see no impropriety in this ?" he said.

" No, uncle," she replied. " I thought you might object on that

ground, so I thought it well to get the fullest assurance from

our medical staff that it was strictly correct and professional."

" Your medical staff !" he said, with the old fierce scorn break-

ing through his apparent calm, " strictly ' correct ' and ' pro-

fessional '
! And do you think that your medical staff can break

through the Commandments of God and every instinct of pro-

priety, which you are about to outrage?"

The scornful tone which he assumed was lucky for her, be-

cause her own temper rose with it and she said

:

" I am not aware that I am about to break any commandment
of God; and I cannot see the least impropriety in my accom-

panying a dying boy any more than nursing him in his own
house."

" I thought," he said with bitter sarcasm, " that I had already

conveyed to you my sense of the grave impropriety—^the gross

impropriety of which you have been guilty in going to Rohira

against my wishes, and exciting the comments of the entire

parish."

" You should have forbidden me, uncle, to study for the pro-

fession at first. You should have foreseen these things. It is

not fair to allow me to follow a profession and get qualified,

and then step in with foolish scruples to thwart me."
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" Foolish scruples ?" he cried, turning around until his eyes

seemed to bum her through the black spectacles. "And do you

mean to tell me that I weigh for one moment the life of that

boy, which, as you say, is already doomed, with the scandal you

will give to every member of my flock? How can I face the

people again? How can I stand at God's altar, where I have

denounced vice and every occasion of vice until I had rooted

out every possibility of sin in my parish? Will not the people

have a perfect right to turn round and say :
' Physician, heal

thyself! You, who have never spared the feelings of others,

when sin was in question, now let us hear what you have to say

of your niece? She has eloped, run away with that Protestant

gentleman
—'

"

" Uncle ! uncle !" cried the girl, her face crimson with in-

dignation and shame, " for shame ! I never thought I should

hear such cruel, unjust, and uncharitable things from your mouth.

You know perfectly well it is not an elopement—that there's not a

single feature of anything so base in it—^that I am acting through

a pure sense of Christian charity and my duty as a hospital

nurse. Nor do I believe that there is even one in the entire

parish that would look at it as you—as you—

"

And here her womanly pride broke down and she sobbed

piteously.

He was not a man to be touched by such a scene ; and, even if

he were, he felt so keenly that so great a principle and law was

at a stake that he would be equally relentless.

" You are gravely mistaken," he said in a serious tone not

meant to be severe. " There is not one in the parish that will

either understand or condone what you purpose doing. The

guilt or innocence of the matter concerns yourself. The scandal

to my parishioners concerns me. But there is no use in wasting

words on such a subject. You have made your decision. And
this is mine."

He paused for a moment and began tapping the table, as if to

measure his words by that mechanical action. Then he con-

tinued :

" You leave this house on a mission that has neither my sanc-

tion nor consent. You cannot return here ever again. The
choice is not mine. It is your own. I cannot even seem to

condone what I regard as a grave scandal. Furthermore, I do

not wish to hear from you ever again
—

"
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"Uncle!" pleaded the sobbing girl, but she could go no

further.

He rose up and groped his way to the bookcase and, taking out

a bunch of keys, he opened a bureau and took out a cash-box,

which he placed on the table and opened. He groped and ex-

tracted a bundle of notes, which he counted and placed on the

table, laying his hand on them.
" I had kept these few pounds in reserve for you, that you

might not be penniless at my death. But as this is death, for

henceforth you are dead to me—

"

" Uncle, uncle, stop, stop, or you'll kill me," said the poor

girl, flinging herself on her knees before him. " Oh, you're a

cruel, cruel man! You have no heart, no feeling for anyone.

Oh, for God's sake, take back your money and give me—give

me your blessing!"

She leaned her arms on the table and her head on her hands,

and the tears rained hotly through her fingers. Then nature

woke within him and, although he was inexorable, he felt deeply

touched.

" Sit down," he said, " and listen to me !"

She rose from her kneeling position and sat down, though she

well knew it was only the prolongation of her agony.

He again tapped the table gently with his hands and said rather

gently

:

" Five or six years ago, it matters not which, I received a letter

from a priest in Chicago to the effect that my sister had just

died and left an orphan girl to my charge. I had not parted

from that sister in a very friendly way and had not heard from

her for years. And I was a lonely, solitary man, accustomed

to quietness and solitude and finding society of any kind irk-

some. I wrote promptly to that priest to the effect that under

no circumstances could I receive the orphan girl into my house;

that it was against our statutes to do so; but that out of my
limited means I would provide amply for her education in

America. I posted that letter without a misgiving, but to make

my conscience more at rest I consulted an old woman, a saint

in the parish, as to what I had done. She was one of those rare

characters who see things from eternity, and she answered at

once that I had done rightly, adding that a priest's relatives were

the flock that God committed to his care, and that any solicitude
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withdrawn from them and given to his relations in the flesh was

so much taken from God, for which God would exact a corres-

ponding retribution. I was quite at ease, therefore, in my mind

until that Christmas eve, when you, Annie, unexpectedly arrived.

I don't know if I betrayed my feelings, but you were decidedly

unwelcome—

"

" You couldn't have been kinder, uncle," said Annie in her

tears.

" Then I must have prevaricated, for I foresaw that my peace

of mind, along with my beloved solitude, was banished forever.

But," he continued after a pause, " that was but a momentary

feeling. Soon, very soon, I saw in you, Annie, only a ray of

sunlight shot by a merciful Providence athwart the gloom of my
declining years. I saw in your disposition, your talents, your

firmness of character the very ideal of all that an old, forsaken

man could dream of as a prop and support for my old age ; and I

said to myself that my remaining years would be brightened and

blessed by your presence, and that my growing infirmity, which

I knew could only end in total blindness, would at least be alle-

viated by such help as a bright, intelligent girl alone could give."

He paused again and every word was rankling, like an arrow,

in the soul of the girl.

" But now I know that all that was sin and that it

should bear its retribution. I broke the law, and the law has its

inevitable revenge. Instead of leaning on God in my old age

and under the burden of many sorrows, I sought strength and

support in a creature. And, as is usual in all such cases, I have

leaned on a broken reed. I am abandoned and deceived."

" Uncle, uncle !" said the poor girl, " these are hard sayings.

How have I deceived you? You made no objection to my adopt-

ing a profession. You should not object now to my following it.

Besides, it is only a few weeks—at most a few months. Mr.

Wycherly cannot live long and I shall be at liberty in any case to

return home when I see him firmly and safely established in

Africa—"

"If you mean by returning home, that you shall be at liberty

to come under my roof again, I say most emphatically, Never!"

And he brought down his clenched hand heavily on the table.

" I," he continued fiercely, " I, who have ostracized and ban-

ished from this parish for twenty-five years everyone that of-
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fended against public decency, I say that you shall never darken

my door again, or give occasion to the impious to blaspheme

God."

She rose up and went to the door. His voice arrested her.

" Mind," he said, " there is no passion or resentment in what

I have said. But Law is Law and I, its representative. Let

us not part in anger, Annie. Come hither!"

She approached the table again and he pushed the pile of notes

toward her.

" Take these," he said. " They are no use to me and they were

intended for you. You will need them."
" I am in no need of money," she replied. " But I dread a

long voyage without your forgiveness. Uncle, can't you relent

and forgive? Surely our Lord would not approve
—

"

She hesitated, but he caught at the word.
" No ! He would never approve of your conduct and your

action. Go and leave me alone
!"

She went weeping to her room, where she passed a sleepless

and sorrowful night. And it was only the loud chiming of the

clock at midnight on his mantlepiece in the dining-room that

woke up the old man from his reverie. He turned down the

lamp, lighted his candle, and groped his way upwards to his bed-

room. He never closed his eyes in sleep until the gray dawn was

breaking and, therefore, he could not have heard a light foot-

fall stopping outside his door in the early morning, or the sound

of sobbing, as the girl knelt and put her lips to the panels of

the door.

Outside in the cold, icy atmosphere of a January morning the

brougham was waiting and the coachman had already hoisted

her luggage on the top. Jack Wycherly, looking wan and pinched

and miserable, even though he was wrapped to the eyes in furs,

put out one bony hand and clasped the soft fingers of his nurse,

as he drew her into . the carriage. She turned away her face

after the first greeting, but he saw that she had been weeping.

"Annie," he said. " I know what a sacrifice you are making.

But God will reward you."

In an hour they were in the train, speeding fast toward the

South.

P. A. Sheehan.

Doneraile, Ireland.

[to be continued.]
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S. COXGBEOATIO CONGIIII.

DisPENSATio OB Brachii Dexteri Amputationem.

Die 22 Mail, ipop.

Synopsis disputationis.—Sacerdos Leonardus Fenders,

usque ad kalendas apriles huius anni in dioecesi Ruremon-

densi parochus, supplici libello nunc exponit, se paucis adhinc

mensibus ita infeliciter iuxta cursum viae ferreae cecidisse, ut

currus dexterum eius brachium contriverit : quod deinceps fere

totum a chirurgis debuit amputari. Postquam convaluit, ficti-

cium brachium sibi comparavit, ita ut nunc omnino decenter

in publicum procedere ac plura munia sacerdotalia obire possit

in orphanotrophio, ad quod ab Episcopo fuit deputatus. Petit

proinde ut, non obstante amputatione brachii, S. Sacrificium

litare sibi liceret, Episcopus Ruremondensis, oratoris preces,

viso testimonio sacrae Liturgiae lectoris in suo seminario, ilium

enixe commendare non dubitat. Testimonium autem dicti

lectoris sacrae Liturgiae, circa modum quo orator Missam cele-

brare valet, sic se habet :
" Brachium ficticium ei fere nihil in

actionibus auxilii affert, sed efficit ut decentius ad altare in

conspectu populi prodire possit. Debet omnia facere mediante

uno brachio sinistro; se signare, signare librum, cruces for-

mare, extergere calicem, offerre et elevare hostiam et calicem,

etc. Satis decenter et accurate tamen omnia peraguntur ". Et

prosequitur, exponens quo modo in singulis Missae caeremo-

niis se gerere posset.
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Hisce praehabitis, ex officio advertitur in primis, translati-

cium esse in iure, ab altaris ministerio illos arcendos esse, qui

tali corporis vitio laborant, ut absque irreverentia divinis, vel

populi scandalo, in suscepto vel suscipiendo ordine baud vale-

ant ministrare, uti constat ex cap. 2, de clerico aegrotante, et

alio cap. 'Exposuisti 6, de corpore vitiatis, concinentibus capp.

I et 2 eiusdem tituli, et can. 3, dist. 55. Quibus iuris princi-

piis adhaerens, haec S. C. in Augustana die 19 Decembris,

1772, et in Firmana die 14 lunii, 1823, aliisque quampluribus

resolutionibus, petitam dispensationis gratiam denegavit. In

themate praeterea causae canonicae pro gratia exulare viden-

tur, nempe necessitas aut evidens ecclesiae utilitas, de quibus

nee verbum in oratoris precibus occurrit.

Ex adverso vero animadvertitur, quod licet indubii iuris sit,

quod corporis vitio laborantes ab altaris ministerio arceri de-

beant, tamen Summus Pontifex, rationabilibus concurrentibus

causis, dispensationem ab huiusmodi irregularitate concedere

solet. Sic in Geruntina, 29 Aprilis, 1788, solvit quendam
sacerdotem, qui universae laevae manus digitos in licita vena-

tione perdiderat; in Patavina, 18 Augusti, 1827, quidam sa-

cerdos, cui laeva manus ad carpum usque abscissa fuerat, dis-

pensationem obtinuit; in Bergomen., 28 Novembris, 1852, pre-

ces sacerdotis, qui, securae mortis vitandae causa, brachii

sinistri amputationem tulerat, dimissae fuerunt sequenti re-

scripto :
" Dummodo celebret in oratorio privato, et, si Epis-

copo videatur, cum adsistentia alterius sacerdotis vel diaconi,

pro gratia dispensationis, facto verbo cum SSmo ". Pariter

in Callien., 9 Septembris, 1882, sacerdos, cuius laeva manus

amputata fuerat, gratiam dispensationis consecutus est, sub

conditione tamen adsistentiae sacerdotis in Missae sacrificio;

in Barbastren., 12 -Septembris, 1868, losepho Salas, tertia

dexteri brachii parte carenti, dispensatio ac rehabilitatio in-

dultae sunt, iuxta votum Emi Vicarii Urbis, ut nempe publice

celebraret in sua paroecia, alibi vero, ubi notus non esset pri-

vatim.

In themate praeterea agitur de sacerdote promoto, qui citra

omnem culpam, sed, miserrimi infortunii causa, incidit in ir-

regularitatem. Accedit, quod deformitati ficticio brachio satis

consultum est: quod nullam irreverentiam vel populi admira-
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tionem ex Missae celebratione orituram testatur Episcopus

cum Liturgiae magistro.

Resolutio.—Emi Patres S. Congregationis Concilii, in ple-

nario coetu diei 22 Maii, 1909, respondendum censuerunt:

Dummodo celehret in oratorio privato, et, si ita Episcopo

videretur, cum adsistentia alterius sacerdotis vel diaconi, pro

gratia dispensationis, facto verho cum Sanctissimo.

Facta autem relatione SSmo Dno, die 23 Maii eiusdem anni,

Sanctitas Sua resolutionem Emorum Patrum approbavit, et,

iuxta eandem, dispensationem concedere dignata est.

L. * S. luLius Grazioli, Subsecretarius.

ROMAN CURIA.

Official announcement is made of the following Consistorial

nominations

:

JJ July: Mgr. John Vaughan, Domestic Prelate, appointed

Titular Bishop of Sebastopolis, and Auxiliary of Salford.

The Secretariate of State issues the following nominations,

with Pontifical Briefs

:

6 July: The Right Rev. Mgr. Patrick McNamara, V.G., of

the Diocese of Brooklyn, nominated Protonotary Apostolic

ad instar participantium.

8 July: The Very Rev. Mgr. Thomas Taaffe, of the Diocese

of Brooklyn, made Domestic Prelate.

p July: The Revs, James J. Flood, P.R., and Francis H.

Wall, D.D., of the Archdiocese of New York, made Domestic

Prelates.

8 July: James J. Walsh, M.D., Ph.D., LL.D., New York

City, nominated Knight Commander of the Order of St. Gre-

gory the Great, with placca.

Francis J. Quinlan, M.D., and John J. Delany, New York

City, nominated Knights Commander of the Order of St. Gre-

gory the Great.

Messrs. Edmund G. Hurley, Charles Herbermann, and Ben-

jamin Coleman, New York City, nominated Knights of the

same order.

14 July: John Boyd Harvey, of the Diocese of Newport,

nominated Knight Commander of the Order of St. Gregory

the Great.



Stubfes anb Conferences.

OUB AITALECTA.

The Roman documents for the month are

:

S. C. OF Council announces the granting of a dispensation

to celebrate Mass in the case of a priest whose right arm has

been amputated.

Roman Curia publishes list of promotions and appoint-

ments.

TEBTIABIES OF ST. BEinSDIGT AND THE BULE OF ST.

AUGUSTINE.

Qu. I. Is there a Third Order of St. Benedict, to which

persons living in the world may be affiliated in the same manner

as there are Tertiaries of the Orders of St. Dominic and of St.

Francis? And if so, what are the conditions of affiliation, and

the obligations attached thereto? The Order of St. Benedict,

being, it appears, the oldest among the religious congregations

making solemn vows, has given its rule to many institutes of

religious; and, as such, seems most worthy of Catholic follow-

ing. Other orders were the outcome of some special need of

the times ; but the Benedictine Rule was made to answer all the

needs met by genuine Christian charity. To the monks of St.

Benedict we owe practically the conversion of Europe to the

true faith.

2. In connexion with this question some one asks whether

St. Augustine actually instituted a religious order of men or wo-

men from whom the so-called Hermits of St. Augustine and

the Nuns of St. Augustine derive their rule.

Resp. I. Although the term Benedictine Tertiaries is oc-

casionally used with reference to seculars who observe a modi-

fied form of St. Benedict's rule, the Saint himself wrote but

one rule intended for those who lived in community under his

immediate direction. There was recognized, however, from

the beginning a certain mode of affiliation to the Order by

which seculars offered themselves, that is to say, their services

and prayers, to the Order, and in return participated in its
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privileges. These persons were called Oblates. Instances of

this affiliation are the Emperor Henry (+ 1024), and St.

Frances of Rome (+ 1440). In a general chapter of the Bene-

dictine Congregation of Subiaco (the ancient observance) in

1884, a fixed set of statutes and a ceremonial of investiture

for secular Oblates was agreed upon, and subsequently ap-

proved by the Holy See.

According to these statutes the Oblate of St. Benedict binds

himself to labor at his spiritual improvement in the manner

indicated by the admonitions contained in the Rule of St.

Benedict.

The Oblates may attach themselves to the service of a par-

ticular convent. For this they must have attained their twen-

tieth year, led a devout life, and enjoy a good reputation.

They receive the black scapular of the Order after three

months' probation; a year later they are entered as Oblates.

The act of profession made on this occasion is not a vow but

an act of consecration (which does not bind under pain of

sin).

They are expected to strive after the virtues of the evan-

gelical counsels; to cultivate the spirit of penance, humility,

self-sacrifice, obedience to the ordinances of the Holy See, and

a special zeal for the conversion of sinners. Although not

bound to the Canonical Hours, they are expected to attend

them when possible or convenient; to recite the office of the

Blessed Virgin; or, if neither of these things can be done, to

recite daily at least five decades of the rosary or seven Paters,

Aves, and Glorias. In all their religious exercises they are to

join themselves in spirit to the monks at prayer in the church.

They are to make their examination of conscience in the even-

ings as well as their devout intention in union with the Sacred

Heart of Jesus in the mornings.

Every Tuesday they shall dedicate to St. Benedict and, if

possible, hear Mass on that day. They give one full hour to

adoration of the Blessed Sacrament each month, and receive

Holy Communion at least monthly as an act of reparation to

the Sacred Heart.
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Once a year, on 21 November (Oblation of the Bl. Virgin

Mary) they make the renewal of their dedication to the ser-

vice of St. Benedict; and they observe the chief feasts of the

Order.

By a Rescript of 15 January, 1895, the S. Congregation of

Indulgences has declared that the Oblates of St. Benedict enjoy

the rights accorded to the other Tertiaries by their respective

Orders. This implies that an Oblate of St. Benedict may not

become a Tertiary of any other Congregation, and vice versa.

The regulations therefore that are applicable to religious Ter-

tiaries in general apply likewise to the Oblates of St. Benedict.

The indulgences and other spiritual privileges accorded to

the Congregation of Subiaco (Monte Cassino) by Pope

Leo XIII are very numerous and are contained in a Brief of

17 June, 1898.

2. Regarding the Rule of St. Augustine it can hardly be

said that it is a clearly defined codex like the Rule of St.

Benedict or that of St. Francis. It is well known that St.

Augustine had drawn up certain regulations for the commu-

nity life of which he, both as priest and as bishop, was the

centre. This code of rules became probably the basis of the

observance of the later Canons Regular of St. Augustine.

The rules were not, however, identical with those drawn up

with reference to monastic institutions of his day, and which

are incorporated in the De opere monachorum (about 400

A. D.), a work which in the older codices of the eighth and

ninth centuries is frequently referred to as Regula S. Augus-

tini, although it is in reality a judicial treatise on the relative

merits of the contemplative and the active state of religious

life. This treatise wa's elicited from him by the controversies

of the pious monks themselves. Later St. Augustine wrote a

similar digest of religious regulations for the community of

devout women of Hippo, of which his sister, Perpetua, was

for a time the head. This treatise is in the form of a letter

(Epistola 211, in some editions 109) and was also written in

answer to an appeal to settle differences of opinion about the

value of the religious observance.
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These two works, together with two sermons (355 and 356)
De morihus clericorum, form apparently the basis of what

appears in later times as the Rule of St. Augustine. This

rule became the norm of life for many religious institutions

under different names. The Hermits of St. Augustine date

their origin in the thirteenth century.

"SISTEES AND TEACHERS."

I.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

There are in your August number some paragraphs con-

cerning my July article on " Sisters and Teachers." I cannot

say that I recognize any thought or argument of mine, hardly

even a word, in the criticisms offered ; but, as I am referred to,

I suppose I had better respond. First, I find it regrettable that

a respected name should be hustled in, especially in connexion

with utterly fictive aspersions. An incidental quotation may or

may not fittingly illustrate: that is best seen by collation of

passages. But the article does not presume to talk of heresy, nor

of semi-heresy! neither is there in it a statement of anybody's

minimizing, obscuring, etc., etc. Surely, rejoinders ought to

be accurate.

Perhaps, in passing, I should repudiate the " let-well-enough-

alone " sentiment attributed to me. It is alien to a plea for

the untrammeled pursuit of perfection. Religious recognize no

well-enough, either in themselves or in their work—modern

school-work included. To what part of the article the " well-

enough " charge is directed, would not be easy to say. If it be

to the words :
" It is as Sisters that these devoted ladies have

been doing the golden teaching: better, even for the teaching's

sake, allow them to remain Sisters." That is not a well-enough

to be let alone, but an exceeding good to be safeguarded.

The sympathetic " Ecclesiastes "—to whom, from his name,

a reply must seem audacious—has briefly mixed matters. He
disapproves of its being said that teaching is not a religious

vocation, and he proceeds to say the same himself, by adding:

"A religious vocation implies a call to perfection "—which, of

course, teaching does not. Implies a call, is misty. It is a

call :
" if thou wilt be perfect " is explicitly the free divine
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invitation. " Ecclesiastes " grants that " that perfection [reli-

gious?] is to be reached ordinarily by the observance of the

three vows," etc. Has he discovered an extraordinary way?

Then saying well that Sisters should not sacrifice the end to the

means, he calls the end Christian perfection, and we are left

to guess whether he intends the same as higher up.

" The pedagogical means whereby they strive to attain that

end " will scarcely bear definite analysis. Any good thing a

vowed man or woman is given to do, may be a remote means

of perfection; for the ordered work exercises the religious

virtue, and the religious virtue attracts specially abundant grace,

which grace alone and unfailingly perfects. But " Ecclesiastes
"

must be too wise to imagine that the aspirants to the higher

way, who may have first been told to plant cabbages head down
and root up, were furnished any less richly expeditious means

of acquiring perfection than were the Angelic and Seraphic

monks who were told to take degrees and interpret the Sen-

tences. Religious obedience is the open mine: every ordered

exercise evokes its treasures.

There is reference to gifts, aptitudes, training, methods, all

excellent things in their place, against which certainly I have

and had nothing to say.

Various personal communications on " Sisters and Teach-

ers " have reached me, but they run too closely with the article

to be newly interesting. They are mostly, though not exclusively,

from Religious; and some of them are severer on the present

treatment of Vocations than I should have thought necessary.

A sentence on the true aspect of the question, from a representa-

tive of one of the largest Orders, one of the richest too both in

Saints and works, may be usefully transcribed. It runs :
" It is

wholesome for the people—theologians included—to be told that

we did not enter the religious life to teach or to preach or to

serve the sick and the poor, but to follow Him who came to

do the will of another, and that one must be a good religious

first to do anything for the glory of God."

G. Lee, C.S.Sp.

II.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

I like Father Lee's article in the July number. The subject
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of religious vocations deserves attention till priests and people

realize the necessity of encouraging the young to embrace the

religious life. How is it that girls and boys in their 'teens can

rattle off all the popular objections against the religious life

without faltering, while it is a rare thing to find one among

them that can give the true reasons in favor of the higher and

holier state? Who is to blame for that? How rare that reli-

gious vocations is the subject formally and clearly treated from

the pulpit! How seldom is it clearly impressed on the minds of

the faithful that the end aimed at and the motive, in making a

true and good act of contrition, are identically the same that

should animate the aspirant to the religious life ! I hope Father

Lee and his critics will keep up the discussion of vocations

until priests stop blighting religious vocations by direct opposi-

tion or bad advice.

Edwin Drury.

THB B&IDGETTIII B08ASY.

Qu. There is a good deal of confusion about the indulgences

attached to the Bridgettine beads. Some say that it is neces-

sary to recite six decades: others say five; some maintain that

one may omit the Apostles' Creed at the beginning; others in-

sist on its being recited ; some hold that you must meditate on the

mysteries: others deny this. What are the requirements for

gaining the regular indulgences, and can any one have the or-

dinary Dominican beads indulgenced with the Bridgettine

privilege ?

Resp. The ordinary Bridgettine beads have six decades,

each decade consisting of the Our Father, ten Hail Marys,

and the Apostles' Creed. At the end of the six decades an addi-

tional Our Father and three Hail Marys complete the sym-

bolic number, i. e. seven Our Fathers in honor of the seven

dolors and seven joys of Mary, and sixty-three Hail Marys

to symbolize the sixty-three years of her life on earth. The

Apostles' Creed after each decade is obligatory (S. C. I., 20

June, 1836).

To attach the indulgences of the Bridgettine Rosary to the

Dominican beads of five or fifteen decades requires a special
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faculty granted by Apostolic rescript, which is usually issued

in the following form : applicandi omnes et singulas indulgen-

tias a Sanctitate Sua concessas, ut in . . . ac etiam indulgen-

tias S. Brigittae nuncupatas.

EXCHANGE OF UNEQUAL MASS STIPENDS.

Qu. Two priests, A and B, one living in the United States

and the other in Canada, agree that when one has a surplus of

Mass stipends, as in the case of bequests, the other is to help

him say the Masses, so as to fulfil the obligation with more

promptness, since it is to the advantage of the souls for whom
the Masses are offered that they be said as soon as possible.

But the stipend offered in the States is much larger ordinarily

than that given in Canada. The two priests never transmit the

money to each other; they simply keep a list of the number of

Masses each has to his account, and they exchange these lists

so as to even up the number due on them. Is this practice a

violation of the decree of Urban VIII which forbids a priest to

whom a stipend is offered for Masses to have them said by an-

other priest to whom he offers a lower rate of stipend, retaining

the difference for himself?

Again, can religious send Masses offered them in one country,

where a larger stipend is given, to another house of their Order

where a lower rate of stipend is customary, although the latter

has sufficient stipends of its own and seeks to dispose of these

by offering them to other priests who may need them, and who
do not belong to their Order?

Resp. The exchange of obligations to say Mass within a

given time, as indicated by this compact of the two priests,

seems perfectly licit, since the priest who receives the larger

stipend does not appear to profit by retaining any part of the

same, but binds himself to the equalizing pact of saying a num-

ber of Masses for which a lesser stipend than his usual one is

given.

Accidentally, however, the proposed method of mutual as-

sistance might become a virtual violation of the laws of the

Church. It is possible that, since more than the customary

stipend is occasionally offered for Masses, a priest might seek
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particular means of securing such extraordinary stipends in

which his partner would not share, though he would share

the obligation of saying the Masses.

As for the exchange of stipends among religious, there is

no injustice or violation of ecclesiastical law in the transmis-

sion of Mass obligations, unless part of the original stipend

received for the same be retained. Even then the fact of there

being a community of goods and ownership in the different

houses of an Order would alter the application of the general

law and free the superiors of the house reaping the surplus

from the censure of the Church against persons trafficking in

sacred things.

THE OBLIGATION OF RECEIVING EXTREME UNCTION.

Qu. One of my assistants recently went to administer Ex-

treme Unction to a man of my parish whom I had attended pre-

viously, when I heard his confession and gave him Holy Com-
munion. The nurse protested, however, against the patient be-

ing disturbed, as she understood that the ministration of the

Sacrament involved removing the cloth and socks from the

patient's hands and feet. The young priest insisted that he

would not go away unless the sick man himself should say that

he did not wish to be disturbed in this particular case. Owing,

I think, to the influence of his wife, who is a non-Catholic, the

man, when seen, said that he did not wish to receive Extreme

Unction under the circumstances. Now my assistant, who is

a clever theologian, if excellence in the seminary course is a

sure criterion, insists that the man should not receive Catholic

burial, since he deliberately sets aside the rites of the Church by

refusing a Sacrament of supreme importance at the point of

death. I do not agree with him; but would like to hear from

the Review on the subject.

Resp. Catholic burial may not be denied to any one who
claims to be a Catholic, unless he be under censure, that is,

excommunicated; or, unless he has died in the manifest and

notorious state of grave sin and certain impenitence. If there

is the least doubt about the fact that a person persisted to the

end in a voluntary state of sin, the Church gives him the benefit
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of Christian burial, apart from particular conditions of grave

scandal, in which case the Ordinary must always be consulted.

But the refusal to receive Extreme Unction, unless it were

done in manifest contempt of religion and the Sacrament (in

which case the patient would also have consistently repudiated

confession and Communion), is not a sin of apostasy such as

would draw upon the patient the censure of the Church. It

is even questionable whether it is a sin at all, especially in the

given case where the unwillingness to cause trouble or to be

disturbed is the evident motive of the patient's passivity—for

we cannot call it anything else. If the patient were a theo-

logian, he might easily defend himself against the priest who
urges him insistently to receive Extreme Unction at the risk

of displeasing his wife and nurse and perhaps causing some

aggravation of suffering to himself. In the first place, this

Sacrament is not obligatory either necessitate medii, or ne-

cessitate praecepti, divini aut humani, so that the Church her-

self, whilst she allows absolution in times of interdict, does not

allow the administration of Extreme Unction. The patient

would have St. Thomas entirely on his side (Cf. Summa, III,

qu. 65, a. 4).

WASHIHG OF THS STOMACH BBFOBl MASS.

Qu. Is the use of a stomach-pump, by which liquid is forced

into the stomach and then again sucked out, permissible, before

Mass? My reason for asking is that in certain diseases of the

stomach and the blood it is necessary to empty the food sack of

acids and undigested matter by washing it with sodic solutions

in warm water. This is best done in the morning before any

nourishment or other absorbent is taken. Some portion of the

liquid remains no doubt in the stomach. Would this be break-

ing the natural fast so as to prevent a person from receiving

Holy Communion or saying Mass?

Resp. We think not. The breaking of the natural fast

requires not only that the liquid be taken into the stomach,

but that it be food or drink and be taken for the purpose of

serving as such. Hence the accidental swallowing of water
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in cleansing the teeth, or the swallowing of tobacco juice taken

as a prophylactic in cases of virulent disease with which the

priest through the necessity of his ministry comes into close

contact before Mass, is not supposed to break the fast. In

other words, not the swallowing simply of a thing breaks the

fast, but only the eating or drinking of it.

It may be proper to add here that some theologians hesitate

to answer directly the question whether the liquid taken

through the stomach-tube in order to be pumped out again,

may be said to break the fast ; they therefore advise the obtain-

ing of a personal indult from the Holy See, especially for cases

in which the stomach-pump is habitually used. (Cf. Haine-

Bund, Theol. Moralis, Vol. 3, qu. 66, De SS. Eucharistia:

" Quaestionem theoretice solvere non auderem ; sed practice

ad S. Sedem recurrendum esse censeo, ut indultum obtineatur."

Vd. Ami du Clerge, 1902, p. 356.)

ABSOLUTION FKOM CSHSURE BY TELSPHOITE.

Qu. According to Berardi {Praxis Confessar.) and Eschbach,

it is not lawful to use the telephone to give sacramental absolu-

tion to a person at a distance. Sabetti seems to allow it in

cases of necessity, and the S. Congregation has given a non-

committal answer to the direct question, so that it seems neither

to allow explicitly nor forbid this method of absolving. But

what of the absolution from censure? Can a bishop absolve a

person from censure by using the telephone? Canonists gener-

ally seem to require that a person under censure must be pres-

ent whilst the absolution is given.

Resp. The normal requirement for valid absolution from

censure is that the petitioner be present, but his presence is,

according to St. Thomas (Suppl., qu. 24, a. 2), not so essential

to the validity of the absolution as to render it void if given to

a person who is absent or even unconscious or unwilling to

receive it. The reason is based on the nature of the censure,

since it is a bond the relaxing of which does not depend upon

the actual presence of the person who authorizes it. In the

case of the confessional the more direct communication be-
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tween penitent and confessor is required, because the latter

must form a judgment of the disposition, then and there, of

the person applying for absolution. This is not necessary

in the case of censures, where the guilt and penalty are already

known, and where the judge may exercise clemency independ-

ently of the merits of the party censured.

THE PEOFESSION OF RELIGIOUS VOWS DURING MASS.

Qu. Would you kindly inform me if there be any decree of

the Sacred Congregation posterior to the one of 1879, mentioned

in The Ecclesiastical Review (Vol. I, p. 269), regarding the

making or renewal of vows during Mass whilst the priest holds

the Most Blessed Sacrament in his hands ?

Father Lanslots, O.S.B., in his most recent work, Handbook

of Canon Law, refers to a decree dated 27 August, 1894. I could

not find this decree in the Review or in the Acta Sanctae Sedis.

Fr. Lanslots has the following explanation on page 78 :
" The

following is the ceremonial, as established by the decree : If pro-

fession takes place during Mass, the celebrant, after having

taken the Erecious Blood, and after the Confiteor and the other

prayers have been recited, turns toward the kneeling candidate

holding in his hand the Sacred Host. The candidate reads the

formula of vows and immediately receives Holy Communion."

Now is this correct?

Resp. The Decreta Authentica (Romae, 1900, Vol. HI)

contains two more recent decrees on this subject. One, dated

14 August, 1894, and approved by Leo XHI, 27 August

(Deer. 3836), states that at the profession of religious vows

intra Missam, the celebrant holds the Sacred Host in his hand

while each religious pronounces the formula of the vow; but

at the renovation of .vows, after consuming the Precious Blood

he remains facing the altar whilst the religious, individually if

few, simultaneously if many, pronounce the formula; and

afterwards the celebrant distributes Holy Communion in the

usual manner.

A subsequent decree, dated 5 June, 1896 (N. 3912), in an-

swer to the question whether the above decree " binds all re-

ligious congregations of both sexes ", replies Affirmative.
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THEOSOPHY AND CHRISTIANITY. By the Rev. Ernest R. HuU,
S.J. London : Catholic Truth Society.

Elsewhere in the present number, the Review has noticed

the able and interesting Manuale di Teosofia of the Rev. Father

Busnelli, S.J., but since that work is in Italian, and there may
be some who would wish an English substitute or supplement

for it, we here outline the kindred work of Father Hull. Both

indeed could be advantageously studied together, since Fr.

Hull's work may be mainly considered as forming a more ex-

tended analysis of Fr. Busnelli's second section, a section which

treats of the general, pubHc, exoteric religious views of theosophy,

the views that reach the masses. The papers comprised in this

volume first appeared in the columns of the Catholic Examiner
of Bombay, India, the very home of Theosophy.

And in his Theosophy and Christianity, Father Hull, with a

great deal of interest, earnestness, and really indulgent courtesy,

considers Theosophy under its two principal phases, its ethical

and its dogmatic aspects; maintaining, with regard to the first,

that in its ethical relations Theosophy owes whatever it pos-

sesses of speculative truth or of practical utility to doctrines bor-

rowed from Christianity; and that its vaunted higher moral de-

mands, in which it claims some degree of originaHty, would only

unfit it for a world-system of religious theory and practice, even

dato et non concesso that they really represent an actually higher

life and more rigid moral requirements amongst theosophists

;

since the great mass of mankind never accepts and never verifies

the more lofty and ideal formularies of ethical perfection. In

elucidating these points, the author passes in review the most

treasured dicta of Theosophy concerning the " Divine in Man,"
the " Brotherhood of Man," " Freedom from Sectarianism,"
" Superiority to Ceremonial or Ritual Worship," " Freedom
from Base Hope and Fear," "Superiority to Formulated Creeds,"

and shows that wherever these are capable of a sane interpre-

tation, they are already to be found in their highest forms in

Catholic doctrine and polity.

Turning to the dogmatic aspects of Theosophy, Father Hull
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accepts a division comprising three principal tenets: the "One-

ness in essence of the spirit in man with God, Re-incarnation,

and Karma or the Law of Justice." In the theosophical sys-

tem, the oneness of essence spoken of here includes the non-

personal, pantheistic character of the divinity and an absolute

necessity, imposed upon it by its very nature and determining

both the fact and the manner of its self-externization through a

species of dual emanation of spirit and matter—the souls of

men being like sparks detached from the divinity and imprisoned

and obscured in grosser material forms; whence follows a

struggle between the spirit tending upward and matter seeking

to sink to ever less noble forms. And Theosophy grants that

the higher is not always the victor in this perpetual cosmic

strife.

Its second great dogma, that of " Re-incarnation," is seen to

be necessary in its system, when we recall its declaration that

the moral failures of one earthly life must be atoned for in an-

other, likewise earthly ; and that consequently the same individual

soul may successively reappear under the guise of new personali-

ties in such a way that Jezebel, for example, Alexander the

Great, and Pasteur, linked by any number and degree of inter-

mediate personalities, could be one and the same individual ap-

pearing at different times, and destined to play in the future, for

all we know, some leading role in the conquest of the air. And
lest this fundamentally important dogma of Theosophy should

seem to errare nimis in abstracto, we are gravely informed that,

through the practice of " Yog ", one of the cabalistic divining

resources of Theosophy, Mrs. Besant herself has ascertained

that she was formerly a Brahmin of Benares. And a more

domestic, and presumably more interesting, instance is furnished

by the Chicago theosophist who, with a very evident altruistic

purpose, has established, it seems, some connexion more or less

remote uniting the ancient imperial Romans with our own estim-

able, but unfortunately plebeian. Miss Elkins. When we re-

member further that throughout the whole series of changes

such as these, any given individual is at the same time blended

with the divinity by a union, not of thought or sympathy, but

of substance and of being, the resulting complexity becomes truly

bizarre and wholly baffling to ordinary, non-theosophist minds.

The reason why atonement must be made, and why, conse-
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quently, re-incarnation must thus be postulated, is the existence

in the universe of " Karma " the " Law of Justice ", which

forms the object of the third and finally basic dogma of Theos-

ophy. This " Karma " can be conceived of as a kind of arith-

metically exact and mechanically infallible " eye-for-an-eye " and
" tooth-for-a-tooth " sort of retribution following from the actual

inclusion of man and his acts in the necessarily operating deity;

and so controlled that the varying conditions of each new birth

form the proper moral setting due at that time to the individual

as the algebraic sum of his antecedent merit and demerit. And
we learn aliunde that this process is to go on until, a stable equili-

brium of good and evil action having been reached, the soul is

worthy to enter into the negative, vacuous bliss of Nirvana.

Against the vague teachings thus rapidly outlined, Fr. Hull

briefly yet skilfully formulates the arguments familiar to Catholic

apologetics; and as a kind of supplement, suggested by theos-

ophy's proclamation of itself as the only real answer to the for-

midable enigma of evil, this subject is also considered with care

and ability. If, however, we might be allowed a slight criticism,

we should say that the general dignity of the style could with

profit have been even more severely sustained; and, further, we
feel obliged to note the apparent absence of calm and critical

thought from the following passage, (p. 8i) which at once ar-

rested our own attention. "As a matter of fact, however,

the fall of man into deadly sin brought with it as a punishment

the loss of the supernatural privilege and left man zvith that only

which was inherent in his nature ". We know that this passage

could, with a little indulgence, be explained in a proper sense;

but it would seem better to render mistakes impossible by clearer

and more exact forms of expression. Man " zvith that only

which was inherent in his nature " is man in statu naturae purae,

which was never an historical state; the supernatural finis, the

principal element in the whole supernatural order, never having

been taken away; and the instant promise of a Redeemer still

rendering that finis an object of practical, if postponed, attain-

ment.

But these slight faults in nowise affect the substantial ex-

cellence of the work, and we thoroughly commend this valuable

summary of the new science and its corollaries.

• D. D.
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DIE VEREHRUNG DES HEILIGEN JOSEPH in ihrer geschicht-

lichen Entwicklung bis zum Konzil von Trient dargestellt von
Joseph Seitz, Friester der Diozese Eichstittt. Mit 80 Abbildungen
auf 12 Tafeln- Freiburg in Sreisgan. 1908. Pp. 336 + Anhang
(Appendix and Index) 386.

We have here a volume of genuine erudition, to say naught

of its devotional aspects, exploiting the evidences of a Catholic

cult of St. Joseph during the ages of the Church before the

Council of Trent. The author divides his task of investigation

into five main stages : i. Original Sources ; 2. Patristic Lore

;

3. St. Joseph in Literature and Art of the Early Middle Ages;

4. Scholastic Era : his incipient veneration
; 5. Progress of same

from Gerson to Council of Trent.

Under original resources v^e are briefly referred to the genu-

ine Gospel narratives; to spurious, though sometimes poetical

and plausible apocryphal accounts, and to Coptic tradition. As
a general rule in the subsequent growth of devotions to St.

Joseph, we learn that the Latin Church early discarded every-

thing apocryphal from its dogmatic formulations and liturgical

rites; whilst yet a great deal of apocryphal matter persisted in

the domain of art and popular legend. Both art and legend,

again, appear to have derived permanent " earmarks " from the

Coptic tradition of the flight into Egypt; this also including

certain coarser conceits, of a realistic turn, in the miracle plays.

From the very grossness and exaggeration proper to the apocry-

phal and legendary reports, our author perceives the higher

dignity inherent in the Gospel records. In the sphere of dog-

matic theology, we are shown that the common consent of the

Church quite early accepted, as beyond warranted appeal, the

ordained virginity of Joseph and Mary alike; what though vast

argument was expended upon such collateral points as its con-

scious or unconscious purpose in them both alike ; its prophetic

design, if any, by types and forecasts in the Old Testament dis-

pensation. Joseph's temporary perplexity, prior to the Sacred

Nativity, is adduced in the light of a trial of his faith: St.

Gregory resolving this test by the parallel of " doubting Thomas".

Among the Eastern Fathers, preeminently St. Chrysostom exalts

the trait of supernatural obedience in Joseph: his implicit ac-

quiescence in the spirit of saving justice, overruling equity, as

over against the " killing " letter. For St. Jerome the article
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of St. Joseph's conjugal virginity becomes decided on grounds of

moral probability, theological expediency, though even direct

positive statement be wanting in the Gospels to predicate as

much in so many words. In sum, the divinely ordained and elect

custodian of immaculate virginity in the Mother of God, must

himself be of similar integrity: some even held, from his con-

ception forward. If the Patristic writers, all told, confine them-

selves aridly, perhaps, to a merely dogmatic survey of Joseph,

our author particularly cites Ephrera the Syrian for alleviating

dogma with touches of household poetry and the reflection of

family joys :
" Joseph lovingly caressed the Son of God, a child,

yet ministered to him, true God."

. The Coptic rite is credited with early recognition of St.

Joseph in the calendar; and for an archeological pointer in this

connexion, we may note that not all of the appertaining Coptic

lections would appear to be thus far accessible in a Western

translation. Due proportion of space is assigned to pilgrimages

and the reflex influence, in after times, of the Crusades ; while

some of the pilgrimage journals, in turn, become bibiliographic

sources. The Franciscan Order is instanced for special for-

wardness in the building and maintenance of churches to St.

Joseph in the Holy Land. The Benedictines, as would be ex-

pected, were careful to preserve the transmitted doctrine of

the Church with reference to St. Joseph, as in other vital clauses

of our Saviour's lineage; yet in the direction of practical devo-

tions to St. Joseph, we find the Benedictine Order comparatively

passive; both the Franciscans, as an Order, and several Domini-

cans, distinctively, taking the lead on this practical side.

Early medieval writers on St. Joseph include the Venerable

Bede, Alcuin, Haymo of Halberstadt, Rabanus Maurus, Abbot

Walafried Strabo, St. Anselm, and Peter Damian. Abbot

Walafried appears to have evolved the more than commonly po-

tential parallel, that whereas Adam and Eve brought death and

sin to pass, by their disobedience, even so Mary and Joseph, by

perfect obedience, brought life to pass, in the Son of God. Or
if Abbot Walafried but expressed the germ of this thought,

Remigius of Autun defined it more fully : thus immediately link-

ing Joseph's name with the very central drama of our salvation

;

in so far as human instrumentalities attach to it, however humbly.

The scholastic and mystical era yields names of both greater
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and lesser magnitude, as bearing on our theme : Rupert of Deutz,

Bernard of Clairvaux, Hugo of Saint-Victor, Albertus Magnus,

St. Brigitta of Sweden (the latter interweaving some elements

of romance and legend). Rupert of Deutz conceived St. Joseph

as the uppermost round of a mystical " Jacob's Ladder ", whose

upholding sides were Abraham and David. There occurs, like-

wise, among landmark names of this era, the Dominican Bishop

of Genoa, Jacobus de Voraigne, primary compiler of the Golden

Legend ; albeit he treats, in only an accessory way, of St. Joseph.

The author dwells at some length on a legendary poetical

Vita B. M. v., by an anonymous Berman writer of the four-

teenth century, by reason of its wide influence through the later

Middle Ages. Not least worldly, among its quainter idealisms,

is the thought of Joseph as preceptor to Egypt : a " first Apostle

to the Gentiles " in Africa. His carpenter's wages in exile were

supplemented, so this legend runs, by what Mary earned from

weaving " purple and fine linen ".

Among devout collectors of relics of St. Joseph, we find par-

ticular mention of Joinville, the biographer of St. Louis. While

the author is by no means ready to vouch for the genuineness of

the various relics referred to St. Joseph, he deems them at least

of corroborating value in attesting the veneration enjoyed by St.

Joseph abroad in the Church. There is full critical treatment

of the calendar date of St. Joseph's festival, now fixed on 19

March ; together with historical phases of the same in different

countries and among the various religious Orders. The appendix

contains an edifying array of the like festival offices. Missal

selections, sequences, hymns, dating from the thirteenth century

to the middle of the sixteenth, and reflecting their several depths

or shoals, as the case may prove, of liturgical richness. One
aspect of their " fulness ", at least, has appealed with particular

freshness to the present reviewer in refutation of that unenlight-

ened complaint once common in Protestant quarters, to the in-

tent that the Catholic Church " obscures " Holy Scripture. Nay
rather, will any susceptible intelligence find Holy Scripture en-

shrined as in Zion's glory, let him turn to the Roman Missal, to

the Breviarium Romanwf, anywhere and everywhere from

"Alpha to Omega ". We {.imply wondered, in so far as a vein

of apology seemed to pervade some of the author's " authori-

ties ", when they sought in the Old Testament Joseph a prototype
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for Joseph in the New Testament dispensation, that they did not

still more insistently dwell on the extraordinary profusion of

blessings, the very exuberance thereof, awarded to Joseph in

Genesis and Deuteronomy; a fortiori therefore, upon hereditary

Joseph, the parallel holding.

From Gerson to the Council of Trent the author allots more

than a third of his volume; and palpably Gerson himself is the

chief name in this period: if not, in fact, the chief single name
in all the evolution of devotions to St. Joseph. Nor will this

disparage his great contemporary, Pierre d'Ailly, who wrote the

tract of " Twelve Hours " to St. Joseph, and even better defined

some of Gerson's own elucubrations. It was Gerson, however,

who gave the virtual impulse to most of the subsequent expansion

of devotions to St. Joseph, and even essentially anticipated the

doctrinal apprehension of St. Joseph as patron of the whole

Apostolic Church : a construction ultimately stamped and sealed

by Pope Pius IX, on 8 December, 1870; no prosaic sequel, in

effect, to the Vatican Council. We were fain to linger on

sundry other features of the latter cycles of this engaging

volume; but that might spare us no room for the author's art

content: his beautiful "Twelve Plates" and their four-score

several depictions. He has really collected a right " royal gal-

lery " of Holy Family scenes, representing the best wealth, in

its kind, of Italy, France, Germany, Flanders, during the Ro-

manesque, Gothic, and Renaissance treatments of Holy Family

studies. Every one of his eighty selected numbers is a benign

survival of the fittest ; every one of them invites particular at-

tention or admiration: some crowning few of them well-nigh

compel superlative rapture in men or angels ! Notre Dame
de Paris, though the design, as reduced, covers but three inches

in length by an inch or so of stature, shows an " Election of

St. Joseph and Espousals of Mary," in Gothic stone, like a pro-

cession of the Prophets, for gravity and grandeur : for a quaint

contrast of national types, pray view Teutonic Albert Diirer's

High German espousals beside the French Renaissance, and

piquant courtly, counterpart theme by Foucquet of Tours. The
German and Flemish masters excel in vivid genre details; and

of purely delectable quaintness is their anachronism, here and

anon, of introducing St. Joseph devoutly bearing his rosary!

No doubt Raphael, for many, will signify " The Heavens are
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yelling. . .
" He does so for us, in the mood attuned ; whilst yet

our more prevalent undertone inclines to the Gothic " ruder
"

strain ; even as, figures shifted, some tastes prefer an astringent

pear, for a change, to velvety peaches. Hear we rather the

author's own zestful interpretation of a Holy Family group by

Lucas Cranach the Elder :
" Er zeigt uns die heilige Familie am

Rande eines Geholzes unter einer einsamen Fichte. Das nackte

Kind steht auf dem Schosse der Mutter und greift in kindlicher

Gier nach einem Strausse Blumen, den ein Engelchen ihm dar-

bietet. Andere dieser reizenden gefliigelten Kobolde vergniigen

sich zu Fiissen der heiligen Gruppe beim Klanz einer Flote;

einer schleppt einem gefangenen Vogel herbei, ein anderer fangt

in einer Muschel des Wasser der Felsenquelle auf, und Joseph

steht an der Seite der Gottesmutter, das kahle Haupt entblosst,

er halt mit der einen Hand den Hut an der Brust, die andere

stiitzt er auf einen naturwiichsigen Stock und blickt ernst sinnend

vor sich hin." (Being literally rendered: "The Holy Family is

shown resting under a solitary pine, by the edge of a woodland.

The naked little One stands on His Mother's knee, grasping with

childish eagerness at a bunch of flowers offererd Him by a cherub.

Others of these bewitching winged "Pucks" (Kobolde: glori-

fied goblins!) are disporting themselves to the notes of a flute,

about the feet of our sacred group; one of them comes toddling

up with a captive bird ; another catches water in a shell, from a

spring in the rock ; while Joseph stands uncovered beside Ma-
donna, holding his hat in one hand to his breast ; his other hand

rests on a greenwood staff, as he gazes full pensively beyond him

forward.") May our author's implicit purpose become daily

better fulfilled, in gathering under St. Joseph's patronal " wings
"

the dispersed of many nations and families : one flock, one fold.

W. P.

THE ROMAN BREVIARY. Its Sources and History. By Dom Jules

Baudot, Benedictine of Famborongh. Translated from the Frencli

by a Priest of the Diocese of Westminster. London : Catholic Truth
Society; St. Louis, Mo.: B. Herder. 1909. Pp. 260.

Whilst a book of this kind is intended in the first place for

the clergy, the translator sends it forth " with the hope that Eng-

lish lay folk will learn to value more highly and understand more
clearly the beauty, dignity, and antiquity of the Church's public
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liturgical prayer that this little book has been translated into Eng-

lish." There is " no book richer in treasures of devotion, en-

dowed with higher authority, or more capable of producing in

the souls of those who use it digne, attente, ac devote, a devo-

tional temper at once hearty and strong and truly Catholic."

Hence Dom Baudot's volume forms an excellent accompaniment

to the translation into English of the Roman Breviary, and gives

a satisfying opportunity for the study and understanding of this

treasury of thought and affection which at the present time has

largely become a mere mechanical register of nominal devotion.

We have not had thus far any translation of Dom Suitbert

Baiimer's History of the Breviary in German. Batiffol's

French work under the same title, although translated into

English, is rather topical and cursory in its treatment of the

origin and development of the Canonical Hours, so that it

hardly satisfies the student who looks for the actual or detailed

sources, especially in Apostolic and Patristic times. Dom Baudot

gives us substantially the work of Baiimer, observing the same

division and chronological order, and completing the original

(published in 1895) by reference to the French translation of

1905. It traces the services of the liturgical year during the

ante-Nicene epoch. This is followed by the monastic practices

down to the time of St. Gregory the Great, with whose acces-

sion the Roman Office takes definite shape. Then follow the

reforms and modifications from the time of Charlemagne, and

especially during the period of Gregory VH and Innocent III.

Next we have the story of the Tridentine reforms, the work

of the Roman Commissions under Pius V. Many alterations

are recorded from the end of the sixteenth century, under

Sixtus V and Gregory XIV, Clement VIII, Urban VIII, and his

successors.

In the meantime there went on a series of liturgical develop-

ments outside of Rome, especially in France. These it was the

purpose of Benedict XIV to bring into harmony with the

Roman traditions, but his personal endeavors to accomplish a

perfect reform were interrupted by his illness and death in

1758. The following period is a sad one, especially in Germany,

where the rationalistic temper, encouraged by Josephinism and

Febronianism, had destroyed respect for the traditions of the

Roman Church, whilst Jansenistic tendencies in another extreme
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endeavored to weaken the authority of the Holy See among the

clergy in central Europe. Then came a reaction. In 1853 Pius

IX was able, in an encyclical to the French Bishops, to con-

gratulate them upon the return of France to the unity of the

Roman liturgy which had then taken place in the majority

of the dioceses in France. A similar movement took place in

Germany under the impulse given by the Archbishop of Cologne,

and soon the local breviaries were supplanted by the Roman
Office. In 1856 Pius IX appointed a commission to examine

the question of the opportuneness of a reform of the Breviary.

The following questions formed the program for discussion

:

(i) Does the Roman Breviary require revision? (2) Is the

present a suitable time for revising it? (3) Ought this re-

vision to include the rubrics? (4) Ought this revision to in-

clude legends, homilies, and antiphons? The first three ques-

tions were answered in the affirmative; the fourth in the nega-

tive; although Dom Gueranger, one of the chief members of

the commission, appears to have advocated a comprehensive re-

vision of at least the legends. Later the matter was formally

proposed for discussion at the Vatican Council, and the different

national sections gave their views in favor of definite revision.

The Council was never concluded, and the matter has since

then been in the hands of a separate Commission still at work

on the reform.

In an interesting appendix the translator furnishes a series

of tables showing the date at which each Saint was inserted in

the Roman Breviary, the rank given to his festival, and the

varieties it has undergone. There are also some valuable notes

at the end, throwing light upon the introduction at an early date

of some feasts such as the Immaculate Conception. A topical

Index makes the little volume a thoroughly serviceable refer-

ence book in matters concerning the history of our Breviary.

SING YE TO THE LORD. Expositions of Fifty Psalms. By Robert

Eaton, Priest of the Birmingham Oratory. With a Preface by the

Bishop of Birmingham. London: Catholic Truth Society; St. Lonis,

Mo. :B. Herder. 1909. Pp.344.

Fathet Robert Eaton is an heir of the devotional spirit of

Cardinal! Newman. The author's discourses and readings for

the sick are known to the American Catholic public and breathe
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the love of souls which is suggestive of pastoral zeal and there-

fore helpful to priests. In the present volume we have the sub-

stance of fifty discourses which he delivered to the members of

the Apostleship of Prayer, at their weekly meetings in the

church of the Oratory, Birmingham. Whilst none of the dis-

courses pretends to be a complete exposition of any one of the

fifty psalms treated, we find in each the tracing of one leading

idea and its development in the inspired text. They are not

therefore a commentary on the Psalms in the ordinary acceptation

of the word, but rather a series of devotional thoughts suggested

by the reading of those psalms, " adaptations ", as the author

styles them, " of the words of Holy Writ to individual moods and

needs ". The psalms themselves are selected without reference

to any special order, and merely as furnishing appropriate texts

for the devotional instruction contained in them. The text in

English of the psalm precedes in each case the conference, and

the exposition covers from six to seven pages. The language,

as befits the thought, is simple and beautiful, whilst the attention

is held also by the emphasis laid on the topics which give the

name to the respective groupings—the Good Shepherd (Ps. 22) ;

The Discipline of Feeling (Ps. 45) ; The Prison of the King

(Ps. 40); Our Lady's First Hymn of Praise (Ps. 5), and so

on. The book makes attractive spiritual reading.

Xiterarie Cbat

Ames Juives is the title of a recent novel, or, better, romance, written

by the Abbe Combe and published by P. Lethielleux, Paris. It is an

attempt to give an idyllic and dramatic setting to the world and the

times of the Gospels—to visualize our Lord and His disciples in their

actual local surroundings, to portray in living colors the influence of

Christ on the people, the good and the perverse, the " Israel of God

"

from which Christianity developed, and the Apostate which accursed

itself and from which, as the author thinks, sprang that hatred of the

religion of Christ which in subsequent times has vented itself in the

profanations of the most sacred Christian objects—demoniacal outrages

which he attributes to the ghetto and the lodge. The author has essayed

a most difficult undertaking. That he has quite succeeded one may hesi-

tate to assert. He has not produced a Ben Hur. He has not fully suc-

ceeded in projecting himself into the past, but has rather transferred the
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past to the present. The tone and the phrasing savor too much of the

twentieth century, too little of the first. Thus at least the style im-

presses an American reader. On the other hand, however, the fact that

the book is already in its third edition is an indication that it has

produced a favorable impression on French readers, and so it probably

will on others if they can prescind from the note of modernity just

indicated. At all events it will serve as an aid to the imagination in

forming the meditational compositio loci, and as a stimulus to the will

and the affections; while its smooth diction and bright coloring make

its reading a literary recreation.

That phase of rationalism which denies the real historic existence of

our Lord is not so prevalent to-day as it was a generation ago. Still

there are, unfortunately not a few men and women who have imbibed

the virus, so that at no time is an available antidote superfluous. A little

brochure, entitled L'Existence Historique de Jesus et le Rationalisme

contemporain, from the pen of Abbe Pillion and forming a recent ac-

cession to the series of Questions Historiques published by Bloud et Cie.,

Paris, will be found a salutary remedy to the affected as well as a

ready prophylactic for the sound or endangered. Within the compass

of just three-score pages the learned exegete has amassed a large amount

of information, thoroughly digested and easily assimilated. It is an

essay that only a scholar fully aware of the strength of his arguments

and equally cognizant of the points and methods of attack could have

produced.

In a short account of Father Hull's Theosophy and Christianity given

in the Review soon after the appearance of the book (January, 1906)

the reviewer expressed his intention of recurring to the work. The ful-

fillment of that intention, accomplished, however, by another writer, will

be found elsewhere in the present number. There may be some readers

who regard Theosophy as simply one of the passing fads of the time.

On the other hand there will be others who discover in this very fad

a most serious danger to souls—a danger that is all the more insidious

in that the cult steals softly into one of the characteristic intellectual

currents of the present day. Besides the natural reaction against the

materialism of the past generation, the trend of recent thought is more

and more toward a spiritual view of the world and of men. The in-

fluence of psychical research upon certain leaders of science has of

course been potent in this direction. While the spiritual—which is not

necessary spiritistic—attitude or temper is more noble, more salutary,

more hopeful, than the grossly materialistic, it by no means implies that

human beings in whom it lodges are drawing nearer to God. On the

contrary, it may mean just as well that they are being more subtly and

more firmly drawn to intellectual pride and self-worship. Be this as it

may, however, certain it is that Theosophy with its transcendental lofti-

ness and its claims of profound insight and indwelling with the soul of
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the universe and the very principle and inmost essence of all reality

has a powerful attractiveness for men and women who look to a spiritual,

and idealistic, interpretation of the world, and who seek, whether selfishly

or unselfishly, " to lead the higher life ". Hence the priest, who is a

debtor to all men, can not afford to be ignorant of at least the essential

characteristics and tendency of this more or less recent mental and there-

fore moral disorder. In addition to the sources of information supplied by

the present number of the Review the article " Theosophy " in the most

recent encyclopedia, the Americana, might here be mentioned. It is

written by a " Fellow of the Theosophical Society ", and gives a fairly

extensive bibliography—a feature which after informing the reader as

regards the pertinent literature will not tempt him farther afield. The
article itself will have supplied him with all he wants of Theosophy

—

sat superque.

Not infrequently one hears the cry of the college authorities that

candidates for admission are unable to write a gramatically correct

letter. Lately the complaint has centered on the spelling. The experience

of Mr. Bailey, assistant professor of political economy at Yale University,

described in the Independent (12 August), is not unique. Indeed, he

himself proves that poor spelling is not confined to students of Yale

College. Less than a week ago, he says, " I received a letter from a

graduate of a western college asking what steps were ' neccesary ' to

obtain the degree of M.A. at Yale. He also informed me that he held

at present a ' batcheler's ' degree !" We forbear quoting Professor

Bailey as to just how poor he did find the spelling at Yale, lest indeed

we should seem to be throwing stones in proximity to closer neighbors'

glass houses. A single item will suffice. The essay from which the pro-

fessor takes his experience consisted of 3,000 words. " The total

number of misspellings was 1237 from 171 essays, or an average of a

trifle over seven per essay." One man misspelled 22 and another 31

words; but these were the worst.

Mr. Bailey's deduction from the case is almost pathetic. It is evident,

he says, that something should be done to raise the standard of spelling

among college students. But the college is not the place for such in-

struction. It should be part of the elementary education. So many
additional studies have been crowded into the grammar schools that

spelling no longer occupies the position of prominence which it held

fifty years ago. " Perhaps it is time to bring back the spelling bee."

Our parish schools are credited with paying more attention to the

vanishing arts of orthography and syntax; but it is reported by some who
have peeped over the shoulders of college instructors engaged in revising

their pupils' compositions, that they have noticed not a few nervous

scorings with a blue pencil accompanied by mutterings which they felt

it improper to mention. And as for seminary professors, if they could

be induced to publish their experiences in this matter, they could supply
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the advocates of phoneticism with a fairly good plea for simplification

and would lend their vote to Professor Bailey's resolution that " no one

can [should] blame the colleges [seminaries] of this country if they

demand as one of the requirements of admission the ability on the

part of the student correctly to spell words with which he should express

his thoughts." Surely this standard is not too high.

A little book that embodies an ideal method of teaching religious truth

and practice to children is Miss Mary Merrick's The Life of Christ (B.

Herder, St. Louis). It contains the headings of a course of thirty-three

lectures wherein the leading events of the life of our Lord are associated

with the Catechism. The author's aim has been, first, to assist the teacher

in bringing our Lord vividly before the minds of children as a living

personality, and so to develop in their hearts a willing love for Him

;

secondly, to emphasize that the obligatory force of the home virtues and

the significance of the practices of religion depend on the doctrinal truths

of faith. In a word, by associating the concrete story of our Lord's life

with the doctrines of faith, the author endeavors to make both mutually

illustrative and corroborative and at he same time fructive in conduct

that establishes solid practical virtue. Under each lecture there are given,

first, a topical outline of the pertinent facts of our Lord's life; secondly,

a parallel portion of the Catechism (Baltimore) ; thirdly, the corres-

ponding " practice," e. g. " Obedience to the Law of God and to parents,

God's representatives" (L. I); lastly, references are given to apposite

passages of the Bible. Ideally the book leaves nothing to be desired.

Practically, its effectiveness will depend, of course, on the teacher's

equipment. Since only brief headings of the lectures are given, the

teacher must be master of the supplementary details.

Most priests have probably experienced the difficulty of making the

Epistle read at the Sunday Mass the vehicle of definite instruction, doc-

trinal and practical. While the Gospel with its vividness of story or its

directness of teaching is always illuminating or suggestive to mind and

heart, the Epistle, with its immediate appeal to the local conditions and

persons that occasioned it or its abstract teaching, is often obscure or

unprovocative of available thought. For this and probably for some

other reasons the reading of the Epistle is not unseldom omitted. Per-

haps a better way would be for the priest to make a study of the con-

text in the Bible from which the Church has excerpted the portion given

in the Missal. Such a study would never be unfruitful for one's own
spiritual experience and would afford abundant material, interesting,

instructive, and edifying for the people. What has been said regarding

the Sunday Epistles applies with added emphasis to the festal Epistles.

These particularly call for study of their Biblical setting in order that

the priest may utilize them in his ministry of the Word.

Those who read German have at command in this connexion the
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Sontagsschule des Herrfir—a series of volumes by the late Abbot Benedict

Sauter, O.S.B., " der blinde Meister ", as his pupils affectionately called

him. There are four volumes : two devoted to the Sunday and festal

Gospels, two to the Sunday and festal Epistles—the former volume

is now issued in English (B. Herder, St. Louis), the latter volume, the

festal Epistles, having just recently been published subsequent to the

author's death. These books are not such as lend themselves to the

process of hasty preparation of sermons. They are rather sources of

material with which the preacher can store his own spirit and give forth

ex superabundantia cordis. The method is that of dialogue. The Epistle

is quoted and then " the pupil " and " the master " converse in familiar

terms, the deeper meaning of the inspired words being thus brought to

the surface and made to flow along smoothly and with the attractiveness

with which the imagination utilizing a rich literary art is able to humanize

divine thoughts.

Books translated from the French—or from any Latin tongue—especially

if they are biographies of saints—unless the work is done with discern-

ment and tact, are not apt to make interesting reading. Very often there

is an artificiality, an exaggeratedness about such books, faults sometimes

of the original, but often due to the translator who, whether from lack

of discernment or from inadequate mastery of both languages in question,

is unable to translate the spirit of the foreign into the genius of the

domestic tongue. How many a book that captivates one in the original

repels the reader in the translation

!

The recent translation from the Franch of the Life of the Venerable

Father Colin (Herder, St. Louis), founder of the Society of Mary (com-

monly known as the Marists), while not a perfect model of the trans-

lator's art, is sufficiently well done to elicit interest and to be an adequate

reflector of the character and work of the saintly religious. Like all

founders of religious societies, the venerable Father Colin was a man of

great practical wisdom as well as exalted sanctity, and the secular no less

than the religious clergy can profit by reading this story of his life.

Exercitiorutn Spiritualium Meditationes, by Nicolaus Paulmier, S.J.,

who died in 1702, is a singular piece of work and well worth the republi-

cation undertaken by the Benedictine Press of Innsbruck. There are

fifty-seven meditations, covering all the chief themes of the spiritual and

priestly life, in fact following the order of the Ig^atian exercises ; and
all taken from the inspired writings, so that there is hardly an expression

or a word that does not repeat some passage from the Sacred text. The
advantage of this combination of meditation and reading or reflection of

the Holy Scriptures, particularly for the cleric, is manifest at first sight.

The volume is neatly printed and of a convenient form for pocket use

(Franc. Schmitt, Innsbruck, Tyrol).
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Similar in concept, though of more limited scope than Fr. Paulmier's

Meditationes, is Frederic Ozanam's The Bible of the Sick, reissued by the

Boston office of the Propagation of the Faith (Union Park Street). It

consists of selections from the Bible which had been Ozanam's daily

source of faith and hope for many years, and which, during his last

sickness, he put into the form of lessons to soothe his soul with reflection

upon God's provident designs in sending him pains which foretold death.

They were published by his wife soon after the departure of the noble

author to his eternal home.

Elsewhere we have reviewed a quaint little volume of devotions by

Dame Gertrude More, a Benedictine nun of the so-called Reformation

times. At the end of the book there is addressed to the devout reader by

the early editor a curious note, which reads :
" Thy devotions are so

happily printed that the faults escaped are such as thou mayest easily take

thy pen in hand and correct them thyself; being sometimes one letter for

another, as an a for an e, or an n for a «, or a letter too much, or a

letter too little; all which the sense will soon tell thee. And I know thou

endeavourest to mend faults, not to find them; and for thee and for

thy like it was set forth, and none other. Adieu."

Owing to the severe illness from which the Editor of Church Music

is now happily almost recovered, the September issue of that magazine

has been delayed.
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A FUNERAL IN THE CATACOMBS.

A FUNERAL procession is wending its way through the

long main aisle of the Catacombs of St. Calixtus. The

deceased has evidently not belonged to the common populace:

this much appears from the great throng of attendants pre-

ceding and following the bier; all of them bearing torches,

whose ruddy glow casts fitful reflections over the marble

slabs of the graves which border both sides of the route.

Some precentors are chanting a Psalm, whose first verse is

repeated after each strophe by the entire company, in the

manner of choral responses. The song is not sad and wailing,

but rather buoyant, not far from joyful. The selection is

Psalm 112: Laudate pueri Dominum: laudate nomen Domini.

What is further significant is the group of white-robed maid-

ens, who precede the corpse with burning lamps in their hands,

like the wise virgins in the parable; for the deceased herself

is still only a child of eight or nine years. The bier is borne

on the shoulders of two fossores, or grave-diggers; and the

corpse is clad in white, with a wreath of red roses over her

veil, and a palm branch in her crossed hands. The air is

pungent with the aroma of incense and costly spices; which

latter, together with balmy oils, are contained in small glass

vessels beside the corpse. Immediately following the body

come the parents: the father wearing the contemporary

vesture of a ministrant of the altar. Both the parent and
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the nearest relatives have also donned the black garb of mourn-
ing; whilst the mother's face is deeply veiled, in concealment

of her profound grief and woe for the loss of her only child.

Retainers and friends, and lastly a train of poorer folk, com-

plete and close the procession.

How often have mortal bodies been borne to their final rest

through these aisles of the Catacombs during the past three

centuries ! There the Popes of the third century are bestowed

in a common chapel, where still to-day we see some of their

burial stones; there sleep many other martyrs, in sepulchral

chambers apart, which are adorned with paintings; there, too,

in family vaults, rest members of the ojdest and most illus-

trious noble houses of the second and third century: Caecilii,

Cornelii, Dasumii; whilst in the passage walls, ranged now
side by side, anon superposed, we have vast multitudes of

graves, rich and poor, young and old. The marble slabs

that cover these graves, frequently exhibit, besides the name
of the departed, devout wishes and prayers, or emblems and

symbols giving expression to the faith and hope of the early

Christians in contemplation of death. Yet a great many
graves bear no inscription at all : in such cases the survivors

were accustomed to mark the site, on the burial occasion, by

imbedding some token in the fresh cement that sealed the

gravestone. All sorts of objects were thus depressed: such

as coins, bits of colored glass, rings, and, especially, small

earthen lamps, to be lighted on the anniversary of the given

death.

Meanwhile the funeral procession has reached its destina-

tion. The leaders of the company turn to the right, into a

great sepulchral chamber, brightly lighted within by a pro-

fusion of lamps. The precious oil of nard, which feeds the

flame, diffuses an exceedingly agreeable fragrance. The apart-

ment is a family vault, consisting of two connected tombs;

and roomy sepulchral recesses are hewn out in the walls, with

semi-circular arching. A chimney-like flue in the ceiling in-

troduces light and air into both rooms from overhead.

As we learn from the generous inscription still extant, the
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designer of this family vault was one Severus, ministrant, or

" deacon," of Pope Marcellinus (296-304). And inasmuch as

the Catacombs of St. Calixtus did not belong to a distinct

Roman parish, but were subject immediately to the Pope, the

latter had to grant his permission in the matter, and had granted

it gladly : seeing that not only did Severus occupy one of the

highest offices in the Church, but was also no less affluent in

virtues than in earthly possessions. From the time of the

bloody persecution under Valerian (256), the Christians were

allowed to enjoy a half century of comparatively peaceful

activity: who might have surmised that a new persecution,

the most frightful of them all, the persecution under Diocle-

tian, stood close at hand; wherein Pope Marcellinus himself

was to fall a victim? It was during those aforesaid peaceful

days that Deacon Severus had designed the double chapel in

the way of a tomb for himself and his family; what though

both he and his wife still stood in their prime of life. There

is no dearth of epitaphs in the Catacombs, telling us of this

custom among the early Christians, of taking thought of their

death in good season.

The work in the two sepulchral chambers was not yet fin-

ished, no painting had as yet been applied, when Severus w.as

promptly destined here to bestow his only little daughter

Severa, a child of nine years. The decoration of the chapel

with paintings never came to pass : maybe for the reason that

quite soon afterward there broke forth the storm of Diocle-

tian's persecution.

In this burial chamber, Pope Marcellinus himself was now
waiting, with several ecclesiastics, to conduct the rites of in-

terment.

In the rear of the chapel, a large " pocket " grave was hol-

lowed out in the wall, and to-day this was adorned with fresh

wreaths of flowers; for even in winter the Italian sunshine

thus brings them to bloom. Here, then, the departed maid

was to find her place of rest.

The gravediggers lifted the bier from their shoulders, and

set it athwart the sepulchral recess ; all the mourners gathered
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round about, and listened reverentially to the prayers which

the Pope recited anterior to the committal.

The committal prayers in the early Church were essentially

the same as those nowadays uttered as prayers for the dying,

in articulo mortis: " Rescue, O Lord, the soul of Thy servant,

like as Thou deliveredst Noe from the deluge, Isaac from his

father's hand, Daniel from the den of lions, the three young

men from the furnace of burning fire, Susanna from the false

accusation. Arrayed into the company of the blessed, may
she enjoy the sweetness of the beatific vision evermore. O
Lord Jesus Christ, preserve the soul of Thy servant from the

pains of hell and the deep abyss ; rescue her from the jaws of

the lion into the holy light which Thou hast promised to Abra-

ham and his posterity."

If the paintings of the Catacombs reveal to us a preference

for Noe and the Dove, Abraham's offering, Daniel in the den

of lions, the rescue of the young men from the fiery furnace,

and of Susanna from the plots of the wicked judges, the

painters have but graphically reproduced the burial prayers,

and permanently clothed the faith and hope of the early Chris-

tians beside their loved one's grave.

With tears in his eyes, the father of the dead, the Deacon

Severus, did himself assist to lift the corpse from the bier and

to deposit the same in the mural grave: the last office of love

which he could minister to his child : save that next he pressed,

and after him his weeping wife, a kiss on the cold forehead of

the dead ; withal uttering his last farewell. Pax tecum, " Rest

in peace ". The gravediggers then raised the great oblong,

four-square marble slab from beside the wall, and lowered it

upon the grave : so the sacred earth of the Catacombs had re-

ceived a newly-sown seed for the great springtide of resurrec-

tion.

The modem custom of observing the ninth and the thirtieth

day after burial by visiting the graves and by special prayers,

is of quite primitive usage, and occurs even among the heathen.

In this way Severus has meanwhile had time to devise the

epitaph and have it engraved in marble. The same is pre-
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served for us, and is one of the fairest in the Roman Cata-

combs. A large marble screen, or lattice-work, which was

to fence in the mural grave, contained a central square tablet,

with the carved inscription. The latter was in two portions.

The first five lines express the destination of the chapel to

serve as burial vault for Severus and his family; the ten fol-

lowing lines comprise the departed Severa's epitaph.

CVBICVLVM-DVPLEXCVMARCISOLnSETLVMINARE
IVSSV PAPAE SVI MARCELLINIDIACONVS ISTE
SEVERVSFECITMANSIONEMINPACEQVIETAM
SIBISVISQVEMEMORQVOMEMBRADVLCIASOMNO
PERLONGVMTEMPVS FACTORIET IVDICISERVET

SEVERA DVLCIS PARENTIBVS ET FAMVLISQVE
REDDIDIT-VIIIFEBRVARIASVIRGOKALENDAS
QVAMDOMINVSNASCIMIRASAPIENTIAET ARTE
IVSSERAT IN CARNEM QVODCORPVSPACE QUIETVM
HICEST SEPVLTVMDONECRESVRGATAB IPSO
QVIQVE.ANIMAMRAPVIT SPIRITO SANCTO SVO
CASTAMPVDICAM.ETINVIOLABILEM SEMPER
QVAMQVEITERVMDOMINVSSPIRITAUGLORIAREDDET
QVAEVIXITANNOSVIIIETXI MENSES
XVQVOQVEDIESSICEST.TRANSLATA DE SAECVLO ^

The inscription is really a brief burial discourse; and if it

appertained to the deacon's prerogatives and duties to intone

the Gospel during the divine office, then this ministrant of

Pope Marcellinus has bequeathed to us, here in marble, quite a

pregnant sermon.

1 " By mandate of Pope Marcellinus, his humble ministrant Severus,

mindful for himself and his own, has constructed this double chamber

with mural graves and a skylight flue, for a quiet mansion in peace,

wherein precious remains may be safeguarded in long, long sleep, until

their Creator come as Judge.
" Severa, dear to her parents and bondservants alike, yielded up the

ghost on the twenty-fifth of January: whom the Lord had endowed, from

her very birth, with wondrous wisdom and practical skill. What remains

of her mortal body is here buried to rest in peace until resurrected by

God himself : whose Holy Spirit had also preserved her now raptured soul

ever pure, modest, and undefiled: which the same Lord, in turn, will

restore in glorified beauty. When translated thus from this present age,

she had lived the sum of eight years, eleven months, and fifteen days."
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We shall try to construe briefly and clearly the inscription's

ideas. The grave receives the dead into the peace of the grave,

yet that is only a sleep wherein they rest; and even though
long it endure, He who is our Creator will also, one day, be

our judge. Had a heathen read these words, he would not

have understood their meaning; since for him, of course, the

grave was the perpetual dwelling, no " lodgment in rest and

peace" (mansio in pace quieta), where the dead one simply

sleeps in the certainty of resurrection. Just as little would
the heathen have apprehended the thought : God our Creator,

God our future Judge. If the ministrant Severus, moreover,

dwells on the long duration of sleep in the grave, doubtless

this is a gentle correction for those who, in keeping with the

general views entertained in the early centuries, were expect-

ing the great day of the Lord as nearly instant.

In paganism there lay a great gulf between master and

slaves: where, in antiquity, would it ever have occurred to

a heathen to laud the fact, in an epitaph, that the departed had

been loved alike by her family and the family slaves ? Chris-

tianity filled up, rather bridged, this gulf; and the ministrant

Severus finds a solace in the thought that his child had been

loved, as in common accord, by her parents and the servants

besides.

Though dying so young as in her ninth year, Severa is

designated in the inscription as virgo, virgin; indeed some

gravestones thus designate even still younger children: some-

times, again, with the twofold appellation, puella virgo, virgin

maid. Severus then further brings out the thought that,

thanks to the grace of the Holy Spirit, his daughter had pre-

served her heart ever chaste, modest and unstained : hence we
see what high esteem the early Church entertained for vir-

ginity. This point is also further illustrated by the circum-

stance that married people are fain to record upon their tomb-

stones that they entered virginally into the holy estate of

matrimony ; the epitaphs reading :
" to his chaste consort "

;

" to her virginal spouse " {virgnio suo).

It is but an index of parental love, if Severus furthermore
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eulogizes his little daughter because God had endowed her

with remarkable gifts and capacities of mind. We frequently

encounter such eulogies of the departed: especially on tomb-

stones of women, where the surviving husband cannot suffi-

ciently praise the chastity, good sense, domestic virtues, chari-

ties, and other merits of his deceased wife.

Very positively and clearly is faith in the resurrection of

the body expressed in the inscription :
" The mortal remains

are here buried to rest in peace until God resurrects them "

;

or they rise again in Christ. For if the Lord, by the grace

of the Holy Spirit, has preserved the soul blameless, he will

also unite it again with the glorified body, at the resurrection

of the flesh.

The precise detail of the duration of life down to the day,

nay even to the very hour, occurs in early Christian inscrip-

tions, especially from the fourth century downward, with

much frequency; being an outflow of that love which delights

in realizing how long it was permitted to enjoy the presence

of the departed here below.

Unfortunately no other epitaphs have been preserved for

us in the family vault of the deacon, or ministrant, Severus,

that might inform us when he, or his wife, or the rest of their

kinsfolk died. The very simple graves in the walls, irregularly

excavated, might easily belong to a much later age. From
this later era there dates a small fragment of an inscription

whose destruction we doubly regret in this instance. The

stone contains merely the letters ad mart ; whose most plaus-

ible completion suggests itself as ad martyres :
" Among the

Martyrs," " with the Martyrs." The faithful of the fourth

century, that is to say, in the age of Christian triumph, evinced

great zeal in their efforts to maintain a grave in proximity

to the martyr graves, in order thereby to recommend them-

selves to the special protection and intercession of the Saints.

Were our construction then correct, the thought of the bloody

persecution under Diocletian, which broke out shortly after

the burial of Severa, prompts the direct hypothesis that

Deacon Severus and his wife, too, fell victims thereof. The
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same persecution, in fact, aimed especially at the ministers of

the altar: had the flock but lost its shepherds, the wolf, to

be sure, could then easily become master of the defenceless

sheep. Unfortunately, only very meagre and scanty data

have been preserved for us from that age of direst oppression

;

whereas in the wake of it, countless inscriptions of the Cata-

combs were inexorably destroyed by barbarian hands. There-

fore only the day of judgment itself, when God will waken

from their long sleep the dead once bestowed to rest in the

family vault of Severus, to transfigure the same with celestial

glory : will reveal to the world what the bare walls of yonder

burial chambers no longer avail to tell us to-day.

Anton de Waal.
Rome, Italy.

"TO EVERY ONE THAT HATH."

A Word on "Mission Literature"

APROPOS of Dr. Knapp's article, in the September issue,

on " The Neglect of Missions in Literature ", and as

an aid to those who are actively engaged in missionary work,

it may not be amiss to say a word anent the ways and means

of conversion, and to call to mind one or two points which

Christ Himself, the history of the Church, and common ex-

perience have marked out as necessary conditions for the re-

ception and preservation of the Faith. These conditions have

been very tersely and clearly expressed by the Master in Mat-

thew 25 : 29, Mark 4: 25, and Luke 8: 18; and they are strik-

ingly illustrated by the department of ecclesiastical history

which deals with the conversion of nations. A thorough

understanding of them would doubtless prove a great saving

of time and labor for the missionary, and enable him to get

the best results from his efforts to extend the kingdom of

Christ on earth.

While there is not the slightest doubt that piety and zeal

count for a vast deal in the work of conversion, and while it

is perfectly true that even if a Paul plant and an Apollos
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water, their labors are bound to come to naught unless God
give the increase, it is nevertheless a fact—and a fact so ob-

vious that it seems almost superfluous to mention it—that the

Almighty wishes us in this, as in every other undertaking, to

make use of all the natural or human means which He has

placed at our disposal. As a famous practical philosopher

puts it, " God helps those who help themselves ". And while

the philosopher thought and spoke only of the affairs of this

present life, yet his words are just as applicable to the things

of the life to come. St. Paul fully realized this truth and in-

variably guided himself by it, making himself " all things to

all men, that he might gain all for Christ " ; using to ad-

vantage all his natural gifts and adopting all the various ways

and means calculated to win the good-will of his hearers.

The same holds true of the successful apostles of every age;

and as a standing proof that the best missionaries of our own
times recognize the need of a thorough equipment for the

work, we have only to point to the Apostolic Mission House

where preparation for the missions has developed into a real

science. It is of the utmost importance that the missionary

should have a sure test or gauge by which he may know where

and upon whom to expend his efforts, in order to get the best

results. To go about the work aimlessly, or without method,

is simply to scatter and waste his energies. Piety and zeal

will not ordinarily make up for a woeful lack of indispensable

knowledge, or judgment, in this matter; and it may take but

one false step, or one serious blunder, to mar the success of

his work.

By way of arriving at a safe test or guide for missionary

efforts, perhaps we could not do a better or a wiser thing than

follow the clue above-mentioned—the clue given us by the

three Synoptic writers. St. Mark quotes his divine Master as

saying :
" For he that hath, to him shall be given : and he that

hath not, that also which he hath, shall be taken av;ay from

him." The other Synoptists put it somewhat differently. St.

Matthew has it :
" For to every one that hath, shall be given,

and he shall abound: but for him that hath not, that also
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which he seemeth to have, shall be taken away." And St.

Luke :
" For whosoever hath, to him shall be given : and who-

soever hath not, that also which he thinketh he hath, shall be

taken away from him." On the surface indeed the sacred

writers do not appear to be in full accord as to the exact

thought that was in the mind of Christ. But it is only on the

surface. It can and will be shown, at the proper time, and

without any straining, that the discrepancy is only apparent.

Now whatever other meanings may be given to this text,

and whatever other applications may be made of it, its appli-

cability to some indispensable requisites for the reception and

maintenance of the Faith seems certain enough to be above

and beyond all controversy. It is as though it read :
" To him

who makes a good use of the talents which God has given him
—^be they few or many—who puts them out to usury; who
does the best he can with them, more will surely be given. To
him that hath the natural virtues, the supernatural will be

added. To him who lives up to his honest convictions, who
acts in accordance with his lights, who listens to the dictates

of right reason, and obeys the mandates of the natural law,

will be granted the gifts of Faith. While, on the contrary,

the man who has already received that priceless boon, but

fails to appreciate it, and cherish and strengthen it, is bound

sooner or later to lose it, if he amend not his ways in time.

Instead of turning his inestimable talent to good account and

making it profitable to his Master by doing all that lies in his

power to aid in the work of conversion—the extending of

Christ's kingdom—^he has buried it, with the probability of

never again finding it. To the outward seeming he may still

be an active member of the Body of Christ. But not so in

truth and reality. It is all in the seeming. The vital sap is

fast drying up, and he is rapidly becoming a withered branch.

As SS. Matthew and Luke put it, his faith is only something

which he seemeth to have, or which he thinketh he hath.

As regards the first half of our text, we know positively

that God will not permit a man of thorough earnestness, sin-

cerity, and good-will, to perish through a lack of the knowl-
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edge necessary by necessity of means for salvation. He would
work a miracle—even to the extent of sending an angel from
Heaven—rather than suffer such an undeserved calamity to

happen. His justice demands it. And whenever we hear it

objected that persons richly endowed with natural virtue, and

well-informed as to the doctrines and practices of the Church,

yet remain indefinitely without her pale, we are fairly safe

—

and guilty of no rashness or injustice—in entering a denial.

There is surely something wrong somewhere or other.

Needless to say, the supernatural in man is by no means

independent of the natural. On the contrary, it is a something

added to it, or built upon it. The natural is the foundation;

and where the foundation is good and solid, it is compara-

tively easy to build upon it. When the foundation is weak
and unstable, the edifice erected on it is necessarily worthless.

Where there is no foundation, there can be no superstructure

at all. Ecclesiastical history bears out fully the truth of this

assertion. It shows us clearly that the Apostles and apostolic

men generally, have never made much, if any, headway with

degenerate or effeminate peoples—^with Sybarites, or those

who were addicted to unnatural practices. It shows us too

that their success has always been in proportion to the natural

goodness or virtue of those to whom they ministered. We
know the unsatisfactory result of St. Paul's journey to Athens,

and his continual worry and anxiety over the Corinthians.

We remember, too, what little influence for good the mission-

ary labors of SS. Peter and Paul had upon the ultra-refined

and civilized generally. How small was the harvest they

reaped among the representative Romans of their day! On
the other hand, it was upon the barbarians from the North

that the Church exerted her strongest and best influence. And
that precisely because they were closer to nature and still un-

fettered by the shackles of unnatural crime. Predatory and

fierce they certainly were, but yet they retained the stamp of

nature's nobility. And the portraits of the Germans, painted

for us by Tacitus, may serve as well to illustrate the character

of more than one of the barbarian hordes. Among many of
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them the women were chaste, and the men respected their

chastity and punished its violation with death. Their ideas

of justice, perhaps, were somewhat crude and primitive, and

not entirely in accord with ours; but they were at least sub-

stantially correct; and such as they were, they served the pur-

pose fairly well—so well in fact that justice flourished among
them far better than it does to-day among the most highly

polished nations of the modern world.

Probably the best instance of the kind furnished us by

Church history is the conversion of Ireland. That one man
should bring a whole nation to the feet of Christ in such an

amazingly short time, and without the shedding of a single

drop of blood, is truly marvelous. It is almost, if not wholly,

without a parallel in the history of the Christian Church.

And we are naturally led to seek the explanation of this won-

drous phenomenon. What was the secret of St. Patrick's

unprecedented success? With all due respect for Erin's great

apostle, the reason can scarcely be said to lie in his superior

apostolic gifts. True these counted for a great deal—a very

great deal—in the striking effects he wrought. But they do

not explain everything. Eminently zealous as was Hibernia's

Patron, he was hardly more so than the Twelve who rushed

forth from the Upper Room on that first Pentecost, all aflame

with the fire of divine love enkindled in their hearts by con-

tact with the Holy Spirit. Eminently endowed he was too

with the knowledge of Christ's teachings, and the best methods

of imparting them so as to insure their acceptance. But in

this respect likewise he can scarcely be said to excel the

Apostles who drank in the truth at its very source and foun-

tain-head ; the men who sat at the Master's feet and heard the

truth as it fell from" His sacred lips: and who, moreover, re-

ceived a miraculous communication of the fulness of truth

from the Holy Ghost Himself, on the occasion of His descent

upon them in the form of fiery tongues. Finally, while we

know that as a rule, it is out of place, and in very bad taste,

to compare or contrast the merits of the saints, we have reason

to think that in this present case the rule will permit of an ex-
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ception. For after all there can be no serious harm in be-

lieving that great as was the sanctity of St. Patrick, it could

not have been vastly superior to that of the Apostles,

Well-equipped then as he was for his mission, it is no dis-

paragement to him to say that he was no better equipped than

the Twelve who set forth by Christ's command to convert the

world; no more unflagging his zeal, no more eloquent in his

words. There have been numberless other toilers in the vine-

yard of Christ, just as generous in their spirit of self-sacrifice,

just as untiring in their labors, and just as thoroughly imbued

with the spirit of the Apostles. And yet, if we are to judge

by immediate and tangible results, St. Patrick succeeded far

better than any or all of them. And since we cannot find the

explanation for it in the apostle himself, it stands to reason

that we must look for it in the character of the people with

whom he had to deal. And history shows us that we are per-

fectly warranted in so doing. Nature itself had already done

much for the Irish. The foundation was already laid ; and it

only remained for St. Patrick to build thereon. True, Bishop

Healy informs us, in his Ireland's Ancient Schools and Schol-

ars, that before the Saint's arrival, in the days of the Druids,

human sacrifices were offered occasionally. But judging from

the paucity of proofs, such offerings, if made at all, must have

been rare. Dr. Healy quotes one very clear allusion to the

matter, but only one; and this isolated reference may reason-

ably be taken as pointing to an abuse rather than to a common
or universal practice. It is true, as Caesar tells us, that the

Druids of Gaul were wont to offer human victims, and the

Irish Druids belonged to the same stock as their Gallic breth-

ren; but it does not necessarily follow from this that human
sacrifice was prevelant among the ancient Milesians. And
besides, true or untrue, it does not very materially affect the

point at issue.

The pagan Irish were fierce and proud, but at the same

time remarkably just and pure. Those who wish to verify

this statement have only to look up the old Brehon laws, the

legislative code that obtained in Erin long before, and long
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after, the advent of St. Patrick. It is a fact well worth not-

ing that these laws, with very few exceptions, were found

good enough to govern the land after the reception of Chris-

tianity. So thoroughly did they accord with the dictates of

the natural law, that St. Patrick saw nothing to change in

them, except the religious features bearing on the old Druidic

worship. For the rest, he left them as he found them; and

they continued to be the legal guide of the Irish nation even

down to the seventeenth century. All impartial critics admit

that these old Brehon laws are pervaded by a most uncommon
spirit of humanity and gentleness. Among their most note-

worthy features are their sense of justice and fair play, and

their eminently high regard for the domestic relations—the

rights of women, the mutual protection of husband and wife,

the reciprocal duties of parents and children, etc. By way of

proof or illustration, we give a passage from the Senchus

Mor: " In the connexion of equal property ... if with equal

land and cattle and household stuff, and if their marriage be

equally free and lawful, the wife in this case is called the wife

of equal rank. The contract made by either party is not a

lawful contract without the consent of the other, except in

cases of contracts tending equally to the welfare of both. . . .

Each of the two parties has the power to give refection and

feast according to their respective dignity." In case of sep-

aration, ample provision was always made for the wife's

future. If, for instance, her portion at the time of marriage

was equal to that of her husband, she was entitled to half of

the property which they held at the time of separation. If

the whole property belonged originally to the husband, she

received one-third at the separation. If it was all her own
before marriage, she took two-thirds. The same spirit of

justice and considerateness characterized the whole body of

these laws ; and that to such an extent that, with the exception

of the Mosaic legislation, they are without a parallel in pre-

Christian times. Some of these provisions may not seem so

very remarkable to us, with our modern notions of woman's

rights and domestic relations. But if we can transport our-
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selves back in spirit to the age in which those laws were made,

and pry into the legislation and views of other countries at

the same time, we shall find that such a correct notion of

justice and rights was an exceptionally rare thing in those

days; and that on these points the Irish were far in advance

of most of their contemporaries.

From all this it is evident that half the work was done long

before St. Patrick set foot on Irish soil; and without wishing

to detract in the slightest degree from his merits, truth obliges

us to say that his task was far less difficult than that of most

other missionaries. The way had already been prepared for

him. He came to a race peculiarly adapted for the reception

of Christianity. And so when the children of Erin had

hearkened to the teachings of Christ, we find them conducting

themselves, not as mere novices, but as if they had been Chris-

tians for centuries. Their new faith never sat clumsily on them.

It was from the first a perfect fit. They took to it with the

greatest ease and naturalness. The soil was unusually fertile,

and it only remained for St. Patrick to sow the good seed

which immediately took deep root, sprouted, blossomed, and

brought forth fruit a hundred-fold. And thus is verified the

saying of Christ :
" To him that hath [the natural virtues]

more shall be given and he shall abound."

We remarked above that for the preservation or main-

tenance of the Faith once received Almighty God requires a

spirit of generosity—the missionary spirit—a willingness and

even eagerness to share that priceless gift with others, for

the glory of the Giver and the salvation of souls. And this

applies not only to the clergy, but to the laity as well. Nor
is it merely a matter of choice or option, but of obligation

and conscience. All are bound, according to their condition,

or within their own sphere, to aid in extending the kingdom

of Christ on earth. And the laity can aid in this work—and

powerfully too—not indeed by preaching, but by financial

contributions, and by the force of example. In fact it not in-

frequently happens that they are able to accomplish more in

this latter line than even the priest himself. Associated as
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they are with non-Catholics in business and social life, num-
bering some of them perhaps among their intimate friends or

blood relations, their opportunities are more abundant. Our
dissenting brethren are on the alert. They are watching us,

to see whether our practice harmonizes with our professions;

and they cannot fail to be deeply impressed and favorably in-

fluenced by the sight of a truly Catholic life. Very often the

work that is consummated by the priest, in the reception of

converts, was begun by just such an influence. And it is well

to impress this fact strongly on the minds of the laity. Those

whose faith is genuine and deep will need but little urging in

the matter. They will be only too glad of the opportunity to

share their good fortune with others ; and if they are not so dis-

posed, they richly deserve to have the gift taken away from

them and given to those who will make a better use of it. As
the old Scholastic philosophers tersely inform us, " Bonum est

diffusivum sui ". Really and thoroughly good people are

never selfish. It is their greatest pleasure to make others par-

take of their happiness. Not only are they free from envy

and indifiference in this respect, but they are also ready to

make sacrifices to bring about the happy result. It may be

stated then as a certainty that true goodness ever seeks to

communicate itself; and that where this disposition is lack-

ing, there is something radically wrong, appearances to the

contrary notwithstanding.

To continue the historical instance with which we began

—

and a better can scarcely be found—St. Patrick's neophytes

proved the depth and genuineness of their faith by the con-

spicuous position which they took, almost immediately, in the

vanguard of the missionary corps. But a comparatively short

time after Erin's conversion, her re-born Christian sons were

to be found in almost every country of Europe, spreading the

glad tidings of great joy. And the missionary zeal which

characterized Christian Ireland in her infancy has never abated

one jot or tittle. Through all the centuries, down to our own

day, it has proved an indestructible portion of her inheritance.

And it is doubtless in great measure due to this that Almighty
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God has given her sons and daughters the grace to preserve

the Faith intact throughout the long dark night of fierce, re-

lentless persecution and tyranny. What we say of Ireland

holds equally true of France, and every other nation that has

manifested this zeal for the propagation of the Faith.

And now for a glance at the other side of the picture.

Northern Africa, the home of Tertullian, Cyprian, and Augus-

tine, was once perhaps the most flourishing daughter of the

Church. Her bishops and priests were among the first and

foremost of the Latin theologians and apologists. The num-
ber of her cities was legion, and almost every city was an

episcopal see. And yet, not so Very long after the time of

the great Augustine, we find nearly every trace or vestige of

Christianity destroyed; the Cross replaced by the Crescent;

the creed of Mohammed substituted for the Creed of Christ.

And so it has remained for ages—a bitter remembrance, and

an eyesore, to the Christian world—till the advent of Cardinal

Lavigerie and his White Fathers, whose efforts to revive Chris-

tianity on the Dark Continent have met with much success.

Where shall we seek the reason for this wondrous, rapid, and

complete change? Surely not in the mere fact of persecution.

Other nations have been persecuted bitterly without losing

their faith. On the contrary, persecution has but served to

strengthen it. Witness the history of Poland, France, Ireland,

etc., to say nothing of the persecutions in the early days of

the Church, under the Roman and Persian empires. No, we
must look elsewhere for the cause; and as the present writer

once heard an eminent thinker assert, it is perfectly reasonable

to attribute the downfall of the land of Augustine and Cyprian

precisely to the lack of the missionary spirit which charac-

terized the spiritual offspring of St. Patrick. There had to

be some vent or outlet for the surplus energies of the church-

men; and instead of expending them on the spread of the

Gospel, they gave themselves up to petty, useless—and worse

than useless—theological disputes, which ended in making

the land a hotbed of heresy and internecine strife; an easy

prey, first to the Vandals, and later to the fanatical adherents
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of Mohammed. Nor was this the case with Northern Africa

alone. It requires no very deep or extensive knowledge of

Church history to recognize the same cause in operation, with

the same effects, in most of the once prosperous Christian com-

munities of Asia. " For ... he that hath not, that also

which he hath ... or seemeth to have ... or thinketh

himself to have . . . shall be taken away from him."

In a country like this, surrounded as we are on all sides

by non-Catholics, many of them fair-minded and open to

conviction, it goes without saying that every priest must be to

some extent a missionary. Hence it is imperative on us to

say something about the conditions necessary for success in

working among our own fellow-countrymen. Needless perhaps

to observe, the same identical methods and arguments are not

adapted to every people, or to every individual. What will

suit one admirably may have absolutely no weight with an-

other. For those in whom the intellect is dominant, reason-

ing is likely to prove most effective; for others, an appeal to

the heart or the sentiments may be the proper course. Some
are most strongly influenced by the historical side of the

Church ; others by her moral teachings : and still others by her

poetical aspect, her liturgy, her architecture, etc. ; for " all

roads lead to Rome ". There is scarcely a department of

thought—of science and literature—or a single branch of art,

that has not been instrumental in bringing men back to the

Faith of their fathers. And it is of prime importance that the

missionary should know how to deal with his prospective

converts according to their individual bent or trend of mind:

after the wise policy of St. Paul, making himself " all things

to all men, to gain all for Christ ".

In connexion however with this same policy, it is worth

while to note that, when the Apostle spoke of making him-

self " all things to all men ", he did not mean that he made

himself a sinner to win sinners, or a worldling to gain the

votaries of pleasure. Neither did he mean to recommend the

adoption of ultra-liberal views, for the purpose of ingratiat-

ing ourselves with non-Catholics. What he did mean was
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that he rejoiced with those who rejoiced, and wept with those

who had reason to weep; in short, that he studied men in

order to sympathize with them, where sympathy was needed

and deserved, and to choose, from among the lawful and

laudable means of making a favorable impression on his

hearers, the one that was best calculated to touch their hearts

and convince their intellects. As he himself put it :
" Who

is weak and I am not weak ? Who is scandalized and I am not

on fire?"

In fact it is utterly impossible to benefit sinners by becoming

one of themselves, or to draw men out of the slough of world-

liness by assuming the airs of a worldling. The would-be

soul-saver who tries that method may be what is termed a

popular priest—a hail-fellow-well-met. He may be in great

demand as an entertainer (and small wonder, for he is a veri-

table oddity—a moral freak), but he will never succeed in win-

ning the respect of his associates, or accomplishing any good

amongst them. On the contrary, even sinners and worldlings

must despise him deep down in their hearts. For he is not

merely one of themselves, but worse, inasmuch as his conduct

is entirely out of harmony with his profession. The man who
can best succeed in influencing others for good—in fact the

only man who can succeed at all in this line of endeavor

—

is the one whom they are forced to respect and reverence be-

cause of his manifest superiority to themselves.

As regards the tendency to tone down or minimize the

doctrines and practices of Catholicity in order to make them

more acceptable—or less harsh and unpalatable—to unbeliev-

ers, there can be no greater mistake imaginable. It is the

height of folly to think that converts can be won by making

them believe that, after all, there is not so much difference

between them and us. Such a mode of procedure is only too

apt to make them feel satisfied with their present condition,

and inclined to let well-enough alone. Many there are already

half, if not wholly, convinced of the divinity of the Church,

and of their consequent duty to embrace it; but they are de-

terred by the fear of consequences—^by the serious temporal
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losses which such a stq) would entail. A change of faith

would, perhaps, mean for them a sacrifice of friends, position,

social prestige, etc. And certainly the weaker members of

this class will be only too ready to jump at any plausible pre-

text that seems to justify them in remaining where they are.

There is one sound and solid principle that should ever guide

us in our dealings with non-Catholics, to wit : Never to do or

say anything that would lead them to believe that we condone

or connive at heresy ; or that we look upon their creeds as not

so vastly or essentially different from our own. Truth is

truth, and error is error ; and there can never be any compro-

mise between them. The chasm that separates therh is too

deep and wide to admit of a union or merging of the two.

And this fact should be strongly impressed upon them.

Broad-mindedness is very good and commendable in its place

—when kept within bounds. But it is easy to go to excess

in the matter. A temporizing policy : a policy of shirking and

evasion and concessions, will never make genuine converts to

the cause of Christ. Christian charity obliges us to love and

sympathize with the erring, but not their error. The only

way to make our dissenting brethren set a proper estimate on

the value of divine truth is to show them convincingly that

we ourselves duly value and appreciate our Catholic heritage,

and set it above and beyond all else. And when there is ques-

tion of the vital or essential dogmas of religion, it is our clear

and bounden duty to stand ever firm and immovable on the

bed-rock of absolute, unmitigated, and unadulterated truth,

whether it prove palatable or unpalatable. In this connexion,

we may very well apply to Faith what the poet says of Honor

:

But where ye feel your Faith grip,

Let that aye be the border.

John E. Graham.

St. Mary's University, Baltimore, Md.
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OLD-ENOLISH CHTJBCHES AND GHURCHTABDS.

Their Close Connexion with the Civil Concerns and Customs of the
Country.

I. The Church.

THE church was the mother of the town: from her it de-

rived its being. Not a few English towns were the

direct offspring of a monastery. Thus Peterborough was
founded : the settlement which grew up round this great fen-

land monastery of St. Peter (then called " Medeshampstead ")

gradually grew into a borough, and then into a city. The
monastery was founded in a wilderness; but a number of

artisans were constantly employed about it, constructing new
buildings and repairing the old. The monasteries were, too,

the chief resting-places for travelers, who were entertained in

the " Hospitium ". Some of the monasteries were places of

pilgrimage, whither the pilgrims flocked in order to fulfil

their vows. This, too, would constantly bring an influx of

visitors. Moreover, the monastery had large estates attached

to it; and the lord abbot was a very important person, having

a large retinue of servants, a large amount of business to

transact, and (not infrequently) he was a high officer of State;

consequently, many persons, of all ranks and on divers mis-

sions, would constantly be brought thither, and by degrees a

town would spring up, as at St. Albans, Reading, and St.

Edmundsbury (or Bury St. Edmunds).

In the late Norman and Plantagenet times nearly every

town was a church-town, so great were the authority and

wealth of the church, so numerous were her buildings. It

has been estimated that at this period one-quarter of the area

of the City of London was occupied by ecclesiastical buildings,

their courts and gardens. In other towns the case was similar.

Wallingford (in Berkshire) had then fourteen churches; Nor-

wich had sixty; York had forty-five; London, one hundred

and twenty. In addition to these, there were the monastic

houses belonging to the various Orders. Outside the walls

of the town these churches and monasteries held vast estates
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and manors, and were as rich as a devoted and church-loving

people could make them. The authority of the church was
very real and very visible.

It is also worthy of remark how closely the ministrations

of the church were associated with the daily lives of the peo-

ple. The craftsmen and merchants all belonged to " Guilds ",

which were religious fraternities, dedicated to some saint, and

possessing a chapel or " Chantry " in the parish church. The
holy days of the Church were the holidays of the people.

Each morning they attended Mass in their church. All day

long the bells of the churches and monasteries were ringing

for some devotion. The parish priests were beloved and re-

vered by their people, and certainly they were worthy of all

honor and respect, if Chaucer's description of the poor parson

of a town, who was one of the Canterbury pilgrims, be a true

one:

A good man there was of religioun,

That was a poure parsone of a town;

But riche he was of holy thought and werk,

He was also a lemed man, a clerk,

That Christe's gospel trewely wolde prechc,

His parishens devoutly wolde he teche.

Such men as these gained the confidence and love of their

people. In all departments of their social life the presence

and influence of the Church was seen and felt. Abbots' offi-

cers collected the market dues. Monks and nuns nursed the

sick in their hospitals. Monks housed the traveler on his way

to a pilgrimage or to some distant fair. Monks taught the

children. The clergy acted religious plays, for the edification

of the illiterate people, in the churches. The church supplied

thousands with work, and was a liberal mistress. From the

dawn of life to its closing day, the church was the very centre

and soul of the social life of the people of England; and, in

spite of many errors and shortcomings, she continued for

centuries to carry on her beneficent work in moulding and

developing the national character, and in making the English

race a noble and God-fearing people.
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The church was indeed the centre, heart, and home of the

people. In it they were baptized, confirmed, married, and

buried; made their confessions and communions. But the

church exercised also a temporal welfare over the people. Its

bell summoned them to an assembly of citizens, or bade them

arm for the defence of their liberties. The church-bells were

rung, and the beacon-fires lighted on the church-towers, to

g^ide the traveler home on the dark wintry nights. In the

church the " Guild-lights " burned before their respective

altars. Thither the parishioners brought their goods when
danger threatened : a place " where thieves could not break

through nor steal,"—unless they wished to undergo the ter-

rors of excommunication. In the church, too, were the weap-

ons of defence, stored in the steeple,—a goodly supply of har-

ness, bows, muskets, helmets, shields, all ready for use. To
the church was the corpse often removed for protection, that

it might be safeguarded from theft or mutilation, or seizure

for debt. It was the church which first fought, and raised

contributions, for the liberation of slaves, and the freeing of

British subjects from serfdom in foreign lands. Not for wor-

ship only did the Old-English burghers assemble at the church.

The parish church was the rendezvous of the people, the

place of resort for the whole population. Within its precincts

the parishioners gathered to hear the news, to discuss intricate

matters of public business, and to devise new schemes for the

development or defense of their town. The burgher took a

great pride in his town, but he loved his church, helping (often

with his own hands) to build and repair its walls, and striv-"

ing to make it as fair without, and as beautiful within, as he

possibly could.

Great a comfort and blessing as was the church to the peo-

ple individually and parochially, she was none the less a bless-

ing collectively and nationally. How often has she been the

instrument in God's hands of guiding the helm of the realm in

times of great national danger and difficulty! In days of

ignorance, injustice, arrogance, and peril, how often have the

noblest, saintliest, cleverest, and most exalted of her priests
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been the statesmen who have safely steered the ship of State

when she was beset with political rocks and shoals ; how often

have they been the Elijahs and Daniels, keeping the dying-

embers of the Christian religion from becoming totally ex-

tinguished; how often the agents in keeping alive the ail-but

neglected cause of learning ; and how often the doughty cham-
pions for right and justice, and for the liberties of the people 1

II. The Churchyard,

The Saxons erected crosses rather than churches. In the

life of St. Willebald we are told that it was the custom of the

Saxons to erect, on the estates of some of their nobles and

great men, not a church, but the sign of the holy Cross, dedi-

cated to God, beautifully adorned, and exalted on high for the

common use of daily prayer. In or near the Old-English

churchyards there is sometimes a tumulus (or burial-ground)

which shows that the spot was set apart for some religious

observances even before Christianity reached the shores of

Britain. Here the early Saxon missionaries planted a cross,

and preached in the open air to the assembled villagers. Later,

a Saxon Thane built a rude timber church on the spot, which

was in time supplanted by an early Norman structure of stone.

This was altered and added to at various times so that most of

the Old-English churches now show, writ in stone, their strange

and varied history. Memorials of these early Christian mis-

sionaries remain in many an Old-English village churchyard

—the old stone cross : its steps worn away by the rains and

frosts of thirteen centuries, its head has (in most cases) gone,

broken off by the force of the gales, or by the wild rage of

human passion and Puritanical iconoclastic zeal; but it still

marks the spot, and speaks eloquently of the fact, of the first

conversion of the Saxon villagers (in England) to Chris-

tianity. It is said that St. Kentigern used to erect a cross in

any place where he had converted the people, and where he

had been staying for some time. It is highly probable, too,

that the Saxon preachers made use of the old open-air

meeting-places where the pagan villagers used to worship
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" Woden "
; and thus the spots still occupied by the Old-Eng-

lish churches and crosses are in many cases the same which

used to echo with the songs of " Thor ", and the prayers of

pagan Saxons. These crosses were the rallying-points for

Christiar\ congregations before churches arose In Somerset

alone there are two hundred relics of the piety of our fore-

fathers ; and the North of England and Scotland are especially

rich in crosses. No two are ever quite similar. Some are of

simple design and character ; but many have beautiful carving

and scrollwork.

The pagans worshipped stone pillars; so in order to wean
them from their ignorant superstition, the Christian mission-

aries erected crosses, and carved upon them the figures of the

Saviour and His Apostles, thus displaying before the eyes of

their hearers the " Story of the Cross " written in stone. The
North of England has very many examples of the zeal of

these early preachers of the Faith, and possibly most of them

were fashioned by the monks and followers of St. Wilfrid,

when Archbishop of York, at the beginning of the eighth cen-

tury. The Whalley Cross is earlier than the time of St. Wil-

frid. It is one of the crosses of Paulinus, who was one of the

priests sent by Pope Gregory to help St. Augustine in the

work of converting the Saxons, and who became Archbishop

of York. Under the shadow of this very cross St. Paulinus

(who came to England in 601 A. D.) preached the Gospel

some thirteen hundred years ago. England is remarkable

for these specimens of ancient art, and early Christian faith.

On the Continent there are very few of these ancient elabor-

ately carved crosses; but it is noteworthy that wherever the

English or Irish missionaries went, they erected these memor-

ials of their Faith.

Domesday Book rarely mentions a church in connexion

with a village, and it is possible that the " kirkby's ", and

place-names having kirk as a prefix, only acquired that addi-

tion when the church was built in the churchyard ready for

it—a churchyard already consecrated and hallowed by years

of Christian worship and sacred memories. What better
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place than this, in a village or whole township, could be found

for the hearing of disputes and the settling of judicial cases;

here, where the bishop sat as sheriff, where the lawyers were

clerics, where oaths could be taken on everything that was
holy, and round which all a man's most sacred associations

clustered? The churchyard was a court of justice. And
though in later times the ecclesiastical authorities discouraged

the holding of secular pleas in churches and churchyards, the

edict was but imperfectly and tardily observed. The decree of

a synod held at Exeter in 1287 said: "Let not secular pleas

be held in churchyards "
; but as late as 1472, nearly two hun-

dred years after, a presentment from the parish of Helemsay

et Staunforthbrig (Helmsley and Stamfordbridge) shows
" that all the parishioners there hold pleas and other temporal

meetings in the church and churchyard ".

It is significant too that in days more Celtic than the present

it was the practice for the Welsh to hold their " Gorseddan
"

in a conspicuous place, " in the face of the Sun, and in the eye

of Light ", it being considered unlawful to transact any busi-

ness of a public nature under cover of darkness. The " Gor-

sedd " was a circle of erect stones, and within this sacred circle

religious and other functions were always performed. There

is probably some connexion between the circular churchyards

and the ancient custom of the Welsh to erect circles for the

discharge of public matters. Probably, too, the ancient sites

wherein religious ceremonies were performed by the Druids

were appropriated by the early Christians as places of worship,

and thus the reverence of the people for those particular spots

was not violated, but transferred to the Christian faith on the

establishment of Christianity in the country. There are in

Wales a considerable number of these circular or ovoidal

churchyards. And, even if these circular churchyards are

not the identical spots on which the ancient inhabitants cele-

brated their pagan rites, they are at least a connecting-link

between the paganism of their forefathers and the Christian

religion which supplanted it.
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FAIRS.

It is one thousand years ago since Alfred the Great insti-

tuted " Fairs " in England. They were popular amongst the

Saxons, and William the Conqueror recognized their value as

a means of extending commerce. Let us picture one of these

early fairs. Toiling along the narrow streets on a certain day

in the year we see a vast company of wains and pack-horses,

merchants and traders, monks and packmen, keen-eyed for-

eigners from Antwerp and Bruges, dark-eyed Italians, and

hook-nosed Jews—a very motley multitude—all hurrying and

struggling through the deep mire of the narrow streets toward

one rendezvous. It is the time of the great fair. No man
knoweth exactly at what date this mighty concourse of traders

was first inaugurated. From time-out-of-mind the merchants

had always flocked to the fair at this time, and men were too

busy bargaining to stop and inquire about the origin of things,

or whence their customs arose. But the monks could have told

them that the word " fair " was derived from feria, a festival.

In the primitive English fairs the traders paid no toll or

rent for their stalls, but by degrees the right of granting per-

mission to hold a fair was vested in the king, who for various

considerations bestowed this favor on nobles, merchant-guilds,

bishops, or monasteries. Great profits arose from such gath-

erings. For the traders had ( i ) to pay toll on all the goods

which they brought to the fair; also (2) the payment of stall-

age (or rent) for the ground on which they displayed their

merchandise; and in addition (3) a charge on all the goods

they sold; moreover (4) the trade-folk of the town in which

the fair was being held were obliged to close their shops dur-

ing the fortnight (or such time as the gathering lasted) and

compelled to bring their goods to the fair, that the toll-owner

might gain good profit withal.

There can be no doubt that many of the Old-English fairs

owe their origin to the Church. The fact that the village (or

town) fair usually took place on the feast of the patron saint

of the parish church is clear evidence of this. Else how are

we to account for the village feast in so many cases coinciding
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with the dedication festival of the local church ; or being- held,

as is almost invariably the case, on saints' days—as the once

celebrated and immense fair of Stourbridge, near Cambridge,

held on the Feast of the Holy Cross; and the great Lammas
fair held at Exeter and York on Old Lammas Day ?

In early times it was the custom at these fairs for the in-

habitants of the town or village to keep open house, and to

entertain all their relations and friends who came to them

from a distance. They used to make booths and tents with the

boughs of trees near the church, and often within the church-

yard, and celebrated the festival with much thanksgiving and

prayer. By degrees they began to forget the prayers, and

remembered only the feasting; the devotional and religious

element became more and more obscured and neglected, while

the merriment and mercenary aspect became more empha-

sized. Country folk flocked from far and near; the pedlers

and hawkers came to find a market for their wares. The

stalls began to multiply, and this germ of that vast concourse

of traders, called a " fair ", was formed.

The village feasts, once universal in England, now partly

abandoned and partly merged into the Club-day, will

nearly always be found to coincide with the ancient dedication

of the village church. This is a rule to which there are very

few exceptions. And the ancient dedication may often be

discovered by the day of the village feast ; for at the Reforma-

tion many of the old dedications were given up, but the village

feast (or fair) continued.

Even the ecclesiastics were great traders. In the Middle

Ages everyone traded who could, the clergy not excepted.

The Cistercian monks were the greatest wool merchants in

the kingdom until in 1344 Parliament deprived them of the

privilege. One worthy abbot of St. Albans traded in her-

rings, having agents and a storehouse at Great Yarmouth
" to the inestimable advantage as well as honour of his abbey ".

No fair in England was more celebrated than that of Stour-

bridge, held every year in an open field, at the little village of

that name, outside Cambridge. The first trace of it is found
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in a charter granted about 121 1 by King John to the Lepers

of the Hospital of St. Mary Magdalene at Stourbridge. It

was held in the close of the hospital on the vigil and feast of

the Holy Cross. Stourbridge Fair was not only the greatest

of all English fairs, but it was one of the largest fairs in

Europe. Flemish merchants brought thither their fine linen

and cloths from the great commercial cities of Belgium.

Genoese and Venetian traders came with their stores of East-

ern goods. Spaniards and Frenchmen brought their wines.

And the merchants of the Hanse towns of Germany sold furs

and flax, ornaments and spices. In return for all these treas-

ures the English farmers brought the rich fleeces of their

sheep, their corn, horses, and cattle. The booths were planted

in a cornfield. The circuit of the fair, which was like a well-

governed city, was over three miles. And all offences com-

mitted therein were tried before a special court of " Pie-

poudre ". The shops (or stalls) were built in streets or rows,

some named after the various nations that congregated there,

and others after the kind of goods offered for sale. There

was Garlick Row, Booksellers' Row, Cook Row, the Cheese-

fair, the Hop-fair, and the Wool-fair; every trade was repre-

sented and had its own proper quarter. There were besides

taverns, eating-houses, and in later years play-houses of var-

ious descriptions. To convey the goods of the Lancashire

merchants to this famous fair no less than one thousand pack-

horses were used. As late as the eighteenth century $500,000

worth of woolen manufactures was sold within one short

week in one row alone. This enables us to form some con-

ception of the vast extent of these Old-English fairs, without

which the trade of the country could scarcely be carried on.

Further confirmation of the fact that a very large number

of the Old-English feasts and fairs had a religious origin and

were closely identified with the church is the still general

name of " Wake " applied to the annual fair. This is one of

the oldest of English feasts and has survived with a surpris-

ing tenacity of life in most of the towns and villages of Lan-

cashire. It is not often that we can trace back so old and wide-
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spread a custom as the observance of wakes to its origin. The

name " wake " (Old English, waec) is equivalent to vigil.

The day of the wake is the festival of the patron saint of the

parish church and is so called because on the previous night

or vigil the people used to watch or " wake " in the church till

morning.

The Paganalia were feasts celebrated in honor of the gods,

goddesses, and heroes, when the people resorted to their tem-

ples or tombs. When the Britons were converted to Chris-

tianity, Pope Gregory in a letter to Melito in 1601 ordered

that the same customs might be kept up, only the days to be

observed should be the birthdays (i. e. the days. of the martyr-

dom) of holy martyrs, or the anniversary of the dedication

of the local church: hence the time-honored and so prevalent

Old-English village wakes and feasts. In some parts (as in

the neighborhood of Bradford, Yorks.) the feasts or wakes

are called " tides "; at others (as at Brighouse, Yorks.) they

are known as the " rush-bearing ". The name " rush-bear-

ing " also bespeaks the ecclesiastical origin of these fairs and

wakes. It dates back to the early times when the floors of the

houses and churches of England consisted of the hard dry

earth, which was covered with rushes; and when once a year

there was the great ceremony of the " rush-bearing ", the in-

habitants of the place going in procession to the church to

strew its floor with newly-cut rushes.

The annual fairs were often held in the churchyard, espec-

ially where the church guarded some famous shrine or sacred

relic to which the pilgrims resorted. Perhaps the shrine of

St. Thomas a Beckett at Canterbury was the most celebrated,

but the shrine of Our Lady of Walsingham almost surpassed

it. The common people held the idea that the Milky Way
pointed toward Walsingham, accordingly they called it " Wal-

singham Way ". Glastonbury was, by reason of the number

and sacredness of its relics, called " Second Rome ". When
the pilgrims had paid their devotions to the relics they needed

refreshments and were not averse to amusement; accordingly

traders, caterers, players, and the like supplied the demand,
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and the pilgrimage gradually developed into a fair. Edward I

prohibited such dealings and declared that " henceforth no

Fairs or Markets be kept in churchyards ", but several hun-

dreds of years elapsed before such trading in consecrated

places was generally regarded as sacrilege, and the prohibition

fully observed.

The bishop's authority at fairs is yet another proof of their

ecclesiastical origin. The Lammas Fair at York, already al-

luded to, is an instance. At 3 P. M. on the day before Old
Lammas Day the bell at St. Michael's Church was rung, and,

on hearing it, the sheriffs of the city gave up their authority

during the fair to the representatives of the Archbishop of

York. They handed over their white rods of office and had

not the power of arresting persons in the city and suburbs

during the fair. The archbishop's officials had control of the

city during the fair, and stationed men at the gates of the city

to collect tolls for animals and wares coming in and out of

York. A " Piepowder Court " was held for trying offences

committed at the fair, and the members of the jury selected for

hearing the cases were chosen from men out of Wistow, a

township within the archbishop's liberty. At 3 P. M. on the

day following Old Lammas Day the fair was closed, and the

ringing of the church bell intimated that it was time for the

sheriffs to receive back the white wands of office and to resume

their jurisdiction.

Winchester Fair affords another example of episcopal pre-

rogative at fairs. In medieval times Winchester Fair was one

of the largest of English fairs. It was established by William

the Conqueror and was held on St. Giles's Hill. Originally

it lasted only three days, but Henry III subsequently prolonged

it to sixteen days. Brand, in his Popular Antiquities, says

its jurisdiction extended seven miles round and included

Southampton. On St. Giles's Eve the mayor and corporation

delivered the keys of the four gates of the city to the bishop's

officers. Merchants who sold wares during the fair within

its circuit forfeited them to the bishop. Officers were placed

at a considerable distance, at bridges and other avenues of ac-
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cess to the fair, to exact toll of all merchandise passing that

way. In the meantime all shops in the city of Winchester

were closed. A court called the " Pavillion ", composed of the

bishop's justiciaries and other officers, had power to try causes

of various sorts for seven miles round. And the bishop had

power to exact toll of every load or parcel of goods passing

through the gates of the city.

" DOLES " DISTRIBUTED IN CHURCHYARDS.

This was by no means an infrequent custom. Leonard

Dare in 1611 (temp. James I) directed that on Christmas

Day, Lady Day, and Michaelmas Day the churchwardens were
" to buy, bring, and lay on his tombstone threescore penny

loaves of good wholesome bread," which were to be dis-

tributed to the poor of the parish. William Robinson, at one

time sheriff of Hull, left money to purchase a dozen loaves

of bread, costing a shilling each, to be given to twelve poor

widows at his grave every Christmas Day. As the donor died

in 1708, this bequest is interesting as giving an idea of the

dearness of bread at the period. A quaint custom is still en-

acted at St. Bartholomew the Great, Smithfield, every Good

Friday. The vicar places twenty-one sixpences in a row on a

certain lady's grave. The money is picked up by the same

number of widows, kneeling, who have previously attended

service at the church. Another curious custom was that of

" scrambling " for food in the churchyard. This custom

was, up to the beginning of the last century, continued at St.

Mary's, Paddington. It originated thus: Two poor sisters

walked to London to claim an estate. Arrving at Paddington

in a weary, hungry, and footsore condition, their misery

aroused sympathy, and the good folk of Paddington gave

them relief. Their claim was established. And as a token of

gratitude they left a bequest of bread and cheese to be scram-

bled for when thrown from the church tower. A similar

charity was that at Barford, Oxfordshire, where the rent of

a piece ^i land, known as " White-bread Close ", was spent in

buying bread which was scrambled for at the church door.
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GAMES PLAYED IN CHURCHYARDS.

In bygone ages it was a common practice for games of

various sorts to be regularly played in churchyards. Strange

as it may now appear, in those days it was regarded a regular

and natural proceeding. The use was a gradual one, so

gradual indeed that public sentiment does not appear to have

been shocked until grave abuses had crept in. Nor was the

practice confined to England, for many similar customs were

at one time firmly established on the Continent. On Sundays
and holidays the churchyard became a public playground. In

pre-Reformation times a holy day was a holiday, when man
went not forth to his labor. There were no eight hours' day,

nor early closing associations, in those days ; but work, work,

work from early morn till dusky eve. Sundays and saints'

days only brought a cessation of toil. On those days people

went to Mass in the morning and devoted the rest of the day

to amusements. Centuries have now elapsed since many of

the churchyard games were first introduced, but there can be

no doubt that they were exceedingly popular for a long

period, lingering even to within a century ago.

DANCING IN CHURCHYARDS.

At first mention, any connexion between dancing and the

church or churchyard seems profane and well-nigh impos-

sible, but a little reflection will qualify a too hasty generaliza-

tion. Emotions of joy and sorrow universally express them-

selves among mankind in movements and gestures of the body.

Efforts were therefore made in early days, particularly among,

the more demonstrative peoples of the south and east, to re-

duce to measure and to strengthen by unison pleasurable emo-

tions of joy. The dance is spoken of throughout the Old

Testament as symbolical of rejoicing, and to rejoice in their

feasts is emphatically and repeatedly enjoined upon the Israel-

ites. So too with the Egyptians and Romans the dance was

in certain circumstances associated with religious ceremonies

and was intended to express the thankful worship of the body.

The dances led by Miriam, by Jephthah's daughter, by Judith,
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and doubtless too by Deborah, at once occur to the mind.

David, also, himself led the dance on the return of the Ark of

God from its long exile; whilst from the mention in associa-

tion of damsels, timbrels, and dances, as elements of religious

worship, in Psalms 117, 149, and 150, it may be assumed

that David incorporated these joyous movements in the formal

rites of the established Tabernacle service. And in later

Judaism the dance survived in the religious festivities of the

Feast of Tabernacles. It may therefore have come to pass

that the early Christians, realizing the joyous feature of their

special creed, expressing its constant belief in the resurrection

of the body, may have desired in all honesty and innocency,

to associate occasionally the dance with festal service. The
results were, however, unfortunate; pagan practices of a like

character were, as a rule, of a licentious nature, and it became

necessary to try and suppress all such forms of expression of

joy or thanksgiving. St. Augustine mentions with abhorrence

that dancers invaded the resting-place of St. Cyprian at night

and sang songs there—a custom that became doomed to ex-

tinction on the institution of vigils. Pope Eugenius II (824-7)

prohibited dancing in churches, thereby showing how usual

the custom had become by that time. The Bishop of Orleans

in 858 condemned the dancing of women in the presbytery

on festivals. The Council of Avignon in 1209 prohibited the

theatrical dances in churches, which were sometimes the ac-

companiment of the vigils of the saints' days. And the Coun-

cil of Bourges in 1286, as well as the Council of Bayeux in

1300, condemned all dances which took place in churches or

churchyards.

The practice of dancing on feasts appears to have been

almost universal in Wales. The people did not dance on the

graves but on the north side, where there were no graves.

Probably, this part of the churchyard being more even ground,

would be more convenient for dancers; and possibly too the

superstition (so common in Lincolnshire and Yorkshire), that

it is unlucky to tread on graves, may have had some influence

on the revelers.^

iThe eastern portion of a churchyard is regarded as the most honored.
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One writer, the Rev. J. Charles Cox, LL.D., F.S.A., says

that a singular and attractive relic of the custom of dancing

in churches is still practised three times a year in Seville

Cathedral. The dance takes place on the feasts of the Im-

maculate Conception, Corpus Christi, and on the last three

days of the Carnival. Ten choristers, dressed in the costume

of pages of the time of Philip III, dance a stately but most

graceful measure for about half an hour within the iron

screens in front of the high altar. They are dressed in blue

and white for Our Lady, and in red and white for Corpus

Christi. The boys accompany the minuet-like movements

with the clinking of castenets. During the measure a hymn,

arranged for three voices, with orchestral accompaniment, is

sung in honor of the Blessed Sacrament. The refrain to the

verses is as follows

:

Tu nombre Divino,

Jesus, invocamos,

Y Dios Te adoramos

Por nos encamado,

Yen hostia abreviado

De celico pan

!

In the later medieval period we find morris-dancing was

associated with churches, and the churchwardens not infre-

quently had in their possession certain properties that were

necessary for its due performance. The morris-dancing was

occasionally actually performed in the church (in the nave,

or at the west end) ; the mummers not going forth on their

Whitsuntide round until the first dance had been given within

the church. Nor is it difficult for the antiquary to trace the

connexion between the morris-dancing and the active expres-

sion of Christianity. When the fifth crusade succeeded in

effecting the capture of Constantinople, the Latins in their

joy celebrated the event by solemn dances in the great church

of St. Sophia. The usual, nay almost invariable, subject of

next the south, then the west, and last of all the north, from the belief

that in this order the dead will rise. Hence felons and notoriously bad

characters were buried on the north side of the church.
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the " mumming " play, as apart from the " miracle " play,

was one drawn from the crusading legend of St. George,

rescuing a Christian maiden from her Turkish masters;

whilst the joy was invariably celebrated in the morris (i. e.

Moorish) dance. It is generally agreed that the morris-dance

was introduced into England in the sixteenth century. In the

earlier English allusions it is called Morisco (i. e. a Moor),

and this indicates its coming from Spain.

MIRACLE PLAYS IN CHURCHES AND CHURCHYARDS.

Miracle plays continued to be represented in churchyards

for as long a period as they were played in churches, but they

were never so popular in the open air as in the church. This

is easy to understand, for the subjects of the miracle plays did

not lend themselves so well to an out-door performance; and

primitive as these plays necessarily were, still they required

a certain amount of convenience for the actors.

With regard to plays in churches, it has to be recollected

that the medieval miracle play, particularly in England, had

its origin in an elaboration of the liturgy at special seasons,

in order to bring home Christian truths more closely to the

understanding of an unlettered people. Christmas with its

" Nativity Play ", Easter with the " Passion Play ", and Whit-

suntide, were the great seasons for these ecclesiastical dramas.

As the miracle plays grew in importance and popularity, their

representation in churches became increasingly impossible, if

any regard was to be had to scenic effects. Hence the actors

ceased to be the clergy and choir, their places being taken by

members of trade guilds, or by strolling players. Chester

was noted for its miracle plays. They were held there on

Monday, Tuesday" and Wednesday in Whitsun week. The

object was the instruction of the people in the history of the

Bible, and of the saints and martyrs. Those of Chester are

said to have been written by Ranulph Higden, the author of

Polychronicon. They were provided at the expense of the in-

corporated trades.
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Warton thus describes the origin of the sacred plays or
" Mysteries "

:

About the eighth century trade was principally carried on by

means of fairs which lasted several days. Charlemagne estabhshed

great marts of this sort in France, as did William the Conqueror

and his Norman successors in England. The merchants, who
frequented these fairs in numerous caravans or companies, em-

ployed every art to draw the people together. They were there-

fore accompanied by jugglers, minstrels, and buffoons, who were

no less interested in giving their attendance and exerting all their

skill on these occasions. As but few large towns existed, no

public spectacles or popular amusements were established; and,

as the sedentary pleasures of public life and private society were

as yet unknown, the fair-time was the season for diversion. In

proportion as these shows were attended and encouraged, they

began to be set off with new decorations and improvements ; and

the acts of buffoonery, being rendered more attractive by extend-

ing their circle of exhibition acquired an importance in the eyes

of the people. By degrees the clergy, observing that the enter-

tainments of music, dancing and mimicry exhibited at the pro-

tracted annual fairs made the people less religious by promoting

idleness and a love of festivity, proscribed these sports and ex-

communicated the performers. But finding that no regard was
paid to their censures, they changed their plans and determined to

take these recreations into their own hands. They turned actors,

and instead of profane mummeries, presented stories from legends

and the Bible. This was the origin of Sacred Comedy.

And it is astonishing how popular these " Mysteries " became

all over England!

Warton was the historian of English poetry ; and according

to him the first of these religious plays was composed early

in the twelfth century. It was founded on the life of St.

Catharine, and was performed at Dunstable by the scholars of

the Norman school there. William Fitz-Stephen, a writer of

the twelfth century, in his description of London relates that

" London, for its theatrical exhibitions, had holy plays, on the

representation of miracles wrought by Confessors, and of the
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sufferings of Martyrs." These pieces must have been in high

vogue, for Matthew Paris, who wrote about 1240, says that

they were such as were commonly called " Miracles ".

We know that this name continued to be given to these per-

formances until they at last died out. Curious plays they

must have been for our forefathers and foremothers to delight

in. There would be difficulties in the way of some of the

scenes that might stagger some of our modern ballet man-

agers. But courage and determination were prominent fea-

tures in those early days, and the story of the creation and

fall of man was given with a faithfulness to the letter truly

astonishing. After the appropriation of the forbidden fruit

the serpent was directed to " exit hissing ".

The profession of an actor, as opposed to the clerical ex-

hibitor of scenes from sacred history, seems to have been

regarded with very great contempt even so early as the middle

of the twelfth century, for John of Salisbury, who wrote about

T160, says, "Actors and Maskers cannot receive the Holy

Communion ". This is almost enough to convince us that

their art must have been very popular, and it cost the monastics

and secular clergy a hard fight to render their places more at-

tractive to the general public.

From this ecclesiastical source of the modern drama; plays

continued to be acted on Sundays as late as Queen Elizabeth's

reign and even till that of Charles I by the singing-boys of St.

Paul's Cathedral and of the Royal Chapel.

It is certain [says Warton] that Miracle plays were the first of

our dramatic exhibitions. But as these pieces required the intro-

duction of allegorical characters, such as Charity, Sin, Death,

Hope, Faith, or the like—and the common poetry of the times,

especially among the French, began to deal much in Allegory—at

length plays were formed entirely consisting of such personifica-

tions. These were called " Moralities ". The miracle plays or

mysteries were totally destitute of invention or plan ; they tamely

represented stories according to the letter of Scripture or the

respective legend. But the moralities indicate dawnings of the

dramatic art; they contain some rudiments of a plot and even
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attempt to delineate characters and to paint manners. From hence

the transition to real historical characters was natural and

obvious, while the introduction of the buffoon, or " Vice ", was a

feature that added greatly to the popularity of the exhibitions.

Before proceeding further, it will be convenient here to

mention Professor Hodgett's theory of the origin of English

fairs. He says, " Every village had its * green ' or playground,

and outside each town similar spaces were reserved for play

and gamen (i. e. amusement, pleasure, or delight). There

was, as is still found in the north of Germany, Scandinavia,

and Russia to this day—as in the old time before England was
Christian—a running brook and a well near to the village-

green or playground. Bearing in mind that the games were

instituted in honor of one of the gods of the Odinic series, we
shall at once be led to connect this custom with the well-wortha

(or Well-worship), so firmly adherred to by our English fore-

fathers and foremothers that long after Alfred the Great's

time, nay, after the Norman usurpation, laws were enacted

against it. * To wake the well ' was to appeal to the divinity

invoked through the inferior spirit of the well, who was sup-

posed to be more come-at-able than the deity himself. These

religious festivals were the origin of the English wakes. The

gleemen, the hoppestere (or dancing-girl), the bear-leader,

were welcome at such gatherings; and in them we see the

origin of our fairs with their subsequent declensions into mere

resorts of riotous amusement."

FACTORIES IN CHURCHYARDS.

Very frequently bells were cast in churchyards. In the

days of early bell-founders the country roads were little better

than miry lanes, full of ruts and holes, and where the moisture

of the winter was not evaporated during the summer. For

this reason bells were often cast in the immediate vicinity of

the church or monastery they were going to grace. The clergy

too were not unwilling to retain the usage as an opportimity

for a religious service. They stood round the casting-pit, and

as the metal was poured into the mould would chant psalms
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and offer prayers. Southey, in The Doctor, says, " The
Brethren stood round the furnace, ranged in processional

order, sang the 150th Psalm, and then after certain prayers

blessed the molten metal, and called upon the Lord to infuse

into it His grace and overshadow it with His power for the

honor of the saint to whom the bell was to be dedicated and
whose name it was to bear."

Sometimes the bells were cast in the church. At St. Albans,

in the fourteenth century, the great bell called " Amphibalus ",

being broken, was cast in the hall of the sacristry. At Kirkby

Malzeard and at Haddenham also the bells were cast in the

church itself. At Scalford, during excavations made some
time ago, there were found traces of a former furnace and

also a mass of bell-metal, which had evidently been melted on

the spot. About 1876 the churchyard of Empingham yielded

a similar instance. The bells of Meaux Abbey were cast

within the precincts. Coming down to more modern times,

we find the bell-founders obviating risks of transit by the same

means. " Great Tom " of Lincoln in 16 10 and the Great Bell

of Canterbury in 1762 were cast in the yards of their re-

spective cathedrals.

THE " WAX HOUSE ".

This was an old and necessary institution; and here again

the factory was in the churchyard. The tapers used in the

church services and processions were made at the wax house,

which was often situated in the churchyard. There was one

at Birmingham-on-Sea in Kent.

OTHER GAMES PLAYED IN THE CHURCHYARD.

In spite of synods^ etc., games continued to be regularly

played in churchyards for years after. In " Articles to be in-

quired of in the ordinary Visitation of the Right Worship-

full Mr. Dr. Pearson, Archdeacon of Suffolke ", A. D. 1638

(temp. Charles I), under the head of churchyards we read:

Have any playes, feasts, banquets, suppers, church-ales, drinkings, tem-

perol courts, or leets, lay juries, exercise of dancing, stoole-ball, football,

or the like, or any other profane usage been suffered to be kept in your

Church, Chappell, or Churchyard?
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It is interesting to note from the above that even so early

as 1638 church ales, at one time so fully recognized as a

legitimate and regular course for raising money for church

purposes, had already lost their semi-religious character and

were classed amongst " profane usages ". The game of

" stool-ball " referred to was an ancient game at ball played

by both sexes. According to Dr. Johnson, it was a game in

which balls were driven from stool to stool.

A game of ball used to be played in a Staffordshire church-

yard. The vicar tried to stop the practice, but was baffled by

the perseverance of the boys. He gave orders that when he

died he should be buried in the place where the boys played

and that an altar-tombstone should be placed on his grave;

saying, that though he had failed to stop the ball-playing in

his lifetime, he would stop it after his death. And he suc-

ceeded !

In th£ west of England, " Single Stick " (or " Cudgell

Playing ", as it was there called) was nearly always practised

in churchyards. And in Devonshire a favorite amusement in

churchyards were the wrestling matches. The boys at West-

minster School played a game called " Nine Holes " in the

cloisters ; and many of these holes are still to be seen, although

some have been obliterated by the work of restoration.

On yon grey stone that fronts the chancel-door

Worn smooth by busy feet, now seen no more,

Each eve we shot the marble through the ring.

—

Rogers' Pleasures of Memory.

" Fox-and-Geese " boards are to be found cut on the cloister

benches at Gloucester Cathedral and elsewhere. There are

several of these on the twelfth-century tomb of Lourd Stour-

ton's (so-called) at Salisbury, and which is now in the nave of

that Cathedral. On the garth-side of the east cloister walk

of Salisbury Cathedral there is cut on a bench a " chequer "-

board of sixteen squares. It is carefully done, and the alter-

nate squares are slightly sunk, showing that the squares were

played upon and not the points of intersection. The form
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would appear to suggest something like draughts. On the

bench in the second bay from the eastern church door in the

cloister of Norwich Cathedral are eight small holes in a right

line, which were probably used in some game, although the

nature of it is not now known.

Cock-fighting was a frequent pastime indulged in, and this

even on Sundays immediately after service. In the days of

yore " Throwing at Cocks " was a popular sport. Its origin

is almost lost in the dim historic past. Some writers trace it

back to the days when the Danes ruled England. The foreign

masters were hard on the Saxons and held them in a subjec-

tion as bad as slavery. The inhabitants of an English city

determined to make a bold attempt for freedom and formed a

conspiracy against the Danes who were placed over them. It

was resolved that on a certain dark winter's night a dozen

brave men should secretly repair to the town-house, overpower

the guard, and seize the arms kept there. When that had

been effected, a signal was to be given, when the English were

to leave their houses and slay the invaders. The operations

had no sooner commenced than the noise disturbed the cocks

roosting in the building, and a loud crowing was the result.

The unusual circumstance put the guard on the alert, who
speedily ended the well-planned scheme, and it resulted (it is

said) in the Danes doubling their cruelty to the conspirators.

After the English were freed from the Danish yokes, they

are said to have instituted in the city the sport of " Throwing

at Cocks " in revenge for the misery their crowing had occa-

sioned. Shrove Tuesday was set apart for this sport, being

the day on which the abortive effort was made to murder the

Danes. In course, of time "Cock-throwing" became an

amusement recognized by parish officials, and it frequently

figures in old accounts. The profits from the sport were fre-

quently given to the churchwardens for the relief of the poor.

" STOCKS "" IN CHURCHYARDS.

If the churchyard was often the scene of festivity, it was

also at times the place of punishment. The " stocks " were
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sometimes placed in the churchyard, though more frequently-

near the village-cross, or in the marketplace. From the York

Fabric Rolls we find that in 1578 tenpence was paid " for a

hinging lock to the stocks in the Mynster Yearde "
; and again

in 1693 " ^o^ rebuilding the gallows in the Horse fair, and

the stocks in the Minster yard, £5.5. lod." The stocks at

Beverly Minster were moveable and placed in the yard when
required for use.

The church walk became the pride of the village. The

pleasant avenue with the old grey church standing in its

frame-work of green at the end was the greatest charm of the

place. Old folks ambled there, young folks sauntered there,

children romped there. Why not place before the eyes of

those who used this walk object-lessons in morality? This

surely was the place for the parish-stocks. So the stocks often

stood there and sometimes in the churchyard, so that par-

ishioners and visitors might see sad instances of the sorrow,

sin, and shame that resulted from transgressing the divine

commands and from a breach of the king's peace. The of-

fender in the stocks was subjected the while to the scorn of

the passers-by and thus effectively learnt that " the way of

transgressors is hard."

ARCHERY FOSTERED IN THE CHURCHYARD.

The English branch of the Scandinavian race allowed the

practice of archery, so says Prof. Hodgett, to fall into abey-

ance until after the lesson at the Battle of Pevensey, or

" Sanglac " (i. e. sea of blood), they began to pay greater

attention than ever to the bow; and we find all sorts of pre-

cautions taken to make the English good bowmen. Yew trees

were grown in churchyards; laws were passed enforcing the

use of the weapon; and the archery games thus instituted

became national. There appears to be a general consensus of

opinion that the main object of planting the yew was for ob-

taining bows; and, to use the words of one writer,^ as these

were the " national weapons of defence, the churchyards were

2 Trans. Brit. Arch. Assoc, XXIV, 196.
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the places where they were most likely to be preserved." This

theory receives corroboration from a remark of the Rev. G.

White :
" We do not hear that they are planted in the church-

yards of other parts of Europe, where ' long-bows ' were not

so much in use." Further confirmation is afforded by Evelyn

in his Silva, where he says, " Since the use of the bows is laid

aside among us, the propagation of this tree is foreborne."

Pulman, in his Booke of the Axe, derives the word " yeomen "

from " yewmen "—the men who used the yew-bow. And in

the churchwardens' accounts of Ashburton, Devon, and dat-

ing from 1558 to 1560, we find mention made of the employ-

ment of the yew for making bows.

SYNODS AND CANONS AGAINST THE PROFANATION OF

CHURCHES AND CHURCHYARDS.

As early as the middle of the tenth century, i. e. in King

Edgar's reign (959-975), a canon was enacted warning the

people not to spend in drunkenness and debauchery the sea-

son (the wake) specially designed for devotion and prayer.

In Scotland too measures had to be taken to secure decency of

behavior at these gatherings. The Provincial Synod enacted

in 1225 (temp. Henry III) that " dances and games which

engender lasciviousness be not performed in churches and

churchyards "
; and also that " wrestling-matches or sports

be not suffered to take place there upon any of the festivals ".

In the same reign Othobon, the papal legate, issued certain

Constitutions in 1268, one of which forbade the setting-out of

stalls for merchandise within the walls of the church. From
this we may judge how far the business side of the wake had

intruded upon the devotional. An act of Edward I goes

further by forbidding fairs and markets to be held in church-

yards. Games and secular business in churchyards were for-

bidden by the Synod of Exeter in 1287: " We strictly enjoin

on parish priests that they publicly proclaim in their churches

that no one presume to carry on combats, dances, or other

improper sports in the churchyards, especially on the eves of

feasts of Saints; or stage-plays or farces by which the honor
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of the churches is defiled and sacred ordinances despised."

Henry VI, the last of the Lancastrians in 1448 forbade any

fairs to be held or merchandise to be displayed on the great

festivals of the Christian year. A curious and interesting

poem by John Myre, a canon of Lilleshall in Shropshire, and

written in the same reign (probably about 1450), was printed

some years ago by the Early English Text Society. It is

entitled Instructions to Parish Priests, wherein their various

duties and certain laws and rules of the Church are set forth

in verse. This poem goes to show that, although the playing

of games in churchyards had been forbidden by the Synod of

Exeter in 1287, still nearly two hundred years later it was

necessary for the priests to be instructed in the matter of

putting down games. Edward IV, the first of the Yorkists,

was reigning when at Salton in Yorkshire in 1472 " it is

ordered by the consent of the parishioners that no one use

improper and prohibited sports within the churchyards as,

for example, wrestling, football, and handball, under penalty

of twopence forfeit ". The ordinance seems to have been dis-

regarded or to have had only a temporary effect, for in 15 19

(temp. Henry VIII) a second complaint was made when the

ecclesiastical authorities commanded, " Let them desist on

pain of excommunication ".

CHARMS AND CURES CONNECTED WITH CHURCHES AND
CHURCHYARDS.

That sickness and disease of every kind have been attributed

to the machinations of the evil eye, or to the presence of some

bad spirit which needed to be expelled from the patient's per-

son, may account to some extent at least for the solicitation

of help within the precincts of the church. But however

that may be, there is not the least doubt that such spiritual

help has been earnestly sought again and again. Epilepsy,

which for long ages was associated in the popular mind with

demoniacal possession, has been a favorite ailment for this

kind of nostrum. One of the charms prescribed for it directed

the patient to walk thrice round the church at midnight, then

to enter the building and stand before the altar.
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In the north of England a sacramental piece (sometimes it

was called the " sacramental shilling ") was the royal remedy

for this terrible disorder of epilepsy. Thirty pence were

begged of thirty widows and then carried to the parish priest,

who in exchange for them gave the applicant a half-crown

piece from the Communion alms. After being " walked-with

nine times up and down the church aisle ", the coin had a

hole bored through it in order that it might be hung on a

ribbon and worn about the neck. There may be something

in the suggestion that these widows' pence had a reference

to the " widow's mite ", which won the unqualified approval

of Christ. The same charm, differing but slightly in detail,

was in vogue in Devon and Cornwall. And sometimes it was

a shilling and not a half-a-crown that was necessary. In

some parts of the west of England the superstition prevailed

that the ring to be worn by an epileptic should be made of

three nails (or screws) which had been used to fasten a coffin,

and which therefore had to be dug out of the churchyard. It

is stated by Harland and Wilkinson, the authorities on North

Country folk-lore, that formerly in Lancashire and the ad-

joining counties silver rings made from the hinges of coffins

were worn as charms for the cure of epileptic fits and for the

prevention of cramp and rheumatism; and that the supersti-

tion continued even after the metal was of necessity changed

to one of less value. To resist the baneful influence of the

evil eye and of witchcraft generally some provided themselves

with small bags of earth, teeth or bones taken from a grave. In

this connexion it may be mentioned that formerly the kings

of England were wont to hallow certain things on Good

Friday, the wearing of which was believed to prevent illness.

This strange custom is supposed to have been suggested by a

ring long cared-for and regarded with the utmost veneration

in Westminster Abbey, which was stated to have been pre-

sented to King Edward the Confessor by some pilgrim from

Jerusalem. The rings hallowed by the sovereign were called

" cramp rings ", and there was a special service for their con-

secration. In Launceston and the surrounding district the
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poor believed that goitre (or bronchocele) could be cured by

the patient going before sunrise on May-day to the grave of

the last young man, if the patient be a woman—or, if the

patient be a man, to that of the last young woman—and ap-

plying the dew, gathered by passing the hand thrice from the

head to the foot of the grave, to the part affected by the ail-

ment.

How closely interwoven were the Old-English churches

and their churchyards with the social side and daily life of the

people—taking an interest in the needs, trades, and recreations

of the parishioners; and being the scene of their seasons of

sunshine and shadow, merchandise and merriment, devotions

and diversions ! The Church was indeed the mother of the

people ! The Old-English " God's Acre " is full of venerable

associations—where sleep " the rude forefathers of the ham-

let "
; where stood the ancient " churchyard cross "—the site

of the early missionaries' conversion of the people to Chris-

tianity; where stood the stocks—^that simple yet salutary sys-

tem of correction; where fairs were held and festivals ob-

served; where games were played and church-ales managed;

where doles were distributed, and cures courted! The Old-

English churches will ever prove a source of interest to, and

command the loving sympathy of, all thinking people, for

there is something in an ancient village church which has a

peculiar charm for the mind—something felt, but not easily

described. We take pleasure not only in its stones, but in its

very dust, for here in this silent resting-place lies many a

" hero (and heroine) of the valley "
:

Some village Hampden, that with dauntless breast,

The little tyrant of his fields withstood;

Some mute inglorious Milton here may rest,

Some Becket guiltless of his country's blood.

John R. FRYAn.
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THE BLINDNESS OF THE REVEBEND DR. GRAY;*

OR

THE FINAL LAW.

CHAPTER XXXIX.

The Great Artist Again,

THE marriage of Kerins to Martha Sullivan was celebrated

with much pomp and expense. The whole Clan-Sullivan

and their gossips and neighbors were gathered together, not only

for the ceremony and the fun and feasting, but also as a demon-

stration of strength and as a warning to all whom it might con-

cern that henceforth and forever Kerins had allied himself with

first-rate powers in the parish, and that an offensive and defensive

alliance was now solemnly made, which would be opposed only at

the peril of the offenders.

Kerins had brought home his bride after the festivities, and,

having furnished his house at some expense, he was anxious to

reciprocate the hospitality of his wife's friends and also to show

them that it was not to a cold and inhospitable hearth he had

brought her.

It was on the twenty-ninth of January, the evening after Annie

O'Farrell and her patient had left for South Africa, that the

" house-warming " took place. And it was so complete and the

hospitality was so profuse, that it was regarded as a second

wedding. Spring-chickens were not to be had, but a few fat

turkeys, left over after the Christmas holocaust, were ruthlessly

sacrificed, and there was salt meat enough boiled for the entire

parish. Vast currant-cakes were ordered up, too, from the neigh-

boring town ; there were several dozens of bottled porter and, as a

pihe de resistance, a. keg or cask, containing ten gallons of good

Cork whiskey. It was none of your well-watered, washy, pale,

and limpid whiskeys either, but rich, brown, sherry-looking liquor

that gripped your throat and warmed you, inside and outside,

and made you at peace, at least for a while, with all mankind.

*This novel is copyrighted exclusively for the Ecclesiastical Review,

and will not appear in any other magazine in America, Great Britain, or

Australia.
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The big barn was cleared for dancing and there were two fiddlers

up from the town, although the boys and girls had brought con-

certinas and accordions enough to make an oratorio.

Before the short, wintry day had closed in some of the Sul-

livans had again " walked " the farm, although they had been

careful to do so before the match was made. But, when men make

a good bargain, they like to reassure themselves that all is right.

And so they passed from field to field, measuring the fecundity

of each and speculating on the cattle and the sheep that were

yearning with their young. When the night fell the fun com-

menced, and the central power whence all the pleasure radiated

was the bright, young girl, who had assumed the duties and re-

sponsibilities of the household. She was one of those bright,

cheery, handsome young girls, who, self-forgetful and unspoiled,

seemed created to make everyone happy around her; and this

night, when she appeared for the first time as queen and mistress

of the place, she threw all her energies into the task of making

it a memorable occasion by reason of the splendid hospitality that

was being dispensed. There were good wishes galore, too, shed

around her, although there were also little hints and suggestions

that it was a shame to throw away such a fine young creature on

such an old and outworn husband as Kerins. Of course, this,

too, was an exaggeration, for Kerins was not old, only in the

prime of life, and he was by no means outworn, because he was

knit together in nerve and muscle, a hard-grained, coarse, but

by no means vulgar man. He followed his young wife with

eyes of admiration during all the many events of that long night

;

and he thought from what an abyss of misery he had been saved

by the intervention of the young priest who had taken him in

hands and drawn him back from drink and destitution to which

he had been rushing headlong.

Father Liston for many reasons was invited and came to the

entertainment. He was pleased to have been instrumental in

placing this poor fellow on his feet and in bringing together cer-

tain elements in the parish which might have been mutually

hostile. For now owing to the blindness of his pastor and his

advancing age, Henry Liston found the entire burden of the

administration of the parish devolving, on his shoulders and he

braced himself to the task by prayer and work, that seemed to

be without intermission.
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At supper, which was held about nine o'clock, although there

had been various refreshments dispensed throughout the evening,

he thought it his duty to make a little speech, in which he foretold

all kinds of happiness for the newly-wedded pair, and long years

of such buoyant health and increasing prosperity as might excite

the emulation, but not the envy of their neighbors.

He was going on gaily, quite pleased with his own eloquence,

when his eye caught suddenly the sight of the great artist and

actor, Delane, who was slowly wiping the froth of bottled porter

from his moustache and calmly gazing around the table with his

old look of superiority and superciliousness. The young priest,

wondering at what brought the fellow there and still under the

spell of his assumed superiority, lost the thread of his speech,

and, after stammering and faltering a little, he sat down. There

were thunders of applause, of course, and a second speech, and

a third, which, if not very grammatical and consecutive, were at

least pretty warm and cordial. A few songs, sentimental and

patriotic, closed the ceremony of supper, and the company at once

adjourned to the barn.

Henry Liston was watching the opportunity of speaking to the

" melancholy Dane " and it came soon, because, whilst the others

seemed anxious for such frivolities as dancing, Delane clung to the

more substantial pleasure of drinking. It was clear that so long

as the bottled porter lasted, so long would he cling to his place

at the table. He had one or two boon companions with him, to

whom he could dispense the riches of his great intellect, and he

was happy. For there is no happier man than such as he, who,

surrounded by a circle of admirers, is permitted to drink without

interruption and talk without contradiction.

When Henry approached, the admiring audience melted away,

much to Delane's chagrin, and it was with some little pique he

said, in answer to Henry's abrupt interrogation :
" What brought

you here, Delane? You're the last man I expected to see at

such a rural feast "

:

" I am here, sir, in the pursuit of my profession."

The little word " rural," however, seemed by some subtle

flattery to suggest that he was quite above such things, but was

there as a matter of condescension, for he added

:

" My work was really completed, but, by request, I remained."
" But surely," said Henry in all sincerity, " you had no work
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to do here? I can hardly imagine you engaged in a farmer's

house."

"Ah, there again," said Delane. "You appear, sir, to have some

unhappy talent for touching me where I am most sensitive."

Henry protested his utter and entire innocence of any desire

to give the great man offence. But the great man only shook

his head mournfully.
" It is a fatal gift that some people have," he said, " of always

treading on the most sensitive nerve in the constitution of others,

but where is the use of complaining? Where?"

He was so melancholy that Henry would have discontinued the

conversation and gone away, but he knew that the artist would

develop.

" You have expressed some surprise, sir," said he, after a deep

draught of porter, " at my appearing in my capacity as artist

amid such humble surroundings, but you must remember that

even greater than I painted frescoes on the walls of monastic

cells and on the panels of sacristies. True, I have been sent here,

commissioned by the young lady, to whom you have referred this

evening in such eloquent, but perhaps more or less injudicious

terms, to decorate what she is pleased to call her drawing-room—

"

He stopped, bent his head on his hands, and moaned:
" Good God ! To think that I, the student of Raffaelle and

Titian, should have to daub in red and ochre the cupboards of a

farmer's house ! Can anyone say after this that the age in which

we live is not an age of utter degradation and abasement?"

It appeared so sad to the young priest that he offered his re-

spectful sympathies and condolences, but asked for further ex-

planations. He was at a loss to know how such an artist could

be employed in such vulgar work.
" You see," said Delane, " that in former days some persons

of position may have occupied this place; and they had some
taste beyond their times, because they had the panels of their

doors decorated by what they considered landscape paintings.

The daubs are absolutely unearthly—no perspective, no propor-

tion—a swallow, not bigger than a honey-bee, is in the foreground

and a sea-gull as big as a gander is in the far offing of the sea.

There are green rocks, red rocks, yellow rocks ; blue waves, red

waves, yellow waves ; a boat is heeling over in a position that no
boat ever yet assumed without losing its centre of gravity. But
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I weary you. Suffice it to say that this young woman, ambitious

I suppose, wants all this done over again and

—

in the same style.

Imagine my feelings when I am compelled for base lucre to paint

a sky like a kitchen and a sunset like a circus-wagon. I who

might have been Salvator Rosa and Claude Lorraine in one, if

the Fates had allowed!"

He stooped his head in an attitude of melancholy, but im-

mediately added:
" I beg pardon. I am always betraying myself. Of course,

you have never heard of Rosa and Lorraine."

"A little," said Henry Liston. " But you said my remarks

a few minutes ago were injudicious. How?"
" Good heavens, sir," said the artist, " is it possible you didn't

perceive that you made every girl in the room green with envy,

and every man henceforth a sworn enemy of this peasant,

Kerins? If you didn't perceive it, the young lady herself did.

I never saw such care and melancholy written on the human
countenance before. It was Mrs. Siddons posing for Tragedy,

but of course, you never heard of Siddons?"

"A little," said the young priest, moving away in a thoughtful

mood, to the intense relief of the great artist, who instantly

gathered around him again his more obsequious audience, to

whom he said with an accent of infinite pity and contempt

:

" You noticed that little passage of arms? It was a complete

rout. He threw down his arms and fled. A most unsophisti-

cated young gentleman ! There is no greater greenhorn than a

young clerical person, unless it be one of these peasant people.

But then sometimes they develop into a truculent old savage like

this young person's parish priest—a real, downright, undiluted

Bashi-Bazouk, who knows no more about Art than a cow about

a holiday, and who probably thinks that Michael Angelo was a

country fiddler."

" I wish he heard you," said one of the audience, but sotto

voce so as not to offend the great man.
" Heard me ?" said the latter. " Yes, he did, and saw me.

And he is not likely to forget it. I heard he took to his bed

very soon after my interview with him and that he has lost his

eyesight."

" So he has ! That's true !" was the confirmation of several.

" I'm sorry," said the artist loftily. " But when you provoke
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genius, you must take the consequences. If you stare at the

sun, what's the result ?"

" Why, you run blind, of course," was the reply.

" Precisely," said the artist.

It was quite true, however, what the rascal had said about

the young bride and mistress of the revels that night. Instead

of being exalted by the praises of the young priest, she seemed

to have been drawn by his remarks into a pensive mood that sat

perhaps on her features even more pleasantly than smiles or

laughter, but yet was an indication that beneath the riotousness

and hilarity of the evening she saw some reasons for sadness

—regret for the past, or apprehensions for the future? It was

both. Some words the young priest had dropped inadvertently

seemed to waken up echoes from a not distant past, when she

was all but affianced to another. And, though Dick Duggan was
not an Adonis, yet he was twenty years younger than her hus-

band, and he was a bluff blundering, truculent fellow, but yet

possessed of that fierce animal courage that will always appeal to

the imagination of the young. Not that she regretted what she

had done, but these rays of darkness will shoot out from the

past and trouble the felicities of the present. She had not met
Dick Duggan, nor any of the family, since her marriage. She
rather shunned them. But yet this night, when, surrounded by

friends and honored as the queen of these festivities, she felt

she had reached the summit of human happiness, a little re-

morse for her former lover would creep in, and with it, a half-

stifled yearning to see him and make a reparation of words to

him. The desire seemed to grow stronger in the heart of the girl

as the night waxed and the fun grew more furious ; and at length,

going into the kitchen for some domestic purpose, she chanced to

see Cora, the gipsy girl, in a corner, mute, silent, in her favorite

attitude of listening—knees bent up and elbows resting on them
and her head resting on her hands, and after a while, she beck-

oned to the girl and went out.

In gloomy contrast with the light and the fun and the festi-

vities in Crossfields, the cottage where the Duggans resided was
sunk in darkness and sullen misery that night. The family were
grouped around the fire, so despondent and enraged, that not a
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word broke the silence. The men smoked and looked at the

fire. The women bent forward in melancholy meditation. The

sounds of the fiddles, sometimes the echo of a song, and some-

times the pattering of feet crept now and again to their ears

to redouble their despondency.

Late that night and just as they were thinking of retiring,

the latch of the door was suddenly and unceremoniously lifted,

and Cora, the gipsy girl, without a word of apology, came in,

and uninvited took a seat near the fire. For a few moments

not a word of greeting or inquiry was uttered ; and then the old

man, taking the pipe from his mouth and pointing over his

shoulder, said

:

" You have been over there ?"

" Yes !" she said, carelessly looking round and studying the

faces that seemed so weird and haggard in the red light of the

peat-fire, " There's a goodly gathering over there
!"

"And plenty of fun ?"

"Yes. Hark ! That is the dancing in the barn. It is a

gay scene."

" I guess their ceol will be changed into keening before long,"

said Dick Duggan savagely.

The girl tried to catch his eye and beckon to him, but failed.

He was too preoccupied with his savage thoughts.

" I hope Mr. Wycherly will survive the voyage !" said the

gipsy girl meaningly.
" What voyage ? Is he gone ?" was the query all round.

" Yes. He departed for the Cape yesterday morning, but

he didn't go alone."

" Of course, not," said the old woman. " The poor boy couldn't

never bear the journey ; and I believe 'tis as far away as

America,"
" No!" said the girl, looking at the fire and apparently speak-

ing to herself. " He look a companion—a wife, I should say.

The parish priest's niece eloped with him."

The whole family sprang to their feet. Crossfields was for-

gotten. With savage glee, Dick Duggan said:

" Divil a betther ! I wondher will we hear anything from

the althar now? Divil a betther thing happened for many a

long day."

" She couldn't have betther luck," said his sister, who shared

the brother's hatred toward the girl.
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"Is it gone abroad a-yet?" said Dick eagerly.

" Well, 'tis known down along the valley," said Cora. " It's

in the mouths of all the people."

" 'Tis a lie for you, you young hussy," said the old woman in

a furious temper. " Get out of me house, ye young haythen,

an' never darken the door agen. 'Tis a black day, whin the likes

of you can blacken the charackther of ivery dacent person in

the parish."

The gesture that accompanied the words was unmistakeable.

The girl coolly rose and, as she passed Dick, she gently plucked

his coat and vanished in the darkness. He understood and

followed.

" You're stupid," she said. " I beckoned to you and you

wouldn't see. You're wantin' over there!"

" Over where ?" he said, mystified and incredulous.

" Over there !" she said pointing to Crossfields. " Go down
by the ploughed field and into the screen near the house and

wait."

" But who wants me and for what ?" he asked.

" The young missus. She will speak to you herself," said

the girl ; and so silently she vanished that it was some time

before he knew he was alone.

CHAPTER XL.

The Brothers Meet.

HIGH up on the mountain slopes of Kaffraria, within view

of the great mountain range of the Drakensberg, and in

a little village where a few whites resided and a great many
Kaffirs, Jack Wycherly and his nurse had taken up their resi-

dence. He had picked up great strength on his sea-voyage and
all the terrible depression that was consequent on his illness

seemed to have left him, when the good ship " The Dunrobin
Castle " after surmounting the huge seas and the fierce tempests

of the Bay of Biscay, glided into more tranquil ocean-spaces,

and the breezes from the south, laden to the eager imagination

of the invalid with healing warmth and the odor of tropical

spices, stole over the sunny waters and lingered from dawn to
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dark. After the first week, he spent all his time, day and

night, on deck, sometimes walking up and down the long nar-

row passages, more often reclining in his hammock, that was

swung under the eaves of the upper deck and thus sheltered

from sun and rain. He was the object of respectful sympathy

during the three weeks' voyage to the Cape; and his nurse,

sometimes taken for his sister, sometimes for his wife, received

the most unvarying courtesy from captain, crew, and passengers.

This became even more pronounced when a little halo of romance

was thrown around her, and it became known that she had

sacrificed a good deal through a spirit of devotion toward the

stricken and dying boy.

They had been advised by experienced persons to go as far

up the country and as far inland as possible; and hence, instead

of remaining at Capetown, they went on to a further port. East

London, whence they plunged at once into the wilderness of veldt

and brush and kloof. Their destination now was Aliwal North,

a station on the very borders of the Orange River Colony, where

the rainfall was comparatively little, and the temperature even,

and the air dry and bracing. But the sudden strength acquired

during the sea-voyage seemed to have ebbed away in the heat and

moisture of the coast; and they closed their journey by breaking

off at Amabele Junction and making for the little village of But-

te rworth.

Here, in a kind of shanty, half-hotel, half-store, and combining

post-office, newspaper depot, saloon, etc., they found themselves

at first located. But the ebbing strength of the boy made him
irritable and impatient of noises, and nervously susceptible to

such inconveniences as will arise from a mixed and not highly-

civilized community. And, after a few weeks, he changed to

an improvised sanatorium, hastily constructed by the willing

hands of the natives. . It was made of shingle, roofed with cor-

rugated iron, that seems to be the most attainable and useful

commodity in South Africa, but it was so placed that the thick

foliage of the trees sheltered the roof from the burning sun and

from the tropical rains when they came. Annie remained at the

hotel, visiting her patient several times a day and ministering

to his ever-increasing wants. Here she was brought into con-

tact with the most diverse specimens of humanity—Bushmen,

Hottentots, Griguas, Zulus, Basutos, Boers, and tribesmen,
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English speculators, and Dutch veldtsmen, Cambridge M. A.'s

and Hooligans from the East End of London. But somehow

the savageries of civilization seemed to have toned down into a

broader spirit of humanity as there was more equality of

condition and community of interests. And over this motley

commonwealth, Annie O'Farrell assumed in an incredibly short

space of time a kind of queenship, undesired, but in its own way

delightful to the lonely girl.

For now, at night, when the heavy odors of the masses of

arum lilies, that grew in thick profusion down in the deep valleys

by the wady, where the kraals of the natives were pitched, came

up on the night-wind and filled her little chamber, and the

scream of the jackal and the harsh cries of the prowling Cape

tiger awoke the echoes along the silent, moonlit street, the

thoughts of the young girl would wander back to the lonely old

man, sitting sightless by his fireside, alone with his own thoughts,

and these thoughts, she surmised, were bitter. What had hap-

pened ? Was there grave scandal given to these primitive people

;

or had they intelligence enough to understand the mission of

mercy on which she had staked home and happiness, life, and

even reputation ? What was said of her at the hospital ? Quite

true, there was nothing in the least irregular in what she had

done. Every day young nurses went forth to carry their knowl-

edge and skill to bedsides, where the old and young, the rich

and poor, had to submit to the inexorable law of suffering.

But still there was something pecuUar in her case; and how
would it be interpreted? And the long wail of the jaguar

would echo from the veldt as the only answer; and the brilliant

southern moon would throw his gold across the white counter-

pane of her bed; and she would drop to sleep to find broken

answers to her questions in strange and inharmonious dreams.

During the day such thoughts troubled her but little. Three

or four times before dinner she would have to visit her patient

and take to him from the kitchen of the saloon such little deli-

cacies as she could procure. Then she had to tidy up his cabin,

arrange his hammock, read for him, chat with him. And when
she was not engaged there very often she was summoned to the

bedside of some poor miner, who was stricken down with disease

and drink; and by her soothing and simple ways she tried to

exorcise the devils that a poisoned or diseased imagination had

called up. But more often she found herself down amongst
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the native's kraals, where the magnificent physique with which

Nature had largely endowed her children had been ruined or im-

paired even by such slender contact with civilization. Yea, the

very vices and diseases of modern life had crept into the very

sanctuary of the great Mother; and it was no unusual sight

for Annie to see some black Hercules struggling in the throes

cf delirium tremens, or some Venus in ebony gasping under the

suffocation of pneumonia or diphtheria, names and things un-

known among the native hills.

But her tender and affectionate solicitude, dictated by a

kmd heart and Christian charity, struck home to the hearts of

these poor creatures ; and in a short time she was to them their

" white queen," enthroned and crowned by their gratitude.

One day when she was reading under the thick shade of the

palms that sheltered the little bungalow or tent where Jack

Wycherly was gasping out the feeble remnants of his life, he

stopped her suddenly and said

:

"Annie, turn down the leaf there and let us talk."

" You mustn't talk too much. Jack," she said. "It is distress-

iiig and—" she stopped a moment, fearing to alarm him—" you

know we cannot get ice or ergotine here."

He understood what she meant, but he went on.

" I have lost all fear now. The sight of these poor savages

and the still more savage whites that are here has reconciled me
to death. I want to get away from all this horrible animalism.

7 can't make out why I clung so fiercely to such a wretched life."

" Everyone clings to Hfe. It is quite natural," she said simply.

" Yes, but why ? This is what tortures me. I had no idea

we were so near the brutes until I came here and saw nature in

all its nakedness. It is horrible. I'm dying to die—to get away
from all the horror of living."

" That is morbid, Jack," she said. "And besides, life is but

the outer porch of eternity. You believe in the soul and in

God, Jack, don't you?"

It was the first time she had spoken to him of religion and

she did so with all that strange reluctance and half-shame that

Catholics feel on such occasions.

" I didn't believe in Him till I knew you, Annie," he replied.

" I believe in Him now."

The words struck her silent, but he went on

:
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" You mustn't mind what a poor devil with one foot in the

grave is saying, Annie, But you have brought back to me all

that I had ever learned in my childhood about religion and all

that I had forgotten in science. It is hard to help thinking

when you are probing, and cutting and tearing open the human
mechanism that it is all but a piece of chemistry, animated, of

course, but still a chemical compound and no more. But when
one sees you and such as you, the question will arise, Whence
came all this goodness and truth, and mercy and love? Phos-

phorus and Hme and iron don't possess these things. There is

some other principle containing them all, and in perfection ; and

that is God. There, Annie, see what a controversialist you are

without ever opening your lips on religion to me."
" I think. Jack," she said after a pause, " it would be well if

you allowed me to read something for you and to pray for you,

as there is no minister of your religion here."

" The very thing I was going to ask," he said. " But I was
shy. And I think I must make my will also. The sands are

running out fast."

And so that afternoon and several times a day from that day

forward she read for him chapter after chapter of the New
Testament and the Imitation of Christ alternately; and a great

change seemed to come over him, so gentle and so resigned, so

patient and forbearing he became.

It was about a week after this conversation that, waking up
one afternoon in his hammock and finding Annie watchful

near him, he said abruptly

:

" I wonder who is this Ba-as! as the natives call him, about

whom they are always speaking."

" I cannot say," said Annie, who was more solicitous about

her patient than eager to hear the gossip of the place. " Some
rancher, I suppose, or miner up amongst the hills."

" Because," said Jack, following his own thoughts, " there is a

time in sleep just when the brain is waking up to consciousness,

do you know, and you see things by second-sight. Now that

happened to me a few nights ago. By the way, did any letters

come from home yet, Annie?" he asked suddenly.

"No!" she said. "You know I wrote father all along the

route and I expect he will write. We are not here very long

as yet, you know."
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" True," he said musingly. "And Pap was a poor correspon-

dent at best. But he knows now where we are and he must

write, if only to acknowledge your letter."

" But as I was saying," he resumed after a pause, " you know

Mackenzie was down here a few nights ago and we had a few

pitched battles about Moore and Burns and all that patriotic

rot that fools will talk about to the end of time. Then he got

on religion, just because he hadn't any. These fellows are al-

ways dragging up religion. They are like fellows that have

committed some secret crime and they must be hinting at it. He
was talking about his atheism and all that, and science and all

that. And I was tired, and I could only point up and say, in the

old way :
' Messieurs, who made all that ?' You know the way

the skies look down here, Annie ; and just then some of the stars

looked so ripe and rich that I thought they would drop down on

us. Well, he didn't like it, and said something about cosmic

forces and all that. And then he said :
* There's a chap up

along here, a rich fellow with a small army of natives, and he's

always talking that way to them, and telling them to be decent

and clean and sober, because there are Eyes watching them out

of eternity. Well, that's not the queer thing. But, as I was

saying, when the dawn was breaking behind here and just as I

woke up, or rather just before I woke up to consciousness, I

thought a man stood by here, dressed in the manner of the Boers

or ranchers and with a great long whip in his hand. And he

looked at me earnestly and said nothing. And then the thought

would occur; and I said to myself, first, That's the Ba-as the

natives are speaking about. And just as I thought this, the

figure turned and it was Dion!"

Annie looked at him curiously and he noticed her incredulity.

" Never fear," he said, " it is not tuberculous deUrium, al-

though I suppose that will come. It was only a dream, yet more

than a dream, because I was conscious, at least I think so, and I

saw the face and features of Dion."
" Dion must be dead," said Annie, unwilling to encourage

the delusion. "At least, everyone thinks so. You know he

hasn't written for years."

"Well, we'll let it pass," he said. "But it is strange—that

vivid action of the brain just as it is waking up. I wonder shall

I get a glimpse into the future just as I am nearing death ?"
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" It may be," she said simply. " But let us not anticipate

all that."

" Why? How much you are afraid, Annie," he said. " Now,

I'm not a bit afraid, only eager to cast off this old and worn-out

and patched-up gabardine of a body. Oh, I must make that will

to-morrow ; and I'm to be buried, not down in that dismal hollow,

where the Bushmen are, but on the highest spot of this hill

—

just where the first rays of the sun will strike in the morning

and his last rays linger at sunset. You'll promise that, won't

you?"

But the girl was weeping for the sorrow and loneliness of the

thing, and could not answer.

" Why, you're crying, Annie !" said the boy. " Now, you

shouldn't cry. Don't, dear! You shouldn't cry, for you'll see

Ireland and dear old Rohira again. But I—never ! What matter

!

Annie!"

"Well, Jack!"
" Just say a little prayer for me and I'll listen. What a

strength there is in prayer!"

And she prayed there for the dying boy, who was visibly fad-

ing away—prayed there on the lonely veldt, whilst the hot sun

tried to peer through the thick lattice of the trees, and gay birds

chattered overhead, and the sound of an oath came down from

the saloon, or the shrill cries of Basuto women came up from the

deep valley beneath.

" It is good and holy and refreshing," he said, leaning back in

his hammock. " I made a little prayer myself last night, when
I was watching the stars and saw the Hand of God swinging

them in their orbits. Shall I say it ?"

" Certainly," she said.

And with a faint blush mantling his cheeks, he said :
'

Spirit of Light, from Whose dark depths I came,

Spirit of Darkness, Who hath ever shone

Around me; Whose Unutterable Name
I seldom stammered in the life that's gone

Back to its fountain—Thee, The Eternal Sea,

Whose waters are not bitter, but most sweet.

Lo ! In the depths I've fought and conquered Thee,

And victor lay me prostrate at Thy Feet.
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Guide me, O Light I along the weary path

That lies still darker than the way I've trod;

Wash me, O Fountain, in Thy silvery bath,

Make white my vesture, ere I see my God.

Thou, the All-Pure, make clean my spotted soul!

Thou, the All-Rich, enrich my poverty!

Cast round my neck the white and spotless stole.

Thy clasp of Love—^Thy seal of purity.

I see Thee swingng those vast orbs of Light.

I watch Thee pour into the lily's vase

Odors distilled beneath the noon of night.

Plucked with the dew from out the myriad maze
Of flowered fancies, each so subtly wrought

It needed all Thy Godhead's Science and Sense

To fashion in the forms which Thou hast brought

Within the orb of Thine Omnipotence.

Take my frail life, frail as the moth that wings

Its rapid flight in one melodious breath.

And fashion it anew with all those things

Cast in the brazen crucible of Death.

Lo ! as my pulses flag, my senses die,

I feel Thee coming near, and ever near.

I hear Thee in my last unuttered sigh

:

My spirit lingers; but my God is here!

" Do you like it, Annie ?" he said, when he had concluded.

" Very much. It is very solemn and sweet," she said.

" It is a prayer, at least," he said, " if it isn't poetry. I used

to read and scribble poetry long ago at the Queen's. But it

wasn't like that."

The next morning a letter arrived from Rohira. It was a

brief letter, such as tlie doctor always wrote. It contained

some Bills of Exchange, so that money should never be wanting

and one item of news, namely, that a large party, a kind of house-

warming, had been ^iven at Kerins' ; and that some day during

the following week, Kerins had been found murdered. Duggan
had been arrested for the crime and committed for trial to the

Assizes, the evidence against him being overwhelming.

After Annie had read the letter twice, the boy answered

:

** How little that fact interests us. I suppose it is a matter of

moment there, far away under the dripping skies of Ireland. But

it does not interest us any more. Annie?"

"Well?" she said.
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" I saw Dion again last night. He stood over me and looked

keenly and inquiringly at me. Has any stranger been up around

the town?"
" There are so many strangers coming and going every day,"

she said, " that one would hardly be noticed. But surely this is

seme delusion, Jack. Did you question the men, who were on

watch?"
" I cannot get a word out of them," he said. " When I speak

to them on any ordinary subject, they talk the usual pigeon-

English. But when I ask them about this, they talk a lot of

gibberish. If they have seen anyone, they won't tell."

"They'll tell me," she said. "But I still think it is a de-

lusion, Jack, which you ought dismiss. What shall I say to

father.-"'

" Write as you deem wisest," he said. " But leave me a space

at the end."

Annie was somewhat disappointed and annoyed, when on in-

terrogating the natives she could only elicit the same undistin-

guishable sounds in their own language which had so annoyed

Jack Wycherly. She thought she had a firmer hold over their

affections and she believed all their eloquent protestations of

fidelity and affection. But she could get no information on that

subject. And, stranger still, when she questioned the people

around the hotel, they had as little information to give. Stran-

gers of all kinds rode in and out of the township—rough, strong

men, great feeders and drinkers, and fierce fighters, if occasion

offered. They sat and ate, drank and sang, harnessed their

horses, paid their bills, and departed. They came and went,

like the sand-storms that blew down from the hills and filled the

liquor-measures with fine grit and dust.

She tried to dismiss the idea and set it down as a delusion of

the sick boy's, as she tried to persuade him. But somehow, his

insistence on the matter staggered her belief and she began to

think that stranger things have happened. But then the thought

would occur, why was he so mysterious in his movements? H
it were Dion, why not reveal himself at once and come to his

brother's assistance? For it was clear that if Dion were the

Ba-as about whom the natives were always speaking and

whom they evidently regarded with a species of adoration, he
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could do a great deal for his brother in this strange and mys-

terious country.

She had written the reply to Dr. Wycherly's letter, leaving a

blank space in the end for Jack's few words. These he filled in

and closed up the envelope and handed it back to Annie to post.

Next night, just as she thought the dawn was breaking over

the sleepy town, Annie arose and dressed herself hastily and

v/ent out. She had been mistaken. It was the strong moonlight,

vivid as a summer dawn, that deceived her. The great round

globe was slowly falling behind the hills, but his yellow radiance

lit up the whole landscape, throwing its golden rays across every

hillock and palm-tree and casting the shadows into deeper

blackness.

Swiftly and silently she passed down the moonlit street,

undisturbed and unchallenged, except when some restless dog

barked behind some thick enclosure, and moved rapidly down-

v/ard to the sheltered nook, where the consumptive boy was

sleeping with easy breathing of the dry and aromatic air. When
she came near she heard a low, warning cry, which she recog-

nized as that of the two Griguas or Bushmen, who took their

turns in watching the sick boy during the night; and, to her

surprise, she saw the two men, standing like ebony statues in

the moonlight, each with his assegai resting on the ground at

his feet.

" Missy mus' not go ! Ba-as in there !" said one, pointing to

the bungalow.

Annie stood still and waited. Not a sound came from the in-

terior—no sound of word or human language but now again a

sharp cough from the patient which seemed to be answered by

the bark of the jackal from the neighboring mountain.

A quarter of an hour—a half-hour seemed to pass. The gray

dawn crept up behind the mountain and threw a pale twilight

across the valley.

Then there was a slight rustle and the two Kaffirs straight-

ened themselves ; and a tall figure, bronzed and bearded and

clothed in rough hunting costume came out of the hut. Annie

stepped forward boldly and confronted him. She did not re-

cognize him and he had forgotten her. But the dream of the

dying boy came back to her and she said boldly

:
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"Dion Wycherly?"
" Yes !" he said abruptly. " Tell me, whoever you are, and

in God's name, who is that?"

" Your brother. Jack !" she said.

"Dying?"

"Yes, I fear so!"

He passed his rough hand athwart his forehead, where the

beads of perspiration were gathering, and simply said:

"My God!"

Then, recollecting himself, he addressed Annie:

"And you? Forgive me. I should know you, but I cannot

remember."
" I'm Annie O'Farrell," she said. " Your old teacher."

He grasped her hand in his strong palm. Then, as if a sudden

thought struck him, he said eagerly:

"His wife?"
" No !" she said, and he thought in an accent of disappoint-

ment, " his nurse
!"

CHAPTER XLI

A Question and its Answer.

DOUBTING, wondering, puzzled, pushing forward in the

darkness toward Crossfields, then suddenly retracing his

steps, angry yet pleased, vindictive but forgiving, Dick Duggan

made his way at last to the little " screen " or shrubbery at the

rear of the Kerins' house. The night was pitch dark, but the

whole yard between the screen and the house was illuminated,

with a flood of light from the open door of the kitchen, where

lamps were burning and a mighty fire was blazing, and all the

hurry and bustle of a great entertainment showed that this was

the centre of the evening's hospitality. Across the glow of light

that shone through the door, dark figures came and went, as the

servants rushed into the yard for firewood, or turf, or flung out

dirty water, or useless remnants of Vegetables. But there was
always a jest and a laugh, a tiny echo of the hilarious merriment

that proceeded within doors.

For some time Dick Duggan waited and watched, growing
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ever more angry and impatient, as he contrasted his own loneli-

ness and the dark and gloomy cabin he had left with all this

brightness and tumultuous rejoicing. Once or twice the thought

occurred that the gipsy girl had made a fool of him and was

now probably laughing at him as a victim of a cruel joke. But

he argued that this was impossible and that the girl, altogether

independently of her fear of him, could have no motive whatso-

ever for playing such a foolish and cruel prank.

At last he was about to go away and return to his home with

no pleasant feelings in his heart, when a slight figure, quite un-

like the sturdy forms of the servantmaids, appeared at the door.

He knew instantly who it was and moved a little forward. The
figure passed into the darkness of the yard, and very soon he

heard a light footfall near him on the dry needles of the fir-

trees. He stood motionless, and after a pause, long and painful,

he heard his name whispered in the darkness. He waited for a

repetition of it and then he stepped forward and confronted the

girl.

" Well !" he said. " I'm here
!"

" Dick !" she said. " Is that you ? Then you got my message."
" I was told," he said, " that you wished to see me. I didn't

believe it. But I kem to know what you could want with me."
" Not much," she said humbly, " but pace and forgiveness.

There's no use in keepin' things up forever."

" What things ?" he asked. "And who's keepin' 'em up ?"

" Oh, Dick," she cried passionately, " you know well what I

mane. I want you and Ned to be frinds, and to forgive and

forget. Sure, 'tisn't right nor raysonable to be keepin' things

up forever."

"Is that what you wanted me for?" he cried passionately.

"Av it is, go back now to your drinkin' and dancin', and take this

from me. That nayther here nor hereafter, in life or in death,

will I ever forgive the man who wronged me and mine."
" That's a hard word, Dick," the girl said and he knew now

she was weeping in the darkness, " an' a word you'll be sore

and sorry for some day. I was only actin' for the besht. Whin
I see all the naybors gethered here and injyin' theirselves, and

whin I looked across the fields from the bam and seen your house

dark and lonesome, I sed to myself. That's not right ! We must

share with the naybors whatever the Good God has given us
!"
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"And do you think, Martha Sullivan," said the thick, husky

voice, deliberately ignoring her married name, " that I and mine

are thramps and beggars, like thim gipsies down at the ould castle,

that we should be behoulden to you and Kerins for a male of

vittles ? Begor, ma'am, you have become high and mighty in your

notions, since you come up from the sayside, where manny a

time I seen you with a kish of say-weed on your back, and glad

to have praties and cockles for your dinner. Go back now to

your party and shtop there; an' if you have charity to bestow,

give it to thim as wants it. The Duggans, plase God, have

enough and to waste for the rest of their lives."

" I see there's no good in talkin' to you, Dick," the girl replied.

" The black hatred is in your heart—and all for nothin'."

" For nothin' ?" he echoed, in a sudden blaze of anger. " Is

it nothin' that every morning I rise, I must see the land that

should be mine and the crops that should be mine and the cattle

that should be mine in the hands of a black stranger? Is that

nothin'? Is it nothin', whin I stepped over the ditch and was
harmin' nobody to be tould to get out of that or that he'd blow

me, body and sowl, into hell? Is it nothin' that at every fair,

market, and cross it is thrun in my face that I've shown the

white feather and that I'm more afeard of Kerins' shooting-

irons than of Almighty God? And is it nothin'," he said, lower-

ing his voice to a whisper, in which were mingled affection and

fury, " that he tuk from me the girl of my heart, for whom I'd

open my veins and shed the last dhrop of my blood?"

The words touched her deeply, as she heard the despair of the

man uttered there in the darkness. But she had to defend

herself and she said

:

" But there was never a hand and word betune us, Dick, nor

any promise; and sure, it wasn't your fault, but you couldn't

expect me to grow up into a withered ould woman, like Annie
Reilly and Bride Gallagher

!"

" No-0-0 !" he said, prolonging the word, as if he were doubt-

ful whether he ought make the admission, " an' I'm not faultin'

you, though you might have spoke to me about it. I'd have re-

leased you, av I saw 'twas for your good. But how can I for-

give the man that first tuk away from me the place I wanted to

bring you, and then tuk you from me in the bargain?"
" But sure what's inded can't be minded, Dick," said the girl,
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" an* now can't you make up with Ned Kerins an' let us be

frinds and naybors ?"

"Av I was as false as him, I'd say so," said Dick sullenly,

" and then bide my time. But, because I'm a true man, I'll not

lie to you nor God. I've an account to settle with the man you

call your husband, an' whin it is settled, there'll be no arrares."

She heard his footsteps retreating across the dry grass and

leaves; she heard him leaping over the ditch and the soft thud

of his feet, as he descended into the ploughed field, but she stood

still, irresolute and frightened. A low laugh in the shrubbery

woke her up to a sense of her position, and, shaking off the

stupor in which her interview with Dick Duggan had left her,

she returned, silent and thoughtful, to the house.

If there was one subject more frequently debated than an-

other during these revels at Crossfields, it was the sudden de-

parture of Annie O'Farrell with young Wycherly for South

Africa. To their unsophisticated minds—unsophisticated in the

sense that they knew nothing of modern life, although they had

«i strong bias toward regarding things in an unfavorable light

—

it was nothing short of a grave scandal. " Elopement " means

dreadful things to an Irish congregation. It means certain de-

nunciation both from the parish priest and from the bishop in his

triennial visitation. It means the possibility of excommunication.

The dread of the thing has come down from the times not very

remote, when abduction was a capital offence in the eyes of the

law and of the Church.

That there could be any mitigation, or reason for what they

deemed the offence, never dawned upon them, for they could

not believe that any young lady could sacrifice herself at the

call of duty, to nurse, or help, or comfort what they were pleased

to call " a dying kinat." ^

Hence it was warmly debated whether the parish priest, with

Roman or Spartan determination, would stigmatize the offence

on the following Sunday in his wonted manner. Or would he

depute his curate to do so, if it were too much for his own
feelings? Not one, who knew his character, dreamt for a mo-
ment that he would allow the offence to pass unrebuked.

*"Gnat"—a term of contempt.
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" Let us see now," said Dick Duggan savagely, " what he'll do.

He has spared no one for twenty years. Let us see now will he

spare his own flesh and blood. If it was wrong in poor

crachures, who had nayther sinse nor ejucation, it was doubly

wrong in her who had both."

The thought that was agitating the parish was also the thought

which was uppermost in the mind of the bereaved and desolate

man. Whatever excuses he might make for the action taken by

Annie O'Farrell and whatever might be its justification in her

own circle, there could be no doubt it was a subject of much

talk and a source of much disedification amongst his own primi-

tive people. And how could he pass it over? On the other

hand, how could he stand on the altar steps and profess his own
shame and the ignominy attached to the conduct of his niece?

He never knew till then how deeply he was attached to her, how
much he appreciated her talents, her beauty, her singular gifts

of mind and person. And he never knew till then how proud he

was of her, and how much she reflected upon him all those vari-

ous excellences that seemed to have grown with her growth and

strengthened with her strength. And now he was face to face

with an ordeal that seemed beyond human endurance to en-

counter. He had to drag her name and his own pride in the

dust before a people, some of whom, at least, would rejoice at

his humiliation and mock at his sorrow. In a week he seemed

to have aged ten years ; and when on Saturday afternoon, Henry
Liston came down to recite the office and take directions for the

coming week, he found a stooped and wrecked man bent in

despair over the wintry fire.

The good young curate suggested that it would be impossible

for his pastor to celebrate his Mass in the morning, he was so

broken and wretched; and he requested permission to summon
some neighboring priest to supply the first Mass. But the old

man wouldn't listen to it. He was never better in his life. He
would drive over as usual and say the Mass of the Blessed

Virgin and preach as usual to his congregation.

But in the evening a hurried message was sent up to the

young priest that the pastor would abide by his advice, and that

he would be obliged if, even at that hour, he would invite

some other priest to drive over and celebrate in the morning.

TTie depression of the evening and the loneliness of his situation
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broke down his iron resolution; and for the first time in a

quarter of a century a strange priest stood at the altar in Doon-

varragh. With a feeling akin to defeat the old priest said Mass

in his private oratory. He knew what was expected and what

would be said.

" No matter !" he repeated to himself. " Next Sunday, I shall

be there and they will hear what I have to say!"

During the week many and various were the comments that

were made. The great bulk of the people were delighted that

they were spared the agony of witnessing their pastor's self-

humiliation; and they hoped now that the thing was over for-

ever. The malcontents were delighted. He had shown the

white feather. He never spared others. He spared his own
and he spared himself.

Dick Duggan was jubilant. He knew, he said, all along how
it would be. The sharp tongue was blunted and the angry

voice was stilled, when the question touched himself. In the tap-

room of the public house, Dick waxed eloquent on the misde-

m.eanor of which Annie O'Farrell had been guilty, and he scorn-

fully refuted every argument in her favor. He became a fierce

zealot of virtue—an indignant defender of morals—a fanatical

opponent of everything that could offend the sacred proprieties

of life.

" If thim in high places," he said, " are allowed to break the

law of God an' no wan can open their lips agin thim, we might

as well all become pagans and haythens."

He repeated the same thing in the family circle several times

that week under the Dutch courage which drink gave him.

But at last he got the fierce answer from his mother, who was
heart-broken at the every idea of her priest's sorrow and shame

:

" Divil a much throuble you'd have, and the likes of you, in

becoming paygans and haythens. You needn't turn your coats

inside out, begor. For it is writ in big letters over every inch of

ye. Go down now to the ' Cross,' and shpake to your aiquals in

blagarding; but, whilst yere undher this roof, keep a civil tongue

m yere head."

And Dick took his mother's advice literally. The taproom

was his theatre, his pulpit and bench, where to a plentiful crop

of ne'er-do-wells and tipplers like himself, he could expound,
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without contradiction, his views on politics and religion and every

sfbject that came within the bounds of human knowledge.

He found the place so pleasant, in contrast with his home,

that he spent the night there with boon companions, and between

speechifying and scandal-mongering and card-playing, the time

passed pleasantly by, so that when Dick woke up about one o'clock

next day, he hadn't the slightest recollection of the events of the

previous night. But his throat was very dry, almost burning,

and he asked in a weak and tremulous voice for a " hair of the

dog that bit him." It braced him up a little and then, with some

difficulty he swallowed a cup of tea and ate an tgg. He would

now have moved homeward, having quite enough eloquence and

drink for a month, but there had been a " big fair " that day at

the market-town of M six or seven miles away, and in

the afternoon the farmers from that part of the country were

returning home and, of course, their horses would persist in

stopping at " the Cross." It was a peculiarity in those animals,

and it was universal. No horse could pass the house without

stopping at least until his owner could alight and ask the time

of day.

Hence Dick Duggan, meeting so many " frinds," had to take

a " thrate " and another and another, under penalty of giving

deadly offence, until his old hilarity and pugnaciousness came

back to him and the depression and blue devils of the morning had

vanished. Hence he became eloquent again on the pusillanimity

and cowardice of his pastor; and, when he was rallied, because

he was not invited to the " house-warming " at Kerins', his face

grew dark and sullen and he muttered something about a Banshee

and a Caoine again.

" You missed it, Dick," said a jovial farmer, who was reputed

to be a grand hand at making a joke and a poor hand at re-

ceiving one, " you missed it. There never was such ceol * in

the country before. All we wanted was to see you dancin' with

the young missus."

Dick Duggan half-stifled an oath and cried:

" No more of that, Goggin !"

But Goggin persisted.

" I never saw a happier man than Ned Kerins," he said. "An'

^Fun, amusement.
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sure he ought to be. Thade Sullivan tould me he walked the

farm twice, and begor, if you threw in a needle, it would grow

into a crowbar, so deep is the sile. And, sure, the whole coun-

thry gives it up to Martha Sullivan for beauty. She'd dance on

eggs and wouldn't break them."

" There may be another dance soon," said Dick, seeing all

eyes turned upon him with a smile of pitying contempt as the

victim of circumstances. " ihere may be another dance soon,

and the feet won't touch the ground ayther."

"Take care of the shooting-irons, Dick,' said Goggin, going

away. " He'd let daylight into you as soon as he'd say

:

Thrapshticks
!''

Dick looked after him with bleared and bloodshot eyes. Then,

continuing the fun, another farmer said maliciously:

"There's a lot of talk about the parish priesht's niece and

Wycherly, and about his showing the white feather yesterday."

" There'll be more ?" said Dick sullenly.

" 'Tis a pity he'd be left off so aisy," said the man, winking

at the crowd. " Only that I belongs to another part of the parish,

I'd think nothin' of calling him to ordher meself."

" There's no wan here to do it," said a wag, " but Dick. He's

the only wan that has spunk in him."

" Yes ! But 'tisn't every wan would face the ould lion in his

den," said the other.

Dick was looking out into the darkness of the February evening,

which had closed in gloomy and miserable; but the evil words

were rankling in his heart. His pride had been stung sorely by

the allusions to the " house-warming " and his own conspicuous,

if expected absence. And now the same evil pride was stimu-

lated by the lying flattery of his tempters. Was he the only

man in the parish, who would dare face the parish priest ? So it

was thought, and so it was expected. Half-drunk and wholly

maddened, he swiftly made up iM mind.
" Give me another half-wan !" he* said to the girl at the counter.

" You've had enough, Dick," Si id the girl compassionately.

" You ought go home. Remember, you are out since yesterday."

" Give it to me !" he said fiercely. " I've work to do
!"

The girl filled his glass half-full of water. He tossed it off

in one gulp and went out.
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The old pastor, the learned theologian, was sunk in his arm-

chair near the winter's fire. Humbled, chastened, weary of the

world, anxious for his final rest, he had tried to banish the

spectres of troublesome thoughts by fixing his mind on some

subtle theological question, which admitted diversity of opinion

and where he could balance with that dialectical skill, of which

he was so justly proud, the decisions of different schools. But

it was in vain. The ever-present personal troubles would ob-

trude themselves and push off the stage of thought the less

troublesome intruders. And then would commence again the

anguish and the sorrow, the anger and the bitterness, which he

vainly tried to exorcise forever.

A loud single knock startled him a little, as it echoed through

the house.

" I'm in no mood for visitors," he thought. " They ought to

know that well enough now."

And the old housekeeper, aging with her master, opened the

door, and, closing it carefully after her, said:

" This is Duggan, your reverence—Dick Duggan ; an' he's

the worse for drink."

" Tell him I can't see him now," said the priest peremptorily.

The old woman took the message and soon returned, saying,

" He says he must see your reverence. He has a question to

ask you!"

And the priest rose up, felt his way along the edge of the

table, and went into the hall.

" You wish to see me," he said, peering into the darkness,

" what do you want ?"

He was quite close to the thick-set, wiry form of the man over

whom he towered, head and shoulders.

" I want to ax your reverence wan question, an' only wan,"

said Dick thickly, as he looked into the black glasses that glared

down upon him.

,

" Well ? Be quick about it," said the priest.

" I want to ax your reverence," said Dick, looking around him
in the effort to frame his question, " what was the rayson you

didn't shpake of your niece off av the althar yesterday for

running away wid young Wycherly—

"

He stooped, for the terrible grip of the old man was on his

throat in an instant and he could only feebly gurgle out

:
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" Le' me go! You're chokin' me! What did I say?"

" You blagard," said the priest, pushing him against the door

of the other room and holding him there, " how dare you come

into the house of an old man like me to insult me ?"

" I'm only sayin' what everybody in the parish do be sayin',"

said Dick, frantically struggling to unloose the iron grip. " Un-

hand me ! You're chokin' me, or be this and be that
—

"

Here, in fury of anger or terror, he struck out wildly and

smote the face of the priest between the eyes, smashing the

dark glasses. The next moment, as happened so many years

ago, he felt himself caught up and swung round and round the

hall and then, with the impetus thus gained, cast out into the

darkness with terrible violence. He reeled and staggered for-

ward a few paces—^then fell face downward on the sharp

gravel. He heard the hall-door slammed with violence and the

lock shot and the rattle of a heavy chain. And he remembered

no more.

When he awoke to consciousness and recalled what had hap-

pened, his only thought was one of fearful and overwhelming

remorse. He had struck a priest! It was the culmination of

his life of anger and hatred, and he woke up as a man wakes

from the horrible delirium of fever and sees things for the

first time in all their naked magnitude. Men feel thus in the

pursuit of every vice. They rush forward madly, heedlessly,

deliriously, until some crime is consummated, and then there is a

sudden and awful consciousness that this was only the terminus

—the unlooked-for, inevitable terminus of their life of guilt.

He rose up and, finding something cold trickling down his

forehead and blinding his eyes, he put up his hand and instantly

knew by the clammy feel that it was blood. He brushed it

aside, smearing his face all over with the ghastly thing. He
then looked wistfully towards the house, hoping that a light might

be shining to beckon him back to forgpiveness. But no ! All was
dark, the outline of the presbytery looked dismal and solemn

against the background of the night. Then he remembered
the slamming of the door, the shooting of the bolt, and the

rattling of the chain.

" May God in heaven forgive me !" he thought. " There is

no longer pardon amongst men !"
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He then began to wonder what time of night it was; but he

had no guide. He remembered it was about half-past six when

he left the public-house, and it must have been seven o'clock

when he stood in the priest's hall. And then he had a faint

idea that when the dining-room was opened he had heard amid

his drunken excitement the clock chiming ' seven ' on the

mantlepiece. But how long ago was that, he couldn't tell. He
had no idea of how long he lay prostrate and insensible on the

graveled walk.

He made his way slowly homeward in the darkening night.

He passed the public-house on the way. It was shut. There-

fore, it was late. He pushed toward home more rapidly and be-

gan at last to mount the hill, all the time debating in a stupid,

dazed manner whether he would make a clear confession of

guilt at home. Then he decided that wouldn't do. It would draw

upon him the fierce reproaches of his mother without a chance

of forgiveness. The best thing to do now was to get into the

byre where the cattle were; to wash himself free of his blood-

stains; to see if the family had yet retired to rest, and be

guided by that. He turned from the main road into the boreen

or bypath that led to his father's house, walking slowly and medi-

tatively. His mind now was fully made up about his guilt and

how he was to purge himself of it. He would speak to no man
of what he had done, and he knew well that the priest would

never breathe it. Then, the following Sunday, just after the

sermon, he, Dick Duggan, would step forward from the midst

of the congregation and make a confession of his guilt to the

world, no matter if he were excommunicated afterwards. He
had some dim notion that to strike a priest was punished with

excommunication, but he had never heard of the ipso facto, etc.

But he heeded nothing now. He would confess his guilt and

abide by his punishment.

He entered the stable-yard. All was still. No light burned

in the house. The place was silent and dark as death. He
turned into the byre and groped round for the tub of water which

he knew was always left there. He found it, took off his coat,

and was stooping to dash the water in his face when suddenly

the light of a lantern was flashed on him and he was seized

roughly from behind. He shouted and struggled until he saw
two constables in front ready to give assistance.
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" I arrest you on a charge of wilful murder in the name of the

Queen," said the sergeant. " Now don't make any noise, but go

quietly ; and remember every word you say will be quoted against

you."

As he felt the steel handcuffs slipped on his wrists and heard

the click of the lock, he said:

"My God! Did I kill him?"
" Well, he's dead !" said the sergeant.

" I suppose I'll swing for it, but I richly deserve it. Can I

see my mother for a minute?"
" Better not !" said the officer. " They're all in bed, and it

would do no good."

He submitted quietly and was led along, seeing but the hand

of God in his misfortune and overwhelmed by the dreadful

thought that he had committed a crime never heard of before

in Ireland—the murder of a priest.

As they moved onward in the dark, he heard one of the officers

speak of Ned Kerins and a pike and his body taken to the public-

house for an inquest. He stopped suddenly and cried to the

police to stop.

" Shtop," said he, while the perspiration rolled down his face,

" Shtop, av ye value an immortal sowl."

" Well, what's the matter ?" said the sergeant.

" You said now he was dead. Did you mane the parish-

priesht ? or some wan else ?"

" I mean Ned Kerins, who was stabbed to death on the M
road between six and seven o'clock this evening."

"Ned Kerins—stabbed ! Oh! is that all?" said Dick, as he

felt an overwhelming weight lifted from his conscience.

" That's all, and quite enough for you, I should say," replied

the officer. " Now say no more, if you have sense."

P. A. Sheehan.
Doneraile, Ireland. •

[to be continued.]



Hnalecta*

S. CONOREOATIO D£ SACBAMENTIS.

I.

DUBIUM CIRCA CONLATIONEM SS. OrDINUM EXTRA TeMPORA,

ET NON Servatis Interstitiis, Alienis Subditis.

In Congregatione generali, die 13 Augusti, 1909 habita,

proposito dubio, " utrum Episcopus, gaudens indulto confer-

endi Ordines extra tempora et non servatis interstitiis, eo uti

possit etiam erga alienos subditos, suorum Ordinariorum di-

missorias habentes " ; Emi Patres, re mature perpensa, re-

spondendum ' censuerunt : "Affirmative, facto verbo cum
SSmo ".

Sanctitas vero Sua, audita relatione R. P. D. eiusdem

sacrae Congregationis Secretarii in audientia diei 15 Augusti

1909, Emorum Patrum resolutionem approbavit et confirmavit.

D. Card. Ferrata^ Praefectus.

L. * S.

Ph. Giustini, Secretarius.
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11.

De Facultate Dispensandi ab Impedimentis Matrimo-

NiALiBUS Imminente Mortis Periculo.

In plenario coetu a S. Congregatione de disciplina Sacra-

mentorum, habito die 13 mensis augusti anno 1909, dirimen-

dum propositum est dubium, " utrum facultas dispensandi ab

impedimentis matrimonialibus imminente mortis periculo in

casu art. VII decreti Ne temere, facta per decretum huius S.

Congregationis diei 14 Maii 1909, valeat dumtaxat pro concu-

binariis; an etiamsi non agatur de concubinariis, sed alia ad-

sit causa ad consulendum conscientiae et (si casus ferat) legiti-

mationi prolis ? " Cui dubio Emi Patres responderunt :
" Neg-

ative ad primam partem, affirmative ad secundam ".

Die autem 15 praefati mensis et anni SSmus D. N. Pius

Papa X, audita relatione R. P. D. Secretarii eiusdem S. Con-

gregationis, supra relatam Emorum Patrum declarationem

ratam habere et confirmare dignatus est.

Datum Romae ex aedibus eiusdem S. Congregationis, die

16 mensis augusti anno 1909.

D. Card, Ferrata, Praefectus.

L. * S.

Ph. Giustini^ Secretarius.

S. CONGREGATIO OFFICII.

De Dispensatione ab Occulta Irregularitate in Foro

Conscientiae, Urgente Necessitate.

lam ex decreto supremae huius Congregationis, lato die 23
lunii 1886, cuique confessario concessa fuit facultas absolvendi

a censuris etiam speciali modo Summo Pontifici reservatis, in

casibus vere urgentioribus, in quibus absolutio differri nequeat

absque periculo gravis damni vel infamiae, super quo con-

fessariorum conscientia oneratur, iniunctis de iure iniungendis,

et sub poena reincidentiae in easdem censuras, nisi saltem infra

mensem per epistolam et per medium confessarii absolutus re-

currat ad S. Sedem.

Cum vero nuper eidem huic Congregationi preces oblatae
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sint, quibus petitur, an liceat confessario m iisdem circum-

stantiis atque conditionihus dispensare ah irregularitate, quae

ipsas censuras sequitur, Emi ac Rmi DD. Cardinales, in rebus

fidei ac morum generales Inquisitores, in congregatione habita

feria IV, die i Septembris labentis anni 1909, decreverunt:

Publicetur decretum latum feria IV, die 28 Martii ipo6.

Decretum vero feriae IV, diei 28 Martii 1906, ita se habuit:

" Supplicandum Sanctissimo pro facultate dispensandi super

irregularitate occulta quando occurrat in casibus comprehensis

in decreto S. Officii dato die 23 lunii 1886 ". Et insequenti

feria V, die 29 Martii, Sanctissimus annuit pro gratia iuxta

Emorum Patrum suffragia.

Datum Romae, ex aedibus S. Officii, die 6 Septembris 1909.

L. * S.

Aloisius Castellano, Notarius.

S. CONGREGATIO CONSISTORIALIS.

1.

De Quibusdam Collegiis a S. Congregatione de Propa-

ganda Fide Dependentibus ante Constitutionem " Sa-

pienti consilio".

Die 2Q lulii ipop.

Postquam vi Constitutionis Sapienti consilio plures regiones,

olim subiectae S. Congregationi de Propaganda Fide, sub-

ductae fuerunt ab eius iurisdictione, quaesitum est, quae esset

conditio quorundam collegiorum Urbis, in quibus educabantur

iuvenes ad praefatas regiones ut plurimum pertinentes, et quae

hucusque speciali directioni et administrationi S. Congrega-

tionis de Propaganda suberant.

Dubia hac de re, inter alia, proposita haec fuerunt :
" IX.

Utrum collegia Americae septentrionalis, Hiberniae et Scotiae

dependere pergant a Congregatione de Propaganda, et utrum
eorundem alumni praestare teneantur iusiurandum prae-

scriptum ab Urbano VIII, die 24 Novembris 1625.—X. Utrum
etiam alumni Americae septentrionalis, Canadenses, Hiberni,

qui ex iure fundationis instituuntur in collegio Urbano de Pro-
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paganda, emittere obstringantur posthac memoratum iura-

mentum ab Urbano VIII praescriptum, atque in forma et ter-

minis deinceps statutis ab Alexandre VII per Bullam diei 20

lulii 1660, pro cunctis collegii Urbani alumnis.—XI. Utrum

Cardinalis Praefectus Congregationis de Propaganda poterit

adhuc concedere litteras dimissoriales ad sacros Ordines alum-

nis collegiorum Americae septentrionalis, Hiberniae et Scotiae;

et an ac quomodo mutare oporteat titulum missionis.—XII.

Utrum et qua ratione immutandus sit titulus missionis quoad

alumnos collegii Urbani de Propaganda, qui pertinent ad pro-

vincias ecclesiasticas et dioeceses a Congregatione de Propa-

ganda avulsas ".

His dubiis S. Congregatio Consistorialis, iuxta mentem a

SSmo D. N. acceptam, ita die 12 Novembris 1908 respondit:

" Ad IX. Collegia Americae septentrionalis, Hiberniae et

Scotiae posthac pendebunt a S. Congregatione Consistoriali.

luramentum autem ab alumnis praestandum servetur, refor-

mandum tamen erit iuxta novam statuendam formulam.—Ad
X. Affirmative, formula vero reformata, consiliis initis cum
Emo Cardinali Praefecto S. Congregationis de Propaganda.

—Ad XL Concessio litterarum dimissorialium ad sacros Or-

dines pertinebit ad banc S. Congregationem, quae, cum neces-

sarium fuerit, immutabit titulum missionis in titulum servitii

ecclesiae.—Ad XII. Emus Cardinalis Praefectus Congrega-

tionis de Propaganda mutabit pro memoratis alumnis titulum

missionis in titulum servitii ecclesiae "

.

Verum, publicatis hisce resolutionibus, nova dubia oborta

sunt. Sane Emus Praefectus S. Congregationis de Propa-

ganda praefatis collegiis praeerat etiam qua eorum Protector,

et qua talis alumnis litteras dimissorias ad Ordines aliasque

dispensationes concedere consueverat, iuxta antiqua privilegia

a Summis Pontificibus tributa Cardinalibus eorundem collegi-

orum Protectoribus. Quaesitum itaque est, utrum haec po-

testas transiret universa ad S. Congregationem Consistorialem

et ad Cardinalem Secretarium.

Sed et alia extra Urbem in Europa et America aderant col-

legia seu seminaria, S. Congregationi de Propaganda directe
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seu immediate subiecta, de quibus quoque dubium movebatur,

utrum eidem Congregationi adhuc subesse deberent,

Quapropter S. Congregatio Consistorialis, ut in re satis

complexa omnimodam lucem obtineret, Moderatores singu-

lorum horum collegiorum interpellavit, ut quae assent eorum

statuta, regulae et privilegia proferrent.

Disceptationum puncta haec potissima erant

:

i.° a quanam S. Congregatione, et quomodo, haec collegia

in posterum dependere deberent; et cum vi Constitutionis So"

pienti consilio S. Congregatio Consistorialis polleat alta di-

rectione et moderatione in universa seminaria locorum iuri

communi subiectorum, utrum collegia, de quibus disceptabatur,

subesse deberent S. Congregationi Consistoriali hoc lato sensu,

an potius etiam strictiori, idest modo directo et immediato;

2.° a quonam concedendae essent alumnis praefatorum col-

legiorum litterae dimissoriae ad Ordines

;

3.° quonam titulo iidem alumni ordinari deberent;

4.° an adhuc ab eisdem iuramentum praestari deberet eodem

modo ac hucusque ab eis S. Congregatio de Propaganda ex-

igere consueverat.

Collegia vero seu seminaria, de quibus dubia movebantur,

praeter tria superius recensita, Hiberniae, Scotiae et Americae

septentrionalis in Urbe, haec insuper recensebantur

:

(a) Collegium Anglicum Urbis a Summo Pontifice Gregorio

XIII anno 1579 institutum, et Cardinali Protectore donatum

aliisque pluribus privilegiis; cui anno 1898 ex institutione s.

m. Leonis XIII accessit collegium Beda pro Anglis alumnis

nuper e protestantismo conversis.

{b) Collegium Canadense Urbis, coniunctum cum seminario

S. Sulpitii civitatis Montisregalis in Canada, et ab iisdem patri-

bus S. Sulpitii directum, quo conveniunt e Canada iuvenes

sacerdotes aut saltem clerici in maioribus Ordinibus constituti,

ut studia superiora perficiant.

(c) Collegium losephinum civitatis Columbus in America,

a sacerdote losepho Jessing anno 1888 fundatum pro educa-

tione iuvenum pauperum ad statum sacerdotalem optantium

in foederatis statibus Americae septentrionalis ; quod collegium
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a fundatore ipso, anno 1892, cessum fuit cum omnibus suis

bonis S. Congregationi de Propaganda, et iuxta suas regulas

sub omnimoda est directione et dependentia huius S. Congre-

gationis.

{d) Collegium Americanum Lovanii in Belgio, anno 1858

fundatum, ut " ex variis nationibus iuvenes praeparentur

idonei, qui ministerium sacrum in provinciis foederatis Amer-

ican septentrionalis, in provincia Victoriensi (Columbiae Bri-

tannicae) ac in dioecesibus Portus hispanici ac Rosensi, uti

sacerdotes saeculares, sub Illmorum Episcoporum regimine

exerceant." Iuxta suas regulas collegium hoc subest auctori-

tati Emi Praefecti S. Congregationis de Propaganda et Com-
missionis Praesulum a Concilio Baltimorensi III institutae.

{e) Collegium Anglicum Vallisoleti in Hispania, anno 1592

a Philippo II cum approbatione dementis VIII erectum, et

patribus Societatis lesu tunc primum concreditum; quod dein,

sub Carolo III, novis statutis donatum, modo vocatur regium,

et eius rector a rege Hispaniae ex propositione Episcoporum

Angliae inter sacerdotes saeculares eligitur.

{f) In iisdem fere conditionibus ac Anglicum habetur Val-

lisoleti aliud collegium pro Scotiae alumnis.

{g) Collegium Anglicum Lisbonense, quod regi dicitur iis-

dem regulis et privilegiis collegii Anglici Urbis, S. Sedi imme-

diate subiectum est. Rector a Summo Pontifice eligitur ex

propositione Episcoporum Angliae.

{h) Collegium Hibernense, Parisiis, quod, institutum anno

1578, subest directioni sacerdotum Missionis, vulgo Lazaristae,

quos Archiepiscopi Hiberniae eligunt inter religiosos ab eadem

congregatione Missionis propositos.

(t) Collegium Omnium Sanctorum, Dublini in Hibernia

anno 1842 fundatum, ad sacerdotes instituendos et compa-

randos pro missionibus catholicis ubi lingua anglica praevalet.

Dirigitur a sacerdotibus congregationis Missionis, sub directa

dependentia S. Congregationis de Propaganda.

(/) Denique in Liguria, lanuae, adest collegium nuncupa-

tum Brignole-Sale, curae sacerdotum congregationis Missionis

commissum, cuius finis est " di favorire la vocazione di operai
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evangelici, destinati a predicare la religione cattolica presso

gli infedeli o presso le nazioni eterodosse ". Ex decreto

autem S. Congregationis de Propaganda, diei 17 Septembris

1908, in hoc collegio non admittuntur clerici, qui non sint des-

tinati pro locis missionum.

Quoad sacram alumnorum ordinationem, recolendum est,

in hisce collegiis non unam eandemque regulam dari. Nam
in collegio Americano septentrionali dimissorias concedere

consueverat Emus Card. Praefectus S. C. de Propaganda.

Fertur autem, eas concedere valuisse, non qua Praefectus

sacrae istius Congregationis, sed qua collegii Protector. Idem

sentiendum quoad collegium Hibernicum Urbis : idemque

quoad collegium Scotorum Urbis; quod imo, ex Bulla suae

fundationis, eadem obtinet privilegia, quoad sacram alum-

norum ordinationem, ac collegium Anglicum Urbis.

In hoc autem collegio Cardinalis Protector valet alumnis

dare dimissorias ad Ordines, eisdem indulgere ordinationem

extra tempora, eosque, si opus sit, dispensare ab interstitiis, a

natalium defectu, et a titulo sacrae ordinationis.

In collegio losephino Columhus, ex resolutione S. C. de

Propaganda diei 2 Aprilis 1894, dimissorias alumnis concedit

Delegatus Apostolicus, ea tamen lege, ut dimissoriae litterae

ab eo dirigantur ad Episcopum Columbensem, et eo absente,

impedito aut nolente, ad alium.

In seminario Lovaniensi rector ipse dimissorias concedit

alumnis, vi indulti ad tempus a S. C. de Propaganda eidem

dati. Et vi similis indulti eas concedit rector collegii Anglici

Vallisoletani, et rector collegii Anglici Lisbonensis.

Alumni collegii Hibernici, Parisiis, dimissorias a suis Ordi-

nariis petere debent: itemque alumni collegii Omnium Sanc-

torum Dublini.

Quoad titulum sacrae ordinationis, in praefatis collegiis,

clerici consueverant ferme semper promoveri titulo missionis.

Sed ex rerum mutatione, quae contigit die 2 Novembris 1908,

vi Constitutionis Sapienti consilio, hie titulus baud amplius

adhiberi pro pluribus poterat. Quapropter, iuxta mentem a

SSmo D. N. acceptam, S. Congregatio Consistoriajis, die 12
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Novembris eiusdem anni (ceu supra relatum est), declaravit,

substituendum esse titulo missionis titulum servitii ecdesiae.

Paulo post vero, Delegate Apostolico pro statibus foederatis

Americae septentrionalis postulanti, quo titulo deinceps ordi-

nari deberent clerici illius nationis, SSmus D. per Secretariam

Status in eundem sensum respondit.

Recentius, cum Emus Hiberniae Primas, suo et aliorum

Episcoporum nomine, regulam et ipse hac in re quaesivisset,

de mandato SSmi rem perpendit sacra haec Congregatio

:

quae, requisite voto Rmi P. Wernz, die 27 Maii 1909, in plena-

rio conventu censuit ita rescribendum esse, quod et SSmus D,

probavit :
" Pro gratia ad quinquennium, ut in omnibus et sin-

gulis dioecesibus Hiberniae, clerici, quoties alio canonico titulo

careant, ad sacros maiores Ordines promoveri queant titulo

servitii ecdesiae, hoc est dioecesis. Caveant autem singuli

Archiepiscopi et Episcopi, ut, qui ita promoti sunt, honestae

sustentationis rationibus non careant, et ut ii, qui iuxta Consti-

tutionem Speculatores, et decreta S. Congregationis Concilii

de excardinatione et sacra ordinatione, 20 lulii 1898 et 24

Novembris 1906, ad iuramentum praestandum tenentur, huic

obligationi, prout ibi praescriptum est, et non ultra, satisfa-

ciant ".

Videndum itaque est, an et quomodo haec regula, quae quasi

privilegium dici debet pro quibusdam collegiis et regionibus

data, extendenda sit aliis collegiis, de quibus vertit quaestio.

Postremo res est de iuramento. Qua in re animadvertendum

est, quod clerici ordinandi titulo missionis generatim adiguntur

ad certam iurisiurandi formam praevie praestandam, quae ex

decreto S. C. de Propaganda, diei 27 Aprilis 1871, ita est:

" Ego A^., filius N., dioecesis A^. (vel Vicariatus N.), spon-

deo et iuro, quod postquam ad sacros Ordines promotus fuero,

nullam religionem, societatem aut congregationem regularem,

sine special! Sedis Apostolicae licentia aut S. Congregationis

de Propaganda Fide, ingrediar, neque in earum aliqua pro-

fessionem emittam.
" Voveo pariter et iuro, quod in hac dioecesi aut Vicariatu

(vel in missione cui S. Sedi vel S. Congregationi de Propa-
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ganda Fide me destinare placuerit) perpetuo in divinis admini-

strandis laborem meum ac operam, sub omnimoda directione

et iurisdictione R. P. D. pro tempore Ordinarii, pro salute ani-

marum impendam; quod etiam praestabo, si, cum praedictae

Sedis Apostolicae licentia, religionem, societatem aut congre-

g-ationem regnlarem ingressus fuero, et in earum aliqua pro-

fessionem emisero."

Sed est et aliud iuramentum speciale pro plerisque ex col-

legiis superius recensitis statutum, quod ab alumnis paulo post

ab ingressu in piam domum debet emitti, et in casu sacrae or-

dinationis supplet iuramentum commune pro locis missionis

mox memoratum. Hanc formulam primum statuit Urbanus

VIII pro collegio de Propaganda, quod ipse instituit; amplia-

vit Alexander VII, adiiciendo vetitum ingrediendi in aliquod

religiosum institutum sine S. Sedis venia; declaravit S. C. de

Propaganda, pluribus resolutionibus ad rem datis.

Formula autem haec est

:

" Ego N., filius A^., dioecesis N., plenam habens instituti

huius collegii notitiam, legibus et constitutionibus ipsius, quas

iuxta Superiorum explicationem amplector, me sponte sub-

iicio, easque pro posse observare promitto.

" Insuper spondeo et iuro, quod dum in hoc collegio perma-

nebo, et postquam ab eo, quocumque modo, sive completis sive

non completis studiis, exiero, nullam religionem, societatem

aut congregationem regularem sine speciali Sedis Apostolicae

licentia vel sacrae Congregationis de Propaganda Fide, in-

grediar, neque in earum aliqua professionem emittam.
" Spondeo pariter et iuro, quod, volente sacra Congrega-

tione de Propaganda Fide, statum ecclesiasticum amplectar, et

ad omnes sacros, etiam presbyteratus, Ordines, cum Superior-

ibus visum fuerit, promovebor.
" Item voveo et iuro, quod, sive religionem ingressus fuero,

sive in statu saeculari permansero, si intra fines Europae fuero,

quolibet anno; si vero extra, quolibet biennio, mei ipsius, mei-

que status exercitii, et loci, ubi moram traxero, sacram Con-
gregationem de Propaganda Fide certiorabo.

" Voveo praeterea et iuro, quod, iussu praedictae Congrega-
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tionis de Propaganda Fide, sine mora in provinciam meam re-

vertar, ut ibi perpetuo in divinis administrandis laborem meum
ac operam pro salute animarum impendam: quod etiam prae-

stabo, si, cum praedictae Sedis licentia, religionem, societatem,

aut congregationem regularem ingressus fuero, et in earum

aliqua professionem emisero.

" Denique voveo et iuro, me praedictum iuramentum eius-

que obligationem intelligere et observaturum, iuxta declara-

tiones factas a sacra Congregatione de Propaganda Fide, et

Brevi Apostolico roboratas sub die 20 lulii 1660. Itemque

iuxta novissimam declarationem eiusdem sacrae Congrega-

tionis, die 12 Maii anno 1834 editam.

" Sic me Deus adiuvet et haec sancta Dei evangelia."

Haec formula in usu est penes plura Urbis collegia, nempe

penes collegia de Propaganda, Scotiae, Hiberniae, Americae

septentrional is, Angliae (pro alumnis dumtaxat, exclusis scili-

cet convictoribus), et penes collegium losephinum civitatis

Columbus. In collegio Anglico Lisbonensi, in usu est formula

Urbani VIII, sine additamento Alexandri VII. In collegio

Anglico Vallisoletano duae speciales formulae iurisiurandi

vigent, quae ceteroquin in pluribus conveniunt cum superius

recensitis. In seminario vero Lovaniensi aliisque nullum spe-

ciale iuramentum exigitur. Videndum itaque est, quod etiam

de hac iuramenti praestatione sit decemendum.

Haec itaque dubia enodanda S. Congregationi proposita

sunt:

I. Quomodo intelligenda sit dependentia a S. Congregatione

Consistoriali trium Urbis collegiorum, nempe Americae sep-

tentrionalis, Hiberniae et Scotiae, de qua in resolutione diei

12 Novembris 1908. ad IX; et quid idcirco statuendum sit

quoad designationem et attributiones Emi Cardinalis Protec-

toris in iisdem collegiis.

II. Utrum et qua ratione, post Constitutionem Sapienti

consilio, collegium Anglicum de Urbe adnexumque collegium

Beda dependeant a S. Congregatione Consistoriali.

III. Utrum et quomodo collegium Canadense de Urbe in

posterum dependeat a S. Congregatione Consistoriali.
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IV. Quae statuenda sint circa collegium losephinum in civi-

tate Columbus Americae septentrionalis.

V. Utrum collegium Americanum, Lovanii, post Constitu-

tionem Sapienti consilio, dependeat a S. Congregatione de Pro-

paganda Fide, an a S. Congregatione Consistoriali.

VI. Utrum et quae iura posthac exercere valeat S, Congre-

gatio Consistorialis quoad collegium Anglicum S. Albani Val-

lisoleti.

VII. Utrum et quomodo providendum sit coUegio Anglico

Lisbonensi.

VIII. Utrum et quomodo collegium Omnium Sanctorum,

Dublini, adhuc dependeat a S. Congregatione de Propaganda

Fide.

IX. Utrum et quomodo collegium Hibernicum, Parisiis,

dependeat a S. Congregatione Consistoriali.

X. Utrum collegium lanuense Brignole-Sale etiam nunc

dependere debeat a S. Congregatione de Propaganda Fide.

XI. Ad quem spectet concedere litteras dimissorias ad

sacros Ordines alumnis collegiorum Americae septentrionalis,

Hiberniae atque Scotiae de Urbe, nee non aliorum collegiorum,

quae superius recensita sunt.

XII. Utrum et quinam titulus ad sacros Ordines, post Con-

stitutionem Sapienti consilio, subrogandus sit titulo missionis

quoad alumnos collegiorum, de quibus supra.

XIII. Quid statuendum sit circa iuramentum ab alumnis

eorundem collegiorum in ingressu in collegium praestandum.

XIV. Utrum clerici statuum foederatorum Americae sep-

tentrionalis, qui vi peculiaris indulti, a Summo Pontifice per

Secretariam Status die 2 lanuarii 1909 concessi, promoventur

ad sacros Ordines titulo servitii ecclesiae, teneantur emittere

iuramentum sese mancipandi servitio suae ecclesiae seu dioe-

cesis.

XV. Qua ratione reformandum sit iuramentum quoad eos

alumnos collegii Urbani de Propaganda Fide, de quibus in re-

solutione S. Congregationis Consistorialis, die 12 Novembris

1908 ad X"° data.

Emi Patres S. Congregationis Consistorialis, in plenario
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conventu diei 29 lulii 1909, omnibus sedulo perpensis, respOH-

derunt

:

Ad I. Hanc dependentiam intelligendam esse de alta direc-

tione, quam S. Congregatio Consistorialis, vi Constitutionis

Sapienti consilio, exercet in omnia seminaria et collegia iuri

communi subiecta: et supplicandum SSmo, ut in unoquoque

ex his collegiis Cardinalem Protectorem, qui in Urbe resideat,

designet, cum attributionibus prout in eorundem constitution-

ibus et regulis, salvis tamen semper iis quae in memorata Con-

stitutione Sapienti consilio et inferius disponuntur.

Ad II. Affirmative, in iisdem omnibus terminis ac in re-

sponsione ad I.*™

Ad III. Ad tramitem iuris communis, si et quatenus opus

sit.

Ad IV. Quoad proprietatem et administrationem bonorum

nihil innovandum: quoad collegii directionem, disciplinam

aliaque, rem spectare ad S. Congregationem Consistorialem.

Ad V. Negative ad primam partem; affirmative ad secun-

dam, salvis iuribus S. Congregationis de Propaganda Fide

quoad alumnos dioecesum, quae adhuc eidem subsunt.

Ad VI. Affirmative, et S. Congregationem Consistorialem

succedere debere in iuribus, quae hucusque a S. Congregatione

de Propaganda Fide exercebantur.

Ad VII. Firma dependentia eiusdem collegii a S. Sede, pro-

videndum quoad modum iuxta mentem.

Ad VIII. Negative, subrogata S. Congregatione Consis-

toriali in iuribus, quae hucusque in dictum collegium exercebat

S. Congregatio de Propaganda Fide, et salvis iuribus S. Con-

gregationis de Propaganda quoad alumnos dioecesum, quae

eidem subsunt.

Ad IX. Dilata.

Ad X. Affirmative.

Ad XI. Litteras dimissorias concedendas esse a Cardinali

Protectore, ubi adest : ubi vero deest, ab iis qui hoc privilegium

legitime obtinuerunt; ea tamen lege, ut, si non agatur de pri-

vilegio perpetuo, indulti prorogatio sacrae Congregation! Con-

sistoriali reservata maneat. Rectores autem collegiorum (quis-
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quis sit, qui dimissorias litteras concedat) teneri in anteces-

sum in singulis casibus Ordinarium proprium candidati inter-

pellare, semel pro Ordinibus minoribus, et denuo semel pro

Ordinibus maioribus, nempe pro sacro subdiaconatus Ordine,

an aliquid alumni ordinationi obstet.

Ad XII. AMrnmtive, et subroganddm esse titulum servitii

ecclesiae titulo missionis, quoties alius canonicus titulus desit,

servatis de iure servandis, prout in rescripto S. H. C. pro Hi-

bernia, diei 27 Maii 1909; salvo titulo missionis pro alumnis,

qui a S. Congregatione de Propaganda dependent.

Ad XIII. Conservandum esse iuramentum ab Urbano prae-

scriptum, cum clausula adiecta ab Alexandro VII, in iis col-

legiis et pro iis alumnis, qui hucusque illud praestare tene-

bantur, reformatum tamen iuxta adnexam formulam.^ In

collegio Anglico Lisbonensi iuramentum conservandum esse

cum formula hactenus praescripta. Quoad collegium Ameri-

canum Lovaniense, ubi iuramentum non erat in usu, in pos-

terum alumnos non dependentes a S. C. de Propaganda teneri

in scriptis promittere, se fideliter inservituros esse propriae

dioecesi, quae promissio in archivio collegii conservanda erit.

Ad XIV. Negative, nisi ad id adigantur in casibus a iure

communi praescriptis ; facta tamen obligatione alumnis, qui

^lURISIURANDI FORMULA.

Ego N., e dioecesi A^., plenam habens instituti huius collegii notitiam,

ipsius leges et consuetudines, prout a moderatoribus explicatae sunt,

libenter amplector, iisdem me sponte subiicio, easque pro viribus me ob-

servaturum poUiceor.

Praeterea spondeo et iuro, me, quandiu hoc in collegio commorabor, et

postquam, sive studiis expletis, sive secus, quavis de causa, inde dis-

cessero, nulli religiosae familiae aut societati vel congregationi regulari

nomen daturum, nee in earum ulla professionem emissurum, sine speciali

Apostolicae Sedis licentia.

Item spondeo et iuro, me, Superioribus adprobantibus, statum ecclesiasti-

cum amplexurum, ad omnesque sacros Ordines, etiam presbyteratus, quum
Praepositis meis visum fuerit, adscensurum.

Voveo denique ac iuro, me, nulla interiecta mora, in meam dioecesim

reversurum, ut ibi perpetuo divinis ministeriis vacem operamque meam
omnem pro christiani populi salute impendam.

Sic me Deus adiuvet et haec sancta Dei evangelia.
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gratuito in bonum dioecesis aluntur, promissionem scriptam

emittendi, sese fideliter inservituros esse propriae dioecesi.

Ad XV. luramentum reformandum esse iuxta superius in-

dicatam formulam in responsione ad XIII, salvo iure S. Con-

gregationis de Propaganda.

II.

Ut infra relatum decretum SS. Rituum Congregationis de

usu linguae slavonicae in sacra liturgia omnibus pateat, atque

ab omnibus, ad quos spectat, praesertim ecclesiasticis utriusque

cleri viris, quocumque sublato praetextu, sancte religioseque

sub gravi obedientiae vinculo observetur, sacra Congregatio

Consistorialis de speciali mandato SSmi D. N. Pii Papae X
illud inserendum iubet in Commentario OMciali de Apostolicae

Sedis actis.

Datum Romae ex aedibus sacrae Congregationis Consistori-

alis, die 22 lulii 1909.

L. * S. Carolus Perosi, Suhstitutus.

Decretum de Usu Linguae Slavonicae in Sacra

Liturgia.

Acres de liturgico palaeoslavi seu glagolitici sermonis usu

controversias, quae diu iam in provinciis Goritiensi, ladrensi et

Zagrabiensi dioeceses plures commoverunt, compositas atque

adeo sublatas omnino esse oportuit, post ea quae sacrum hoc

Consilium itemque illud extraordinariis Ecclesiae negotiis

praepositum, Pontificis Maximi nomine et auctoritate, decre-

verat. Sed tamen nondum ipsas conquievisse dolendum est;

siquidem hie sermo etiamnunc multifariam contra praescriptum

usurpatur in perfunctione sacrorum; id quod non modo mag-
nam affert et admirationem et offensionen pietati publicae,

verum, cum gravi etiam caritatis pacisque christianae detri-

mento, Christi fideles fidelibus, vel intra domesticos parietes,

hostiles facit.

Tanta obtemperationis debitae oblivio quantae sit aegritu-
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dini SSmo D. N. Pio PP. X, facile aestimari potest; isque

apostolici officii sui esse intelligens, huiusmodi controversiis

imponere finem, nuper huic sacrae Congregation! mandavit, ut,

datis ad Rmos Archiepiscopos, Episcopos et Ordinarios ceteros

provinciarum memoratarum litteris, quaecumque decreto diei

5 Augusti 1898 aliisque deinceps praescripta fuissent, omnia,

nonnullis opportune mutatis, revocaret, eaque sancte invio-

lateque, onerata ipsorum Antistitum conscientia, observari

iuberet.

Primum igitur, quum eo ipso decreto cautum fuerit, ut Or-

dinarii singuli indicem conficerent atque exhiberent omnium
suae dioecesis ecclesiarum, quas certum esset privilegio linguae

glagoliticae in praesens uti; quumque ei praescriptioni satis-

factum non sit, quippe talis index, licet studiose expetitus, de-

sideratur tamen adhuc, eumdem sacra haec Congregatio prae-

cipit ut Ordinarii omnes intra mensem lulium anni proximi

Apostolicae Sedi exhibeant, his quidem legibus confectum:

ut eae dumtaxat ecclesiae, tamquam hoc privilegio auctae,

notentur, in quibus non coniectura aliqua sed certis monu-
mentis ac testibus constiterit, lingnam glagoliticam ab anno

1868 ad praesens tempus sine intermissione in sacris pera-

gendis adhibitam esse;

ut, eiusdem privilegii nomine, nuUae istis adscribantur ec-

clesiae, ubi in solemnibus Missis latina lingua celebrandis Epis-

tolam et Evangelium cantari glagolitice mos fuerit, eoque

minus ubi ista sermone croatico vulgari canantur.

Praeterea sacra haec Congregatio, quae infra scripta sunt,

approbante item Summo Pontifice, religiosissime observanda

edicit:

I. Quandoquidem Apostolica Sedes de usu glagoliticae lin-

guae liturgico opportunum factu censuit, certis terminare fin-

ibus quod olim indulserat, usus huiusmodi considerari et

haberi ab omnibus debet ut privilegium locale, quibusdam ad-

haerens ecclesiis, minime vero ut personate, quod ad nonnullos

sacerdotes pertineat. Quamobrem sacerdotes, qui palaeosla-

vicae dictionis periti sint, eam abhibere non poterunt. Sacrum
facientes in ecclesia, quae hoc privilegio careat.
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II. Semel confecto et publicato ecclesiarum privilegiatarum

indice, nulli prorsus licebit in aliis ecclesiis, quacumque causa

aut praetextu, linguam palaeoslavicam in sacram liturgiam in-

ducere. Si quis vero, saecularis aut regularis sacerdos, secus

fecerit, aut id attentaverit, ipso facto a celebratione Missae

ceterorumque sacrorum suspensus maneat, donee ab Aposto-

lica Sede veniam impetrabit.

III. In ecclesiis, quae privilegio fruuntur, Sacrum facere et

Officium persolvere publica et solemni ratione, permissum ex-

clusive erit palaeoslavico idiomate, quacumque seclusa alterius

linguae immixtione, salvis tamen praescriptis ad § XI huius

decreti. Libri autem ad Sacra et ad Officium adhibendi char-

acteribus glagoliticis sint excusi atque ab Apostolica Sede re-

cog^iti et approbati: alii quicumque libri liturgici, vel alio

impressi charactere, vel absque approbatione Sanctae Sedis,

vetiti omnino sint et interdicti.

IV. Ubicumque populus sacerdoti celebranti respondere

solet, aut nonnullas Missae partes canere, id etiam nonnisi

lingua palaeoslavica, in ecclesiis privilegiatis fieri licebit. Id-

que ut facilius evadat, poterit Ordinarius, fidelibus exclusive

permittere usum manualis libri latinis characteribus, loco gla-

goliticorum, exarati.

V. In praefatis ecclesiis, quae concessione linguae palaeo-

slavicae indubitanter fruuntur, Rituale, slavico idiomate im-

pressum, adhiberi poterit in Sacramentorum et Sacramental-

ium administratione, dummodo illud fuerit ab Apostolica Sede

recognitum et approbatum.

VI. Sedulo curent Episcopi in suis Seminariis studium pro-

vehere cum latinae linguae, tum palaeoslavicae, ita ut cuique

dioecesi necessarii sacerdotes praesto sint ad ministerium in

utroque idiomate.

VII. Episcoporum officium erit, ante ordinationem sacram,

designare clericos, qui latinis vel qui palaeoslavicis ecclesiis

destinentur, explorata in antecessum promovendorum volun-

tate et dispositione, nisi aliud exigat ecclesiae necessitas.

VIII. Si quis sacerdos, addictus ecclesiae, ubi latina ad-

hibetur lingua, alteri debeat ecclesiae inservire, quae palaeo-
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slavici fruitur idiomatis privilegio, Missam solemnem ibi cele-

brare Horasque canere tenebitur lingua palaeoslavica : atta-

men illi fas erit privatim Sacra peragere et Horas canonicas

persolvere latina lingua.

Sacerdos vero, palaeoslavici idiomatis ecclesiae adscriptus,

cui forte latinae ecclesiae deservire contigerit, non solemnem

tantummodo, sed privatam etiam Missam celebrare itemque

Horas canere tenebitur latina lingua ; relicta illi solum facultate

Officium privatim persolvendi glagolitice.

IX. Licebit pariter sacerdotibus, latini eloquii ecclesiae in-

scriptis, in aliena ecclesia, quae privilegio linguae palaeoslavicae

potitur, Missam privatam celebrare latino idiomate. Sacerdotes

vero, linguae palaeoslavicae ecclesiis addicti, eodem hoc idio-

mate ne privatum quidem Sacrum facere poterunt in ecclesiis,

ubi latina lingua adhibetur.

X. Ubi usus invaluit in Missa solemni Epistolam et Evan-

gelium slavice canendi, post eorumdem cantum latino ecclesiae

ipsius idiomate absolutum, huiusmodi praxis servari poterit.

In Missis autem parochialibus fas erit post Evangelii recita-

tionem illud perlegere vulgari idiomate, ad pastoralem fidelium

instructionem.

XI. In ipsis paroeciis, ubi viget lingua palaeoslavicae privi-

legium, si quis fidelis ostenderit se cupere aut velle, ut Baptis-

mus vel Sacramenta cetera, Matrimonio non excepto, sibi

suisve administrentur secundum Rituale romanum latinum, et

quidem publice, eademque lingua habeantur rituales preces in

sepultura mortuorum, huic desiderio aut voluntati districte

prohibentur sacerdotes ullo pacto obsistere.

XII. In praedicatione verbi Dei, aliisve cultus actionibus

quae stricte liturgicae non sunt, lingua slavica vulgaris ad-

hiberi permittitur ad fidelium commodum et utilitatem, ser-

vatis tamen generalibus decretis huius sacrae Rituum Con-

gregationis.

XIII. Episcopi illarum regionum, ubi eadem in usu est

lingua vemacula, studeant uniformi curandae versioni pre-

cum et hymnorum, quibus populus indulget in propria eccle-

sia: ad hoc ut qui ex una ad aliam transeunt dioecesim vel
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paroeciam, in nullam offendant precationum aut canticorum

diversitatem.

XIV. Pii libri, in quibus continetur versio vulgata liturgi-

carum precum, ad usum tantummodo privatim christHidelium,

ab Episcopis rite recogniti sint et approbati.

Datum Romae ex Secretaria sacrorum Rituum Congrega-

donis, die i8 Decembris anno 1906.

S. Card. Cretoni^ 5". R. C. Praefectus.

L. * S.

'^'D. Panici^ Archiep. Laodicen., 5". R. C. Secretarius.

III.

Decretum quo Pars Quaedam Territorii Dioecesis Nico-

LETANAE TrIBUITUR ArCHIDIOECESI QuEBECENSI.

Re prius ac privatim inter Archiepiscopum Quebecensem et

Episcopum Nicoletanum collata, SSmo Dno Pio PP. X preces

oblatae fuerunt rit pars quaedam territorii BeUevue nuncupati

a Nicoletana dioecesi seiungeretur atque archidioecesi Quebe-

censi adderetur. Cum autem compertum fuerit incolarum

spirituali bono facilius et efficacius hac ratione posse provideri,

oblatis precibus SSmus Dnus benigne est dignatus annuere.

In exsecutionem itaque huius pontificiae dispositionis sacra

Congregatio Consistorialis per praesei>s decretum, suppleto

quatenus opus sit quorumcumque hac in re interesse habentium

vel habere praesumentium consensu, earn territorii BeUevue

nuncupati partem, quae nunc ad S. Eusebii de Stanfold dioe-

cesis Nicoletanae paroecian pertind;, a praefatis paroecia et

dioecesi avellit, et paroeciae S. Callisti de Somerset archidioe-

cesis Quebecensis in omnibus attribuit. Ad quae quidem ex-

sequenda deputatur R. P. D. Paulus Eugenius Roy, Episcopus

titularis Eleutheropolitanus, cum facultatibus necessariis et

opportunis etiam pro opportuna subdelegatione, quatenus opus

fuerit. Contrariis quibuscumque non obstantibus.

. Datum Romae, ex aedibus sacrae Congregationis Consistor-

ialis, die 20 lulii 1909.

C. Card. De Lai^ Secretaritis.

L. * S.

SciPio Tecchi^ Adsessor.
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S. COHGBEGATIO CONCILIL

I.

Circa Ieiunium Servandum Pridie Consecrationis

ecclesiae.

Die J lulii ipop.

Synopsis disputationis.—Rev. A. Hermus, professor in

dioecesi Buscoducensi, de consensu sui Episcopi sacrae Con-

gregationi Rituum sequentia exponit :
" In dioecesi Buscodu-

censi, quando agitur de consecratione novae ecclesiae aedifi-

catae in paroecia iam exsistente, Ordinarius regulariter, au-

dito parocho novae ecclesiae vel ad eius petitionem, diem

statuit, qua veniet ecclesiam consecrare; parochiani se huic rei

non immiscent, et ne quidem per deputatos votum, ut ecclesia

consecretur, Episcopo manifestant. Quod si agitur de divi-

sione paroeciae vel erectione novae paroeciae, ex partibus

duarum vel plurimum aliarum paroeciarum, regulariter etiam

ecclesia novae paroeciae consecratur feria secunda, proindeque

ieiunium anticipari deberet in diem Sabbati. Tunc autem

nondum nova parochia est erecta, eiusque parochus nondum
nominatus. Ordinarie saltem die dominica, pridie consecra-

tionis, nova paroecia erigitur eiusque parochus, vel etiam

sacellani eius, ab Episcopo nominantur. Quaeritur ergo:
" I. Quinam in PontiUcali romano intelligendi sint sub

nomine eorum, qui petunt sibi ecclesiam consecrari?

" II. Quinam in casibus praedictis ad observandum ieiunium,

pridie consecrationis ecclesiae obstringantur?
"

Super his dubiis, a sacra Congregatione Rituum ad hanc

remissis, exquisitum fuit votum unius ex apostolicarum caere-

moniarum magistris, quod hie subnectitur.

Pontificale romanum, tit. de ecclesiae dedicatione seu conse-

cratione, haec habet :
" Quando ecclesia fuerit dedicanda, de-

bet archidiaconus praenuntiare clero et populo, quibus est ec-

clesia consecranda, ut priusquam consecretur, ieiunent. Nam
Pontifex consecrans, et qui petunt sibi ecclesiam consecrari,

praecedenti die idunare debent." Pontificale romanum itaque
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primo generatim indicat ieiunium a clero et populo esse ser-

vandum, deinde determinat quinam de clero et populo tene-

antur. Quod magis expresse a sacra Congregatione Rituum

declaratum fuit in Mechlinien. diei 29 lulii 1780 ad I; nam
proposito dubio, " an ieiunium in Pontificali romano prae-

scriptum iis, a quibus consecratur ecclesia, sit strictae obliga-

tionis, vel potius tantum de consilio "
; eadem S. Congregatio

respondit :
" Ieiunium in Pontificali romano praescriptum esse

strictae obligationis pro Episcopo consecrante, et pro iis tan-

tum, qui petunt sibi ecclesiam consecrari." Ex qua respon-

sione apparet, S. Congregationem declaravisse, ieiunium hoc

esse strictae obligationis, et per verba tantum et sihi intellex-

isse, ieiunio adigi solum illos qui petunt, non simpliciter et sine

ullo titulo, sed ratione alicuius vel iuris vel officii, cum aliquo

saltem spirituali emolumento sihi obveniente.

Consecrationem itaque petere potest: 1°. ille, a quo aut a

cuius antecessoribus ecclesia fuit aedificata aut dotata, sive iure

patronatus gaudeat sive non; superior familiae regularis sive

solus, sive cum suis consultoribus, si eorum consensus iuxta

Ordinis constitutiones sit necessarius ; superior sodalitatis, etc.

;

2°. ille, cuius curae ecclesia consecranda credita est, v. gr.

parochus, si agatur de sua ecclesia parochiali, seu filiali suae

curae commissa; rector consecrandae ecclesiae, ab Episcopo

etiam implicite deputatus, etc.—Si quis itaque ex praedictis

consecrationem petat, cum hoc agat ex iure vel ex officio vel

ratione alicuius vinculi, quo ipse ecclesiae consecrandae devin-

citur, ad ieiunium tenetur. Populus vero, ut in pluribus, non

tenetur, quia de facto non petit, imo in actuali praxi, excepta

aliqua pecuniaria oblatione, aedificationi et consecrationi ec-

clesiae non sese immiscet. Attamen si ipse suis impensis ec-

clesiam aedificavisset, et ab Episcopo peteret sihi consecrari,

cum verificentur duae requisitae conditiones h. e. petitio et

consecratio sihi; et ipse a ieiunio non videretur excludendus.

Sed hie casus malo fato est nunc rarus, et circumstantiae per-

pendendae, ne incaute obligatio imponatur.

Hisce praeiactis, investigat Consultor, quid sentiendum in

duobus casibus a professore Hermus propositis. Et primo eri-
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gitur nova ecclesia parochialis intra alicuius paroeciae limites,

et cum haec nova ecclesia erit sedes parochiae, et substituet

veterem ecclesiam parochialem, parochus ipse ab Episcopo petit

consecrationem ; ergo ipse tenetur legi ieiunii servandi. Tene-

tur quoque, licet non proprio impulsu petat, sed solummodo ab

Episcopo vocetur, ut secum concordet de consecratione :
1°.

quia ab ipso ritu requiritur aliquis petens, iuxta sermonem ab

Episcopo habendum ante ecclesiae fores quando in eo est, ut

cum sacris reliquiis ecclesiam ingrediatur; 2°. quia idem paro-

chus implicite petit, quando cum Episcopo concordat de con-

secratione. Populus, qui, ut exponitur, se non immiscet, cum
non petat, non tenetur.

Proponitur et alter casus de nova ecclesia, quae in paro-

chialem erigenda est die dominica pridie consecrationis, feria

secunda peragendae. leiunium in casu servandum est Sab-

bato, pridie erectionis ecclesiae in parochialem. Sacerdos, qui

die dominica erit parochus, et qui interim consecrationem curat,

tenetur ad ieiunium servandum: 1°. quia moraliter ut parochus

habetur per designationem ab Episcopo factam post examen

seu concursum; 2°. quia ipse est saltern eius rector, et de facto,

sive implicite sive explicite, consecrationem petit. Sacellani

videntur excludendi.

Propositis itaque dubiis responderet: ad I. li tantum qui,

vi alicuius iuris vel officii vel dominii etc., petunt ecclesiae con-

secrationem; ad II. Parochus, sive iam sit sive nondum consti-

tutus in oMcio, qui consecrationem saltern implicite petat.

Resolutiones.—Emi Patres S. Congregationis Concilii, in

generali conventu diei 3 lulii 1909, supra relatis dubiis re-

spondendum censuerunt

:

Ad I. Detur decretum S. Congregationis Rituum in Mech-
linien. diei 2p lulii 1/80.

Ad II. Parochus, sive iam sit, sive nondum constitutus in

officio, dummodo designatus, qui consecrationem saltern im-

plicite petat.

L. * S. luLius Grazioli, Suhsecretarius.
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II.

De Clericis in Americam et ad Insulas Philippinas

Profecturis.

Ne quae salubriter in Domino constituta iam fuerunt anno-

rum decursu memoria excidant, maxime cum, etiam in prae-

sens, baud raro contingat, quod sacerdotes non pauci absque

S. H. C Concilii venia ex Italia praesertim in Americam se

conferant, SSmus Dnus noster Pius PP. X decretum quod in-

scribitur: De clericis in Americam et ad Insulas Philippinas

profecturis, ab eadem S. H. C, die 14 Novembris anno 1903

editum, vulgari iterum mandavit.

Datum Romae, ex aedibus sacrae Congregationis Concilii,

die 7 Septembris 1909.

L. * S. luLius Grazioli, Suhsecretarius.

Decretum de Clericis in Americam et ad Insulas

Philippinas Profecturis.

Clericos peregrinos, a remotis transmarinis oris venientes,

iuxta veterum Patrum statuta et canonicas sanctiones {tit. 22,

lib. I Decret.) ipsasque prudentiae regulas, nonnisi caute ad

sacri ministerii exercitium esse admittendos, neminem pro-

fecto latet. Nam propter distantiam et dissimilitudinem loco-

rum, de personis earumque qualitatibus ac de valore docu-

mentorum, quae ab advenis exhibentur, iustum indicium tute

expediteque fieri saepe difficile est; fraus ac dolus (teste experi-

entia) aliquando subrepunt; unde periculum passim imminet,

ne indigni ac nequam viri super gregem fidelium constituantur,

cum gravissima divinae maiestatis offensa et rei christianae

iactura.

Ad haec arcenda discrimina, S. Concilii Congregatio, de

speciali mandato SSmi D. N. Leonis XIII, circularibus litteris

ad Italiae et Americae Ordinarios, die 27 mensis lulii 1890

datis, legem tulit, qua Italorum sacerdotum rriigrationem in

Americam certis regulis contineret.

Huiusmodi regulae hae sunt

:

" I. In futurum prohibentur omnino Italiae Episcopi et Or-
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dinarii concedere suis presbyteris e clero saeculari litteras dis-

cessoriales, ad emigrandum in regiones Americae.

" 2. Exceptio tantummodo admitti poterit, onerata Episcopi

conscientia, pro aliquo eius dioecesano sacerdote maturae

aetatis, sufficienti sacra scientia praedito, et vere iustam af-

ferente emigrationis causam; qui tamen, bonum testimonium

habens intemeratae vitae, in operibus sacri ministerii cum laude

spiritus ecclesiastici et studii salutis animarum hactenus per-

actae, solidam spem exhibeat aedificandi verbo et exemplo

fideles ac populus ad quos transire postulat, nee non moralem

certitudinem praestet, numquam a se maculatum iri sacerdo-

talem dignitatem exercitatione vulgarium artium et negotia-

tionum.

"
3. Sed in huiusmodi casu, idem Italus Episcopus et Ordi-

narius, omnibus rite perpensis et probatis, rem, absque sacer-

dotis postulantis interventu, agat cum ipso Ordinario Ameri-

cano, ad cuius dioecesim ille transire cupit, et habito ab ipso

Americano Ordinario eiusdem sacerdotis formali acceptatione,

una cum promissione, eum ad aliquod ministerii ecclesiastici

munus deputandi, de omnibus et singulis ad memoratam S.

Congregationem Concilii referat. Quae si tamen assentiatur,

tunc poterit Episcopus discessorias litteras concedere, commu-
nicando cum Americano Antistite per secretam epistolam, nisi

ei iam cognitae sint, notas emigrantis sacerdotis proprias, ad

impediendas fraudes circa subiecti identitatem. Ex ea dioe-

cesi ad aliam in America idem sacerdos emigrare ne liceat,

absque nova sacrae Congregationis licentia.

" 4. Excluduntur in quavis hypothesi presbyteri ritus ori-

entalis.

"
5. Quod si non agatur de emigratione, sed de alio Italiae

sacerdote, qui ob suas peculiares honestas ac temporaneas causas

pergere velit ad Americae partes, satis erit ut proprius Ordi-

narius, his perspectis, ac dummodo de cetero nihil obstet, eum
muniat in scriptis sua licentia ad tempus (unius anni limitem

non excedens), in qua ipsae abeundi causae declarentur, cum
conditione, ut suspensus illico maneat a divinis, expleto con-

stituto tempore, nisi eius legitimam prorogationem bbtinuerit.
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"6. Non comprehenduntur his legibus de emigratione in

Americas ii sacerdotes, qui ad hoc speciali aliquo gaudent apo-

stolico privilegio."

Hac lege, noxia plura remota et sublata fuerunt, non tamen

omnia, neque ex toto, Experientia enim docuit, ex praepostera

art. 5 superius recensiti interpretatione salutaris illius legis

effectum saepenumero fuisse frustratum. Praeterea constitit,

nedum ex Italia, sed ex aliis quoque Europae regionibus ni-

miam esse, quandoque etiam perniciosam, sacerdotum migra-

tionem in Americam, et ad insulas Philippinas.

Quare Emi S. C. Patres, plurium Episcoporum relationibus

rite, uti par erat, inspectis, eorundem Episcoporum votis ob-

secundantes, rebus omnibus mature perpensis, censuerunt,

latius atque uberius esse hac de re providendum nova generali

lege, quae his capitibus continetur

:

I. Pro Italiae clericis, firmis dispositionibus contentis in cir-

cularibus litteris diei 27 mensis iulii 1890, sub numeris i, 2,

3, 4 et 6, Ordinariorum omnium tam Italiae quam Americae

conscientia super plena earum observantia graviter oneratur.

Facultas vero sub num. 5 concessa circumscribitur ad casum

strictae et urgentis necessitatis, ut e. g. pro gravi infirmitate

alicuius in America degentis, quem Christiana caritas aut pie-

tatis officium invisere exigant, neque tempus suppetat recur-

rendi ad S. Sedem. Sed in hoc et similibus adiunctis causa

urgentis necessitatis in discessoriis litteris clare ac determinate

exprimenda erit, absentiae tempus ad sex menses circumscri-

bendum, et de re statim edocenda S. Concilii Congregatio.

II. Extra Italiam vero, in posterum ne liceat Europae Ordi-

nariis discessoriales pro America suis clericis largiri, nisi re-

quisito prius consensu Episcopi dioecesis illius, ad quam
sacerdos pergere cupit, permutatis ad hunc finem secretis lit-

teris, in quibus de aetate et de moralibus atque intellectualibus

qualitatibus migrantis sacerdotis Americanus Praesul doce-

atur. Excipitur tamen casus strictae et urgentis necessitatis,

in quo, pari modo ac supra, licentia a proprio Ordinario con-

cedi poterit, sed ad sex menses tantum valitura, adnotata causa

urgentis necessitatis, et monito per epistolam Episcopo loci

ad quem sacerdos proficiscitur.
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Quo vero ad sacerdotes orientalis ritus serventur disposi-

tiones datae a S. C. de Propaganda Fide, litteris diei 12 Aprilis

1894.

III. Pro migraturis denique ex qualibet orbis parte ad Phi-

lippinas insulas, eaedem leges ac normae serventur ac pro Italis

sacerdotibus ad Americam pergentibus, hac tamen differentia,

ut pro Europae aliarumque regionum sacerdotibus venia ex-

petenda sit a S. Congregatione Concilii; pro Americae vero

septentrional is sacerdotibus, a delegatione Apostolica Wash-

ingtoniae.

Itaque in posterum discessoriae litterae pro clericis in Ame-
ricam et ad insulas Philippinas migraturis conficiantur in forma

specifica, iuxta regulas superius statutas: et aliter factae nul-

lius valoris sint, et qua tales ab Ordinariis illarum dioeceseon

aestimentur.

Facta autem de his omnibus relatione SSmo D. N. Pio

PP. X in audientia diei 17 Septembris p. p. ab infrascripto

Cardinali Praefecto, Sanctitas Sua decreta Emorum Patrum

confirmavit, per circulares S. C. litteras publicari, et ab omni-

bus rite observari mandavit, contrariis quibuscumque minime

obstantibus.

Datum Romae, ex aedibus S. C. Concilii, die 14 Novembris

1903.

^ ViNCENTius Card. Episcopus Praenestinus, Praefecti4S.

L. * S.

C. De Lai_, Secretarius.

S. COKGREOBATIO DE RELIGI08IS.

I.

Instructio circa Debita et Obligationes Oeconomicas a
Religiosis Familiis Suscipienda.

Inter ea, quae religiosis Familiis mains detrimentum affe-

runt, quaeque sicut earum tranquillitatem perturbant, ita bonam
existimationem in discrimen vocant, praecipue est numeranda
nimia facilitas, qua aliquando debita contrahuntur.
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Saepe enim aes alienum inconsulto et intemperate suscipitur,

sive ad excitandas domos, sive ad eas augendas et ampliandas,

sive ad tyrones plus aequo recipiendos, sive ad manum appo-

nendam operibus vel instituendae iuventutis, vel sublevandae

miseriae.

Quae quidem omnia, licet vel in se, vel ratione praestituti

finis, sint opera laude digna, quum tamen regulis christianae

prudentiae et aequae administrationis non semper respondeant,

ideoque apostolicarum praescriptionum verbis et spiritui con-

traria sint, Deo esse grata non possunt, nee proximo valent

permansuram afferre utilitatem.

Quum autem in dies misere succrescat huiusmodi abusus,

debita contrahendi absque prudentibus cautelis, et frequenter

sine venia, sive Superioris generalis sive huius Apostolicae

Sedis; attentis peculiaribus et extraordinariis sane circumstan-

tiis, in quibus publicae et privatae res oeconomicae versantur;

ne domus quaecumque religiosae, ex sua leviori agendi ratione,

in acre alieno contrahendo damnum in posterum persentiant;

sanctissimus Dominus noster Pius Papa X, habitis suffragiis

Emorum Patrum Cardinalium huius sacrae Congregationis

negotiis Religiosorum Sodalium praepositae, in plenario coetu

ad Vaticanum habito, die 30 lulii 1909, post maturum ex-

amen, haec decernere, statuere et praescribere dignatus est, a

singulis Ordinibus, congregationibus, institutis, utriusque

sexus, sive votorum solemnium sive simplicium, a monasteriis,

collegiis et domibus religiosis, sui quoque iuris, vel Ordinariis

locorum subiectis, apprime servanda

:

I, Moderatores, sive generales sive provinciates seu regiona-

les sive locales nulla debita notabilia contrahant, nullasque

notabiles obligationes oeconomicas suscipiant, directe vel in-

directe, formaliter vel fiducialiter, hypothecarie vel simpliciter,

cum onere vel absque onere redituum seu fructuum, per publi-

cum vel privatum instrumentum, oretenus vel aliter

:

(a) absque praevio consensu Consilii generalis seu Defini-

torii, si agatur de Curia generali, aut de domo vel domibus,

immediate iurisdictioni seu directioni Curiae generalis sub-

iectis
;
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(6) vd absque praevio consensu Consilii seu Definitorii pro-

vincialis, et expressa licentia Moderatoris generalis, accedente

voto deliberativo Consilii seu Definitorii generalis, si agatur

de debitis vel obligationibus a Superioribus provincialibus vel

regionalibus contrahendis seu suscipiendis

;

(c) vel absque praevio consensu Consilii localis seu monas-

terii sive domus, quocumque nomine designetur, sub nullo Su-

periore provinciali seu regionali positae, et expressa licentia

Moderatoris generalis, eiusque Consilii seu Definitorii gene-

ralis. Quod si Ordo in varias congregationes seu familias,

proprium Praesidem seu Moderatorem generalem seu quasi

generalem habentes, divisus sit, huius Praesidis seu Modera-

toris eiusque Consilii licentia necessaria omnino erit

;

(d) vel absque praevio consensu Consilii localis, si agatur

de monasteriis vel domibus nulli Moderatori generali subiectis,

accedente tamen licentia in scriptis Ordinarii loci, si monas-

teria seu domus huiusmodi ab Ordinarii iurisdictione vere ex-

empta non sint.

II. In debitis vel in obligationibus oeconomicis contrahendis,

habenda est notabilis quantitas, quae superat 500 libellas, nee

attingit 1000, si agatur de monasteriis vel domibus singulis;

quae superat 1000 libellas, nee attingit 5000, si agatur de pro-

vineiis vel quasi provinciis; quae superat 5000 libellas, si de

Curiis generalibus. Quod si domus, provincia vel Curia gen-

eralis debita vel obligationes contrahere intendat, quae valorem

10.000 libellarum excedant, praeter licentiam respectivi Con-

silii, ut supra, requiritur beneplacitum apostolicum.

III. Non licet per diversa debita vel per obligationes di-

versas, quae quomodolibet contracta sint vel contrahantur,

summam respectivam in praecedenti articulo expressam supera-

re; sed omnia et singula debita omnesque et singulae obliga-

tiones, quomodolibet contracta, semper coaleseunt. Ideoque

nullae omnino erunt licentiae ad nova debita contrahenda no-

vasque obligationes suscipiendas, si anteacta debita vel obli-

gationes nondum exstincta sint.

IV. Pariter nulla erunt indulta seu beneplacita ad contra-

henda debita vel ad suscipiendas obligationes, valorem 10.000
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libellarum excedentia, si domus, provincia vel Curia generalis

oratrix in precibus reticeat alia debita vel alias obligationes,

quibus forsan adhuc gravatur.

V. Si qua autem congregatio et institutum votorum simpli-

cium aliaeque religiosae Familiae Consilia generalia, provin-

cialia et localia non habeant, ilia intra tres menses constituant

ad hunc finem vigilandae administrationis oeconomicae. Mon-

asteria autem seu domus, quae sint sui iuris, nee Consilium

libera capituli localis electione constitutum habeant, illud par-

iter intra tres menses sibi eligant. Consiliarii autem per tri-

ennium in officio permaneant, et sint quatuor in monasteriis

vel domibus, quae saltem duodecim electores habent, et duo

ad minus in aliis.

VI. Suffragia, de quibus agitur in articulo I, toties quoties

exquirantur, et semper secreta atque deliberativa sint, non

mere consultiva; licentiae autem, virtute suffragiorum con-

cessae, numquam oretenus, sed in scriptis dentur. Acta vero

Consilii subscribantur tum a Moderatore turn a singulis con-

siliariis.

VII. Graviter oneratur Moderatorum conscientia, ne per

se vel oeconomum, vel aliter, consiliariis occultent, ex toto vel

ex parte, bona quaecumque, reditus, pecunias, titulos, dona-

tiones, eleemosynas et alia valorem aliquem oeconomicum ha-

bentia, etiamsi data sint Moderatori intuitu personae; neque

de debitis vel obligationibus quomodolibet contractis taceant;

sed omnia plene, exacte, sincere, fideliter revisioni, examini

et adprobationi Consilii committantur ; omnia etiam docu-

menta, bona temporalia vel oeconomiam respicientia, pariter

consiliariis examinanda traduntur.

VIII. Nulla fundatio monasterii vel domus, nullaque fun-

dationis amplificatio vel mutatio fiat, si pecunia solvenda non

habeatur, et hac de causa debita vel obligationes oeconomicae

contrahenda sint, etiamsi fundus vel materia ad aedificandum,

vel aliqua pars aedificii gratuito donetur, vel construatur; nee

sufficit promissio pecuniae etiam in magna quantitate ab uno

vel pluribus benefactoribus tribuendae, quia huiusmodi pro-

missiones saepe non adimplentur, cum nericulo gravis nocu-

menti materialis et moralis Religiosorum.
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IX. Ut pecuniae, reditus aliique proventus legitime collo-

centur in aliquo tuto, licito ac fructifero investimento, et ut

potius in uno quam in alio investimento ponantur, requiritur

votum Consilii, toties quoties exquirendum, exhibitis praefato

Consilio omnibus notitiis circa formam, modum et alias inves-

timenti circumstantias. Quod item valet pro qualibet investi-

menti mutatione, servatis aliis de iure servandis.

X. Quae de triplici clavi capsam claudente deque ipsius

capsae visitatione, necnon de recta administratione rerum tem-

poralium praescribuntur in constitutioiaibus singularum Fami-

liarum religiosarum, si severiori ratione, quam in singulis

articulis praesentis Instructionis ordinentur, accurate serventur

in iis, quae ipsi Instructioni contraria non sint. Et ubi ad-

ministratio temporalis per propria statuta ordinata non fuerit,

omnia quamprimum ordinentur, prae oculis habitis quae in

Normis, cap. VI, dicuntur, quaeque non solum sorores, sed et

viros religiosos respiciunt, ut habetur in nota in fine pag. 3

earundem Normarum posita, salvis semper praescriptionibus

huius Instructionis.

XI. Fundus, legata et alia quaecumque bona, quae quomo-

dolibet Missas adnexas habent, eorumque fructus vel reditus

nullo pacto debitis vel obligationibus oeconomicis cuiuscumque

conditionis sint, ne quidem ab breve tempus, gravari possunt;

et pecuniae pro Missis manualibus vel aliis celebrandis ac-

ceptae, ante ipsarum celebrationem, nullo pacto nullaque de

causa, neque ex toto neque ex parte expendi possunt, sed in-

tegre servari debent. Qua in re speciali vigilantia procedant

tum Moderatores tum consiliarii.

XII. Quae de dotibus monialium et sororum non alienandis

ab apostolica Sede iamdudum statuta sunt, erunt apprime ser-

vanda. Nullo igitur pacto neque cuiusvis utilitatis intuitu fas

erit capitalia huiusmodi dotum consumere, quousque respec-

tivae moniales vel sorores vivant ; sub poenis a iure determina-

tis. Et Apostolicae Sedis venia erit expetenda, si ob gravissi-

mas circumstantias perutilis iudicetur etiam unius tantum dotis

alienatio.

XIII. Donationes, etiam titulo eleemosynae vel subsidii,
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non fiant, nisi iuxta conditiones a Sancta Sede praescriptas, et

iuxta mensuram in singulis constitutionibus ordinatam, vel a

capitulis, et in eorum defectu, a Superioribus generalibus cum

respectivis Consiliis legitime determinatam.

XIV. Omnia, quae in hac Instructione praescribuntur, non

solum Ordines, congregationes et instituta virorum, sed etiam

monialium et sororum respiciunt. Violatores autem earun-

dem praescriptionum graviter puniantur, et si violatio sit de

iis, quae de iure communi vel iuxta praesentem Instructionem

apostolicum beneplacitum requirunt, poemis ipso facto sub-

iaceant, alienatoribus bonorum ecclesiasticorum inflictis.

Contrariis quibuscumque, etiam speciali mentione dignis,

non obstantibus.

Fr. I. C. Card. Vives, Praefectus.

L. * S.

D. L. Janssens, O.S.B., Secretarius.

II.

DUBIA DE NULLITATE PrOFESSIONIS SoLEMNIS EiUSQUE Ef-

FECTUUM A NONNULLIS MONIALIBUS EmISSAE, NON PrAE-

Misso Triennio Votorum Simplicium ex Ignorantia

Decreti " Perpensis ".

Per decretum sacrae Congregationis Episcoporum et Regu-

larium d. d. 3 Maii 1902, quod incipit Perpensis, iniunctum

fuit monialibus cuiuscumque Ordinis, ut, peracta probatione

et novitiatu, vota simplicia emittant, nee ad solemnem pro-

fessionem admitti possint, nisi expleto triennio a die, qua vota

simplicia emiserunt ; ita nempe " ut si qua, non exacto integro

triennio, ad professionem solemnem, quacumque ex causa, ad-

mitteretur, professio ipsa irrita prorsus foret, et nullius effectus

(Decretum Perpensis, II) ".

Cum autem huiusmodi decretum in notitiam aliquot monas-

teriorum vel monialium nonnisi post aliquod temporis spatium

venerit, admissae fuerunt ad professionem votorum solemnium

nonnullae novitiae immediate post novitiatum, ex decreti ig-

norantia. Hinc quaeritur:

I. An professio, quam moniales praedictae emiserunt post

diem 3 Maii 1902, tamquam solemnem, non praemisso trien-
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nio votorum simplicium ex ignorantia decreti Perpensis, haberi

debeat tamquam nulla? Et quatenus Affirmative:

II. An professio, in iis circumstantiis emissa, debeat saltern

haberi valida, uti professio simplex ?

III. An renuntiatio, donationes etc. a moniali factae occa-

sione talis invalidae professionis, habendae sint tamquam

nullae, ac proinde res donatae ab ilia legitime repeti possint

cum dote?

Emi Patres sacrae Congregationi negotiis Religiosorum So-

dalium praepositae, in plenario coetu habito ad Vaticanum die

30 lulii 1909, re mature perpensa, respondendum censuerunt:

Ad I. Affirmative.

Ad II. Negative.

Ad III. Affirmative.

Quibus omnibus sanctissimo Domino nostro Pio Papae de-

cimo per infrascriptum Secretarium sacrae Congregationis de

Religiosis sequenti die relatis, Sanctitas Sua responsiones

Emorum Patrum approbare et confirmare dignata est.

Fr. I. C. Card. Vives, Praefectus.

L. * S.

D. L. Janssens, O.S.B., Secretarius.

III.

Decretum de Quibusdam Postulantibus in Religiosas

Familias non Admittendis.

Ex audientia SSmi, die 7 Septembris ipop.

Ecclesia Christi, licet spirituali gaudio afficiatur, quum fideles

matura deliberatione et recta intentione statum perfectionis in

religiosis Familiis amplectuntur, qualitatis tamen quam numeri

potius sollicita, ingressum in novitiatum et professionem

votorum ita moderata est, ut eos tantum decreverit ad evan-

gelica consilia in religiosis Domibus servanda esse admit-

tendos, qui divinae vocationis argumenta praeberent. Ipsum

quoque probationis tempus, quod votorum emissionem prae-

cedit, ad hoc instituit, ut animi non solum religiosis imbue-

rentur virtutibus, sed etiam a Superioribus rite explorarentur.

Debilitata tamen in regionibus non paucis vitae christianae

disciplina, Apostolica Sedes ingressum in religiosas Familias,
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examen tyronum et experimentum vitae religiosae, paullatim,

progressu temporis, severiori quadam ratione ordinavit, editis

ad rem legibus, quae spem perseverantiae et prosperi exitus

firmiorem redderent.

Quum vero compertum sit, longe melius esse, ut aliqualiter

claudantur ianuae ingredientibus, ne postea late reserentur

exeuntibus, sanctissimus Dominus noster Pius Papa X com-

mittere dignatus est huic sacrae Congregationi negotiis Re-

ligiosorum Sodalium praepositae, ut severiori huiusmodi Ec-

clesiae disciplinae insistens in admittendis alumnis ad novi-

tiatum et vota, haec statueret, ab omnibus religiosis virorum

Familiis, graviter onerata Superiorum conscientia, fideliter in

posterum servanda, quae sequuntur

:

Nullimode, absque speciali venia Sedis Apostolicae, et sub

poena nullitatis professionis, excipiantur, sive ad novitiatum

sive ad emissionem votorum postulantes

:

I. "qui e collegiis etiam laicis ob inhonestos mores vel ob alia

crimina expulsi fuerint;

2° qui a seminariis et collegiis ecclesiasticis vel religiosis

quacumque ratione dimissi fuerint;

3.° qui, sive ut professi sive ut novitii, ab alio Ordine vel

congregatione religiosa dimissi fuerint; vel, si professi, dis-

pensationem votorum obtinuerint;

4.° qui iam admissi, sive ut professi sive ut novitii, in unam
provinciam alicuius Ordinis vel congregationis et ab ea di-

missi, in eandem vel in aliam eiusdem Ordinis vel congrega-

tionis provinciam recipi nitantur,

Contrariis quibuscumque, etiam speciali mentione dignis,

non obstantibus.

Fr. I. C. Card. Vives, Praefectus.

L. * S.

D. L. Janssens^ O.S.B., Secretarius.

ROMAN CU&IA.

Official announcement is made of the following honors

:

8 Jidy: John F. Carroll, of New York, raised to Knighthood

in the Order of St, Gregory the Great (civil rank).

17 August: The Very Rev. D. Alphonsus Bronsgeest, Vicar

General of Baker City, made Domestic Prelate.



Stubfee anb Confetencee-

OUE AHALECTA.

The Roman Documents for the month are

:

S. Congregation of the Sacraments: i. Answers in the

affirmative the question whether a bishop enjoying the privi-

lege of conferring sacred orders extra tempore et non servatis

interstitiis is at liberty to use this faculty also in ordaining

candidates who do not belong to his jurisdiction, provided

they have dimissorial letters from their own bishop.

2. Decides that the faculty for dispensing from matrimonial

impediments in the case of imminent danger of death, as set

forth in article VII of the Decree Ne temere/- does not apply-

to those who live in concubinage, but to any other cause for

the relief of conscience and (should the case require it) for

the legitimation of the offspring.

S. Congregation of the Holy Office reaffirms a decision

of 28 March, 1906, permitting a confessor to dispense in

urgent cases from the note of irregularity following upon cen-

sures speciali modo Summo Pontilici reservatis, from which

he absolves under the usual conditions when it would be in-

advisable for serious reasons to defer the absolution.

S. Congregation of the Consistory: i. Publishes a Pon-

tifical order by which the ecclesiastical colleges hitherto sub-

ject to the Propaganda are to depend hereafter on the S. Con-

gregation of the Consistory. The students continue to re-

ceive their dismissorial letters from the Cardinal Prefect of

Propaganda in his capacity of Cardinal Protector, if they

have hitherto enjoyed such protectorate. The other colleges

i"When danger of death is imminent, and where the parish priest, or
the Ordinary of the place, or a priest delegated by either of these, can-

not be had, in order to provide for the relief of conscience and (should
the case require it) for the legfitimation of the offspring, a marriage
may be contracted validly and licitly before any priest and two witnesses."
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in Rome that do not come under this category are to obtain

special Cardinal Protectors, and the colleges outside of Rome

are to make provision for dimissorial letters in accordance

with their separate approved constitutions.

The colleges in Rome are: the North American, English

(and the College Beda for converts), Canadian, Irish, and

Scotch.

Outside Rome : Josephinum, Columbus, Ohio ; Americanum,

Louvain, Belgium; English and Scotch Colleges, Valladolid,

Spain; English College, Lisbon, Portugal; Irish College,

Paris; All Hallows, Ireland; Brignole-Sale in Genoa, Italy.

The rectors of colleges granting dimissorial letters are to

advise the respective Ordinaries of the candidates for Orders,

once before the conferring of Minor Orders and again once

before Sub-deaconship is conferred, in order to ascertain

whether there is any obstacle to the lawful ordination.

The oath heretofore administered to the ordinandi is to be

altered as to its title, that is the titulus missionis becomes titu-

lus servitii ecclesiae.

Another oath formerly administered to the alumni of some

of the colleges soon after their entrance into the seminary,

and pledging them to the observance of the rules of the insti-

tution, and binding them not to enter a religious order without

explicit permission of the Holy See, is sanctioned in a slightly

modified form. Only the English College in Lisbon (Por-

tugal) retains the old formula in use in that seminary. The
American College in Louvain, where students have not been

hitherto pledged to the oath, is to require a separate declara-

tion in writing from each student, not attached to the Pro-

paganda, that he will faithfully serve the diocese to which he

belongs. A copy of this promise is kept in the archives of the

College.

2. Issues a confirmation of the regulations, published i8

December, 1906, touching the use of the Slavonic language in

the Liturgy.

3. Assigns a certain portion of the territory of the Diocese

of Nicolet to the metropolitan See of Quebec.
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S. Congregation of the Council: i. Decides that the

observance of the fast prescribed for the eve of the consecra-

tion of a church, and binding upon those " qui petunt eccle-

siae consecrationem ", is to be interpreted in the more literal

sense.

2. Confirms the regulations, issued 14 November, 1903, con-

cerning emigration of European, notably Italian, priests to

America, and of priests, especially Americans, to the Philippine

Islands. Visits, apart from those made with a purpose of ac-

quiring domicile, are restricted, and dimissorial letters are to

be issued with the approbation of the S. Congregation, or, in

the case of American priests going to the Philippines, under

the authority of the Apostolic Delegate at Washington.

S. Congregation of Religious: i. Legislates in regard

to the financial responsibilities assumed by Religious Insti-

tutes, making it their duty to act as a corporate body by the

formation of an advisory board (counselors). It limits the

extent of building operations, the assumption of debts and

mortgages.

2. Reiterates the decree of 3 May, 1902, by which solemn

vows are not to be taken until three full years have elapsed

after the completion of the novitiate; that is, the time when

first temporary vows are made. The S. Congregation further-

more declares all solemn vows made since 3 May, 1902, and

in violation of the aforesaid decree, to be invalid as contrary

to the expressed law, and hence rescinds all obligations, such

as bequests or donations made by the professed candidate

under the above circumstances.

3. Restricts the admission of applicants to Religious Orders,

without special permission of the Holy See, in case of persons

who have been dismissed from seminaries or religious in-

stitutes, or of those who have obtained dispensation from vows

made in another religious institute.

Roman Curia publishes list of recent appointments.
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SHAEESFEABE'S FBESENTATION OF JOAN OF AEG.

The beautiful and tragic story of the " Maid of Orleans ",

which has always had a particular attraction for readers

of ecclesiastical history and hagiographers, has received a

new and intense interest from the solemn declaration of her

Beatification pronounced last April by our Holy Father

Pius X.

The whole world is now ringing with the name of the

gentle but intrepid " Pucelle ", and as the months go by the

interest is by no means flagging. Her career is being studied

from new standpoints; her character gauged by hitherto un-

tried standards, and tributes to her sanctity, and sincerity,

and truthfulness are coming forth from sources which hitherto

could find nothing praiseworthy in her, but all to the contrary.

I trust that this little sketch may be deemed worthy of a

place in the pages of the Ecclesiastical Review. In the

month of April last Joan of Arc was declared by Pope Pius X
as deserving the honored title of " Blessed ", or, as it is stated

in liturgical language, " She was beatified ". The meaning of

this is that after the most severe scrutiny, thorough investiga-

tion, and historical research, all the accusations which had

been heaped upon the memory of this remarkable woman have

been refuted and proved to be calumnies; not only that, but

she has been declared to have been endowed with the great

virtues of humility, truthfulness, modesty, and chastity, and

this " in a heroic degree ". Indeed, notwithstanding the very

extraordinary circumstances of her life; notwithstanding the

fact that she had donned male attire among the rough sol-

diery, unprotected, there never was the slighttet word of sus-

picion breathed regarding her; never was any attempt made
to sully her reputation for modesty and propriety. On the

contrar)'^, it is stated in the annals that at her approach the

rudest and most ribald of the sold-iery were overawed and

silenced. She inspired a sentiment of respect and chivalrous

devotion in all who came near her. Not the boldest of the

rough troopers dared to utter a profane or improper word in
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her presence. She was surrounded as it were by an impreg-

nable wall of virtue and a halo of sanctity.

It is unfortunate that the first one to attempt to cast a slur

upon the fair fame of " La Pucelle " should be our great poet,

William Shakespeare. During the whole proceedings of the

disgraceful trial in which she was so cruelly and unmercifully

treated, so unjustly condemned and executed, not one word
was heard against the purity and virtue of her life. If any-

thing of that nature could have been brought against her, we
may be sure that those bitter and relentless enemies would

not have been slow in urging it, yet as a matter of fact no

such accusation was made. At her trial she was accused only

of sorcery, witchcraft, communication with evil spirits, heresy

;

nothing else. It is a blemish upon the reputation of the

great " Bard of Avon " that he should have allowed himself

to besmirch her noble character; nor can that error be re-

deemed by the beautiful things he said about her elsewhere.

What seems like a prophetic declaration of her ultimate com-

plete justification in the process of her beatification:

No longer on St. Denis shall we cry

But Joan La Pucelle shall be France's Saint

—

or even more clearly

:

We'll set thy statue in some holy place

And have thee reverenced like a blessed saint—

has been interpreted in a sense not entirely favorable, because

he puts these words in the mouth of his French characters,

which gives to them something of the air of a taunt or de-

rision, at least to English readers.

It is of course admitted that English prejudice naturally

condemned Joan as the cause of the defeat of their arms in

France, and there can be no doubt that Shakespeare found

himself more or less compelled to accept the prejudices of his

countrymen and inclined to pander to the prevalent judgment

of the corrupt court of Elizabeth. Still it is clear to any one

reading the first part of Henry VI, that the great playwright
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goes altogether beyond the bounds of decency or a fair ap-

preciation of the character of the Maid of Orleans, by ac-

cepting as true the distorted reports which to the ignorant

have become facts of history. That Shakespeare's, as well

as Schiller's presentation of Joan of Arc, is a travesty of his-

torical facts, and a most wanton insult to an unblemished

character, is not to be questioned by anyone familiar with the

documentary evidence of her trial.

Thus, on the first introduction of " La Pucelle " on the

stage (Act I, Scene 2), where she appears before Charles in

the Court of Chinon, he makes her draw her sword and fight

in single combat with the king as a proof of her valor. This

scene is entirely arbitrary and contrary to historical fact and

to the whole spirit and ethos of the Maid's marvelous career.

It is true she bore her " keen-edged sword

Decked with five flower-de-luces on each side;

The which at Touraine, in St. Katharine's Churchyard,

Out of a great deal of old iron I chose forth,"

As a matter of fact she got the sword under the altar, hav-

ing by some mysterious knowledge been made aware of its

existence there ; but she never drew it or used it upon any man.

Once only did she unsheath it and use it, but it was upon a

forward woman of loose character who came to demoralize

the military. The Maid struck this impudent woman across

the shoulders with the Hat of the sword, and in the act it

broke into three pieces. She never after carried a sword, but

trusted to her mystic banner.

Shakespeare then introduces a very indecent scene of love-

making between the Maid and the Dauphin Charles. It is

void of all historical foundation, and is only intended to

lower the character of the Maid.

In another scene (Act I, Sc. 5) he makes her fight again

hand-to-hand with Talbot, and puts into the mouth of the

latter such choice language as this,
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.... I'll have a bout with thee,

Devil or Devil's dam ....
Blood will I draw on thee: thou art a witch,

And straightway give thy soul to him thou serv'st

I will chastise this high-minded strumpet ....
. . . . that witch,—that damned sorceress

Hath wrought this hellish mischief. (Act III, Sc. 2.)

All this, though rough and unrefined, might be tolerated

and passed over as being not out of keeping with the gross

spirit of the time of Elizabeth and the bitter hatred of Joan

which prevailed. It does not go outside the general sentiment

of the day, which branded the gentle " Maid " as a foul sor-

ceress having communication with the evil spirits of dark-

ness. But in the last act Shakespeare becomes unspeakably

coarse and brutal, as he was well able to be. He introduces,

quite at the end of the play (Act V, Sc. 4) a poor shepherd,

as the father of Joan. There is no apparent reason for this

scene. It is in no way connected with the plot of the play,

nor is it required for any scenic effect; any histrionic denoue-

ment; nor has it any historic value. The one and only object

for which it is presented is to degrade to the lowest depths of

baseness, ingratitude, inhuman hard-heartedness, and silly

vanity, coarseness of mind and heart and lewd sense—the

sweet and chaste Pucelle d'Orleans.

The poor old shepherd comes seeking for his daughter; he

has sought her " Through every country far and near." And
now at last he finds her about to be delivered up to " a cruel,

timeless death ". In broken-hearted agony he cries out

:

Ah ! Joan, sweet daughter Joan, I'll die with thee.

Instead of being touched by this heart-rending appeal the

poet shows the gentle Joan devoid of all filial affection. She

disowns her poor old father in the following (I would almost

be inclined to say) impious manner:

Decrepid miser, base ignoble wretch,

I am descended of a gentler blood ;

—

Thou art no father, nor no friend of mine.—

^
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Then when the father insists strongly but affectionately,

Joan replies, " Peasant avaunt! " and turning to the English

lords she continues,

You have suborned this man,

Of purpose to obscure my noble birth.

—

The father then bursts forth into a diatribe, not too strong

indeed, were Joan really guilty of such baseness, yet alto-

gether too coarse and vulgar to bear being reproduced here.

The old man then disappears from the scene and the play, this

being his one and only appearance. Joan is then made to go

on in a boastful and vain speech, declaring that she is " the

progeny of kings ". She proclaims her own innocence and

purity in high-sounding terms.

Joan of Arc hath been

A virgin from her tender infancy

Chaste and immaculate in every thought.

But when she finds that she can make no impression on her

hard-hearted executioners by such lofty pretensions, she

cringes in most abject manner, and accuses herself of a life

of crime and immorality. She hesitates not to declare her-

self, at the cost of all womanly shame and modesty, to be in

such a condition as must prevent them from executing her,

lest it should involve the slaughter of a yet unborn innocent

life ! The language is too vile and abominable to be repeated,

and the calumny against the noble " Maid " is intolerable and

un-Christian.

Many students of Shakespeare have labored hard to prove

that he was Catholic, and indeed even in this very play there

are sentences which show that at least he was fully acquainted

with Catholic doctrine. This appears from words already

quoted concerning the canonization of Joan; and again (Act

IV, Sc. 3), in the following line he shows his belief in prayers

for the dead, or at least his knowledge of that Catholic doc-

trine :

Then God take mercy on brave Talbot's soul.
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But it is hard to believe that any one who had not lost all

sense of Catliolic teaching, nay of Christianity, could ever

have sunk to such a depth of brutality. It is not to be won-

dered at, either, that the mind of the youth of England, which

is steeped in the spirit and atmosphere of Shakespearean litera-

ture from its very earliest years, should find it hard to shake

off the deep-rooted prejudice against La Pucelle. Indeed the

Catholic mind of England, owing to the peculiar circumstances

of Joan's life, has been warped and blinded to her true char-

acter. Hence we find that even Lingard, a man of such well-

balanced and judicial mind, and endowed with such a vast

fund of information, is content to allow her to be considered

as the victim of " mental delusions ".

Now, however, after well-nigh seven centuries the process

of justice, commenced at the " Trial of Rehabilitation ",

twenty-five years after Joan's cruel martyrdom, has been sue-

cessfully brought to completion. She is now raised to the

highest pinnacle of honor. Her vocation to save France from

English dominion has been approved of as of Divine inspira-

tion : her " voices " can not any longer, at least by a Catholic,

be pronounced " hallucinations " or " mental delusions ". Her
life is now pronounced by the highest ecclesiastical authority

to have been one of heroic virtue. We are now authorized to

pray to her, as one holding a place in the ranks of the Saints.

It only now requires the solemn formality of a Canonization

to give her her true crown of glory on earth, and to place her

among the galaxy of the martyrs who have " whitened their

robes in the Blood of the Lamb ".

^ M. F. HOWLEY,

Ahp. St. John's, Newfoundland.

THE VERNACULAR IN THE CONGREGATIONAL CHANT OF
THE LITURGY.

( Communicated. )

The contribution of the " Parroco di Campagna ", in the

June Review, to the most interesting controversy on the ad-

visability of adopting the vernacular in the liturgy, suggests a

possible solution of this difficult problem.
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The late Dr. Campbell, who opened the present controversy

with a very able and forcible plea, spoke for the people. Most

of those who answered him and differed from him are speak-

ing for the Church, and especially for the clergy. They point

out how the outward unity of the Church might suffer; they

enlarge on the difficulties that any change would involve ; they

dwell on the inconvenience to which priests might be put.

These arguments against the vernacular are well taken, but the

question still remains, do the people receive all they are entitled

to under the present arrangement ?

It is well known that an ordinary Italian layman is quite

capable of reciting and understanding the Pater, Ave, Credo,

Confiteor, and other prayers in the official language of the

Church. It is equally well known among us that this is not

the case with the members of non-Latin races.

Is there not a possibility that those who framed the laws

imposing the Latin ritual on the Universal Church, did not

fully appreciate how much the people of non-Latin races lose

by the present arrangement; how much of the beauty of the

Liturgy remains hidden to them; how difficult it is for them

intelligently to appreciate the lessons which the Liturgy is in-

tended to convey to the people?

It is difficult to see how any one who fully realizes these

obstacles in the case of non-Latin races, can fail to agree with

the earnest and able pleas in the July Review and Pastoral

Blatt for an official translation into the vernacular of some

parts at least of the Roman Ritual, and the use of the ver-

nacular in parts of the administration of the Sacraments.

The reasons advanced for the adoption of the vernacular in

the Liturgy of the Mass are not equally cogent. The fact that

the Church in ancient and recent times has granted to some

rites the privilege of celebrating Mass in other languages than

the Latin, would argue for the possibility of extending similar

privileges to other races, but it is not probable that what is now

the exception will ever become the rule, and it is at least doubt-

ful whether such a change would not result in more harm than

good.
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Is there however no via media to be suggested, which would

place the people in a better position to follow, understand, and

appreciate the Liturgy of the Mass, without interfering with

the evident benefits that accrue from the priests celebrating in

the official language of the Universal Church ?

The reference in the contribution of the " Parroco di Cam-
pagna " to the beauties of the Improperia of Good Friday sug-

gested such a via media to the present writer.

Let no further change be made as to the language of the

celebrating priest; but is it equally necessary and beneficial

that the choir must sing in the official language? Would it

be too much to ask that the choir, or still better, wherever pos-

sible, the congregation, be allowed to sing some of the parts of

the Mass in the vernacular ?

In case such a permission be granted by the Holy See, " the

convenience of a common language ", and " the suggestiveness

of an unknown language ", would still be amply safeguarded

;

the atmosphere of the Holy of Holies would still be surcharged

with the " cloud " of mysteriousness that is supposed to pro-

duce " the thrill of awe ", and yet a tiny " pillar of fire " would

then relieve the monotony of night so long imposed on the

poor people, even as the feeble, flickering flame of the Sanc-

tuary Lamp speaks to the devout worshipper of the wonders

of the Hidden Presence.

In order to settle the question whether such an innovation

as would allow the choir to sing in the vernacular parts of the

Mass, would be justifiable and advisable in itself, as well as

beneficial to the people, it must be determined what is de facto

and de jure the function of a choir in the solemn celebration of

the Mass. There are those who stoutly maintain that the

" gallery choir " is a more or less inadequate substitute for

the " sanctuary choir ", and that the office of the choir is

merely and solely to assist the celebrant in the same manner

as the altar-boy assists or " serves " at a Low Mass ; and that

therefore the same reasons which hold for the celebrant em-

ploying the Latin tongue, with equal force apply to the choir.

Is there anything in ancient Catholic traditions, if we pass over
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comparatively modern innovations and restrictions, to prevent

us from granting that the choir may be supposed in a certain

sense at least, to represent the people?

It can hardly be denied that in the primitive Church, when

the celebrant and his assistants, the inferior clergy, used the

Greek or Latin, a language understood by the congregation,

the people took an active part and recited aloud portions of the

Liturgy. A glance at the early Liturgies proves that the peo-

ple recited the Kyrie, gave themselves the " Responses " to

the greetings and exhortations of the celebrant, recited the

Sanctus, Benedictus, and the Pater Noster, and other parts of

the Mass. It seems beyond dispute that in the primitive

Church there were three distinct and active participants, the

celebrant, the assistants or inferior clergy, and the people. It

is equally true that at present the people have been most suc-

cessfully shut out, and that the only active participation allowed

to them is the privilege of stirring up within their souls what-

ever devotion, in spite of all kinds of difficulties and distrac-

tions, they can elicit through their own silent meditations or

through the reading of their prayer-books.

If we are allowed to presume that one of the functions of

the choir, as it is now constituted, is to represent in a manner

the people, then here is the last vestige of any active partici-

pation in the Liturgy on the part of the congregation.

The members of our church choirs in this country who are

sufficiently familiar with the Latin tongue, form an insignifi-

cant minority. Most of them sing what neither they them-

selves nor those who listen to them understand. If then to

some it seems unnecessary and unreasonable that the priest

addressing himself to God in the name of the Universal

Church and in behalf of his people, should employ a language

intelligible only to himself and unknown to most, if not to all,

of those present, it would seem far more unnecessary and un-

reasonable for the people or their representatives to perform

their part in a language that they do not understand. Unless

it can be proved that there is any intrinsic merit in the Latin

language that makes it, and it alone, acceptable to God, it is
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hard to see why the choir might not be allowed to sing even

at High Mass parts of the Mass in tlie vernacular.

It is a custom at least in many countries to read the Epistle

and Gospel of the Mass in the vernacular. If this is good for

the people and sanctioned by the Church, why not allow the

choir to sing the Kyrie, the Gloria, the Credo, the Sanctus, the

Benedictus, and the Agnus Dei in the vernacular? In the

course of time, the entire congregation might be able, if en-

couraged to do so, to join in singing these beautiful hymns

and thus be restored to the place they once held in the primi-

tive Church; the Liturgy would then no longer be to them an

entirely closed book; some of its beauty would again be un-

raveled to them, and there would not be so much danger as

there is now, that their presence at the august Sacrifice would

be merely a physical one. r

In regard to the " Responses ", as these are addressed di-

rectly to the people, it would seem proper that the people or

choir should answer them in the vernacular; but on the other

hand, so long as the celebrant employs the Latin language, it

would seem more congruous that the choir in answering him

use the same language; but these Responses are so short and

so frequently repeated that even now well-instructd Catholics

understand what " Et cum spiritu tuo " means.

That such a change would please the people and the choir

may easily be seen from the difficulty some pastors have in re-

straining the choir from singing an English Offertory. That

the people love to take some active part in the public services

of the Church is evidenced from the eagerness with which they

join in the recitation of the Rosary, the Litanies, and the Way
of the Cross. Take, for instance, the Way of the Cross;

while this devotion is not of obligation like the precept of hear-

ing Mass on Sunday, few pastors experience any difficulty in

filling their churches during the Friday evenings of Lent.

And if this is so, the explanation lies in the fact that the Way
of the Cross, though a mere devotion, reaches the people; in it

they feel that they have an active share, and therefore they love

it and love to come to it. Better perhaps than any argument
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that might be advanced, would it be to refer the reader to the

" striking " picture given us by Canon Sheehan in his latest

novel, The Final Law, of the anxiety and ability of the poor

old blind Betty Lane to follow the Rev. Dr. Gray offering the

Holy Sacrifice in her humble home.

If the choir were allowed to sing in the vernacular the parts

of the Mass indicated above, these parts ought to be sung in

such a way that the people could follow and understand the

words. If the operatic church music condemned by the Holy
Father in the Motu Proprio were to continue in use, it would

indeed little matter in what language the choir sang, for few,

if any, could follow the words even if the vernacular were used.

But it would seem possible to set these parts of the Mass to

a music that would bring out the words and their meaning

more prominently. In this way, the introduction of the ver-

nacular into the choir would necessarily help to carry out the

laudable reforms in church music laid down in the Motu Pro-

prio ; whilst as long as the Latin is used exclusively, the temp-

tation to employ more or less operatic music will remain, for

as far as the people of the non-Latin races at least are con-

cerned, the only thing that appeals to them in the present ar-

rangement is the harmony of sound. Of the words they do not

understand anything.

Geo. a. Arctander.

St. Paul, Minn.

ALTAB BREADS.

Qu. I have read with interest the article which appeared in

your June issue of the Review concerning "Altar Breads," and

I am somewhat surprised that the matter has not been further

treated in the July or August issues. The question is so im-

portant, since it concerns the Sacrifice of the Mass, and the

Reservation of the Holy Sacrament, that I, for one, believe there

should be some pronouncement upon the subject for our coun-

try because of the fact of climatic differences.

Here in Canada, and I may say in the Northern parts of the
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United States, our climate differs so much from that of Italy,

Spain, France, Belgium, and such countries, that the prohibi-

tion to use, in Belgium, breads three months old in winter, and

six months in summer, might be so changed as to permit us to

use breads that are two months old in summer and three or four

months old in winter. Taking into consideration our cold, dry-

climate, 1 feel satisfied that altar breads continue perfectly fresh

throughout our fall, winter, and spring months, which means

a period of seven or eight months; at least it is so in this part

of Ontario.

Having too large a supply of small breads on one occasion in

the past, I left them in a tin box tightly closed, but secured

fresh breads each month for use; These first breads referred to

were got about the month of April or perhaps May. Now, in

September of that year I emptied the box of its contents, and

I can assure you that, after that period of four or five months,

I could detect no difference between those old breads, and those

received a week or so before.

To further show that our climate is favorable to the keeping

fresh of altar breads, I recollect, when in the Seminary some

fifteen or sixteen years ago, that in speaking of the age of altar

breads allowable for use, one of our professors stated that he

knew of a case of an altar bread that had been placed between

the leaves of a book, and six months afterwards it was found

to all appearances to be fresh.

Considering then our dry and cold climate, unless some pro-

nouncement is made to the contrary", can we not assume that

here in our country breads two months old in summer and four

months in winter, may be validly and licitly used for the Holy

Sacrifice of the Mass and for the reservation of the Sacrament?

Pastor.

Resp. Our correspondent quoted in the June number of

the Review " the only authoritative declarations of the Church

on the subject" (p. 763). Apart from these decisions the

question depends upon the time-limit of chemical change in

bread. This, of course, varies with climate and other phy-

sical circumstances. A writer in the Munster Pastoral Blatt

adduces the authority of the renowned chemist Liebig for the
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Statement that even when the particles of bread are most care-

fully protected from humidity, there is ijo certainty that their

substance remains unchanged after the lapse of six weeks.^

Obviously, our senses are no safe criteria of chemical change.

The subject is one that deserves discussion, however, and it

may be that some of our readers could offer the results of

personal experience thereon.

FATHEB BOABMAirS CATECHISM.

"A Catechism of Christian Doctrine, prepared by M. I. Boar-

man, S.J." (1909), assuredly possesses many admirable qualities

as a catechism for children. There are, however, some inac-

curacies that could be very well avoided, and certain features

that could be eliminated with much profit to the manual. Let

me enumerate a few.

Pg. Ti. The statement that " man is made of a body and a

spiritual soul " savors of tautology. There is indeed a distinc-

tion which has sanctioned the use of that term in speaking of

the brute instinct as the animal soul, but that is not for children.

Ibid. What is the authority for saying that God " breathed a

living soul into the rib of Adam whence Eve was made " ?

Pg. 13-15. When will we get away from that uncertain date

of history that Christ came on earth 4000 years after the sin of

Adam ? And the other, that Christ was born " about 1900 years

ago"?

Pg. 15. I question the advisability of treating about the fact

of St. Joseph as a foster-father, and entering into the reasons

why such was needed in the case of the Blessed Mother. They
are not questions suitable for discussion in children's cate-

chisms.

Pg. 16. Would it not be better to say that Christ saved us

by His life, sufferings, and death? (Life is omitted.)

Pg. /p. Among the " chief works of Christ " the miracles are

omitted.

—

Ibid. The definition of " Tradition," viz. " those

truths and practises which the apostles taught by word, etc." is

peculiar if not inaccurate.

1 Vol. VI, 1868, p. 30 ;
quoted by Van der Stappen, Liturgica Sacra,

Vol. iv, p. 124.
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Pg. 21. The statement that " the unbroken line of Popes

from Peter to our day proves that the Catholic Church is the

Church which Christ founded " is obscure.

Pg. 23. " Those are out of the body of the Church but be-

long to the soul of the Church who, without any fault of their

own, cannot know the true Church ; etc." Would it not be more
correct to say, do not?

Pg. 2j. " Pledges and firm resolutions are not vows ; for they

do not bind under pain of sin." This is rather peculiar doctrine,

i. e. as to reason and as to binding power of pledges, etc.

Pg. S2. Why say that we in this country " should keep the

Holy days of Obligation as we should keep the Sundays?" We
should not, because we could not and nowhere do so.

Pg. 36. We find six " sins against the Holy Ghost." Why
only six? Is not every sin one against the Holy Ghost? Or is

there only one to which that phrase is limited ?

Pg. j6. Hell is defined only as a place ;
" state " is omitted.

Pg. 57. Is not " merit Hell " rather a queer expression ?

" Deserve " would be better.

Pg. 40. The following could be omitted with benefit to the

children, viz. " Christ chose outward signs to convey His grace,

that the faithful might be united, know His graces better, and be

excited to devotion by visible signs and ceremonies."

Pg. 41. " The Baptism of Desire is a wish for baptism that

goes with perfect love of God." What does that mean?
Pg. 42. In Confirmation, " the oil signifies grace etc." This

is a rather obscure answer. Scrutator.
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CHKISTUS, LirX MUNDI: DIE PABABSLN D£S HEERK IM
EVANGELIUM, ezegetisch and praktisch erlaiatert von Leopold

Fonok, S.J., Dr. theol. et phil. ord. Prof, der Theol. Universitat

Innsbruck. Dritte, vielfaot yerbesserte nnd vermehrte Anfiage.

Approb. nnd Oeleitswort d. hochw. Bischofs von Rottenburg^.

Iiuubrnck: Felizian Ranch (Earl Pnstet) ; Regensbnrg, Rom, nnd

New York: Fr. Pustet. 1909. Pp.925.

THE SUNDAY EPISTLES. By Dr. Benedict Santer, 0. S. B. , Abbot

of Emans, Prague. Edited by his Monks. Approbation of the

Archbishop of Freiburg and the Lord Abbot of Benron. Translated

by J. F. Scholfield. London and Edinburgh: Sands & Co.; St- Louis,

Ho.: B. Herder. 1909. Pp. 558.

For the parish priest in America these two stately volumes

supplement each other, and furnish abundant, sound, and accur-

ately critical material for the practical study of the Epistles and

Gospels. Father Fonck deals indeed, properly speaking, only

with the parables contained in the Gospels, but he touches so

constantly upon every portion of the New Testament field, by

way of illustration and confirmation, that his erudite study is

a helpful treasure-house for the widest homiletic information.

It is, of course, written in German ; but we may confidently look

before long for a good translation of so thorough a work which,

since its appearance in 1902, has gone into two enlarged editions.

Father Fonck's recent call, moreover, to the presidency of the

Pontifical Biblical Institute makes a wider knowledge of his

works desirable. He has not been lacking in scholarly produc-

tiveness, although his books appeal less to the showy forms of

theological research and Biblical criticism than those of men
whose study includes .something of the art of platonic sensa-

tionalism, and who, like Professor Haeckel of Jena, make a

great name and fame for scientific research by writing books

that lack the fundamental constituent of sincerity in method and

of the truth of facts. Father Fonck's books bear the marks of a

unique power to systematize and to probe in matters of scien-

tific research. These are the two qualities that distinguish the

true critic, and if anyone doubt the author's profound ability in
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this direction, let him read carefully his volume on the methodi-

cal pursuit of academic studies (IVissenschaftliches Arbeiten),

in which he manifests not only the keen intellect that knows how

to discriminate in the abstract but also a broad survey of every

topic within the range of academic studies. This book alone

would prove the wisdom of the choice that placed him at the

head of the BibHcal Institute. But his volume on the Miracles

of Christ (Die Wunder des Herrn im Evangelium) and his de-

fence of the Sacred Text in its historical and critical aspects

(of which, we are glad to see, a new edition is in press), bear

ample testimony to the superiority of his Biblical scholarship and

his scientific judgment. These statements will give the reader

the assurance that the volume here briefly discussed is an im-

portant contribution to the literature of its subject. In fact we
have very little on the question, since P. Alphonse Salmeron

wrote his De Parabolis, that bears any proportion to what has

been done on the part of non-Catholic and anti-Catholic writers,

although the labors of Dr. Jacob Schafer and a few other au-

thors have sought to do justice to the homiletic aspects of the

themes, not indeed without due attention to the exegetical ques-

tions mooted in our day, but still without that complete ap-

paratus which makes Father Fonck's studies of the Life of Christ,

of which these expositions of the parables form a part, superior

to them.

The most valuable part of the work is to our mind the thor-

oughly erudite introduction {Vorbemerkungen) in which the au-

thor discusses the form and value of teaching in parables as

exemplified in classical pagan as well as in the Scriptural writers

of the Old and New Testaments. He distinguishes the varying

purposes of our Lord's parables with regard to His disciples

and with regard to the incredulous mass of the people whose

minds were dominated by the crass methods of the Pharisees.

He lays down the formal principles upon which the exposition

of the parables must be undertaken, and he shows the special

significance which Christ's parables assume as an illustration

of the Kingdom of Heaven and the character of the Church

on earth.

In treating the parables in detail. Father Fonck groups those

that explain the nature and effects of the Kingdom of Christ as

an introductory; then follow the parables which appeal to the
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individual members of that Kingdom, defining their position and

duties. A third group sets apart those parables in which our

Lord pictures Himself and His Heavenly Father as the head

of the new Kingdom, and emphasizes His relations to the mem-
bers. He is the "Lux Mundi ", the "Vine", "the Good

Shepherd ", the Father who welcomes the " Prodigal Son ". It

is needless to say that, so far as exegetical science has opened

to students a new way to exact knowledge of the Gospel state-

ments. Father Fonck takes account of its results. He frequently

ventures on paths that are new to the traditional interpreters of

the New Testament, but his opinions are not the haphazard and

desultory speculations of which he furnishes frequent specimens

in his references to Renan, Strauss, and their modern imitators.

The indications of collateral and subsidiary literature are so

copious that the student of the volume is in every way aided to

extend his reading into kindred lines without missing any of

the authorities, old or new, which are of importance.

The volume by the Abbot Sauter is a complement to a similar

work published under his name some time ago, in which he

illustrated the Sunday and festal Gospels and which is known
by the title Sonntagschule. In the present work the Epistles

are dealt with. The exposition has the form of a dialogue be-

tween the " Master " and the " Scholar," in which the former

answers the inquiries of his pupil who has apparently read the

Epistle aloud, and desires to understand its fuller sense, as one

striving after perfection. The style of diction is less erudite than

Father Fonck's book, and there is an absence of all didactic

form or critical apparatus. We can hear, as it were, the aged

Abbot, whom God had afflicted with blindness during the last

years of his life, and whose inner vision appears to have gained

in clearness in proportion to the withdrawal from outward things

to which Divine providence had consigned him—we can hear the

venerable priest answering the young Benedictine novice before

him, and the unction and simplicity of the lessons edify and en-

rich the soul, albeit there clings to it the peculiarity of the

German manner of thought, and we feel that we are in a clois-

tered atmosphere. It is spiritual reading no less than sound

exegesis which the priest finds here for every day in the week,

and helpful especially for Sunday monitions.
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CONFEBENCES D£ NOTBE DAME DE FABIS: Exposition de la

Morale Gatholiqae. Far le Canon Janvier. Le Vice le F6cli6. I.

Leurs caracteres et lenrs puissances. Fp. 421; II. Leors effets,

formes, remedes. Fp. 433. Faris: F. Lethielleux. 1909.

LA FOI CATHOLIQUE. Far H. Lesetre. Faris: Beauchesne et Cie.

1909. Fp.x-497.

That the vast Cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris continues to

be thronged every Lenten season by multitudes who listen with

rapt attention to the elaborate, usually profound, and learned dis-

courses delivered from its pulpit, is a tribute no less to the high

order of intelligence of the auditors than to the power of the

orators. For an illustration of this fact one has but to turn to

the " conferences " contained in the two volumes above—the

conferences delivered by Canon Janvier during the two Lents of

1907 and 1908. As one examines the very full analyses of the

individual discourses, one gets the impression of following a

treatise or a thoroughly studied-out lecture, such as one would

expect from a University professor on a special occasion. How-
ever, when one turns to the conferences themselves one feels

that he is being carried along by an orator whose eloquent art

vivifies, illumines, makes almost facile, and certainly beautiful^

the profoundest philosophical and theological truths. But

thoughtful and eloquent though these things are, and therefore,

as was said before, a tribute to the intelligence of the pew and

to the power of the pulpit, are they such as can be turned to

his own special needs by the English-speaking priest, suppos-

ing him of course to have command of their language ? To this

question it may be answered that, aside from their stimulating

and suggestive power, they respond to such needs in as far as

these lie in the direction of lectures to be prepared. In this

connexion they are highly serviceable. As regards the prepara-

tion of sermons, each of twelve "conferences" included in the two
volumes would supply ample and solid matter for several aver-

age " prones ", while the corresponding " instructions " which

the author delivered at the Paschal retreats are full of practically

available matter for the busy priest's requirements. For the

student the writer has made his work additionally valuable by

the appended bibliographies—lists of books which likewise point

to the wide range of reading involved in the preparation of

these conferences.
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It should be noted that, though the present volumes have their

own completeness, they also form an organic section of the

larger system indicated by the leading title. The four preced-

ing volumes (the Lenten Series of 1903- 1906) are devoted to

the subjects Happiness, Liberty, the Passions, Virtue. The
logical inter-connexion is sufficiently obvious.

La Foi Catholique is a collection of solid, practical, readable,

instructions on the truths of faith. Starting with the relation

of natural reason to faith, the exposition passes onward to re-

velation, the Church as its guardian and interpreter, through the

doctrines on the mysteries, the supernatural, the Sacraments,

Providence, and the future life. The author's double distinc-

tion as cure of St. Etienne du Mont, Paris, and as associate editor

of the Revue pratique d'Apologetique, together with the fact

that the volume has passed, within a short time, into a third

edition, may be regarded as sufficient testimony to the inherent

merits of the book.

ASSERTA MORALIA. Auctore M. M. Matharan, S. J., theol. mor.
prof. Edit. Tmdecima ad normam recentissimoram decretornm ancta
et emendata. Paris: Gabriel Beanchesne & Cie. 1909. Pp. 276.

Some years ago Father Thomas Slater, S.J., published a

volume entitled Principia Theologiae Moralis in which he re-

duced to a compendium the fundamental doctrines concerning

human acts, conscience, law, sin, virtue, the particular precepts,

and the obligations arising from certain avocations. He did not

deal with the Sacraments or with censures, because these topics,

while they form part of the scientific and systematic course

in moral theology, have their separate aspects and may be treated

aptly under the heads of dogma or pastoral theology and canon

law. Father Slater's work, although it deals with principles

only and thus eliminates illustrations such as casus conscientiae

or precedent cases, is somewhat discursive and covers over five

hundred pages of printed matter. It is moreover especially de-

signed to point out the application of legal principles to the

existing English statute law.

Quite different in method, form, and aim, though practically

of the same scope, is Asserta Moralia by the French Jesuit, P.

i
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Matharan. It condenses the whole subject of fundamental

morals in a scientific yet most practical way, including not only

the sacraments as " subsidia a Christo condita " but also the

" subsidia ab Ecclesia edita " comprising censures and irregu-

larities as subsidia coercentia or impedientia, and indulgences as

subsidia incitantia. In one sense, that is in its terse compendious-

ness, the little volume recalls a book of like scope by the late

Bishop Stang containing a brief analysis of the course in Moral

Theology given to the students of the American College in

Louvain. But Father Matharan's work is greatly superior to

the Medulla fundamentalis Theologiae Moralis in form of

analysis, precision of thought, accuracy of expression, and

definiteness of reference.

In less than forty pages (small form) it draws out the

Principia fundamentalia grouped as follows:

Principia

Actus humani '

f subjectiva: conscientia
' cognita: leges

Regula {

I

I

objectiva

i
violata peccata

I

Then the author takes up the OfUcia injuncta in about a hundred

pages under the schema:

omnibus

Officia injuncta

f virtutes theologicae

a Deo

Laliquibus \^^^'^.^

^ religiosis

Finally he exhibits the helps of grace:

[ praecepta decalogi

^ ab Ecclesia

laicis

Subsidia

a Christo: Sacramenta rpoenae

coercentia

ab Ecclesia

fpoe
obicobices

incitantia: indulgentiae
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There is a good topical index which is sure to serve the stu-

dent of theology in a way which no text-book can supply, be-

cause in the latter we easily lose sight of the rationes which sup-

port a case of conscience and take the solution as ready-made

and as a matter of precedent. The danger in this method of

casuistic application is that we easily err by confounding simi-

lar cases which may be wholly different in principle. But the

student whose mind gets a firm hold on principles will not need

to quote precedents, though they may confirm the correctness

of his judgment. He will have in himself, that is to say in

the knowledge of the fundamental laws which govern all moral

action, the criterion which enables him to decide a doubt of

conscience or determine the value of a moral act. In Asserta

Maralia we have invariable truths and facts of faith so defined

as to make their intelligence and bearing clear to the mind cap-

able of understanding. It is a collection of touchstones by

which the state of the conscience may be tested and determined

independently of practical experience or custom.

EXEMFEL-LEXIEON fiir Frediger und Eatecheten, der hi. Schrift,

dem Leben der Heilegen nnd anderen bewahrten Qnellen entnom<-

men. Herausgegeben von P. A. Scherer, Benediktiner von Fiecht.

Zweite, vermeliite nnd verbesserte Anflage von F. J. Q. Lampert,
Doct. theol. nnd Kapitular, unter Mitwirknng mehrerer Mitbriider.

Approbat. Erzb. von Freiburg nnd Erlanbm. der Ordensobem.
Yier Bande. Freiburg, Brisg.: St. Louis, Mo.: B. Herder. 1909.
Fp. 1021, 1016, 1013, 1002.

The completion of the new edition of the stately collection

of examples which constitutes the supplement to Scherer's

Bihliothek fiir Prediger marks another of the solid achievements

of the Herder firm in supplying Catholics with a series of

reference works, complete, modern, reliable, and accurate. The
Exempel-Lexikon would serve preachers and catechists quite

independently of any other source of reference such as the ela-

borate and analytically presented sermons from the pen of the

great Benedictine preacher. Each topic is introduced by a de-

finition of its meaning and varied application; the doctrinal

significance is explained in brief catechetical fashion, in its

theological, liturgical, and pastoral bearings; generally the his-

torical development is sketched in a clear, brief outline, which
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of itself suffices as introductory matter to a sermon or cate-

chetical mstruction; and each part is illustrated by examples

taken from history, hagiography, and daily experience. Thus,

to give an instance of the treatment of topics in the last volume,

we have under Sacramentalien, first an explanation of the gen-

eral idea of the sacramental, its etymology and usage; next, the

three requisites of a sacramental are given, viz. the priest as

minister, the doxology in w^hich the name of Jesus as it were

authorizes the bestowal of grace, and the sign external, namely

the cross by which the blessing is imparted. After this fol-

lows an exposition of the various kinds of blessings, with re-

ference to acts, things, persons, places; a separate section treats

of the objects blessed, of the virtue of personal blessings, such

as that of a newly ordained priest, of a bishop or of the Pope;

another section deals with exorcisms as effecting a sacramental

grace in virtue of the power of the priesthood and the invocation

of the Divine Name, and of the sign of the cross.

The typography is magnificent. The mechanical apparatus

of an additional and topical index covering the matter of the

four volumes completes the work, and makes us envious of the

possession of these fine German books which facilitate a priest's

labors in so many ways.

THE HOLY PRACTICES OF A DIVINE LOVER; or the Saintly

Ideots Devotions. By Dame Gertrude More, Nun of the Holy Order
of St. Benedict of the English Congregation. Edited with an
Introduction by Dom H. Lane Fox, Monk of the same Holy Order.

London and Edinburgh: Sands & Co. 1909. Pp. 216.

Helen More, or Dame Gertrude, as she was called in religion,

the compiler of these spiritual gems, was a direct descendant

of the Blessed Thomas More, and the foundress of the English

Benedictine Community of Our Blessed Lady of Comfort at

Cambrai, whose immediate heirs are the daughters of St. Bene-

dict at Stanbrook Abbey. She had come to France with eight

young English gentlewomen about the year 1620 in order to find

an asylum where they might peacefully correspond to the divine

call, a privilege denied them in their own land from which reli-

gious life seemed to have been permanently banished. Lady

Mary Percy, younger daughter of the martyred Earl of North-
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umberland, had preceded them in 1598, in order to found the

first convent of English Benedictines at Brussels. And now

three of these came over from Belgium to aid the new founda-

tion at Cambrai; for Helen More, the leader of the nine virgin

exiles, was still very young, barely nineteen years of age. More-

over, although she aspired to be a bride of Christ, her talents

and high-spirited disposition, combined with a quick and ready

wit, made it difficult for her to practise the monastic restraint

;

and for a few years, we are told in Dom Lane Fox's admirable

introduction, she was far from happy—even in danger of losing

her vocation. Then came to them Father Augustine Baker,

author of Santa Sophia, to train this young community in the

spiritual life. " It was under his guidance that Dame Gertrude

attained to so great perfection in prayer, and acquired such

interior peace, that when she came to die, scarce nine years

after her entrance into religion, being asked if she desired Father

Baker, who by that time had left Cambrai, she answered :
' No

;

only thank him a thousand times for having secured for me
the peace I now enjoy.'

"

It was under the direction of this consummate master of the

soul life that she collected and prepared matter for her mental

prayer. These Practices are very different from the conven-

tional meditation matter which engages imagination and causes

reflection. They are fresh with the spirit of ardor, and kindle

love for divine things by ejaculatory aspirations, as was the

custom with the older saints, the monks of the desert. The title,

Ideots Devotions, in the phrase of her day signified the de-

votions of the simple-minded, not foolish, except in the sense

in which they that see things as they are, or the little ones who
see God, have been called fools in the words of the heavenly

wisdom. It is more a common-place book than a spiritual

treatise, although there "are everywhere in it the sounds and

echoes of Father Baker's writings and of Hilton's Scala Per-

fectionis, books which have been recently republished in England,

indicating that there is a reaction from the mechanical ten-

dencies of devotion. Possibly the leaning toward pragmatism

apparent in these days may help to call attention to the treasures

hidden in the mystic reflections of the Benedictines of old, who
have in a wondrous way kept piety out of mere ruts of devotion

and remained aloof from that spiritual specialism which is so
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marked a feature of religious revivals and communities in

our day.

Many into whose hands this review may fall will be glad to

espouse Dom Fox's thought, namely that among religious souls

there are not a few who are constitutionally unfit to practise

meditation, as there are others who have got past the stage of

mental practice properly called meditation, and who have no

need of spending time in seeking motives or inducements to

love and praise God. Let them spend their time of prayer in

the exercise of love and praise and the desire by aspirations

for those virtues which are the end and object of meditation.

In these souls resolution to avoid sin and to grow in the prac-

tice of virtue are habitual conditions which make them in-

stinctively pray for and pursue the means of self-correction or

humiliation for the love of God. How quickly such natures

may pass from the stage of partial discontent with self to that

of resignation and peace and then ardent desire for habitual

union with God, is evident from Dame Gertrude More's life,^

and these devotions give us the keynote of that life. The
" blessed spirit of prayer," set forth by Father Baker and il-

lustrated in this little book, " has been treasured," says Father

Lane Fox, " in the community as a precious heirloom from

generation to generation." In the year 1793 the nuns were

ruthlessly expelled from their convent by the French revolu-

tionists, and imprisoned for nearly eighteen months at Com-
piegne, where they shared the hardships and privations of the

Carmelite nuns (beatified in 1906), but were not privileged with

them to * resist unto blood ', though several of their number

died in prison. When finally released, they crossed over to

England and settled first in Lancashire, and eventually at

Stanbrook."

The Practices or " Devotions " comprise a " Summary of

Perfection " and " Directions for these Holy Exercises and

Ideots Devotions." Then follow the " Exercises " themselves,

consisting of " Practices of Contrition ; Exercises on the Life

and Passion of our Saviour, Jesus Christ; Acts of Resignation;

^A biography of her by her director, Father Baker, is shortly to be

republished.
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Certain Amorous Speeches of the Soul to herself in Prayer;

Holy Expressions of Pure Love of God; Aspirations; Devout

Practices " to our Blessed Lady, the Holy Angels, and St.

Benedict. There is an Appendix which contains, among other

things, a Hymn on the Sacred Passion and a ditty on the mon-

astic life, the quaint oddity of which will be new to many lovers

of verse, whilst it suggests something of the healthy and simple

freedom of the monastic spirit of the time:

TRUE HAPPINESS IN A MONASTIC LIFE.

Thy forces strained, 'bove e-la ^ raise,

Yet ne'er condignly canst thou praise

A state monastical;

Which if it be with learning stated,

And to studies dedicated,

Low, how beneficial!

But if it want this ornament

And eke the grace from heaven sent

Sad, O sad imprisonment

!

Ler fiery Mars blow up the Scot,

Or let the Britons go to th' pot,

The cell, meantime, regards it not;

Or let some fierce and foreign host,

The Spaniard, Swede, or Dane accost.

Or on the Frenchmen rush

:

Let heaven and earth together fall

And crush the world's inconstant ball

—

Yet monks are out o* th' brush.

A catalogue of devout books, and a chapter, " being the de-

velopment and completion of the previous practices and de-

votions," entitled The Top of the Heavenly Ladder, bring the

little manual to a close.

THEOLOGIE UND GLAUBE. Zeitschrift fiir den Katholischen Klerus,

herausgegeben von den FrofessorenderBischofliclien philosophiscli-

theologischen Fakultat zu Paderbom: Dr. A. Klefl&ier, N. Peters,

H. Poggel, B. Bartmann, H. MuUer, B. Funke, J. Schulte, F. Tenck-
hoflf. Hefte 1—7. Jahj-g. 1909. Verlag von Ferdinand Schoningh.

At the beginning of the current year the projectors of the

above magazine announced their programme in terms that clearly

outlined a definite purpose which differentiated its activity to a

2 Highest note of a scale.
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certain extent from that of the very excellent and numerous

scholastic periodicals in the field of philosophy and theology in

Germany. The aim was to furnish to the Catholic apologist

weapons of defense that might promptly answer every variety of

hostile attack from the standpoint of scientific theology and at

the same time clear away the smoke and debris which were cal-

culated to darken the horizon of Catholic belief. The new

periodical was to be an arsenal where the theologian and the

priest in search of the requisite culture and equipment in his

practical warfare against modern error would find the armor and

the charts of strategy, and suggestive rules for the exercise of

his high office, and fresh ammunition, not merely stored up as

in a magazine open to him at will, but laid out ready for present

use, ever prepared to meet the latest accomplishments in the

employment of defensive resources.

It was a difficult task, and all the more because we had already

such intellectual armories as the Theolog. Quartalschrift (Inns-

bruck), the Katholik, the Stimmen aus Maria Laach, and others,

which were vigilant and experienced in supplying similar ma-

terial, with a less rigorously defined purpose perhaps, though

hardly a less extensive field of scientific and pastoral apologetics.

To-day we may confidently judge of the realization of the

promise made. The current number is in our estimation the

most representative of the seven thus far issued, embodying the

purpose which the editors set themselves, namely, to bring the

priest, the theological student into close relation and actual

touch with the acquisitions of scientific research, with the move-

ments of its promoters, and with the results of its application in

the domain of religious thought. The leading articles: "Das
Licht der Verklarung (Lumen gloriae)," by Alois Stockman,

S.J. ; "Exposition of Psalm no," by Dr. Alfons Schulz; "Die
Paderborner Bischofswahlen bis 1122," by Dr. Franz Tenckhoff

;

"Das Zweite Gesicht," by Dr. L. Heinrichs; "Die Bildungs-

fahigkeit der Taubstummenblinden," by Joseph Kromeke—are

indicative of the general command the magazine occupies over

the discipline of dogmatic theology, exegesis, ecclesiastical his-

tory, psychology, and special pedagogics which claim the care of

the pastoral as well as the teaching clergy. The separate subor-

dinate departments cover studies and conferences under the title

of " Kleine Beitrage ;" they are culled from every department of
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scientific research and practical theology. A summary of the

legislative enactments and decisions of the Holy See serves the

student of Canon Law.

A particularly fruitful department in which the spirit of

cooperation of the professors of the theological seminary stands

out prominently, is that which deals with the theological ques-

tions of the hour under the appropriate title of "Aus der Theo-

logie der Gegenwart." Here the names of men with whose

writings as specialists most readers of German theological liter-

ature are already familiar, occur as supplementing their pre-

vious teaching by an up-tp-date and straightforward tackling

of difficulties and doubts raised in academic circles against the

Catholic faith. N. Peters (Altes Testament), H. Poggel (Neues

Testament), F. Tenckhoif (Kirchengeschichte), A. Kleffner

(Patrologie), Apologetik (J. Schulte), B. Bartmann (Dogmatik

u. Dogmengeschichte), H. Miiller (Ethik, Moral und Pastoral),

J. Schulte (Kirchenrecht), B. Funke (Philosophic), and B.

Rasche (Homiletik)— are the teachers who like sentinels guard

the line of attack from any and every side. There is a section

also devoted to the missionary activity of the Church in foreign

lands, and an excellent array of critical notes on current philoso-

phical and theological literature. We hope to call our readers'

attention from time to time to the pertinent material offered to

theologians and pastors in their separate ministry by the faculty

of the Paderborn Theological Seminary which seems to us to

stand out conspicuously among the schools devoted to the

high and higher education of the Catholic clergy. The words

which the Bishop of the diocese, who was but recently called

to his reward prematurely in the midst of his most blessed

pastoral activities, wrote in seconding the efforts of his semi-

nary priests, showed how well he understood the task before

them and how zealously he meant to promote their labors; but

the inheritance which thus comes to his successor carries now
with it a double commendation.
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The Dominican Fathers at Madrid announce the publication, beginning

with March, 1910, of a scientific review, La Ciencia Tomista, which is to

appear every two months, under the editorship of Father Luis G. Alonso

Getino, who has secured a large number of capable contributors chiefly

from among the members of the Order of Friar Preachers. The new
magazine is to be chiefly devoted to the treatment of theological and

philosophical questions, from the neo-scholastic standpoint, which neces-

sarily involves the discussion of the chief problems in the field of

modern apologetics, history, and sociology. La Ciencia Tomista has a

splendid prestige in the works of the great Thomistic theologians of

which Spain has the glory of having furnished the largest number, if

not also the most erudite. (La Ciencia Tomista—^Claudio Coello, 114,

Santo Domingo el Real, Madrid, Spain.)

The (Liverpool-London) Catholic Times devotes a two-column article

to a commentary on Dr. John A. Ryan's able critique of Mr. Fillebrown's

volume on the Land Tax in America, which critique appeared in the

September number of The Ecclesiastical Review. The article en-

tirely endorses the view of Dr. Ryan and presents a strong argument

in favor of the justice and expediency of the moderate Single Tax policy

defended and explained by the able president of the Massachusetts

Single Tax League. The subject is one of practical economics and as

such engages the interest of the clergy, who act as guides in ethical ques-

tions to our people, when the latter find it difficult to dissociate these

from the purely political issues of the day.

The American College is the title of a new monthly magazine published

by the " Higher Education Association " incorporated under the Laws

ot the State of New York.

The Dublin Review has been publishing during the current year a

series of papers on the methods and efficiency of Catholic congresses as

exemplified by the admirable organization of the Catholics in Germany.

The author urges English Catholics to adopt these methods, with due

attention to the difference of place and circumstances ; and the advice

seems to have borne immediate fruit if the announcement of the English

Catholic Truth Society pointing to the organization of a great congress

on the lines of the Cologne, Diisseldorf, and Breslau gatherings is to

find due sympathy. The articles in the Dublin Review will well bear

re-publication for the guidance of American Catholics who have faith in

the federation of our organized Catholic societies.
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Father Pietro Venturi, S.J., has completed the first volume of the

Storia della Compagnia di Gesu, published by the Societa editrice Dante

Alighieri (Albrighi, Segati & Cie.). Roma—Milano. It is a stately volume

of over seven hundred pages, about one-half of which is taken up by the

Appendix of hitherto unpublished documents illustrating the history of

religious life in Italy during the fifty years between 1534-1585. During

this period the Society of Jesus showed wondrous activity in the in-

tellectual and moral revival throughout Europe. Father Venturi is to

continue the work and bring it down to the time of the suppression. It

is part of the grand scheme of the complete history of the Society, as-

signed to different writers representing the various national provinces.

Die Paramentik vom Standpunkte des Geschmackes und Kunstsinnes,

by Helene Stummel, is one of the indications of a reform movement
(which has spread, mainly through the Eucharistic Congresses, from

Germany into Austria, Italy, and England) protesting against the ugly

form of the sacred vestments used at Mass. These have completely lost

their original grace, as we see it still preserved in the beautiful chasubles

of the Middle Ages and in pictures of the ancient Fathers of the Church,

the apostles of Ireland, Germany, and England. Occasionally one sees

a picture of St. Ignatius and St. Philip Neri wearing the form of vest-

ments that approaches the stiff, flimsy, violin-shaped chasuble of modern
times, to which we have gradually become accustomed, as we have be-

come accustomed to " swallow-tail " coats, wholly unnatural, ungraceful,

and the outcome of Gallic finery. Like the Galilean Psalter, these fash-

ions have forced their way into Rome; and some years ago it was still

possible to cite some Roman decision to the effect that they were not

to be changed. That decree has happily been altered. The beautiful old

Roman chasuble, which is much like the Gothic chasuble so well known
to true Christian art, has received the unqualified approbation of Leo XIII,

as well as the present Pope, Pius X, whose zeal for restoring the true

spirit and forms in the liturgy has been productive already of so much
healthy fruit. The Roman style of chasuble had been used in the

solemn services at the Teutonicum and at the Campo Santo when the

Swiss Guard did their fine Gregorian singing to harmonize what in the

liturgy appeals to eye and ear. It is now used in very many churches

not only in Germany and Lombardy but also in England. In the last-

named country the style is ^ade more familiar through the efforts of the

High Church with its tendencies toward ancient Catholic ritual. The
same good taste and zeal will, we trust, be manifest in America, where

Catholic life is not trammeled by unwholesome traditions, although it

will probably be difficult to dissuade some that the ugly things are not

the right things although they have been tolerated so long.

The well-known Tractatus de Sacramento Poenitentiae, written as long

ago as 1758 by the learned and devout theologian Dens, has recently

appeared in a thoroughly revised and enlarged edition (Mechlin:
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Dessain; New York: Benziger Bros.). Cardinal Mercier, in whose

Seminary the work is used as a text-book, calls it a praestantissimum

opus and recommends it to the clergy for its solid doctrine and its clear

method. Certainly the latter feature of it were hard to surpass. Both the

editors and the publishers have combined to construct a model text-book.

The first two volumes of Father Chisholm's Catechism in Examples have

been reviewed in these pages. The third volume supplies appropriate in-

structions on the Ten Commandments and the six Precepts of the

Church. (New York: Benziger Bros.).

The Candle as a Symbol and Sacramental in the Catholic Church is

the title of a booklet translated, from the German of Fr. Theiler, O Cist.,

by Fr. J. F. Lang (New York: Pustet & Co.). It is similar in scope

to the same writer's little book on Holy Water, and will be no less help-

ful for instructing the faithful on the meaning and sacramental usages

of the Church. The translation, though good, might be better. " Nota "

on page sixteen should read " Nola," and it is not botanically correct

to call the caly.v of the violet purple (p. 14).

Meditation on the mysteries whilst one recites the Rosary, is for some

by no means easy. They can force their attention on little more than

a vague image suggested by the title of the mystery, and even this slen-

der point d'appui is apt to fail them ere they have touched the second

bead of the decade. Those who experience such difficulty might lessen

it and make the recitation of the Rosary at once more attractive and

profitable by reading such short meditations as are gathered together in

the neat little volume entitled And the Word was made Flesh. The
author's name is given as Ephraem. It is published by the St. Anselm
Society, London (New York: Benziger Bros.).

A little book that has a special significance for the November time is

En Face de la Mort by the eminent Oratorian, Pere Lescoeur. The au-

thor writes from long practice in the guidance of souls. His thoughts

are therefore solid as well as affective. Moreover, they are the ex-

pression of his own personal experience in retrospect over the vanished

years and in prospect at the inevitably shortening future. The medita-

tions are brief and suggestive—just what is wanted by those who use

the book for monthly retreats, and this is the main purpose for which

the author wrote it. (Paris: Tequi.).

The number of books designed as aids for retreats is already so large

that one hesitates to recommend a new accession to the list. However,

there is a particular feature in the work by the learned and devout Jesuit,

Pere Billot, that merits for it special attention. The title, Reitraite Re-

ligieuse du Chemin de la Croix, sufficiently indicates the character of the
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work. The meditations centre on Our Lord's passion, and are ar-

ranged for a retreat of eight days, four meditations for each day, con-

cordant with the exercises of St. Ignatius. Priests who give retreats

to religious, or even lay communities, will find the book practically sug-

gestive (Paris: T6qui.).

The fact that the Sacred Ceremonies of Low Mass, by Fr. Zualdi,

CM., has recently appeared in its seventh edition may be regarded as

an indication that the little manual has proved its usefulness to the clergy

and the seminaries. The editor, Fr. O'Callaghan, has made some valu-

able annotations and enlargements and likewise improved the arrange-

ment of the material.

The story of Lourdes is ever being told afresh by devoted French-
men; and so it probably will continue to be as long as Notre Dame de
Lourdes dispenses her largess at the hallowed shrine. Dr. Boissarie's

classic L'CEuvre de Lourdes has just passed the eleventh-thousand mark,
while the Abbe Bordedebat proceeds to recount the marvels once again

in Les Apparitions de Notre Dame de Lourdes et la Society contem-

poraine (Paris: Tequi). Substantially, of course, this work differs not

from its numerous ancestry. However, as the title suggests, the author

specializes the matter by analyzing the apparitions to Bemadette in their

relation to their circumstances of time and place; thus drawing out their

religious significance and value.

A second edition

—

penitus recognita et aucta—has just been published

of Fr. Wouters's, C. SS. R., Commentarius in Decretum " Ne temere " ad
usum Scholarum. Answers are given to a number of more or less per-

plexing dubia, insertions made respecting delegation, and some im-

portant appendices subjoined treating of the public marriage form and

also of domicile (Amsterdam: Van Langenhuysen).
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CHBISTMASTIDE.

CHRISTMASTIDE has ever been a season of universal

rejoicing, feasting, license, and revelry, for there is no

doubt that the majority of the most characteristic of our

Christmas customs and observances are pre-Christian and

pagan in their origin. These customs and observances have

been hallowed, however, by the roll of the centuries, which

have invested them with definite Christian associations and

significance, but whose source nevertheless is to be traced back

into the dim past of pagan myth and festival.

The connexion of the pagan Saturnalia with the festival

commemorating the Nativity of the Christ was probably simi-

lar to the way in which other observances of paganism became

attached to or associated with other celebrations of the Chris-

tian year. The Catholic Church in the beginning met with

extraordinary difficulties in dealing with the old-world pagan

customs and especially with those associated with the great

annual feast of Saturn. In many cases she was wise enough

to see the utter impossibility of uprooting at once those ob-

servances and national customs whose branches spread so far

and so wide and whose roots were entwined with the hearts

and lives of the nations. In her wisdom she did not violently

uproot these things, but as it were made with them a compro-

mise, giving a kind of sanction to the ancient usages, modify-

ing and judiciously suppressing what was more objectionable.

In this way she preserved and hallowed to a better use the
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harmless festivity and merry-making of the old by connecting

them with Christian ideas and beliefs which with the lapse of

time gradually lost their pagan significance and association.

When the Roman Augustine came to Britain to convert the

heathen Saxons he found the 25th of December already fully

established as a great festival, for the ancient Britons cele-

brated an important Druidical observance upon that day,

which moreover the Romans had further augmented and en-

hanced by the introduction of their Saturnalia.

Generally every spring the Vikings went forth with their

followers in search of military exploits, returning toward

winter with their booty to celebrate the Yule feast or sacrifice,

which was spent in merriment, feasting, and conviviality.

The object of the Yule sacrifice was to implore a good year,

and during the celebration of the feast all feuds ceased, friends

met together at the chief temple to interchange presents, and

those prevented from being present sent offerings. Bulls,

horses, goats, sheep, hawks, and cocks were sacrificed to the

gods, but at the Yule feast a boar was the chief sacrifice.

In the face of this difficulty, the Venerable Bede tells us,

Augustine appealed to his Bishop, Gregory of Rome, who ad-

vised him as follows:

And because they are wont to kill many oxen in sacrifice to

devils, some solemnity ought to be especially appointed for

them on this account ; so that on the day of the dedication, or on

the birthdays of holy martyrs whose relics are deposited there

[in the temple], they may make for themselves huts of the

boughs of trees, around the same churches which have been

altered from the temples, and celebrate a solemnity with religious

feasting, and no longer immolate animals to the devil, but kill

them for their own eating, to the praise of God, and return

thanks for the satiety to the Giver of all things; to the end

that whilst some outward joys are reserved for them they may
more easily be able to consent to inward joys.

Thus Christmas in Britain and also in other countries became

the most important feast of the year, and the observance of its
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customs furnish perhaps the most interesting example of an-

cient pagan observances inherited, as it were, and sanctified by

new associations.

Christmas, as has been said, occurs at the period of the

Roman Saturnalia. The Emperor Julian in his Fourth Ora-

tion says :
" When the last month, which is sacred to Saturn,

is nearly out, just before the beginning of the New Year, we
celebrate the most magnificent sports dedicated to Sol in-

lActus." This Saturnalia was instituted in honor of Kronos

and, says Macrobius, was older than the foundation of Rome.

It was performed in that city on the tenth of the Kalends of

January, that is to say, on the 17th of December, and lasted

seven days—a season of emancipation, merriment, and fes-

tivity.

To the hearts of the people no festival was dearer than this

Saturnalia, to whom it was a continual reminder of that old

long-past Saturnian day of 'universal happiness, of that Golden

Age—the period of peace and plenty supposed to have existed

under his rule—which was symbolized by the short period of

annual freedom and equality and enjoyment of all.

Lucian makes Saturn himself speak of the institution

:

During my reign, which lasts seven days, no public functions

may be discharged, nor any private business done. Nothing is

lawful save drinking, playing, singing, making imaginary kings,

setting the servants at table with their masters, smearing their

faces with soot, and making the latter jump headforemost into

water when they are neglectful of their duties.

Horace, too, in allusion to this festival, says to his slave:

Age, libertate Decembri,

Quando ita Ma jores voluerunt, utere, narra.

And Tacitus tells of the lot-drawing at this feast in the Palace,

when Nero drew the lot that made him king, and he had to

impose ridiculous orders on the others.

Thus during the Saturnalia we see all business and labor
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suspended, the schools closed, the Senate adjourned; no crimi-

nal execution, no war proclaimed; but freedom, equality, and

peaceful prosperity the order of the day. The chief char-

teristic feature of the festival was the reversal of parts. Slaves

changed places with their masters, the latter to be debased, the

former exalted; and, seated at the banqueting tables wearing

the badges of their temporary freedom, the servants ex-

changed quips and jests familiarly with their superiors who
in the state of servility waited upon them. All kinds of liber-

ties and freedoms were permitted to pass without resentment.

Everyone feasted. Friends exchanged complir^ients and pres-

ents, cakes, wax candles, and little clay figures, oscilla or sigil-

laria—hundreds of which remain in the museums of Italy and

Provence—being sent about everywhere.

All these customs found and retained a place in the Chris-

tian institute when hallowed by Christian observance. In

modern Italy masters and servants not infrequently meet at a

common Christmas table—the Creche Supper; while the large

hall table in the time of Scott bore no mark " upon its sur-

face broad ... to part the squire and lord." In the now ex-

tinct Lord of Misrule and Abbot of Unreason, the French

Lord of the Asses, and the " barring out " of the school-boys,

the mystic mistletoe branch, the Christmas log and boar's head,

with all the accompanying fun, frolic, feasting, and unlimited

license and boisterous mirth can also be traced the pagan ele-

ments of the old Saturnalia and the German Twelve-Nights.

The decoration and illumination of churches, radiant with

burning tapers and resplendent with garlands, likewise recall

the temples of Saturn in similar array. The " Merry Christ-

mas " responds to the bona Saturnalia, and our modern Christ-

mas presents to the dona amicis.

In the Julafred or Yule-peace ^ of the Scandinavians is

1 Peace is said to have reigned supreme throughout the world at the

time of the birth of Christ, which happened in the reign of Augustus,

when the idea of universal peace—^the Roman Peace—charmed poets and

politicians. Virgil sings in the ^Eneid of " the rule of peace on vanquished

foes ".
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found a like custom still existing in Sweden as a Christian in-

stitution, by virtue of a Christian baptism. This Yule-peace,

which extends from the Eve of Christmas to the Epiphany, is

solemnly proclaimed abroad by a public crier, and to the vio-

lator is doled out double or treble punishment. As in the

Saturnalia, the courts are closed, old feuds forgotten, old

quarrels set right, and the shoes of the entire household are

set in a row and close together, that peace and harmony may
reign in the family throughout the coming year. The Scan-

dinavian Christmas custom of putting out a sheaf of corn on

Christmas morning that the birds may share the plenty of the

feast was likewise observed in some towns and villages of

East Anglia, and evidently brought across the sea by settlers

there. At Ackworth in Yorkshire the parson of the parish

in 1853 restored the old custom of suspending a wheat sheaf

outside the church door. Formerly the elements were always

fed on the holy eve : meal thrown to the air, food of some kind

buried in the earth, cast down the well, and into the fire; and

even now old Tyrolese wives will pour a spoonful of gravy,

etc. into the fire while preparing the Christmas supper. In

Lapland and Norway a cake is set out in the snow as a Christ-

mas offering, intended originally, in all probability, to propi-

tiate some pagan divinity.

As regards the precise date of Christmas, although decisive

proof is not forthcoming, the probability is in favor of the tra-

ditional date. The Western Church has been unanimous as

far as tradition can be traced back. Although Epiphanus dates

the custom of commemorating the birth of Christ to apostolic

days, its origin is to be referred with greater probability to the

latter part of the fourth century, when a regular observance

of the day was kept among the Christians. St. Chrysostom

in the fourth century speaks of the antiquity of the feast. The
very early church celebrated, it is true, the birthdays of the

martyrs, but the days selected were not their actual birthdays,

but their death-days—the days of their birth into life eternal.

Tertullian, living in the second century, refers to archives

which he had seen stored up at Rome, where together with
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the record of the Virg-in-Mother's enrolment—" Mary of

whom Christ was born "—there were astronomical reasons for

fixing the apparition of the Star of the Wise Men at the end

of the year. Under the influence of the discoveries of modern

astronomy a striking light has been thrown upon the matter.

The conjunction of the planets Jupiter and Saturn is one of

the rarest of sidereal events, occurring only once in eight hun-

dred years. This conjunction, all astronomers agree, hap-

pened no less than three times in the year 747 A. U. C. and

in the year following it took place again, when the planet

Mars joined the conjunction. In the year A. D. 1604 the

astronomer Kepler observed a similar conjunction, and saw

between Jupiter and Saturn a new brilliant, evanescent star.

Moreover, the astronomical tables of the Chinese—the most

ancient records of the sky—mention a star of the same char-

acter, which, according to the best calculations, appeared and

vanished in the year 750 A. U. C. These strange things must

have been visible to all who observed the heavens in that year.

Certainly they could be seen from Jerusalem ; and to one leav-

ing that city they would appear to lead in the direction of

Bethlehem.

It is noteworthy that the early Eastern Church kept no sep-

arate festival of Christmas at all. They regarded it as a phase

of the Epiphany, the commemoration of which feast is older

than that of Christmas. Both the birth of Christ and the Epi-

phany to the Magi were celebrated the same day, not because

those events happened upon the same day, but as subjects of

great rejoicing, irrespective of the precise date. In The Light

of Asia, Sir Edwin Arnold, it will be remembered, puts the

visit of the Wise Men on the day of the birth in accordance

with this ancient tradition. Both they and the shepherds meet

at the manger when the Divine Infant is but an hour old.

Neander admits that we do not " find one trace of Christ-

mas as a festival. Its history is intimately connected with the

history of a kindred festival, the festival of the Manifestation

of Jesus in His character of Messiah, His consecration to the

office of Messiah by the baptism of John, and the beginning
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of His public ministry as the Messiah, which was afterwards

called the Feast of the Epiphany. We find in later times that

these festivals extended themselves in opposite directions

—

that of Christmas spreading from West to East, and that of the

Epiphany spreading from East to West." In the East it re-

ceived its appellation of the Epiphany, or " Manifestation of

Light ", the True Light having on that day been born into the

world. In after years the latter name came to be transferred

to Twelfth Night.

As early as the year A. D. 70, Clement of Rome directed

that the Feast of the Nativity should be observed on the 25th

of December, but the first mention of such an observance is

by St. Clement of Alexandria in the beginning of the third

century, but refers to 19 or 20 April, or 20 May; and it would

seem probable that the uncertainty is the reason why we have

no fixed date for Easter and Whitsuntide. According to

Origen the great yearly festivals celebrated at that time were

Easter and Whitsuntide.

^ As in the case of the keeping of Easter, great discussions

and divisions arose in the Church as to the exact day on which

the feast was to be kept. As the 25th of December was the

appointed day for the observance of the Roman Saturnalia,

it was not desirable that Christians should hold their festival

at the same time. So great was the division that the result was

that the Eastern Christians kept their Christmas festival on

6 January, whilst the Western adhered to the original 25th of

December.^ By this time, however, a large amount of the

riotous merriment accompanying the pagan Saturnalia had

become associated with the keeping of the feast, for St. Gre-

gory Nazianzen is found protesting against the excesses of

feasting and dancing, and adorning the doors, so that temporal

rejoicing was in danger of superseding the spiritual gladness.

We learn from Herodian that down to the third century of

the Christian era the Saturnalia were observed at Rome.

But be what may the 25th of December was unquestionably

2 East and West were agreed in its observance on 25 December by

thr sixth century.
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the date of the sun-god's feast, his dies natalis or birthday, a

day to which the northern people gave the name of Yule * or

Wheel. It was the day of the " turning " of the sun or of the

year, when the days again begin to draw out, and the season

to stretch itself forward toward Spring. It is but an instinct

natural to all mankind alike to feel joyous when the shorten-

ing of the days is at an end, and the sun, recommencing his

upward course, announces that winter is past and that the

spring is nigh at hand.

As with the birth of the sun dawned a new time, so with the

birth of Christ. The Romans celebrated the event under the

name of Natalis invicti solis, and kept their mid-winter festival

—the Brumalia—at this period, when among other practices

they were wont to hang green boughs upon their houses. Thus

it is not unlikely that the custom and the date of the Brumalia,

the old nature feast of the sun-god, were simply transferred

to the Christmas commemoration when it came to be publicly

observed, with a view of preserving what was joyous and in-

nocent and fitted with a new and holy symbolism, and of super-

seding what was objectionable in the old Brumalia.

In the far East there obtained a similar festival, called

Mithras, and in the countries of the bleak North our " for-

bears " kindled fires both within and without doors, logs of

wood blazing in honor of Wodin and Thor.

So, altogether, what more excellent than to attach the joy

symbolized by these things to Christian truth, instead of pagan

falsehood, and to change the festival held to commemorate

the birth of the sun upon a new year into that which commem-

orates the rising of the Son of Righteousness upon the world,

who rejoices as a giant "to run His course.

Constantine, having made the Christian faith the religion

of the Roman empire, the Church, both East and West, re-

lieved from persecution, was at liberty to celebrate publicly

her solemn festals ; and Christmas, formerly observed on 6 Jan-

8 There are various derivations of the word " Yule " : jubilium, a time

of rejoicing; ol or ale, a favorite beverage on holidays; j'ol, a wheel;

and gylan, Anglo-Saxon (Gothic jule), to make merry.
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uary, was transferred to 25 December, the time of the Roman
Saturnalia, and so became invested with much of the para-

phernaHa of pagan festivity, although the date could never be

satisfactorily determined.

For one thing the Conception of the Blessed Virgin was
supposed to have taken place on the day corresponding to the

creation of the world, which must have been on the 25th of

March, when the days and nights are equal, and consequently

Christ must have been born on the 25th of December. And
this is the opinion of Dr. Jarvis, after an exhaustive investiga-

tion, who holds that the Nativity of our Lord took place on

the 25th of December, A. M. 3098.

The custom of observing Christmas spread rapidly in the

West, it is said, through the efforts of St. Chrysostom, who
mentions the feast in one of his sermons as early as A. D. 386.

St. Augustine, who died in 430, says * that the feast of the

Nativity was observed in the beginning. The date assigned

to the Apostolic Constitutions ' is the fourth century, but they

certainly contain old canons and traditions of the sub-apostolic

age, and they mention Christmas twice.

Brethren, observe the festival days, the first of all the birthday

which you are to celebrate on the 25th of the ninth month.

Let the slaves rest from work on the festival of Christ's birth,

because on it the unexpected favor was granted to men that

Jesus Christ, the Logos of God, should be born of the Virgin

Mary, for the salvation of the world.

In the early part of the fifth century Christmas festivities

were introduced into Egypt where it came into collision with

the celebration of the feast of the Epiphany, which was already

observed by the churches of Alexandria and Antioch as the

feast of the birth and baptism of Christ, on 6 January. In

fact this period of the year—the winter solstice—was uni-

versally observed by all peoples who specially venerated light

* De Trinitate, iv, 5.

"Const. App., lib. v, c. 13; lib. viii. c. 33.
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and who then observed the nativity of the new sun. Thus the

Egyptians celebrated the birth of Osiris, the son of the Virgin

Isis, their sun-god; while among the Norse or Teutonic na-

tions Wodin or Odin was at once the All-Father and the sun-

god. Mithra, the Persian sun-god or god of light, came from

on high at midnight on 25 December. In Italy the Dies natalis

invicti solis, which St. Chrysostom (Hom. XXXI) states to

have been recently chosen in his own times as the Christmas

day in Rome, was so kept. A still further coincidence was

added when the Emperor Hadrian converted the cave of Beth-

lehem into a temple of Dionysius or Thammuz ;
" so that at the

very time when Christians were keeping the feast of Him who
was born the True Light that lighteth every man who cometh

into the world, the spiritual and intellectual Light—^the heathen

kept in His very natal cave the feast of the birth of the ma-

terial sun which was His image, the light of the physical

world."
" We celebrate the 25th of December," says St. Augustine

(Sermon 190), " not on account of the birth of the sun-god,

like the unbelieving, but on account of Him who created the

sun." And Pope Leo I (440-461) complains in a Christmas

sermon :
" The devil has so bewitched simple souls that they

think this day is kept holy not because of the birth of Christ,

but because the sun begins on it his new course."

Not only was Christmas a pagan feast, but a Hebrew fes-

tival as well, for on the 25th of the month Chisleu, which an-

swers to our December, the Jews celebrated the feast of the

rededication of the Temple by Judas Maccabaeus, on the same

day as that on which it had been profaned by King Antiochus,

three years previously. Moreover they united the memorial

of the rededication by Ezra after the return from the captivity

of Babylon. During the eight days of its celebration fires were

kindled before the houses, branches of trees adorned the dwell-

ings, and rejoicings were the order of the day. On the con-

trary the celebration of the Saturnalia was originally con-

fined to one day only, but its duration was gradually extended

to seven days.
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Thus it may be that the introduction of the 25 December

as the anniversary of the Nativity of Christ was due as much
to the fact of the Jewish observance of the feast of the dedi-

cation at this time, as to the celebration of the pagan Satur-

nalia. For the Church of Rome was undoubtedly of Jewish

origin, and thus the usages of the Hebrews would pass on

almost as a matter of course into the Christian Church, es-

pecially that of kindling lights at the Nativity, which was also

the feast of the Dedication,

Twelve days was the extent of the winter solstice—25 De-

cember to 6 January—like the Dedication Feast of the Jews.

So twelve days were the extent of the Christmas holidays. In

earlier English days it had even stretched out to Candlemas,

2 February—a period of forty days. It was Alfred the Great

who regulated the keeping of the feast to twelve days, begin-

ning with Christmas and ending on Twelfth Night with special

jovialities, a decree which remained operative for nearly ten

centuries.

In the days of that " bright Occidental star ", Queen Eliza-

beth, the Christmas holidays lasted over a month, as was the

case in the days of the first Edward. In the Quo Warranto

quoted by Madox, the Weavers' Company of London are re-

quired to show among other things " Why none [i. e. work-

men] were allowed to work between Christmas and the Puri-

fication, or at night by candlelight at other times proscribed." '

Their defence was their charter from Edward I, confirming

that of King Henry, 27, Ed. I (1300). It will be noticed that

this strict observance of Christmas by this ancient fraternity

would entail a cessation from labor of no less a period than

forty days.

Twelve days were, however, the regular duration of the

Christmas holidays, and it was probably only among laborers

and such like who at this season of the year would have plenty

of time on their hands that it was further extended to Can-

dlemas. Old Tusser, in his Five Hundred Points of Good

« Firma Burgi, pp. 283-4.
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Husbandry, would have the merriment brought to an end in

six days ; and he begins the year with the following good ad-

vice to the countryman :

When Christmas is ended,

bid feasting adue,

Goe play the good husband,

thy stock to renue

:

Be mindful of rearing,

in hope of a gaine.

Dame Profit shall give thee

reward for thy paine.

The singular custom in vogue at Manchester Cathedral of

lighting twelve candles on Christmas Eve and extinguishing

one every night till the Epiphany would seem to have some
reference to the extent of the Christmas vacation.

It is easy to conceive how December came to be regarded

as the merriest month of the whole year, and the twelve days

of the feast kept with the greatest festivity, unlimited feast--

ing, and all manner of disport. In the time of Yule merriment,

gentry and peasantry alike feasted and enjoyed themselves to

their hearts' content. The barons gave their annual liveries

and new clothes to domestics and feasted and entertained the

whole country around. Peasants wrestled on the town green,

and in the hall and about the hearth told tales and performed

mummings, loaf-stealing, and other Christmas sports. Every-

one partook of this general festivity and rejoicing; even the

homicides and traitors were indulged in the peace and joy of

the season. In Scandinavia even the watch-dog was unchained

(let us hope not for the exclusive benefit and enjoyment of

stray minstrels, carollers, and other serenaders) ; the cattle

were regaled with extra rations in fodder, and the birds with

bountiful supplies of seed, while from beginning to end the

wassail-bowl was kept flowing.

DoM H. Philibert Feasey, O.S.B.
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CAN WE FIND TIME FOE THE TEACHING OF POSITIVE
THEOLOGY?

SINCE the Holy Father recommends that Positive The-

ology receive more consideration in Seminaries than

heretofore, it will not, we trust, seem inopportune to offer

some suggestions toward the economizing of time for the

furthering of his desire. In a previous article,^ the present

writer, speaking of the lack of taste for ecclesiastical studies

manifested by so many of our clergy, advanced the view that

an explanation might be found in the fact that the Seminary

had not inducted them into Scripture and^Patrology, and

opposed, implicitly at least, to the ready objection of lack of

time the consideration of relative value on the one hand, and

on the other the improvement of methods by which time, and

what is quite as important, energy, might be saved. This

position was not taken without hesitation, not only because the

limited data confessed at the outset exposed it to collapse under

fuller knowledge, but mainly because in a purview, necessarily

brief, it was difficult to make any statement of desired improve-

ment with sufficient directness to exclude its contradictory,

without seeming to lack courtesy toward the views of others,

who, for one reason or another, may be satisfied with what we
have as good enough.

It was the aim in that writing to draw attention to the com-

manding importance of the two studies mentioned above, not

only in themselves as being the channels of pure Faith and

spiritual power to us, but also relatively to their efficacy, when

once properly begun, in prolonging the priest's studies beyond

the years of seminary life; and it was with this relative im-

portance the argument was chiefly concerned. Assuming this

point as not indeed established but, what is more to the pur-

pose, conceded, we may advance to the consideration of the

difficulties which lie in the way of conforming with the re-

commendations of the Encyclical Pascendi in this regard.'

lEccL. Rev., April, 1908.

2 " Major profecto quam antehac positivae theologiae ratio est habenda

:

id tamen sic fiat ut nihil scholastica detrimenti capiat." A writer in
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Of these some will be found to be merely local. Such we
conceive to be the unpreparedness of students, in point of

language, when they enter upon Theology, and, may we add,

the unpreparedness of professor. The honest recognition of

these difficulties, wherever they exist, is the beginning of their

cure. The Holy Father scarcely expects young priests to be

equipped from the beginning with the full offensive armor of

an expert ; that may come to them in time. We do not think,

however, that he would look upon a first-hand knowledge of

the Sacred Scriptures and of such Patristic writings as would

give the student some rudimentary idea of Tradition, as a spe-

cialization in clerical studies to be left to those whose fancy

turns that way. We may be assured that he expects priests to

read the one and the other, and that he expects the Seminary

to show them how. Another difficulty, but one which cooper-

ative industry would soon overcome, is the lack of a judiciously

edited and not unwieldy catena designed with a view to illus-

trating the growth of doctrine and the tendencies of schools.

This, one feels, will not lag far behind the Seminary's call

for it.

The present considerations are directed to the problem of

time, and as the prevailing limit of four years for the theo-

logical course seems to be the resultant of more or less constant

forces, we may eliminate, for the present, all prospect of ex-

tension and confine ourselves to what is feasible to-day. The

question then narrows down to this. Is it practicable, within

the time now at the disposal of students for the priesthood, so

to manage that, without falling below our present standard

in other regards, the seminarian may read all, or at least a

considerable portion of the Holy Scriptures in such way that

he may be said to have a grasp upon them, and that they really

enter into his intellectual life; and can there be added to this

a general introduction to Patrology, followed by the reading

the July number of the Review finds some support for an unfavorable

estimate of the article referred to above, by rendering "nihil . . . detri-

menti" the least detriment.
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of a concatenated series of entire works so devised as to tap

Tradition at commanding points, and so distributed as to ren-

der appeal to the more commonly cited spokesmen of the

ancient Faith something more to him than the shadow of a

name ? I have said without falling below the present standard

in other regards, for it is desirable to reach a solution of the

time problem without confusing it with the discussion of rela-

tive values. The constructive idea according to which the

Seminary course has been drawn out is adequately adapted

to its purpose. The records of all the important functions of

the Church are therein considered and harmonized so that the

presentation of them should give the studeift a comprehensive

view of that mighty life moving through the ages which it has

fashioned, and by which, without loss of identity or essential

character, it has itself been fashioned. One feels that these

studies, mere records though some of them are, partake the

sacredness of the life which they record, and one hesitates to

say drop this or drop that, even to make way for others which

more immediately incorporate us with that life. But the same

clear vision has not always characterized the execution of that

plan, and the same borrowed sanctity does not extend to the

methods of every instructor in sacred science. Here one may
legitimately inquire whether the best is being done, and, if not,

how improvement may be brought about.

The question then- is how shall we economize time, or, what

amounts to the same thing, how shall we economize energy

both of student and of professor ? There seem to be three,

and only three, ways in which this economy is possible; for

the source of waste may be either defective text, or defective

method, or lack of understanding between the schools, which

leaves the efforts of the student to be distributed according to

the relative insistence of professors instead of acording to the

relative importance of the studies.

The qualities that seem most desirable in a text, after sub-

stantial fidelity, are coherence of arrangement and clearness

of presentation. It is enormous the saving of time and labor

which attention to these needs has effected in. modern secular
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text-books. General and special conspectuses, copious and

carefully arranged indexes, distinction of type as a visual aid

to memory, directness of statement, and the elimination of

mass which does not confer strength, render their contents

readily accessible and easily retained. In the matter of text

there is a very considerable disparity between seminaries, in

some departments at least, so that one who works on limited

data must be content to remit particularization to those who
are conversant with particular conditions. Yet there are texts

of certainly widespread use that leave much to be desired in

some of these details. Moral Theology, for example, is studied

for its utility; there is not in it as in Literature any dilettante

reason for textual inviolability. Yet we have Gury edited and

reedited with an undiminished host of notes, many of only

antiquarian value, that crowd the text at times to a thin line

across the page. The knowledge and labor that have gone to

this editing would have been more than sufficient to rewrite

the work, eliminating what had become useless, incorporating

others with the text, and so retaining the place of distinction

for what was really note-worthy.

Moral and Canon Law, for which, as subject to continuous

accretion, there is some excuse, and De Locis for which there

is none, suffer most from this confusing overflow; but that

there is a good deal to be desired in detail of execution even

outside these may be inferred from the fact that some schools

disregard the text altogether, or subject it in great part to the

reproducing originality of the professor. Where this is the

case the student spends the hours of class mainly, sometimes

entirely, in writing from dictation. I do not know how wide-

spread this practice may be, but it certainly has sufficient vogue

to give rise to the assumption that something, I know not what,

may be said in its favor. At any rate it changes the character

of the school entirely and, unquestionably, for the worse. It

compels the attention of the student indeed, but only upon the

mechanical process of sensing and transcribing the symbols

of thought, not upon the thought itself; and he will generally

be found, after an hour's such fag, to have been advanced no
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farther than the preparation of a set of hieroglyphics for future

decipherment, instead of the clean printed page. It discourages

interruption during class, but it does so because the mind,

under the stress of transcription, is not in motion at all, or at

any rate not with that discursive play which accompanies the

progress of suggestive teaching. The professor's interpreta-

tion of his own or of another's text is the authority of the

school ; but the safeguarding of that authority does not require

that students be necessitated to prepare each his own copy of

the text. Surely it is better to leave the mechanical part to

the printer or the lithographer. These are our conveniences

for the multiplication of copies of a text, tfifb school is for its

interpretation ; here a teacher of power will stimulate to anno-

tation instead of dulling to transcription.

In those studies which are valuable equally for their pro-

cesses and their conclusions there is more scope for the exer-

cise of the teacher's skill. Such preeminently is Dogmatic

Theology. This freedom which Dogma offers to the exercise

of a priori reasoning has been and is now a temptation to those

whose strength lies chiefly in dialectics, and enough have

yielded to it to give some show of reason to the imputation

that Scholastics do not distinguish between the sphere of in-

vestigation and that of deduction, and establish premises and

conclusion alike by main might of the syllogism; and though

I do not think that we, on this side the Atlantic, are threatened

with degeneration through excessive logic refinement, we

nevertheless maintain a distribution of work which confuses

these two processes and invites the sacrifice of one or other or

both. Here precisely is the point where, as it seems to me, our

present way of approaching Apologetics is at fault. Would it

not be better to observe the distinction which runs between

Positive and Scholastic Theology, the latter aiming at the

exact sense of the pronouncements from which it works and the

exact bearing of the principles by which it works, the former

giving itself to the exploration of those sources which at pres-

ent are handled in a fragmentary and most imsatisfactory way

in each of several schools? If we are supposed to study De
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Locis, by all means let us have the loci.^ The combining of

the two methods of treatment in the same school, whatever

may be said of its abstract fitness, results de facto perniciously

to the completeness of each ; for whatever may be said of the

thoroughness with which the Church's present teaching is ex-

posed to us, we rarely have it brought home to us that such

was clearly her teaching in the past. The author, and after

him the professor, seem so satisfied with the force of the

a priori reasoning that the positive matter is thrown in, as it

were, per ahundantiam, not to be taken too copiously nor yet

too critically ; and the student, in later life, is aroused from his

dream of knowing Scripture and the Fathers generally, by

having some of those texts, incautiously launched in defence

of the Faith, return upon him like a boomerang.

As it is in the department of Dogma that appeal is made to

Positive Theology, it is here that the introduction of it as a

distinct study will bring about the greatest change. Whether

seminaries will take counsel with one another, or whether each

will work out its own solution remains to be seen. At any rate,

while yet no decisive action is taken, one feels free to submit

a suggestion. Suppose the line of cleavage referred to above,

dividing Theology into Scholastic and Positive, be allowed to

divide the schools, so that whatever portions of the science lend

themselves to exposition in the scholastic way be handed over

to one school. That is to say, let the school of general Dogma
be relieved of the burden of treating the Traditional and Scrip-

tural loci which, as generally employed, amount to little else

than a distraction, and let it take on instead the doctrinal

aspects of the Sacramepts. The Summa is ready to hand as a

text for this school; it may call for supplementing or adjusting

in parts, but substantially it meets the requirement. Remains

then Positive Theology, the direct stream of which I under-

8 The writer already referred to says: "the seminarian is not sup-

posed to construe sacred science itself from its sources ; but the professors

are to convey it." This can hardly be admitted as true unless in the

sense that the professor is the guide in exploring and the authority in

interpreting the sources.
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Stand to be Patristic Tradition and the two main affluents

—

Scripture and ecclesiastical history. They interlace in many
ways, and that is a reason for coordinating them, but they

have sufficiently distinct courses to make them the basis of dis-

tributing the work of instruction. The school of Scripture

will aim at giving its students a first-hand knowledge of the

content of the Sacred Scriptures, and incidentally a knowledge

of the disputes about them. This is, of course, the complete

antithesis of our present use; but it remains for those who cry

out on all change as a rupture with the past to inform them-

selves whether our present use be not a lapse rather than a con-

tinuation. For my own part I find no difficulty in assuming

that the guiding spirits of the Schools have always endeavored

to do what in their own time and place seemed best; so that if

now after due consideration, it should promise more for the

edification of our own time to read the Scriptures rather than

to dispute about them unread, I do not fear that our adopting

that course would put us outside the capacious traditions of

the Schools.

Ecclesiastical history for the earlier centuries will, over large

areas, be identified in its sources with Patrology, and the dis-

tribution of these between the two schools would be guided by

the need of equalizing labor and of saving the student the dis-

traction of handling the same matter twice. But by all means

let the subject-matter be in hand. No one expects much enthu-

siasm in a class, say, of Chemistry without element or com-

pound for the study of combination or resolution, no matter

how clear the text-book's statement of these processes nor

how copious the professor's dissertations. It is no palliation

to call the work elementary, for to be really such it should be

in the line of future advance and might at least take up with

water and a candle. Is the case changed when the subject of

study is documents not in hand ? Granted the lucidity of text,

the energy of teacher, and the credibility of both; much inci-

dental knowledge may be picked up, but the heart of the matter

remains untouched, and I should no more expect- students to

be strengthened and uplifted by such contact with Tradition
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than I should expect my hearers to enjoy the joke they have

not heard however earnestly I assure them it was good.

Nor do I plead for these studies as an answer to the cry for

apologetes. They who raise that cry will be best pleased with

the cock-sure pedant who gives as good as he gets where

buffets are exchanged in the dark, and him we stand fair to

produce, so far as he is the product of educational machinery

at all, with our too off-hand way of closing questions by a

syllogism which ask rather to be opened by investigation. No,

I speak first of all for the effect which it would have on the

minds and hearts of the students themselves to be filled at the

tide of the Church's life, and from these full fountains I

should think there was fair hope that good would flow to

others. And whereas we should be apologetes every one

—

et

eritis mihi testes—it is a gratifying assurance that the dis-

cipline which prepares us best for instructing those within

the Church, is the same which qualifies us to speak for her to

those without.

Although this question has been posed on the intellectual

side only, and considered with reference to certain pedagogical

standards, there is such direct natural kinship between intel-

lectual activity and moral growth that it is hardly a digression

to advert to the lack of moral reaction upon students from our

present way of approaching Scripture. That is to say, so far

as the moulding of character according to the content of Holy

Writ is concerned, they might as well be engaged upon the

study of grammar. I am far from thinking that the Seminary

is not deeply concerned for the spiritual formation of its stu-

dents, but it seems to me that there is one strong aid to that

work not sufficiently considered. The student enters at an age

when he is no longer cereus in vitium Hecti, which, as it is a

guarantee of retaining mould, renders it important that, to

continue the figure, not only proportion of parts and quality

of bond should be considered but volume as well, for the com-

pleted work must withstand stress; and that volume, I think,

could be given in the enlargement of intellectual outlook and

spiritual sympathy which these studies, in the hands of loyal-
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hearted and enthusiastic teachers, are well calculated to pro-

duce.

Whatever difficulties might be encountered in effecting the

readjustment at which this writing aims, would not be without

compensation even in the school. First of all there is the ad-

vantage to the professors themselves. Though we may find

men strong enough in actual attainment for professing both

Positive and Scholastic Theology, yet there is a devotion to

the work in hand expected of the man who carries anything

to success, a devotion which cannot be given to many. Upon
a time one man built the entire house, now the work is dif-

ferentiated to the smallest details. I do not say that it is

better for the workmen, but it is undoubtedly better for the

work. The all-round workman may have a more proportion-

ately developed set of faculties, but your floors will be better

laid by the expert. This is part of the professor's sacrifice,

the risk that he runs, especially if he specializes early in his

work, of having his horizon narrowed by devotion to one pur-

pose. But the sacrifice has its reward in the increased effi-

ciency of the work ; it will be better for the school to have an

expert professor even should he be somewhat of a bigot.

There is another and notable advantage which any one exper-

ienced in teaching will realize at once as likely to follow upon

this division of work, the decision, viz. which it would give

to the student's way of addressing himself to his study. We
may leave the explanation of it to psychologists, contenting

ourselves with the curious law that the probability of a man's

doing a given work varies inversely as the number of opportu-

nities he has of doing it. A goodly number of loci turn up in

each of the three schools of Dogma, and for that very reason

of their redundancy the student is tempted to procrastinate

definitive consideration of them, and so grows to a lax habit

of mind that contents itself with knowing things generally.

Perhaps some of my readers will be able to recall how the

anticipation of " seeing " a question again in " Dogma

"

dulled the desire of mastering it in De Locis.

But the claim first made for this way of treating Positive
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Theology was that it carried fair promise of holding the priest

to ecclesiastical studies after he left the seminary. That claim

was an inference from many sources. We assumed, for in-

stance, an average capacity and a general rectitude of purpose

—we could not assume less—in the aspirant to Holy Orders.

It seems also reasonable to assume that the same influences

which bring him to the seminary and hold him there dispose

him favorably to all things that belong to the priestly life.

Among these a love of study has so much authority in its

favor that we cannot suppose the careful discipline of the semi-

nary would overlook it, unless in exceptional cases. What
then happens to all the zeal for sacred learning which presum-

ably and really is in the seminarian but which disappears from

the priest? One hesitates to trace the course of declension,

so much does it involve of personal revelation. But whatever

the influences at work in particular cases the upshot is, in gen-

eral, the same. That suspension of study which supervenes

upon the last days in the seminary is endured with patience

because the time is filled with preparation for final Orders and

because we feel that a momentary pause will give us force for

the resumption of work. Ordination, the home-coming, some

few days of vacation, and after that the adjusting of ourselves

to the new life of the mission, all intervene, and the suspension

begins to take on the character of chronic arrest. By and by

we begin to fleel more at home in our new surroundings, not

that they have adjusted themselves to us, but that the clock-

like regularity of our seminary habits begins to be adjusted

to the irregularity of our surroundings. Measured by the

actual achievement of each day there should be time on hand,

and yet there has been sufficient dissipation of energy to give

a sense of being occupied. We have not relinquished the in-

tention of study at all, far from it, we mean to keep up the

intellectual life; but just for the present we must pick up the

consuetude of the diocese as against what we understand to be

the letter of the law, the census of the parish must be taken

and perhaps something must be done to reduce the immemorial

debt, in all of which St. Thomas aids so remotely as not to
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appear at all. We shall go back to him, but not until we can

get hands upon some convenient manual that will give us suf-

ficient control of the chaos of Indulgences to save us against

damaging comparisons in the minds of the good old people

of our cure. The difficulty of obtaining this goes far toward

inducing the habit of being content without the book we need.

And De Lugo ? We had done better to have procured him in

the seminary while the purpose was strong upon us. At any

rate he is not yet come ; St. Thomas is on the shelf ; Lehmkuhl
or Gury, with the notes, we do not feel the need of revising just

yet ; our preaching does not seem to demand closer study of the

Sacraments ; controversy is not the fashion^f our little world,

and Positive Theology, which we looked upon as a polemical

weapon only, looses importance in our eyes, while questions

of the day are broached on every side and current literature

invites us with the prospect of their solution ; so that what with

one distraction, what with another, the syncope of concerted

intellectual effort holds, and we rest like Memmi's Fortitude

in an attitude suggestive of power waiting to be called into

effort. Our conscientious purpose may drive us to glance at

what we call essentials from time to time; but will it carry us

into the endless regions that lie beyond from which we do not

recognize the kindly voices that call us because we have estab-

lished no friendships there ?

Perhaps the rest is illusion ; but I look forward to the semi-

nary wherein, without detriment to Scholastic Theology,

Scripture and Patrology will be studied not through the

medium of hand-books, but face to face, as we must study any-

thing that is to enter into our life ; wherein professors, know-

ing their matter at first-hand, as we know our horn-books and

our mother tongue, will guide us, discoursing as they go,

through those pleasant and profitable pathways; who, unlike

the importunate guide that stays you at the portico of St.

Peter's to tell of the glories beyond the studded door, will not

take a bankrupting toll of attention before admitting to the

object that demands it; but whose minds, nevertheless, and

almost without one's observing it, shall be a light to make
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clear what is obscure; men of direct and generous minds, who
have taken many things largely and some minutely, and who
carry into all things the power of seeing what is really signifi-

cant. And I look forward to the seminarian who, entering

upon his theological studies with that scholastic attainment

which the diocesan college aims to bestow, and yielding him-

self to the new impulse with that abandonment which is never

wanting to the serious thought of seminary life, moves onward

step by step, looking now into one, now into another, of the

mysteries of our Faith through the laboratory white-light of

analytic reasoning and the golden glow of antique Tradition,

and grows in reverence for the marvel of unbroken continuity

;

till Ignatius and Polycarp and Clement hand him over to the

Apostles, toward whom he turns with the impulse of kinship

as a Hebrew to the Holy City, and the energy of youth is

kindled into the noble passions of the mind and the range of

activity widens with the prospect of new pleasure, new profit,

and no threat of exhaustion. And, finally, I look forward to

a new and stronger race of teachers and preachers, who shall

speak with the persuasiveness which is never wanting to high

character and intimate knowledge, who shall carry light in-

stead of sound into our pulpits and bring vision instead of

wonder to the pews.

T. Campbell.

St. Dtmstan's College, Charlottetown, P. E. I., Canada.

THE PATTERN OF THE CHASUBLE FOR THE MASS.

THERE are minute rubrical prescriptions touching the ma-

terials and the colors to be used for the ecclesiastical

vestments. As to the form we have on the one hand a more

or less definite tradition of liturgical usage, and on the other

certain synodal prescriptions which indicate the measurements

of the different vestments, their symbolical character, and their

particular use on festal occasions.

Nevertheless we find a considerable difference in the actual

shape of the chasuble used in the churches of different coun-
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tries and communities. The original form, taking us back to

Apostolic times, was undoubtedly that of a large circular gar-

ment, with an opening at the centre, in the fashion of our

modern chasuble, for the head to pass through. There were

neither sleeves nor arm-holes, but the garment, made of soft

or pliable material, was raised on both sides to allow the hands

and arms to be free for action. It is to this turning-up of the

vestment at the arms that the Caeremoniale Episcoporum refers

when it directs the ministers assisting the bishop in vesting, .to

see that the chasuble " hinc inde super brachia aptatur et re-

volvitur diligenter, ne ilium impediat ".^ (Plate I.)

This garment therefore originally covered the" entire person

of the priest, much as in the fashion of outer garments still

used in Oriental countries. Thus too it came to get the name
of casula, the diminutive of casa, a house or shelter, whence

the Celtic casal and the English chasuble. Muirchu's life of

St. Patrick records an ancient Druidic prophecy in which the

Saint is described as appearing first in Ireland, vested in a
" house head-holed ", with a pastoral staff. Isidorus Junior

defines the chasuble as follows : casula est cuculla, a casa, quod

totum hominem tegat, quasi minor casa. The names planeta,

paenula, and phelonium equally indicate a garment which com-

pletely enfolds the wearer. " The inconvenience of the primi-

tive chasuble," writes Father Thurston,^ " will readily be ap-

preciated. It was impossible to use arms or hands, without

lifting the whole of the front part of the vestment. To remedy

this more than one expedient was resorted to. The sides were

gradually cut away, while the length before and behind re-

mained unaltered. Thus, after having been first curtailed at

the sides until it reached but little below the elbows, it was

eventually, in the sixteenth century, pared away still farther,

until it now hardly extends below the shoulders, and leaves

the arms entirely free."

From some still extant chasubles of the eleventh and twelfth

centuries it is evident that the ample form had become some-

1 Caerem. Ep., Lib. II, c. 8, n. 10.

* Catholic Encyclopedia, vid. Chasuble.
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what reduced and gave place to a bell-shaped chasuble of the

type known as the casula S. Bernardi, and soon to the form

attributed to the time of St. Albertus Magnus, that is from the

thirteenth to the fifteenth century. (Plate III, Fig. i.) Be-

tween the thirteenth and the fifteenth century the form of the

chasuble underwent slight modifications, and in the Third

Council of Milan St. Charles Borromeo lays down definite

prescriptions for the measurements, which indicate an ample

robe of the style commonly known as the Gothic chasuble. It

was to be of fine material^ embroidered in the centre with a

cross. Hitherto a simple strip or band, separating into two

branches toward the shoulder pieces, constituted the chief de-

sign of ornamentation, which was sometimes carried out in

the shape of a tree or vine. Some authors trace this form of

decorative work to an imitation of the chasuble as it appeared

to the congregation when the bishop wore the pallium over the

same. Others explain the tree shape as a symbolical repre-

sentation of the tree of life, the lignum vitae or arhor decora

identical with the cross or the Tau which stands for the same

sign. (Plate II.) St. Charles Borromeo in his ordinances,

following the reform indications of the Council of Trent, sug-

gests that the image of a cross be shown in the front and back

of the chasuble

:

Casula (quam alii phelonium, et planetam etiam ab ampla lati-

tudine dicunt) cubitos tres, et paulo amplius late patens sit; ita

ut ab humeris projecta, complicationem unius saltem palmi infra

utrumque humerum recipere possit. (Plate III, Fig. 2.)

Longe autem cubitos totidem, aut aliquanto longius demissa

sit, ut pene ad talos usque pertineat.

Fasciam item latam unciis octo ad minimum quae assuta sit,

ab interiori et posteriori parte usque ad extremum dependentem

habeat: cui altera fascia transversalis in summa prope parte et a

fronte et a tergo adjuncta, Crucem utrinque exprimat.'

In the PontiUcale Romanum (Venet., 1572), approved by

Pope Pius V, to whom we owe the correction and completion

« Instr. Fabric. Eccl., Lib. II, De Planeia.
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of the Roman Missal, this form of chasuble is given as the

model. It will be noticed that its width across the shoulders

is somewhat larger than its length from the neck down.

If we recall the conditions of ecclesiastical life in Italy dur-

ing the sixteenth century, we need not be surprised that Milan,

under the vigilant guidance and care of its saintly archbishop,

should have been in advance of Rome in all that concerned

the practical carrying-out of the legislation of the Council of

Trent, as also in those things which concerned ecclesiastical

discipline and the reform of the liturgical service. When
therefore in the following century Clement VIII felt a fresh

impulse to carry on the work of reform in the field of litur-

gical observance, he looked for a man who, like St. Charles,

was ready to undertake the labor of inaugurating the new
work. Such a priest was the Barnabite Bartolo Gavanti, a

man of eminent learning and rare initiative. The Archbishop

of Prague, who knew his worth, had offered to Gavanti the

position of Diocesan Master of Ceremonies, with a view of

having him effect a thorough restoration of liturgical disci-

pline according to the model indicated by St. Charles. But

the Pope forbade Gavanti to leave Rome, saying that he had

need of him for a work that was to benefit the universal

Church. Nevertheless Gavanti eventually went to Milan

where he died, A. D. 1638. Many of the bishops flocked to

consult him, and he became actually the compiler of a number

of diocesan ceremonials, the aim of which was to introduce

some uniformity in the liturgy of the various communities and

countries, especially of France. It is probably due to the con-

scious sense of the need of some compromise to bring the

foreign departures from Catholic tradition into harmony with

the practice adopted by St. Charles that Gavanti permitted a

slight modification of the form of vestments prescribed by the

saintly Cardinal of Milan, who may be said to have been the

animating spirit of reform in the Church from the beginning

of the Council of Trent unto our own time. In his description *

Thesaurus Sacr. Rit. De mensuris propriis sacrae supellectilis.
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of the chasuble, to which the illustrations of the Roman Ponti-

fical of the year 1 595 conform, the measure across the should-

ers is less by some inches than that of the chasuble of St.

Charles; but the general outline is of the form used in the

Church of Milan. In place of the cross ornament on the back

Gavanti proposes a simple column, whilst for the front he re-

tains the cross in one or other of the two forms indicated in

the accompanying illustration. (Plate III, Figs. 3 and 4.) It

is plain that Gavanti does not regard the design of the orna-

mentation as essential, for he refers to the column, which he

substitutes for the cross of St. Charles, as a symbol of the Pas-

sion of Christ in that it places the priest at the altar between

the pillar of the scourging and the Cross of Calvary. " Olim

cum cruce etiam in parte posteriori ; nunc cum columnae potius

specie, recentiori usu, quae ad Passionem Domini spectat,

quasi Sacerdos sit inter columnam et Crucem Christi."
"

Out of this form, approved by Clement VIII, there has de-

veloped in course of time a vestment, violin-shaped in front,

and of a tabular form in the back, which suggests, if we may
be allowed the expression of what everyone sees, the shape of

a turtle-shell. In Rome itself the chasuble now in use has still

a certain width overlapping the shoulders (Plate IV, Fig. 5) ;

but the instinct of commercial economy has actually so much
influenced the manufacture of the chasuble that we have in

most modem churches the merest semblance of the ancient

vestment, a sort of scapular which is cut away at the ends so

as to leave no longer any reminder of the symbolical purpose

indicated by the prayer which the priest utters as he puts it on

before celebrating the Holy Sacrifice.' If, as liturgists ex-

plain, the chasuble is the symbol of charity, then the modern

chasuble indicates that our charity has wonderfully dwindled,

and the grace which we are imploring as represented by the

modern form is likely to be as much diminished as the onus

» Op. cit., Pars II, tit. I, n. 5.

« " Domine qui dixisti : jugum meum suave est, et onus meum leve

;

fac ut istud portare sic valeam, quod consequar tuam gratiam. Amen.

(Prep, ad Missam: Ad Casulam cum assumitur.)"
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1

of diminished material which we are in the habit at present

of carrying in the symbol of the jugum Christi. The Spanish

form, as seen on Plate IV, Fig. 6, appears to depart most

widely from the original Roman or Gothic chasuble.

In a priest of healthy proportions (and there are a goodly

number), who increases with age in stature as presumably in

grace, the lack of becoming vesture represented by the modern

chasuble seems to cut away the heavenly gift and leave only

the stomach in evidence. It is sad and almost irreverent to

say, although we daily witness the truth of it, that all but the

very pious people who shut their eyes, must realize the unes-

thetic fashion displayed in the most solemn seaj/ices of the

Church. The bad form is equally apparent in the shape and

peculiar aniline or " crying " colors of pur vestments as they

are in use at present. If anyone doubts it, let him make a com-

parison of what he sees at the altar with the graceful priestly

robes of the form worn by the figures of Saints represented

in painting and statuary for generations, and still so pictured

as to make for reverence. Take the statue or image of St.

Patrick, St. Willibrord, St. Anselm, and the long line of

bishops and confessors whom we venerate as models of priestly

devotion at the altar or in their sacerdotal functions of apos-

tolic life. Would these figures preserve their ideal grace and

beauty in our eyes if we were to vest them in the cheap cut-

away chasuble to which we have become accustomed ?

Tradition is a tenacious thing, and we are apt in many cases

to stand for it, even if it be quite contrary to our canons of

right judgment. If it were not so, it would be hard for the

world, because there would be nothing but reforms and fault-

finding. Still there is a limit, and in the matter of church

vestments every reflecting student of liturgy must admit that

we have become the prey of a commercialism, ecclesiastical

and secular, which begets its harm in the present age when the

pursuit of critical studies and the return to historical Christian

practices challenge attention to such departures. The restora-

tion of daily Communion is one of those returns; the Gre-

gorian chant and congregational singing are others. Another
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one, although it has not thus far become the subject-matter of

a Pontifical Motu Propria, is quite in harmony with the re-

forms inaugurated by the present Sovereign Pontiff—that is

to say, the reform of the style of the chasuble. The instigation

comes in this case from the clergy of England and Germany,

and if the movement be tardy we cannot blame the manu-
facturers of church vestments for furnishing us at the cheapest

rate what seems to satisfy our demand.

The abuses came chiefly from France and Spain, where the

fashion of close-fitting, tailor-made gowns found its way
from the salon into the sacristy. The taille and sweeping trail

affected by the ladies' world were imitated in the cut of the

cassocks of the abbes whose tastes found ready imitation, as

one can observe any day in the southern countries of Europe.
" Hence," writes Van der Stappen, " when the ancient cha-

suble had, in the course of time, been cut down from its gener-

ous proportions of old, to the skimp reduction of modern times,

and the evil had found its way from France into the neighbor-

ing countries, there arose in England, France itself, Germany,

and Belgium men who, animated by a zeal for Christian art,

sought on their own account to restore the ancient practice by

adopting the more beautiful style of Gothic vestments in use

during the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries."

Many of the bishops readily sanctioned the new departure

as a return to orthodox practice. Others, seeing that the

abuses had been tolerated and to some extent countenanced by

the ecclesiastical authorities, so as to have obtained a certain

right of prescription, which, if suddenly declared to be an

abuse, would mislead to. indiscriminate criticism of authority

and thus produce greater harm than good, counseled a passive

attitude until Rome had expressed her approbation of the

movement. Such was the prudent advice of the Archbishop of

Mechlin, who addressed a pastoral letter to his clergy on the

subject. Other bishops thought that, unless there was some

protest made by the episcopate, the abuse might go on inde-

finitely, since the evil was not so flagrant in Rome itself, and

the authorities there could not know what was going on else-
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Plate III

Fig. 1 Fig-^
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Fig. 3 and 4
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where if not advised by the bishops. Accordingly the Bishop

of Miinster addressed a letter in 1859 to the Sacred Congrega-

tion of Rites in which he set forth the objections of the reform

party and the desirability of returning to the older usage before

and immediately after the Council of Trent.

The Roman Master of Ceremonies, to whom all practical

questions of rubrics and liturgical doubts are referred for de-

cision, was at the time a certain Monsignor John Corazza.

He appears to have resented the implied criticism in the pro-

posed reform as an aggressive movement upon his accredited

domain, and, after a heated controversy, in which the matter

had been discussed {minus fortasse simviter, ut ipse fatetur),

gave his adverse decision with some comments in which the

advocates of a return to the graceful form of ancient times

were charged with an immoderate zeal for innovations, and

at the same time stigmatized as medievalists who pretended

more zeal than they possessed judgment. He declared apo-

dictically that he was opposed to the change and that the Gothic

vestment was not merely not to be tolerated but to be abso-

lutely banished, and that the only proper model for chasubles

hereafter to be made was to be the Roman pattern then in use.

But the Sacred Congregation of Rites to which the resolu-

tion of Monsignor Corazza was submitted, did not deem it

wise to accept the judgment of the consultive authority of the

Apostolic Master of Ceremonies. It appears that the Sover-

eign Pontiff, Pius IX, to whom the matter was brought, ex-

pressed his displeasure at the radical and immoderate utterance

of Monsignor Corazza, and as a result Cardinal Patrizi issued

a letter to the bishops interested in the matter, in which he

stated that the S. Congregation, having carefully examined the

merits of the question, had come to the conclusion that, al-

though there was no doubt that the Gothic style of vestment

had been in use in the Church, especially during the thirteenth,

fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries, yet since for sometime after

the Council of Trent that form of vestment had been largely

abandoned in the Roman and other churches, it would, while

this practice actually prevailed, be inadvisable to introduce the
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new form without the previous sanction of the Holy See;

since such alterations might tend to produce disorder and scan-

dalize the faithful who might not understand the reasons for

the change.

Pius IX however invited the Archbishop of Mechlin to set

forth the causes which led to the adoption in his diocese of the

Gothic vestments in preference to the ordinary ones then in

common use. This was evidently done to open the way for a

further discussion of the merits of the case, since many were

in favor of the reform. The Archbishop of Mechlin seems to

have been averse to argue the matter further and accordingly

made no reply. Van der Stappen, reviewing the subject in his

Sacra Liturgia, expresses his opinion that the Holy See, if

the reason for the change were properly submitted to its de-

cision, would eventually approve of the Borromean style of

vestments, though it was not likely that this approbation would

extend to the very ancient form adopted by certain Belgian

missionaries in the East in which the chasuble approximates

to the appearance rather of a cope.''

The approbation of the Holy See, so far as it was declared

requisite, appears to have been given, not only by the suppres-

sion of the adverse decision of the Apostolic Master of Cere-

monies already referred to, but likewise by the manner in which

the use of the Gothic vestment is recognized in some of the

principal churches of Italy, not excluding Rome, and especially

of England, Germany, Belgium, and parts of France. The

most recent and perhaps the most efficient advocate of the an-

cient style of vestment in place of the Gallican misfit is a

woman. Madam Helene Stummel, wife of the historic painter,

Fritz Stummel, famed for his magnificent frescoes in Berlin,

Luxembourg, Cologne, and that most charming votive church

of Kevelaer, which he has made his life-work for the last ten

' " Forsan rationes Sanctae Sedi expositas, vel exponendas, pro forma

planetae, juxta literam et non solum juxta spiritum Gavanti more Romano,

imo juxta descriptionem S. Caroli Borromaei conficiendae, speratum a cul-

toribus Chris'ianae artis benignum Sanctae Sedis favorem explicitae ap-

probationis, in quantum ca indigeat, expectare posse, ex praemissis con-

cludere licet."

—

Sacra Liturgia, Vol. Ill, De S. Vestium Ornatu, Qu. 109,
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years, though it will take another ten years to complete the

magnificent designs of the interior. Madam Stummel has lec-

tured before cardinals, bishops, and the clergy in Rome, before

the Congresses of Cologne and of Diisseldorf. Recently a

number of the Bishops of England have invited her to speak

before the conferences of the clergy and in their seminaries

to the students of theology. She possesses a singular mastery

of the subject, and has the means to illustrate her clear and

erudite expositions from a rare collection of paramentics gath-

ered and disposed with artistic skill and a thorough realiza-

tion of the dignity of the subject. The form of the chasuble

advocated by the new movement in general is similar to the one

illustrated on Plate V.

When the writer recently went abroad to study the motives

and effects of this movement, he found the Gothic chasuble

in use in many of the churches of Germany and England.

It is not unlikely that those of our bishops who are familiar

with the history of ecclesiastical vestments will see their way
to follow their English brethren of the hierarchy and open a

path to the introduction of this reform, to the greater edifica-

tion of our people and the true magnificence of our church

services.

There is a useful side to this question also, which will be dis-

cussed in the subsequent articles on the subject.

Fra Arminio.

ECCLESIASTICAL HERALDRY.
" Labora sicut bonus miles Christi Jesus."—II Timoth. 2

:
3.

I. Introductory.

HE object of the following illustrated series on Ecclesias-

tical Heraldry, is, as has already been stated in the an-

nouncement made of it some time ago, to meet the need of a

consistent use of heraldic devices in designing the seals and

escutcheons of bishops and other ecclesiastical dignitaries.

Now, anyone at all conversant with the art or science of her-

aldry can, after a cursory glance at our Bishops' coats of arms,

T
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as reproduced in the official Catholic Directory, detect a num-
ber of not inconsiderable blunders, either in the selection of

the emblems of the shield and the arrangement of its ac-

cessories, or in the mechanical execution of the coats of arms.

However, if there is any comfort in company, we may to

some extent console ourselves by the fact that our Rev. " next-

door " neighbors find themselvevs in a like predicament. Says

M. Pierre de Chaignon La Rose, speaking for the Episcopalian

clergy in the Magazine of Christian Art (May, 1907), "To
a student of heraldry, particularly if he be a Churchman, there

are few more melancholy proofs of the modern degradation

of the * noble science ' of armory than the Ecclesiastical arms

and seals used in the Episcopal Church of America from its

foundation to the present day. That a body of ecclesiastics,

already versed in an abstract and beautiful symbolism, and,

theoretically at least, carrying on the traditions of a scholarly

past, should be so seemingly unaware of the canons of an an-

cient, well-ordered system of heraldry as to be willing to per-

petuate on seals, brasses, stone, and glass, heraldic solecisms,

is a discredit both to the Church and to modem scholarship."

In confirmation the writer then gives us a statistical review of

the situation :
" At least thirty-seven sees and jurisdictions

have armorial bearings of varying degrees of excellence; nine

of these have arms which strike the critic as somewhat inept

;

six have arms that are unheraldic ; four have arms so ungram-

matically composed in utter ignorance of heraldic precedent

that they serve as * horrible examples ' of American heraldry

at its very worst; two more seem to me to display illogical

heraldry because of the position of their * inescutcheons
'

; and

finally, the arms of sixteen are thoroughly good heraldry, some

of them being very beautiful." To what extent the famous
" mutato nomine, de te fabula narratur " is applicable to us,

will be shown in the following articles. At least there should

be one practical conclusion ; it is that " What is worth doing

is worth doing well."

And the matter seems to be timely enough, now that the

Catholic Hierarchy of the United States counts over a hundred
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archbishops or bishops, and, besides, a goodly number of

Roman prelates or monsignori, many or all of whom are en-

titled to a coat of arms, according to the recent Motu propria

of Pius X, dated 21 February, 1905. No. 18 of this document

reads as follows: " Propriis insignibus seu stemmatibus (coats

of a.rms) imponere poterunt pileum (nigrum) cum lemniscis

ac flocculis (tassels) duodecim, sex hinc, sex inde pendentibus,

rubini coloris, sine cruce vel mitra ". Such is the privilege

granted to the Protonotarii Apostolici supranumcrarii. The
same is granted (No. 45 of the Motu proprio) to the Protono-

tarii Apostolici ad instar. As to the Protonotarii Apostolici

titulares or honorarii, No. 68 has this :
" Propriis insignibus

seu stemmatibus pileum imponere valeant, sed nigrum tantum-

modo, cum lemniscis, et sex hinc, sex inde flocculis pen-

dentibus, item ex integro nigris." Lastly, all Roman or Do-
mestic Prelates are enjoined (No. 79), "nee alio uti colore

quam violaceo, in bireti flocculo et pilei vitta opere reticulate

distincta, sive chordulis et flocculis etiam in pileo stemmatibis

imponendo ut No. 18 dictum est, nisi pro eorum aliquo constet

de majori particulari privilegio." All these prelates enjoy

then by Papal authority the personal privilege of bearing a

coat of arms. A few days later, the Holy Father had also

published a Brief, by which he reformed or modified the Five

Pontifical Orders of Knighthood, viz. the Order of Christ, the

Order of the Golden Spur, and the Orders of St. Silvester, of

St. Gregory the Great, and of Pius IX.

All this goes to show that the matter of heraldry has its

importance, especially with regard to our Bishops, as their

coat of arms is used in so many official transactions or occa-

sions, and, in some cathedrals in Europe, is hung up above the

main altar, or at least above the episcopal throne—a gentle

reminder of noblesse oblige. We may here remark that, in the

text-heading of this paper, the word miles is the very one

which stood for the word knight in days " when knighthood

was in flower ", and that those words were written by St. Paul

to a Bishop, St Timothy, whom he had himself consecrated

for the church of Ephesus; on. another occasion, writing to
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Timothy's flock, the Ephesians, St. Paul indulges in some more
heraldic symbolism (Ephes., c. 6) :

" Brethren, take unto you

the armor of God, that you may be able to resist in the evil

day, and to stand in all things perfect. Stand, therefore, hav-

ing your loins girt about with truth, and having on the breast-

plate of justice, and your feet shod with the preparation of the

gospel of peace : in all things taking the shield of faith, where-

with you may be able to extinguish the fiery darts of the most

wicked one. And take unto you the helmet of salvation, and

the sword of the spirit, which is the word of God." This looks

like a complete armor, and the essentials of heraldry are not

wanting. ^

American Heraldry.

Even in this our democratic Republic, heraldry is officially

recognized. The general government, as well as every sov-

ereign State, has its coat of arms and seal ; although, we must

confess, they are not all prepared according to the rules of

sound blazonry, there being too much of the so-called " land-

scape heraldry " of the i8th and 19th centuries. The arms of

the United States (as found, for instance, on the half-dollar)

show us our three national colors: "paly (or paleways) of

thirteen argent and gules, a chief azure ", which means, a blue

chief and thirteen vertical stripes alternately white and red,

representing the thirteen original States; as to the stars and

stripes, which are seen on some official seals and in the national

flag, they are taken from the coat of arms of the Washington

family, which had also the prophetic motto " Exitus acta pro-

bat," much akin to the so-called Jesuitical maxim " the end

justifies the means ". The various States have generally de-

rived the elements of their heraldry from some local circum-

stance or from the nature of their territory : thus, for instance,

Maryland has simply incorporated Lord Baltimore's coat of

arms, adding the beautiful Christian motto, from Psalm 5,

" Scuto bonae voluntatis tuae coronasti nos ". There is but

one other State, Colorado, the Centennial State, which has,

besides the Eye of Divine Providence as a crest, a religious
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motto, " Nil sine Numine ", borrowed from the hymn Vent

Sancte Spiritus, " Sine tuo Numine, Nihil est in homine ".

Moreover, it is a known fact that the early settlers in Mary-

land, Virginia, and New England brought with them from

Europe their family arms engraved on seals, plate, etc., \vhich

have been carefully preserved up to the present day, and are

consequently beyond suspicion. It is however to be regretted

that, during the early part of last century, many persons un-

knowingly assumed arms to which they had no title whatever,

the same having been found, or rather invented, by some un-

scrupulous " fakers " who flourished in Boston and New York

about that time. The correct ones, to which they are properly

entitled, can now be readily traced through the modern works

published on the subject, foremost being those by the late Sir

Bernard Burke, Ulster King of Arms, who compiled them

from the records of Herald's College. It is, perhaps, not amiss

to mention the foregoing, in order that our new Monsignori

may beware of possible " fakers ".

Origin and Evolution of Heraldry.

The heraldic art, heraldry or blazonry, is the art of knowing,

describing, and explaining armorial bearings. The armorial

bearings or coats of arms or escutcheons (sometimes wrongly

confounded with seals and crests) , are the insignia of nobility,

and were composed according to certain rules of an emblematic

language in general use among the European nobility, to ex-

press the respective dignity, title, family, and name of the per-

sonages entitled to bear such hereditary marks of honor.

Nowadays, besides the natural fascination there is in solving

the ingenious mysteries "of armorial symbolism, heraldic art is

useful, as a means of study and verification, to the interpreters

of ancient chronicles, or in deciphering engraved or sculptured

emblems found in manuscripts, paintings, arms, or ancient

monuments. Not only to the antiquary and archeologist are

its teachings valuable ; they are well-nigh indispensable for the

interpretation of the oldest and best authors and of Gothic

architecture. Few sciences have such an extensive literature

and so rich a nomenclature.
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The art of heraldry, in a systematized form, cannot be

traced further back than the twelfth or the latter part of the

eleventh century. Certainly it was not until that period that it

became known to England, where it was introduced by the

French; hence, the technical terms now in use are in nearly

every case expressed in old French. Some sort of armorial

insignia were depicted on the shields used in the Third Cru-

sade, which took place in 11 89; and in the same half century

originated the Heurs de lis of France and the lions of England.

The transmission of arms from father to son, one of the essen-

tials of heraldry, seems to have been fully Recognized in the

thirteenth century, and with the practice then introduced, of

embroidering the family insignia on the surcoat worn over the

coat of mail, originated the expression coat of arms.

It would be a great mistake to imagine that heraldry ap-

peared at that time ready made, as it were, and of one piece;

on the contrary, it was only by slow degrees that it finally

evolved into its fixed form, subject to definite rules. There

were clearly three stages in the evolution, and feudalism at

first, then the days of knighthood and tournaments, and lastly

the crusades, have in turn and proportionally contributed to

the final result. In feudal times, the nobles took titles to them-

selves according to the dignity of their fiefs, as dukes, barons,

counts, knights, etc. (all names of Roman origin, except mar-

quis and baron), and to distinguish themselves from the so-

called villains or common people they had their coats of

arms. " The field of that escutcheon," says a heraldic writer,

" would be black like the well-tilled soil, green like the growing

grass, red like the blood of whoever should attempt to tres-

pass ! And what animals would spring up in that field ? Lions,

no doubt, eagles, dragons, and other monsters, symbolizing

the mixture of families. Such was the symbolism of feudal

pride!"

Later, by the side of the nobility thus established by the

heredity of fiefs and the introduction of family names or sur-

names, another institution, the true mother of heraldry, poetic

knighthood sprang into being: its character being a combina-
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tion of the sentimental and trusty nature of the Teuton and the

gallant and wonder-loving nature of the Moor, but both im-

pregnated with Christianity. The chivalric spirit itself, how-

ever, is as old as civilization ; and Charlemagne and his Twelve

Peers more than deserve the name of knights: the famous

romance, written by a certain monk Robert at the end of the

eleventh century, was composed not so much to praise these

heroes than to stir up Christian enthusiasm against the in-

fidels for the First Crusade, and from it the English copied the

story of their King Arthur and his Knights of the Round
Table. But, at this period of history, on the occasion of the

solemn blessing of a knight (miles), or at their brilliant tour-

naments, we already behold waving on his helmet the beloved

colors later known as our lambrequins; his horse cloth and his

little shield bear emblems which later become the coat of arms,

by which the knight may be recognized by his own in battle,

or also prove at the tournament his right to take part in it.

These knights had moreover their seals, engraved with their

coat of arms, with which they used to sign and stamp diplo-

matic documents: there are examples as far back as the year

looo.

Lastly, the Crusades gave the finishing touch to armorial

bearings. Among the immense diversity of peoples and in that

multitude of knights and esquires, it was of absolute necessity

for every military chief to adopt a symbol, a coat of arms, for

the purpose of rallying around him his soldiers and men;

hence that variety of colors and emblems on their banners and

shields. It also happened that knights who had distinguished

themselves by their valor, and even sometimes the more enthu-

siastic cities, received from the chiefs of the expedition, either

a coat of arms attesting forever their courage and faith, or a

symbolic modification of the emblem already adopted : instance,

the gallant knight who first set foot on the ramparts or crest

of Jerusalem, was given the name Creston, and Godfrey of

Bouillon traced with his own finger dipped in the blood of

this brave a cross gules (red cross) on his battered escut-

cheon! In conclusion, and from all the facts of contempor-
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aneous history, the Crusades made the use of armorial bearings

more general and tlieir practice invariable; it was also since

that time that their coats of arms became hereditary. One of

the most interesting monuments of this glorious epoch is the

Hall of the Crusades, started by King Louis Philippe in the

Palace of Versailles, which is decorated with the armorial

bearings of families whose ancestors had taken part in the

Holy Wars.
Aloysius Brucker, S.J.

[to be continued.]

THE BLIKDHESS OF THE BEVEBEND^R. GHAT;*
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THE FINAL LAW.

CHAPTER XLII.

A Red Sunset.

IT
was an hour before the time when Dick Duggan left the

public-house to pay his ill-fated visit to the parish priest, that

Pete the Gipsy tackled his pony to the cart, which was already

loaded with six bales of what purported to be compressed hay

carefully packed and roped for transmission to the city.

" It is the last ?" said the old gipsy woman, his mother, coming

out of the castle to see. " You're sure you're leaving nothing

behind?"
" Nothing, little mother," said Pete gaily. " It is the last bale,

which we have haled up from the cave."

" Then I'm glad of it," she said. " It was an ill-work from

the beginning, especially as you had a coward for comrade."
" That's true, little mother," he replied. "If he had been one

of our own we might have carried on the business forever."

" Never mind," she said. " Get back, little father, as quick

as possible. I'm always afraid you'll fall into the hands of the

engroes."

This novel is copyrighted exclusively for the Ecclesiastical Review,

and will not appear in any other magazine in America, Great Britain, or

Australia.
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He laughed.
" That's for fools," he said. " Never fear for me. Keep the

fire lighting and the pot boiling. I'll be hungry enough when

I return."

Pete had always managed to get his smuggled cargoes into

the station at M just as the up goods train was due, so

that there should be no time for inquisitive porters or detectives

to show any unusual curiosity about his property. If he were

early, he generally loitered outside the gates and crept in, in time

to push his packages into the van as the train sped forward.

This evening he was slightly late, and when he got out of

the boreen and on the crest of the hill, he whipped the pony

smartly forwards. Strange to say, however, this night he took

a slightly circuitous route along the road that skirted Crossfields

and farther down by the farm occupied by the Duggans. And,

as he passed one field in the latter farm, he noticed a pike hang-

ing down from a half-cut rick of hay, and with the instinct of

his tribe he instantly appropriated it, laying it athwart the large

cubes which were compressed with iron clamps. He chuckled to

himself as he thought of Dick's profanity when he discovered

in the morning that his pike was gone, and he then pushed

rapidly forward. His object in taking the circuitous route was
to avoid the farmers who might be coming home late from the

fair and who, in the usual spirit of inquisitiveness, might put

awkward questions. On these journeys Pete wished for a soli-

tary road and no company.

He was about two miles from the town when, on turning a

bend in the road, he nearly drove into the gig or tax-cart on

which Ned Kerins was driving home from the fair. After the

usual complimentary curses that are elicited on such an occasion,

Pete was passing on, but Ned Kerins was in a more sympathetic

mood. He had sold some cattle early in the morning and bought

calves which he had forwarded to his farm by his servant. And
he had then remained, meeting friends, receiving congratula-

tions on his marriage, and passing from public-house to public-

house, where, however, he was judicious enough to dispense

many " thrates " and take but few. He was quite sober, there-

fore, but somewhat elated by his success in business at the fair

and all the complimentary things that were said about his mar-

riage; and, as the evening was long for him, he thought he

would like to delay the gipsy with a little kindly conversation.

"
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Pete, however, was impatient and anxious about his cargo.

" Glad to hear that you had such a good fair, Mr. Kerins," he

said, pushing on his pony. "Well, good-night. I must be going."

"Don't be in such a hurry, Pete," said the farmer, blocking

the road. " The gangers aren't out to-night."

"The gangers? What gangers?" said Pete, angry at the

allusion.

"Oh, what gangers?" said Kerins mockingly. "Come now,

Pete, don't you know that every man, woman, and child in the

parish is aware of your trade? And sure no one begrudges it

to you."
" I think, Mr. Kerins," said Pete sternly, " the sooner you get

back to your wife's company, the better for ^u and her. Her

old spark might be hanging around."

He again tried to get forward, but Kerins was now furious

at the allusion and savagely demanded an explanation.

Pete laughed and threw out obscurer hints. Then the farmer,

with an affectation of laughter, turned back tTTe joke upon the

gipsy, whilst he swung his heavy whip ominously along the floor

of his gig.

" Give us the fiUing of one pipe, tinker," he said. " You keep

the real thing, I'm tould—only the best Cavendish and cigars.

Give us the filling of one pipe—and I'll pay you."

And he plunged the handle of his whip towards one of the

bales, driving it into the stuff.

The gipsy uttered a fearful curse and, again returning to the

point where Kerins was most vulnerable, he bade him return

home at once.

Whatever was the poignant word he used, down came the

heavy whip of the farmer on his shoulders, and the next instant

the gipsy, seizing the pike, lunged forward with all his strength

and the sharp edge of one steel prong entered the garments and

the flesh as easily as a needle runs through a pincushion. With-

out a word, the farmer fell forward dead.

Not a shadow of remorse crossed the mind of the gipsy. With

a few rapid reflections, he concluded that his own best policy was

to return home as speedily as possible. He thought of going

first into town and notifying the police that he had found Kerins

murdered on the high road, but this might give occasion for awk-

ward questionings. He trusted to his usual luck to get home
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without meeting anyone who would recognize him, and to bury

his own part in absolute oblivion. He carefully drew the gig

and horse on which the dead man lay into one of those recesses

where contractors pile up heaps of road metalling for con-

venience. He then listened attentively. Not a sound came up

along the road to the town, whose lights were twinkling beneath

him. Not a sound came along the road he had traveled from the

sea. A thick blackness hung down over the whole landscape, ex-

cept quite close where the white road shone. He listened once

more. Not a sound except the crunching of the grass, where

Kerins's horse, unconscious of his fearful burden, was feeding

The gipsy turned his pony's head homewards and in an hour

was in the boreen that led to his house. Here he paused. He
had not met a single human being by the way. The road was

as solitary as a desert ; nothing but the sounds of his pony's feet

awoke the echoes. He undid the harness, took out bale after

bale of the smuggled goods, which he poised for a moment on

the top of the broad ditch which formed a rampart against

the dangers of the huge chasm that yawned beneath. Then

silently he dropped bale after bale into the gulf, where it was

broken to dust in the fall, and then, when all had disappeared,

he took to smoking and pondering on the singular thing that

had occurred.

The suddenness and swiftness of the thing should have alarmed

him and made him reflect. But there was no room for reflection

in the man's soul, unless when suddenly jumping up from the

place where he was seated, he remembered with a pang of soul

and a curse on his lips that he had forgotten to rob the murdered

man.

"And he told me he had a splendid price for his cattle that

morning; and probably. the notes were lying within an inch of

my hand. I deserve to be caught and hanged for such bungling."

A light gleaming far down near the sea reminded him that

he was expected to supper. And he accordingly felt hungry by

anticipation. A light gleamed in one of the windows of Rohira

and he gave a thought to the lonely man, whose race appeared

to be extinguished forever. He looked back across the dark

fields and saw the lights in Crossfields, where the young widow

was even then preparing for the homecoming of her spouse.

But these things did not touch him. It was only Avhen he saw
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far down to the east the solitary candle that broke the gloom

around the farm of the Duggans, that he showed some feeling,

but it was that of the ape and the tiger.

" The rope is around your neck, Dick," he said, " so tight

that only one man in all the world can loose it. And he won't,

Dick!"

He again harnessed his pony and drove leisurely downwards

to the castle.

" You're late, little father," said Judith, as her son entered

the room, having stabled the pony. " Was the train late?"

"A little," he said. " But I'm hungry, mother, desperately

hungry. What have you to eat?"

" You'll get some broiled fish and potatoes,";, she said, " over

there on the table. I put a cloth over them to keep them warm.

But you got the goods away ?"

" Never fear, little mother," he said impatiently, " they are

now where the hand of the ganger will never touch them."
" But the money?" she said. " Is that safe?"

" Safe as the Bank !" he said. " They are in my power and

they know it."

"Ha! ha!" said th« old crone. "It is good to have people

in your power, little father. Is it not? It is good to have

people in your power. For then you can crush them, if you like
!"

" It is good !" he said, with his mouth full of food. " It is a

good thing that men should fear you. Fear never changes.

Love changes often. It is good to have men in your power !"

"What's that stain on your right sleeve, little father?" the

old gipsy said, touching a dark spot where a tiny stream had

trickled down. " Why 'tis blood. You must be hurt some-

where!"

The gipsy started up so violently that he almost overthrew

the table, and he pulled with his left-hand the right sleeve to-

ward him. But he instantly recovered his self-possession:

" I brushed past some dead meat in the town," he said.

" There was a crowd around a ballad-singer, and they pushed

him inwards. Ugh ! what an ugly thing is cow's blood
!"

And he sat down again, but his appetite seemed to have

diminished.

"Have you got any spirits, mother?" he said at length.

" That blood has quite given me a turn. Where's Cora ?"
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"Over there asleep!" said the gipsy woman, rising up and

procuring the bottle of gin for her son. " But, little father, was

not the pony in danger, and what he carried, when you were

pushed away from him in the crowd?"
" Not at all !" said Pete, who was beginning to think that his

mother was more curious than prudent. " I left him for a mo-

ment standing at the Post Office whilst I went in to mail some-

thing. It was passing by I got jammed in the crowd and got

that nasty stain."

" Throw off your jacket," said Judith, " and I'll wash out that

stain. It is before me all the night!"

" What is before you?" said her son angrily.

" Blood !" she said.

" Blood ?" he echoed with some faint alarm rising up within

him.

" Yes," she went on, looking intently at the fire. " I have

seen that stain everywhere to-night. I saw it in the sun, when
he was setting, a dark purple blotch, although the day was dim

and cloudy. I took it away in my eyes then and it is before me
everywhere. And down there where the peat and pine are

glowing, I see it fall, fall, and drop into the ashes and go out in

a flare and a hiss of horrid steam. See what a little thing now
casts its shadow before it. You go into town on business and

by chance rub the sleeve of your coat against that dripping meat,

and lo! it haunts me all the evening."

" Keep that for the farmers and their servant-girls, mother,"

he repHed angrily. " Here, take the old jacket and clean it, or

burn it. It is not worth much, and I've got my leather jerkin.

Perhaps it will take the ugly vision away from your eyes."

" No ! no I" cried the old dame, handling the jacket curiously.

" It is a good garment yet, and we are poor, very poor, little

father. We cannot afford to lose such a fine garment, such a

handsome garment, such a costly garment. And it is only a

stain, a little stain, a tiny little stain of oxen's blood—a mere cow,

a dead cow, a worthless cow, and it will come out so nice that no

one will ever notice it, or say, ' What is that ugly stain, little

Pete, that long dark stain, little Pete, there on your right arm

above the elbow ?'
"

All the time she was turning over the almost ragged jacket in

her hands, studying it carefully, inside and outside, whilst her
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hopeful son went over and bent down where the children were

hived together promiscuously; and Cora, the insolent and the

vigilant Cora, was in the midst of them. She appeared to be

dead asleep, breathing softly as an infant, one brown arm under

her head and one resting softly on the ragged garments which

formed the bed-clothes. After a long and careful study he came

back, and again the old gipsy challenged him.
" See here, little father," she said, " across the shoulder is a

cut, not a deep cut, nor a severe cut, but such a cut as would be

made by a stick or a whip. It stretches around the back, and,

look! where it leaves a deep furrow amidst the thick dust. I

suppose 'tis where you slung your whip across your shoulders as

the peasants do, and it left this mark and cut, not It deep cut, but

just such as would be made by a knife or a whip. But the whip

should be struck deep and strong. Are you hurt, little father?

Let me see
!"

She dropped the jacket to examine the shoulder and back of

her son, but he drew back and kicked the ragged jacket into the

fire, dragging down the blocks of burning timber and stamping

them with his foot savagely.

" There !" he said. " You make such a fuss about nothing.

Let the old rags burn now. They are only fit for burning, and

you, good mother, are spared the trouble of washing. Good-
night! and be not troubled in your dreams. The sky will not

be red to-morrow !"

He watched until he saw the last rag in the jacket shrivel up
and consume in the flame, even to the horn buttons. Then he

kicked the red ashes to and fro and went whistling to bed.

The old gipsy remained crouched over the extinguished fire

for at least an hour, wondering, dreaming, guessing, surmising.

She was roused by a light hand laid on her shoulder in the

darkness, and the girl, Cora, whispered in her ear:

" There hath been some evil thing wrought to-night. I, too,

dreamed it. But say nothing. It would not be wise to say

anything, good-mother! It would not be wise."

The dead man lay on his back on a narrow table supported on
trestles in a public-house in the town of M . A messenger
from Rohira, riding posthaste to meet the up-mail was nearly

flung off his horse when he shied at a gig and pony near the
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road. He was too hurried to wait, but he saw that a heavy

figure, as of a man in drink, was leaning over the dashboard,

almost on the animal's back. He reported the matter at the

barracks, and the murdered man was found and brought in, and

word was sent to his widow. The dead man lay still, the peace

of eternity on his face, the weapon, which had let out his strong

life, was by his side. There was rushing and weeping and the

tumult of terror at Crossfields. Far down in the stable at

Duggan's, the officers of the law were waiting and lurking in the

darkness for the supposed criminal. But Pete, the gipsy, having

destroyed all traces of his guilt, slept the sleep of the just man,

there in the old castle by the sea.

CHAPTER XLHI.

The Amabele Valley.

THE tumult of emotions that swept the soul of Dion Wycherly,

the Ba-as, the successful miner and rancher, on discover-

ing his brother under such novel and unexpected circumstances,

is indescribable. Delight at meeting him again, for the brothers

loved each other
;
pain at seeing him so emaciated and wasted,

and with such little hope of recovery; wonder and admiration at

the bravery of the young girl who had sacrificed herself so nobly

;

and just an incipient pang of pleasure that she was not Jack's

wife, were the chief thoughts and feeHngs that swayed his mind

during th^se days, which he spent there, plotting and speculating

for their and his own future.

The recognition between the brothers was most affecting.

When Annie O'Farrell had told Dion all that was to be told

about his brother, even down to his dreaming, which was not

dreaming at all, but perfect consciousness of Dion's presence,

they decided it were best that Jack should be told that his dream

was a reality, and that his brother had come to seek and find

him. When Annie had prepared the way, she retired from the

little hut where Jack's hammock swung easily, and Dion entered.

The poor, pale invaUd looked up for a moment at the tall,

athletic form that towered above him. Then, stretching forth

his bony hand, he said, while his eyes filled with tears

:

" I knew it was you. I knew it could be none other than you."
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For some moments the two brothers continued to gaze at one

another, holding their hands clasped. Then, realizing the tre-

mendous contrast between them—his own riotous and exultant

health, and the sad wreck of the young life that lay beneath him

—Dion suddenly dropped his brother's hand and went over to

examine some little photos or pictures that were pinned to the

wall. Then, brushing aside a tear, he came back and seated him-

self near the hammock where his dying brother lay. After a

few observations, he said

:

" Miss O'Farrell has told me a good deal, Jack ; but not all.

You were in the same hospital?"

" Yes !" said his brother. " We were in the same hospital.

But we seldom spoke, beyond the mere morning or evening salute.

But she was watching over me Hke a sister, and I didn't know U.

I say, Dion, do you know anything about women?"
" Not much," said Dion. " I've seen few here but a few

native gins, and they seem to be only one degree, and yet in

another sense far above the animal creation."

" Yes ! That's what I've been thinking. But I have seen a

good many; and the strange thing is, they don't know the awful

power they have for right or wrong."

He ceased a moment; and Dion did not stop the moralizing,

although he wanted to get at facts.

" But what I'm coming to is this," said Jack, as if communing
with himself. " You meet a hundred of them and they're all

alike, cut according to the same pattern, turned out and groomed

a la mode. Then, one day, you meet another, and you say at

once, ' That's not a woman. That's something more. God
thought a good deal before he made her.'

"

He paused for a moment. And then, as if recalling some-

thing, he said:

" You mustn't call her Miss O'Farrell any more, Dion. You
must call her Annie. She's our sister."

" She might be offended," said Dion dubiously. *' It isn't

usual, you know."

"Never fear!" said Jack confidently. "But call her Annie

—nothing else—mind! Well, I was saying, she was watching

me, and I didn't know it. Lord bless you, Di, we know nothing.

But one day she cut me dead in one of the corridors of the

hospital; and, after a few days' agony, I asked explanations.
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Afraid? I was more afraid of her than of Almighty God, of

even old Stanihurst himself. Well, I got the explanation. Then

one night I got a hemorrhage on the streets and was carried to

the hospital. Some day before I die, I'll tell you what occasioned

the hemorrhage, but not now—

"

" Jack, you are not going to die," said his brother passion-

ately. " You mustn't die. God won't take you away now when

I have found you and can give you all you want in this world.

You and Annie will come away with me from this infernal hole,

and I'll put you in that climate and place where, if you never

had a lung, you'd grow one. Cheer up, old man! There are

many happy days before us yet!"

But Jack shook his head.

" It was a forlorn hope, Di," he said ;
" a forlorn hope—my

coming out here. I know too much. But it was some gain

with my torn lungs to get here, if only to breathe a little. But

I cannot last long, and I'm not sorry for it."

To which Dion could answer nothing,

" I've told Annie where I'm to be buried !—high up there on

the summit, where the sun will strike first in the morning and

rest his last beams at night
—

"

" No, no, no, no," said Dion ;
" you and Annie must come

away with me. It is not far—only a couple of hundred miles,

and we'll do it by easy stages. If you don't like the train, I

can manage to get you taken along by the coolies, so that there'll

be no jolting, and we can rest where we please. I'll talk to Miss

O'Farrell about it, if you let me.. You won't die just yet, Jack,

old man ! And, if you were to die in a few years or so, I want

to put you where I can see your grave and remember you."

" That's not of much consequence, Di," said the sick boy.

" You are not going to remain here and give up Rohira and

all the old associations."

" But Ned—you're forgetting. Jack. Ned has Rohira. It is

his by every right."

" Ned won't trouble Rohira," said Jack. *' Some day, when

I'm better I'll tell you all. But when I'm gone—well, let us say

to Heaven—you and Annie will go back to Ireland and make

everything square for poor Pap, before he dies."

And somehow Dion did not seem to think the project un-

desirable.
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After some hesitation and doubts as to whether the invalid

could bear a long journey inland, they at last decided to go.

And as Jack was impatient and irritable, he thought it better to

go by rail, instead of being jolted through the bush on the backs

of black coolies. It meant two days weary traveling in slow

trains under burning suns and with the fine dust of the tropics

filling every nook and crevice of the carriage. But, thanks to the

assiduity and skill of his companion, the poor, broken life still

held on until it was established in the handsome bungalow on a

slope of the Amabele Valley, where Dion had fixed what he

thought was his permanent home.

Everything that wealth, utiUzed by brotherly love, could do

to contribute to the comfort of the patient and his nurse, was

now done, for Dion seemed to rule here as a little prince, who
commanded the allegiance and services of white men and black

in the region all around.

And surely, if there were a place on earth calculated to win

back to health and vigor a life that was fast passing away, it

would be the very spot where Dion had built, in a style of un-

usual magnificence for those parts, a paviHon, or bungalow, and

surrounded it with every aspect and accident of luxury attainable

at such a distance from civilization. Tlie house was very ex-

tensive, though there was but one story ; but it was so ingeniously

arranged that suites of apartments seemed to open in every

direction ; and in every direction there were visible from the high

French windows, that opened on a veranda, glimpses of moun-
tains, far-away and snow-covered, Stormberg or Roggeveld

Ranges, taking on themselves hues that varied in the atmospheric

changes, but were always clearly limned and defined in the pel-

lucid and crystalline air. Through the vast vistas of valleys, too,

that opened up the avenues of these mountans were to be seen

plumage of palms and foliage of forests, where clustered in the

shape and size of trees plants that are dwarfed in our colder

climate. And in the immediate vicinity of the house, vast

clumps of pelargoniums and hydrangeas flung out their burning

blossoms to the sun and wind, whilst deep down in moist shelters,

where the air was always laden with hot vaporous mists, there

grew in rich but unhealthy profusion, great bulbous plants of

the amaryllidcae or iridcae types, luscious and beautiful, but re-

minding one too much of miasmata and the deadly fecundity of
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marshlands and the African Campagna. Besides the natural

flora of these rich tropical climes, Dion had gathered into a con-

servatory still rarer specimens of plants and flowers indigenous

to India and the Southern Isles ; and through forests of imported

palms, the many-colored birds, the secretary, the weaver, the

bird of paradise, leaped and swung and hung; and underneath,

the little jerboa and cunning monkeys flashed and chattered, and

mocked the lazy lizards and tortoises, that preferred to lie flat

and still in the burning sun. Down along the valley a stream

flowed perennially ; and Dion had brought its waters into his gar-

dens, where in pond and fountain and basin they cooled the at-

mosphere to sight and touch and hearing. Here Dion ensconced

his dying brother ; and no modern dread of contagion diminished

in the least measure the boundless exercise of fraternal kindness

which was shed around the dying boy. And here, too, by daily

intercourse and the common love they bore the boy, and by the

deeper interpretation of one another's character, there grew up

between the great rancher and miner and the girl, who had

sacrificed so much at the call of charity, that deep, reverential

awe of each other, as of something divine, that sooner or later

deepens into a holier feeling, which does not expel the divine ele-

ment, but transforms it into something more human. And Jack

saw it and rejoiced; and in his next letter home, which Annie

wrote for him, he put in a postscript before he sealed the en-

velope :

" I think it is all right, dear old Pap. When I'm gone, order

Dion home at once ; and tell him he must not travel alone."

And strange to say, from the moment the idea was suggested,

Dion's thoughts did turn homeward. For just as the savage,

however used to civilization, will, on returning to his tribe, cast

off the garments of civilized peoples and refuse to speak their

language, and clothe himself again in the blankets of savagery,

because all the time he had been dreaming of the forest and the

wigwam and the hunt, so the civilized man casts aside the attrac-

tions of the desert and the jungle, of the forest and the veldt, be-

cause the mists and vapors of the North come to him in his

dreams, and will not let him rest in a soil that never gave him

his birthright. And yet, Dion knew it would mean a wrench for

him to dissociate himself so suddenly from all that he had prized

these last few years; and prized all the more because he had won
his wealth and honor by upright and worthy means.
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One of these lovely days, which are spring with us, but which

put on all the splendors of summer in tropical climes, Dion told

his brother how he had come to be a wealthy rancher, and to be

venerated as a king by the tribes.

" I couldn't get on with that brute of a captain," he said, with

savage reminiscences of seamen's brutality. " The other fellows

were all right, but he was a brute. I had all I could do to keep

my hands from him. But, when we got to the Cape, I could

stand it no longer. I decamped. And to prevent arrest, I

pushed into the country as far as I could. I don't think the fel-

low would have arrested me, if he could. But I ran no chances.

I worked my way up through the interior ; and Jack, old fellow,

'tis hard work enough, I tell you. Then I got on to East London,

and pushed into the interior again. I was often but of a job,

because I had to tell the duffers I was a seaman, not a land-

lubber; and they couldn't see what a knowledge of navigation

could do for me up on the sands and veldts of Cape Colony.

But I pushed on, sometimes hungry, sometimes in rags, but

growing hardy and vigorous and athletic
—

"

He stopped suddenly, as the terrible contrast with the withered

and shrunken form beneath him in the hammock arrested his

attention and created some compunction for his harmless boast-

ing. But Jack, unheeding, said:

" Go on, Di ! It is getting interesting
!"

" Well, at last I struck oil, though it was but a tiny well. I got

appointed as manager in a store far up the country, away from

cities and towns. The fellows that ran it were a lot of d d

sharpers ; and, as they had only the poor natives to deal with,

they shaved them right and left. They had a lot of old Brum-
magem stuffs sent out, not worth the carriage paid on them ; but

they sold, along with trinkets, penknives, mechanical dolls, Jews'-

harps, to the poor natives, for what, do you think?"

Jack couldn't guess. He didn't know where the natives could

get money. He at last struck on diamonds.
" Yes, you Solomon, you're right," said Dion. " But though

they had the diamonds, they dared not show them. You know
it is dead against such law as we have out here ; and they would
shoot a native as they'd shoot a dog. But the poor fellows had
almost the equivalent of diamonds in ostrich feathers and plumes,

plucked sometimes from the living animal. These are of great
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value, as the Cape merchants know. And sometimes the natives

brought in pieces of viory, red as yonder sunset, for which the

honest traders would fight like catamounts."

" Well, somehow," Dion continued after a pause, " I had pity

on the poor devils, seeing them so outrageously swindled; and

by degrees I got them to understand that these feathers were

worth ten times, twenty times, a hundred tim.es the value the

traders set on them. They were slow to understand ; but, when

they understood, they held on like grim death. And the poor

devils were touchingly grateful. They wanted me to decamp

and become their king; they promised me fifty wives and a

tent full of ostrich plumes. They promised me everything. I

say. Jack!"
" Well ?" said Jack, who was deeply interested.

" You may say what you like about civilization and all that.

But, by Jove, if ever there is to be a valley of Jehoshaphat, I'll

take my chance v/ith the black nigger and not with the white

robber and plunderer."

" Well," he continued, " you know all this couldn't go on.

The bosses were getting suspicious, although they still had cent

per cent for their money. And I was beginning to think of

looking for another place, or making tracks for home, when one

day I was caught in a thunderstorm, and I had to run for a

Bushman's kraal. I was only in when down came deluge num-
ber two, to which old Noah's Deluge was but a sprinkling from

a waterpot. I heard a whisper amongst the gins, with whom I

was a prime favorite, because I gave them little bits of glass

jewelry and little bells and such like childish things ; and I heard

them say :
' 'Tis the Ba-as !'

"

They were shy and frightened, poor devils, but I could see

how glad they were to .see me. And, after a time, they volun-

teered to show me some of their ostrich farms and where they

found their ivories. I went; and the more I saw, the more
I wondered. Of course, everything was primitive and savage;

but, by Jove, if the white man could put his hungry eyes on what
I saw, he would exterminate every black man in Africa. I went

home next day, for the distance was great, to find a curt dis-

missal before me for being absent from duty. I wasn't sorry.

I went back to the tribes."

Dion stopped, as if thinking. Then, he resumed:
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" Jack, I'm no saint, God knows ; but, on my mother's soul, I

acted with the strictest honor with these poor devils. I suppose,

like all men, I have that devil's hunger of money in my heart;

but, if I were going to judgment now, I do not hold a fraction

dishonestly or unlawfully obtained. I showed these poor fel-

lows the strict money value of their goods ; I made them reorga-

nize on a newer system their ostrich-farms ; I made them store- up

in secret places their treasures of ivory; and—I showed them,

but they were mighty slow to believe it, that the bits of glass

from Birmingham were useless, and that their own bits of

polished stone were of great value. They wouldn't believe me;

and they wanted me to take some of these stones, which would

have made me a half-a-millionaire. I refused them."
" Dion," said Jack enthusiastically, " you were always a brick."

" Did I lose ?" continued Dion. " Not a bit 1 I went to the

Cape, negotiated with other feather merchants, feeling my way
cautiously. I put these poor devils on to a good market; and

they repaid me nobly. And then—the white devil got into their

hearts; and now, they are becoming mere white men, cunning,

avaricious, treacherous, under the yellow curse. But they are

loyal to me! In a radius of two hundred miles from here I

am master. I command their loyality and their services. They
would cheat and murder any other white man, if they were pro-

voked by revenge or avarice. They would die for me. But I

am not a rich man, thank God! I have this farm and these

pretty things, which are valuable; and one thing more, which I

shall show you
!"

He went away; and, in the meantime, Annie came in to, do

some little service.

"I'm awfully sorry you weren't here, Annie," said Jack, "to

hear the history of Dion's adventures. I must get him to tell

you all again."

" He appears to be a little king around here," said Annie.
" The moment the natives understood you were his brother, they

wanted to besiege us with kindness."

" Weren't we lucky, Annie ?" he cried, his eyes glowing with

pleasure, although the bones around the sockets were painfully

visible. " Dion will be here in a moment ; and he'll be delighted."

Dion was delighted. He came back with a little paper box in

his hand, which he opened. Annie moved away.
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" Come here, Annie," he said. " We have no secrets from

you."

He held up the box, and took out a large diamond. It was a

bluish-white stone, the two colors blending and alternating as if

the light of them was a liquid. Jack took it to examine.

" I would be afraid to tell you what this will be worth, when

cut by a lapidary. I must say it was forced on my acceptance by

one of the chiefs for some service which I thought trifling, but

which he thought important. I objected, and explained fully the

value of the stone. It was pathetic to see the old chief shaking

his head, as he said in his own dialect

:

" It is no use to me. I shall soon be with my fathers. It is no

use to my tribe. The white man has come to stay. All will be

his. Take it, while it is in my power to give. Some day, you

will marry a white wife ; and let it be her wedding portion."

Jack was turning it over in his thin frail hands, and holding it

against the light. At Dion's last words he became very thought-

ful, and poised the stone in his fingers.

" Dion \" he said, at length.

" Well, Jack?" said his brother.

" Dion !" said the dying boy, " what is nobly obtained, may be

nobly bestowed."
" Certainly !" said Dion, astonished at his brother's solemnity.

" Then I shall make it our sister Annie's wedding portion," said

the boy.

" If Annie will accept it as such," said Dion, looking at her

questioningly.

And the tears welled into her eyes ; but she did not say Nay

!

CHAPTER XLIV.

A Farewell Sermon.

WHEN the old pastor turned back to his dining-room, after

expelling forcibly the unfortunate man, who had in-

truded on his privacy to insult him, it may be said that the door

closed on the most unhappy being on this planet. Full of dis-

gust, self-shame, mortification, he threw himself into his arm-

chair, and yielded himself tamely to the torrent of troubles that

had suddenly rushed on him. The most acute of all his reflec-
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tions was that he had been betrayed into an act of violence that

degraded himself. He thought with all the poignancy of sorrow

and shame of his niece's defection, of the estrangement of his

parishioners, of his blindness and future desolation. But he

cried out in the bitterness of his soul

:

" I could have borne all, all ; and conquered all. But to have

locked my hand, my consecrated hand in the neck-cloth of a

drunken peasant—oh
!"

The following day, when Henry Liston came down, and told

about the frightful murder of the preceding night, he was sur-

prised at his pastor's indifference—still more surprised when the

latter bade him take up his pen, and dictated to him the words

in which he sent his resignation of the parish to his Bishop.

The following Sunday, he referred very briefly'to the murder

that had taken place. He spoke of it, as it reflected odium on

the parish, and as the result of unbridled passion, or that thirst

for revenge, which had come down to the people as an unhappy

heirloom from their pagan ancestors. But he did not breathe a

word about the unhappy man whose life was now in proximate

danger on account of the crime. But when he had finished his

allusions he did not turn in to resume the reading of the Mass;

but he remained for some time in the same posture, his fingers

clasped in front of his vestments, and the dark glasses, looking

quite black in the gloom, staring down at the congregation.

After some minutes, as if he were trying to conquer his

emotion, he said

:

"And now I am about to introduce to your notice another

topic, more painful to me than that to which I have alluded, and

probably quite as painful to you. Since I became pastor of this

parish twenty-five years ago, I have never allowed any infringe-

ment, or breach of the moral law to pass without due chastise-

ment from this altar. I believed then, and I believe now, that

there is no better way of checking vice than bringing public

opinion to bear upon it; and thank God, so far at least, public

opinion is on the side of God and Christian morality. What the

near future may bring, God only knows. People tell me that

things are changing, changing rapidly, changing terribly—that

the old, deep, religious sense of the people is dying away ; and that

the law of God will not be reverenced in the future as in the past.

However that may be," he said, raising his voice, and speaking
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with the old sternness and determination, " I shall never cease to

uphold the high standard of morality in my parish that was

handed down from my predecessors; and to-day, which marks

my last appearance on this altar, I hereby denounce and stigma-

tize in the strongest manner the conduct of one, who was closely

connected with me by ties of flesh and blood, and whose de-

parture from this parish took place under circumstances that

have been the occasion of great scandal to the whole community.

There may have been no sin in her action—nay, I'm sure there

has been no sin. But we have to guard not only against sin, but

against scandal; and those who are placed by education and

otherwise above the crowd, are bound particularly to avoid every-

thing that could be a rock of offence to their humbler and weaker

brethren. I know, of course, the defence that has been made.

I know it is said that my niece is a professional nurse, and

bound to attend patients, high and low, rich and poor. I know
also that her motives are the purest and holiest in sacrificing her-

self to accompany a dying boy to far-away Africa. But, what-

ever be thought of these arguments in medical circles, and what-

ever be the new-fangled principles that have come into being these

last few years with what is called the progress of science and

education, I have to consider the interests of my flock, which, at

least as yet, has not abandoned the old Christian ideas of maiden

modesty and prudence. Hence, I gave my niece the alternative

of staying at home with me, or leaving me forever. I told her

that the moment she left my parish under such circumstances,

she ceased to be my niece. She took her choice. And," he said

fiercely, " I have cut her image out of my heart forever. She

shall never darken my door again. She shall never sit at my
table. She shall never hear my voice. God knows, it is true

I did look forward to the time when she might be a help and

a comfort to me in my old age and blindness. The strongest of

us will cling to some support in our darkness and descent to-

wards the grave ; and I was hoping that in my darkness and sor-

row, I would have some one near me to help me to spend the

lonely and sorrowful hours of a blind old age. That is not to

be. So God has permitted; so she has decided. But, as I have

said, I cast her away from me forever. With the strangers she

has cast her lot; and her lot shall be with the stranger forever.

But when I am gone, let no man say, I spared my own flesh and
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blood, when the law of God and the welfare of the people re-

quired it."

Here again he paused ; and there was the deepest silence in the

church, except for the sobbing of the women, who swayed them-

selves to and fro, under the tragic solemnity of the scene, and

who broke into a loud wailing, when the priest's voice faltered

as he said :
" The strongest of us will cling to some support in

our darkness and descent toward the grave." The men looked

down, fingering their hats, but their faces were set and pale with

emotion.

"And now," said the parish priest, in a softer voice, " I have

to announce to you that I am no longer your pastor. I have

sent in my resignation to your bishop, and he has accepted it.

I had hoped," he continued, not noticing the increased emotion

of the people, " to remain your pastor to the end, because there

is a certain human pride or vanity in dying with the honors of

one's profession and in harness. But, an accident, locked up in

my breast, that occurred this last week has precipitated matters,

and next Sunday, the new parish priest of Doonvarragh,

Lackagh, and Athboy will address you from this altar. Hence,

my words to-day are my last words to you. For twenty-five

years I have tried to serve God and you, imperfectly and feebly,

I know, but yet, I think, with honesty and sincerity. I can say

with St. Paul, that * I did not covet your gold or silver.' Prob-

ably, you thought I was often exacting about dues ; but it wasn't

for myself, but because I believed it was a duty I had to dis-

charge. To-day, if my debts were paid, I would not be worth

one shilling. In other things, too, you thought me hard; but it

was the hardness of the father that seeks the welfare of his

child, and puts his eternal salvation before everything else.

Hence, I know that I was neither loved nor liked in this parish
—

"

" You were, you were, yer reverence," cried a woman passion-

ately sobbing, " but you didn't know the people. You kep' away
from 'em; but they loved you in their heart of hearts."

"An* 'tis God Almighty's truth that the woman is afther

spakin'," said a farmer, standing up, although his voice shook

with the unusual experience of having spoken in a church.

A deep murmur of approbation and sympathy ran through

the congregation at these words. It was an inarticulate, but

eloquent declaration of love and loyalty that a king might envy.
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It touched the strong man at the altar so keenly that his whole

frame shook with emotion, and his trembling hand went fum-

bling beneath the chasuble for his handkerchief. And when he

took out tlie old red handkerchief, and lifting up the black glasses,

wiped those eyes where the light of Heaven would never shine

again, a low, long wail of anguish rose up from the dense mass

of people, and many a heartfelt and burning word in Irish

reached the ears of the weeping priest.

It was fully five minutes before he could master his emotion,

or subdue theirs. Then he said hastily hiding his hands be-

neath his chasuble:

" There ! There ! I did not expect this. But what's done

can't be undone now. But you have unmanned me; and I

must now refrain from saying all that I wanted to say. But it

was briefly this ! I felt all along that I belonged to a past gener-

ation ; and that all my thoughts and dreams were out of place

now. I thought 1 belonged to the time when the people were

tender and true, were kindly and honorable towards each other,

and had a deep love in their hearts for God and Ireland. All my
own love and hope and ambition were centred in these two words.

To do God's work, however imperfectly, to serve Ireland, how-

ever unworthily, here was my ambition, here was my reward

!

Then I thought, perhaps unwisely, that the new generation which

had arisen did not understand these things—that there was more

selfishness, more cunning, more treachery in these days than in

the days that are gone. But, somehow, little glimpses into the

lives of the people, from time to time, made me suspect that per-

haps I misunderstood them; and to-day, as I am leaving you,

I most humbly ask your pardon, and that of Almighty God,

if I have formed a wrong judgment about you. But all that

is gone. And in saying farewell to you, believe me that I carry

with me a consolation that I never expected to possess, and that

will be a staff and support to my tottering feet in the way I

have yet to tread. And all that I will ask of you in return is, to

forget, as far as you can, my own failings whilst I was here,

and to be merciful to my memory when I'm dead
!"

The acute agony of the people had died away; but there was

a deep murmur of prayer and praise, when the priest turned

around, and felt his way to the end of the altar.

When he came forth from the sacristy after his Thanksgiving,
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the whole congregation were on their knees before him; and the

acolyte, who held his hand and led him, had to pick his way
through a narrow avenue to the gate. The old priest knew by

the instinct of the blind that he was passing through a crowd;

and he made the sign of the cross over them as he went. But

he hardly recognized the dimensions of the multitude, until he

reached the gate, and heard the noise of the people standing up,

and the tumult of exclamation that followed him as he passed

down the road to where his horse was standing. Just as he was

mounting his car, he felt his coat-tails plucked gently; and,

stooping down, he caught the tiny hand of a little child.

" Father," said she, in her childish way, " won't you come back

any more?"
" Who is this ?" he said. " Whom have I got here ?"

" I'm Eileen Hogan—' Chatterbox ' you know !"

It was one of his school favorites, whom he had christened

with that name.

He gently stroked the fair hair of the child, and passed his

hand over her soft cheek.

" No ! Eily," he said. " But maybe you'll come to see me.

Good-bye! and be a good girl!"

He mounted his car and drove away.

Mrs. Duggan was not in the habit of going to first Mass to

Doonvarragh. She found it easier to attend the ten o'clock

Mass at Athboy, which was equidistant from her house. She

was not present, therefore, at the scene just described, which

took place in Doonvarragh chapel ; but she heard of it, and in

the newly-found enthusiasm of the people, it lost nothing in the

recital. And, amidst her own profound sorrow and shame, she

could not help feeling a little pride in her own loyalty to her

pastor, and the way in which her opinions had now been vin-

dicated.

" Many and many a time I tould ye, ye were wrong—out an'

out; but ye wouldn't listen to me. Wid yere ejucation, an' yere

dress, an' yere style, ye think ye know more than Almighty God
Himself, Glory be to His Holy Name! But, whin the throuble

comes, thin ye opens yere eyes, or rather they're opened for ye

!

Oh, mavrone! if that poor bhoy had only been said and led by his

prieshts, he'd have a different shtory to tell to-day. But, sure.
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no wan, from the beginnin' of the wurrld till now ever knew

luck nor grace attindin' anywan, that wint agin their prieshts."

There was no reply. There never was a reply to any outburst

of honest eloquence on the part of the Irish vanithees. They

did not reason, nor argue, nor debate. They decreed. And
there was no appeal.

Suddenly, a new idea flashed across the mind of the brave old

woman. They had told her that her parish priest was going

away. Perhaps, she would never see him again, never have the

chance of telling how faithful and loyal she was amidst all

changes and vicissitudes. She instantly gave orders to have the

horse and cart brought out again, demanded a new cap, freshly-

quilted and frilled, and put on the great cloth cloak with the

satin hood, which was the ornament and glory of Irish woman-
hood, and which not only lasted a lifetime, but was often passed

down from generation to generation. Thus attired, she drove

down to the parish priest's house with one of her boys, and

entered the presbytery grounds.

The old priest, in his cassock, was walking up and down in the

sunshine, along the graveled path that lay by the southern

walls of his house. He was thinking of many things, ponder-

ing many things in his old, syllogistic fashion, wondering, most

of all, whether he had not been laboring all his life under the

mistake that Law is the finality of Being, and that he had never

discerned that there may be something higher than Law, or a

Law beyond Law, and that is Love! He had never seemed

to doubt before that rigid, inexorable Law was the governing

Power of the Universe; and that it was only mute and unques-

tioning obedience to its behests that saved the Universe and the

souls of men from irreparable ruin.

He would as soon- have doubted the conclusions of a pro-

position in Euclid, or a formal syllogism, as this. It was his

Faith—the cardinal principle of his life; and he had always

prided himself on the strict and unexceptional manner in which

he nad acted on the principle. It was the bulwark of the Church

and State and people. Remove that, or tamper with it; and

down comes everything in hopeless and irretrievable ruin. But

now something higher than mere reason told him that through-

out the vast universe there was a something higher and holier

than law—or rather that the highest of all laws—the Supreme
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Excellence was Love. That murmur amongst the people at

Mass; that bold expression of unlettered peasants, when they

told him he was utterly mistaken; and his own tears—^were the

eloquent defenders of the sublime thesis that " Love is Crea-

tion's Final Law." And then, by a logical, but painful tran-

sition, he suddenly asked himself—After all, was Annie's right?

Was her act of self-immolation, too, although it seemed to him

to transgress the laws of propriety, still in perfect consonance

with the higher decrees, which in the name of humanity, had

been confirmed and consecrated by common consent?

It was whilst he was thus agitated, that he heard the sound

of the heavy cart-wheels crunching the gravel before the door,

and his old housekeeper immediately after announcing to him

that Mrs. Duggan was waiting to see him.

She hadn't seen her parish priest for some months; and she

was much shocked at the alteration in his appearance, and deeply

touched when she saw him groping his way in utter darkness.

" Wisha, yer reverence," she said, " you will forgive me callin'

on you in yer throuble; but sure I hard all about your sermon

this mornin'—and are you goin' to lave us?"
" Sit down, Mrs. Duggan," he said, extending his hand blindly

to her, " it is good of you to come and see me ; and you having

such a weight of trouble on yourself."

" Well, sure, welcome be the will of God," she said. " It is

a sore, hard thrial enough for me in me old age. But sure,

nothin' betther could come from the dhrinkin' and the fightin'

an' the card-playin'. An' all that was bad enough, if he hadn't

turned agin his prieshts."

The priest said nothing; but waited.

"An' is it thrue, yer reverence, that you're goin' away from

us?"
" 'Tis, Mrs. Duggan," he said. " You see I am old and now

I'm run blind; and 'tis a big parish, and I wouldn't feel easy

in my conscience to keep it, when I couldn't do all that I ought

to do for the people."

" Wisha, thin, yer reverence will forgive me for sayin' it

;

but the people wor sayin' couldn't his reverence get another

curate, and resht himself?"

"I'm afraid not," he said. "The parish is large, but the

population is much lessened by emigration. The place wouldn't

support three priests."
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" But sure the people, yer reverence, av you only axed them

or put up your finger, 'ud incrase their jues, and give all you

want."

He shook his head mournfully. He was afraid to deny it now,

because it would take away the beautiful impressions left on

his memory since the morning. But it was too late.

" It is too late now to think of it," he said. " Tell me about

your own trouble."

" There isn't much to tell, yer reverence," she replied. " We
have done all in our power for this misfortunate bhoy; but I'm

afraid 'tis no use. Everythin' is agin him ; and he'll give no help

himself."

" Why doesn't he tell his solicitor all he knows," said the

priest, " and why doesn't he protest his innocence ?"

" Maybe he can't," said the poor mother, lifting up her hands

and letting them fall in her lap. " Maybe he can't ; and he

knows 'tis no use!"
" He was remanded last Thursday ?" said the priest, " Was

he not?"
" He was, yer reverence, and taken up to Cork Gaol ; an'

he'll be brought down nixt Thursday with the handcuffs on

him, and the whole wurruld lookin' at him."

The thought of the boy handcuffed as a spectacle to the

world was too much for her, and she broke into a fit of weeping.

He let her alone, until she calmed herself, and again asked:
" Will there be any new, any additional evidence against him,

do you think?"

" Wisha, we don't know, yer reverence," she replied. " I'm

tould the police are scourin' the counthry right an' left, and

axin' all kinds of questions about the poor bhoy. An' there

he is, not a word out of him. He won't say Iss, Aye, or No,

to any question he's axed. All he'll say is, ' I'll be hanged, an'

I deserved it.'
"

" That's very bad," said the priest, thoughtfully, " He is

sinking into despair. Is there anything new discovered?"
" Nothin', as I tould yer reverence. But they say the police

wor down at the ould castle all day on Saturday. And there's

no knowing what these haythens may swear, if they are paid

for it."

" Many and many a time I warned the people again?! the
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gipsies," he said in his old tone of complaint; he suddenly

stopped. Complaints and recriminations were no more for him.

" Thrue for your reverence," said the old woman, catching

the word. " But the people had their own way ; and much

good has it done them."

After another long pause, he said:

" I suppose he'll be committed now to the Summer Assizes.

Or, they may remand him again and again. But I wish the

boy would break silence. It would help to establish his

innocence."

"And maybe your reverence thinks that he is innocent—that

he never done the deed?" she cried, with awakened hope.

" Do you mean Dick?" he said.

"Ave coorse, I do, yer reverence. Tis of Dick I'm talkin'."

" Dick no more murdered Ned Kerins than I did," said the

priest. "And God will prove his innocence to the world, as

you'll see."

" Oh thin, may the Almighty God power his blessings down
on you every day you live," said the poor woman, from whose

heart a mighty load was now lifted. " Sure I don't care what

happens now, so long as he hasn't the sin of murder on his sowl.

Let 'em hang and quarter him if they likes. Sure many an

innocent man was hanged in Ireland before. So long as I know
that he didn't sind that misfortunate man to judgment with

his sin on his sowl."

" But," said the priest solemnly, not heeding her words, " you

mustn't breathe to man or mortal what I've said to you. The
officers of the law are clever; and they would block every ef-

fort on your son's behalf if they knew them. So you must

promise me now that what has happened here this afternoon

will be as secret as the grave."

" You may depind on me, yer reverence," she said.

" The life of your son depends on your silence," he repeated.
" Oh thin, oh thin, oh thin," she cried, kissing the priest's

hand in an ecstasy of gratitude, " may the Lord forgive him
and thim who didn't know what kind of priesht they had, till

they lost him."

" Mind," he said, " I didn't say that I, but God would save

your son. And remember, God is only moved by prayer; and

above all, by a mother's prayers."
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CHAPTER XLV.

The Moonlight Shroud.

WHEN Annie O'Farrell came out from the sick-chamber

after the strange scene with the two brothers, she felt

that the great hour of her Ufe had come, and that all her own
happiness, as well as that of others, depended on her choice.

She was quite aware all along that she was not indifferent to

the brave young fellow, who had often amused her by his

quaintness and candor in the days of their tuition ; and she also

felt that she could no longer look upon him as in his pupilage,

but as one who commanded respect and affection from an in-

nate nobility of character, which had been developed under

strange and untoward circumstances. The sense of dependence

on her, too, which both young men manifested, seemed to give

them claims which easily developed into the highest that a girl

can give or have; and hence, the transition was so easy from

protection to affection, from respect to love, that when the

final proposal was made so simply, so delicately, so honorably,

she could not help feeling gratified and pleased at this last and

highest mark of respect that the young can pay to each other.

But then—a fatal obstacle to her union with Dion rose up darkly

and threateningly before her. She was a Catholic; and he—

?

She had made great sacrifices for these boys; but this she

could not make. She had trampled on human opinion without

scruple ; but this was something more.

It was in such perplexity Dion found her some time after

their interview in his brother's sick chamber. She was stand-

ing near one of the fountains, looking into it with a mind pre-

occupied with doubt. She did not hear Dion approach on the

thick grass. It was his shadow cast across the water that trem-

bled in the fountain she first saw. She started and turned, and

a faint blush covered her face.

" You forgot this, Annie," said the young man, holding out

the little box in which the diamond lay. " It is yours
!"

" Dion," said she, " I can't take it. Indeed, I can't
!"

" Why, what's the matter, Annie ?" he said, in surprise, " I

gave it to you. Have Jack and I been blundering badly?"
" No ! no !" she said hastily. " You meant everything that

was kind. But I fear, Dion, this is a thing that cannot be.'*
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" Well, all that depends on yourself, Annie," he said, in a

manly way. " I suppose we could have done things more deli-

cately. I see now we were abrupt. But Jack had set his

heart on this matter; and you must have known, Annie, what

my feelings were this long time."

Annie hung down her head. She felt somehow that it was

from herself the apology was due.

" I can see," Dion went on, " that there was a certain in-

delicacy in forcing the subject on you, because, I suppose, you

feel a certain want of protection away so far from home and

friends. But, somehow, you know, Annie, you had become one

of ourselves
—

"

" Dion, don't !" said Annie crying. " You and Jack have been

everything that was kind and good; but where is the use?

Let me put it plainly to you. I am a Roman Catholic, and I

cannot marry anyone outside my own faith."

" But I am of your faith," said Dion. " You are my religion,

because you represent all that is good and noble and honor-

able; and I don't want any religion but that."

" If I am all that you think I am," she said gravely, " it is

because of my religion."

" Well, then," he said, " your religion is mine. Look here,

Annie. When I came up from civilization, from town and

cities, I had little faith in God or man left in my heart. But,

when I began to understand these poor savages here around,

whatever little faith I had revived. Because I said to myself,

' Look now at these poor fellows ! They have no education, no

books, no schools; and yet they have a code of morals and

honor that equals those of advanced peoples ; and what is more,

they act on it. They are honest, sober, self-denying, abstemious,

chaste, obedient. Surely,' I said, ' there must be some Being

who implanted such virtues in their hearts.' And the savage

taught me to see God. Then you came and I saw something

more. No, Annie, I am far from being an irreligious man.

All that is holy, all that is pure, all that is noble, in the world,

I worship in you. That's my religion! And if there be any-

thing more required, you shall be my priestess; and your people

shall be my people, and your God, my God !"

" You are a good man, Dion," she said. " But I want you to

know that behind me is Truth. Can you accept the Truth,

when it is shown to you ?"
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" Certainly," he said. "And now, Annie, there's no time to

lose. I know it would make Jack happier if he knew—if he saw

us married before he closes his eyes in death. Shall I tell him

all?"

" Yes !" she said. " I should like to make poor Jack happy."

" Then," said Dion, " I'll lose no time. I know where there's

a Padre, a good old Irishman, too ! He is a hundred miles off

;

but one of my men can have him here in two or three days. You
tell him everything, and just say, that I and Jack are in your

hands, and let him square up everything at once. You know

I'm no great hand at praying and all that kind of thing. But

you'll do it all for me—won't you, Annie?"

And Annie had to smile at the simplicity of this big boy

—

who was just as buoyant and candid as he was when many years

ago she cuffed him at his Latin lessons.

The evening of their marriage, they sat out on the veranda in

front of the house, watching the play of the fountains on the

still warm air—the long thread of water that shot from the pipes

beneath, and then seemed to foliate itself in many-tinted leaves,

which fell, drop by drop, or petal by petal, into the foaming

basin beneath. The air was light and buoyant, yet filled with a

thousand fragrant odors from flower and bush and shrub; and

there was an exquisite stillness all round, unbroken by cry of

bird or shriek of beast. There was no sound but the tinkling

of the drops of crystal that fell, like musical bells, on the

silence all around.

Jack Wycherly, shriven and anointed, lay in his hammock near

the ground; Dion and Annie sat near him; and the Padre was

at the other side, joining now and again in the general con-

versation. Although the occasion was a festive one, there was

an air of sadness and subdued melancholy over the group, be-

cause they felt that the frail life in their midst was ebbing slowly

away, and the shadow of death was upon them. Yet, not one

of them could say that he was unhappy, least of all the poor

lad, whose very consciousness of the near approach of death

seemed to place him beyond human sorrow, and to lift him

into new spaces of more spiritual and ethereal being.

The festivities of the day were over, as they thought

Everything that could be done for the natives in Dion's employ-
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ment, and in the immediate vicinity, to make the day remarkable,

and one to be placed forever in their memory, had been effected

by the noiseless benevolence of their master; and they had

scattered to their rooms in the vicinity, or down to their kraals

near the river, glutted with the happiness of children, who never

care to see beyond the present.

The sun had set in a cloudless sky, and the big moon came up

from behind the valley; and the four figures on the veranda

never stirred. Two were drinking in the perfect happiness of

their union, and whispering to each other the nameless noth-

ings that are interesting to them and to no one else besides ; one

was buried in his own thoughts—of his far-off country, of his

solitude, of his work. And one was quite still, counting his

heartbeats and measuring his breathing, and gazing with greater

love than a brother's on the happiness he had been the uncon-

scious instrument of creating.

Whilst all was perfectly still and lovely, there seemed to

start suddenly from the ground a group of native men and wo-

men, who approached gently and with an air of apology in their

movements, and formed themselves into a dusky circle around

the group on the veranda. Then, one beat gently and slowly

with his fingers a flat drum that he held ; and, in a florid recita-

tion, he told of the grandeur and the greatness of their master.

When he had done, another arose, stepped forward from the

throng, and in a similar recitative recounted the many favors the

black man had received from their white brother—the little

gifts, the wise advice, the guardianship and protection he had

always extended to them. Then, a young girl, the fairest of

their tribe, stepped forward, clothed in white to her ankles ; and

bringing in her arms a basket such as is woven by the natives

out of pampas-grass and reeds, she knelt down, and kissing

Annie's feet with a gesture of absolute humility and subjection,

she placed the basket full of the richest flowers, in Annie's lap.

She raised herself, and made a profound inclination to the young
" white queen," when Annie, touched by all this affection and

love on the part of the poor natives, stood up, and throwing her

arms around the girl's neck she kissed her on both cheeks. The
native curtseyed again, and went back beaming with happiness

to her people, who were wild with joy at the honor paid one

of their tribe.

"Annie," said Jack, who was watching the whole proceeding
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with great interest, and who now took his sister's hand in his

own, " that was beautiful. It was so like you. Do you know

that I feel very happy now ? In fact, I do not think I was ever

so happy in my whole life. I feel quite light, as if I were going

to fly. Wasn't it lucky, Annie, for us all that we got away

from that murky, misty country and came here to find Dion and

—such a scene as this? Oh, yes! I'm awfully happy. I never

thought I could be so happy before. But, hist! the natives are

singing."

The whole tribe were singing in a low tone, like the murmur of

a far-off sea. They were singing again the praises of their

chief and the white queen. They were telling how she came
amongst them, as the moon comes out of a cloud by night to

enlighten them and throw the cold, pure rays of unselfish love

into their kraals and cabins. They told how she nursed their

babes and their sick; how she had no dread of fevers, or diph-

theria, and how the dreaded pneumonia, caused by the sand-

storms of their hills, fled at her approach. They told how she

even nursed the lepers, and refused to accept their warnings of

the dread disease; and every strophe ended with a Hail! or

Hallelujah! to the great white queen, who was sent across the

seas by the Spirit-Ruler of the universe to lift the black man
from death and the deep pit.

The low, murmured monotone, accompanied by the sound

of the falling waters, seemed to lull the listeners on the veranda

into a kind of half-wakeful sleep. The priest was the first to

rise; and, casting a careless glance at the hammock where Jack

was lying, he started and looked closer. Then, he went over,

and whispered something to Dion; and all gathered around the

hammock.

Yes! There was no mistaking the peace that slept on the

brow of the boy—a peace, unlike that of happiness, or sleep, or

anything else that is holy and gentle in the living. It is the

peace that cannot be lifted or broken or banished for evermore,

by sigh or pain, or tear, or aught else that wrings the soul, and

contorts the features of the living. Jack Wycherly was dead!

dead in his hammock on the dark veranda with its wreaths of

fragrant creepers down there in the South-African Valley. But

in some way, the golden moon had come round in its circuit, and

evading the trellised creepers and the pillars, it flooded with light

the whole length of the hammock where the dead boy lay, and
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wrapped him in its own silver shroud of pure white beams

from the depths of the African skies. His eyes were still wide

open, and seemed to be gazing afar like the sightless eyes of a

poet or a seer; and his lips were parted, as if they were still

uttering the benediction on his beloved sister, that was his lov-

ing valedictory and farewell to life. One dead hand fell over

the side of his hammock and trailed along the floor of the

veranda; and the other lay dead across the heart that was now
stilled forever. But the moon shone steadily on the white figure,

and seemed reluctant to remove her pearly shroud of pure, white

light from the couch of the dead boy.

"Annie, Jack is dead !" said Dion, after he had bent down and
scrutinized the still face. And then he went away, sobbing

piteously.

After a time, Annie beckoned to the chiefs of the natives to

come nearer; and when she had shown them the dead boy, she

bade them dismiss to their homes all the tribe, except the im-

mediate servants of the household. These latter gathered into

the veranda, a silent and reverential group, awaiting orders, and
looking on with frightened faces, as if the sight of a white man
dead had some nameless terror for them. The others glided

silently away into the shadows created by the moonlight; but

all night long, the sound of wailing, like the Celtic caoine, came
up from the valley, and filled the night with melancholy music;

and the howl of the jackal and the jaguar came mournfully

across the veldt, a weird accompaniment to human mourning.

A few days later, the skeleton of the boy, with his chest empty
of life-breathing lungs, was deposited deep in the sand and loam
in a retired spot of the garden, which his brother had reclaimed

from Nature. Still later, a stately marble mausoleum was
erected over the grave ; and still later, Dion, about to bid farewell

forever to African skies and plains, gathered around the place

a picked troop of native chieftains, and solemnly entrusted that

grave and the sacred dust it contained to their keeping. He
knew well the trust would be kept; for his last words to the

good Padre, when he was leaving, were:
" Father, by all means, make Christians of these poor heathens

;

but, for God's sake, don't civilize them"
[to be continued.]

P. A. Sheehan.
Doneraile, Ireland.
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ACTA PII PP. X.

Approbantur et Confirmantur Novae Constitutiones

Ordinis Fratrum Minorum S. Francisci Capuccinorum.

PIUS PR X.

Ad perpetuam rei memoriam.—Vicarium Pastoris aeterni

munus, divinae Providentiae nutu, quamquam nullo Nostro

merito, gerentes, probe intelligimus Nostrum esse, cum domi-

nicum gregem universum diligenter veritatis gratiaeque nu-

trire pabulo, tum praecipuo fovere studio eam gregis electam

partem, quae in Religiosorum Ordinibus consistit. lamvero,

ut decessoris Nostri Gregorii XVI verbis utamur, " ex multis

religiosis Familiis, quap paterni Nostri animi merentur curam,

inclytus profecto Fratrum Minorum S. Francisci Capuccin-

orum Ordo postulat atque efflagitat, ut in illius commodum
procurandum ac splendorem tuendum omnem Nostram operam

conferamus; ex quo quam plurimi semper prodiere viri, doc-

trina, religione, pietate, sanctitate, litteds vel maxime prae-

stantes, et de catholica Ecclesia, deque hac Apostolica Sede

tot sane nominibus optime meriti ".^ Equidem hunc Ordinem,

1 Litt. In sublimi, i6 Mart. 1838.
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ut alius Decessor illustris ait, " dum in minoribus essemus, ea

qua par erat veneratione prosequebamur ; in hac vero sacro-

sancti Apostolatus specula constituti, maioribus apostolicae

Nostrae charitatis benignitatisque testimoniis complecti ges-

timus, considerantes maxime, quanta et quam luculenta christi-

anae pietatis et perfectionis exempla, cum sacrarum doctri-

narum splendore atque aeterna animarum salute coniuncta, ab

initio in catholica Ecclesia ita in dies proferant religiosissimi

illius Ordinis alumni, ut nihil orthodoxos acatholicosque vi-

cissim vehementius perstringat, et ad saniorem mentem re-

ducat, quam celeberrimi Instituti inita cum austerioris vitae

sanctimonia ratio, et christianarum virtutum semita, prius per

eosdem alumnos quam diutissime trita, deinde aliis exemplo

et verbo indicata ".^ Huius benevolentiae charitatisque Nos-

trae erga Franciscales Capulatos profitendae datur nunc Nobis

libentibus occasio, cum constitutiones Ordinis, iussu Nostro in

generalibus comitiis accurate recognitas, easque novis Eccle-

siae legibus institutisque atque his temporibus congruenter

emendatas, dilectus filius Pacificus a Seiano, Minister gene-

ralis, Nobis exhibuit. Qua quidem in re id servari iussimus,

quod Leo XIII fel. rec. edixerat :
" Illud est munus pietatis

huius maternae (Ecclesiae) maxime proprium, accommodare

sapienter leges, quoad fieri potest, ad tempora, ad mores, et

in praecipi6ndo exigendoque summa semper aequitate uti.

Atque huiusmodi consuetudine charitatis simul et sapientiae

efficitur, ut immutabilitatem doctrinae absolutam et sempi-

ternam cum prudenti disciplinae varietate Ecclesia con-

iungat ".' Confecto igitur, quod dilectis filiis mandavimus

negotium, Nos et gaudemus Nobis et praeclaro Capulatorum

Ordini gratulamur vehementer; praesertim quia hoc opere

videmus opportune cautum, ut Assisiensis Patriarchae spiritum

Sodales integrum custodiant, maximeque ad rigidam inno-

centiam, altos magnificasque virtutes quibus ille ad miraculum

eluxerat* animose ac severe imitandas excitentur: quae qui-

2 Benedict. XIV, Litt. Inclytutn, 2 Mart. 1743.

•Constit. Misericors Dei Filius.

* Constit. Felicitate quadam.
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dem huius Franciscani Instituti propria quaedam est et pecu-

liaris laus. Ita Fratres Capulatos non uno successionis iure

legitimes S. Francisci heredes et filios, veros Fratres Fran-

ciscales, proprii nominis Fratres Minores dicimus et habemus

et ab omnibus haberi volumus, quales semper Romani Ponti-

fices ipsos habuerunt. Neque enim quisquam in dubium voca-

verit, Capulatorum Familiam usque ab initio fuisse et esse

Fratrum Minorum Ordinem eodem prorsus iure ac geminas

alias Franciscalium Familias; ipsiusque caput, non secus ac

ceteros Fratrum Minorum summos antistites, vere dici et esse

generalem Ministrum, eumdemque pro suis fratribus suc-

cessorem S. Francisci legitimum : quandoquidem constat, huius

Familiae propaginem cum stirpe Seraphici Patris aptam omni

tempore connexamque fuisse. Ergo, quod Urbanus VIII af-

firmavit, Minores Capulatos ex vera et numquam intermissa

S. Francisci linea originem trahentes, semper sine aliqua inter-

ruptione Seraphicae Regulae continuasse ohservantiam* hoc

sane de iis praedicari hodieque debet. Quare legitimum eorum

Instituti disciplinaeque ius libenter Nos agnoscimus et ratum

habemus. Optabile vero est, ut quam diximus esse propriam

ipsorum notam, imitationem scilicet severiorem quamdam
Francisci Patris, earn perpetuo incorruptam retineant: prop-

tereaque perseverent, cum summa ergo Apostolicam banc

Sedem obedientia et fide, summum evangelicae paupertatis ac

perfectionis cultum studiumque coniungere. Hue admodum
spectare constitutiones rite recognitas et emendatas Ordinis

cernimus: quarum quidem approbationem Nobismet ipsis re-

servavimus. Itaque, nonnullis venerabilibus Fratribus Nostris

S. R. E. Cardinalibus-in consilium adhibitis, Nos, motu pro-

prio et certa scientia, de Apostolicae potestatis plenitudine,

harum vi litterarum, Fratrum Minorum S. Francisci Capuc-

cinorum constitutiones tum latino tum italico sermone per-

scriptas cum omnibus et singulis quae continent, in perpetuum

approbamus et confirmamus, approbatasque et confirmatas de-

claramus, praecipientes universis et singulis ex ea Familia

Fratribus, ut easdem habeant tamquam propria statuta, quibus

»Litt. Salvatoris, 28 lun. 1627.
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in omnibus rebus obtemperare debeant.—Praesentes vero lit-

teras et quaecumque in ipsis habentur nullo unquam tempore

de subreptionis, aut obreptionis, sive intentionis Nostrae vitio,

aliove quovis defectu notari vel impugnari posse: sed semper

validas et in suo robore fore et esse, atque ab omnibus cuiusvis

gradus et praeeminentiae inviolabiliter in iudicio et extra ob-

servari debere, decernimus, irritum quoque et inane, si secus

super his a quoquam, quavis auctoritate vel praetextu, scienter

vel ignoranter contigerit attentari, declarantes : contrariis non

obstantibus quibuscumque etiam speciali mentione dignis:

quibus omnibus ex plenitudine potestatis, certa scientia et motu
proprio quoad praemissa expresse derogamus et derogatum

esse declaramus, mandantes praesertim, ut ea, quae de electio-

nibus in his constitutionibus capite octavo sancita sunt, inviolate

serventur in omnibus Ordinis Provinces, sublatis quibuscum-

que privilegiis, sive personis sive Provinciis hac super re ab

Apostolica Sede concessis.

Datum Romae apud S. Petrum sub anulo Piscatoris, die

vm Septembris mcmix, in festo Nativitatis Deiparae, Ponti-

ficatus Nostri anno septimo.

PIUS PP. X.

SACBA CONGBEOATIO DE SELIGIOSIS.

I.

Declarationes circa Articulum Sextum Decreti " Auc-

Tis Admodum '' Editi Die iv Novembris mdcccxciii.

In articulo sexto decreti Auctis admodum, editi a sa. me.

Leone XIII, inter alia, haec statuuntur :
" Professi turn voto-

rum solemnium tum simplicium ab Ordinariis locorum ad

sacros Ordines non admittantur, nisi, praeter alia a iure sta-

tuta, testimonials litteras exhibeant, quod saltem per annum
sacrae theologiae operam dederint, si agatur de subdiaconatu

;

ad minus per biennium, si de diaconatu; et quoad presbyte-

ratum, saltem per triennium, praemisso tamen regulari aliorum

studiorum curriculo."

Porro circa genuinum sensum huius articuli, varia dubia
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sacrae Congregationi negotiis Religiosorum Sodalium prae-

positae exhibita sunt, quae ad sequentia capita reduci possunt:

I. Utrum Superiores Ordinum vel Institutorum religio-

sorum praefatas testimoniales litteras licite dare, et Ordinarii

seu Episcopi licite acceptare possint, si anni de quibus agitur

non fuerint completi, seu non vere academici vereque scholares,

sed potius abbreviati, non quidem ex incuria, sed quia vel

omissae fuerunt vacationes, vel horae lectionibus in schola

tradendis multiplicatae, vel alia quacumque de causa?

II. Utrum studentes, expleto unius, duorum vel trium re-

spective annorum curriculo theologico, possint statim ad sub-

diaconatum vel diaconatum vel presbyteratum item respective

promoveri, ideoque inceptis vacationibus, in fine anni scholas-

tici dari solitis, quin circulum duodecim mensium complere

teneantur ?

III. Utrum iidem studentes, triennio theologico rite com-

pleto, teneantur adhuc per alium annum, seu per quartum

annum scholasticum, theologicis studiis in scholis incumbere?

IV. Utrum verba eiusdem decreti Auctis admodum: " prae-

misso tamen regulari aliorum studiorum curriculo " respiciant

tantum philosophica seu lycaealia studia, vel etiam gymna-

sialia seu humaniorum litterarum, imo primariam etiam insti-

tutionem ?

V. Utrum studia philosophica seu lycaealia, humaniorum

litterarum seu gymnasialia, et primaria necessario ante in-

gressum in novitiatum ex integro peragi debeant?

VI. Utrum praefata studia, non publice in scholis rite ordi-

natis, sed privatim peracta, valorem habeant legalem, seu qui

sufficiat ad licite dandas et licite acceptandas litteras testimo-

niales ad sacros Ordines?

VII. Utrum ad valorem legalem studiorum theologicorum,

philosophicorum seu lycaealium, et humaniorum litterarum

seu gymnasialium sufficiat disciplinae principalis seu theolo-

giae, philosophiae et linguae latinae peritia, vel potius requira-

tur, ut in unaquaque schola tradantur etiam disciplinae acces-

soriae, iuxta normam in bene ordinatis Seminariis regionis

vigentem et saltem in substantialibus servandam?
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VIII. Utrum et quanam ratione in litteris testimonialibus

ad sacros Ordines authentice constare debeat de peractis ex

integro, turn curriculo seu curriciilis tlieologicis, turn philo-

sophicis seu lycaealibus, et humaniorum litterarum seu gymna-

sialibus studiis, ut praefatae litterae licite dari possint a Su-

perioribus, et licite acceptari ab Ordinariis seu Episcopis ?

Et sacra eadem Congregatio, de speciali mandato sanctis-

simi Domini nostri divina providentia Pii Papae X, respondet

prout sequitur:

Ad I. Negative in omnibus; et quaelibet abbreviatio stu-

diorum abusiva omnino habenda est, et penitus illicita.

Ad II. AfHrmative, dummodo tamen complexus trium huius-

modi annorum saltern triginta tres menses integros compre-

hendat.

Ad III. AfHrmative, ideoque complexus quadrienni theo-

logici, computatis vacationibus seu feriis, quadraginta quinque

menses integros comprehendere necesse est.

Ad IV. Respiciunt et philosophica seu lycaealia, et humani-

orum litterarum seu gymnasialia, et primaria studia. Ideoque

baud legalia habenda sunt theologica studia, si alumnus cursum

philosophicum seu lycaealem rite non expleverit ; neque legalia

erunt philosophica seu lycaealia studia, si alumnus humani-

orum litterarum seu gymnasiale curriculum minime comple-

verit ; neque valorem habebit humaniorum litterarum seu gym-

nasiale studium, si alumnus per primariam institutionem rite

habitam minime praeparatus fuerit. Porro ad legitimum

transitum de scholis primariis ad gymnasiales, de gymna-

sialibus ad lycaeales, de lycaealibus ad theologicas, requiritur

testimonium de bene superato periculo seu examine, a Modera-

toribus respectivarum scholarum in forma authentica obten-

tum; quod si gravi aliqua de causa haberi nequeat, suppleri

potest per speciale examen, coram peritis magistris subeundum

ante transitum ad superiorem gradum seu scholam.

Ad V. Negative quoad studia philosophica seu lycaealia;

affirmative quoad primaria et gymnasialia seu humaniorum

litterarum. In casibus tamen specialibus, accedentibus gravibus

causis, permitti potest, ut ad novitiatum inter clericos admit-
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tatur, qui annum quartum gymnasialem seu humaniorum lit-

terarum rite expleverit, dummodo: (a) decimum quintum

aetatis annum excesserit; {h) statim post novitiatum, et ante-

quam ad studium philosophicum seu lycaeale adscendat, in-

tegrum curriculum omnium studiorum humaniorum litte-

rarum seu gymnasialium in scholis domesticis vel aliis rite ordi-

natis compleat; (c) et finale periculum bene superet. Quod

si agatur de ingressu in novitiatum anno quarto non expleto,

recurrendum ad Sanctam Sedem.

Ad VI. Negative. In casibus tamen extraordinariis, qui

respiciunt particularem aliquem alumnum tantum, qui dili-

genter studiis incubuit, et in periculo seu examine idoneus in-

ventus fuerit, recurrendum ad sacram Congregationem pro

convalidatione, exhibita iurata fide examinatorum, et de tem-

pore transacto in studio privatim peracto et de bene superato

periculo; nisi res sit, non de omnibus disciplinis unius anni

scholaris, sed de una tantum vel altera disciplina accessoria,

gravi de causa a particulari aliquo alumno privatim exculta;

tunc enim, praehabita iurata fide examinatorum, ut supra, con-

validatio dari poterit a Superiore generali, accedente voto de-

liberativo sui Consilii.

Ad VII. Negative ad primam partem, Affirmative ad se-

cundam.

Ad VIII. Superiores in litteris testimonialibus, expressis

verbis, sequentia declarare debent et testari: i.° quoad currp-

culum theologicum, candidatum a tali anno, mense et die, ad

talem usque annum, mensem et diem, et in tali schola studiis

theologicis ad sacrum Ordinem, ad quem praesentatur, neces-

sariis rite incubuisse, et in finali periculo seu examine idoneum

inventum fuisse; 2° quoad inferiora studia, eidem curriculo

praemittenda: (a) eundem candidatum, rite peractis primariae

institutionis studiis, humaniorum litterarum studia in tali

schola, et per tot annos academicos seu scholares, ex integro

explevisse, bene superato finali periculo; (b) praefatum can-

didatum, recte expletis humaniorum litterarum studiis, philo-

sophicum curriculum ex integro in tali schola, et per tot annos

academicos seu scholares, complevisse, et finale periculum

auspicato superavisse.
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Mandavit insuper Sanctitas Sua, ut salvis quae de integritate

et duratione studiorum in praesenti documento dicuntur, sacra

Congregatio, exquisito ab omnibus Moderatoribus generalibus

elencho disciplinarum, quae singulis annis scholasticis seu aca-

demicis adsignatae sunt in respectiva religiosa Familia, una

cum tabulis horariis singularum scholarum aliisque opportunis

informationibus, Instructionem de studiis apud clericos Ordi-

num et Institutorum religiosorum rite et integre peragendis

praeparet, in plenario Emorum Patrum eiusdem Congrega-

tionis coetu examinandam, et probante Summo Pontifice, pub-

lici iuris faciendam.

Contrariis quibuscumque, etiam speciali mentione dignis,

non obstantibus.

Romae, e Secretaria eiusdem sacrae Congregationis, die 7
Septembris 1909.

Fr. I. C. Card. Vives, Praefectus.

L. * S.

D. L. Janssens, O.S.B., Secretarius.

ACTA PONTIFICII INSTITUTI BIBLICI.

I.

NUNTIA GeNERALIA.

1. Sedes Instituti. Sedes Instituti provisoria constituta est

in Pontificio Collegio Leoniano (Via Pompeo Magno 21,

prope Ecclesiam S. loachim), ubi aulae pro lectionibus et ex-

ercitationibus atque pro bibliotheca initio proximi mensis No-
vembris paratae erunt.

2. Conditiones admissionis. Qui studiis in Institute incum-

bere desiderant, nomen suum in scriptis ad praesidem Instituti

mittant. Indicent simul: i.° dioecesim vel ordinem seu con-

gregationem religiosam, ad quas pertinent; 2° locum originis

et domicilii praesentis; 3.° ordinem sacrum, in quo constituti

sunt, addito loco et die ordinationis
;
4.° gradus academicos,

si quos obtinuerint, addito loco ac die promotionis.

Porro ex legibus Institute regendo praefixis in numerum
alumnorum proprie dictorum admitti possunt, qui sint in sacra

theologia doctores cursumque philosophiae scholasticae integre
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absolverint; tamquam auditores inscribi poterunt, qui inte-

grum philosophiae ac theologiae cursum absolverint; ceteris

studiosis tamquam hospitibus liberis ad lectionis audiendas

aditus patebit.

Quare singuli praesidi Instituti etiam aperiant, utrum in

numerum alumnorum, an auditorum, an hospitum admitti

cupiant. Romam vero venientes testimonia authentica de stu-

diis philosophicis ac theologicis absolutis, et ubi locum habet,

de laurea in sacra theologia obtenta praesidi proponant. Se-

cum insuper afferant documenta authentica, ex quibus auctori-

tati ecclesiasticae de consensu Ordinarii vel superiorum et de

facultate sacrum faciendi ipsis concessis legitime constare

possit

Alumni qui ad examen prolytatus coram Pontificia Com-
missione Biblica subeundum se praeparant, ea lege admittun-

tur, ut lectiones atque exercitationes eas, quae huic praepara-

tioni specialiter destinatae sunt quaeque in sequenti elencho

asterisco notantur, frequentare debeant, nisi legitima dispen-

satione exempti fuerint. Ad exercitationes vero practicas,

quae in elencho nota + signatae sunt, praeter alumnos non ad-

mittentur nisi qui ipsi activam in exercitationibus coopera-

tionem exhibere parati sint.

Pretium pro inscriptione aut pro frcquentandis scholis et

bibliotheca Instituti nullum exigitur.

Singuli vero sive alumni, sive auditores et hospites ipsi

suae habitationi in variis Collegiis ac domibus religiosis in

Urbe consulant, cum huius rei cura ad Institutum non perti-

neat.

3. Distributio studiorum. Conformiter ad Instituti leges

studiorum in ipso peragendorum materia ea imprimis est quae

ad academicos gradus a Pontificia Commissione Biblica con-

ferendos requiritur, Cui accedet earum rerum tractatio quae

ad profectum disciplinae biblicae universa pertinent.

Atque ea quidem quae ad gradum prolytatus in " ratione

periclitandae doctrinae " a dicta Commissione constituta sunt,

in cursum biennalem in Instituto ita distribuuntur, ut singulis

annis dimidia fere totius materiae pars absolvatur. Pro prae-
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paratione vero ad lauream, quae studia ac labores magis indi-

viduales a singulis privatim praestandos expostulat, omnes

turn in ipso iam biennio, turn eo absolute in tertio studiorum

anno praecipue iuvari poterunt exercitationibus methodolo-

gicis ac bibliographicis aliisque quae speciatim pro laureandis

proponuntur.

Alumni praeter lectiones et exercitationes obligatorias ex

aliis eas elegere poterunt, quae ipsis, audito consilio praesidis,

utiliores videbuntur. Atque generatim non una eademque via

omnibus convenit neque eaedem omnibus lectiones aut exer-

citationes frequentandae sunt. Sed ne transversum agantur

ac tempus itinere avio inutiliter terant, superiorum consilium

in ordinandis studiis suis omnes audiant,

4. Initium lectionum. Lectiones et exercitationes Instituti,

cum Deo bono, incipient die 5 proximi mensis Novembris,

Quae ad accuratiorem distributionem horarum et lectionum

pertinent, ea in hisce Actis Instituti suo tempore indicabuntur.

5. Examina ad gradum Prolytatus in sacra Scriptura coram

PontiUcia Commissione Biblica. Examina ad gradum Proly-

tatus in sacra Scriptura proximo anno scholastico coram Pon-

tificia Commissione Biblica bis poterunt. Prima sessio ex

decreto eiusdem Commissionis erit diebus 15, 16 et 18 No-

vembris huius anni; altera versus finem mensis lunii anni se-

quentis diebus ab eadem Commissione assignandis habebitur.

6. Inscriptiones epistolarum. Epistolae aliaque quae ad In-

stitutum spectant mittantur ad praesidem Leopoldum Fonck;

Via del Seminario 120, Romam (inde a die 15 Augusti h. a.).

II.

Lectiones et Exercitationes Practicae in Instituto

BiBLico Tempore Biennali Habendae.

Signum * denotat ea quae pro praeparatione ad examen

Prolytatus obligatoria sunt; signum + exercitationes prac-

ticas indicat.

Argumenta modo generali tantum hie describuntur, accu-

ratius postea addita distributione horarum determinanda.

Quae in columna sinistra notantur, ad primum annum spec-
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tant; quae in parte dextra, ad secundum; quae vero in media

pagina habentur, tum ad primum, tum ad secundum annum
pertinent.

Anno prima: Anno secundo:

I. DE METHODO IN STUDIO SACRAE SCRIPTURA SERVANDA.

-\- De methodo scientifica in genera, ac speciatim

de methodo in studio sacrae Scripturae servanda;

de variis partibus studii biblici ; de disciplinis auxi-

liaribus ad hoc studium pertinentibus ; de subsidiis

litterariis biblicis; de libris et commentationibus

biblicis recentissimis.

+ De studio practico sacrae Scripturae pro mi-

nisterio sacerdotali.

+ De difficultatibus in studio sacrae Scripturae

occurentibus.

2. EX INTRODUCTIONE GENERALI IN SACRAM SCRIPTURAM.

* De inspiratione et inerrantia sacrae Scripturae

;

de legibus hermeneuticae biblicae ; de sensu litterali

et de sensu typico S. Scripturae.

De origine et auctoritate tex- De textu graeco Novi Testa-

tus massorethici eiusque his- menti eiusque historia; de his-

toria ; de versionibus graecis et toria et authenticitate Vulgatae

;

orientalibus S. Scripturae; de de aliis versionibus occidentali-

historia canonis Veteris Testa- bus S. Scripturae; de historia

menti. canonis Novi Testamenti.

-f- Principia criticae textus -|- Exercitationes practicae de

eorumque appHcatio ad textum critica textus Novi Testamenti.

sacrum Veteris Testamenti.

Anno prima: Anno secundo:

3. EX INTRODUCTIONE SPECIALI IN SINGULOS LIBROS SACROS.

* Introductio speciaHs in li- * Introductio specialis in li-

bros historicos Veteris Testa- bros didacticos et propheticos

menti. Veteris Testamenti.

* Introductio specialis in H- * Introductio specialis in epis-

bros historicos Novi Testamenti tolas Paulinas et in reliquas

atque in epistolas et Apocalyp- epistolas catholicas.

ain S. lohannis.
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4. EX INTERPRETATIONE TEXTUS SACRI.

* -|- Exegesis textus hebraici

librorum i et 2 Regum.
* -j- Exegesis textus graeci

quattuor Evangeliorum usque

ad passionem Christi Domini.

Textus selecti ex libris his-

toricis Veteris Testamenti.

Textus selecti ex Evangeliis

ct Actibus Apostolorum.

* -|- Exegesis textus hebraici

librorum 3 et 4 Regum.
*

-f- Exegesis textus graeci

reliquae partis Evangeliorum et

libri Actuum Apostolorum.

Textus selecti ex libris didac-

ticis et propheticis Veteris

Testamenti.

Textus selecti ex epistolis et

Apocalypsi.

5. EX THEOLOGIA BIBLICA.

Quaestiones selectae ex theologia biblica Veteris

et Novi Testamenti.

6. EX HISTORIA BIBLICA.

* + Historia Hebraeorum a

Samuele usque ad mortem Sa-

lomonis.

* 4- Historia evangelica.

Quaestiones selectae ex reli-

quis partibus historiae biblicae

Veteris Testamenti; conspectus

historiae babylonicae et as-

syriacae.

* De variis ludaeorum sectis

tempore Christi.

Anno printo:

7. EX GEOGRAPHIA BIBLICA.

* 4" Historia Hebraeorum a

divisione regni usque ad cap-

tivitatem babylonicam.

*
-f~ Historia apostolica usque

ad captivitatem primam S.

Pauli romanam.

Quaestiones selectae ex reli-

quis partibus historiae biblicae

N. T. ; conspectus historiae

aegyptiacae.

De historia ludaeorum aS

a. 30-135 P- Chr.

Anno secundo:

* De gentibus Palaestinam in-

colentibus.

* Gecgraphia Palaestinae tem-

poribus regum.

Geographia biblica Syriae,

Mesopotamiae, Arabiae.

* Palaestinae divisio et Hie-

rusalem topographia tempore

Christi.

* Itinera S. Pauli.

Geographia biblica Aegypti,

Asiae minoris, Graeciae, Italiae.
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8. EX ARCHAEOLOGIA BIBLICA.

* De kalendario et praecipuis * Inscriptiones palaestinenses

ritibus sacris Hebraeorum. antiquissimae.

* De antiquis Hebraeorum * De ponderibus, mensuris et

synagogis. nummis in S. Scriptura me-

moratis.

De tabernaculo foederis et

de templo hierosolymitano. ^

-j- Palaeographia graeca et -\- Palaeographia semitica ; de

latina; de papyris et ostracis papyris aramaicis.

graecis.

9. EX PHILOLOGIA BIBLICA.

Cursus superior linguae hebraicae.

Lingua graeca Novi Testamenti.

Ex aliis linguis orientalibus singulis annis cursus primus de una

rel altera lingua inchoabitur, qui anno sequenti continuatur.

Proximo hoc anno probabiliter cursus primus linguarum syriacae,

copticae, assyriacae instituetur.

10. EX HISTORIA EXEGESEOS.

De exegesi iudaica; de exe- Conspectus historiae exe-

gesi Patrum graecorum et lati- geseos inde a saeculo viii usque

norum usque ad saeculum viii. ad aetatem nostram.

HI.

CONFERENTIAE PUBLICAE.

Ad finem ab Apostolica Sede Institute praefixum attingen-

dum praeter lectiones et exercitationes practicas etiam publicae

de rebus biblicis conferentiae adiicientur, quibus communi

multorum necessitati atque utilitati prospiciatur.

Ac primo quidem anno tales conferentiae publicae habe-

buntur inter alia de argumentis sequentibus : de rebus palaesti-

nensibus quae ad vitam Christi illustrandam Scripturae sacrae

desumptis; de irritis conatibus scientiae falsi nominis contra

veritatem Evangeliorum, etc.
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Ubi indoles argiimenti permiserit, conferentiae proiectio-

nibus electricis illustrabuntur.

Accuratiora de argumento, tempore et loco postea indica-

buntur.

IV.

De Publicationibus Instituti.

Publicationes Instituti, quibus conformiter ad litteras apo-

stolicas " Vinea electa" tamquam tertio subsidio ad finem

suum utetur, triplicis generis erunt:

1. Imprimis sub titulo " Acta Pontificii Instituti Biblici
"

prodibunt nuntia de rebus ad Institufum spectantibus, quoties

necessarium vel opportunum videbitur.

2. Praeterea quamprimum licuerit accedent " Commented

Hones Pontificii Instituti Biblici" seu annales biblici quater

in anno edendi, qui de universa re biblica ea quae alicuius mo-
menti fuerint, notabunt atque eruditis elucubrationibus doctri-

nam biblicam et studia omnia eidem adiuncta pro viribus pro-

movere conabuntur.

3. Denique sub titulo " Scripta Pontificii Instituti Biblici
"

iuxta praecepta Constitutionis apostolicae " Vinea electa

"

edentur varia opera et opuscula, ex quibus series scientifico-

theoretica eruditis investigationibus biblicis, series scientifico-

practica exponendae ac defendendae circa Libros sacros cath-

olicae veritati, series scientifico-popularis spargendis ubique

sanis de re biblica doctrinis proderunt.

Atque ex hisce publicationibus " Acta " quidem ea sola quae

nomine Instituti annuntianda sunt, continebunt. Pro " Com-
mentationibus " vero et " Scriptis " libentissime accessiones

undique contributae admittentur, quae conditionibus ex natura

rei necessariis satisfecerint. Immo, rogantur omnes quibus

verus disciplinae biblicae profectus cordi est quique utilem ad

hunc scopum operam praestare valeant, ut sive eruditis elucu-

brationibus, sive notis et relationibus ad res biblicas pertinenti-

bus, sive libris et libellis in triplice serie " Scriptorum " eden-

dis magnum Instituti opus iuvare velint. Pro talibus autem
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dissertationibus et scriptis praeter linguas latinam et italicam

etiam admittentur linguae anglica, gallica, germanica, his-

panica.

Rogantur etiam auctores et editores librorum ac scriptorum

ad studia biblica quocumque modo spectantium, ut opera et

opuscula sua ad Institutum mittere velint, idque ad duplicem

praesertim finem : scilicet ut de omnibus scriptis in " Commen-
tationibus " Instituti ratio reddi possit, atque ut pro studiosis

in bibliotheca Instituti copia subsidiorum litterariorum habe-

atur.

Ad eumdem duplicem finem quam maxime opportunum erit,

si Academiae, Instituta, Societates vel editores atque directores

ephemeridum scripta atque publicationes suas, quae aliquam

ad res biblicas relationem habeant, publicationibus Instituti

Biblici commutare voluerint.

Quae ad conditiones subscriptionis aliaque scitu utilia de

publicationibus Instituti spectant, in hisce " Actis " postea in-

dicabuntur.

Pro commercio publico "Acta PontiUcii Instituti Biblici"

prostant penes editorem M. Bretschneider, Via del Tritone 60,

Romae, pretio 20 cent, pro folio 16 paginarum sive complete

sive inchoato.

ROMAN CURIA.

Official announcement is made of the following honors

:

10 August: The Rev. Richard A. McAndrew, Rector of St.

Mary's Church, Wilkes-Barre; and the Rev. John Patrick

O'Malley, Rector of St. John's Church, Pittston, both of the

Diocese of Scranton, appointed Domestic Prelates.



Stubfes anb Confetences.

OUE ANALECTA.
The Roman Documents for the month are:

Apostolic Letter approves and confirms the new Consti-

tutions of the Order of Friars Minor Capuchins, who are true

Franciscan Friars, dating their origin from the Seraphic

Founder and continuing uninterruptedly the observance of his

Rule.

S. Congregation of Religious in a series of eight dubia

interprets the meaning of the sixA article of the Decree
" Auctis admodum ", published 4 November, 1893.

Pontifical Biblical Institute, through its official organ,

gives general information regarding the character of the In-

stitute, its course of Lectures and Exercises, and its contem-

plated publications.

Roman Curia announces recent appointments.

THE FACULTIES OF THE BISHOPS OF THE UNITED STATES.

The Holy See has just taken what seems to be a decided step

toward unifying ecclesiastical discipline in the United States,

by referring the renewal of diocesan faculties to the Apostolic

Delegation, instead of requiring the bishops to apply individu-

ally to Rome, as has been the case heretofore.

By a circular letter addressed to the Archbishops of the

United States, under date of 8 November, 1909, the Apostolic

Delegate makes known the new decision of the Holy See in the

following terms

:

Your Grace,

By a letter dated at Rome, 21 October, 1909, His Eminence

Cardinal G. De Lai, Secretary of the Congregation of the Con-

sistory, informs us that His Holiness the Pope, in an audience

of the 27th of last August, was pleased to authorize this Delega-

tion to prorogue until 31 December, 1912, the faculties already

granted to the Bishops of the United States by the S. Congrega-

tion of the Propaganda. Hence all Bishops who may be in need
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of renewal of their faculties must address themselves to this

Delegation.

I beg Your Grace to do me the favor of communicating to

your Suffragans this decision of the Holy See.

With sentiments of the highest esteem, I remain

Sincerely yours in Christ

•I'D. Falconio,

Apostolic Delegate.

Those who are familiar with the inner work of ecclesiastical

affairs in the United States are fully aware that the practice

hitherto in vogue by which each bishop appealed directly to the

central administration in Rome for the renewal of faculties

and privileges, made the interpretation that was requisite for

their adaptation in different localities and under different cir-

cumstances dubious and difficult, whilst it led frequently to

unauthorized action in the exercise of the faculties. Such

difficulties are hardly avoidable where the power of super-

vision is limited by reason of great distance, local and other-

wise, from the central authority at Rome. Centralization is

said to be necessary for the conservation of authority, but

with it must go supervision, if laws are to be kept as well as

made.

Under the new condition of referring the renewal of facul-

ties to the Apostolic Delegation, on which tribunal it de-

volves to decide upon their practical application in disputed

cases, we have an intelligent working system which permits

a definite location of responsibility, and simplifies the method

of appeal by making the Roman Congregation the court of

final jurisdiction only.

A REMEDT FOB MIXED MARRIAGES.

To the experienced parish priest the term " mixed marriage "

is a veritable bete noire. It awakens some of the saddest and

most disappointing recollections of his life-labor among his flock.

He recalls only too readily the case of some young man of special

promise whom he had expected to develop into a manly, repre-

sentative Catholic, but who through mixed marriage has grown

lukewarm in the practice of religion or more probably has aban-
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doned it entirely. Or again he can point to some former noble-

minded and pure-hearted member of the Sodality who, having be-

come involved in such " mixed alliance ", has gradually drifted

away from the sacraments and faith in order " to keep peace in

the family ".

Remedies have been prescribed and employed which in our

present social conditions have proved to be more or less inade-

quate. Many pastors are zealous in warning and preaching

against the evil, or in organizing societies for their young people

with the hope that mutual acquaintance will beget mutual love,

and occasionally he is forced to realize that the human heart, like

the proverbial horse, may be led to the very fount but cannot

be forced to drink. The priest's urgent advice and his prophecy

of unhappiness to the applicants for dispensations to a mixed
marriage is met by the all-confident young lady with :

" O Father,

it will be so different in our case. Jack is just the best-natured

fellow in the world ; he wouldn't think of interfering with my re-

ligion and has even promised to come to church with me—some-

times." That settles it. There is no argument in all the Fathers

of the Church or in the Scriptures or in all the sad experience of

the ages, that can dislodge that conviction from that all-trusting,

inexperienced mind of the young Catholic maiden.

But these things are well known, and my object in writing

here is to propose a remedy which I have employed for some
time with most gratifying results, and which was suggested by

an incident likely to be recognized as representing a sufficiently

common type by every pastor of souls.

About three years ago a non-Catholic gentleman called on me
to arange for his approaching marriage with a young lady of my
congregation. I had heard of the prospective marriage and

had made special efforts to dissuade the young lady from the ill-

advised union; but with, of course, the usual result—failure.

The man was from a distant city, middle-aged, a lawyer by

profession, a clean-cut, square-jawed, and keen-eyed man of the

world. A glance at him sufficed to convince me that he was
self-satisfied, self-confident and determined to be master of all

possible contingencies. He would rule the home, I was sure of

that, and I proceeded to ascertain what the nature of that rule

would be by which a Catholic wife and children would be vitally

affected in time and eternity. I asked him to which church he

belonged. He replied :
" To none." " Have you ever been bap-
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tized ? " Again a decisive, " No, sir." I picked up from my desk

a copy of the "Agreement" and passed it over to him, saying:
" I presume you know that it will be necessary for you to sign

this agreement before a priest may officiate at your marriage ?
"

He slowly and deliberately adjusted his pince-nez, took up the
" Agreement," and read and reread it, placed it on the table, re-

moved his glasses—installed them in their case and, leaning back

in the chair, turned his cold grey eyes to me and said :
" I will

not sign any such agreement." " Very well," I replied rising,

" that concludes our interview." " Just a moment," he said, and
I reseated myself. " Let me put this question to you as man to

man. If you were in my place, believing as I do that the Cath-

olic Church is totally wrong, that it is in fact and has been

throughout the centuries the greatest obstacle to progress and
human happiness, would you sign an agreement to have your

children trained and moulded by such an organization ?
"

" Never," I answered, " not in a hundred years." " Why then,"

he asked, " do you request me to sign an agreement that you de-

clare you would not sign?" "You asked me," I rejoined, "to
place myself in your position, that is in a position of total ignor-

ance or misapprehension of the true character of the Catholic

Church and, while suffering from that condition of blindness and

hallucination, I surely would not permit my children to be brought

up and trained in the Catholic Church, and furthermore I would

not marry any girl who has been afflicted with such damnable

training."

The gentleman was somewhat non-plussed at my statement,

but recovering his usual hauteur declared :
" Well, call it what you

will, I believe the Catholic Church to be all wrong and I will not

sign the agreement."

We rose and proceeded to the door. As I opened the door he

hesitated a moment and asked :
" Is there no possibility of having

a priest officiate at our marriage unless I sign that agreement ?
"

" None whatever," I replied. " What then am I to do ? " he asked.

" I know she will never consent to be married by any one but a

Catholic priest ?
"

I was about to tell him that that was his affair and not mine,

when an idea occurred to me. " I'll tell you," I said, " just what

I would do were I in your place and I believe it to be the one rea-

sonable and honest thing for every fair-minded and intelligent

man to do, situated as you are. I would endeavor to learn from
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some authoritative source all about the Catholic Church and, after

having ascertained what the Catholic Church is, and what it

teaches, I would be in a position to know what further step to

take.

" If I had discovered that the Catholic Church is, as you now
believe, totally wrong I surely would not permit my children to

be reared in that Church, and furthermore I would not marry a

young lady whose faith and morals, whose every thought and

aspiration have been formed and inspired by such a corrupt

teacher. If on the other hand I had learned that the Catholic

Church is in fact what the Catholic believes it to be, an institu-

tion established by Jesus Christ to teach and sanctify mankind,

I would want not only to marry a Catholic wife and secure that

blessed faith for my children, but I would wish to participate in

those divine blessings myself."

After a few moments' reflection, to my surprise he said :
" That

sounds very reasonable. How long will it take to become ac-

quainted with the teachings of the Catholic Church ? " I told him

it would take at least three weeks, one hour instruction per day.

" That, of course," he declared, " is out of the question in my
present circumstances. I am a very busy man and can not spare

the time."

With that we parted. ' In about an hour after his departure he

called me by telephone and said in his customary clean-cut, deter-

mined tones :
" I have thought the matter over and have decided

to remain in Eau Claire three weeks to take the course of in-

structions. When can you assign me the first hour ? " I ap-

pointed the time and he came punctually, to the end. He was

thoroughly saturated with misapprehensions of the Catholic re-

ligion, but withal candid and honest. He asked many questions,

but after I had explained them he would honestly admit the rea-

sonableness of the explanation. At the conclusion of the course

of instructions I told him that he was now in a position to decide

intelligently what his attitude to the Church should be. He lis-

tened attentively and finally said :
" Yes, I realize that I can

act more intelli'gently in the matter now than I could when I first

met you. I have decided not to sign that ' Agreement.' I have

made up my mind to become a Catholic, if you believe that the

Catholic Church can do anything with such a crude piece of con-

ceited ignorance as I am or was."

That little incident set me thinking and I resolved never again
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to officiate at a mixed marriage until the non-Catholic party had

taken a complete course of instruction. I announced this resolu-

tion from the pulpit and through the press, on several occasions,

stating that the purpose of this rule was not to force the non-

Catholic party to become a Catholic, but to remove those in-

herited and acquired prejudices and misapprehensions of Cath-

olic teaching which invariably provoke discord and unhappiness

in the home of mixed marriage. When at all possible I require

the Catholic party to take the instructions with the non-Catholic,

as, in many cases, the Catholic needs the instructions as badly as

the non-Catholic, and in all cases it proves beneficial to both.

From the very start this rule has worked with surprising suc-

cess. Within the last three years, I have had thirty marriages

which ordinarily would have been mixed marriages. In twenty-

five of them the non-Catholic candidates for marriage have be-

come Catholic after concluding the course of instruction. In the

other cases, two non-Catholic men lived in villages where there

was no Catholic priest and since they arrived in Eau Claire but a

day or two before the ceremony, I could not give them the re-

quired instructions. The other three were desirous of entering

the Catholic Church but, owing to unbearable antagonism from

relations upon whom they were dependent, could not enter the

Church before marriage, expressing however a determination to

join the Church after marriage.

This plan has produced many other beneficial results, aside

from actual conversions

:

1. The removal of prejudice and misunderstanding from the

few who do not enter the Church after instructions.

2. The confirmation of the Catholic party who accompanies the

non-Catholic to these instructions in his or her faith.

3. One convert as a rule brings another, or at least corrects

much of the misapprehensions of Catholic teaching among rela-

tions. From I January to i August we have had 41 converts,

many of them brought into the Church by previous converts.

4. A general awakening of Catholics to a greater fervor and

zeal and to a higher appreciation of the blessings of the true Faith

to which they were born.

After two years' experiment I reported the results to the Right

Rev. Jas. Schwebach, Bishop of La Crosse, who after some de-

liberation enacted a law requiring the non-Catholic party to take

a course of two instructions per week for six weeks previous, to
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marriage before a dispensation could be obtained. This law was
shortly afterwards adopted by all the Bishops of the Milwaukee

province.

Naturally this regulation will give considerable extra work to

the clergy, but I believe that every true priest will find it a work

most interesting and beneficial personally and most gratifying in

the splendid results that follow. It will serve not only to check

that deplorable leakage which the Church has suffered in the past

from mixed marriages but will be a most effectual means of reach-

ing non-Catholics and increasing the growing number of con-

versions.

My conviction, born of experience, is that the vast majority of

non-Catholics at the present day wish to know the truth and,

when known, cheerfully and gratefully, embrace it.

Arthur B. C. Dunne.
Eau Claire, Wis.

DISTRIBUTION OF HOLY COMMUNION IN CONVENTS.

Qu. There is a custom in a particular community of nuns in

this diocese whereby at the time of Communion in the regular

Mass the superioress kneels at the centre of the Communion-rail,

other nuns being at either side of her. She is invariably the first

to receive Holy Communion. The rubric, so I understand, states

that the priest must begin at the Epistle side when distributing

Holy Communion. Is it right to make any exception ? I shall be

obliged for an answer in the Review.

A New Zealand Priest.

Resp. There is no objection to the superioress taking any

position at the Communion-rail which she prefers and which

custom sanctions. The celebrant of Mass, however, is not

authorized on that account to alter the observance of the

rubrics of the liturgy, which prescribe that in distributing

Holy Communion he shall begin in regular order with the

faithful at the Epistle side, " incipiens ab iis qui sunt ad par-

tem Epistolae." ^ Having reached the end of the rail, he

returns again to the Epistle side, " Incipit distributionem ad

partem Epistolae, et cum ad mensae finem pervenit, et super-

1 Ruhr. Rit. Rom., tit. IV, cap. 2, n. 4.
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sunt communicandi, iterum tendit ad partem Epistolae, ibique

distributionem reincipit."
^

An exception is made for those who receive within the

sanctuary, that is at the steps of the altar, namely priests,

clerics, and those who serve at the altar.

Such is the rule of the liturgy. There is, however, also a

rule of pastoral prudence which finds its application in cases

where a long-standing custom can not be easily abrogated

without causing dissension and scandal, especially when it has

received a certain sanction of toleration by ecclesiastical au-

thority. A sensible superioress will readily accept the rule

of the liturgy, if made aware that the custom to which she

has become heir is contrary to good form. If she is not

gifted with the good sense that prompts a cheerful and humble

compliance quite compatible with self-respect, or if she feels

that her authority in the community will suffer from such an

obedience to the liturgical law, then it might be wise for the

chaplain to let the law of charity, which prevents strife and

wrangling in view of the sanctuary, suspend for a time the

rigorous interpretation of rubrics until he has found other ef-

fective means of breaking the devout pride of his religious

sheep, by a kind but decisive word from the bishop or from the

spiritual director of the errant ladies.

THE INNEE LINING OF THE TABERNACLE.

Qu. May I take the liberty of proposing to you for solution

in the Review a question which I think will be of wide interest

to your readers ? In fact, the difficulty has been discussed by sev-

eral of my friends and they join me in asking for your answer.

The point in doubt has to do with the color of the inside lining of

the tabernacle.

We have in our church a very handsome Gothic outer taber-

nacle of marble, inside of which is the regular safe-like recep-

tacle for the sacred vessels that contain the Divine Host. In the

accompanying drawing both of these tabernacle doors are open,

showing in the upper section of the aperture a rich filigree design

2 Van der Stappen: De Administ. Sacram., Qu. 197 ad 6.
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(in gold) and below a veil (white silk). The lining on the other

three sides within is also of white silk. This is all according to

the strict liturgical prescription that the interior of the tabernacle

be either of gold or of white silk. Do the rubrics forbid placing,

back of the gold as above described, a piece of red or purple

silk to serve as a foil for the beautiful foliated tracery work,

which otherwise is lost by reason of the white background? Of
course, the reverse side of this colored set-off would be covered

with white silk, if it is lawful to use the colored material in the

way and for the purpose above proposed.

Resp. There is no objection whatever, we think, to the

gold ornamentation being set in beautiful relief by the use of

colored material, so long as the prescribed lining of the taber-

nacle is not thereby substantially displaced. " Quantum vires
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et facultates suppetunt," says a recent synodal instruction/

" tantum audeat unita cleri populique pietas, quo dignior pare-

tur, et pretiosissimo artis humanae apparatu exornetur sacra-

tissima area Domini." If it be permitted to embroider the veil

that shields the tabernacle and to decorate the opening into the

sacred receptacle with varicolored gems and precious stones,

there can be no violation of the rubrical requirements in the

above-mentioned arrangement, so long as the lining of the in-

terior is of the prescribed color and material. The veil also

is, as we understand it, of the rubrical color and material.

SOME SUGGESTIONS FOE IMPSOVEMENT IN OUB
CATECHISMS.

To THE Editor of the Ecclesiastical Review.

It may seem very presumptuous at this late day when so much
has been said and written on our Catechisms of Christian Doctrine

to come forward with suggestions for their improvement. But

as every work of man, whether mental or physical, is like man
himself, finite, there can always be found room for improvement,

and so I beg leave to give through The Ecclesiastical Review
expression to some few ideas which have taken root and have

been developing.

The whole of Christian Doctrine treats of religion. All man-

kind, in one way or another, is constantly thinking or talking

of religion, and yet our Catechisms of Christian Doctrine never

give a definition of religion, and very few among men can tell

what religion really is. It is all important, then, that a proper

and correct definition should be given of it, or of any subject,

before we begin to talk or treat of it.

Religion may be defined as the bond or relationship which

creation has established between the Creator and the creature.

Q. Who is the Creator? A. The Creator is God.

Q. What is a creature? A. A creature is a being or thing

called into existence out of nothing by the infinite power of the

Creator or God.

Q. How are creatures divided? or, How many kinds of

1 Cone. Pragen. i860, Tit. V, c. 5, apud Sacra Liturgia : Van der

Stappen, Vol. IV, n. 154 ad 4.
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creatures are there? A. There are two kinds of creatures: in-

telligent and non-intelligent.

Q. Which are the intelligent beings or creatures? A. The in-

telligent creatures are angels and men.

Q. What are the non-intelligent creatures? A. The non-in-

telligent creatures are all the others—the sun, the moon, the

earth, all the stars and planets, and all the things which are on

the earth.

Q. What is the relation of the Creator to His creatures? A.

The relation of the Creator or God to His creatures is that of

Supreme Lord or Master.

Q. What is the relation of the creature, intelligent and non-

intelligent, to the Creator? A. The relation of the creature to

the Creator is that of servant.

Q. What does the creature owe to the Creator? A. The
creature owes to the Creator service; and this service is called

divine service.

Q. Who is to direct the manner in which this service is to be

given, the servant or the master, the Creator or the creature?

A. Surely the master or God alone, or those whom God has

appointed, or commissioned, to dictate the manner of this ser-

vice, and no others. Hence there can be only one true religion,

and that religion must be the one which God has established.

It would be the highest presumption for any creature, angel or

man, to take upon himself to make a religion, or to dictate how
the Supreme Master should be served; and it would be equally

degrading for any intelligent creature of God to submit to any

dictation, coming from a mere creature, as to the manner in

which he shall render his service to his Creator.

The Church.

Q. What is the Church? A. The Church is religion or divine

service put in order; or, the Divinely organized human agency

of God on earth.

Q. Was not religion always in order? A. No. As it was with

the creation of the material world, so it was with religion. " In

the beginning God created heaven and earth, and the water

covered the earth, and darkness was upon the face of the deep.

And light was made, and the waters were gatheried into one

place, and the dry land appeared "
; and so gradually the work

of creation or the material universe was developed.
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Q. In what age was religion without order? A. In the patri-

archal age. Then every man could offer sacrifice and there was
no fixed times or order for divine worship.

Q. When was the Church established? A. The Church was
first established at Mount Sinai. Then was order first intro-

duced and established in religion.

Q. Who established this Church or order in religion? A. God
Himself.

Q. How was the Church established and order introduced into

religion? A. By the appointment of Aaron and his sons to the

priestly office, by the setting aside of the whole tribe of Levi for

the service of the tabernacle or the temple, by the appointment

of the sabbath day and the various festivals, by the prescriptions

for the various sacrifices, vestments, ceremonies, etc., connected

with divine worship, by the appointment of a high-priest, and

finally by the severe penalties and punishments inflicted upon

the violators of the laws regarding divine worship.

Q. Was this Church the true Church and was it to last for-

ever? A. This Church, commonly called the Jewish, or the

Church of the Old Law, was the true Church since it was estab-

lished by God ; but it was not to last forever, since it was estab-

lished to preserve the promises made to the fathers of the coming

of the Redeemer and of a greater and more perfect Covenant,

not made by hands, which God was to make for the world

through His Son who was to come into the world.

Q. When did Christ establish His Church? A. Christ estab-

lished His Church, or the Church of the New Covenant, which

is to last to the end of the world, when He said to Simon Bar-

jona: Thou art Peter, or Rock, and on this rock I will build My
Church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it. St

Matt. 1 6.

Q. What is the name of the Church which Christ established?

A. The Church, which Christ established, is called the Catholic,

or universal Church.

Q. Are all bound to belong to the Catholic Church? A. As

Christ is God and all mankind are creatures of God, all are

bound to be members of His Church in order to enjoy the

benefits of His redemption and to enter heaven.

The Bible and the Church.

Q. What is the Bible? A. The Bible is the written word of

God.
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Q. What is the relation of the Bible to the Church ? A. The
relation of the Bible to the Church is that of the vyife to the hus-

band, or of the handmaid to her mistress.

Q. Is not the Bible above the Church? A. No, because the

Church was founded before the Bible was written, and because

all who wrote the books of the Bible, if we may except holy Job,

of whom little is known, were children of the Church ; and surely

the mother has the right to supervise the writings of her children

and is the best interpreter of their meaning.

Q. Was Moses, who wrote the first books of the Bible, a child

of the Church ? A. Yes, and all the books of Moses or the Pen-

tateuch were written after the Church was established, as were

also all the other books of the Old Testament and all the books

of the New Testament.

Q. How do we know that the Bible is the word of God? A.

We know that the Bible is the word of God from the testimony

of the Church, and without her we would neither have the Bible

nor know that it is the word of God.

Q. Does the Bible contain all the words of God? A. By no

means; and both the Bible itself and reason bear witness to this

truth.

The Apostles' Creed.

The traditional division of the Apostles' Creed into twelve

articles, although of great antiquity, probably used by St. Cyril

of Jerusalem in his large catechism and certainly by the Cate-

chism of the Council of Trent, and since then by every catechism

of Christian Doctrine we have ever met, is, to say the least, some-

what confusing and unnecessary. The old tradition, that each

of the Apostles made an article, and hence the number twelve,

is hard to believe and looks unreasonable. It certainly is not an

article of faith, and we may not have any great hesitation in

changing it if it will do any good, or will make the learning of

the Catechism any easier.

The whole fabric of Catholic teaching rests on the great mys-

tery of the Trinity, and the simple division of the creed into three

great articles would serve to show in bold relief this great truth

as well as simplify the teaching of the truths contained in the

Creed.

The first article might be : "I believe in God, the Father Al-

mighty, the Creator of heaven and earth.*'
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And the second: "And [I believe] in Jesus Christ, His only

Son, our Lord, who was conceived by the Holy Ghost, born of

the Virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius Pilate," etc.

And the third article :
" I believe in the Holy Ghost, the holy

Catholic Church, the communion of saints, the forgiveness of

sins, the resurrection of the body and life everlasting. Amen."
In this way all the works ascribed to each Person of the ador-

able Trinity are grouped synthetically under His name, and the

office of each Person in the work of man's salvation is clearly

shown.

To some it may not be plain that the works or acts which
follow the Holy Ghost in the third article are His works. But
He is the Spirit of truth and He is promised to abide with the

Church; He is the Spirit of Charity, hence the communion of

saints ; He is the Spirit Sanctifier, and our Lord breathed on the

Apostles when He gave them the power to forgive sins, saying:
" Receive ye the Holy Ghost," etc., hence the forgiveness of sins;

the life-giving Spirit, hence the resurrection of the dead and
life everlasting.

The Division of the Catechism.

There appears to be considerable diversity in the division of

the teachings contained in the Catechism. The old-time and

common-sense division into: what we are to believe; what we
are to do and avoid ; and the means we are to take to obtain and

to keep God's grace, appears to have become, of late years, some-

what confused in the minds of our catechism-makers. It would

be well to have it restored.

The next edition of the Catechism should contain, under the

chapter on Matrimony, a notice of the new legislation.

As a great many of the faithful are under the erroneous

opinion that the Catechism is a book designed only for the use

of children to enable them to make their First Communion, or

for the use of those who wish to enter the Church, it would be

well to have an introductory chapter telling of the purpose of

the Catechism, namely: to teach us what we are to believe and

do, and the means we are to take in order to gain eternal life,

and of the excellence of this knowledge above all others.

These few ideas I respectfully submit to the judgment of our

learned theologians and my fellow-workers in the vineyard.

James J. Dunni^w

Meadville, Pa.
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MEANING OF A TEXT.

The text is St. Matthew 19 : 28, 29.

28. And Jesus said to them: Amen I say to you, that you who have
followed Me, in the regeneration, when the Son of Man shall sit on the

seat of His majesty, you also shall sit on twelve seats, judging the twelve

tribes of Israel.

29. And every one that hath left house or brethren or sisters or chil-

dren or lands for My Name's sake, shall receive an hundredfold and shall

possess life everlasting.

Most CathoHc commentators take the word regeneration in

verse 28 to mean the resurrection, and the seat of majesty to be

the judgment seat on the last day. The only one I have found to

countenance a different interpretation is Bishop Le Camus in his

Vie de N. S. Jesus Christ. In the more common interpretation

verse 28 expresses the reward prepared for the Apostles in

Heaven, and verse 29 that of other faithful followers. The ob-

vious objection to this is that St. Mark and St. Luke both give

29 as an answer to the Apostles and omit verse 28 altogether.

If 28 refers to Heaven, it is far the more important of the two,

and then its omission by two of the Evangelists becomes a prob-

lem to be solved. Another problem is the nature of the judicial

function of the Apostles beyond the grave. But all difficulty

disappears when we take the words in what seems certainly the

most natural meaning. Let us take the regeneration to mean the

regeneration by sanctifying grace; the seat of His majesty to

mean the right-hand of God; and the twelve tribes of Israel to

mean the spiritual Israel, the new Jerusalem, the Church on

earth. In this case our Lord divides His answer into two parts.

In the first part He expresses the temporal reward special to the

Apostles, namely, their position of authority in the Church. In

the second part He expresses the temporal and eternal reward

prepared for all faithful followers, including those Apostles who
should prove faithful. With this interpretation the omission of

verse 28 by two of the Evangelists offers no difficulty.

I write this as an amateur in the hope that some expert will

kindly explain why commentators give a less obvious meaning to

the words.

Inquirer.
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MAY THE FOBTT HOUBS' EXPOSITIOH OF THE BLESSED
SACBAMENT BE ABBBEVIATED.

In view of a practice introduced in some churches of having

the time of the " Forty Hours' Devotion," in which the Blessed

Sacrament is exposed for public veneration, so reduced that

the adoration begins on Sunday morning and ends on Mon-

day evening, a question has arisen whether this method is

permissible.

It is argued, it appears, in favor of this practice, that the

Clementine Instruction prescribing the original form of the

Forty Hours' prayer is not obligatory outside the City of

Rome, and that the number (forty) of hours is to be reck-

oned not literally but substantially.

That the Clementine Instruction in the matter of the Forty

Hours' adoration is not binding outside the City of Rome is

trne, although the decree which makes this clear also indicates

that it is desirable that the method prescribed in the Instruction

be followed out wherever the devotion is introduced.^ In

regard to the United States we have particular legislation on

the subject, in the Second Plenary Council of Baltimore, ap-

proved by the Holy See, according to which the exposition,

which is continuous in the Roman churches, may be inter-

rupted with us during the night; hence to make up for the

absence of the all-night adoration, the exposition lasts for

three days, the Blessed Sacrament being reposed at the end

of each day. For the rest, each Ordinary has the right to

regulate the manner of conducting the Devotion of the Forty

Hours in his own diocese, with due regard to the general and

universal rules prescribed in the liturgy.

But it may be questioned whether the object of the Forty

Hours' prayer, substantially, can be effected by the devotion

which lasts only two days and in which the Blessed Sacra-

ment is reposed during the night. To have the adoration for

nineteen or twenty hours on each of the two days would

mean that the exposition begin at three or four o'clock in the

1
" Instructioncm [Clemcntinam] extra Urbem non obligare; laudandos

tamen qui se illi conformare student, nisi aliud ab Ordinariis locorum

statutum sit." (D. la Jul., 1749. 5- R. C).
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morning and continue till nearly midnight. Even if this did

not violate the general law which forbids the exposition of

the Blessed Sacrament during the late hours, without a special

permit from the ecclesiastical authority, it is doubtful whether

a sufficient number of adorers can be had for the early and

late hours to fulfil the purpose of the institution of the devo-

tion. That this extension or contraction of hours is not a

wholly optional feature of the devotion appears from the de-

crees of the Provincial Council of Milan where the devotion

had practically its origin. " Orationis hujus curatores vide-

ant, ut per quadraginta ipsas horas continenter fiat ; . . . quod

si noctu orantes dcerunt SS. Sacramentum in tabernaculo re-

ponatur. Quod si fore ex hac vel alia causa, Episcopi jussu,

aliquando noctu intermitti contigerit, interdiu compensetur

continenti orandi spatio."
*

The Council of Baltimore likewise assumes the full space

of three days for the devotion, so that it begins about six

o'clock in the morning and ends about eight in the evening,

which allows for a few additional hours when the sermons

take place and the Blessed Sacrament is veiled. In some

places the devotion lasts four days of ten hours each, and this

also has the sanction of the Holy See, which leaves to the Ordi-

nary the appointment of the day on which the Missa votiva

de Pace is to be said.

The Council, however, speaks of the triduum :
" Prout Ordi-

nariis satius in Domino visum fuerit, Sanctissimum publicae

adorationi per triduum, in forma Quadraginta Horarum, ex-

poni possit horis diumis tantum, a mane usque ad vesperam,

de nocte autem recondatur." Again, " ut universi utriusque

sexus Christifideles, qui illam Ecclesiam, in qua Venerabilc

per tres dies expositum manebit, devote visitaverint," etc.,

which indicates the wish of the bishops that the devotion be

open to women and men alike, and therefore be held during

the day when women are not prohibited from visiting the

churches which are by common ecclesiastical law open to men
only at night."

'Act. Eccl. Mcdiol., I Cone. Prov. IV., p. 118.

« Concil. Bait. Plenar. II, Tit. VI, n. 376.
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SHOULD WE SAT "SANCTE JOSEFHE" OB "SANCTE JOSEPH" ?

Qu. In reciting the Latin of the Litany or prayers in honor

of St. Joseph, should we say Sancte Josephe or Sancte Joseph?

The printed forms of the Latin version give now one and now an-

other form, and it becomes awkward when there is question of

adopting the bisyllabic or trisyllabic form in the chant. Anyhow
it would be well to have uniformity in such constantly recurring

names.

Resp. The rule observed in the liturgical formularies is

that the Old Testament Saints retain the traditional Hebrew
form of their names, whereas the Saints of the New Testa-

ment have the Latinized form. Thus the name " Joseph ",

when it refers to the Patriarch or to the Foster-father of

Christ, is indeclinable, as in the prayer :
" Deus qui ineffabili

providentia beatum Joseph," etc. But on the feast of St.

Joseph of Cupertmo of the Franciscan Order we read :
" ut

meritis et exemplo seraphici Confessoris tui Josephi," etc.

Whilst the Spouse of the Virgin Mother of Christ may be said

to belong to the New Testament more than to the Old, it is

nevertheless true that he conducted the Messiah unto the Jew-

ish nation, and thus furnished the answer to the prayers and

hopes of the Hebrew race uttered in the very significance of

his name: May (God) add. That name was a special inheri-

tance from the Old Law.

HOLDINQ THE CHALICE WHILE EECITINO THE PSATESS
AT END OF MASS.

Qu. Traveling through England lately, I noticed, while at-

tending Mass, that in some churches the celebrant takes the

chalice and holds it in his hands while reciting the prayers at the

end of Mass. English priests as a rule say Mass in a very edify-

ing manner ; and hence it surprised me all the more to find even

at the Brompton Oratory what I understood to be, if not a vio-

lation of rubrics, certainly an odd attitude in which to recite

prayers, and one which the liturgists would surely not endorse.

Or am I wrong?

Resp. No special rubric that implies a prohibition to say
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the prescribed prayers while holding the chalice, was given in

the decree (6 January, 1884) which made these prayers ob-

ligatory, after low Mass, for priests throughout the world.

Before that time, however, it was the custom to have these

prayers recited by order of the Pope in the Roman province.

The formula which made them obligatory for the clergy of

Rome was accompanied by a rubric containing the direction

that they were to be said junctis manibtcs. It was therefore

evidently the mind of the authority which formulates the rules

of liturgical worship that, while these prayers are being re-

cited, the chalice should be left on the altar, since otherwise

the joining of the hands in prayer would be manifestly im-

possible.

Rubricists generally maintain that it is contrary to liturgical

rule to pray with the hands occupied, unless the action itself

in which the hands are employed be a necessary illustration

of the invocation or prayer. A book or card from which the

prayers are read comes under the same category. Hence we
read that " recte et decenter agere eos, qui, seposita discessus

properantia, calicem super altare relinquunt usque dum preces

recitaverint, et deinde ascendunt ad altare, ut calicem disces-

suri assumant." ^

It can scarcely be said that a deviation, not otherwise offen-

sive, from this observance is a violation of decentia, especially

in a religious community where subordinates follow the lead,

in such things, of their elders or superiors ; and a custom once

introduced is for obvious reasons not easily altered. But it

is certainly not the best way.

THE LAW OF FASTING AND DAILY COMMUNION IN THE
UNITED STATES.

Qu. Understanding that the columns of your magazine are

open to the discussion of leading theological questions of the day,

I take the liberty of suggesting one which seems to have been

overlooked by writers and preachers on that most sacred and

important of subjects—frequent and daily Communion.

1 Sacra Liturgia : De Celebr. Missae, qu. 324, n. 5. Van der Stappen.
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Under our present living conditions, and considering the not

over-robust health of our people, a little observation will easily

show that daily Communion is a practical impossibility to a

majority of the American people, owing to the rigidity of the

present law of fasting. That law was originally made, I under-

stand, at a time when social, ecclesiastical, and health conditions

were entirely different from what they are now ; and a rule that

then was a useful barrier to the irreverence of the leisure classes,

now operates against the worthy who arc fighting the daily battles

of life.

Do you consider the subject worthy of the attention of our

American clergy, on whom the Holy See depends for the repre-

sentation of the needs of our people?

S. C. B.

Resp. The question, to what extent the law which enjoins

the faithful to receive Holy Communion fasting might be

modified in view of the modern conditions of social and hygi-

enic life, is one that cannot be readily settled by the pronounce-

ments of individual authorities. If our Bishops, through the

Board of Archbishops at their annual meeting, were to agree

in setting forth good and definite reasons for a change of the

present discipline, and embody the same in a votum addressed

to the Holy See, there is no doubt that the Roman authorities

would consent to alter the law according to the needs of our

community.

But it stands to reason that, if there have arisen conditions

that demand a change, based on social and hygienic grounds,

they should first of all be clearly set forth. It is not likely that

the same conditions and the consequent reasons for a change

of the law operate to the same extent and in the same degree

in all parts of the United States, any more than they are recog-

nized to exist in Europe or in the Orient. Nor does it appear

at first sight that the conditions of social and hygienic life,

in relation to the practice of daily Communion, are so very dif-

ferent from those of old, when the same practice was in vogue

among Christians of all classes. Fasting as a preparation for

Communion was introduced very early (if Tertullian's testi-

mony can be accepted as trustworthy) in the historic discipline
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of the Church. The reason was unquestionably that thus only

was reverence secured in the habitual or frequent approach to

the Holy Table, It may be seriously doubted whether the ir-

reverence which eventually made fasting the law of prepara-

tion for Communion, was confined to the leisure classes. St.

Paul gives us an early report of the conditions which existed

among the Corinthians of his time, and we do not see any

reason to suppose that his stinging rebuke was addressed to

the select few who came to the church and Communion in a

condition which disedified the better element among the con-

verts (I Cor. II : 20).

It is difficult, however, to form an estimate of the actual

necessities of the faithful in this maiter until we have a more

specific statement of the reasons, social, ecclesiastical, and

hygienic, to which our correspondent refers. The matter is,

as we said, open to discussion; but no action can be expected

that makes for a change of existing legislation on purely

speculative and not yet clearly demonstrated grounds.

HOW TO MAKE THE "CHRISMALE" OR CERE-CLOTH POR
ALTAR-STONES.

Qu. Can you give mc a receipt for making wax-cloth to cover

altar-stones ?

Resp. Melt the remnants of wax candles in a pan. When
the wax is in a liquid state, skim oflf the impurities that float

on the surface.

Take a piece of linen somewhat larger than the surface of

the altar-stone to be covered (to allow for a notable shrinking

of the cloth when saturated with wax). Put this linen into

the boiling wax, and when it is thoroughly saturated, take

it out and hang it on a clothes-line, allowing the surplus wax
to drip oflF onto a piece of paper. When the cloth is dry, place

it between two other sheets of linen, and iron with a heated

flat-iron. This process gives three wax-cloths which can be

used for the covering of altar-stones. The table on which the

cloths are ironed should be protected by a sheet of thick paper

or old cloth, as the hot wax is apt to permeate the linen.*

» See Schulte : "Altar-Cloths ", Catholic Encyclopedia, p. 352 b.
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HANDBUCH DEB GESCHICHTE DES FRANZISEANEBORDENS,
Von P. Dr. Heribert Holzapfel (Bayr. Provinz). Freiburg, Brisg.,

mid St. Louis, Mo.: B. Herder. 1909. Pp. 732.

One of the chief objects of the recent founding of the Archi-

vum Franciscanum Historicum was to facilitate the collection

and examination of material which might serve for a constructive

history of the great Mendicant Order of St. Francis of Assisi.

That history covers a period of seven centuries, during which the

Order has exercised the influence of its multiform activity under

most widely different conditions of place and circumstances.

Such a work with its instructive details would contain the

gravest lessons for the historian, for the student of sociology,

for the moral reformer, whether secular or religious, and, we
must add, for the theologian. To the latter, the attitude of

Franciscan scholarship, especially as presented by our author,

despite the succinct and in a way superficial method, toward

scholastic learning is a not inconsiderable factor in the forma-

tion of correct conclusions touching the worth of authority in

religious and spiritual development. Thus the prophetic words

which the traveler from Foligno sees written over the gate of

Assisi would find fulfilment, not only in alluring generations of

souls on to the imitation of the Poverello, but likewise in the

rearing of an historic memorial, the artistic and symbolic details

of which offer a unique and still all-sided interest to the student

of religion and of civilization, with its broad arches, gloriously

decorated, of Christian culture.

Up to the present scarcely any steps had been taken toward

the preparation of a true history of the Order. There are, of

course, scores of annals collected by men as spirited and labor-

ious as Lucas Wadding. The bibliography of the Order testifies

to the existence of innumerable chronicles, acta, bullaria, re-

gistra, menologia, and specula, which reflect wonderfully varied

and attractive lights upon the regions through which Franciscan

zeal has coursed during the centuries of its existence. But there

has been no systematic effort to gather these lights into a con-

centrated focus which, like a searchlight, would illumine all the

parts in regular order and relation. Such a work would indeed,
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considering the variety and mass of material to be passed in

review, require the collaboration of many writers and probably

several generations to complete it. But before this great task

could be undertaken it is necessary to stake out a groundplan,

to indicate the topical disposition and chronological order, to

forecast the estimated values of specifications, in order to main-

tain right proportions in the detailed arrangement. These pre-

liminaries might be entrusted to one man whose clear eye could

sweep the field, locate future construction, and sketch the eleva-

tions of the historic edifice. Such a man Father Heribert had

been adjudged to be when his discerning superior, the present

General of the Minorites, commissioned him to undertake a

compendium of the history of the Franciscan Order, from its

origin to the present time.

Fr. Holzapfel has accomplished his task, if we may judge

from the standpoint of the general student, with singular im-

partiality and judiciousness. He does not appear to have bound

himself down to any determined policy or outlook beyond that

which the duty of a Franciscan, who acts as an historian of his

Order, imposed upon him. His duty was to locate and then to

inspect the true sources of information regarding his subject.

That in itself was no easy matter and demanded exceptional gifts

of analysis and judgment. He did not content himself with

collating in chronological order the facts that were recorded by

the chroniclers, connecting them merely by the external rela-

tions in which they appeared to the statistical reporter. His

aim was to present the events in their inner relations and mutual

bearing, and to point out the causes and aids that fostered the

growth and development of the Order.

Beyond this aim Fr. Holzapfel's book makes no pretension to

furnish a critical estimate of the missionary and literary activity

of the Order. He gives for the most part things as he found

them labeled. Of his brother Friars, the Conventuals and Capu-

chins, he speaks with the frankness of a man who can see both

sides of a question, and who is willing to concede that men may
be holy without being saints, or in error without being villains.

His estimates of the value of the work done by the Franciscans

at different periods are perhaps open to controversy. But when
one considers the difficulty of ascertaining the relative merits

of the many missionaries, preachers, and literati whose names

have been hailed as great in the Order, and who have been
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belittled by their adversaries, often of the same cloth, we wonder

at the discretion exercised by our author in selecting the men
whom he accounted representative. He gives authority for

most of his conclusions, yet manages not to overload his text

with references to distracting footnotes.

It is no little praise to say that the author throughout his vol-

ume has maintained the irenical attitude which befits the ex-

ponent of religious history. He eschews all polemics, and how
difficult such a course must have proved for the historian of

medieval times who acts as the representative of a prominent

world-power in those times, will be appreciated by all who know
anything of the monastic and scholastic controversies of the

Middle Ages. He gives us the facts and results of conflicts of

opinion without partisan bias, although not without expressing

an opinion upon their value to the cause of Catholicity when
viewed at a proper distance. In the matter of statistics the work
is particularly serviceable for the records it furnishes from the

chronicles of the Order. In the second part of the work, where

the history takes up the reform-movement beginning with the

great division of the Order, this task of accurate statistics be-

comes more difficult. As for the policy that dismembered the

great institution for which St. Francis had laid the foundation

by the Rule and Constitutions of his Order, Fr. Holzapfel

makes no secret of his opinion; and one cannot but heartily ap-

plaud the wish he expresses that a fresh union be brought about,

not by any act of external authority, but by the reasoned con-

viction that a peaceful reunion would be a blessing alike for the

Order and for the Church at large. The seed which St. Francis

planted has indeed been of wonderful fertility, and the thought

of a single heart and mind operating through an organization

which commands not merely the sympathy of millions, but has

actually millions of observants who follow the Rule of the

Seraphic Saint in their daily lives, and whose convictions for

social and religious reform would combine into a magnificent

power for good to be felt in every department of religious, in-

tellectual, and civic activity, is pleasant to contemplate.

At the present time the Order shows signs of new growth

which promises to bring back the days of its greatest vitality in

the eighteenth century, when postulants flocked to it in such

numbers that the then reigning Popes, Innocent XIII and Bene-

dict XIII, had to make rules restraining the freedom of admis-
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sion. In 1768 the General of the Friars Minor commanded the

obedience of about 77,000 members, distributed over 167 pro-

vinces. To-day there are probably 18,000 Friars, priests and lay-

brothers. Of Conventuals, the number rises to about 2,000, ac-

cording to recent accounts. The Capuchins number at present

over 10,000. Of the female Order, which grew under the direc-

tion of St. Francis, with St. Clare as the first superior, there

were in 1907 some 10,200; at one time their number counted

more than 70,000, including diocesan institutes of Poor Clares.

If to these we add the innumerable communities of Tertiaries

who live according to the Rule of St. Francis, and whose num-
ber passes easily the mark of two millions and a half, we may
form some estimate of the influence of St. Francis of Assisi in

our own day.

The recent movements tending not only to reforms and adap-

tations to new needs, but likewise toward union of the three great

divisions of the Franciscan army, under the fostering care of the

Sovereign Pontiff and the high-minded policy of the present Gen-

eral of the Friars Minor, indicate the rising of a new glory over

the pinnacles of Holy Church at the close of the seventh cen-

tenary of the Order founded in Assisi.

THE CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA. An International Work of

Eeference on the Constitution, Doctrine, Discipline, and History

of the Catholic Church. Edited by Charles 0. Herbermann, Fh. D.,

LL. D. ; Edward A. Face, Fh. D., D. D. : Conde B. Fallen, Fh. D., LL.D.

;

Thomas J- Shahan, D. D. ; John J. Wynne, S. J., assisted by numerous
collaborators. In fifteen volumes. Vol VI. New York: Robert
Appleton Co. Fp. 800.

The sixth volume of The Catholic Encyclopedia brings the

work down to " Gregory XL" As in the preceding volumes, so

here there is the mark of undiminished care in the selection of

scholarly writers who are capable of setting forth the Catholic

standpoint to the general reader—the one great reason for the

existence of the work. Such an article as France is typical in

this respect, and admirably written. Not only have we here

from competent pens like those of Georges Goyau and Rene

Doumic a true history of the political and literary development

of the French nation to the present day, but there is also a

special article which deals with French Catholics in America.

The same is true of Germany and German Catholicity in the

United States.
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Again, in no other encyclopedia, we venture to say, shall we
find articles on such a topic as " Frequent Communion," an article

which, besides the intrinsic value of its clear exposition, deals

with a subject that does not ordinarily fall within the range of

a dictionary; yet the information imparted under this heading

is much needed, owing to the fact that the present Pontiff has

issued a " Motu Proprio " on the subject.

The articles on " Gallicanism " by A. Degert, on the " Galilean

Rite " by Henry Jenner, " Free Will " by Father Michael Maher,

S.J., on " Goa " by Father Hull of Bombay, on " Ecclesiastical

Feasts " by Father Frederick Holweck, on " Gnosticism " by

Dr. Arendzen, and the various historical accounts by Prof.

Benigni, while not extensive, show nevertheless a certain power
of summarizing with accuracy, which marks the exceptionally

rare talent of the natural encyclopedic writer.

Among the contributions on Scriptural subjects we note with

pleasure those by Father Anthony Maas, S.J., whose scrupulous

care of statement and evidently wide range of information give

the reader a feeling of security when referring to questions

treated by the modest and erudite Woodstock Jesuit. Charles

Souvay's article on Scriptural Geography is very complete and

relieves the student of the necessity of turning over many pages

in the ordinary geographical reference book where the topics are

severally discussed.

Father Herbert Thurston, S.J., who has been one of the chief

contributors from the first volume on, has only slight contribu-

tions in the present volume, although the one on the Forty Hours'

Prayer is of exceptional value as an historical resume. The

leading contributor, whose work we note among the more im-

portant subjects treated within these eight hundred pages is

Father Paschal Robinson, O.F.M., whose three papers on Saint

Francis of Assisi, the Franciscan Order, and the Fioretti de S.

Francesco d' Assisi excell not less in literary finish and direct-

ness of expression than in critical solidity of matter. The article

on St. Francis covers eight pages, and yet one regrets at the end

of them that some of the chief controverted points in the legend

of the Saint's life have not been briefly discussed in the judicious

temper which the erudite Minorite always brings to his task.

The illustrations in the volume are admirable, and we can

only repeat our congratulations to the energetic editors and per-

haps most of all to the far-seeing and persevering spirit of Father
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Wynne, who is understood to be the inspirer and chief promoter

of the work in its general outlines.

DE SPONSALIBUS ET MATEIMONIO TEACTATUS CANONICUS
ET THEOLOOICTJS. (Theologia Brngensis.) By A. Desmet,
S. T.L., Professor at the Seminary of Bruges. Bruges: Beyaert,
1909. Pp. xxvii-563.

There is no dearth either of books or even of good books on

the subject of matrimony. The one before us, by the dis-

tinguished professor of the Seminary of Bruges, will be listed

among the best, such as those by Feye, Gasparri, De Becker,

Wernz, and Scherer, which the author himself commends as of

special merit. In it the priests on the mission will- find, besides

all the information they need to solve such cases of canon law

as they may meet, practical rules in dealing with persons who
desire to enter into the bonds of wedlock, and an exhaustive

treatise of moral theology on the rights and the respective

duties of married couples—a phase of the question which is less

frequently noticed in manuals on matrimony than one should

desire. They will also find—and this item calls for special men-

tion—numerous indications enabling them to elucidate to the

better-informed members of their flocks the disputed and timely

topics concerning the nature of matrimony and of divorce ; which

suggests that this new work is admirably suited as a handbook

for our Seminaries. It is practical and scientific as well. In

our day it is but right to demand of the members of the Catholic

clergy a certain amount of scientific information on such sub-

jects, which is on a par with that enjoyed by men in professional

ranks, not to speak of the sectarian ministers who deal with

matrimony as a religious act. We cannot accord too much praise

to the author for having grasped to the full this necessity and

for having given to his work a strictly scientific turn. For that

matter, according to the foremost canonists, such as Stutz among
the Protestants, and Wernz among the Catholics, a thorough

understanding of ecclesiastical legislation calls for a sound his-

torical knowledge of the same. Whoever needs to be convinced

on that head has but to read Father Desmet's historical expose

of the copula theoria (pp. 70 and 208).

If we look at the work from the standpoint of pedagogy, its

author deserves likewise a large meed of praise; for, whatever

is principle and present-day legislation he has had printed in large
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type and whatever is merely matter of erudition or history, in

small type. In a word, he has very happily combined the his-

torical and scholastic method. To be sure, in the treatise on
matrimony there are too many disputed questions to make it

possible for an author to solve them all to the satisfaction of

everybody. All that may be expected is, that he set down faith-

fully the controverted points and that he indicate the motives

of the solution which he makes his own. Father Desmet does

that.

An excellent bibliography, which sets off the best works with

an asterisk, will undoubtedly render great service and dispense

with much research. The present volume is the first of the

series of Theologia Brugensis. We have every reason to believe

that the scientific conscientiousness which presided at its writing

will preside at the writing of the coming volumes and that they

will enjoy a like measure of success.

V. H.

Louvain.

THEISM AND THE CHRISTIAN FAITH. Lectures delivered in

the Harvard Divinity School- By Charles Carroll Everett, D. D.,

LL.D. Edited by Edward Hale, A.B., S.T.B. New York: The
Macmillan Co. 1909. Pp. xvii-491.

Recently, as will be remembered, the subject of the religious

teaching imparted in our leading Universities was discussed in

one of the popular magazines in a way which secured the atten-

tion of the entire American public, and which brought the whole

question of higher religious instruction into a very prominent

light. The author of the articles in question had sought to prove

by verbatim quotations that opinions radically subversive of the

present social and moral order were being openly taught by

professors of our representative institutions of higher educa-

tion. The reception accorded to the views thus expressed was

of a very varied character. Some considered them to be merely

an extension to collegiate religious instruction of the inexact and

noisily sensational criticism so (popular in our day. Others re-

garded them as a serious arraigrWient of gravely culpable public

instructors, and made them the basi.5 of the most earnest regret

and protestation. Still others felt that, while the article in ques-

tion exhibited, indeed, a state of affairs really existing and most

deplorable, it was, nevertheless, lacking in specific authenticity,
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and that proper criticism could only be made when the utterances

recorded were openly formulated over the signatures of their

respective authors.

Under these circumstances, Professor Everett's Theism and
the Christian Faith, just issued by the Macmillan Company,
possesses a peculiar interest; since it is an accredited expression

of the religious views taught at Harvard by the dean of the

theological faculty, and may thus be regarded as typical of ad-

vanced religious instruction. Although the work is posthumous,

and, since the author left no manuscript, is compiled from class-

room notes taken by his students, we have no reason to doubt

the substantial accuracy of the text.

The work bears the strong impress of those modem tenden-

cies which have driven all non-Catholic religious speculation from
the proper field into that of merely philosophical generalization;

and in the most damaging of all manners, that is, by a really

abject servility to materialistic and agnostic tendencies, the

author appears to confirm all the sinister inferences indicated by

Mr. Bolce in his magazine articles already referred to. Pro-

fessor Everett's confident and seemingly authoritative, but really

apologetic and subservient, matter and manner recall the words

of Professor James in his Pragmatism (pp. 17-18), where he

describes with accuracy, and as if by anticipation, the general

character of the present work; which, as has been indicated,

may be justly taken as a classic example of present Protestant

theism in general. Of this. Professor James says, " That theism

(i. e., traditional theism blunted in Protestantism by the trans-

cendental pantheistic idealism of the Anglo-Hegelian school)

remains, however. It is the lineal descendant, through one stage

of concession after another, of the dogmatic scholastic theism

still taught rigorously in the seminaries of the Catholic Church.

... It is what I meant by the philosophy that has the air of

fighting a slow retreat. Between the encroachments of the Hege-

lians and other philosophers of the * Absolute ', on the one hand,

and those of the scientific evolutionists and agnostics, on the

other, the men that give us this kind of philosophy . . . must

feel themselves rather tightly squeezed. Fair-minded and candid

as you like, this philosophy ... is eclectic, a thing of compro-

mises, that seeks a modus vivcndi above all things. It lacks the

victorious and aggressive note. It lacks prestige in consequence."

These words are true and expressive in regard to the general
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subject of which they treat, and they apply distinctly to the

present work; for, with the object, apparently, of making his

liberal spirit and erudition accessible to students already to

some extent inoculated with the vague scepticism prevalent in

the domain of modern " philosophy ", Professor Everett wanders
irregularly over the whole historical aspect of philosophy,

touching lightly here and there and in a necessarily incomplete

and unsatisfactory manner, all the more important philosophico-

theological questions, with the final result of an apologetic,

weakly acquiescent acceptance of radically evolutionistic and
other fundamentally erroneous hypotheses which, if they were
true, would render a genuine concept of religion impossible.

Like other writers of his class. Professor Everett places his

work beyond the reach of adequate criticism by the baffling

multiplicity of important subjects which he introduces into his

treatise. We have space here only for a remark on what he

calls " The Sixth and Final Definition of Religion ", a definition

supposed to sum up his own entire contention in the following

final words (p. 489) :

" Religion, then, is the Feeling toward a Spiritual Pres-

ence MANIFESTING ITSELF IN TrUTH, GoODNESS AND BeAUTY_,

especially as illustrated in the life and teaching of

Jesus and as experienced in every soul that is open to its

influence."

The consistent thinker who analyzes the above definition will

have little difficulty in perceiving the weakness of such a defini-

tion and of any " religion " that it would correctly describe.

Every philosophical student knows that " feeling ", the term

which furnishes the generic note of the definition, is a state of

consciousness pertaining to the sensitive rather than to the in-

tellectual faculties ; so that, according to Dr. Everett's definition,

religion would be as proper to the brute as to man; or, even if

we were to restrict its possession to man alone, it would be re-

lated to his animal rather than to his intellectual life. Again,

the expression " spiritual presence " appears to have been chosen

for its undefined character, so as to allow the possibility of deny-

ing a personal God to whom they would be accountable for their

actions. The manifestation of a spiritual presence in " truth,

goodness and beauty " suggests an appeal to the esthetic faculty,

while it excludes all possibility of any really coercive demand.

In such a scheme of religion the person of Christ is necessarily
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reduced from that of an author in the moral order to a mere ex-

empHfier of extrinsic ideals, of whom we could not in any sense

speak correctly as divine. Finally, the religion here indicated

is specifically subjective; for both as a " feeling" and as an " ex-

perience " it owes its specific origin and existence solely to man,
and thus excludes, as it is studiously intended to do, any agency

and any real power higher than man himself.

D. D.

HISTOIBE D£S DOGMES. De Saint Athanase a St. Angustin. Far
J. Tixeront. Deuzieme edition. Paris. 1909.

Nothing contributes more to the knowledge of a thing than

insight into its genesis, whether it be the making by external

causes or the development from innate forces. We understand

a thing or a truth thoroughly only after we have traced it through

the various stages of its evolution. This is not less true of the

dogmas of our holy Faith. However unalterable revealed truth

may be in itself, its expression in human language and in typical

scientific terms possesses an historical aspect. Our dogmas
have a history because they have grown into the consciousness

of the faithful, have been more explicitly stated and more clearly

defined against misunderstanding and error in the course of time.

It is valuable, then, to observe this gradual shaping of religious

truth into dogmatic form. The mould in which it has been cast

has been influenced by contact with contemporaneous thought,

not to such an extent that it could not be for all times a valid

formula excluding all adaptations, but so much that for a clearer

understanding a knowledge of its historical conditions is required.

Moreover, there is something fascinating in this study ; it reveals

the inherent vitality of the dogma and the identity in its growth.

The volume before us (the second instalment of a work that

is to embrace three volumes of moderate size) makes this inter-

esting study accessible to a wider circle. The books heretofore

written on the subject are of forbidding bulk; only to mention

Schwane, Dogmengeschichte, abounding in a wealth of detail, it

is true, but discouraging anyone but a professional theologian.

The French have the enviable faculty of making things that are

ordinarily devoid of interest attractive and of adding a new
charm to those that are engaging of their own nature. Though

not without erudition, their books are never encumbered with

seemingly useless references. These excellent qualities we find
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exemplified to a very high degree in the work of our author.

The treatment of his subject is lucid, based on sound historical

research, rich in detail, yet not confusing or annoying by a dis-

play of conscious erudition. It has the genial French touch.

The period with which the second volume deals teems with

great controversies and accordingly yields abundant matter for

the study of the history of dogmas. It extends over the time

from 318 to 430. At a glance we see that it includes the great

ages of the first Councils of Nicaea and of Constantinople, of

St. Athanasius, St. Ambrose, St. Basil, St. Chrysostom, the two

St. Gregories, St. Hilary, St. Jerome, and St. Augustine. The
subtlest and most elusive questions, such as the nature of the

Divine Sonship of Christ, the procession of the Holy Spirit,

the essence of grace, the origin of the soul, original sin, and

the nature of evil were discussed in their time by superior minds

and matured for dogmatical definition. The author does not

detail and analyze the doctrine of each of the Fathers ; but

gives a synthetic view of the teachings of an epoch on some de-

finite point. A very exhaustive index enables the reader to re-

construct for himself the theological system of any of the writers

of the period. This method has the advantage of simplifying

matters and of avoiding repetitions; at the same time it affords

the student the opportunity of a congenial and useful mental

exercise.

Theology cannot dispense with positive studies; from them it

draws fertility, historical adjustment, and a peculiar freshness.

The author renders such studies easy and attractive. Much can

be gained from the perusal of the work, not only for the theo-

retical study of theology, but also for its application to the needj

of the ministry. It deserves a hearty recommendation.

C. B.

FIFTEENTH ANNUAL EEPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
OF PARISH SCHOOLS OF THE ARCHDIOCESE OF PHILA-
DELPHIA. 1908-1909. Pp. 152.

V

Father Philip McDevitt's annual Report to the Archdiocesan

School Board concerning the work and progress of the parish

schools of Philadelphia shows an average attendance of 56,475

pupils. There were eleven new schools opened in different parts

of the Archdiocese during the year, with a total increase of
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attendance over that of the previous year of 3,719 children. " In

the City of Philadelphia the development (of parish schools)

has proceeded so quickly and steadily that seventy-six out of the

ninety-five parishes are now provided with schools." The nine-

teen parishes without schools are for the most part those newly

formed ones which have not thus far had the means for estab-

lishing schools. This is a gratifying result, and it is no secret

to those who have watched the progress that a large share of it

is entirely due to the disinterested zeal of the very capable school

Superintendent himself. If he is active in the interest of school-

work and wisely helpful alike to teacher and pastor, he is also

outspoken in pointing out where there is any culpable negligence.

Touching upon the reasons why schools are not to be found in

every well-established parish of the Archdiocese, he says :
" Con-

sidering this matter from every point of view, the conclusion is

inevitable that the non-existence of a parish school in some
places is due rather to the lack of desire than to insurmountable

obstacles. Again, in the parishes that have no schools, there is

not always proof that the efforts to provide for the spiritual

needs of the children are so conspicuously evident and successful

as to render a parish school unnecessary." Such language is re-

freshing and indicates that the Superintendent has an eye open

for the opportunities that are neglected as well as for those that

are utilized.

Equally frank is he in speaking of the need of secondary

education and the duties which this need places upon pastor and

parent in behalf of the establishment of high schools. Admirable

are the suggestions which Father McDevitt gives to the teachers

of our Catholic schools. He adverts to the fact that our schools

are taught in the main by religious. While the task imposed

upon them as teachers demands an adequate mental equipment

and special training in pedagogy, he realizes that neglect in cul-

tivating the religious spirit, which is the animating principle of

a special vocation as teacher, would be disastrous to the inter-

ests of the school, for its creation is in a manner identified with

the spiritual interests for which religious discipline has been in-

stituted.

A chapter of special importance is that in which. Father Mc-
Devitt speaks of anti-Catholic prejudice. It were well to put the

principle which the writer emphasizes therein before our Catholic

men in season and out of season, so that they might understand
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the attitude which becomes us when confronted with the de-

mand to second the efforts of the State toward raising their

standard of popular education and the means to maintain it.

The Report contains also a series of Resolutions adopted by

the Catholic Educational Association in 1909, the Resolutions on

Education adopted by the Federation of Catholic Societies in

1909, and the Declaration of Principles and Aims of the National

Education Association of the United States, 1909. This is fol-

lowed by a Report of the Proceedings of the Conference on the

Care of Dependent Children, held at Washington during the past

year.

Among the illustrations is a chart showing the comparative

increase in parish schools, parishes, and priests, during the last

twenty-five years. The illustration is of special interest as in-

dicating the progress of school life during the pastorate of the

venerated Archbishop of Philadelphia, the Jubilee of whose epis-

copate over that Archdiocese is marked by the handsome style

of the publication itself.

THE YOUNG PRIEST'S KEEPSAKE. By Michael J. Phelan, S.J.

Dublin: M. H. Gill ft Son. 1909. Pp. 102.

Father Phelan speaks to the young priest as an experienced

teacher and missionary speaks to a pupil who is about to carry

out the pastoral principles and doctrines which thus far have

confronted him only within the safe walls of the college or semi-

nary. He deals mainly with the practice of preaching, and

points out to the newly-ordained pulpit orator what he requires

most, and what he had best avoid. The warning must, of course,

reach him before he expects to make use of his gifts. The
necessity of general culture in a priest, the necessity of knowing

and using correct English, the need of writing, and how to set

about it, before preaching, are shown. Some admirable remarks

on the art of elocution bring the little volume to a close.
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Probably many of our readers are familiar with Father Power's bright
\

little essay entitled The True Rationalism which appeared early last \

year and was noticed at the time in these pages. A no less clever and if

anything even more readable lecture is contained in a recently published

brochure called At the Root of Socialism (Sands & Co., London; B.

Herder, St. Louis). It is a criticism of a Manifesto issued by the

Glasgow Socialist Labor Party; but, while thus locally occasioned, the

reasoning is based on principles that overturn the exaggerated demands

of Socialists wheresoever put forth. Father Power has the wit and the

literary art that make rough ways plain and pleasant. The pamphlet is

a welcome addition to our not too abundant studies of Socialism, and

the price for which it sells (one dime) makes it likely to receive what

it deserves, a wide circulation. J

Another valuable little essay on Socialism is Father Rickaby's paper

published by the London Catholic Truth Society under the title of Three

Socialist Fallacies. The eminent Jesuit philosopher has repeatedly crossed

academic swords with the Socialists; and those who have witnessed the

former contests will not need to be told that the thrust and parry are in

the present case equally effective and no less graceful. /

To students who have power and time to go more deeply into social

and economic problems may be recommended Father Pesch's Lehrbuch

der Nationalokonomie (Herder, St. Louis). The first volume of this

monumental work was reviewed in these pages after its publication five

years ago. The second volume has recently appeared and will receive

more extended notice presently. We call attention to the work here and

now as being probably the most thorough and comprehensive treatment

of general economics that has thus far been gfiven us by a Catholic author.

The work lays broadly and deeply the foundations of political economy.

A third volume, completing the basal structure, is in preparation. Subse-

quently a series of volumes treating of the economics of the special in-

dustries will be produced by other of the author's religious brethren,

the Jesuits.

A work closely akin to the foregoing is Arbeit und Armnt by Dr. von

Kostanecki, professor at the University of Freiburg (Switzerland), and

recently published by Herder (St. Louis). The author describes the

development of the prevailing social ideas on labor and poverty, from
medieval times up to the present, as those ideas effloresce in economic

theories. It is a solid contribution to the history of both sociological

and economic theory. The English-reading student is likely to be grati-

fied at seeing his familiar language frequently standing out—citations
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from English economists—in the German text—an experience not often

provided for us by German professors!

Our Latin manuals in their treatment of the " Social Question " in-

variably insist that civil legislation is a necessary factor in the solution

of the problem. The student finds it difficult, however, to determine what

lines such legislation should follow in this country. Dr. John A. Ryan of

St. Paul's Seminary, Minnesota, made some useful and practical sug-

gestions in two widely read articles that appeared in The Catholic World

of last July and August. The papers have been published in pamphlet

form by the Catholic World Press, where they can be obtained for the

exceedingly modest price of one dollar a hundred copies. This should

give the brief essay—the title is A Program of Social Reform by Legis-

lation—a wide circulation in our seminaries and colleges as well as among
the thoughtful laity.

The literary enterprise of the American Provinces of the Society of

Jesus has come into splendid prominence. The weekly periodical,

America, established but six months since, like the Catholic Encyclopedia,

begun two years ago, shows a definiteness of design, a recognition of

the essential values of the modern periodical, and a steady advance in

the use of the intellectual as well as the mechanical opportunities at the

disposal of Catholic initiative. This must fill the heart of every lover

of true religion with hopeful satisfaction in the future of the Church

in America. What we need most at present to sustain the Faith amongst

us is an intelligent interpretation of its invariable claims for making a

high standard of morality, knowledge, and public activity accessible to

all minds. Nothing can effect this more rapidly than high-class periodicals

by producing a literature that, coming frequently under the eyes of the

people, always clean, always impartial, always standing promptly and

without reserve for the objectively true and good, wins respect and

commands attention. To America and its devoted colaborers we call

out, as it has reached its first milestone—Volume One, with a full Index

that is a very essential feature of its usefulness for reference purposes
—vivant, floreant, crescant A. M. D. G.

Catholicity in Philadelphia is an aptly named, handsomely printed and

illustrated volume of 546 pages, by Joseph L. J. Kirlin, priest of the

Archdiocese of Philadelphia (John Joseph McVey, publisher). So far as

the portion which deals with Philadelphia as a diocese is concerned, it is

not so much a history in the modern acceptation of that term, as rather

a record in chronological sequence of the material upbuilding of churches,

schools, asylums, and pastoral residences, together with the names of the

builders and the ceremonial details which gave splendor to the dedica-

tions, as we find them reported in the journals at the time. But the

work represents considerable labor and will be of value to the future his-

torian who may undertake to look into facts with a due regard to the

relations of cause and effect. The volume is a testimonial also to the
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aflFectionate reverence in which the Archbishop of Philadelphia, the Most

Rev. P. J. Ryan, is held, the twenty-fifth anniversary of whose presi-

dency over the diocese is marked by its publication.

St. Peter Catholic Church, Reading, Pennsylvania, 1909, is a superbly

illustrated account of the origin and growth of one of the oldest Catholic

churches in the State of Pennsylvania. The volume bears the impress

of a memorial to one of its most efficient deceased pastors, the Rev.

James deary. The Historical Foreword is written by George J. Gross,

Esq., one of the leading members of the parish at present under the

pastoral administration of the Rev. Thomas S. McCarly. The church is

evidently a gem of artistic taste and correct ecclesiastical appointments.

The miracle of St. Januarius, the great patron of Naples, has found an

able champion in Father Edward P. Graham. The Mystery of Naples,

as his recently published volume on this subject is entitled, sets forth

the history of the Saint, the phenomenon of the miraculous liquefaction

of his blood, the value of the testimony in its behalf, and the opposition

of those who deny the veracity of the witnesses or furnish the possi-

bilities of explanations which ignore the supernatural. Incidentally, the

author deals with the relation of miracles to modern thought. This will

be helpful to the student of apologetics, and whether we accept the

miracle of St. Januarius as a true illustration or not, the theory is per-

fectly sound. Apart from the supposition of unknown laws of nature

or unknown modes of their varied operation, the evidence in behalf of

the liquefaction seems overwhelming.

The Glories of Lourdes, by Canon Justin Rousseil, translated by the

Rev. Joseph Murphy, S. J., is a more attractive presentation of the whole

subject of Lourdes, with its charms of nature and of grace, than any we
have seen heretofore. It reviews the poetical or mystical no less than

the historical aspect of the events that have transpired during the half-

century since the wondrous apparition drew attention to the little corner

of Massabielle on the slopes of the Pyrrenean mountains, and makes the

reading less that of a chronicle or medical report than a narrative of

beautiful revelations of God's undoubted mercy.

The Etudes Franciscaines, edited by the Capuchin Fathers of the

Namur Province (published by Ch. Poussielgue, Paris), is an important

repertoire of Franciscan history and letters. P. Ubald's regular con-

tributions in particular show that the treasury of Franciscalia which

appeals to lovers of art no less than to those of religion is fairly inex-

haustible. In the last issue of the magazine (October) he gives a life of

St. Francis from an Oxford text that dates from the fourteenth cen-

tury, and is kept in the library of Queen's College. Its chief source is

no doubt the legend of St. Thomas de Celano, but it is by no means a

mere translation.
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We understand that a complete and critical edition of the life of the

Seraphic Founder, which is likely to embody the above and the. bulk of

other heretofore accessible MSS. on the subject, is in the hands of

Father Paschal Robinson, who has made exhaustive researches for the

work during a number of years in Italy and other parts of the Fran-

ciscan world. The name of Father Robinson is itself a guarantee of

exact scholarship and comprehensive treatment, two features which

would commend such a work above all others. We also need an Eng-

lish life of St. Qare, and its publication would naturally go hand-in-

hand with that of the life of St. Francis.

Bishop Dominico Mannajoli has rendered a good service to students

of Moral Theology by publishing a Supplement to Cardinal Joseph

D'Annibale's classical Summula Theologiae Moralis. The supplement

deals with the questions passed over or only perfunctorily treated in the

late fifth edition (1907) of the Cardinal's work, and is a reliable com-

mentary on the recent Acts and Decisions of the Holy See (Desclee

et Cie., Rome).

Archbishop John Healy of Tuam is undoubtedly one of the most

versatile writers in the ecclesiastical world of to-day. His Papers and

Addresses, recently published at the suit of the Catholic Truth Society

of Ireland, touch almost every department of theological and practical

science, and at the same time betoken a rare thoroughness of informa-

tion and that broad and discriminating judgment of men and things

which is the ordinary result of wide intellectual surveys. The topics

treated in the volume, although they represent only a selection of the

Archbishop's writings, furnish enough variety of thought to interest stu-

dents of history, archeology, belles lettres, scholastic philosophy, canon

law, and pastoral theology. There is a strong patriotic flavor in most of

the papers, which gives them a peculiar originality and puts heart into

scholarship where we ordinarily only look for thought

/ Socialism is characterized as a destructive force in Father John Ming's

The Morality of Modern Socialism. The author, whose Data of Modern

Ethics and Characteristics off Modern Socialism have made him already

known as a severe critic of the weaknesses of the all-absorbing demo-

cratic heresies which go by the name of Socialism, does not, however,

vent his hostile animus in rhetorical denunciations. He takes the best

possible means of combating it as an actual evil by leading the student

back to the fundamental question of the Basis of Morality, thence to a

study of the Ethics of the Family and of the State. After this he con-

trasts the principles set forth with those of the Socialist movement, and

draws the conclusions which demonstrate the ultimate ruinous outcome of

the latter as a practical system.

!•

The roots of all measures of true social reform must spring from the

soil of rational principles which are established and developed in the
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science of morals. Sound works treating of this science are not over-

abundant in English. We have indeed Father Rickaby's Stonyhurst

manual on Moral Philosophy, and several other compendia which have

done and still are doing good service. But we have long been looking for

a thorough treatise on Ethics, for a work that shall be for the English-

reading students what Cathrein's Moralphilosophie is for the Germans

—a comprehensive, thorough, up-to-date exposition of Ethics. What bids

fair to supply this demand is provided by a work entitled The Science

of Ethics by Dr. Cronin, professor at Cloncliflfe College, Dublin. The first

volume, dealing with General Ethics, has recently been published by

Gill & Co., Dublin (Benziger, New York). The groundwork of morals

—human acts, morality, law, duty, conscience, rights—is here deeply and

solidly laid, amply enough to support the important vital subjects of

special ethics, the discussion of which is left for a future volume. A
fuller account of the work will be given later on.
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